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Art. I.—Theory f Earthquakes ; by Professor Alexis Perrey,

of Dijon, France.
1

Earthquakes are a complex phenomenon. It is difficult to

refer them to one cause alone. The shocks or series of shocks

in a given region may have a special or local cause. We may

distinguish a number of such special causes acting independently

of the principal cause whose general action they modify. More-

over, these secondary causes may be modified in their action by

the principal cause, the latter manifesting itself only through a

differential result . , xl_

Among the phenomena, it is difficult to distinguish those

which are the ofccts of the principal cause from those of special

or local causes. The first aim of investigation should be to

determine
I

suit in which the preponderating

influence of the principal cause shall become manifest. * or tliis

purpose the comparison of a great number of facts is requisite

Before such a comparison, the local or anomalous influences

disappear; or, in other words, the influence of the principal

cause is brought into strong relief, the differential action making

it manifest . . j

There is a periodicity as to times of occurrence in earthquakes

as in other cosrnical and meteorological phenomena. When

M L*ml Mem-

bndtriMtftati ft !

.
...i des AugusUns, 55.
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2 Alexis Perrey on Earthquakes.

earthquakes, ^through a long period, are grouped with reference
to the moon's age, two maxima and two minima of frequency
may be distinguished in each lunar month, the maxima following
immediately the syzygies, and the minima corresponding to the
quadratures. When, again, they are grouped with reference to
the passage of the moon over the meridian, there are two analo-
gous maxima and two minima, the maxima corresponding to the

the superior and inferior meridian, and the minima
to the intermediate times.

These laws, based, one on a comparison of more than 6000
days of earthquakes, and the other on a thousand of ea
shocks, show that there is a relation between the frequency of
earthquakes and the rotation of the moon. Is this relation one
of cause and effect? I believe so, after a careful study of the
subject, and propose to present the evidence.

_

Suppose the globe to have a fluid nucleus, incandescent, and
either liquid or viscous, with a solid crust. Suppose, also, the
thickness of the crust to be such that the outer limit of the
interior mass be a spheroidal surface, similar to that of the
exterior of the sphere. The moon will exert attraction on the

•leus, and tend to give it an < m_ri.< ,i tbrrn ; and the
opposite protuberant parts, formed under the lunar action will
tend to follow the line which connects the centre of the moon
with the centre of the earth, as this line changes its position with
reference to any fixed point on the earth.

_

Let us consider, first, the movement of the moon alone, leav-
ing out of view the earth's orbital motion and rotation. The

is of the elongated central nucleus would then be
directed constantly towards the moon. The two opposite pro-
tuberances would pressure again
of the crust, and would tend to change its form

; and if the crust
had but little thickness and were sufficiently elastic, it would at

lint take the form of the elongated nucleus. These
successive changes of form in the solid crust could not take

out causing vibrations which should occur periodically,
a use, nor without altering, at each

of the plumb-line which would pass periodically' through the
sons. These two periodical phenomena have not yet

been shown certainly to occur. Still a series of observation,
made through several years by Mr. Airy, give us some reason
to believe in their existence.

Suppose now the envelop or crust to have so great thickness
and such elasticity that it cannot take at once the form of the

leus. Pressure and tension in the crust of a greater
or less amount will be the result, which will be a cause of frac-
tures. These fractures will be the starting point of molecular
vibrations which may be propagated in the crust to its surface
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and have the character of true earthquakes. Such is the first or
principal cause of the phenomenon.

opposite protuberances of the central nucleus together
what we call the greattheir movement of rotation, what we call the great

or primary earthquake or seismic wave. The greater the lunar
.the greater will be the protuberances and the higher

the seismic wave.
The sun should produce an analogous effect during the r»rr>.

gress of the earth in its orbit. From this, a second

e, the samewhen its crest:

kind of subtei

It is easy to conceive that in their simultaneous progress, these
two seismic waves should add to, or diminish, one another, or
coalesce in one wave, as with oceanic tidal waves.
therefore manifest themselves at the surface only bv th
ential or their resultant effects; and tii ir union will form the
great luni-solar wave. Its effect will therefore be the greatest
possible at the syzygies ; and hence the ruptures of the earth,
consequent thereupon, should be most frequent at these two
epochs in the lunar period.-

Let us now take note of the diurnal motion of the earth. We
now have two new seismic waves; a lunar, the crests of which

<Uge place under the meridian with the motion of our
^telhte, and a solar which will follow the course of the sun.
Iheir effects on the inner surface of the earth's crust will be
»jmilar to those of the first two waves mentioned above; and
the resulting diurnal wave may be regarded under the same
points of view as the luni-solar wave depending solely on the
motion of the moon in its orbit.

In their progress, these different waves are similar, or, at leasl
analogous, to those of the oceanic tides. They may be repre-
sented, in their movement, by a periodical function whose max
ima and minima correspond to the maxima and minima of pres^
sure on the earth's crust, which, supposing it homogeneous, wi
experience at these points maxima and minima in change i

J°
riP, and consequently in lures; and ther

lQre maxima and minima in vibrations of the crust, or eart
quakes.

Into these periodical functions of the seismic waves (or analy
ical expressions of the physical laws of the phenomenon) wi
enter necess * of the sun and moon from the
earth. But the actio::w the distances, the effect should be, under this point of view,

I the perigee than at the apogee. In accord
I have found, that, relatively to the lunar motion, earth-

quakes £ iuor,j frequent at the perigee than at the apogee ; and
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relatively to the earth's orbital mc
at the winter solstice than at the i

helion than at the aphelion.

All these waves are, physically, not single waves, but are

groups of successive undulations, like the tidal in the ocean.

Hence there must be a succession of pressures and tensions in

the passage of a seismic wave over a given point. Hence, also,

a possible, and probable, succession in the vibrations of the crust.

Hence, also, an undulatory character in the earthquake shocks,

with alternations of intensity during their passage.

Thus far, we have regarded the crust as having interiorly an
ellipsoidal surface, and the central nucleus as liquid or viscous.

Let us now suppose the nucleus the same, but the inner surface

of the crust as having irregularities like the outer,—that is.

mountain elevations projecting inward, and immersed in the fluid

mass, and valleys whose depressions are excavated in the crust.

Such an internal orographic system would modify the progress

of the seismic waves. A wave wrould rise and increase its velo-

city and, consequently, its active force, between two mountains
or elevations that obstruct its passage; it would spread and lose

velocity over a plain or in a valley where it could expand and
develop itself; and would beat against the declivities or pro-

jections encountered. Hence a new kind of compression, and,

therefore, of molecular vibrations, which should propagate them-
selves to the earth's surface, and appear as earthquakes. Hence
also, beyond question, some part;:, i the walls of

the vaulted crust, and ruptures causing vibrations more or less

intense. Hence, also, fissures in the vault, of greater or less ex-

tent, and more or less abrupt.

An introduction of the incandescent liquid from the earth-

quake-wave into these fissures could hardly take place without

shocks or vibrations more or less apparent. But it is a question

whether such vibrations would reach the earth's surface. This
would depend on their intensity; and also on the thickness and
elasticitv of the crust, which would necessarily have an important
influence.

These displacements and raptures could not take place with-

Whether the ruptures be a result of the alteration of the form
of the crust, under t! c wave, or of
the shock of a wave against an internal protuberance, or of the

i of the liquid material on its cooling after it has
entered a fissure, or of any other cause, they must always be
accompanied by vibral

gate themselves to a 3 rding to the

condition and nature of the region.
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But are these fractures, as has been said, the only cause of the
sounds which so often precede, accompany, or follow, earth-

quakes? It is difficult to believe it. We acknowledge that we
are not ready to explain the sounds that so often precede earth-
quakes. In the case of earthquake shocks which are continued
for a length of time, these sounds are often repeated : And how
does the sound-vibration differ from the dynamical vibration
which immediately folic v..- it? Moreover, in such earthquake-
shocks, continued for a length of time, both aerial and subterra-
nean detonations are frequently repeated without any sensible
movement of the ground. Many instances of this kind occurred
in the valley of Visp in 1855 and 1856." The sounds are, in
fact, one of the most obscure elements connected with earth-

But to proceed, the ruptures which take place at certain points
in the crust shake the neighboring parts, which, in their turn,

under the action of successive ea ad to other

bes may again and again follow.

We thus account for tl repeated for a greater
or less time after every great earthquake.
The fractures opened at any point will become

\

the direction of the line of least resistance. Hence <

change in the centre or focus of principal disturbance, which is

often noticed in the course of a long series of shocks.

_

The introduction of the liquid in ate rial of the earth's centre

fissures is not always effected instantaneously. It may
require more or less time; and the vibrations thus caused may
take place after the passage of the earthquake-wave. Hence
come perturbations in the periodicity of the phenomenon.

It follows ,from these views, that earthquakes should have
their greatest regularity of march and greatest frequency in a
certain equatorial zone more or less wide; and outside of this

lar effects should be produced, proportioned in intensity
to the differ >ves, derived or reflected. But it

is seen that the waves that are propagated laterally arrive later,

relatively to the passage of the moon over the meridian, at the
places where the derivative currents go.

When these derivative or reflected waves, in any case, produce
fractures, followed by vibrations which continue for a length of
time, we should have a prolonged shaking of a region in which,
otherwise, the phenomenon is of rare occurrence. Examples of
this kind are the six

'

'-

I

those of

Maurienne in 1838; those of Scotland in 1842 and 1843.

2 The detonal m continued to occur at intervals even till

May, 1861. TJ I do not appear to have been

D ; Journal of M. Tscheinen,
-curate at GraecL 26th, 1862.
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I

The periodicity of the phenomenon may manifest itself again
in the renewal of the shocks. But the maxima and minima of
frequency will not correspond with the passage of the principal

raves. The order may even be whollv reversed. It
is a phenomenon analogous to the "establishment of the port"
in the oceanic tides.

^

The physical law, that earthquakes are more numerous at the
syzygies than at the quadratures, is one that is verified by simply
counting the days of earthquakes during a sufficiently large
number of years. This I have done for a period of 50 vears,
from 1801 to I860,

3 and also for each half of this period Aaain
dividing these 50 years into 10 periods of 5 years each, I have
detected two maxima and two minima in nine of these partial
periods. In seven, the maxima has occurred at the syzygies and
the minima at the quadratures ; in two the reverse has taken
place. The principal, above pointed out, of the establishment of
the port is alone sufficient to explain this apparent anomaly,
in these two o-year periods, there was a series of local shocks in
a region where earthquakes are unfrequent.
The quinquennial period from 1810 to 1815 affords no sensible

" -nd minima. But the facts on record j

half oMheT "- **» collected, for the first

KrrF '''.'[': A;/
'

:

,V"
''

'

:

;

;;

"

;
;,

' * -'" -

Idmd 6th Z I
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We have above supposed the central nucleus of the earth to
be in an incandescent state, either liquid or viscous. But can
this be without the existence of intense chemical action propor-
tional to the high temperature of incandescence? Under such

rices would there not be electro-magnetic currents?
ot be that, through the influence of such currents, which

Dr. Ami Boue makes the first cause of earthquakes, and a]so
under that of the various chemical actions going on, gases would
be developed so as to form a more or less continuous atmosphere
between the central nucleus and the crust? And should not the
presence of these gases modify in some way, the dynai
of the earthquake waves? Is not their sudden e*pli
cause, at times, of transient disturbances in the central mass ?

And, consequently, are there not thence sensible reactions against
the inner surface of the crust, causing strong vibrations that are
propagated to the outer surface?

This idea, which I have elsewhere brought forward,
4

is re-

marked upon as follows by the learned author of the Hisloire
des Progres de la Gtologie". "As to these immense tempests
which the autl or ri es at tl e rface of the incandescent fluid,

whose waves of fire beat against the flanks of the mountains
which project downward like gigantic stalactites, they appear to
us to be a little remote from the domain of science and to pertain
rather to that of the imagination."

But, without taxing too much the imagination, can we not
see that these chemical actions, which others have made the sole

-. may produce some perturbations, or mod-
ifications, in earthquake movements which shall obscure at times
the periodicity ?

Formerly, especially during the last century, the existence of
numerous vast caverns in the earth, for the propagation of earth-
quakes, was admitted. We do not deny the existence of such
caverns; but, in our view, instead of their favoring earthquake
vibrations they would arrest, or at least impede, them. The
simplest break will modify the rate and direction of the undula-
tions. But such caverns should also cause, in some cases, mo-
lecular vibrations which, on being propagated to the earth's

surface, would not clifr Miquakes. The liquid

matter, in entering the cavities, would also cause shocks of a
similar kind. Hence may come some of those facts registered
m earthquake tables, which interfere with the exhibition of the

periodicity.

We pass by other causes to which earthquakes have been at-

tributed. Several, although less general than they have been sup-

posed to be, may be admitted among special c

smoir on the earthquakes of the S
i Scientifique du Nord en Scandint
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It cannot be too often repeated, that earthquakes are not of
one single kind, identically the same. They are various both in
causes and effects; I aim simply to bring out in relief the prin-

Eish its truth, by the differential
influence manifested in its march as regards time.
As to the geographical relations of earthquakes, I say only,

that no region is secure from subterranean movements ; and that
no geological formation is exempt; but that the mountain sys-
tems of the surface appear to exercise a great influence at least
on their propagation if not on their frequency. The vibrations
are usually propagated along the main axis <<[' ;• .'; -i: •

:
>< !,.-, s

been observed in" the Pyrenees and the Andes. In the great
valleys occupied by rivers, the mean direction, as calculated by
Lambert, appears to be that of the course of the depression. I
have shown this to be the fact with the basins of the Ehone and
the_ Ehine, where the direction is nearly meridional, and the
basin of the Danube, which has a transverse course, or from west

In France, the departments most subject to earthquakes appear
to be those about the mouths of the large rivers. The depart-
ment of the Isere, where the depression of the valley of the
Ehone forms a kind of node with that of the Saone, is the only
one which can compare with the kind just mentioned in number
of earthquakes.

It is a question whether or not a double orthogonal curvature
in the outer surface indicates an analogous structure through the
whole thickness of the crust ; and whether or not a structure of
this kind presents less resistance to the propagation of shocks.
Whatever may be the cause of the molecular vibration at any

given point in the crust, vibrations will be propagated in the
form of waves; and in a homogeneous medium, the waves will

.1 and concentric. How will it then be in a medium
which is not homogeneous, or is of unequal density ? This can-
not be decided without investigation.

In the case of the propagation of a series of waves which
succeed one another through each point in the sphere of undula-
tion and make successive shocks at the earth's surface, the shocks
directly over the centre or focus of the vibrations will be verti-
cal: and the obliquity, or variation from vertically, will be
greater the more remote the place of emergence at the surface is
from the centre of vibration alluded to; or, the locality being
fixed, the nearer this centre is to the surface.

There can be no rotary shocks ; the cases of apparent rotation
we have explained elsewhere. But does the direction of a shock
mdicate the point from which it actually comes? I believe not.
The difference in the rocks encountered should produce deriva-
tive and reflected undulations, as in the case of waves of sound.
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Breaks in the rocks, as the caverns referred to, must modify
their propagation, vary their direction and weaken their intensity,

and may extinguish them; and this may account for the simulta-
neous shaking of two regions while an intermediate locality is

undisturbed—a phenomenon of so frequent occurrence in certain

parts of America that the people speak of it under the expres-
sion of the earth being upended.

Boussingault recognized, as the principal cause of the earth-

quakes of the Andes, the continual and progressive sliding of
the dislocated rocks of which they consist ; and he considered
the phenomenon as incessant in South America, an earthquake

ice, in his view, somewhere in the Andes at every
instant of time.

These views are not at variance with my own. Any slidings

due to gravity will be caused, or favored, by the daily vibrations

whose effects and causes have been considered.

Calculation demonstrates the existence of two kinds of waves
moving with different velocities around a centre of vibration;

I admit readily, with Mr. Wertheim, the coexistence of these

two kinds of waves. If then there are several successive sets

of vibrations at a given point, each will propagate the double
system of waves. It will be the same, also, if there are simulta-

neous disturbances at a number of neighboring points. The
waves of greatest velocity of one set will overtake and pass by
those of least velocity in the preceding set, and at an interval of
distance depending on the interval of time between the successive

vibrations.

The ingenious idea that two species of waves or undulations

pertaining to two successive sets of vibrations may produce at

the surface of the earth one vibration of combined intensity, has
nothing in it to which I can object. It is analogous to the inter-

We also admit, with Mr. Wertheim,

„ ....res may occasion greater violence of

disturbance than the passage of two successive waves. In this

case, the surface of the earth u nd e r
• : y homoge-

neous, should present concentric zones in which the disturbance

will be alternately more and less great. I would say, however,
that I do not believe that such an alternation of effects from earth-

quakes has ever been observed. For such results, not only would
a uniformity in the earth's crust be required, but also the struc-

tures on the surface to be upset or damaged should have an
identity of construction and of position with reference to the

points of compass which cannot be looked for.

At some future time, I propose to consider, from this point of

view, the occurrence of the first shock more or less lig

precedes often the great shakings, and of the harmless vibrations

"which separate the disastrous shocks ; and also the short interval

Am. Jouh. Sol—Second Sebies, Vou XXXVII, No. 109.-Jan., 1864.
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of relative repose or simple tremulousness which separates

consecutive shocks of moderate intensity.

As to the velocity of the propagation of shocks, we make r

twithstandinling the trials of Dr. Julius

Schmidt, we have no confidence in the results derived from his

calculations, believing that they are based on too uncertain data.

The methods proposed by Mr. E. Mallet, will we doubt not, if

carried out, give an exact determination of this element in the

phenomena of earthquakes. We recognize the importance of
the problem. But even if the means of noting time should be
much better than at present, and in more general use, it may be
doubted whether numerical results will be obtained of much
value to science.

ART. II.—The Classification of Animals based on the principle of
Cephalization ; by James D. Dana.—No. II. Classification of

The principles which have been presented in my former ar-

ticle on the classification of animals may be further exemplified
«ion of the natural system of classification in a few

subdivisions of the animal kingdom ; and at the present time
I take up for this purpose the order of Insects.

_
The subject may be appropriately introduced by a recapitula-

tion, arranged so as to be convenient for reference, of those of
the characteristics bearing on grade which are of most prominent
importance. In connection with the mention below of these
characteristics, the number of the page is added on which they
are explained and illustrated in the preceding volume of this

Journal. Other characteristics not here enumerated will be
found on the pages referred to.

Under each head the characteristic to be looked for in a supe-
rior group is first mentioned

;
and then those of related kinds in

inferior groups.

I. In a superior group, (A) a prosthemc condition. In an in-

ferior group (B) a metasthenic condition of different grades or
kinds; or in a still lower group (C) a urosthenic condition.

These conditions come under the transferent method of cephalization,

: :

ittg grade, or in the reverse direction (retroferent)

This transfer is similar in nature to that which results in amplificate
forms and the reverse

; in one direction, the descending, it is outward or

1 For Article I, see last volume of this Journal, p. S2i
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1

circumferential diffusion, and may be designated apocentric ; in the

red to corresponding in position to the cephalic
nervous mass or brain (p. 322).

titration do not generally shade indefinitely intom"-\ is a range of variations under a given type or spe-

3 systemic force : u or saltus to

Such conditions, in all probability,

giving

of variation.

In an inferior group, (B) a condition of inferiority in general
structure, attended with a wide diversity of form and size, and
sometimes bizarre shapes; (C) an amplificat? condition, mani-
fested either in a widening of the structure
or in a lengthening of body anteriorly and posteriorly (mostly

). or a lengthening or attenuation of
cate), or ma general enlargement (large-am pi ificate, gross-ampli-
ficate)

;
(D) a multiplicate condition, or an indefinite multiplica-

tion of segments or members, as in Myriapods and Worms, and
opposed to a limitate condition like that of Insects, Spiders, and
Crustaceans; (E) an analyzed or elemenlalized condition, being a
more or less complete resolution into elemental segments or
parts, each more or less nearly of normal equa
condition exhibited in either a diminution of size of parts or
members, or of number of segments, organs or parts, through

. -- .: •
.

..:.- -

iQ inferior or degradati< 337, 440!)

responding
| tions.—Inf.,

(i>) a simplified condition, or one less specialized in functions and
less differentiated in structure. (P. 327.)

tb
•

^Up
'' ^ a Perfuncii°nate condition of any organ or part,

that is, one in which an organ is characterized by its highest
normal functions. Inf., (B) a perverted condition "of an organ,
°r a prostitution of it to other than the nor I . n ctton

;
(C) a

more or less completely defunctionated condition of any organs or
members. (P. 324.) "

V
- Sup., (A) a terrestrial mode of life in all stages.—Inf., (B)

mode of life, (a) in the adult stage, but not connected

tion; (b) in the larval stage only; (c) in
all stages, wi tion throughout each. A terres-
trial mode of life in all • « pcrlerres-

**«; and an aquatic mode of life in all stages with aquatic
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respiration, peraquatic. The latter has been observed on page
tfdO, (Art. I.) to have a dilutive effect on the materials and
powers of growth; and the effect is similar, though less extreme,
or semiddutwe, when only the young stage is'aquatic. (P. 330.)

VI. Sup., (A) permaturative in development: of which there
are two grades m Insects—the higher (a) when the larve is im-
perfect in its mouth-organs and nearly or quite foot-less; the
lower (6) when it has large mouth-organs and is locomotive and
active. Condition b distinguishes the lower subdivision of Hy-
menopters, and a the other species. Condition a may occur in
inferior grades, as among Coleopters, apparentlv through degrada-
tion.—Inf., (B) prmai through no period of
rest in the young state, as in Insects undergoing no complete
metamorphosis. (P. 328.)

VII. Sup., (A) holozoic, or strictly and wholly i

being neither radiate externally or internally, noi ^,A
having the power of budding.—/.,/, (B) hemiphyloid, either in
(a) having the faculty of budding, or (b) in being attached, or (c)

mally but not internallv; (C) phi
ternally-either (a) thia ./addition to

the budding function, or (c) in addition to being attached. (P.

VIII. Besides the above there are cases among the higher
groups which exhibit in the transition to the group next below
a strongly marked general lowering of grade of structure and po- ,

but not the prominent characteristics of any one ortwo of the special methods of decephalization. Sometimes it is
accompanied by a fundamental change in plan of struct
not in accordance with any of the methods enumerated
of a more profound character.

The distinction between Megasthenes and Microsthenes under Mam-
mals is of tins kind (p. 338) ; also that ,]s

. a iso thato$ Insecteans and Crustaceans among Articulates. In the last there
is not only a

tuakri am-
plification of the structure, but also a profound change of type in which
contrary to the transferent method, th /„• lype take,
into the cephalothorax/,e more of the body-segments than belong to

lie, at the same time, the1>ody is made normally

ZgZ IJ^W*018
-
Mo

' ™ '• ma, theCrabs,
the head includes three more body-seg. The differ!

and Holnf! n
H^enopters and Dipters (seep. 17), Lepidopters

Homopters, Coleopters and Hemipters, exemplify a general lower-

- — any special one or t

The general term pottn

of the grade of t

methods of ceph

ly applicable to ;

Internal characteristics, as those of the digestive, reproductive

above on page 322 of A
really applicable to all
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or nervous system, have not been referred to among the above
characteristics, because (1) they often undergo very wide varia-
tions under a given type, and especially in its inferior or degra-

subdivisiA ; further, (2) when any internal condition
is distinctive of a natural group of species, there is always some
type or plan of general structure corresponding f

and (3) the type or plan of structure is the surest criterion as to
whether a group is natural or not. As an example of this last,

it may be observed that the Radiate or phytoid plan or type of
structure overrides vast diversities, as to the nervous, digestive
and reproductive systems ; and so it is, though to a less degree,
with subordinate types or plans of structure. Herbivores and
Carnivores, regarding only the characteristic of food, blend as
completely e ; for there are omniv-
orous species of both tribes. And again, looking to the charac-
teristics of the placenta, a point seemingly of great importance
because connected with the process of development,—a decidua-
ls developed, according to Huxley, in the Herbivorous Elephant
and Hyrax, as well as in the Carnivores and higher Mammals,
Bats, Insectivores and Eodents, but not in the Horse, Hogs, or

its. And still Carnivores and Herbivores are in struc-
ture distinct natural groups. Besides other decisive distinctions,
the former have without exception prehensile fore-feet, while in
the latter, these organs are defunctionated of this power of pre-
.hension, and are simply locomotive organs.

Classification of Insects.

;
The three grander subdivisions of Insects have been indicated

in Article I, on page 344—namely (1) Prosthenics or Clenopters,

(2) Metasthenics or Elytropters, (3) Thysanures or Apters.
J- be transition from the Prosthenics to the Metasthenics has

been shown to depend on a transfer of force and function away
from the systemic centre ; and this by an abrupt transition, pro-

m?o an aDruPt downward step in grade.
I his retroferent transfer is exhibited prominently in the wings,

the anterior wings in the Metasthenics having little or no use in
"Jing. These organs have been stated to have eminent import-
ance in the order of Insects because the tvpe is aerial There is

addmonal reason for this importance in the fact that the dorsal
sjde of an animal is the <f'rior ; or,
the former is the more central in the life-system, and the latter
the more circumferential.
As the series of legs, as well as wings, may present cases of

transfer of locomotive functions, the terms Prosthenics and Metas-
Uemcs become more precise if reference to the wings is included,
ibey will thus be (meoov being the Greek for wing) (1) Ptero-

prosthenics, and (2) Ptero-melasthenics. The two-winged species
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under the former (the Dipters) have the posterior wings obso-

lescent, and those under the latter (Strepsipters) the anterior?

Insects of the first of these grand divisions are eminently

pterosthenic or strong in the wing—Kymenojkers, Dipters, Lepi-

dopters and Neuropters being relatively good flyers. Those of

the second are as decidedly podosthenic—Coleopters, Hemipters

and Orthopters being relatively poor flyers, and strong in the leg.

Consequently the terms Pterosthenics and Podosthenics might be

employed for the two grander divisions of Insects, as well as for

those of Birds (Art. I, p. 343). Yet their use in the two cases

would be different; for in Birds the wings and legs are relatively

anterior and posterior members, and not dorsal and va
Insects. But since the dorsal and ventral parts have a similar

opposite relation to the systemic centre as the anterior and

posterior, as just now remarked, the difference is one of degree

rather than of kind.

As there are pteroprosthenic and pt.erometasthenic Insects, so

there are /wrfoprosthenic, or those in which the anterior legs are

stronger than the posterior, and pocfometasthenic, or those m
which the posterior are the main organs of locomotion. Fleas

and Grasshoppers, as they use their hind-legs for leaping, are ex-

amples of the latter. This sthenic difference in the fei

of less weight as a mark of grade than that in the wings, is of

real value among inferior subdivisions.

The Thijsanures or Apters, which constitute the third grand

-

division, are urosthenic, most of the species having even the

power of leaping by means of the c i idal extremity.
After these observations on the grander subdivisions of In-

sects, I present a syno
arrived at by the aid of the principles explai
this, some of the characteristics of the groups, especially those

which are marks of grade on tbe seiples. To
the names in the synopsis are added only t

of (l)pertei adult life) or

.tic (aquatic in larval life), and (2) permaturative or pre-

rnalurative.

I. Ptero-prosthenics, or Ctenopters.

1. Apipens (from Apis bee and penna vjing, the wings being
approximately like those of the Bee).

«. Hymenopiers.—Perterrestrial. Permaturative.
b> MP1*

I. Permaturative.
c. Aphanipters (Fleas).—Perterrestrial. Permaturative.

:

Coleopters to tbe Strepsiptei
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2. Amplipens (from amplus large and penna).

a. Lepidopters.—Perterrestrial. I n t itne

b. Homopters.— Perterrestrial. Prematurative. *

c. Trichopters —'Semiaquatic. Permatui alive.

3. Attenuates, or Neubopters.
a. Apipenniforms.—Perterrestrial. Perrnaturative, or pi

b. Amplipenniforms.— Pertenvs'i il,ors< uiaquatic. P<

c. Peratlenuates, or Typical JVeuropters.—Semiaquatic Prematu-

II. Ptero-metasthenics, or Elytropters.

a. Coleopters.—Mostly terrestrial. Perrnaturative.

b. ffemi} Prematurative.

c Orthopters.—Terrestrial. Prematurative.

«. Cursors.

P. Ambulators.

y. Saltaiors, or Typical Orthopters.

III. Thysannres, or Apters.

Lepismians and Podurians.

I. PTERO-PROSTHENICS, Or CTENOPTEBS.

1. Apipens.—The structures among Apipens are compact, com-
paratively uniform in proportions, and with rather narrow limits
.as to size, much narrower than in the Amplipens, Coleopters or
Orthopters. The species are strongly pteroprosthenic, the ante-
rior wings being much the larger. The wings are essentially of
one type of form and texture, and are well described by the
term apiform ; they are free from scales and other defunction-
ating appendages or impediments, and are rapid in motion ; in
the second subdivision the posterior pair is wanting, and in the
third, both pairs. The species are almost all perterrestrial. All
are perrnaturative, and, with a few exceptions, they are so in
the highest degree (Char. VI, A, a, p. 12).

a. Hymenopte.rs.—The Hvmenopters are the most uniform in
shape or size of Apipens. "'The integuments are firm, the parts

»eatly adjusted and all well-proportioned. Among them, there
are no imitations of the forms in other tribes, while they are ex-

tensively copied after—a characteristic peculiar to a type of the
very highest grade.

3 The mouth has a suctorial lip for feeding;

' This point is well presented in a recent paper on "Synthetic Type* in butett,"
•; \ - ;• ,'. -

-. - •
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but, besides this, well-developed mandibles, and these serve in
many species for the high purposes of making nests, taking prey,
transporting ydung and food : the jaws are therefore perfunc-
tionate in these species to a degree comparable with that of the
jaws of a Carnivore among Mammals. The higher kinds also
supply the young with food, either by storing it or by direct feed-
ing—a quality approximating to that of the Altrices (Nursers)
or highest subdvision of Birds. The food is either vegetable or
artieulate-animal, not vertebrate-animal ; the animal food being
thus the same in kind
among Mammals, the highest of Carnivorous species live on the
flesh of Mammals, and only the lower on fish and insects. In-
dividuals of many of the higher species live in communities for
mutual work and with sometimes a special division of the work
among them. The wings are fitted eminently for the
purpose of flying and are typical in size, texture and power,
ine species are all perterrestrial.

4

The above characteristics show that the tribe of Hvmenopters
takes the lead among Insects, and therefore stands at 'the head in
the subkingdom of x\rticuktes.

-
N
,

oU on ® !*.—If, then, Hymenopters stand
first among Insects we may learn from the higher of the species
the normal size of the Insect-type under its best condition as to

«
trU0

i
U
i

r

oY
fOrrn and

i

*"*&* size is between
8 and 12 lines (or twelfths of an inch) in length and 2£ and 3 in
breadth :-taking the Wasps as the superior type, 11 lines by
2* to 3

;
taking the Hive-bee, 8 by 2*. Such being the size con-

nected with the most highly cephalized condition of Insect-life,
(1) any larger size of structure among inferior tribes of Insects is
an exhibition of amplification, that is, of a more diffused condition
ot the systemic force—which force never exceeds that of the
archetype, and may be less to any degree

; (2) the more inferior
the group m which large forms occur, the greater the amount of

•&&Cm°S : Jj <£fX™ ™. ** Bombyliu,,

the form of any flies and mollis. They seem isolated /an^l ~«™w£
t

J.-' ;':-v.\. '.:.;,:.

: •

• • -- • .- - .: .

'•

,..

attribute of the Apida>."
**"*

°
Tm *

Addition to Note, while in the pre., -These

deSelf^m his
«'

"J»
beyond^haTl k
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amplification for any given size; and (3) structures below the
archetypic size in inferior groups may be amplificate upon smaller

i Thus the gigantic size of some beetles is evidence of
their inferiority to the Hymenopters, however it may be among
Coleopters themselves ; the great size of some Longicorn Coleop-
ters is unquestionably a mark of inferiority among Coleopters,
as they belong to an inferior subdivision of the tribe of Coleop-
ters; the extravagant size of some Orthopters is a mark of
much lower inferiority, as this type is one of the lowest in rank;
and the m< i .vhich does not exceed
the mean size of Coleopters, is amplificate, since the Hemipter-
type is much inferior to the Coleopter-type.

b Dipters.—The Diptei., varv wiMv as to general form of
;

• " - .-..
.

-
' ::_'-

mtude of some Coleopters ; but ra s there is°a
general uniformity. The integuments are less firm than in Hymen-
opters The mouth is > :1 „ K .„ to,, d. and - U icdi u ^ the
only function. Individuals never live in communities. The
food is various, either vegetable, articulate-animal, or vertebrate-
animal, and either living, freshly dead, or decaying. The spe-
cies are mostly perterrestrial,-- ie attenuate,
and therefore inferior, kinds being semiaquatic.

_
Ihe rudimentary condition of the posterior wings in Dipters

is attended with (1) an enlargement of the mesothorax (the seg-
ment supporting the anterior pair) at the expense of the meta-
thorax (or posterior segment of the thorax), and \2) an increased
size in the j to that of
both pairs in Hymenopters. It is hence
transjer of function, such as attends higher cephaliz
nop of ellipsis through degradation. But while this . haracter-

38 cephalic concentration, others of this type show that
the degree of force thus concentrated is far less than that of the
Jiymenopter-type. For the Dipters evince in all points their

:—foi example, in the structure or functions of the

its of variation as to shape and
many imitations of Hymenopters, in the semiaquatic

me of some species, their less strength as compared with size,
their habits, &c. It is stated on page 12 that the transition from
Hymenopters to Dipters is an example of a genera
°J grade not referable to the particular methods of cej
enumerated

; that is, it is a case ol profound potential difference
registered in the general structure rather than in any one struc-
tural characteristic.

J- he foot note on the preceding page states some of the rela-
tions between Dipters and Hymenopters. On this point West-
wood says

: " It seems to be admitted on all hands that the
sects which are the real analogues of the Hymenopters exist in

{. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XX3
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the Dipterous order, almost every Hyrnenopterous genus having
its representative in the latter." The analogies as well
ties are so many and close that there can be no question as to
the union of the Hymenopters and Dipters in the one group of

c. Aphanipters—Fleas have a suctorial or haustellate mouth
like Deters, and firm shining integuments like Hymenopters;

th the higher species of both tribes, they are permatu-
ratiye m the highest degree, and perterrestrial. But while thus
related to the Hymenopters and Dipters, they differ from both,

£
ot onlv m t of mving no wings, but ^

they :

apodosthenic, for the hind-legs
r, but the main reliance in leaping.

J of the Dipters: and
also in their strength and agility. Defrance asserts that the

ined blood- and if so
there is a degree of nursing among Fleas v.:

relation to the Hymenopters. The body is amplified behind.

teptSom
WinSS " t0 ^ attnbUted t0 dIi^ *™*

Jt\ ^?U?en8--JThe Amplipens are amplifieate species, being
eminently broad- or long-amplifieate in their wings and usually
either long- or gross-amphficate, or both, in body and amongthem there is a very wide diversity in shape an/size, in3respect they are quite in contrast with the

1

Hymenopters Thewings in the more typical species are slow in motion and arecovered with scales and variously colored, often seeming like awide spread of canvas for the display of pretty colore. Themouth in the adult ,s rostrate (except in a hypotypic group ofKt^l T*** V£e adult State) anfhaJ^ofSon
la of feeding. The species are all perterrestrial, ex-
liypotypic group referred to. Those of th,

subdiv.sion are permaturative, and the rest are premal

SShJ VT TTTT theVre S° °nl^ in th™d degree
(Char VI, A. b.), the larves being very active, and furnishedwith strong jaws and feet.

a Lepidopters.—The wings of Lepidopters are typicallv very
.covered and\arUsly coloTd with thetown,, paw the larger; m inferior species the wings

plificatepharacterof the tribe°is also apparei

Tl

arly so.- rue species i

species fti . sma]iest of Apipens

^*^^+**t!*~* Then

while the butterflies
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perterrestrial and permaturative. Some caterpillars are in a sense
social, but not for mutual work, and adults are never social.

b. Uomopters.~ln Homopters, the wings, though large, are
less broad than in the typical Lepidopters!' They "are submem-
branous or a little thickened in lb it not scale-
covered, and are thin-membranous in the smaller ; they are some-
times colored (in Fulgora, Cercopis, &c), as in Lepidopters; the
posterior are often equal to the anterior, and sometimes larger

;

in many species they are deflexed in position, roof-like. The
mouth is simply haustellate and suctorial ; though having man-
dibles, they are enclosed within the rostrum. The species are
perterrestrial, as in the preceding group, but are prenmturative.

Prof. Agassiz, in his memoir on the Classification of Insects,
(see note below,) places the Hemipters (including under this
term the Homopters as well as Hemipters) next to the Lepidop-
ters, on the ground of the structure of the mouth and their de-
velopment. While this cannot be sustained with regard to the
proper Hemipters since these are pteromelasthenic, it is true of
the Homopters which have sometimes a striking resemblance to
Butterflies in their large-am plificate, colored wings, besides being
pteroprosthenic and otherwise approaching the Lepidopters.

c Trichopters.—The Trichopters, while permaturative like the
Lepidopters, are semiaquatic, and hence are inferior to both
Lepidopters and Homopters. The wings are pilose, and are
vemed like those of a Lepidopter instead of being reticulate
like those of a Neuropter ; in position they are deflexed, roof-
hke, as in many Homopters and Lepidopters. The mouth-or-
gans are almost completely atrophied, and the adult takes no
food, so that the Phrvganea has little use for its head, being
almost solely a procreator. The larve spins silk-like fibres from
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the extremity of the abdomen, or the lip, or both, and by this

means unites bits of sticks, pebbles, etc., into a portable case or

sheath for itself.

All entomological writers acknowledge that the Trichopters

resemble Lepidopters. They have so much the aspect of some
•

mur; and the larves, according to De Geer, are closely like

ion. Other Lepidopteroid char-

acteristics mentioned by different authors are observed in the ru-

dimentary condition of the mandibles, the structure of the legs,

the faculty of spinning fibres possessed by the larve, the portable

ose of the larves of many Tineidg

and the Psychids. One genus of Phryganeans is named Hydro-

psyche in allusion to the resemblance, and Newman transferred

the genus Psyche from the Lepidopters to the Trichopters. The

species naturally constitute a hypotypic group to the Amplipens.

The hypotypic division of a terrestrial group often consists of

aquatic or semiaquatic species. Although the Trichopters are

generally united to the Neuropters, they are always placed to

one side in a group by (count of their wide di-

vergence from that type. The parallelism between the subdi-

visions of Amplipens and those of the Amplipenniforms on page

22, further sustains our arrangement.
3. Attenuates, or Neuropters—The Neuropters are mostly long-

amplificate, being generally slender in. body, wings and legs;

they are also widely diverse in shape and size. The wings are

membranous, but are sometimes partly colored ; they are often

equal; the posterior are sometimes even the larger, but some-
times also much the smaller, and occasionally obsolete. In a

few species both pairs are wanting. The mouth, unlike that of

the Lepidopters and Homopters, but like that of most of their

larves, is not suctorial but mandibulate. Among the species

there are perterrestrial and semiaquatic kinds, and also permatu-

Two of the subdivisions of Neuropters appear to be represent-
atives severally of those of Apipens and Amplipens, and may

a- be named the Apipenniforms an
The third includes the typical Neuropters, the species which,
stand most widely apart from the other tribes of Insects.

a. Apipenniforms.—-The Apipenniforms show their relation to
the Apipens, both in their structure and habits, the higher spe-
cies being related to the Hymenopters, through the Ants, and
the lower to Dipters, through the Tipulids. Like Apipens, also
they are all perterrestrial, although not all permaturative. The
two subdivisi . is arc - 1) the ; \ nt group) or

-A
id species whose Ant-like habits are well-known

;

morpukans or D . mg the mouth"rr:
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rostrate, the wings narrow, and the legs and body slender, as in
the Tipuhe. 8

b. AmpUppnniforms.—The Amplipenniform Neuropters are
related to the Araplipens in having the wings ampliflcate ; but,
as follows naturally from the fact of the inferior grade of Neu-
ropters, these wings resemble rather the narrower forms of the
inferior Lepidopters, or those of the Homopters and Trichopters,
than the wide forms of the typical species—they being long-
amplificate and at the same time only sparingly broad-ampliti-
eate. In some species they are pa r Lepidop-
teroid character. They diverge most widely from those of the
Lepidoptera in being reticulate, which is a special Neuropterous

igh not without exceptions. The posterior
pair is sometimes a little broader than the anterior. The species
are either perterrestrial or semiaquatic, and either permaturative
or prematurative.

* A. S. Packard, Jr., in his memoir already mentioned remarks as follows on the
Termites, and the Panorpids.

a have in the Neuroptera their well-known
analogues, the Termites or White Ants. Like the true ants, these interesting in-

; ,
.,:. :-'. - :.. .,. . : ; ;

•,.. : : ;:--:.:.;. : t l,

:

'

the fly Bittaeo, lie Panama to Tipula is very

If we go more care-

ictly analogous. Both genera

linted abdomen into the earth, when about to deposit their e|
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They include : (1) the Planipmnians, (Myrmeleontids, Heme-
r l]

- ; - N - nj.hi k Mantispids and Semblids) which are Lepid-
being permaturatwe, as well as in the other charac-

ter already mentioned, and which, excepting the Semblids, are
rial.— (2) The PsociJeans, which are Homopteroid in

being premaf.uralive and perterrestrial, and which, as observed by
approach in form and in the roof-like position of the

wings the Homopterous group of Aphides. 7 The little book-
lice belong to this group, and thus represent the plant-lice among
the Homopters.—(3) The Perlideans, semiaquatic and prematura-
tive species, which are Trichopteroid (or like the Phryganeans)
in the form of the wings, in the larve being not only aquatic but
also living in a sheath, and in the adult eating little or nothing.

Thus each subdivision of the Amplipeus, the Lepidopterous,
Homopterous and Trichopterous, appears to be represented in
the subdivisions of the Amplipenniforms.

The subdivisions of Attenuates or Neuropters deduced are
the following

:

1. Apipen-niforms.

p Hymenopteroid group.
2. Pan

| group.
3. Aphanipteroid. Group unknown.

1. Plannipennians, or Lepidopteroid group.
2. Psocideans, or Homopteroid group.
3. Perlideans, or Trichopteroid group.

3. Perattentjates or Topical Neuropters.

1. Libellulideans.

2. Ephemerideans.

' As the higher Apipenniforms, the Termitideans, are prematura-
ive, while the Dipteroid Panorpideans and the higher Ampli-

' Mr. Packard observes with regard to the Psocideans:—

4'iScufare^o nt'l I

'

T™
[H°m°Ptera]- ™e species

: : " -- - - "
'""•

- - .

.'
•

',"
;•'''.'!.,-""-"

lice."

" " '
'

"'
-

.

-
-'.

.
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.
.- ,-;."
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penniforms or Plannipennians are permaturative, it might be
questioned whether the latter groups should not rank before the

sans, among Neuropters. If so, then the groups con-

sidered as Dipteroid and Lepidopteroid would stand above the

Hymenopteroid. But since HymuK :
j i-;ii i

1

< highest of Api-
pens (and the highest therefore of Insects), and consequently
occupy a level far above that of the Dipters (the second subdi-

vision of Apipens), or that of the Lepidopters (the first of
Amplipens), it is natural that the descent required to bring the

Hymenopterous type down to a Neuropterous level should be
much the greatest; and hence comes apparently this sinking to

thejorematurative characteristic,—the Hymenopteroid division pre-

maturative, being not below the Dipteroid or Lepidopteroid per-

maturative.

c. Peratlenuates or Typical Attenuates.—The body and wings in

these species are narrow or long-amplificate, the posterior wings
sometimes small or wanting. The species are semiaqualic and
prematurative.

They include : (1) the Libellulideans, which have the wings
nearly equal, and the mandibles stout ; and (2) the Ephemerideans

y

which have the poster 1 ad sometimes obsolete,

and the mouth organs in the adult atrophied. The latter show
their inferiority in being short-lived and in eating nothing or
but little in the adult state ; the functions of the adult are almost
solely those of the posterior portion of the body.

II. PTERO-METASTHENICS, OR ELYTROPTERS.

a. Coleopters.—Coleopters, in their compact structures consist-

ing of well-adjusted parts, their comparatively limited diversity

of form, and their being imitated by many species of other

tribes while never themselves imitators,
8 exh

tics of a type of the highest grade in its subdivision. At the

same time they show inferiority to the Hymenopters in their

8
A. S. Packard bring* out thi- fact, in - . ;

".
r in connection with the cor-

thoptera and N< bound together by affinities m»

reach up and connect themselves by these n I he < 'oleoptera,

;:."' Henliptera are very Coleopterous-like. The reverse

Mr. Packard, adopting, vet it would seem from hid words provisionally the two

rely. As the Hemipters are
-:.'.-'-

Hemipters foi -,—the d.stinc-
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stouter or grosser forms, and their greater diversity as tc

shape ; in the jaws of the highest species being perfui

to a 1-'- d'^ive: and. m-iv d i< dl\ m t rm ta-th n< nature

as regards the wings, the anterior pair being only wing-covers

or elytra. The mouth is mandibular-, and often rodent as well

as feeding. In some species there is a degree of care for the

I approaches somewhat that in the Hymenopters.

They never live in communities for mutual work." The food,

like that of Dipters, is various, being eitli-

animal or vert u it -ani nal, the last r li inu freshly dead

or decaying. The species are mostly perterrestrial. They are

all permaturativ

upters.—Among Hend ires are rather

laxly put together compared with those of Coleopters, the body
softer, the wings usually more or less overlapping

;

and their st: sh less. There are

some of the same differences between Hemipters and Coleopters

as between Dipters and Hymenopters. Though never very

large, they appear to be amplificate species,—sometimes broad-
-

. The elytra are coriaceous only m the basal half;

and t s thin _r of the wing-covers comports with their being
nan Coleopters. All the wings

are sometimes obsolete, as in the Pedieuli. The mouth is suc-

torial, and simply gnav

are mostly perterrestrial, and all are prematurative.

c. Orthopters.—The '

. e a lax structure and
rather soft bodies. They are either broad- or loi _ unplnieate. ml
sometimes extravagantly so, and by their occasional great size,

as well as the non-occurrence of very small species, they exhibit

the low inferiority of unconcentration : they are low because

large. The elytra are semicoriaceous. Both pairs of wings are

sometimes obsolete. The mouth is mandibulate, and simply
gnawing and feeding in function. The species are mostly per-

terrestrial, never semiaquatic; all are prematurative.

The Orthopters include three grand subdivisions,—the first

and second representatives respectively of Coleopters and Hemip-
ters, and the third typical.

(1) The Cursors or Coleopleroid species consist of the Blatta and
Forficula groups, which, though elongate, are still comparatively
short in body, and much like Coleopters ; the wings in the Blat-

tids are rather lax, and the bodies soft for the size.

(2) The s the Man-
tids and Phasmids. The species are often thin and broad, and
simulate leaves, bark and sticks in color and markings ; and in

this respect this group and the Hemipters show an approxima-
tion. There is also some approach between these groups in the
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texture of the wings as well as the rather slow habit of body in
many kinds. The Orthopterous Nirmids or Bird-lice represent
the Hemipterous Pediculi or common lice, and so ne
they are often arranged together in one tribe. The resemblance
of these Orthopters to the Hemipters is less close than that of
the preceding subdivision to the Coleopters. It is to be consid-
ered, however, that the Hemipters, although amplificate, are
much more restricted in size, and therefore do not run off into
those extravagances which give to Orthopters their most obvious

(c) The Saltators, or Typical Orthopters, (Grasshoppers, Crick-
ets, &c.,) differ from the preceding in being strongly podometa-
sthenic, a mark of low inferiority. The species show that they
are the typical Orthopters by their trim and well-made forms,
their great leaping powers, and the absence of any close likeness
to other groups.

III. THYSANTJRES, Or APTEES.

The Lepismians and Podurians are the only apterous Insect3
here included.

The Lepismians are larve-shaped with the distinctions of head,
thorax and abdomen imperfect ; the abdomen is long and 9 or
10 jointed; the body is th scales as in Lepi-
dopters: the extremity of the abdomen bears seise as in some
JNeuroptera and Orthopters. The mouth is mandibulate. They
are quick in movement, having a worm-like motion, and some

mL
em leaP ty means of the caudal extremity.

I he Podurians are rather short in body, the abdomen short,

* to 6 jointed ; the body sometimes scalv ;
the extremity, or the

under surface near the extremitv, furnished with a seta for leap-
ing except in one genus Anura) the mouth mandibulate except
m the Anurae, in which it is suctorial.

The Lepismians have been often said to be related to both
-Lepidopters and Neuropters, and some authors regard them as
apterous species of the latter group. Erichson referred them to
the Orthopters.
The reasons for making the Thysanures a third grand division

°t Insects, and for not including in the same other apterous
groups, are as follow :

1- The agility of movement of these species show that they
are not degraded -forms pertaining to the inferior limits of
another higher type, but constitute an independent type, or, are
typical in the grand division to which they belong.

2. While the Lepismians may be regarded as related to Lepi-
aopters and Neuropters, such caudal setaa are found in no Lepi-
d°pter and the scales on no Neuropter. They stand in distant
relation to both.

**• Joto. Sci.-Secokd Sebies, Vol. XXXVII, No. 109.-Jan., 1864.
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3. The forms among the Lepi3mians are related to those of

Myriapods, as has been observed by different writers, and so also

are their movements. Thus they occupy a position between

Insects and an inferior order of Insecteans.

4. The third or degradational group of Insects, if such there be,

should contain, according to analogy, elongated larve-like forms,

such as make an elementalized exhibition of the Insect-type. As
the longicaudate Birds, or Erpetoids, constitute the third or

degradational division of Birds (aerial Vertebrates), so the longi-

caudate Thysanures may well represent the degradational divi-

sion of Insects (aerial Articulates). The shorter Poduriana are

elliptic forms.

5. While Insects of the first grand division are prosthenic, and

those of the second are melasthenic, those of the third are, on the

scheme proposed, urosthenic, even those few which are not salta-

ig the caudal extremity in locomotion. It accords with

the relations in many other departments of the animal king-

dom that these three sthenic grades should mark off the three

grand divisions.

6. With regard to the exclusion of other apterous Insects, we
offer the following remarks. The apterous Pediculi, as Nitzsch

long since observed, have no characteristics that would separate

them from Hemipters, and the Nirmids none that would remove
them from Orthopters. They are simply inferior wingless spe-

cies of those types, as much as the Coccids are of Homopters;
and they have nothing of the agility of the Lepismids. There
are no points of structure indicating an affinity to any two or

more of the higher subdivisions of Insects, or to the inferior

Myriapods ; they are not urosthenic, being in no way essentially

different, as regards their legs, from the types to which they are

Fleas are permaturative, like all Apipens, and in this and other

ways show that they have no relations to the Lepismians. The
regarding them as an independent type under the

Apipens have been presented on page 18.

The Lepismians and Podurians appear therefore to be rightly

made the third grand 'group of Insects. Like the Erpetoid

birds, and degradational or intermediate types in other cases,

the group may have been well-represented in species in past

geologieal ages. At the present time we know of only the two
above-mentioned families under this type, .and both are sup-

posed to have closer relations to the Pteroprosthenics than to the

Pterometasthenies, If any group ever existed related as closely

to the Pterometasthenies, as the above mentioned are to the

Pteroprosthenics, and if, besides, there has existed a thii

group, the species are yet to be discovered, either fossil or living.
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Parallelism between Pteroprosihenics and Pterometasthenks.

(1.) Between the subdivisions of the Pterometasthenks and those of
Apipens, or the higher Pterojirosthenks—The two first subdivi-

sions, Coleopters and Hymenopters, are much alike in having com-
pact well-made forms and comparatively small limits of varia-

tion, and freedom from imitation of other species while imitated

by many—characteristics which belong to the highest typical

q of a group. They are approximately alike in hav-

ing the mouth mandibulate, although unlike in that the latter

(or highest species) are also suctorial ; alike also in being with

few exceptions terrestrial, and also in being permaturative.

Hemipters and Dipters, or the two second subdivisions, are

baving the mouth suctorial, and feeble species for their

size as compared with those of the first subdivisions.

The typical Orthopters and the Aphanipters, or the types under

the two third subdivisions, consist alike of saltatorial and podo-

metasthenk species.

(2.) Between the three subdivisions of the Pterometasthenks and
the three of die Pteroprosthenks.—The more prominent of the rela-

tions between Coleopters and Apipens have just been mentioned.

Those of // ipem are still closer; Hemipters

being so near to Homopters in structure, and especially in the

composition of the rostrate mouth, that they have been placed

together in the same tribe by most entomologists.

The Orthopters and Neuropters, or the third subdivisions of

each, show a degree of approximation in the close resemblance

in form between the Neuropterous Mantispids and the Orthop-

terous Mantids, indicating a tendency to run off into the same
style of amplificate structure, and also in the Cricket-like form of

the Neuropterous Borei; more profoundly in the resemblance in

structure of mouth and the nature of the metamorphosis between

the Neuropterous Perlse and the Orthopterous Phasmids, as re-

marked upon by Westwood.
Thus the grand divisions of the Pterometasthenics constitute

a parallel series to those of the Pteroprosthenics.

The further parallelisms, under both the Pteroprosthi

Pterometasthenics, between the third of the grand divisions of

each and the first and second have been explained on pages 20

to 22, and 24.

The affinities and analogies of species and groups appear hence

to be fully exhibited in the system of classification presented,

far more so than in anv arrangement of osculant circles.

(3.) Between the several groups as to the number of Sid

and the grades of types constituting them.—The number of subdi-

visions in the groups, both the higher and lower, is 0i

most of the classes and orders that came under consideration m
Article I.
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Of these three subdivisions both among the Pteroprosthenics
and Pterometasthenics—the first and second grand divisions of

Insects—the two higher are typical, of different grades, and the

typic. The same is true of the three b

of each the Apipens and Arnplipens, or the first and second
isions of the Pteroprosthenics. This is exhibited in

the i >;i '\vm i ib!e, in whi i the grades are expressed by the

same terms as in Article I.

Betatypic, Apipens. Coleopters. Hvmenoptevs. L

. Arnplipens. Ilemipters.
!

Dipters.
Hypotypic,

j
Attenuates,

j
Orthopters.

|]
Aplmnipters.

J
Ti ichopters.

In the third or hypotypic division of both the Pteroprosthenics
and Pterometasthenics, on the contrary, the first and second of
the three subdivisions appear to be hypertypic groups, while the

"ips are more or less

closely representatives respectively of the first and second grand
divisions, as follows:

A-Ujpertypic, Apipenniforuis.

Orthopters.

j
Coleopteroida,

B-Hypertypic,

Typical,

In the fact that these

xVmplipenniforins,

hypotypic divisions

)IIeiniptei'oids,

( or Ambulators.

ude two hypertypic

with the subdivisions of Fishes, (Art. I p. 843.) and those of
many other hypotypic groups of animals.

Methods of cephalization, or decephalization, at the basis oj the succes-

sive grades of subdivisions.

A. In the subldngdom of Articulates, as shown by the writer
(last volume, p. 7) and long held by Agassiz, the classes or
highest subdivisions are Insecteans, Crustaceans, and Worms.

In passing from Insecteans to Crustaceans, the principal meth-
ods ot decephalization illustrated are the
being a great enlargement through apocentric or circumferential

ye, or a change from perterrestrial to aquatic
hie and respiration (S-, Char. V, p. 12,); and, over andlbove
these a fundamental change of type not expressed in any of the
special methods of decephalization laid down, (page 12).« passu

I tb« methods illustrated
are the analytic, in the resolution of the body mostly into its

normal an: in the indefinite number of
segments

;
the elliptic, m the absence of antennae, feet &c.
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B. The grand subdivisions of Insecteans are Insects, Spiders,

and Myriapods.

In passing from Insects to Spiders, the methods of decephal-

the retroferent, case a, in the transfer of one

pair of mouth organs to the locomotive series ; and a shade of the
.

a the loss of the independent definition of the head

and thorax.

In passing from Spiders to Myriapods, the methods illustrated

are the analytic, in the loss of independent definition of thorax

and abdomen, and the reduction of the body to nearly equal

rubers; and tne multipHcatim.

C. The grand subdivisions of Insects are Pteroprosthemcs,

Pterometasthenics, and Thysanures or Aplers.

In passing from the first to the second, the principal method
the transfer back*

ward of the flying function, and also in the locomotive function

being transferred in a considerable degree from the wings to the

feet.

In passing from the second to the third, the methods exempli-

fied are the analytic, shown in the equal annuli and partial loss

rax and abdomen; the retroferent, case b, in

the transfer backward to the caudal extremity of a part of the

locomotive f - the absence of wings
;
prematu-

rative, in there being no metamorphosis.
D. The grand subdivisions of the Pteroprosthenics are the

Apipens, Am oters or Attenuates.

In passing from the first to the second, the principal method

exhibited \a i. In passing from the first and

second to the ' the longamplificate,

of hle-sys-

•

The methods are in general the same for the subdivisions of

the Pterometasthenics.
TT

E. The grand subdivisions of the Apipens are the Hymenop-

'
r from the first to the second, there is a general lower-

e f s iruc tUre (p. 12,) as exhibited in inferior m-

tgth, and partly defunctionated mouth.

In passing from the second to the third, the methods exempli-

fied are the elliptic, in loss of wings ; the retroferent, m the loco-

motive function beino- transferred largely to the hind-legs, these

: : the amplificate, in enlargement

behind and in lengtb of legs.

F. The grand divisions of the Amplipens are Lepidopters,

ffomopters and Trichopters. , ..„ ,

In passing from the first to the second, the methods exemplified

\-ade of
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are mainly the same as in passing from the first to the second

under the Apipens. In passing to the third, there are the semi-

khe larves being aquatic; and the defunciionative, the

mouth in the adult tailing mostly of the organs and function

of feeding.

The same potential method, which distinguishes Hymenopters

from Dipters, or the two highest subdivisions of Apipens, also

distinguishes the two highest of Amplipens, or Lepidopiers and

Homopters, and the two highest of Pterometasthenics, or Coleop-

(ers and Hemipters.

It is not necessary to continue these illustrations further.

From the above review of the relations of the successive stages

of groups, it is seen that the distinctions between them are

throughout strictly ordinal, taking the word in its primary

sense ; that is, all, from the highest to the lowest, are distinc-

tions in rank.

Two other points are to be observed in this connection.

a. The lowest subdivisions of both the Pteroprosthenics and Ptero-

ia are long-amplificate ; and in their subordina-

tions the same method is often illustrated.—Some Orthopters of

the family of Phasmids have a length of a foot : there is here

a diffusion of the systemic force through a radius twelve times

as great as in a typical Hymenopter. Besides this, the force thus

diffused is much less, for the tribe is among the lowest in the

order of Insects. The long-amplificate method is frequently that

of the inferior subdivision in groups of various grades.
b. The degradational species under a high type are oftenfar infe-

rior to the typical species of a very low type.—Thus species of

Aphis and Coccus under the Homopters, the former leading
almost a stationary life and reproducing by budding, the latter

budding also and completely stationary as regards the female, are

very interior in the attributes of life to the active Lepismce. As
the author has illustrated in his paper on Crustaceans, a type of

structure requires a certain amount of force to be worked to ad-

vantage
;
and if this force is diminished beyond the proper limit,

the animal loses activity and becomes low and stupid in every
function except often the vegetative of growth and reproduction.
An active animal under this amount of force can be had only
by a change of type to an inferior grade adapted to the force.

These two principles are of great importance in classification.

The first affords an indication of inferiority not to be overlooked;
the second accounts for the association in one group of very high
and very low species.

The following diagram appears to the writer to represent ap-
proximately the relative grades of the ranges of species under
the several subdivisions of Insects in the proposed clas
Along side of the vertical lines standing for the groups of At-
tenuates and Orthopters, there are other finer vertical lines for
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The line for the 3

of the Aphids
their subdivisions (pp. 22, 24). The line for the Homopt<

Apipens.

Hym.

I Amplipens.
Attenuates. Col.

T ftr. \n
l T 1 L

''Hi Hi
1 7

I.

which seem to be inferior even to the Pediculi of the Hemipters
and Nirmids of the Orthopters.

Designations of the successive grades ofgroups.

The parallelism between the grander subdivisions of the

Pterometasthenics (Coleopters, Hemipters and Orthopters) and
those of the Apipens, (Hymenopters, Dipters and Aptu
and Amplipens, (Lepidopters, Homopters and Trichopters,)

teaches that these subdivisions are coordinates, or of one grade.

This is further indicated by other points of parallelism, namely,
that the first subdivision of the Pterometasthenics and Apipens,
the Hymenopters and Coleopters, have eminently the features
each of a high type; and the last, the Aphanipters and typical

also under the Amplipens, the 2nd subdivision, or that of Ho-
mopters, is closely related to the second of Pterometasthenics,
or that of Hemipters (page 27).

Hence, if the grander subdivisions of Apipens and of Ampli-
pens are called tribes, those of the Pterometasthenics should also

be so designated.

Under the subh'ngdom of Articulates, there are the classes of

Insecteans, Crustaceans and Worms ; and under Insecteans, the

orders Insects, Spiders and Myriapods.
If then the term tribe be used for the familiar groups, Hymen-

opters, Dipters, &c, as just suggested, the question comes up as
to the designations of the two intermediate grades of groups be-

tween orders and tribes.

The distinctions on which they are based are so obviously or-

dinal that they may be well called orders of subordinate grades

;

and I propose for the first of the two the designation suborders,

and for the second ordinules, a diminutive of orders. The stages

will then be as follows.
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Orders : Insects, Spiders, and Myriapods.

Under Insects—
Suborders: 1 Pteroprosthenics, 2 Pterometasthenics, 3 Tby-

!1.
HvmeiK-p- nniforins.

.
Ooleopters.

2. Dipters. Honioptci.-. \mpiip informs. Ilemipters.

3. Aphauipr ittenuaies. |
Orthopters.

The subdivisions of the three tribes under the Attenuates or

Neuropters, (p. 22,) and those of the tribes of Orthopters, (p. 24,)

may be all d : there is in the two higher of

each a like reference to the higher tribes of Insects.

This sub: 3sion. But,

for comparison, I allude here to one other department of animal

life—that of Mammals.
The orders of the cla j explained in former

papers, are (1) Man, (2) Megasthene-, (',) M < : - i.e<, (4) Ooto-

coids; and in the distinctions between the highest of these orders,

there is an example of the retroferent method, case a, as in the

18 between the highest of the orders of Insecteans.

Hence there is reason for concluding that the orders of Mammals
and those so-called of Insecteans are actually all orders, or are

groups of coordinate value. See further on this point, page 350,

Art. I.

Under these orders of Mammals, (a class few in species), there

are no suborders or ordinuks; the next grade of groups is

that of tribes, namely, as explained on page 341, of Art. I :—I.

Under Megasthenes, (1) Quadrum . (3) Herbi-
vores, (4) Mutilates ; II. Under Microsthenes, (1) Chiropters, (2)

Insectivores, (3) Eodents, (4) Edentates. There appears to be
no occasion for doubting that these subdivisions are coordinates
with the tribes of Insects. As groups they stand out before the

eye and mind of the zoologist with similar prominence and dis-

tinctiveness in their respective subkingdoms.
Geological History.—The memoir of A. S. Packard, Jr., which

has afforded so many convenient illustrations of our subject,
aims especially to show that Neuropters are remarkable among
Insects for their many relations to the other tribes, or for the
number of "synthetic" types which they embrace. T
fication explained throws into their natural relations these affili-

ating groups, and shows that the many interlinkings are depend-
ent on the position of this tribe as the lowest or hypotypic group
of Pteroprosthenics, and its correspondence in grade with the
Orthopters or the hypotypic group of Pterometasthenics.
But there is further reason for the many analogies, in that the

.Neuropters and Orthopters, while at the base of their respective
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grand divisions, lead off apparently in geological time the Insects

of the globe—the Neuropters the pteroprosthenic, and the Or-

thopters the pterometasthenic, Insects.

In view of this fact, we should naturally expect to find among
the early representatives of these tribes foreshadowings of the

higher tribes of Insects, that is, comprehensive (or synthetic)

types embracing some of the characteristics of those higher

tribes. Now two of the subdivisions of both Neuropters and
Orthopters, in the classification proposed, consist mainly of such

omprehensive types, and these were the forms which
• cha:parently most characteristic of the Carboniferous Insect-fauna:

namely, Termitideans or the Hymenopteroids and Planipennians

or the Lepidopteroids, among Neuropters ; and Cursors or the

Coleopteroids and Ambulators, among Orthopters. With these

there were also the typical Orthopters or Saltators, (Crickets

being among Carboniferous species,) and possibly also Coleopters.

Nothing is yet known of ancient Thysanures, although it is

probable they were in existence at the same time.

"We should expect also from the association of the Neuropters

and Orthopters in the same Carboniferous fauna that there

would be examples of intermediate types between these tribes,

that is, those which, while related fundamentally to one of the

two tribes, presents some characteristics of the other ; for in

this way the striking harmony in the flora or fauna of an age in

geological history was often produced,—as, for example, in the

land-vegetation of the Carboniferous era, which embraced com-
mon Acrogens (Ferns) and Grymnosperms ; and besides these,

the intermediate or comprehensive types of the Lepidodendra

and Calamites of the former, and that of the Sigillariae of the

latter. And thus it was in fact. The Insect from the Carbon-

iferous rocks of Illinois, figured and described in the following

article, is one example of a comprehensive type of this kind.

While Nenropterous in wings, closely approaching the

it has broad costate femurs, and even a large spinous joint to the

vhich seem to be almo
with the Neuropterous type, although in part characterizing the

Mantispids, and which are in complete harmony with the Orthop-

terous type. 9

We here see that the interlinkings between Orthopters and

Neuropters began in the Paleozoic. It is probable I

comprehensive or i
'

the past than they ]

* The Orthopterous features among Neuropters appear to be modificat

form under the h have been already mentioned, es|

the Lepidopteroi: "f Orthopteroid I

the modern Mantiepids. are true

rtte of special nop
*bey properly constitute an Ortbopteroid group m this subtnbe.

Ah- Joca. Sci.-Second Skbibs, Vol. XXXVII, No. 109.-JurM 1864.
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The remains of Insects, represented in the following figures,

were discovered by Mr. John G. Bronson in the Carbonifer-

ous beds at Morris, Illinois.

They occur in the flattened

iron-stone concretions of the

beds. Other concretions of
the locality contain various

coal plants, and also the re-

mains of two or three spe-

eies of Amphipod Crusta-

ceans. The plants have been
investigated by Mr. Lesque-

them, 3 understand, wil

appear in the Report on tin

Geology of the State by Mr
Worthen. Among them, ac

cording to Mr. Lesquereux
the following are commoi

Brgt., K rm
Pecopteris Miltoni Brgt., /
wm'taBrgt., P. oiqualis Brut.,

The description of the Cms-
taceans we reserve for an-

other time.

Figure 1 is twice the natu-
ral size lineally. In general
form and the neuration of
the wings the Insect is close-

opters, and especiall
the Chaw, odes. In view of
that the outer wings are so t

lines of the abdominal segments, and hardly the inferior wings,
i reason to doubt that the species was pteroprosthenic, and

• it must ha\ e been a X- ",- , t. ,-, and in »t an Orthop-
ter. \ et m ihe broad costate ft ,

, a ir of legs,

iches the Orthdpters of

. and is very unlike any known Neuropters.
legs are peculiar in having a large and broad femur

armed above with very slender spines as long as the joint, three

by!
nblance, and also the fact

i obscure at all the c
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of which, though mutilated, are seen in the specimen. But some-
thing of this kind is observed under Neuropters in the Mantis-
pids. It is quite probable that these anterior legs were prehen-

and the fact that the tibia and tarsus are not
in sight iu the specimen favors this conclusion. Only the left

leg in the specimen has the large joint tolerably perfect ; in the
right, however, it is sufficiently distinct, to show that it had the
same large size and was also spiculigerous. The coxal joints of
this leg, are faintly indicated between this large joint and the
anterior part of the somewhat prolonged prothorax.

The number of abdominal segments is ten, or one more than

number in Insects—as is true also of many Neuropters,
the Lepismae, and some species of other tribes. The neuration

inga and the form and relative sizes of the segmenls of
the abdomen are well shown in the figure, and particular de-

is therefore unnecessary. There appears to have been
a pair of short obtuse appendages at the extremity of the abdo-
men, much as in Phyllium. The head is mostly obliterated.

The length of the specimen, from the anterior margin of the
large joint of the anterior legs to the posterior margin of the

1 inch 10 lines ; and the breadth, from the medial line

of the abdomen to the left margin of the left wing, 5 lines.

By request of the discoverer, I name the new genus here indi-

cated, Miamia, after the Mian Ima mater."
In view of the important results of his explorations, the species
may be designated the Miamia Bronsoni.

Figure 2 represents, natural size, a mutilated anterior wing of
another Neuropter. The
neuration approximates to
that in the genus Ilemero-
outs. The dotted line shows
the probable length and (

outline of the wing—thes
organs in the Planipenn
ans being 3 to 4 times as
Jong as their breadth. The areolets are obliterated towards the

base of the wing.
There appears to be sufficient reason in the character of the

neuration for the institution of a new genus, and I propose for

ttfm day, one of the roots of Hem-
-

.
The feebleness of the life system in most Neuropters is shown

» the numerous nervures of the wings; and this is very marked
ln this ancient species. The great multiplication of these

nervures and their irregularity appears to be owing to a want of

directive force in the system, or to a low grade of cephalization

or systemic control in the animal.
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ART. IV.—The Density, Rotation and Relative Age of the Planets;

by Prof. Gustavus Hinrichs, Iowa State University.

Modern astronomers consider the doctrine of the stability

of the solar system
1

as "a fact established on the most satis-

factory evidence," and its demonstration as "among the finest

triumphs of physical astronomy." Yet with all due regard to

tie philosopher may question not

its demonstration, but its hypothesis. For if the hypothesis of a

vacuum should prove to be not fully true, if the planets instead

of moving in vacuo suffer some, h resistance in

moving through ether, then the analytical demonstration loses its

import.

^
The metaphysician, in contemplating the ardor wherewith this

doctrine is advocated cannot but see in it a more refined form of

the doctrine of ancient about equal

to the universe ; and the theologian might find the st

the planetary system opposed to the prediction that nothing
is eternal here below.
Yet this is not the place to decide the latter questions; we

acuum—or,

if possible, a non-resisting medium—agrees with observation.
It is true, the ephemeris based upon it proves to be correct;
accordingly, both Newton and Laplace have pronounced the re-

f any, to be insensible. But in the doctrine of the sta-

bility of the solar world hundreds of centuries, aye, millions of

contemplated; is then the conclusion drawn from a few
centuries of observation legitimate for such duration of time? Is

re legitimate than to deduce the orbit of a comet from
one hour's observation? or the path of our earth from one sec-

ond's observation? To pronounce on the ground of accurate
observations of limited extent, the solar system a stable, i. e., an
everlasting one. is hardly better philosophy than that of the

t in the fable, who believed the day to be everlasting
because the sun seemed exactly at the same height during all

There is but one method of judging of the stability of the solar
'<"

with what it was millions of centuries ago ; for a thousand years
in nature are but as yesterday when it is past, and as a watch in
the night.

r
'

It will be objected that it is impossible to effect this. If so,

we must abandon the theory of stability, for want of confir-
mation by observation. But if we wish to test the doctrine as

• Olmsted's Astronomy by Snell, § 384.
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far as possible, then we must accept a different course of inves-
tigation. We must do for astronomy what geology has done
for geography—in the absence of records from the earlier stages
of the earth's history it has been successfully attempted to
supply them by observations on the configuration of the earth's

efiilly compared with the yet continuing changes
thereof! We must try to invert!®
try to see whether they are i i Mt i <>v <! -j Ui« d. and if displaced,

measure the en we will

obtain as good determinations of the relative age of these celestial

strata or planets and moons as geology affords for the relative

age of terrestrial strata: As far"ns Induction is to be relied on
in geology it may safely be relied on in astronomy, and we
hope to show that the known observed configuration of the
solar system gives, by means of the calculus and a strict induc-
tion, as good a determination of t! lie resisting

forces as geology can produce in regard to the earth's crust. If
then geolo.a wing many questions

I, la considered more than 'idle speculation, we hope to

the same confidence for the results of this investigation
into the nature and effects of the dislocating force of the solar

system: we will try to show that the resistance of the ether filling

the heavenly spaces is this force.

First, it may be well to remember that the undulatory theory
is so well supported by experience as to place the existence of

3tsting medium almost beyond doubt. Secondly, that
the comet of Encke seems to show observable signs of such a
resistance. Finally that the absence of positive signs of resist-

ance in the observed motions of the planets does not prove its

non-existence; for if the earth approaches the sun by ten feet

every year, this resistance could not be said to be nothing-gvet,

Kepler's third law as applying to the same planet in
...";; .- '..- ;;
ened only o, and years by this resistance ! If

this quantity is imperc j

but the latter cannot
on that account be considered as nothing!

Let us therefore investigate the laws of such a resistance and
try, whether the configuration of the heavenly strata affords that

confirmation of it which the ephemeris does not.

I. Tlte effects of Resistance.

Let r be the radius vector, 6 the anomaly, t the time, v the

angle between the orbit and a perpendicular to the radius vector,

and R the accelerating force due to the resisting medium ;
then

" See an example in Dana's Manual of Geology, V- 386. "where the relative age
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SHS)'

We might integrate (1) by the methods of approximative

ico has done in a similar case ; or we might

integrate for R=0 and use the variation of parameters. This

latter method would be much more appropriate than the first;

yet we think that a simple bucc tion is fully

exact enough and at the same time so much more elegant and

easy that we will prefer it, considering uniformity to be a true

element of any investigation. We therefore directly aim at just

nables us to

test—and i ils thin the range of almost

every student of the calculus.

The first approximation gives Kepler's laws as the integral of

(1) for K=0, representing the motions in vacuo:* i. e. respect-

ively :

(2)

I. The orbit is an ellipse;

II. The radius vector of any planet describes equal areas in

equal times

;

ift. The mean radii vectores (mean distances) of the several
planets describe in their mean motion equal solids in equal times.*
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For obtaining a second approximation, we remark that the first

(2) easily gives the maximum of n corresponding to sin^e.

Hence, for the planets, all having but a very small excentricitj.

the terms R sin ?<Re nearly equal zero and Rcos? nearly equal

R are of different order ; the latter will be of influence when the

former is yet insensible. As a second approximation giving the

the influence of resistance in general, we therefore may take

Rsinr;=0 in (1) giving
6

dt 2 \dt) i

state of science altogether worthless, as observations but imper-

fectly suffice to test our second approximation.

In order to integrate (1') the function R must be known. It

is admitted that, g> being a function of the velocity v and * a cer-

tain constant,

According to Newton {Principia, Book II, Sect. VII; Francceur

5 <
: d, art. 223), we have for a sphere of radius pt

density a moving in a medium of density 8,

that for small velocities <

aple of the beautiful as a means of investigating the laws of nature instead of the

To show the correctness of our expression we simply introduce the mean velocity

Wji for thereby the third (2) becomes

' It is easily under-; 5T& 1

''t'°
%'

eentricity to be constant \s e now A c
-
C ' l Ll T

:
*

*ap. VII, § 18) found it to decrease with the approach of the planets to the sun,aince

•e close for future than for past ages.

,„„a «nlv trivcn the nrinciDal results of his in-
* In 1853 ; as most of my books are yet in uerm

il a ; my abstract at hand only gi
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pendulum the resistance is principally proportional to the velo-

: tor greater velocities, to its square, or more exactly

<p(v)z=av+bv*. (5)

Now, as the resistance under consideration is excessively small,

the form of <p will be very nearly

*{*)=, <«)

Introducing these laws (6) and (4) into (3) the equations (1')

for the second approximation become

The first of these is satisfied by the elliptical orbit of each single

revolution ; the second, since v cos v— ~r .-r= ttj re^ u
ds dt dt

T

g, if c=C for *=0, and « the base of the natural logarithms,

c=Ce-
rt

. (9)

the third law of Kepler, i. e. the third of (2) or a= con-

if A be the value of a for <=0. Thus the distance from the sun

does not decrease uniformly, but with a velocity proportional to

the decreasing value of a, for

£==-.**.-"=-** (11)

If t expresses the present age, distance a, and x the distance

corresponding to an age differing from the former by * units of

time, then (10) gives

,=.v-
:'('+9>=„- 2'*-

(,«')

givin : the distance as a function of its present value a and the

interval of tune from the present. As the unknown density

* enters into >, we may instead of (10,) use the following,

log*=log« * (12)
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where the unit of a is arbitrary and that of o and a may be as-

sumed if the unit of # is determined in conformity therewith.

We then may take for our earth a=100, e=10, -*= 1 ; then the

unit of # will be known as soon as the amount of resistance or

the density of the ether is given. Neithe

we must be satisf

shows' that if our t

unit of age & is ten thousand millions of years.

It will be seen that, as soon as the annual approach of our

earth is known, the unit of & will be determined.

By means of (10') or its equivalent (12) we are now enabled

to calculate the effect of resistance on the motions of any planet

at any age &, both in future (+») and the past {-»). We now
proceed to a comparison of the results of this analysis with ob-

servation, using the following data
8

Neptune, 3004 42-5 **3

giving by (12) the following distances from the s

indicated.

Past. Present
Age: 4 2 2

Mercury, 240 95 38 15

Venus," 181 100 72 45
Earth, 252 159 100 63
Mars, 955 38l i 52 65

Joptar, 725 626 520 433
Sa turn, 1991 1378 954 660
Uranus, 6351 3490 1918 1078

Neptune, 5985 4237 3004 2127

For an asteroid for which p&=rl,
Age .4 .2 00 '5

0-0000000001, * being 1 year

;

sity of Venus as giren by Babinet,

LXVI, No. 109.-Ja*., 1»*-
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These numbers are represented in the annexed diagram, which
thus shows the variations in the distance of the planets.
As the configuration of the solar system hereby appears to be

lly changing in time—even the order of sequence suf-

fering alterations— it is idle to speculate concerning " the har-
mony of the heavens" without taking the element of i

into account; for it is obvious that the true primitive law, which
alone can have been harmonious, will long acr have been pro-
foundly modified by the continued action of resistance.

10

In order to make a useful appli , permitting
the test of actual observation to be applied to the results deduced,
we will try to estimate the relative age of the planets by means
of these m position.

.
The dislocation of strata of rocks is no fact; we simply see

similar parts in irregular position, and conclude by ind\
they once formed a continuous stratum ; but would it not be
equally just to conclude that the heavenly strata, i. e., the planetary

definite law, as the terrestrial strata in being parallel

;

2nd, The assumption of the force of resistan
deviations from that law, as the assumption of internal action ex-
plains the dislocation of geological strata?
We think the analogy is about as close as can be, and there-

fore will venture the attempt.
It is a well known fact that the so-called law of Titius or Bode,

is pretty correct for all planets from Venus to Uranus; only
Mercury and Venus deviate considerably from the dupl

ye mutual distances. This law—only in the case of
Mercury deviating from the above named-may therefore well
be compared to the original level of terrestrial strata, if the laws
ot resistance as developed in the preceding suffice to explain
the actual deviations from it.

It is even a priori highly probable that some simple law pre-
vailed at the time of the development of the heavenly spaces,
although it is now almost entirely lost; for in like manner
the regular stratification of the earth's crust has been disturbed
—so the regular distribution of the leaves in the young plant is
almost entirely lost in the arrangement of the branches of the
iree so even the human features lose their regularity by age.
* et in all cases matter seems to arrange itself according to simple

the he^enlVspaces
1

.

11 ^ ***** "^ W* mUSt **" h *"

'

•
. ,

:
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Taking now x according to this law as the original di

we find the age # by (12), viz

:

Distance." Age. I Distance.

Mercury, 60 1-0 Jupiter, 680

80 -5 Saturn, 1320
Earth, 120 -8 Uranus, 2600
Mars, 200 -6 Neptune, 5160
Asteroid, 360 ?

Mean age, -'721

Mean age,

» the t

) the interior ones, about inth/r
But if this law is correct, it demands that the relative age of the

ve distancesfrom the sun (supposing

no interchange of place yet to have occurred). Consequently

our determination of the age of the single planets appears to be

very uncert: :_rures with the same age as Nep-
tune! But it is easy to show that this is simply a consequence

of our taking v constant, whilst it not only is greatly varying,

but even varying in different degrees for different planets. For,

considering 5 as constant,
13 and for a certain former period p=n?,

( 9, being the present value of «), the constancy of the mass

gives q
3&=q 3

i
a

i
or A

t
=n 3&, i.e.

3^ = S± n (13)
8 ?A 8 ?A

or, the greater the body, the greater is the value ofv, as is self-evident.

If now all planets had exactly the same masses, their cooling or

condensation would be entirely parallel, and v might be consid-

ered as nearly constant ; but as there are great differences be-

tween the masses of the planets we must remember, that, cseteris

the greater

value of v corresponding to its longer remaining of larger size;

it will consequently fall with a greater velocity than C

on the supposition of v constant, or, what is the same, will have

a smaller age than calculated.

We must therefore apply a subtractive correction to our calcu-

lated age increasing with the mass of the planet. By doing so

in general we found the equations of condition pretti-

fied by taking this correction proportional to the mass. For the

superior planets we may have (the constant being assumed 01)

,
" These distances seem to afford a good average; the law is rigorously applied,

through different parta o
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Neptune, 2 3-2
This is already a much more regular series ; the mean of the

corrected ages for Jupiter and Saturn is -9, for Uranus and Nep-
tune 1-8, or, whilst the uncorrected age of the former was greater
than that of the latter, by this (very imperfect) correction for
mass it is as one of Jupiter-Saturn to two of Uranus-Xeptune.
The conclusion seems therefore well-founded, that a more Uxor-

<: of v in time, if possible at all,

With their distance from the sun.
This result is in itself already important; but it also gains

much by its connection with the following considerations.
JSow, as the outer planets are older than the inner ones, we

must find the different parts of our solar system in very differ-
ent conditions of age : and this again may be tested by direct
observation. By attentively contemplating the annexed diagram,
representing the effect of resistance or time on the configuration
oi our solar system, we shall find the following four laws

:

MrstLaw. The nearest secondary approaches its pri
advancing age.—Expressing these

: the central
body, we have

:

Mercury, go rad. of the Sun.
Moon, 60 » " « Earth.
Jupiter, 1st Moon, 6 « « « Jupiter
Saturn, 1st Moon, 4 « « « Saturn.'

thus showing a decrease with age. Uranus, having its moons
ditterentlv situated, is not comparable. Yet it must not be
omitted that this mode of comparison is not free from objec-
tions. Ihe subsequent three laws are, however, nearly absolute.

Second Laio Ihe entire system of orbits becomes closer by ad-
re.—The ratio of the mutual distances will be the most

proper measure of the closeness. We have

:

Nept.-TJr. =1-115 Ur.-Saturn. .
Ur.-Sat. =2-247 Sat.-Jupiter.
Sat.-Jup. =1-718 Jup.-Asteroid.
J "P--Ast- =2-195 Ast.-Mars.
Ast.-Mars =2-195 Mars-Earth.
Mars-Earth - i.892 Earth-Venus.
Earth-Venus =-824 Venus-Mercury,

hence the mean ratio for the

World of the Sun 1-74: similarly for



A*. Jock. 8ci. Vol. XXXVII -,,. 5.5.
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which numbers regularly decrease with the increasing a-e con-firming the law. ° B^
Third Law. The regularity and symmetry disappears more andmore with increasing age—A single glance at the representation

of the actual forms of the lunar systems of Jupiter, Saturn andUranus shows that these latter are very irregular, whilst the

regular
Jupiter

' the y°ungest of this group, is as yet very

Yet the distances of its moons is not quite regular; for they
are, expressed in radii of the planet respectively

J

6-049 9-623 15-350 26-998.

astSter
u
iS
uP

r°Ved to> older than the interior planets, and

of nMT^ blt Slgn
f
°f age in their rautual distances, the face

iL ltJZ
e Can ne

,

,ther be wiLhout wrinkles
-

Indeed
>
p*™*.

Sftnn?
the

,

sarne law of duplication is applicable to the above
distances, and selecting as the primitive values

7+3=10 10+6=16 16+12=28,
s the following

1 ° 8 13 1
which, as the third has as much mass as the other three taken
together, by the reduction for masses, would become more regu-

wi'rJf
We S6e that the mean aSe of the last two satellites is2 v

S
,

great as tne mean age of the first two. Therefore we
TreaL 7T •

c°nclude that the age of Jupiter's satellites in-Wm« with their rimary.

t nf
the masses and dimensions of the members of the more dis-tant worlds were known, we should certainly find this law of the

unlvS
aSlDg WUh the distance from the central b°dy to be

ar systems must represent the same configu-
Fourth Law.

tAuTi
at C0

J"
resP0n^n9 ages.

13—Having found the :

nntntf *? e the older members of the solar system, BUU
quen% that they are in a state of configuration which the solar

™ kiV* a whole can first exhibit only at a future time, we are
enabled to put the theory of resistance to another test by com-
paring the present configuration of the lunar worlds of the
superior planets to different future epochs of the solar world as

W J diagram expressing the results of formula (12).

ver
6 alreadJ seen that the Jovial World indeed appearsery regular, and that the smaller regularity of the more distant

worlds confirms our result as to their higher age.

Donrf ? age wiU the configuration of the solar system corres-

diac/r •
preSent confiSuration of the world of Saturn ? The

hnvpt? ?Ti
es tne fourth a3e as answer. For at that time we

e ttle following similarity between the two systems

:
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The Rings of Saturn are represented bv the hosts of asteroids,

which already in the first age intersect "the orbit of our earth,

but in the fourth age will closely encroach the sun, and (perhaps
together with those meteorites which are not intercepted by any
of the planets) may form continuous rings around the fiery sun,

either on account of their number, or because they probably will

become melted; they will form not one ring, but rings, because
they will approach the sun according to the amount of their

factor », just as detritus is deposited in horizontal layers of

variable fineness.

The four inner moons of Saturn, being very close to each other

and to the primary, will be represented by the four interior

planets, for these also are at the fourth age very close together

and very near the sun, being altogether within the present dis-

tance of Mercury. The distances are, then, for the planets [see

results of (12) ]

:

Mercury 6, Mars 24, Yenus 29, Earth 40;

for the Moons of Saturn, now,

Mimas 3-36, Enceladus 4-31, Tethys 5'34, Dione 6'84

or whilst the planetary distances will be as

1:4:5:7,
the corresponding lunar distances are now as

3:4:5:7,
or only differing in the first number.

Thefour outer moons of Saturn, now, correspond in configuration
to the four exterior planets at age four; for the first three of each

are about equidistant, the fourth far above the rest. The dis-

tances of the planets then are

Jupiter 360, Saturn 454, Uranus 596, Neptune 1504,

and of the moons are now
Rhea 9 55, Titan 2214, Hyperion 28-00, Japetus 64-35,

or the relative distances are,

for the Planets as 7 : 9 : 12 : 80,
for the Moons as 4 : 9 : 12 : 26,

again a very close harmony.
A complete correspondence would demand a complek

of masses at the commencement, which perhaps is not to be ex-

pected Comparing the better known superior bodies more in

particular, we must from the sma ad of 7) of

Rhea conclude, that its mass is not correspondingly as great as

that of Jupiter; and for Japetus that its mass is not as great as

the corresponding one of Neptune, or perhaps Hyperion must
be comparatively of small mass, so as to leave Japetus far be-

hind
;
this latter circumstance appears to be actually the case.
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For in the first place Titan was the first moon which was seen
(Huyghens, 1655), so we may conclude its mass to be great
enough to afford a safe comparison with Saturn in the scale of
Planetary Masses. Rhea, first discovered by Cassini (1672),
therefore appears to be less considerable, confirming our conclu-
sion based on its comparatively too great dislocation; and
finally Hyperion required for its discovery the best telescopes of
modern times (Bond and Lassell, 1848), thus proving itself to be
but a small moon.
Thus the configuration of the lunar world of Saturn corres-

ponds to the fourth age ; consequently, as Uranus has been found
to be older, its world must correspond to a yet more distant pe-
riod of the planetary system as a whole. This is likewise evi-
dent by a similar comparison. Our diagram shows how Saturn
and Uranus soon after the sixth age will come inside the path of
Jupiter, and leave Jupiter and Neptune far above all the other
planets. Just so we see the present configuration of the lunar
world of Uranus to be. But as this lunar system is but very
imperfectly known, we must be content with this general remark.

Ihus it appears that all is confusion, no where is harmony in
the planetary and lunar distances, if we disregard the effects of
resistance

; but that the whole solar world, both in its planets
and moons, its asteroids and rings, is one grand whole, first
built according to the principles of law and harmony and beauty
which we observe everywhere in nature, in crystals, young 14

plants and animals. So likewise in geology all is confusion if
we consider the strata in situ, as they are observed to be now;
but this chaos gives way for harmony and symmetry if we admit
the strata to be broken and dislocated by the action of the fiery
interior of our globe. Therefore we have no better reasons to
admit the dislocating force in geology, than for admitting the
resistance of ether in astronomy. If we sometimes see the one
jorce yet in actual violent operation, we must remember that its

best criterion consists in perceptible action for
uplifting or depressing continents ; and although the effects of

are infinitely smaller, yet they appear tolerably dis-
tinct in Encke's comet.
We rely on inductive reasoning in the explanation of the facts

observed in the one case—why, then, not as well in the similar
case afforded by the more grand dislocation of the strata of the
universe?

J S

Of course, we would not refer this to practical astronomy, for
the ephemeris is exact enough without taking this resistance
mto account; but in theoretical astronomy, when discussing the

ink it has been shown that this
force ought not to be omitted.

w development of the yolk of eggs by segmentation is especially
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II. The Laws of Density and Rotation.
19

It has been shown that the age of the several members of a

system of heavenly bodies increases with the radius of the orbit.

I his seems to be sufficient proof for the natural development of

the entire planetary system. Hence the question may arise as

to the mode of this development

_

The striking unity of the system, as displayed in the conform-
ity of all the primary revolutions with the rotation of the sun,

both in direction and plane ; the smallness of the excentricities
and the great mutual distances of the several orbits; the perfect

analogy between the systems of different order—all these very
elements of the comr f our planetary world
compel us to conclude with Kant 1

'

7 and Laplace
18

that all the

members of the entire system once formed a single, large nebubus
ghbe, rotating around the present axis of the sun.
The grandeur and simplicity of this view has procured for it

advocates of the highest authority, as Arago. 19'

H. C. (Ersted,"
Helmholtz, 21 and others. Yet the minimumln density exhibited
by Saturn, and above all the singular motion of the s
Uranus, appearing to be entirely he very fun-

principle of the theoVy, seem to have brought these

[to disrepute; Brewster" even pronounces them to be
the dull and dangerous heresy of the a^e." The theory of a

.Laplace seems to have been abandoned without trying to recon-
cile it with Uranus—which planet was yet unknown at the time
of the publication of the first edition of Kant's theory of the

-and even the beautiful experimental simile offered by
" researches on the equilibrium of fluids did but revive

this theory for a moment. 34

It will easily be seen that our estimate of the planetary ages,
as based upon the resistance of ether and seen in the configura-
tion ot the several systems, fully agrees with the hypothesis of

i paper was in part communicated at
openhagen. 1860; see Fori an dh-, qer
remarked that we only opposed the at

;
fheorie desT"

-

" ALT sySterne du monde, 2d ed., Paris 1799, Liv. v, Chap. vi.

" NatSw !s55 -

tha TT„;, -^ t«xt book of Natural Philosophy, used »

» mZ"!]! v Newton, London, 1855, ii, lH-Mem del Acad.de Bruxel!

Sa^n So'' fT*!P'T^8
'
"°us *vons vu se%

corpfcTleffi
P
(§ 2

6

7)
P *** d6S Ph6nom«nes *> configuration relatife «*^ir^ °f this theory in Frot
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Kant and Laplace, according to which the more distant members
were first developed. Hence it seems to be worth the while at-

tentively to trace oat the consequences of this hypothesis in an
analytical f<

Un
ductions of its advocat*

The Density A of the planets must depend, according to this

theory of evolution and condensation, both upon the distance r

in the original globe and upon the condensation in time, i. e. the

age #; as the density was decreasing from the center of the

nebulous globe, and is increasing in time, we have obviously

d±J±d*J±dr (14)

where the differential coefficients represent positive, numerical

Thus it appears that the conclusion of a regularly decreasing

density demands dfr=0
; indeed, so far as we are aware, nobody

has as yet pointed out the influence of age on the density of

the planets.

It is evident that, if the differential coefficients of a in regard
to age and distance are either only increasing or decreasing, there

will be but one point where dA=0 ; if not, there will be several.

Thus, according to the nebular hypothesis the densities of the

planets may form a series having one or more maxima or mini-
ma corresponding to dA= 0. *\
The simplest forms of (14) fulfilling the conditions of the pro-

blem is seen to be

dA—^dfr-^dr (15)

which with the simplest possible constants gives the integral,

A=l+log^ (16)

where now a, the mean distance, enters instead of r the radius

1 a=1, a=l, #=1 for our earth. In order to see
aow far this formula represents the actual circumstances, let us

calculate # from the known values of a and a
; (16) gives :

a A $ Mean.

Mercury, -38 1-234 '66 )

Saturn, 9-54 -14 -15 ]

Uranus, 19-18 -18 2'89
'

Neptune, 30-04 *23 5-13 I

Am. Jocr. Sci.—Seoosd Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. 109.-Jan., 1S64.
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If we only take the column of means—having again neglected

to take the difference of mass into account, and not having

searched for the true formula, but only having accepted the most

simple form (15) satisfying (14)—we see the age of the planets

again regularly increasing with the distance, very nearly accord-

ing to the law

0=1+—

.

(1?)
^200

;

Using these simple formulae, the density 4 has only one mini-

mum; for dA=0 gives by (16) and (17)

r=V500t=U-2.... (
18

)

i. e., about equally distant from Uranus and Saturn.

It must be remembered that we did not try to give a useful

interpolation," neither do we pretend to have found the exact

law ; yet we think that we have shown, that the nebular hypo-

thesis, if duly considered, is in complete accordance with experi-

ence. The contradiction between theory and observation so

long insisted on appears to have been occasioned by neglecting

the most important element of dynamics, time. This element

makes the planetary density increase" after a certain minimum

has been attained.

The Law of Eotation.—To find the velocity of rotation from

the primary nebulous globe is undoubtedly most difficult ;

but

'
if we wish merely to determine the direction of rotation, and not

its amount, the following simple analysis will"prove sufficient.

The principal part of motion in the planetary ring is parallel

to the orbit of the future planet; hence the direction will be

defined by its equatorial part.

Let then dm be the mass of a particle in the plane of the orbit,

a-\- a and 8 its polar coordinates, a the radius of orbit, A the

density and v the velocity in the orbit ; then

a, 5 will never exceed one half. Within each nebulous ring w°

may assume the density to vary according to

d=A±?«=A±a«, (
2 °)

» Such a formula is given by Babinet. I'Institut, 1857, p. 94. Yet for Nepto*

A=l-2754-0-2935.a+0-01831.aa

gives a result deviating by 8 units from the true density. . . th.* The density of Neptune is sometimes stated to be but -14 or equal tow-
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(iu nebulous state). If we compare this law to that assumed i

(15) we see that S=n or is constant

Always using the upper and lower sign respectively for the
superior and inferior part of the ring, we find the vis viva dw

tfifl=,ua(l±!) 3(A=F<Jsc)rfsc dd, (21)

if we remember that our statement of Kepler's third law gives

fi—av2 (see note on (3)). Retaining only the first power of S in

the differential, but the second in the integral, we obtain

dw=fia[A±(3A^.d)^dd
1

(21')

or w=2n^lA^ 3
^^'U-coxist. (22)

The vis viva «;, of the superior part of the ring (from s=0 to

1=1 1) will produce direct motion; w a
of the inferior part (from

|=?
3 to $=0) will produce retrograde motion; hence the whole

vis viva producinq direct rotation in the orbit is W=w.—w„ or

by (22)

W=2^a(l
1
^l 2 )

|_a+
u—(^+1

As the mutual distance of planets increases from the sun
must supppose *,^>lt, whereby the fi

always will be positive ; hence we have
ppose £,>£.,, whereby the first parenthesis of (23)

ill be p< '

'

—& .«,*„,„, W1L1 lltt.CWi.SO UC ttb iCCWV uoa.i; v~—-~
1

-

represents about the same quantity for all planets. Consequently

(24) reads in words

:

.

v

The rotary motion in orbit will be direct, zero, or retrograde if the

primitive density a at the orbit was greater, equal to, or less than a
certain quantity, c, depending on the position of the orbit in the

rmg ({, and S 2 ) and the variation 8 of the density.

If 5=o, then c=o, and consequently all planets would have a

direct rotation, as hitherto assumed. But 3 must according to

all physical knowledge be some positive quantity, how*
as the density a in every globe of some exteidensity a in every glob<
toward the center; i. e, if a is at all greater than c it will be s

near the center, and if 'at all less than c it cannot but be further

trom the center. Hence we may also read (24) in the following

manner

:
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The planets near the sun, A>c, have a DIRECT rotation, which

disappears at a certain distance from the sun (a=c) and is followed

by a retrograde motion of all the more distant planets (having

The great discovery of Herschel, far from being opposed to the

nebular hypothesis of Kant and Laplace, on the contrary affords

a most interesting and >n of it, and makes it

even similar to a most remarkable proposition in the theory of

gravitation. For in the latter the orbit will be an ellipse, a

parabola or a hyperbola, according as the centrifugal force was

less, equal to, or greater than a definite quantity ; so here we see

the direction of rotation determined in the very same manner.

The motion of the moons of Uranus is consequently for the

nebular hypothesis exactly what the nearly parabolic orbits of

comets are for the hv; ion. If the density A

had been excessively small, all the planets might have been

retrograde in their rotation, although they would have had a

direct revolution.

The velocity of rotation depends upon W and the mass of a

planet; we cannot here determine it. But we can show how the

position of the axis of rotation will vary. For if—as is highly

probable—the ring was not quite symmetric with regard to ije

plane of the orbit, then there will be a difference of vis viva W ,

between these two sides, tending to produee rotation around an

axis in the plane of the orbit. Hence the position of the axis Ql

rotation of a planet will be determined by

i being the angle between the equator and orbit of the planet

As the direction of the axis W, only determines the position of

the nodes of the equator, we must here consider W
1
as positive;

W has been found to change sign at a certain distance in becom-

ing negative ; so that we see: att I
rranus have

i acute, superior to Uranus i must be obtuse. The determination

of the exact position of the axis of Neptune27
will therefore be

of great importance as a test of this remarkable law.
Origin of the tangential force.—As now the contradictions be-

tween observations and the theory of Kant and Laplace prove to

be but apparent,.founded in the neglect of the theory by mathe-

maticia is : w may in
l

i re into thecause of the primitive rotary

motion of the nebulous sphere. ,

Attract; me cannot give rise to a couple ot

forces; neither can repulsive particles (u) do it—but by the

Humboldt gives t=34° V for Neptune, but does not state whether the n»oti£
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if x, y and f, y are the coordinates of m and /

distance and /and y their laws of mutual action

2 of the couples for all particles in the univ<

zero either by

«r f(r)-<p{r)=o, i.e. f(r)=<p(r). (28)

But (27) can only be satisfied if m and ft are in the same radius
vector from the origin of the coordinates; hence (27) cannot be
satisfied in general. Hence if we have

Ar)><p(r), (29)

then 1$ cannot be zero; if N„ N„ are the resulting couples for
the other coordinate planes, there results a force ofgyration in the
matter filling space

G=V(N3+N,2+NM*)>0, (30)

which is always positive. Hence,
If the law of repulsive particles, g>, differsfrom the law of attractive

particles, f then a rotation will be produced.
The laws of magnetic and electric attraction and repulsion

seem to be at variance with such an inequality, and even the
principle that action and reaction are equal ; but we may well
remark that the slightest difference for any atomic distance
would be sufficient, and that the grouping of several repelling
atoms ft around one attracting atom m may well be consistent

with a difference between action and reaction as taken in its

usual signification.

If this non-identity of the two forces of material nature is ad-

mitted, we see a rotation of the nebulous matter to be a direct

consequent by attraction the matter acquires

a globular form, the effected rotation produces a flattening of
the globe,—and from this moment the axis of rotation will re-

tionary. By continued attraction the size diminishes,

rotation increases in velocity, the flattening becomes greater, a
ring is formed, producing a planet with its satellites, the whole
system having motions and configurations, which conform to

those observed in the actual world.
The formation of cosmieal bodies now appears similar to the

f-ion of cells or even to the reproduction of certain

animals by division ; only we must not forget, that the formation
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of heavenly bodies is far more simple and less wonderful" than

the well-known, daily observed development of organized be-

ings ; if observation forces us to admit the reality of such won-

ders, should not induction suffice for the simple material de-

velopment of the heavenly globes?

It is often stated as a most conclusive argument for the whole

theory of gradual development, that we are permitted directly to

observe the working of nature in the case of the ring of Saturn.

We believe that this is a great mistake ; for Saturn being one of

the oldest members of our system, it appears rather unreason-

able to expect to see it yet in an embryo state : besides the rings

are in their constitution totally different from what this theory

leads us to expect ; instead of being broad, they are very thin

The explanation given in the preceeding, that

they are a host of Selenoids, corresponding to the present host

of asteroids, is yet further substantiated by the circumstance,

that Titan seems in mass to preponderate like Jupiter, and may

proximity of this body—as the asteroids \

about one age.

Finally, it may yet be remarked, that we believe we are able

to account for the multiform phenomena of terrestrial magnetism
by the friction of ether on the earth

;

J
* if this theory should be

admitted as a true physical one, the magnetic needle would be
directed by the force lost in resistance, or, to speak in conformity
with the doctrine of the correlation of physical forces, the vis

viva lost in resistance is converted into magnetism. The mag-
netic needle thus would afford a direct proof of the existence of

this resistance, as the pendulum of Foucault attests the rotation

of the earth.

We believe that our efforts have approached more or less to

the establishment of the following conclusions :

1st. The negative evidence of the non-existence of a resisting

medium, as afforded by the motions of the planets during the

few centuries of accurate observations, is of no weight whatever
in regard to durations of time like those contemplated in the

theory of the stability of the solar system ; hence it follows, too,

that it is unreasonable to expect here that accuracy of numerical
determinations which so highly distinguishes the predetermina-

ronomical phenomena for shorter periods, but that the

immensity of time here under consideration admits of no higher

18 Of course; for organized beings are more or less cephalized, till in Man vr*

ter has become entirely

;—expose of this theory hit!

r Bewegung der Erde in Aether. Copenhagen,
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accuracy than the immensity of space in the estimation of the

distances of fixed stars and nebulae.

2d. The present configuration of the planetary system is with-

out that harmony and order everywhere else observed when
matter is aggregating (e. g. in crystals, etc.) ; we must therefore

suppose, that the original harmonious configuration has been
altered by the action of some general cause, displacing the celes-

tial strata (orbs) according to the individual mass, size and posi-

tion of each body ; the same we know to have occurred in the

case of the earth's figure, being at first ellipsoidal, but now to

some extent irregular—or the terrestrial strata of rocks, which
were at first continuous, but are now greatly dislocated.

3d. This cause has been and is the resistance of the ether filling

the heavenly space in which the celestial globes are moving; for

the mathematical investigation of the effects of such a resistance

agrees perfectly with the phenomena observed, especially in the

following particulars :

4th. The configuration of the solar system is exactly as such a

resistance would mod.: I a regular law for the

primitive distances,
80 we obtain a determination of the relative

age of the planets which increases with the distancefrom the sun and
is the more regular, the closer we follow the conditions of the

problem (as in taking the mass into account)

;

5th, Even the different satellites of Jupiter follow this same
law; and

6th, Whilst the lunar world of Jupiter appears to be of about
the same irregularity as the planetary world,

7th, The lunar world of Saturn shows decidedly older (i. e.less

regular) features, thus confirming the previously obtained result

as to its age
; it is even made evident that

8th. This lunar world of Saturn in its present configuration

remarkably resembles the configuration of the whole planetary

world at the end of the fourth age (i. e. according to our estimate,

after 40,000,000,000 years); again,

,
9th, The lunar world of Uranus corresponds in its configura-

tion to a yet higher age, thus again corroborating the determin-

ation of its age.
10th. The closeness of the orbits, and even the distance of the

first secondary from its primary are according to the same law
°f resistance.

Hth. This age, as determined by resistance and confirmed by
the observed configuration, exactly corresponds to that ascribed

to the several bodies in the theory of Kant and Laplace

;

12th. The variation of the density of the planets is in complete

harmony with this theory and the laws of resistance—the minx-

b only agreeing 1
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13th. The law of rotation affords a most interesting and valu-

able proof for the theory of Kant and Laplace, instead of being at

variance therewith ; for the theory, if analytically expounded,
demands just the very transition in direction and just the same
position of axis, as observed in the rotary motions of the planets,

Uranus forming the transition,

14th. If the laws of attraction are not fully identical with
those of repulsion, the created matter would a • irtua y cm-
tain the tangential force upon which the duration of the whole
world principally depends. This is simply an instance of
" throwing the first cause further back," since the translatory
movement no longer needs to be considered as a direct action of
the Creator, but as a design, embodied and effected through some
previous direct act.

15th. It is probable that the force lost in resistance is converted
into magnetism.

I know that some, like Brewster, will object to these and simi-

lar efforts
;
yet we always feel the more deeply convinced of the

glory and power and wisdom of the Creator and governor of the

universe, the more we perceive how simple His means, how
grand His design, and how multiform His effects ;

unlike our-
selves, the Creator needs no tools, no constant effort for pro-
ducing His ends

; His almighty "fiat" created the universe, and
His right .. r since.

Do we not see a natural development even in man, the most
highly endowed creature we know—how, then, can it be heresy
to ascribe a natural development (i. e. conformable to the laws
of nature, which are the unalterable edicts or thoughts of nature's
lawgiver, God) to the simple, dead heavenly globes, which only
are the footstool whereon the higher organized creation has been
placed ? Bather we think if science °ever approached heresy
it did so in proclaiming the stability, i. e. the eternity, of the
solar system to have been mathematically demonstrated !

No—death, indisputably, death re; not only
man, and with him the organized beings, both animals and
plants, die—even the whole planetary system, shows already the
wrinkles of age on its once beautiful and harmonious face from
which the sun yet shines forth as the eye of the world—even
this organized system will die, its members will fall into the
sun

;
but since we have abundant reason to believe the whole

solar world with all its wonders to be in the great All only a
little drop in the deep—how great is the Father of this All, if the
death of such a stupendous World is to Him what the last

breath of a coral is to us

!
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The mass of mixed double chlorids, after the volatilization of
the osmium and the separation of the iron and other impurities
by washing with a concentrated and cold
potassium or ammonium, is to be rubbed to fine powder, boiling
water added, and the iridium reduced by a dilute solution of
nitrite of soda, care being taken not to use more of this salt than
is sufficient to convert the iridium salt, IrCl,KCl, into Ir

3 Cl 3
3KC1, and to keep the solution neutral with carbonate of soda.
Almost the whole of the chlorplatinate of potassium remains
undissolved, while the iridium, rhodium, and ruthenium soluble
salts remain in solution. The liquid is to be allowed to cool,

i uf
tbe remaining mass washed with cold water until only

tae chlorplatinate of potassium remains, and the washings filtered
and added to the main solution. If the washings have been
carefully performed with small successive quantities of water,
very little

p
.-. ^ an(j the olive-green solution

contains chiefly Ir
3 Cl 3 3KC1, Kh,Cl

3
3KC1, Eu

3
Cl

3
2KC1, and

-tiuU
2 KCl wi

; .tities of PtCUKGl.A solution of chlorid of luteocobalt, 6NH
3 .*Co 2 Cl 3 , is now

to be cautiously added as long as a precipitate is produced : a
copious pale buff precipitate is thrown down which settles easily,
leaving a yellow or orange-yellow solution containing the luteo-
cobalt salt m small excess. The precipitate is to be washed by de-
putation, then thrown upon a filter and thoroughly washed with

Svi J>
Water and afterward with boiling dilute chlorhydric acid.

h X J
te and washings are to be evaporated together on a water-

oath to dryness. They contain the whole of the ruthenium and
patinum present in the original solution. The mass upon the
Jiter which has a pale buff color, consists of the two insoluble
double salts,

6NH
3 .Co2 C] 3 +Ir2 Cl 3 , and 6NH 3

. Co2 Cl 3
+Rh 2Cl 3 ,

and is perfectly free from ruthenium and platinum.
Ihis process is based upon the fact that the iridium and rho-

«um double salts above mentioned are almost absolutely insol-

wnM
1

v.

boilinS water and in boiling dilute chlorhydric acid,
nile the ruthenium and platinum salts, which have respectively

6NH
3 .Co2Cl 3 +3RuC! 2 , and 6NH 3 .Co2CI 3

+3PtCl2 ,

are easily soluble.

s n
alladium also forms with chlorid of luteocobalt a double

salt which is easily soluble in dilute chlorhydric acid, and which
' JouB- Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. 109.—Jas., 1864.
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crystallizes from the solution, on cooling, in beautiful orange-yel-

low granular crystals. The formula of this salt is 6NH
3

. Co,

01
3
+3PdCl. Any traces of palladium which may have been

present in the original mass of double chlorids will therefore be

th the ruthenium and platinum salts. When the mixed
chlorids have been thoroughly washed, palladium is never pres-

ent. The sesquichlorid of ruthenium gives no precip
solutions of chlorid of luteocobalt, and appears not to form a

double salt with the chlorid of this radical, possibly in conse-

quence of the in'acid character of luteocobalt and the dibasic

character of the sesquichlorid of ruthenium, the potassium
double salt being Ku

2
Cl 3 + 2KCl. All the sesquichlorid of

i present in the mass of mixed chlorids in combination
with chlorid of potassium will therefore be found in the nitrate

from the insoluble iridium and rhodium double salts.

The mass of double salts of iridium and rhodium with luteo-

:er complete washing, is to be brought into a flask and
boiled with a strong solution of caustic potash until ammonia
ceases to be given off. With a concentrated solution this may
be effected in a short time. On addition of an excess of chlor-
hydric acid the black powder readily dissolves, giving a solution
which contains the double chlorids of iridium and potassium
and rhodium and potassium, Ir 2 Cl 3 3KCl, and Eh CI 3KC1,
together with chlorid of cobalt. The solution is to

3

be'evapo-
rated to dryness and the chlorid of cobalt dissolved out by boiling
with absolute alcohol. The iridium and rhodium are then to be
separated by nitrite of soda and sulphid of sodium or ammonium
in the manner already pointed out. The sulphid of rhodium
alter washing and continued ignition gives pure metallic rho-

The filtrate from the iridium and rhodium salts contains a
comparatively large quantity of ruthenium in the form of Eu,
Cl

3 2KC1 and EuCl
2
KC1, together with a trace of the ruthe-

?lr^
a^d Platmum double salts, 6NH

3 . Co„Cl,+3EuCL and
6NH

3 .Co a Cl 3 +3PtCl 2 . The solution is to 'be evaporated
nearly to dryness, boiled with a strong solution of causl

fu \
he° treated with an e*cess of chlorhv

the double chlorids EuCl
3 KC1, PtCI, KC1 and Eu I

l
??

e
a

Wlth an excess of chlor''d of potassiu
chlorid of cobalt. This easily be removed by alcohol
after evaporating the mixed chlorids to dryness. Platinu -
ruthenium may then be separated by boi
potash, evaporating to dryness, boiling with dilute chlorhydric ,

acid so as to convert the whole of the ruthenium into EuCl 2KOI, neutralizing with carbonate of potash.
nitrite of potash.evaporating to dryness and dissolving out the
double nitrite of ruthenium and potash by absolute alcohol.
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The nitrite of ruthenium and potash may then be treated in the
manner already described and the ruthenium brought into the
form of the double salt of mercury and ruthendiamin, from
which the pure metal is easily obtained. This method of sepa-
rating the platinum metals gives excellent results, but is not free

from objection. In the first place it will be remarked that it

does not dispense with the employment of the alkaline nitrites,

although to some extent it facilitates their use. But the chief
objection is found in the necessity of employing very large quan-
tities of chlorid of luteocobalt, a salt which is not to be had in
commerce and which must therefore be specially prepared for

the occasion.

This difficulty may be in a great measure avoided by employ-
ing the chlorid of luteocobalt chiefly as an agent for the separa-
tion of rhodium from platinum and ruthenium, which may be

3hed in the following manner. The mass of mixed
double chlorids, after the removal of the iron, &c, by washing,
is to be rubbed to a fine powder in an unglazed porcelain mortar
and then washed with cold water in small portions at a time until

the washings give no sensible reaction for ruthenium, when
tested in the manner already described with nitrite of potash
and colorless sulphid of ammonium. The washings contain all

the ruthenium as EuCl
3 KC1 and Ru

2
Cl

3 2KC1, and all the rho-

I Mi„Cl
33KCl, together with a not inconsiderable portion

i as IrCI
a KCl, and a much smaller quantity of platinum

as PtCl
2 KC1. The iridium in this solution is to be reduced to

sesquichlorid by the addition of a dilute solution of nitrite of
soda with a little carbonate of soda to keep the solution as nearly
neutral as possible. A solution of chlorid of luteocobalt is then to
be added as long as a precipitate is produced, when the whole ia

to be filtered and the precipitate thoroughly washed, first with

little chlor-

•1. The precipitate on the filter consists chiefly of the

rhodium salt 6NH
3 . Co Cl

3
+Rh„Cl

3 ,
with a smaller proportion

of the corresponding iridium salt. " The mixed rhodium and irid-

ium salts are then to be boiled with a solution of caustic potash as

long as ammonia is evolved, treated with excess of chlorbydric
acid, evaporated to dryness, the chlorid of cobalt dissolved out
oy alcohol, and the iridium and rhodium separated by nitrite of
soda and sulphid of ammonium in the manner already pointed

The filtrate from the insoluble rhodium and iridium salts con-
tains the ruthenium as RuCl 2

KC1 and Ru Cl
3
2KCl, together

usually with a small quantity of the double salt 6NH 3 . Co 8
Cl 3

+3RuCl
2 and of PtCl, KC1. The platinum and ruthenium are

then to be separated with nitrite of potash and alcohol by the

process already described. This method of employing the
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The presence of a portion of the ruthenium in the form of

Ru
2 Cl 3 2KC1 in no wise modifies the application of the above

process, because this salt gives no double decomposition with a

solution of chlond of luteocobalt. As the nitrite of soda em-
ployed to reduce the IrCl

2 to Ir
3 Cl 3 may exercise a reducing

action on the Ru
a Cl„ it will be found advantageous after wash-

ing out the RuCl
2 KC1 and Ru„Cl

3 2KCl, to convert the Eu a

CI
3 2KC1 entirely into RuCl

2 KCL This may easily be accom-
plished by adding a solution of caustic potash in excess and then
passing a current of chlorine gas into the liquid until the odor
of hyper-ruthenic acid is observed. By adding nitric acid in

excess so as to dissolve the black precipitate at first produced,
and then evaporating to dryness with an excess of chlorhydric
acid, the whole of the ruthenium will be brought into the form

When a solution of chlorid of luteocobalt is added to onecon-
;
Iilorid of iridium* an insoluble buff-colored precipitate

Sfl£
ro!? down

'
consisting of a salt which has the formula

61SH
3
.Co

2
Cl

3 +3IrCl,. When this salt is digested or boiled
with an alkaline nitrite, the bichlorid of iridium is reduced to

sesquichloricl, and the salt 6NH
3 .Co 2 Cl 3 -fir CI is formed,

well characterized by its extreme insolubility. In the presence
ot a large excess of platinum in the form of PtCl.KCI, it is very
difficult to reduce iridium completely from bichlorid to sesqui-
chlond and even in the presence of an alkaline nitrite the chlor-

ram, after repeated crystallization, obstinately
reddish or deep orange tint arising from traces of the

-air. The presence of the smal
:>

solving the whole in boiling water and ad
chlorplatmate of luteocobalt, 6NH

3 . Co
2
Cl

3
+3PtCl>. which

precipitates only its equivalent of the corresponding iridium salt.

Ihe precipitate is to be filtered off and digested with a hot solu-

ui
n
°l
m
}\

lte of soda or Potasb ,
a small excess of a solution of

chlorid of luteocobalt added, and the double chlorid 6NH 3
.Co,

^3+ir
2 Cl 3 thoroughly washed. This process affords .

ttmg iridium quantitative!v from
,
--— .v,» uuayurai purposes IS I .

•ation by an alkaline nitrite and sulphid alreadv de-
ine quantitative separation of iridium from ruthenium

» readily effected by the chlorid of luteoco-

of rhodium from platinum, ruthe-

the separai

scribed. T
and palladi

mum and palladium. I shall return to this subject in treating
ot the metals of this group separately and will then point out
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another method of using the chlorid of luteocobalt, which is also
deserving of attention.

The separation of the metals contained in the mass of sulphids
precipitated in the separation of iridium from rhodium, ruthe-
nium and platinum, by the method already pointed out, may be
very conveniently effected in the following manner. The mixed
sulphids are to be dried, separated from the filter and intimatelj
mixed in a mortar with an equal weight of a mixture of equal
parts of carbonate and nitrate of baryta. The filter is to be
burned and the ash mixed with the sulphids and baryta salts.

The mixture is then to be ignited in a porcelain or earthen cruci-

ble for an hour at a full red heat, and the mass, which does not
fuse, treated with strong chlorhydric acid, which dissolves the
oxyds of rhodium, ruthenium and platinum completely, leaving
only sulphate of baryta. The baryta is then to be precipitated by
sulphuric acid, an excess of which must be carefully avoided, and
then a solution of chlorid of luteocobalt added as long as a pre-

formed. The double chlorid of rhodium and luteocobalt
may then be filtered off and thoron. i iiing water
acidulated-- id. By igniting this salt and dis-

solving the out from the mass, pure metallic
rhodium remains. The platinum and ruthenium in the filtrate

may then be separated by means of nitrite of potash and alcohol
m the manner already described.

This method of treating the sulphids requires only a small
quantity of chlorid of luteocobalt, is extremely easy of applica-
tion and is much shorter than the first method which I have
described. Taken in connection with the process for separating
indium by means of nitrite of soda and sulphid of sodium, it

furnishes an easy and complete solution of the problem of the
qualitative or quantitative separation of the metals of this group,
osmium only being determined by the loss.

Art. VI.—Tuhularia Not Parthenogenous; by Prof. Henry
James Clark, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

It is with no small degree of pleasure that I announce the
discovery of the eggs of the Tubularians. During the middle of
October I had in my aquarium the three most common species,
of this group, on our shores, viz: Tubularia indivisa Lin. (T.

Couthouyi Ag.) Thamnocnidia coronata Ag. (Tubularia coronata
Abild., Thamnocnidia spectabilis Ag.) Parvpha calamans? (P.

crocea Ag., Tubularia calamaris Yan Ben.?). In each of these
J- nave traced the development of the egg, from its inception to
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the time of its escape, as a hydroid form from the medusoid
genital. I do not wonder that the egg has eluded the observa-
tion of naturalists thus far, for so faint are its outlines that it

might be put down as one of the tests of a first class objective.
Although I had obtained glimpses of it with a Tolles' % inch
objective, yet it was not until I applied a | inch objective, of
the same optician, that I gained a clear and unmistakable view
of this long sought body. Thus we are relieved of what once
seemed to be the anomaly of a male, on the one hand, producing
a perfect fecundating material, and, on the other hand, a female
producing young without a corresponding fertilizable egg.

In order to make the mode of development of the egg fully
comprehensible, I must prelude the description by an account of
some other discoveries which I have made in regard to the mus-
cular system of Hydroids. It has long been a matter of specu-
lation among physiologists and zoologists as to what is the basis
of contraction in these animals; and some indeed have given
themselves up to the idea of a contraction of the individual cells
ol the walls, imagining themselves to be warranted in this belief
by the supposed example of the so-called unicellular Infusoria.
JNot discovering the true muscular layer, they have mistaken the
effect for the cause; seeing the cells of the walls of a Hydroid
diminishing during the contraction, and enlarging during the
expansion of the animal, they have supposed that the individual
cells were the instruments which effected their own changes

;

whereas they were only the subjects of a power which reigned
among hem As long ago as 1843, Quatrefages (Ann. Sc. Nat,
vol 20,) got a glimpse of the m

f one of the
Hydroids, Hydructinia (Synhydra Quatrf.) ; but his story is so
mingled with what is, without much doubt, incorrect, that it

would be impossible to generalize from his observations.
I made my first sate aon of the position of

the muscular system of Hydroids in Coryne, ("C. n
Ag.) more than a year and a half ago. The discovery is

noted thus in my journal, "March 14, 1862. Between the
outer and inner walls (of the hydraform Coryne) of the body
and tentacles there is a layer of longitudinal fibrillated muscu-
lar bands.—The cells of the core of the tentacles are arranged
about an imaginary axis in three ranks, that is, the breadth
ol three cells occupies the whole circumference of the ten-

i the so-called axial column is composed of the ift

- ranules at the inner ends of the cells/—In the follow-
ing month my journal runs thus. "April 13, 1862. Walked
to Boston and collect. liademata" Ag.), Bou-

R1
- » aV Si

suPerciliaris" Ag.), and Sarsia, (Corvne mira-
bilis Ag.).

_
The muscular system, of Tiar.

and barsia, is a layer of circular and a layer of longitudinal
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t and middle
Thus I had verified the existence of a mus-

cular system in both the Hydroid and its medusogenitalia. I
would also mention in passing that in the hydraform Scyphos-
toma of Aurelia aurita (" A. flavidula" Ag.), which I had raised
from eggs and kept in my aquarium for eighteen months, I de-
tected, last January, a similar, longitudinally fibrillated layer of
muscles, between the outer and inner walls of the stem, disc,
and tentacles. In the proboscis, disc and base of the tentacles,
and in the four equidistant columns, or pilasters, which project
into the digestive cavity, this muscular layer is separated from
the inner wall by a gelatiniform layer of varying thickness. In
the four pilasters the gelatiniform layer is a solid core which thins
out suddenly, at the top of the stem, to a slender cord, and in this
form it continues to the bottom of the stem of the Scyphostoma.
I have already published a detailed account of the muscular
system of the adult medusoid form of this species in Agassiz's
Contributions to the Natural History of the United States, vol.
iv, p. 61. I would also refer to the May number of this Journal,
page 347, note 5, for a minute account of the gelatiniform layer
of this medusa. In regard to the development of the muscular
system of Aurelia, I would so far modify my opinion as to say
that the fibrillse are developed from a substratum of interstitially

originating formative cells, which are metamorphosed, after the
well known method, into contractile threads. I hope I may be
pardoned for this divergence from the base upon which I began,
because I hope thereby to disclose the more general prevalence
of this myological feature in the morphology of Acalephae.
During my studies upon the development of the eggs of the

1

The presence of a muscular system in Hydro-Medusa; was long ago detected by

.
. :

•

:.-..''- ..".-.
.

. ,-..:•'..
.v.'

We owe to Allman the credit of having first pointed out, in the hydraform. the

system. He says, (Anat. and Physiol, of

nbres, which are :he ectoderm.- " Similar
fibres may be witnessed in Coryne, Svncoryne, and other marine Tubulariadae," Ac.

1 '-': -:>•....- :.-.. .-. ;. ..- ;• : ,

-

...... .-• .:<

:
'

fiave every reason to believe, are developed by a direct arrangement from the
•

: ""' "- .:: :- . •
.

' "-',.

the description tut stages of the young medusoid, and
what follows upon the anatomy of the mtoI »d to believe
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Tubularians I have found it impossible to understand the mode
oi origin of the ovigerous layer without taking into account the
development and varying position of the muscular layer. In
the hydroids of these three Tubularians, there intervenes an
excessively thin, longitudinally fibrillated muscular layer be-
tween the outer and inner walls of the stem, disc, tentacles, and
branching stems of the genitalia ; and whenever the latter pul-
lulate to form a genital sac, a medusoid, all the cellular and mus-
cular elements enter into the operation, and thus there arises at
first a highly contractile, triple walled hernia, the outer wall of
which consists of a single stratum of broad cells, each containing
a large nucleus; the middle wall, or stratum, forms the muscular
layer

;
and the innermost wall is made up of a single layer of

very large prismatic cells. This is the first stage of medusoid
development. Hardly, however, has the bud dec;.
before the ovigerous layer begins to develop. This is done in a
very simple manner

; at the end of the bud, the inner wall, and
with it the muscular layer, recede from the outer wall, and
leave between them a space which is occupied by a distinct, pe-
culiarly colored substance, which is no less than the
ovigerous layer. Cotemporary with the origin of this layer the
eggsappear

;
and in fact they may be said to form nine-tenths of

InL W f 8t
f
atu

?'J^ remainder constituting the intercel-~ aSte™a
>
such as I think is the original basis of all cell devel-

2Z?.
ThVF> alt iOU 8'h toy eventually become very nu-

merous are at first only very few in number, perhaps five or
six and compare in size with the cells of the outer wall of theS J*TJ dlstmc

5>

P
1

urkinJean vesicle occupies about one-S °
f *£? K

STter °f the °VUra
-

As the sP â between the
walls of the bud increases it gradually assumes a spheroidal
form, and as it is constantly filled by the ovigerous laYer the
latter also becomes globular. Surrounding thfs space we have
on.one side the outer wall at the end of the bud, and on the
other side, the inner wall, lined by the muscular layer, assuming
a cup-shaped form. Gradually and during the process of growth
the edge of the cup becomes narrowed, and By degrees closes

ZT t
1^erv

1

enm^ sPace <*cupied by the ovigerous layer,

tW n ? £j laUer f fr0m the a*** wall. By this process

™tZT 1 6 mUSCUlar kjer Which lines thQ ™P and directly

o^t™ f
hG

t
V1?TUS la^'er is cut off from that part of its

«™Z S
W
hlh ll6S

,

beneath the outer wall. In this condi-

f£™»^n
•

the medusoid is constructed thus: proceedingfrom without inwardly, we have an outer wall, an oute? muscula?

Z lU fT"
Cellular la^er formed % to closing over of

the edge of the cup, an inner muscular layer surroundm- a fifth
stratum which is the ovigerous layer.

mcfL°
ne
?? mf6 is D0W re(

luired t0 Perfect ^e morpholo-
gical plan of development of this organ, and that is brought
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about by a simple hollowing out of the ovigerons stratum, so that
instead of remaining a solid mass, it becomes as it were a lining
to the muscular layer, which embraces it. Thus in an end view
ot the bud we would have a hollow sphere made up of five con-
centric layers, succeeding each other as enumerated above This
is essentially the typical form of the meduso-genitalium of the
AuDulanans; for whatever changes occur in the later days of
gr
m[ '

T1° new morPliological features are instituted.
The development of the radiating and circular tubes in Tubu-

laria is merely a hollowing out of channels in the middle wall of
the bud

;
and the formation of a proboscis in all three of the spe-

cies ot iubulanans is sim pi y through a development of a pro-
tuberance, from the bottom of the cup, in such a manner that a
part of the ovigerous layer, or innermost wall of the meduso-
genital, becomes the outer wall of the proboscis ; the subjacent

. embraced it, becomes apparently
inverted in its relations, and in its turn lies beneath r

and lastly, what was formerly the outer wall at the bottom of the
CUP becomes the inner wall of the proboscis.

Ihe only difference, if it can be called a difference, between
this meduso-genital and the more highly developed free forma
ot such as Hybocodon, Corymorpha, Bougainviii'ia, Lizzia and
,
oryne, *s tnat tne latter do not develop eggs in their ovigerous

Jayer, or as it has been called in them, the outer wall of the pro-
boscis and the innermost wall of the bell, until a much later pe-
riod. The mode of development of all the walls is alike in the

fc^*
***

T -i—The immense gelatini-
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former and the latter; there is but one type of development in fa

medusoids of all the Hydroids. This is what my observations

within the past two years have led me to believe. The further

development of the young of the Tubularians proceeds in an

unequal degree for the different individuals, some of them grow

much more rapidly than others, and finally, becoming separated

from their matrix, move freely in the cavity of the genital organ,

- are developed so as to present the same one-

sided cylind '•$ as the parent, and then they

escape into the open sea. Thus they succeed each other until

the ovigerous layer is totally bereft of all its progeny, and noth-

ing but a faintly granular blastema is left to represent the outer

wall of the proboscis, and its conl rmost wall of

the bell. I would add finally, that in the males of tl

larians, not even excepting Parypha, the meduso-gi
identical in form, structure, and development with those of the

females.

Akt. VIL— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yak

College—No. VL—On Tephroiie, by Geo. J. BRUSH.

Tephroite was first recognized as a distinct mineral species,

by Thomson, who described it under the name " silicate of man-
ganese.'

11 The specimens examined by Thompson were from

Franklin, New Jersey, and were sent to him by Dr. Torrey, who,

in a note to Thomson's article, reports the mineral as " not scarce

massive franklimte." Subsequently, a mineral from
like chemical composition and ph
by Breithaupt, and named tephroiie.'

Of late years this species appears to have been confounded
'"

'

:
'

'- ' •
. . ..

.

: •

entirely overlooked by collectors. It so mucli resembles the

ess 01 .n""-

tion of the Royal Mining Academy in Freiberg, and
I have been enabled to identify the species at Stirling,

3 where it

i

two directions, giving nearly, or quite, ;, rLU ui,Je at the inter-

:

s its being readily distinguished from the

varieties ot willemite, which it so much resembles in color and

!
Annals Lye Nat. list.. Yew York, vol. iii, (1828) p. 26.********
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lustre. The specimen received from Professor Breithaupt had
•J and chemical characters—Color, dark-ash

to smoky-gray. Lustre, vitreous to greasy. Hardness, 6. Spe-
cific gravity, 4*10 (Breit.). It was associated with fin

: ecks of the latter species were so intimately

mixed with the tephroite that gre i to obtain

the mineral pure for analysis. The zincite seemed to be dis-

tributed as a thin scale, in the direction of most perfect cleavage,

in some places forming an almost continuous layer. Cleavage,

i two directions, giving nearly a right angle. Des
Cloizeaux has shown, from the examination of crystals in his

possession, which have been identified with tephroite by the

analyses of Deville and Damour, that the form of this mineral is

trmietric and isomorphous with chrysolite." Before these results

were known in this country. 1 sent a small fragment of the

orig mi r; . • ved from Breithaupt, to Professor Des

Cloizeaux with the request that he would examine its optical

characters. In answer to mv request, he has kindly communi-
cated to me the follov - "< ' -

. ii i i is.—"The iragment of

tephroite which you sent is flattened on two faces, wh*i<

to be natural.'
' These show fim stria' parallel to each other and

to a cleavage plane, which seems to me to be perpendicular to

the faces, for approximative measurements gave 89° to 89° 30'

on one side, and 91° to 91° SO' on the other ; the cleavage is

brilliant, but the larger faces are dull and reflect poorly.
8 After

ials, I succeeded in obtaining two very small plates,

which, observed under oil with a 1
e, showed

a beautiful system of rings, perfectly symmetrical around a

negative bie a plane parallel to that of easy

cleavage. The angle between the optical axes is considerable,

and under oil I obtained:

The indices of refraction of the oil employed were 1-465 for the

red rays, and 1'479 for the blue rays. As my small plates were
not cut absolutely normal to the bisectrix, these measurements
are sufficiently near those published in my paper to enable us

to indentify the species, especially as the position of the plane

°f the axes, and the character of the dispersion is the same in

Doth eases." 7

These important observations, in connection with the memoir

»y Professor Des Clou
clusively that the optical and crystallographic characters of the

] cleavage plane was unquestionablj du<

r'loizeaux, dated Paris, Feb. 19th, 1803.
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original tephroite are similar to those of chrysolite, and that

this isomorphism is further sustained by the chemical composi-

tion of the minerals, both being represented by the general for-

mula fi 3 Si.

Before the blowpipe, tephroite fuses easily to a black mass;

fusibility =35 on v. KobelPs scale. With the fluxes, gives re-

actions for silica, manganese, and iron. On charcoal, most speci-

mens give traces of zinc, due to the mechanical mixl

zincite. Heated in the closed tube, it gave traces of moisture.

Chlorhydric acid dissolves the mineral without an evolution of

chlorine, and on heating the solution a perfect jelly is formed.

In the quantitative examination, great care was taken to make

accurate separations of the different bases. The silic

termined in the usual manner—the iron was separata

acetate—the manganese was oxydized and precipitated by

bromine, this oxyd was redissolved, preci

and weighed as proto-sesquioxyd—the zinc was pi

as sulphid, and this redissolved and again precipitated as car-

bonate—the lime was separated as oxalate, care being taken to

't entirely from magnesia.

The small amount of oxyd of zinc was unquestionably due

to zincite, and deducting this from the oxygen of the bases, the

ratio is 1610 to 15*87 or 1 : 1, giving the formula R 3 Si. The

analysis hence shows tephroite to be an almost pure manganesian

chrysolite. These results agree essentially with those obtained

by Bammelsberg and 3 I find a little magnesia

and lime which is not indicated ia their analyses.

At Stirling, I found two varieties of a mineral, which, m
cleavage and general pi • sembled Breithaupts

tephroite. One of the Varieties had a slightly reddish-brown

color, while the other was more distinctly reddish-brown, and on

the cleavage surfaces almost flesh-red. Both specimens were

less fusible than the original tephroite, the brown variety fusing

at about 4, while the r nearly equal

to 5 of v. Kobell's scale. In all ol iraeters these

two substances appear to be identical with tephroite. They very

much resemble feldspar, and were it not for their high specific

gravity, most mineralogists would, on a mere inspection, deter-
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mine them to be members of the feldspar group. The mineral

that I found at Stirling exhibited a beautiful and vivid green

phosphoresce ' haunt r in a darkened room.

The broad * ited with fine parallel lines.

Analyses made by Messrs. ;V;cr Collier and Arnold Hague under

my direction in this Laboratory gave the following composition.

No. 1, brown variety, analyzed by P. Collier. No. 2, red va-

riety, analyzed by A. Hague.

!U.
JSJ

Both minerals were associated with

same manner as in the original tephi

given in the analyses is undoubtedly due to this impurity. Dea

Cloizeaux ha nalyses of two specimens of this

mineral, in both of which zincite was present as a mechanical

. These analyses, made by Deville
8 and Damour, 9 gave

the following results

:

Excluding the oxyd of zinc in my analysis, and in those by

Collier, Hague, Deville and Damour, we have-

Oxygen,

Oxygen,

The ratio of the oxygen of the silica to that of the bases in

No. 1, is 1614 : 15-92. &0.-2, 1637 : 1604. No. 3 17-32 :
16-66.

No. 4, 17-78 : 17-38. No. 5, 1780 : 18-18 ; in each, almost ex-

actly 1 : 1, giving the formula (Mn.ilg^Si, with only a small por-

tion of the manganese
In Damour's analysis the magnesia, manganese a

have the oxygen ratio 1:1:2 corresponding with the formula

% 3SL+Mn3§i or (i%+i&n)'Si, while in the variety analyzed by

• TW nu;, o„. vr i a„ Af^o.-oWif. i. 38. * Ann. des Mines, loe. cit.
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Hague, the ratio is nearly 1:2:3, giving the formula &g3§i

+2Mn3§i or {.pig+UMnr'Si. 'The specimens analyzed by Deville

and myself, as well as those investigated by Thomson and Ram-

_ very a -r\\ pure ilu -i, so that we have here repre-

sented three distinct varieties of tephroite, each giving a simple

ratio and formula. The replacement of manganese by
as shown by the above results, is exceedingly interesting, in view

of the fact, that both chrysolite and tephroite crystallize in the

trimetric form. A further analogy is observed, when the varie-

ties of tephroite are compared with those of chrysolite ;
for

besides the indefinite isomorphous mixtures of magnesia and

iron in the various olivines, we have in boltonite an example of

a magnesian e rv.-< •.;.•'. in
"

i .<>,<(. an iron magne
chrysolite, (F- vyalite is an almost pure

j

chrysolite. The analyses of tephroite, here given, seem to ue-

monstrate that the varieties thus far examined have no oxyd

of zinc in chemical combination, although the mineral is inti-

mately associated with both zincite and willemite.

Art. YIIL— Crystallography Examination of the Acid Tartrates of

Ccesia and Rubidia ; by Josiah P. Cooke, Jr.

1. Bitartrate of Ccesia, HO, CsO, C
8
H

4 0, .—This salt forms

transparent and colorless crystals belonging to the trimetric

iich may present either a right-handed or a left-handed

dated from the angles

Z and Y of the fundamental octahedron are

The observed planes were

+ l=+£ (a:b:c) «=oca: b: <xc

-l=-i(«:i:e) ii=zaca: <zb: c

-$=-£(£« : b : 3c) H=o: 5: ac'c

1= &a:b:c

The values obtained for the angles are as follows. Those
asterisked were used in calculating the angles given in the sec-

ond column. As used by Naumann and Dana, X indicates the

angle between two planes of the fundamental octahedron over
the macrodiagonal edge, Y the angle over the brachydiagonal
edge, and Z the angle over the basal edge.

X= 103° y=128°50' Z= 98°30'
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+ lon - 1 over brachy.-edge, 128° 58'

-1-1 on - 1 over macro.-edge, 102° 58'

+1 on I 139° 15'

69° 22'

These angles were measured on three different crystals similar

to fig. 1, and excepting for the angles between
the prismatic planes, the values closely agreed
on all. The planes +1 were very perfect and
the angles between them agreed to a min-
ute. The planes -1 were not so perfect, but
the angles which they formed are accurate as

5 within a few minutes. The planes

with othi

» the

the angles made by the

ould not be measured with
any accuracy when the intersection edge was
parallel to the direction of the striation. The
same was also true of the angles made by
the planes I, under the same circumstances,

although no striation was visible and the re-

flected image was frequently well defined.

When, however, the inter.- _nion-edge was at

right angles or greatly inclined to the striae, the
angles could be measured within a few minutes, and were found
to be very c 1

: on all the crystals examined
were very i

The crystals of the bitartrate <
: -'eat readi-

! to the plane /7, with I*-- readiness, but still easily,

parallel to -e brilliant planes of cleavage at

,1 be detected, the crystals when broken
or split in I

nehoidal fracture.

Among the crystals of this salt kin Uy submitted to our ex-

amination bv Mf. Allni. two verv difk-a-nt types of forms were

easily distinguished, which, as we are informed, were the result

iotas. In fig. 1 we have both the

positive and negative sphenoids (which form together the funda-

mental octahedron), the planes of the first being distinguished

from those of the last only by being uniformly much more de-

veloped and having a greater brilliancy. In another variety of

this same type of forms, represented by fig. 2, we have only the
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positive sphenoid. Crystals were also observed intermediate

between figs. 2 and 1 with the planes of the negative sphenoid

in different degrees of development. The crystals of the variety

represented by fig. 2 contained a small amount of rubidium;

but this isomorphous admixture did not perceptibly alter the

angles. We measured on three different crystals

+1 on +1 <

+1 on +1 ( 51° 10'

139° 15' 109-

These crystals were very perfect and comparatively large,

measuring about 7 millimeters long by 5 millimeters wide in the

direction of the brachydiagonal. As with the first variety, no

accurate measurements could be obtained of the angles between

the prismatic planes.

The second type of crystals is represented by the figu

and 4. On these forms we have the planes of a left-handed

sphenoid, -|3, which are not found on crystals of the first type,

and are here so largely developed as to give a very different

character to the crystal. Planes of the corresponding positive

sphenoid were not discovered, although a large number of crys-

tals were examined. These planes were very dull and rough,

even on the smallest crystals, and could not therefore be deter-

mined with absolute precision. A reflected image was obtained

by attaching, to them small plates of mica, and the angles

were thus approximatively measured, but the results cannot be

relied upon within two or three degrees. The values obtained

Measured. Calculated for §3.

X, 146° 144° 46'

Y, w
SS

;
J
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No other probable parameters of these planes would even ap-
these values. The crystals represented by

:

obtained by. -aion. All of the first have the
planes +1, which could not be detected on those of the last. On

a of the form fig. 3, the angle +1 on I meas-
ured 139° 15', the same as on the crystals of the first type.

It is evident, then, from this e: intartrale
of osBsia forms two different types of crystals, which present

hedrism. Either
• '.i ar \ ithout the other, as in

';--• - ana 4. or they may In- united on the same crystal, as in
fig. 3. It would be interesting to examine in this connection the
optical properties of the salt, but we had not sufficient material
for the purpose. The crystals were all proved by specti

. with the exception of
those like fig. l\ which, as already stated, contained a small
amount of rubidium. Xothiim is known in regard to the condi-
tions of the en st il ition, v inch would to any degree explain

don of the two different tvnes of forms. The most
obvious hypothesis is that they are connected in some way with
the two opposite modifications of tartaric acid ; but there' is no
evidence that any other than the ordinary variety of tartaric
acid was used in the preparation of the salt.

2. Bitartrate of Rubidia, HO, EbO, C
4
H

80, „.—This salt re-
sembles very closely the is isomorphous. The
crystals examined were all similar in character, about 5 milli-
meters long by 2 millimeters wide, and very perfect. They
belong to the trimetric system and have the axial relations,

a : b : c-0-695 : 1 : 0-726

The planes observed, with the exception of — 1, are represented
0n fig. 5. They are the same as on the last, with the exception
of the negative sphenoid - 43. Of this no trace ,

could be discovered. The pla
were at best very
absent. The angles
as follows

:

\JJ
•
J°^K. Sci.-SeCOXD S£EIJ2
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Four different crystals were measured, and the angles on all

closely agreed with the exception of the angles between the pris-— - remarks apply as to those of
ksia. As is shown by the fig-

ure, the planes II are more largely developed on the crystals of
the rubidium than those of the ctesiurn salt, and in this as well as
in the other figures, we have endeavored to preserve as nearly
as possible the general habitus of the crystals, as well as the
relative dimensions of their planes.
The cleavage of the crystals of the bitartrate of rubidia is

m all respects similar to that of the caesium salt, and the same is

true of the crystals formed by an isomorphous mixture of the
two substances. Moreover, the planes u and ii are similarly
striated on both.

3. Bitartrate of Potassa.—We add for the sake of comparison
the elements of the crystalline form of the 01

; determined bv Schabus ("Ran:
-.reduced to the system

of notation used in this article, are

a:6 :c==o-73'72:l : 0-7115,

20', Y=:125 46', Z= 103° 38'.

i part, the same planes occur as on the crystals
above described, but the planes of the brachydome are more nu-
merous and more developed. Moreover, the planes
of being striated vertically, as on these crystals, are striated
horizontally, and corresponding to this striation the most perfect
cleavage is parallel to the basal section. Cleavages can also be

bem?
6lPr 6Vr\and/' but the? are ^ss perfect, the last

being the most difficult of the three: It will be r< i

not b cZy*T
°f

I??
WtrateS of c*sia <™d ™bldia could

^Lnll?r
ed

-,.Parallel to
r
the horiz^tal section, and hence,

fh.SV f
m
f
nS1°nS °f the form are »<* widely different,

W^lh. ,1
rUCtUre 1S S0 §reat that the potash salt can

tIJ J AaTd
?
d as

k
lsr°rPhous with th« other two.

en, « iS { t
described in this article were prepared, in the

the'Sn 1°T7 °f Y/le C°lle^ hy Mr. O? D
P
Allen, from

ShS 1GP ?
e

'

and we are indebted to his kindness for

S£SS & T f °"l
examinati™- They have an

™S™ «f ! Ct th^ m his hands tbe7 have furnished the

™!Zo
S

t
?
parat 'ng Perfec% the two new metals, and of deter-

th great accuracy the chemical equivalent of csesium.
Cambridge, November 25th, 1863.
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Aet. IX.— Geographical Notices. No. XIX.

Speke and Grant's exploration of the sources of
the Nile.

The great event of the year 1862, in geographical exploration,
has been the reported discovery of the sources of the Nile by
the perseverance and boldness of two English officers, Capt.
J. H. Speke, and his associate Capt. J. A. Grant.
.

A telegraphic despatch from Alexandria to London brought
in May, the brief announcement, "The Nile is settled;" shortly
afterward the journal of the travellers was communicated to the
-Koyal Geographical Society, and finally, on the 17th of June
last the explorers themselves arrived at Southampton. A
meeting of the Society just mentioned, under whose auspices the
expedition had been sent out, was immediately called,
^apt. bpeke made a statement full of interesting pari

m?de
t0 r°Ute he had follovved and the discoveries he had

Those of our readers who have followed the progress of
Atrican exploration will remember that in 1858, Capt. Speke
VUien travelling in company with Capt. Burton) discovered the
neaoof a great, fresh-water lake lying close on 3° south lat.

rana at an elevation of about 4000 feet above the sea li
ne at once conjectured, from its size and position, as well as from
an which the natives told him of its extent, to be a principal
source of the river Nile. This lake was called by the natives

5?w*W [*ke, Pond, or River, to which
tne English discoverer added the name of his sovereign, christen-
ing it Victoria Nyanza. Being prevented at that time from put-
ting his conjecture to the proof; Capt. Speke returned to England,
ana with the patronage of the London Geographical Societv and
the British Government, went forth in 1860^ a new expedition,
having for his chief object the determination of this specific
question. Reaching the coast of East Africa about the iii -r of
October, I860, Messrs. Speke and Grant made their way to the
southern point of the Nyanza, and thence going northward they
traced one of the principal affluents of the Nile from its source in
tne lake to its union with the great river itself. This result has
oeen heralded everywhere, in general terms, but having received
V*pt. Speke 's own Report of the journey we prefer to place its
details on record here.

1 Their sagacity, perseverance, bravery
and success elicit universal comme ratand that
a volume may be expected from the explorers at an early day,
worn the press of Wm. Blackwood, Edinburgh.

y. Proceedings Roy. Geog. Soc, Lond., vii, 212-217.
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For an illustration of the relations of the Victoria Xvnnza to

Lake Tanganika, and the River Shire, the reader may consult

to advantage a map by Mr. Ernest Sandoz in the American

Dgs, October, 1862.
Capt. Speke's narrative begins with reminding his hearers

that his observations are the results of two visits to the region,

and that he has not followed the river from head to f< ot, but

has tracked it down, occasionally touching upon it. Bis state-

ment blends native information with lis own experiences. He
then continues,

—

" After returning to Unyanyembi (the old point) 3° 8. of the lake, in

loOl. I stin V Hi,,,,, ,i neu 1'OIU". unlc'l I Hi • I. '. 'u m fj li ll^opllis-

ivory merchants, would lead mo to a creek on

Nyanza, situated on the southern boundary of

>" lil - lV '• " -i inimal definitions were here again found wanting,
for, instead 01 the crook to the great lake appearing, a new lake was

found, called Luerc
. r \V! of Irigi, w i

: h a; jieared

amount of

. Its head in Urund

sufficient quantity
o tiie Nyanza, but not m

t! .. perennial
contents of the Nyi It H i, ..: Karagwe

Luerodo-Uiigi, drai

as the Akenyara i

Liivc

supply of v

-

ers
;

,f main

ater, through

he second of

i i; the Ingezi ,-md K
Karagw4 lies belov I

ier. Mone of these lakes are large— rj

Kitangate, at

-;—bv the I'iipon Falls. The questioi
these lakes ?-whenco originate Uu,r waters? It is simply this

• which they lie, encircling the northern end
and the Jan- -miyzone,
where! ol-. ,.m 2 o S ,] avs 0lU of ti

, e Vl , ir were

-

which he hears, though it may be overcome by close questioning, even



better with the native

regard all riv.-rs flowin

riably says it runs froi

!

. „, ,.

of salt, poss.bly the Baringa of Dr. K,a: t. ,vhi. i, h,. f,

?'
v w't

~ Ming I deduce from the fact that on mv
-'•m r ev„, .,, ,,I u th, V.aUrr>t^...I !„,„,. t

j to the great Nyauaa;
yet not belonging to it. ,1 s„| r j he
Jrreat Nyans r

, Thcv (the Arabs)

naturally were e-ui^deivd «alr I- v were of its

m tl e limits of t Nile. The
Vl " ^/-' 't is now very clear, ha rd « h < _ i . onnexion
with the Bciei ,,,,.- ,,,; jat

-

tbey had gleaned in

tells us of a the river Newey, by M
ase, it most be a feeder to thi

whose waters pass off by tbe Asua river into the Nil •. tlu the whole
country immediate h on 1 t >t ni ... ot t ie Victoi i X\ nz i is .aid

S intersected onh by si , , from this
Pomt in Muanza to the si, Equator, on

• the Vieto.ia Xvanza. lurnino „ ,* ;J in to

the valley of Raton* ,, win h, a, situated «.:i t ,,u it. i of the" lake, is

-

is—the effect of constant

. n. its original dimen-
• saw in tbe case of the U loorlands im-

dk of large rush-drain**

was on the presert surface of the water, doable that

Moon are wearing down,
and so is Africa. Crossing over the Eq information

:

in beauty ; the drain-

in the north
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:';r-
; -r

:

-

some Arabs, designate by the simple name of "stones." I have done my-
self the honor to christen it the Kip ,.i Kalis. •

the President of the R when the expedition
was set on foot. Now, proceeding down the Nile from the E

Usoga above the coast-line of the lake, and rushed along nortl
mountain torrent beauty; and then, having passed these hills—of no
great extent—it turned

t .
. .;, , a ,j, e r.

in Chopi, where again, the land dropping suddetih t he w. -tward, we

.

.: to the war which lay upon the track. It was. indeed, a

;
common report, not 60 miles from where we stood

Luta :s Z ig
, uhieli [ had taken so much tro

course from the Lunae Montes, with its salt isla
The main river was next met with in the Madi c.u,h,

extending, we believe, to the junction of the L

.V ' '

'

! '
- --'-

:

:' .:-'

...i,-,i-,

w ine liahr el bhazal. The point of confluence

;VplpJ J,11 ;.'-'
!! ,::

-

,

i:

,

,s ,"'''
• south; but

h! '

,

C< ' ;:

• Iteannot be call

: ; ''-"':
'- • ' .-

• .. .

w^SlT ..navigable,

7 ,
mak< "

Sobat abovl the Delta,

tltsTX magmtU --' "deed, the three
streams may be one pver still further



( Greece and the Ionian Islands.

j Nile above it, which it
•the Nile, with these additions, has scarcely

ring thi

as, wouia be absorbed long before they reached the sea. "But
:
ihe volume ot the iJlue lii\,-r, the \i!, ,,„.,

itiv^r, the Blue is trwU , |lUl h I, owing to the great accessions
I Sobat Rivers, but
nks obstruct

i Lii-ersto

.

Lingers Scientific Results of a Tour in Greece andihe Ionian Islands.—From the recent work of Prof. Fr
EHR we derive the i his observations. Hisop et tour (March 25-June 10, 18fi0) was confined chiefly 1

^uooea and the I a nrft ™„T^wt„. the Ionian Islands, and the rea
11 /^W and Geology. He gives a catalogue of 594
3 of living plants collected by him, four of which being
J described in full, Bu . m cephalonica.

at Kn!
m" ^™/«. Some fossil plants were found,

atKurni on the east coast of Eubcea, from which place he gives
uescnptions and engravings of 56 species of a remarkably wide
Oot mical range, belonging to no less than 41 genera and 29
natural orders. The fresh-water deposit which is seen here and

n

"e northern Sporades appears also near the gulf of Smyrna,and even as far to the southeast as the Cilician Mt. Taurus,
^pecmens from this last locality were examined by our author
and described ten years ago.

th

A geological and topographical chart of Corfu accompanies
e work showing the prevailing Cretaceous limestor,«) with Tertiary basins in the centre and in the south. The

fl>gnest elevation is in the north, St. Salvator, 2900 feet.
several curious natural phenomena are discussed by linger.« lor instance, that at Argostoli on the west coast of Ce i

£
h«re the gulf waters flow inland through narrow'

^appearing under the rocks. The force of the water in one
OI them is sufficient to turn the wheel of a mill which has been

operation now thirty years. Where does the water go to?
supposes it to pass by subterranean channels to the salt and
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brackish springs on the eastern side of the island, which are
only one to one and a half feet above the sea level. The surface
of the narrow gulf of Argostoli may be so much higher in con-
sequence of the copious springs flowing into it at its head, as

well as from other causes not yet observed. Similar salt springs
have been observed in other parts of Greece, as the ancient
Rheiti near Eleusis, and may perhaps hereafter be traced to

marine sources.

To the question whether, so far as natural characteristics are

concerned, the East is susceptible of a revival of its ancient pros-
perity, he gives an affirmative answer, having shown by compar-
ing ancient testimonies with his own observations that there has
been no natural change there of any account. r. r. b.

Guyot's Physical Wall-maps of the Continents.—A
series of a-: Ilustrative of the phys
ture of the several continents, and of lesser portions of the eartMi
surface, has long been much desired bv English and American
teachers. The excellent

, ,; rmany
have never beeu widely introduced in this country, from the

' iie nomenclature, expla -
,

, y i a g text
are in the German language and are consequently obscure to
many who would otherwise make use of the charts. At length,
we have been furnished with an American .-

.
i - which Li not

merely adapted in this respect to those who are only a
'"'"

"

-

; '- - ;
'

- ' - . .. /-
antcontn

: be found in

3 we believe, superior to other simiL
1 he author of the maps is Professor Arnold Guyot, of Prince-

ton, in j., who has been for several years en
his materials and in studying the best modes of pre.
generalizations of our knowledge of the surface of the earth.
ivvo or three maps prepared by him were published in Boston
several years ago, but although they were highly valued, their
cost was too great to admit of the i -ion. Good
as those were the maps now published are much better fitted, in
our opinion, for the illustration of geographical science. In their
construction Prof. Gu his nephew*
Mr. Ernest Sandoz, whose ability as a draughtsman has been
cultivated m the best European s lt could be
desired in an underi, The result f their

SCwfi
eXPerience Td study is satisfactory in a high degree.

Each of these maps indicates by color the chi
teristics of the country it represents; the low lands having a
green tint, the table lands brown, the mountain ranges black,
and the highest peaks white. One or more ,

delineated at the bottom of the ; still more
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striking manner the predominant slopes and elevations. Besides

™nVnf
ma^e curiTts

]

the lines of equal temperature, thezones of vegetation and other physical phenomena are indicated

meltIn 'T
mT T n<

?
d6ti

1

Cient in details
'

one of their <**<*m
£
nts

,?
^

aute and special is made
subordinate to what is general and extensive. By aSSmodeot drawing, those features of a country which constituteUs chief characteristics are brought prominently before the eye,while the minor features are less boldly presented. At a glance
it s easy to recognize what mountain chains, table lands, orwater courses distinguish one con Qm another

;

while a more careful scrutiny will bring out some of the
he structure. The object Jems never°to have been iost sight offtnat in such general maps as these, the essential, the predominant
he characteristic, should be given in clear, bold/lines; while
that which is secondary and unimportant should either be omit-
ted altogether or delineated in a sal Dsequentftr

StJJT
aPe n0t encumbered with minutiae. They are eminently

ou rp/?
rrtr

/ct
!

on ]

'

D a daSS
-

SPecial topography can be ac-
quired in hand-atlases, where an ; 3 13 a merit

8n^ hnaSUperlimtv: bnt mih ' ^-are and the recitation
such details are confusing to the eye and embarrassing both totne pupil and the teacher.

nni;?,-

a
1
d
i-
i0n

-

t0 the exhibition of natural phenomena, the chief
pol tical divisions and the principal towns are also indicated on

wlmapS
^!

n
f
manner which does not obscure the physical

S5\% h6 ^ring is ^so well managed. Names are suffi-

SlJ fre(
luent but are so printed as not to crowd the map, and

devW
S

°f \
S

-

n
?
t t0 be read at the distance of a &* feet! By

uevices ot this kind, a great deal of detail is introduced without
verrunmng the map, and destroying the simplicity and clearnesswi
^h are so important. ^ J

We have seen completed of this series only the maps of South
-^lenca and the United States, but we understand that others

e readJ for publication. (New York : C. Scribner, 1863.)

1<f,

R0F
' Whit^ey on the highest Mountains of theumted States and of North America.—Prof. J. D. Whit-

on \uPenntendent of the Calii irvey. dis-
cusses briefly in the California Proceedings, ii, 219, the questionwmch is the highest mountain in the United States and which

heiaht )
A
u
"lerica?" His c™ c]nsk ' n ^ that ML Shasta, the

i, °ri\?i which according to the barometrical
the California Geological
ail other peaks within th.
sometimes called the loftiest peak of the Cascade Eange, is prob-
acy not SO high a. Mb, S'-u < u liainier, or Adams, and by
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means entitled to the supremacy of the chain, although one of
the highest points in it. Dr. Vansant's trigonometrical meas-
urements in 1860 are reported to have given the height of Mt.
Hood as 11,934 feet.

s

Mt. St. Elias has generally been considered the highest
mountain in North America on the authority of M
manuscripts, discovered by Humboldt in the archives of Mex-
ico, which assign to it an elevation of 17,854 feet. The follow-
ing circumstances in the view of Prof. Whitney, justify us in
Deiievmg that Malespma's measurements were grossly incorrect.

• *!5L
the firSt place'" he remarks

»
" La Perouse measured this mountainm 1786-8 and made it only 12,661 feet high; again, on

Hydrographical Charts, it is given at 14,970 fee!
couver, in his description of the mom •

; i;lt the snow
hue does not descend very far down its sides, which would be an absurdity,

probable that the height ^, :i : .
• ... ],

: .
;. h chart.:, probably from

Captain Denham's measurement, is nearer the truth ; and, if so, then
• nearly 3,000 feet lower than Popocatapetl, and also lower

tban several other points in Mexico, and lower than Mt. Brown and Mt.

vi? l^'nrV' -1'^ figures,

Lures £ t
nd

T
6

'
7
f°

feeL Dllt
'

H "W b« «
Xve the realI heists' ^ °f ^^ *** that they are considerably

taintv

leg

T[ilv!\t
eight

°Vn
e MeXi°an V°lcanoes

>
there is n0 UDCer"

etrical orZ carefully measured by Sonntag, whose barotn-

made mort I!!°S
agree T^ the tr%°«ometrical ones of Humboldt,

hlllMf ? l
J
- 1^ bet0re

' A^vdmg to Sonnta*, Popocatapetl

sLndi4 auL'Lad
6

^ Jirmou
3118

-

the,"ef°re
'
be aIlowe«f thehonor of

rOWD^L^^rV^ ^^ °F CALIFORNIA-PEC1-osed maps.— 1 he California Geological Survey is likely soon

ZSZ l
S mif\m0TQ Prec^ information respecting the physical

IISogist, exhibits what has already been accomplished.
>vered by a vast net-work of mountain ranges, sepa-
ely narrow valleys, with the exception of those of the

„»u ,~~,~an Joaqum ,
which do not, together, cover more than

may

b

2tS
' the

r"
1

'

'

...n-fifteenths

;;;\,;.;v .;
;•

:

.-,
- -

,

/ .-... -

mtuntain^
'aT ^^.^^Office"^^ SThTbi^tf£SLijrt ^ haVe been ruo am^g the '»°derately^T^tfS^^^ • ^neral thing, the genu-
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Without considerable topographical work in connection with the
geological survey we should, then, be entirely unable to carry on our

our observations nor make our descriptions of t

!

vey, which requires "p
: been done,

proper maps" to accompany the reports.

,
up to the present time, in this department ma

A series of maps, forty-nine in number, has been compiled by MMorrman from the ordinal documents at the United States Surve^.v».s ,M., uwvuiwu at me united states Surveyor-
the scale of these is half an inch to the mile. They

to the geography ot the State. The maps, as thus I eked out, have

route hSflafd"
8 ^ thC fieid

'

bj filliDg iU the t0P°^raPhy wh erever our

tion

h

a

e

re

nUiPS Whi°hW^ ° r *" n°W being p,
'epa,'ed f°r PubIica"

1st. A map of the vicinity of the Bay of San Francisco, on a scale of

?r ,, 'fu

t0
'i
16 mi% f0Ur feet hy three

;
ifc extends from near SantaUuz on the south to Napa on the north, and from the Pacific to Corral

-Hollow, east and west. The area of la - 4,248 square

Delaware, and only lacks
two hundred square miles of equalling that of Connecticut. As near as
can be ascertained, it contains one third of the population of the State,
ana nas about the square mile—the average density
ot the population of California being but little over two to the square
ue._ lhis map, on which all the details of the topography

road^frlhe^n'mver
16 aII°WS

' " nearl
y comPlete^ an^' i]1 beSoon

2d A detailed map, on a scale of two inches to the mile, of the
vicinity of Mount Diablo; this is about two and one-half by three feet
ro dimensions, and includes the most important coal mining .

State. The map can be made ready for the en-
graver in a few days.

'

3d. A map of the Coast Ranges, from the Bay of Monterey south to

?anta B"bara. It is about three feet by two and one-half in dimensions,
is on a scale of six miles to the inch ai 8,000 square
miles of territory. To complete it will require about another i

4th. Map of the Washoe silver-mining region—three and one-half by
tW0 and 01ie

i, oo a scale of two inches to the mile
--and extending over
/his map is from an a
« is nearly completed.

5th Map of the Comstock Lode, on a scale of four hundred feet to
tQe inch, completed.

J>th. Map of the central portion of the Sierra Nevada; scale not yet
determined on. Extensive surveys have been made by Mr. Wackenreuder
wr this part of the work, and these will be continued during the present
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Of the above mentioned maps, Nos. 1 and 2 will accompany the first

' volume of the Report. Nos. 4, 5, and probably 6, the second volume.

It is intended. .:' the survey is earned to completion, to construct a

final map of the State on a scale of six miles to the inch, in nine sheets,

each about three feet square.
_ .

In addition to the regular topographical work, an extensive series of

barometrical observation has been made, for the determination of altitudes,

some two hund tant points having been ascended and

measured. Them -• inte! -m,- p.-iati.-n n tl - d p u mien t was the

ion of the height of Mount Shasta, which, by an elaborate

series of observations, we found to be 3 4,440 feet above the sea leveL

This is the first of the lofty volcanic peaks of the Sierra Nevada which

ha- l>ee;j accurately measured.

In the department of geologv proper, our explorations have extended

over portions of i-.i^v ot the tortv-six counties into which the State is

divided; and wh.-n it > lvm-mU-ivd that the :.v,-n^' size of a county is

equal to half that of the State of Massachusetts, (California having just

twenty-four times the area of that State,) some idea of the" magnitude of

our work may be obtained. The chain of the Sierra Nevada may be

parallelised with that of the Alps for extent and average elevation;

while the Coast Ranges are nearly as extensive as the Appalachian chain

We have obtained a pretty clear idea of the general structure of the

Coast Ranges from Los A v of the Bay

of San Francisco has beei riderable detail, including

-

Marin Couiv - , , tfapa, and Sonoma.

Considerable field-work has been done in the Sierra Nevada, chiefly W
the lower portion of the range between Mariposa and Shasta Counties.

Our observations have ale .. Washoe Region, and we

have received considerable collections of fossils from the Humboldt Min-

ing District, (known by this name on the Pacific Coast, but

on Warren's M • s th "W st B find in longi-

tude 118°) by which we have been able to fix the age of the formations

in that region."

Eecent Australian Explorations.—Some months have

passed since we have made reference in these pages to the im-

portant researches which have been making to discover the

physical structure and natural characteristics of the interior of

Australia. From the Loud. Geog. Soc. Proceedings (iii, 82), to

which, we are indebted for so much information that illustrates

the progress of British enterprise, we draw the following ex-

"1. Explorations from Adelaide across the Continent of Australia!

by J. McUouall Stuart.—This expedition proceeded along the pre-

vious route until they reached the point attained by Mr. Stuart in 1861,

from which he was obliged to retire in consequence of the inability of

his small party to penetrate further.
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The dense scrub that had in 1861 formed an insurmountable barrier

essant labor, and the other side was

On getting into clear rations, they

mselves in lat 16° 40'. Ten miles further on, or lat. 16° 30',

they struck on a large river, apparently a branch of the Roper River,

Which they followed down until its continence with the main stream,

known as the Roper River. They found that it took its source in some
rocky and hill h they crossed several creeks running
in a northeast direction, until they reached the table-land in lat. 13" 50'

and in long. 1 32° 30'. They crossed this table-land and came upon a

_ irront, run:.;!.- thn u-h w. I: -grassed country,

admirably adapted for grazing and agricultural purposes. The river ran

erable distance, until in lat. I_>3 o0'"and long. 131° 40' it changed to

due north. On this course they travelled for about 30 miles, and then
struck due east tor a

1 —at 1" to' 15 miles; after which due north to the

seaport in Van Diemen Gulf, which v.- - :,-.! hod on the 24th of July,

1862; and . hey planted their flag on the beach
amid great cheering from the pa
The point on the eoa>t reactiM was a promontory

Admiralty Charts as being 3" mi! - east ot < 'ape Hothai
i The river, which they followed, ran about 40 miles parallel with a

river marked on the map as the Adelaide, the difference in the longitude

heing only from 6 to 12 m ' -. St i irt
\

.--ed through much good

I and pastoral purposes. Leichhardt
had previously noticed it in terms not less favorable.

. tve been found in sufficient quanti-

ties to satisfy the wants of all the party, including the horses, obviating

ping a supply from camp to camp beyond New-
castle Water.
They were not nearly so fortunate on the return route, being more

than two whole days before they obtained a necessary supply—the only

occasion on which they were inconvenienced by its want.

Their provisions held ont till the latter part of their journey, when
they were compelled to sacrifice three of their horses for food.

Mr. Stuart Kapandfl Station ; and at the Adelaide

Station Mr. Howitt's party were among the first to welcome him home
after his laborious but successful mission.

2. JExphru; Australia; by Mr. Landsborough.
—Mr. Landsborough, who had previously (Proceedings, vol. vii, p. 5)

explored Bout m the Gulf of Carpen-
taria on the 10th February, 1862, following the Leichhardt for some
distance, and turning off near the falls in a direction E.S.E. over a grassy

country. Ti, picturesque hills, among which it

was thought lent would be well placed. Beyond
the hills there was more wood and less pasture. The Flinders was

crossed on the 19th, followed for some time, and finally left on the 1st

March in lat. 20° 3'. Near Mounts Little and Brown the river is deep,

and seems perennial. The country is probably thinly inhabited, as the
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MB on let March. The rains in this month were heavy,

ground soft and difficult. The pasture continued

nt wood for fuel ; but the country would not bear a

live stock, and both water-tanks and annual grass

lecessary. "While still on the Flinders a blue range

visible, and named Branston Range ; another moun-
tain was named after Frederick Walker. On the 22nd March the party

encamped on the Jardine Creek, an affluent of the river which they

had followed so long. On the 26th, while tracing out the neighboring
creeks, draytracks were seen, probably those of persons who have

occupied Bowen Down, a district discovered two years previously by
Mr. R. Buchannan. On the 29th the party reached Landsborough

ling to Thomson River, where Landsborou<rh came upon an

old camp of his own. About lat. 22° 58' they also fell in with some
fine looking natives, who said that they had seen an exploring party,

tela. Further on the natives possessed some iron tomahawks,
which they said they got from another tribe on the river to the south-

ward. Continuing their course in a S.S.W. direction, and partly under

the guidance of natives, some of whom, however, seeme
be hostile, the party on the 15th April reached a creek which they

named Dunsmore, and which led them on the 17th to Cooper River.

The country passed through and explored during the next four weeks
in the neighborhood of the same river was generally of an indifferent

character, and towards the east the horses on more'than one occasion

•in want of water. Marks on many of
it had been visited. On the 21st of May they reached the rtatkH
of a settler on the Warigo River; and thence passed by Buraaranah

usual*
Dg °" the 2nd 0f June

'
to Meni°<iie and Melbourne by the

3. Explorations in the Interior of Australia by the Burke Relief
Expedition, rnnh-r Mr. J. M'KivL.u-.-The South Australian Burke
Iteliet Jixped iganized with the view of ascertain-
ing the fate of, and affording relief to, that portion of the Burke expe-
ll,ri °" "'I" ]

» p'-rnlied upon Cooper Creek, aftei

iken by previous explorers. It left the South
Australian capital on the 14th of August, 1861, and reached the con-

fines of the settled districts on the 26th of the following month. On
the 27th of September the party, consisting of nine whites and two
natives with twenty-four horses, four camels, twelve bullocks, one hun-
dred sheep, and dog, crossed Lake Torrens, and fairly commenced their

arduous task.
rm~

north of Lake
the southern margin; and one of them nndertook" to "guide the party

to the first of a series of fresh water lakes, about fifty mile-
It took several days to reach Lake Hope, as the heat of the weather
completely knocked up the bullocks ; but by the aid of the camels the

expedition was extricated. During the stay of the party at the lake

district, an excursion was undertake.
truth of a report that some whites were living upon a raft in one of the

ereeks in the vicinity. On the banks of the creek were marks of a
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European encampment; the dung of camels proving that it must have

Cr
e

eek

0ne

TW £?£ 1™* ? 2* t0 °r tmn the G°* to Cooper
Creek. The remains of one or tbe ,,i to be Grayand showing traces of a violent death, were found ., *>, ,,, *&
earth and boughs; and at a little

, like graves .

of Burke"
611 V1Slt ^ ^ Cl"eCk *"* bUt ]M* d°ubt about ^ e fate

, ouV
h
A

eC0lirS
,

e
J
°f

1SeCember themain c»mP moved to a double lake,
called Appocaldradille. From this point a scout was undertaken to

SLTTi ' ,in
«

water for 50 niiles
-

The Part7consequently moved on to a deep creek, called Appanbara, where, how-
ever they endured much suffering from heat and bad water. After
xnenrst rains m February, i: was thought practicable to ti-

route lay along a creek cal
;-'•; .:.-•...: !:

. , . -

?•* i
•

party Were found
"

At this Period of the journey the main
difficulties were due to the floods, which rise very rapidly, and render
the whole country » Ma uthu „f ,,,, ,

„,. „ t tl , iU ,„ IllUs lmi(1 . Forced
oy tiie flocxi v

! at ing stony
country, the expedition came at length to vast grassy plains, bounded
by volcanic hills, among win,!, wen
views on the journey. On the 7th of May the party reached the gorge*

thee
the Leichhardt flowed towards the" Gulf. On the 20th

9 feet, and vi
ere. On thl

21st the expedition commenced it. return ri<) Port Dennison ; and on

T f i
-

I
os and the Ioss of most of tbe cattle,tne farst statlon in the settled districts was reached."

Dr. Livingstone's recent exploration of the Niassa
-LAKE.--.rhe following synopsis of a recent communication from
-LT

.
.Livingstone respecting his explorations of one of the Lakes

in Southern Central Africa, is taken from the London Geograph-
ical Society. (Proceedings, vii, 18.)

"Exploration, of the Niassa Lake; by Dr. Livingstone and his
rarty—After establishing the members of the University Mission in the
neighborhood of Mount Zumbo, Dr. Livingstone proceeded with his party
to explore the Lake Niassa. They carried a four-oared boat in three
weeks past Mui bich extend through 35 miles of lat-
itude, and launched her on the upper waters of the Shire. They entered
tne Jake on September 2, accompanied by a score of natives, and explored
its western coast for 200 m they were compelled to

|
varfare. Part of the expedition went on foot and

boat: the latter were never able to cross the lake or venture
Jar from shore, owing to the sudden* violence of
the storms.

,tion, when-
ever the haziness of the air allowed the opposite shore to be seen, but no
certain knowledge was obtained in regard to its northern extremity. The
»ake has something of the boot shape of Italy : it is narrowest at the
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ankle, where it is 20 miles, and broadens gradually to 50 or 60 miles.
.lis western snore presents a succession of sandv bays, each divided f

its neighbor by a bold headland, with detached* rocks extending some dis-
tance out to sea. Much of the land adjacent to the lake is low and
occasionally marshy

: it is tenanted by water-fowl and some elephants,
.tight or ten miles from the shore are ranges of high and •-.

granite hills, nearly parallel to its course, and presenting in sei
a magmficent succession of distances. The intervening plane narrows
owards the north

; where Dr. Livingstone turned, it disappeai
The depth of the lake is readily to be traced by the changing color of

.and varies iu

' miles : beyond this is the deep blue

.c a sounding-line of 200 fathoms was
found insufficient to reach the bottom one mile from shore. The tem-
perature of the water is 72° Fahrenheit ; its rise in the rainy season is

3 feet Five affluents were seen on its western coast, of inconsiderable

ShiVe
Um volume was far inferior to that of the waters of the

Natives, of essentially one tribe and language, throng the southern
port.on of the lake. Tl. .together as frequently to
torm a continuous hne of habitations. They
men and good cultivators of the land : they we.
Livingstone's party, and exacted no :,.aus i t . The

fX?f h
!how»(boat)

on the lake, in the latitude of Ibo, for the pm

theNi*, t

L,
t
!
ingStone '

8 P pese,,u
' n'^» -r - t., han^ort a steamer to

rov™^^I0X °( ™ RIVEB VeRMEJO, IN THE ARGENTINE
Confederation-Mr. Porter C. BLiss.-The Argentine Con-
federation lately sent an expedition up the VermejS Eiver, one
of the principal branches of the Eiver Parana, to examine its

wE% T navi
f
atlon and ^ advantages of the districts

which it drains, for commercial enterprise^ Connected with
the party was a young scholar from New England, Mr. Porter

S'p 1 J
1

° WaS e?Pecia11^ charged with inquiries relative to
the Indians upon the route. For such investigations he was

chart^t
fitted

V
hfing

u
l0ng P&id Particular attention to the

characteristics of the aborigines of the Continent. A corres-
pondent of the New York Daily Times, writing from Buenos

^tdW
S^ 28

'W "Pots that Mr.' Bliss has returned to

in r^J I fu
abundance of new and important information

in respect to the region which he has visited. Among the
subjects to which his attention seems to have been directed, is

^adaptation of the country to immigrant" forworn it pre-

£ fiSKefrf T% \ " ??
ggeSted aS a fkvorable h°me f0F

with MR? t ?1

°
1

Uth
' Frora our Personal acquaintance

with Mr. Bliss we shall look with interest for a full and authen-
tic statement of his observations.
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Art. X.

—

Review of Holbrook's Ichthyology of South Carolina.
1

This volume is for the most part a second edition, the first

having been published in the year 1855, but suspended with the
of the tenth number. The plates,

ngs for the
the fire which
phia, the government of South Carolina interposed and assumed
the cost of its reproduction. " The delay in the publication of
the work has, however, enabled" Dr. Holbrook "to give more
accurate and highly finished plates and to correct some errors of
the letter press. As but few numbers of the work were dis-

tributed previous to the destruction of the original plates, ....
and the present edition is so much improved," the author "de-
cided to recall the former numbers and to replace them by those of
the new edition, without expense to the present holders." It is

to be regretted that the new edition was not more freely opened
to the patronage of the public, and to obviate the inconvenience
to naturalists caused by the restriction of its circulation, the pres-

ent notice is given.
In the second edition, the generic and specific descriptions are

in most cases entirely the same as those of the first, the principal

deviations occurring in the family called Ichthelidae. The plates
are also arranged in the same manner, the only exception relating
to xxiii and xxiv which had the numbers reversed in the
first, and the interposition of an additional plate between xxvi
and xxvn which last in the present is consequently called

xxviii. The figures themselves are mostly new and are as a
rule superior to those of the original edition ; the worst are the

fishes and another

. „. Homoprion lanceola-

Dr. Holbrook, adopting the fashion introduced in this

country of figuring three scales of each species, has caused to

be thus represented those of the Sparoids, but none give an idea

i of that

be thus represented those of the Sparoids,
0' the type of structure peculiar to the 3type of structure peculiar to the representativ
family and so characteristic of it. When the scales are so espe-

cially figured, we might at least reasonably expect a close ap-

Cximation to correctness, and when it is not found, a i

^mes apparent that the author himself has not paid special

regard to them, we may well ask why the time and space given
to these figures could not have been more advantageously be-

stowed in" illustrating some more important characters. By
what strange optical delusion a preoperculum, like that repre-

sented in the enlarged view of that bone in Homoprion lanceola-

l
Ichthyology of South Carolina, Vol. I. By John Edwards Holbbook, M.D.,

«*Ch»r&*ao, 8. i Jones, 1860.

±m. Jour. Sci.—Secoxd 8*&l I
• -' -<JAN-» 1864-
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(us, could have been imagined by the artist, it is difficult to conjec-

ture. With these remarks, however, special criticism may end,

for although some of the other figures might be much improved,
most are tolerably accurate.

With regard to the nomenclature of the species, little need be
said. The names which will probably be for the most part

adopted are given below ; those specially interested in the sub-

ject are referred to the discussions in the Proceedings of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, &c. Dr. Hol-

brook has been frequently unfortunate in the application to his

fishes of former names, especially in the cases of the synonymy
of his Oaranx hippos and Homoprion xanthurus. The Scomber
hippos L., identified with the first, belongs to a different genus,

as does also the S. chrysos of Mitchill. Under Homoprion xan-

thurus, the specific character is based on an extract from Cuvier &
Valenciennes' description and radial formula of Leiostomus xan-

'hile the body of the description and the figure apply to

Bairdiella argyroleuca—the Corvina argyroleuca C. & V.—a species

of a different subfamily. If Dr. Holbrook had been correct in his

..l of Lacepede's name Leiostomus xanthurus, he would
have been subject to the charge of a perversion of that author's
generic name, but by a happy error, he has correctly retained

On the other hand, some former names, concerning whose ap-
plication there is no reasonable room for doubt, have not been
at all accepted; such are the Linnasan Labrus auritus and Gas-

The former was evidently proposed for the
species called by Holbrook, Ichthelis rubricauda—the Pomotis
rubricauda of Storer, well characterized in the terse Linnsean
phrase " opercula apice membranaceo, elongato, obtuso, nigro™
and even rendered more certain as to its application by the

doubtful reference to Catesby's figure of Pomotis aureus. It is

however due to Dr. Holbrook to state that it appeared to him
certain that the specific name auritus was not applied to the

[Pomotis vulgaris,'' and that Linnaeus's description might "pos-
sibly apply to" either P. rubricauda or P. incisor. Probablv none
familiar with the subject will hesitate to retain the Linncean
name instead of rubricauda. The Gasterosteus Carolinus was as

evidently intended for Holbrook's Bothrolaemus pomponu*, n<$
nig this author's opinion to the contrary 3 The latter

species it may be here remarked, has served at different stages
oi development, as the type of three genera, and Holbrook's

y on very old individuals of Tra-
chynotus in which the teeth had fallen out.
As Dr. Holbrook has not uniformly adopted a systematic ar-

1 See Proc. Acad. Nat.
Syst. Nat., ed. xii, vol i, p.
Sciences, Philad., 1862, p. 4
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rangement, but has scattered some species in places where theydo not belong, the species given under a family name cannot be
considered as members of that family, even in the author's opin-
ion and many of those have been referred to their proper ones

V?nr
mteSt

fn e teXt
".

LabraX
>

'"
'

' -
v

", JJtpketrum,
myphcus and Centropristes are not IchtL

.'Tp
l " .-..•nida., but severally Sparoidand Percoid; and finally Truo ,1 are not

gcopehnicUe, but respectively members of the Scombroid and

wn
°i!

famihes a8 understood by Dr. Holbrook.
With regard to the systematic arrangement thus corrected, itmay be remarked that il „ n , t an -x, osition of the views now

ES ?CT
C
?i

nCer
?
ing the ]imits 0f the families

-
A11 the Scom'

bridffl ofHolbrook are Carangoids, except I yand perhaps Temnothn, members of as man;
scarcely belongs to the same fan.i'h u< < • -, and

oma are rather Sparoids than
aciffinoids, and at least do not belong to the latter family.
Lobotes is the type of a peculiar one, and finally Saim
representative of another.
The most important modification in the arrangement is un-

doubtedly the foundation of the family Ichthelidae for the recep-
tion of the North American fresh water Percoids ofCm
six branchiostegal rays. Adopting the family of Percidae withine boundaries established for it by Sir John Eichardson, he has

Td!
]

u
r

Z
d that the Theraponidae of that author taken from itsnouw be itself subdivided, and the family of Ichthelidae is

theref0re proposed for some of its constituents. The only
positive character of the family mentioned by Holbrook whichwoum rernove it from the typical Percoids is the presence of3f branchiostegal rays.

4 As such, if strictly adhered to,
wouia necessitate the expulsion from the latter of DuU-s (auriga)
™"?«f *a, and their transference to the Ichthelidae, the char-

in it

l

ff

n0
mu^

ie true one
'
and *s °^ verv secondary importance

how
groUp of genera embraced under Ichthelidae is

from7i?
r S° natura]

'
and its representatives so well distinguished

tw\u
he
}
rne Percoids by their physiognomy, that it is probable

^at the family itself is a natural one ;
it has indeed more resem-

K^fjf *? the Cich3oids, and its species hold the same place in

and f
m

.

enca that those fishes do in the Southern Continent
'

T Africa
- Like them, the Ichthelidae construct a rude nest,

guard their young and are the most characteristic Acanthop-
ygian types of their respective regions. Their arrangement

™ colors and the variation in the number of anal spines are
•waiogous, and their forms simulate each other. That form is

instead
H
f
°!br

ook P*es to Grystes in the new edil

there areb •

chial
„
ray8 sLx" aa formerly, but i
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distinguished by the equal development of, and the correspon-
dence of, the regions of the body above and below the axis,

while in the Percoids and others, these regions are obliquely
opposed. It is therefore probable that future iu\ est

place the family on a firm basis. The family itself is composed
of two very h must be regarded as subfami-
lies; the L ished by the very much greater

development of the dorsal than the anal fin, their termination
at the same vertical behind, and the equality of their respective
soft portions ; the Eucentrarching, in which the dorsal and
anal fins are nearly or quite equal and obliquely opposed, so that

the end of the anal is considerably behind the vertical from that

of the dorsal ; the soft portion of the anal is longest. The.se two
s embrace a number of genera ; Dr. Holbrook has ad-

mitted u Pomotis, Icht/idis, Pomoxis, Arnbloph
&c, Eaf., Centrarchus and Bryttus:- The Pomoiis chcetodon Bd., P.

obesus, G-rd., Centrarchus pomoiis, Bd., Amblop
and Pomoxis hexacanthxis Ag., are types of as many additional
genera; that typified by Pomotis chcetodon may be called Meso-
goxistics on account of the pec il the dorsal
spme; P. obesus (n. g. Enneacan ished by the
nine spmes of the dorsal fin; Centrarchus pomotis (AcANTHAR-
chus), by the elliptical form, cycloid scales and convex caudal;
the AmUo,:

[y seDarated under the
name of Archoplites; finally, Pomoxis hexacanthus, (HYPER-

removed from Pomoxis on account of the more oblique
mouth, less produced snout, and the presence of seven or eight
dorsal spines. Of these genera, Centrarchus Ag., ffyperistius
(rill and Pomoxis Raf., belong to the subfamily Eucentrarchinse,
while all the others are Lepomina-/
While we have been thus obliged to dissent from Dr. Hol-

brook m many of his conclusions, we would at the same time
indicate our appreciation of his great zeal in the cause of science,
and his laborious and pains-taking endeavors to perfect his

work. When, indeed, we recall that after having had engraved
many years ago at least eight plates representing twice that num-
ber of species for a work on Southern Fishes of the Atlantic slope;
after having published at least one part of a "Southern Ichthyolo-

gy with fresh plates in 1847, he suppressed both and issued in

185o under another title the work now reviewed, and that he

CuvSSpt^s^
11^ CalllUrUS mdan<*° ^-CalUuru, Raf.=^

ItJlJl
?y"°K

pslS
p
0f the family of Ichthelida;, or Centrarchoids, will be hereafter pub-

lished in the Proceeds* of the Academy of Philadelphia. There the •ynonyntf

cussed andTV Rafinesque, will be also dia-

1847. I have seen only one number of this (II), including pages 1 to 32 and plates
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finally withdrew as much as possible that last publication from cir-
culation and issued a new edition of it with so ^i-dit m< difiea-

bold the praise of th
sc.entious desire on his part ior portion, and ih, -, -

first wluroe of the final ra [tifl
however, doubtful whether the enn ij i -,, _ int ,• ,; (li t v 1 om>
™»"<"$ the last edition of that first volume was published will

feel able i

i of the abstract
sciences, and we may the] ope in vain
completion of the work. The following list of 1, species de-

wier Holbrookian names, with references to the pages
of the second edition, first edition, plates and litres of second

-own to us, will therefore be useful. For
ly relations of several of the species, the reader is

referred to the remarks on a previous page. The list is rendered
almost necessary by the impossibility of the recall of the first
edition which has already been referred to in so many works
and by the great difficulty if not impossibility of obtaining copies
of the second edition.

Family Percidje.

Perca flavescens, 2 2 i 1

bthelida.

Centrarchus irideus,

Labrax Araericanus,
" lineatus,

Grystes salmoides,
Sen-anus erj

^iplectrum fascicular*,

Pomoxis hexacanthus,
Rhypticusnu ti„.

Centropristis at ran us,

Family Sparidae.
"^^

Sargus ovis,

Lagodon rhomboides,
Family Scombrida.
Temnodon saltator,

12 13

15 10

18 15

20 21

24 17

28 25
32 29

1, Euceutrarchus (irideus).

2, Morone Americana.

1, Roccus lineatus.

2, Mieropterus suimokles.

2, (Epinepbelus) erythroga;

iced on the cover of the second part that " No. I, contain-

two numbers were pub-
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rirolinensis, 72 70 x, 2, Halatractus Carolim

" chloris,' 79 77 xi, , Chloroscombru, chloris.

Bothrolsemus pampanus, 81 ms Carolinus.
Caranx defensor, 8 7 85 xii, >up.)Caranguschrysos.

hippos, GO 88 ( ' -.

" falcatus, 04 2=sup.) B
Carar..

" Richardi, 96 94 (l=inf.)
8 Car-

97 95 xiv, 2,
T
Elacate niger.

Echeneis vittata,
4

101 1,* Echeneis albicauda.
Family Squamipinnidae,

Ephippus gigas, 107 105 xv, 2, Parephippus gigas.

110 1, » faber.
- iseoidse.

112 xvi, 2.
" fasciatus, 1 1

'.< 118
Hsemulon chrysopteron, 121 120 xvii, 1.

124 123 2.

Otolithus regal is, i29 127 xvin 1, Cynoscion regalis.

132 -

134 134 xix,
" Carolinensis, 136 133 2,' " Carolinensis.

TTmbrina alburnus, 137 136 xx, 1,* Menticirrus alburnus.

144 142
Micropogon undulatus, 4G 145 xxi, i!

Larimus fascials,

150

154
149

153 xxn
2, Sciaenops ocellatus.

Pristipoma fulvomacu-

157
2, Orthopristis fulvomacu-

Leiostomus obliquus, ,v. 163 xxiii 13
(sup.=l)

Homoprion xanthurus,
" lanceolatus,

04

07 168 xxrv,

laargyroleuca.

ianceolatus.
Lobotes Surinaroensis, 159
Pagrus argyrops, 74 175 xxv, 1.
Serranus nigntus,

Family Elopidae.

77 173 2, (Epinephelus) nigritus.

Elops saurus, 80 2.
Family Scopelinidas.

Saurus foetens, 87 184 1, Synodus foetens.
'1 raeliinotus glaucus, 92
Hsemulon quadrilineatuin,

Family Esocidse.

Esox affinis, 98
Esox Ravenelii, 01 2 '

* Seriola cosmopolita, lat ed.
* Upper fig., 1st ed.
7

Fig. 1, 1st. ed.
* Fig 2, 1st ed.

" Hsemulon fulvomaculatus, 1st

Moisted.'

d.

4 Echeneis lineata, 1st ed.

8 Fiji' iJt'ed*
10

Fig. l.isted.
" PL XXIV, 1st ed.

'Fig.sup.^l.lsted.
11

Plate XXVII, 1st ed.
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Art. XL— U.S. Coast Survey Reports for the yeai 1801 .

These volumes embrace the history of progress of the im-
portant public work to which they relate, for the two years
following the first of November, 1860. It is gratifying to ob-
serve that neither political troubles nor civil war have had the

*«?.?- u?
a '

'

'° less !ilt! ' n '^ m ,-' u -> science than
valuable in its bearing upon the material prosperity of the
country. In the first of the years above referred to, indeed, the
plan ol operations was laid out without reference to any probable
interruption from unforeseen causes; and in the midst of the
agitations which disturbed the public mind during the fall and
winter of 1860-61, the operations of the survey went on upon
the southern coast, from Virginia to Texas, without disturbance,
ine usual amount of work for the season had been accomplished
by most of the parties before their proceedings were suspendedm consequence either of actual or of threatened violence. Op-

^T S^V
°n

tbe northern coast were of course undisturbed,
but the distribution of labor was somewhat modified during the
summer of 1861, in consequence of the state of things in the
vicinity of Chesapeake Bay.

S

During the second of the years to which these reports relate,
the services rendered by the officers of the survey upon the
coast and rivers of the insurgent states, though not directed so
entirely as before to the systematic prosecution of the general
plan of the survey, have been probably of more immediate value
to the government than if they had been so. They have recov-
ered to the use of our naval expeditions, and of our blockading
squadrons; the channels and sailing lines which had been lost
trough the careful removal by the insurgents of all the buoys,
Deacons and other artificial indications by which they had been
distinguished

; they have sounded out new channels among the
viands occupied by our forces on the southern coast, and in the
sounds and inlets of the same region ; and they have explored
the changes which had taken place in channels previously known,
and ascertained their magnitude and extent. In this way they
nave contributed very materially to the security of our navy and
to the efficiency of the blockade. In some cases they have mow
erectly aided in the success of the expeditions with which they
nave been connected, by surveys preliminary to tbe planning of

|

as at Fort Jackson, where the positions of the mortar
"vessels and their distances from the fort were determined bymeans of a triangulation carried on directly in sight of the
^emy

;
or as, in the interior, they have in many instances

secured topographical informant . by opera-
tions sometimes conducted immediately under fire.
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In the mean time, upon all that large portion of the coast

which the rebellion could not reach or affect, the survey has

steadily advanced without any modification of its plan, though
with an activity somewhat reduced in consequence of the reduc-

tion of the appropriations for this work since the commencement
of the war. This reduction has been considerable when com-
pared with the total of the appropriations themselves—amount-
ing to from twenty to forty per cent—but in absolute amount it

is so inconsiderable as to excite a doubt as to the wisdom of the

policy which has suggested it. It is certain that the coast survey
is worth to the country very greatly more than its cost. There can

be no sort of doubt that it has already indirectly paid for what
has been expended upon it, a hundred times over. Nor can
there be any greater doubt that its value grows with every stride

of progress it makes toward completion. While, therefore, the

government is engaged in the prosecution of naval and military
operations of such magnitude that its average daily expenditure
exceeds by four or five times the total annual cost of this survey,
and while the survey has proved itself to be one of the most
efficient instrumentalities contributing to the success of those
operations, the insignificant saving secured by this curtailment
would seem, in view of an enlightened economy, to be of very
questionable advantage. Indeed had there never been any sur-

vey of the southern coast before the war began, it may safely be
said that an efficient blockade of the insurgent states could never
have been maintained at all.

Leaving these matters, however, to those to whom they belong,
we will proceed to state, briefly, the results of the operations of
the survey up to the year 1862. The area covered by the trian-

rds of fifty-four thousand
square miles, within an extent of sixty-two thousand square
miles embraced by the reconnoissance. The extent of coast

developed amounted to more than four thousand five hundred
miles, and the length of shore-line to twenty-three thousand
miles. 1 he number of geographical points determined amounted
to nine thousand four hundred and fifty-two.

Eighty-five stations had been occupied for longitude deter-
minations, one hundred and twenty-four for latitude, and eighty-
four for azimuths. The topography embraced an area of seven-
teen thousand square miles, on a general coast line of four
thousand miles, and a shore line, measuring the sinuosities, of

over forty-two thousand miles.
The hydrography covered an estimated area of forty-six

miles. One hundred and ninety-six thousand miles bad
been run m sounding, six million three hundred and ninety-eigbt

ad been made, and more than ei^ht thousand
tour hundred specimens of bottom obtained.
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Of manuscript maps and charts, two thousand one hundred
and eighty-one had been constructed; and of engraved maps
charts and sketches, there had been produced four hundred and
ninety-three.

The triangulation extends from Passamaquoddy Bay on the

northeast boundary of the United States, to Matanzas inlet on
the east coast of Florida below St. Augustine, with a single

interruption of about sixty miles on the coast of South Carolina.

From Cape Florida it extends over all the line of the Keys to

the Tortugas. It embraces also some portion of the western
coast of the peninsula. From St. Marks it is continuous through
St. George's Sound; it embraces Pensacola harbor, the Perdido
entrance, Mobile Bay, Mississippi Sound, Lake Borgne and Lake
Ponchartrain as far as New Orleans. A branch triangulation

extends also through Isle au Breton Sound to the mouth of the

Mississippi river. West of the delta it covers most of the coast

of Louisiana and Texas.
On the Pacific coast, the survey has been less connected;

but it embraces all the principal harbors, headlands and an-

chorages.

The triangulation is on many portions of the coast considera-

bly in advance of the topography and hydrography. This is

particularly the case in Maine, in the Gulf of Mexico and on the

northwest coast. Upon the Maine and Pacific coasts the work
is being actively advance I. Energetic reconnoissances have
also been made in the Gulf, between Mobile and New Orleans,
since the outbreaking of the war.
One of the most important of the surveys made during the

year 1862, was that of the Potomac river from near its mouth
up to Georgetown. Connected with this may also be mentioned
important topographical surveys of the country around Wash-

The survey of the Florida reefs was also energetically pursued

during the same period.
The hvdrographic operations of this year of which the results

naveprobablv been most imp... those uPoa
the coast o!

'

llatteras

Inlet, Oregon Inlet, the Neuse river to a point above Newbern,
and the Harbor of Beaufort with its entrance, were surveyed or

resurveyed so soon as the progress of naval and military op ...-ra-

tions had opened the*way, to the great subsequent advantage of

our commanders.
In like manner, on the coast of South Carolina, Georgia and

Hilar operations were carried on after the occupation
of Port Royal. Stono inlet and river, Folly and Kiawah rivers,

and North Edisto river were resurveyed and sounded out, the

channels being found in some of them to be entirely changed.

Am. Jocr. Sci.-Second Sekies, Vol. XXXVII, No. 109.-Jas„ 1864.
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Parts of St. Helena Sound, Port Royal Sound, Calibog
Tybee Roads, Wassaw Sound, St. Simon's Sound, and the bar

of Femandina, were also resurveyed, and the shore lines of many

of the islands and rivers were traced. All these operations were

of -senti; ! iiaj ntauce to the success of the national arms upon

that coast.

We find in these reports also the usual annual lists of devel-

opments and discoveries made in the progress of the survey.

Some of these consist, in the detection of rocks and shoals pre-

viously unknown, lying in frequented waters, and others in

brin- e to liiiht new and mon favorable channels l>\ which

tl ;n m lies to 1 irl >rs ai improved oi the «

diminished. Not less important than these are the

.

:

.
.

•

!
: .

' .-;...
:

: ^
• .

- •

t i lus'ti ti< .sin t reports before us,

iced in the appendices, on the subjects

Magnetism, the Solar Spots, and the

ars. The papers on Longitude arc by

results of his computations from the

thai Lirotip.

value to those which were made only in this country. Thev

will also serve to fix the relative Loi

on, to correct the places of the stars, and finally to

determine the m .on's semi-diameter, and -the necessity of lin-

ing regard to the protuberances of the moon in the
solution of the problem."

di^u>,iou ,,f the (.
; that of the

survey of the State of Pennsylvania ai 1

•

:

'

of apart .,,_,,„ nineteen years later K
Assistant Cuaries A. Schott. Besides these, there -

the regular biennial publication of results found at t

stations occupied by coast survey parties, for the magnetic

decimation, dip and intensity.
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f theGirard Col lego

nee of the moon on

after the culminations. The influence of the relative positions

of the sun and moon on the horizontal magnetic force, though
small, is perceptible; and the same is true of the moon's declina-

tion changes. When the moon is in perigee, the horizontal

mri'-metie l'<»rce is diminished, when in apogee, it is increased.

The readers of this Journal are already familiar with many of

the subjects here named, through the valuable abstracts of them
presented in former volumes, from the pen of the distinguished

One of the appendices of the report for 1862 contains an

and law of « p.amion 1 < t of the standard rod used m base

measurement, with the'results arrived at. These experiments
we,v made by Assistant .1. K. Ililgard, assisted by Mr. W. L.

N"
< in !.- i The apj aratus emm< 1

delicacy, e mstrueted In Mr. .W Saxton. furnishing results which

In terminatin lids ... otieo vo cannot but express the

hope that the experience of the last two years may have the

effect to draw the attention of our public men to the importance
of extending over the entire surface of the country a survey
having the accuracy of that which has been attended with so

obvious and - on the coast. One of the most

serious of t :

;>• miiitarv command' rs have
had to contend with in the held, has been their extremely imper-

fect knowledge of the topographical features of the country in

which they Were obliged to operate. Much of the delay and

iich 1 iv< att n led « ir i nlitary "p< rations, have
been owing to the time expended in ihe endeavor to arcpiire

this much needed information, and in the doubtful character of

survey itself could hav, CO* Tins :

which governments only learn from e>

that our present costly "experience may
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Art. XII.—Proceedings of Learned Societies.

Royal Society Anniversary.—The President's Address was delivered by

Major General Sabine on Monday, Nov. 5—as follows.

When I had last the honor of addressing you at the anniversary

eived by your President and Council from the Duke of Newcastle,
' Majesty's prin* ' '

• nebula and multiple stars of the Southei

d. *patch ('Mm Sh- Henry Barkly,

>vernor of \ i
lis own part anci on that of

the visitors of the Melbourne Observatory, the opinion of the Royal
Society on this subject, and also on the most suitable construction of

in 1853 the Royal Society
earnest representation to her Majesty's Government of the scientific
-;';'•-

-^ ' -:•;-:-... _ - > -

-.
:

be observed, a telescope of the requisite optical power; and in a prepa-
ratory correspondence, which was printed at the t' v; - / ..-- - . :

,

, .. '.-:.',<

ih ° tw° l"'- > of the United Kingdom was not

'!>ject; but the correspondence then

:-:,-..!..•:
discussion in 1So3 »i^ to,.„,;„„^,i .-_

5 appon

Warren de la
"" "

the event of the rc,-r.mmendati..n of the two Societies being favorably

might have been in some degree modified bv su

I

iea have formed a second co •

• I'^'-'i printed f..r the infurmation of those

si Inthesnbject Aw*

; '/' :;

:

• :

.

;•
J«02. Ihey have L...

. report and «{
die co,,-espondo,H-e have been sent ; information of

discussions embodied in the

> have a prospective value not
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limited to the occasion which has odvcn rise to them. The considera-

tions which apply to a telescope for the observation oi' the southern

lished on a site from whence a great part of the southern nebulae could
also be observed (as well as those of our own hemisphere), but enjoying
the immense advantage conferred by elevation into the higher and less

i of the atmosphere. Such sites are to be found in the Nil-

nd feet, combining alto convenient

and proximity to the resources of civilized life. It may be
hoped thai at some not distant day the subject will receive the consid-

eration w hi, h it deserves from those who arc entrusted with the govern-

Having learnt that a series of pendulum < xperin " N at the principal

stations ,,f the lircat Russian Arc were in contemplation, I availed

myself of ;m opporttmitv of informing M. Savitsch, by whom the opera-
tions were to he condn '

i ieh had

'•; en employ, d in the English experiments were now in the possession of
the Royal Seeietv, und, bei;. u- uuemploved, w< nil, 1 was persuaded, be
most readily lent ! v the So, h t\ on i top • ition to that etFect being
made. The constants of these instruments, including the coefficient in

the reduction to a vacuum, having ''. u m -'
> ! . determined, they

were read;. . - tuloi. •.!!._ to them, for immediate

tin ia in Russia would be at once brought into direct connexion with the

British series, extending from 79° 50' N. to 62° 56' S. latitude. The
communication was most courteously received and replied to. It ap-

peared, however, that a detached in\ been already

ordered by the Russian Government from M. Uep-old, of Hamburg,
shorter than the English pendulums, for convenience in land transport,

and with two knife-edges and two fixed lenses, s\ mm< uicallv in size and
shape, but one light and the other heavy, and so arranged that the times

of vibration should be the same on bit '©I the same

. M. Savitsch expressed bit desire to bring this

pendulum in the lirst instance to Kew, and to sc-ure thereby the con-

nexion of his own with the English series; and where also he would

buoyancy by on both its knife-edges in the

\a-mim apparatus, which is now established at Kew.
It is much to be des red that a simil ir scries of pendului

to those about to be nnd< :

'-'

! be made at the prin-

cipal points of the i ,r-ai li.-iiau Ai •; and the steps

' : the

.

•
•

oeodesicai

to present a mod tor the coi

;\:- im.nt.. i„ sucu case the pendulums of the Royal Society might
be made available with excellent effect.

The large size of our printed volumes in the present year gives no

unfavorable and, I think, no unfair idea of the present sciei." I

of the Boca* be safelv said that our Council baa
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not been less vigilant and eauti- ma th; in heretofore in i the selection of

papers to be printed.
'

A hi. mch care has been given to keep-

hi- unds, the cost of

tho Society's publications&
hill rill briefly advert

cupied the Socb
tho

r
i

past year.

n»e researches of Kire llhnff ::m.l lbmsen have rendered it in a high

;ree probable that we !hail bB able insight into the

imical nature of the at, Mnsph,

Import

h"J
in their ^spectra of

'l!!r';/.

and perhaps a

einterertTwS

fixed Ki

to avoid

be prepare.] to interpret

:-<-ttV,-t<.
_

\„r ran the astronomical and physi.-al parts of

in the Proceedings, Mr. J hare deacrib*
figured the speetra of three ,,f the brighter stars and this part

S,.ei,-t\. Ml . Hi m-iiis ribea the
.

- witl

l/reteri

icy t he positions of an < srel u lines which may

of the spect
f th.

th, of t he inductive disch
a future com lieation.

, AN"hen the s completed
ntofknn , !,u>"titut'wn

of those dial ant heaven] dies of v liich we have at present little eon-

ception.

Professor Tyi, dail ha , o-i v en us the f papers upon

vapors U i radiant heat. In
ic has he diffen

though coioi

Tr\
% lifferent degrees o action on the
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powerfully absorbed thai

being more easily absorl

perature. He lias also j

hitherto held upon the

Direct Correlation of J

he solubilitv is Irwli

for which Mr. Sorby
needful geological ki

the nil'

that these lines depend so absolute

ascertained that, while the chemh
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paper in our Transactions. In the course of this research, Dr. Robinson
ion to take careful measures of the positions of all the bright

) (and not too weak to measure) in a great number of spectra,

those, namely, . Dg between electrodes of

st of which were observed
in each of five different gases (including air), and for each gas separately
at the atmospheric pressure, and at the low pressure obtained by a good

opinion that the origin
xiiica j 3 lu oc rtnurreu 10 some vet undiscovered relation between matter
in general and the transfer of electric action ; and that, while the places
of the lines are thus determined independently of particular circum-
stance^ the brightness of the lines is modified, according to the special

properties of the molecules which are present, through a range from
great intensity down to a faintness which may elude our most powerful

By a discussion of the results of the magnetic observations main-
tained for several years past at the Kew Observatory with an accuracy
previously unattained, and by combining these
of the observations at the British colonial observatories, I have been

So«?„
t
°„

t,

|

aCe
^l-

1
'

aS
-

J believe
>

sar the existence

the three elements of the earth's magnetism,
ice of being dependent upon the earth'

which has every a

tion in her orbit relatively to the sun. Substantiated by the concurrent
testimony of observations in both hem ts of the globfl

ly distant from each other, ishes an addi-
tional evidence of a cos.: hetween the
earth and other bodies of the solar Byi \.j s the scope

widens the basis of sound indu , permanent
eiations of magnet
ToDr. OttoTorrell, lW,.^or, " Zoology in the University of Lund,

uroauon of much interest, informing us of
the progress made by an expedition, appointed by the Swedish Govern-
ment at the recommendation of the Royal Academy of Sciences at
Stockholm, to execute a survey prell ement of an
arc ot t,ie :

- n. The objects of the preliminary
survey were I

_ hu .

intg for & trj a.

lation could be found from Ross Island at the extreme north, to Hope
"d »' the extreme south of Spitzbergen, and to determine on a

*-
*~r the r -ityf

first years' exploration has been the selection of stations, on hills of
moderate height and easy access from the coast, for nine triangles,
snown in the sketch accompanying Dr. Terrell's paper, including Ross
Island in the extreme north and extending over about 1° 50' of the
proposed arc of 4£ degrees. A convenient locality has also been found
for the base-line. The continuation of the preliminary survey to the
extreme southern limit is to be the work of the summer of 1864. The
report of the geodesical surveyors has shown that the northern portion
presents no impediments which may not be surmounted by courage and
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perseverance
;
and, with regard to the southern portion, the knowledo-e

already acquired is consi
: !l;lt t]ie res

°
lt

be the case, it is anticipated

:oiisiuerca to y. that the result
will be no less favorable. Should such

.icipated that the necessary steps will be taken for

m

I may, perhaps, be permitted to a bo the peculiar

"> <r
'

f th meridian at Spitzb.-rgon is an ente'r-

1" " which, near! forty \ ears ago, w is a h. rish. ! project of nn mui,
which 1 had planned the means of executing and winch [ ardently
desiredto be permitted to carry out personally. I mav well tic r r,„v
feel a peculiar pleasure in now seeing ii i , 1 u, «

, , h t 1 ,, ,,{ :ts

yet more promising au>.pi ,-. :—v.hik I ramml hut be sensible of how
I should have had the opportunity,

stance of time, and from this honorable . Lair, ,,j

ment and Academy upon their undertaking, and
of thanking Dr. Torell for having traced its

proposition.
'

It is well remarked by Dr. Torell, that the triangulation, should it be
proceeded with, will not be the only result of the yi

labor at Spitzbergen. There are, indi < 1, m im i,p . t us - t _ t ,
.

for which the geographic, be eminent]} favoTaMli,
Two such maybe specified, for which we mav reasonably" anticipate
that full opportunity would be afforded, and for which th-

instruments of precision are neither costly nor cumbersome. One is a
more exact determination of the data on which our tables of astronomi
cal refraction are founded. The other is the employment of Cagnoli'
method for determining the figure of the earth by occultations of th<— * This last would be tried

of g™ivity which embarrass the results of the measurements of degrees
of pendulum experiments. As a third and thoroughly distinct

method ^of investigation, it seems at least well dcseiving of a trial.

Swedish naturalists are not likely to undervalue the interest attaching
to careful examinations of the constancy or variation of the elevation
of land above the sea-level; and I mav therefore venture to refer them
to a paper in the Phil. Trans, for 1824 (Art. xvi), written from Spitz-

bergen itself in July, 1823, containing the particulars of a barometrical

i of the height (approximately [644
MgKsh feet) of the well-defined summit of a conspicuous hill in the
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vicinity of Fairhaven. The barometrical comparison was repeated on

several clays, the barometer on the summit of the hill being stationary,

stations being visible from each other by a telescope. The height as

given by the two methods, barometrical and trigonometrical, was in

excellent accord. The hill may be identified with certainty by the plan

npanies the paper referred to : it is of easy access," and may

ed with little difficulty.

It will be remembered that a few years ago the attention of the Royal

Society was called by the Foreign Office to the circumstance of several

glass bottles with closed necks having been found on the shores of the

west coast of Nova Zembla, leading to a conjecture that they might afford

some clue to the discovery of the missing ships of Sir John Frank!

expedition. The inquiries instituted by the Royal Society traced t

question to a recent manufacture in Norway, where they are

used as floats to the fishing-nets employed on that coast. These floats,

from the nets, had been carried by the stream-cur-

rent which sets along the Norwegian coast round the'the North Cape,

and thus afforded evidence of the pr- l.,n--ati...n of t < urrent of Nova
;'

found on the northern co
. these bottle-

floats, some of which even bore Norwegian marks and names, supplying
evidence, of considerable geographical interest, of the extension of the

Norwegian stream-current to Spitzbergen, either by a circuitous course

past the shores of Nova Zembla, or by a more direct offshoot of which
no previous knowledge existed. It is thus that step by step we improve
our knowledge of the currents which convey the waters of the more
temperate regions to the Polar seas, and produce effects which are trace-

able in many departments of physical geography.
The application of gun-cotton to warlike purposes and engineering

operations, and the recent improvements in its manufacture, have been

the subject of a report prepared by a joint committee of the ch
mechanical s

hiefl of Fel-

lows of the Royal Society. The repo ,\ ting n
Newcastle in September last, and is now in the press. The committee
had the advantage of personal communication with General von Lenk,
of the Imperial Austrian artillery, the inventor of the system of prepara-

tion and adaptation by which gun-cotton has been made
|

• warlike purposes in the Austrian service. On tli

of the Committee, and w „. Emperor of

meral von Lenk visited England for the purpose of thoroughly

and we have in the report of the Committee the

i, thus gained directly from the fountain-head, of the results of

wee in the course of trials ,

-

. ; t .jix^
?ht ' r

igations by individual members of the I

The advantages which are claimed for gun-cotton over gan-powder fo»

as to call imperatively for the fullest investigation. Such .

however, in its complete sense, is both beyond and beside the scope and

purposes of a purely scientific body ; and tUe British Association have
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done well—whilst reappointing the Committee to complete certi

tl v ba I d< m d, with the vien i

tific points which are still more »

under its own auspices a full and searching inquiry into the poss:

applications of gun-cotton in the public service.

The absence of smoke, and the entire freedom from the fouling of
gun, are points of great moment in promoting the rapidity of
and the accuracy of aim of guns employed in casemates or in the betw<
decks of ships of war; to these we must add the innocuous characte
the products of combustion in comparison with those of gun-powder, t

>ne-third of that of gun-powder : the recoil is stated

in the proportion of 2 to 3, and the length of the gun itself

Vienna. The results appear to be especially deserving
those who are engaged in the important problems of facilitating the
employment of guns of large calibre and of great projectile force in the

-, and in reducing, as far as may be

In the varied applications of explosive force in military or civil engin-

. nts which bear on this branch of the
inquiry are stated in the report of the committee, and appear to be highly
worthy of consideration and of further experiment.

It cannot be said that the advantages now claimed for gun-cotton are
altogether a novel subject of discussion in this country. When the

iuced by Schonbein in 1846, its distinctive quali-

bh gunpowder were recognized, although at that
period they were far less well ascertained by experiment than they are at

present. To the employment of gun-cotton as then known there was,
however, a fatal drawback in its liability to spontaneous < '

' experiments of General von Leiik have shown that this

ion, and ceases altogether

e processes are adopted i

mical compoui

jed, it appears
longer liable to spontaneous combustion: it ran be transport

place to place wit h perfect security, or be stored for any len^tn

without danger of deterioration. It is not impaired by damp; i

bo submerged without in ties retur

on its being dried in the open mperatures.

A scarcely less i tn
j u m t p . nt tow i is r ization of gun-cotton

and the safety with which it may be employed in gunnery, is the powei
of modifying and live energy at pleasure, by mean:
of variations in the mechanical structure of the cartridge, and in th<

relative size of the chamber in which it is fired.
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There can be no limitation in assenting to and accepting the concluding

sentence of the Committee's report. • The subject has neither chemically

nor mechanically received that thorough investigation that it deserves*

There remain many exact measures still to be made, and many iroportMi

data to be obtained. The phenomena attending the explosion of both

gun-cotton and gunpowder have to be investigated, both as to the tem-

peratures generated in the act of explosion, and the nature of the Corn-

ell result from them, uod< iiy analogous

to those which occur in artillery practice.'

I proceed to announce the awards which the Council has made of the

rue present year; and to state the grounds upon which these

awards hare been made.

#

The Copley Medal has been awarded to the Rev. Adam Sedgwick, for

the Geology of the Pah •

ot Rocks, and more especi

'

the Killas Rocks and their Fossil, in Devonshire.
Mi. St-dgv.ick was appointed Wuodwardian Professor of Geology in

-ify of Cambridge in the year 1818, since which time, up to 8

recent period, comprising an interval of upwards «.f fortv vears, he has

• lies with an ability, a pers
and untiring perseverance, which place him amongst the foremost of those

eminent men by whose genius, sagacity and labors the science of geology

t high position. To duly appreciate his earlier

work as a geological observer and reasoner, we must recall to recollection
the comparative ignorance which prevailed forty or fifty years ago, to

iion of which his labors have so largely contributed. Geology
was then beset by wild and untenable speculations on the one hand,
whilst on tie

- were received
bymaify witl

:, avers ion , as

likely to interfere with those convictions on which the best hopes of man

Under such circumstances geology needed the support and open ad-

vocacy ot men who, by ?

kIMj by the re-

-

ight be able on the one hand to repress wild fancies, and on
the other to rebut the unfounded assertions of those who opposed the

th. Such tman was Profeesoi -

such was the influence he exerted. It may be well to make th
on an occasion like the present, because it often happens, not unnaturally,
that those who are most occupied with the questions of the day in an

advancing science retain but an imperfect recollection of tin-

due to those who laid the first found a

More than forty years have passed since P*
:

to complete. In 1822 was begun that full and
vey of the Magnesian Limestone of the North of England
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whether we regard their origin, form of deposition, peculiarities of struc-

!i

ma to be treated as a rock of fusion,

seed the perplexed question of its origin.

Advancing to one of the great prol I
his thoughts

formany years, he combined in 1831 the observations of the older rocks

of the Lake mountain, which. he had commenced in 1822, and added a

lieh they are sharply de-

fined and separated from the Pennine chain of Yorkshire. Memoirs fol-

lowed n ( pi iv v i -si i n the New 1. i S mil-tone of the Vale of Eden

;

> of the Cumbrian Mountains, and

we now thank atkes, those rocks had
been vigorously assailed and brought into a lucid or-mr aim ^y-i-iu,

which is' to this d.u nnehanu 1: though by the same hands which laid

the foundation- man\ important additi .us have been made, one of signal

value in 1851—the lower Paleozoic rocks at the base of the Carbon-

tmd Ribblesdale. Perhaps no dis-

trict in the • pie of one man's researches begun so

early, (ontimud - . 1. - _ ';-. By these^ persever-

ing efforts, the geology of the lake district came out into the light ; and

there is no doubt, and can be no hesitation in ascribing to them the undi-

vided honor of the long series of deposits which

constitute the oldest groups «a rocks.

Still more complete, however, was the success of that vn

was undertak coeval rocks of Wales;

v ;•. - .. . .
-

":

arate districts, unravelled tl intricate relations of those a

• attires f the successive groups of ancient life

which they enclose. These labors be<mn in I*?l-:i2, and in 1835 the

two great expl "
!

r,:<r,it a

united mem. -
_ die progress

each had made in the establishment of the Caml
terns, as they were then called ; Prof- - *« wrmer,

and Sir Rode »tudy.

In 1843 I

'

'meed two memoirs on the M

what he then termed the Protozoic rocks of North Wales. Many eV cl-

ient sections were given in detail in these memoirs
;

th

ing principal
jjj ^J"?!?

These two papers gave the complete outline or framework, as it were, of

the geologic;. icate region. In several subsequent

years he continued to fill up this outline with further details, observed al-

most entirely by himself, giving numerous general and local sections, by

which he determined the dip and strike of the beds, normal and abnor-
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mal, and all the great anticlinal and sinclinal lines on which the funda-

mental framework depends.

'in- nt surveyors : but the general arrangement,

finally recognised on tne mr-p of the survey, is essentially the same as

that previously worked out by his u.. aided labors.

It was a principle always advocated by Professor Sedgwick, that the

geological Bti ould never be accurately

determined by fossils alone without a detailed •

cation, h this principle; nor (from th

organic remains) would it have been possible on any oth

* al character of those olde
which he investig and nomencla-

ture of the Can, !>i an r< ks i X rth Wah- (ti e L wer S

ven in his 'Synopsis of the Class

> weight
•*'< u '~ _-.,.., ur ,-,'the uitl >ir\ ot the geologist

who, by his own labors, first solved the great problem of the physical

structure of the district.

There are other important memoirs of Professor Sedgwick's of which

The memoir 'On the

Structure of lar-e Mineral Ma«e>/ i.-iNi^hcd in 1831, was the first, and

.

': •

joints, planes of cleavage, in (hilar concretions, &c.
Always attentive to the purpose of preparing a complete and general

at an early pe-

ri.,; iii his career printed a memoir ' On the PL
Older Strata of Devon and Cornwall ;' and another « On the Physical

• the Lizard.' Of later date are

several papers written by him, conjointly with Sir Roderick !

respecting the Devonian system. The principal of these, published in

the true nature of the Culm Beds of North Devon, as belonging to the

:'
tl ni, j„ s

j t j Mtl U!i ,i f
i,

j,. ,,,. ,.m j c contents,

were concluded to belong to the Devonian, or Old Red Sandstone period,

a conclusion which was at first controverted, but w
In another memoir by the same authors in 1828, thev conclude that the

coarse old red conglomerate along the north-western coast of Scotland

and in Caithness is of about the sam Sandstone of

South Wales and Herefordshire, and therefore of the Devonian period.

They also published in 1840 an account of their general ob—
the Paleozoic formations of Belgium and the banks of the Rhine, the

rinch were considered to h; derived from

v. we may notice another joint memoir by these

authors in 1830, ' On the Blrocture rich, however,
had no immediate relation to the researches on th

It will be observed that the memoirs which have been n t

the most part pervaded by a certain unity of purpose. The
tions were not on points of merely local interest, but were essential for
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1

the elucidation of the geological history of our planet during those early-

periods of which the records are most difii ult to unfold. Few persons,

perhaps, can have an adequate idea of the difficulties he had to contend
with when he first entered North Wales as a geologist. Geologically

it was a terra incognita of which he undertook to read the
.-''<-_

• '
.

-:-•.'..'.;

eh then prevailed as to the distinction

between planes of stratification and planes of cleavage, there was also the

difficulty of what may be called ' mountain geometry'—that geometry by
which we unit i observed in one part of

a complicated mountain or district with those in another, so as to form
a distinct geometrical conception of the arrangement of the intervening

masses. This is not an ordinary power ; but Mr. Sedgwick's early math-
ematical education was fai ation of it. We think it

ather any other
could have undertaken, with a fair cha;

cult work which he accomplished.
Such are the direct and legitimate claims of Professor Sedgwick to

the honor conferred upon him I \ tin an u i of the Copley Medal. But
there are also other claims, ch it would be wrong to

pass altogether unnoticed. It is not only by written documents that

knowledge and a taste for its acquireme t disseminated ; and those

who have had the good ;
k's lectures,

or may have enjoyed so stify to the

charm and ink jives to geology by the happy mixture

. r and tioquent expo-
sition of its higher principles and objects."

- --

"Professor Sedgwk , the highest honor which
it is in the power of the Royal Society to confer, in testimony of our

m i ich hare occupied so

large a portion of jova I iced you in the foremost

rank of those eminent men by whose genius and labors geology has at-

tained its presenl tr country."

The Council has awai !< 1 a royal medal to the Rev. Miles Joseph

thirty-five v „a -. we been more especially c

him, in the opinion of the botanical members of the Council, by tar the

»ost eminent - L:ivo »•
;

'

-

j on fungi from all parts

Of the globe. .

'l-.-mem. iron British

Lion to Cryptogenic Botany,' pub-

lished in 1857, is one whi -h e>; eeiallv deserves to be noticed here. It is

a work which he alone was qualified to write. It is full of sagacious re-

marks and rea ir praise is due to the special and con-

scientious care bestowed on the verification of every part, however minute
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and difficult, upon which
Berkeley's merits are not co
are facts of

-

a which
cate, and which in ninny .a-.- he has also ju. .%«,] by observation and by

experiments. We refer to his observations on the" development of the

the three orders of Thallogens ((Algae, Lichens,

• others; to the exact determination of the rela-

tions, and someii: j 5 of 1 itity f various forms of

>us!y referred to different tribes; and to the rec >g

ies and genera, of a diversity of methods of repro
series of forms. As intimately connected with

th- intricate subject of vegetable 1

V him: ami lie i>. indeed, the one 1

and with tin- ts—such as climate, soil, exposing
Ac—has enabled him to refer many maladies to their source, and to pro-

pose methods, which in some cases have proved sum . ^f 1. f a\eitmj,

irittg diseases in some of our most valu

I, on the one band, tra
•

hmgi lurk and produce::
had been least suspected.

Addressing the Rev. M. Berkeley, the President said :—
Mr. Berkeley—I pr ,„ , .,timony f the

high opinion which the botanical members of the Council of the Royal

cology, which, i

f author in that department^ science."
The Council 1

I medal to John Peter Gassiot, Esq,
for his research atterv and

-

most of which are recorded in our T
in some respects peculiar. Their ex,

~.

n conducted

°V Tj,ln\
m »Sm}"de and

P<>
wer unmatched since the days of Davy

and of Children, with ap
- •'; " < • ':. ..

;
- -

It would trespass too much on your time were I to give a d
count of them, and I shall only select a few which are examples of what
Bacon has called 'InstanticeCrncis'—such as, when the mind is unde-

1. Th. ?

reen several paths, point out the tru
first decides a question which wa:

cided between s

.
d
f
cidesi » , long debated with great

vehemence, whether the energy of the voltaic battery arises from the

contact of its metals, or from chemical action. The first of these opin-

f supported by the fact that, when two dis«i:
are maae to touch they show signs ,

ted. Mr. C-assiot showed in 1844 that the sam when the metals

of air without having been in previous
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2. The identity of voltaic with fractional electricity was denied by
mm, b«**UW h s^- I -..d of air. Davy had,

i 'd the contrary in his '

!

. !„s/,phy ;'

lenient seems to have been doubted or unheeded. Mr. Gassiot,

od dispute : be showed
that, by increasing the number of ceils md . irefulh insulating them,
sparks can be obtained even with the feeblest elements.' With :;.yj<) cells,

zinc and copper excited with rain wai i. I . htaiie I sparks in rapid suc-

an inch : and a little later added to this a fact

eelU, the same or even greater effect could be produced by a much
smaller series. The battery of 500 Grove's cells, which was constructed
for these experiments, is probably in some respects, the most powerful
that was ever made.

3. The currents produced by electric or magnetic induction are of
the highest interest, and the employment of them as a source of electric

power, is almost daily enriching physical science with precious results.

In this new field Mr. Gassiot has been one of the most successful explorers.

So early as 1839 he showed that the induction-current gives a real spark,
and he found that in the flame of a -. ike at a dis-

tance of fths of an inch.

4. The splendid phenomena produced by the discharge of the in-

.

-

ticular the stra . The cause of this is not yet fully

understood, but Mr. Gassiot has made some very important additions to

our knowledge of it in the Bakerian Lecture for 1858, and his subsequent
communications to the Society. Among these may be named his explan-
ation of the occasionally reversed curvature of the strata, and his discov-

"'

two opposite in direction, but detected by the different action of a mag-
net on each of them—a beautiful test, which is of wide application in

such researches. Again, the Torricellian vacuum which he used at first,

even when absolutely free from air, contains mercurial vapor : by apply-

ing to his tubes a potent freezing mixture he found that as this vapor

condensed the strata vanished, the light and transmission of

till at a very low temperature both ceased entirely. It follows

;,)t conduct—a fact of cosmical im-

portance, wlii -nd the de-

tion. A tube ' potMW « * ; i !e 'l witJi

dry carbonic acid, exhausted to the lu power, and
sealed; then. I \ h iUw? the potassa, the residua u i I is mostly,

or even totally.' aU .rbe'd. Vessels - containing

vapor of potassa an 1. perh »ps, of v. if .. have a 1 t-r va run than had

1. and often cease to conduct till a little of the

, ting tie m. and the gradual progress of the ex-

•chine is n« oesswily intermittent,

and it has been supposed that the strata are in some way caused by the

,. 109.-JAN-, 1864.
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»ker. Mr. Gassiot has, however, shown that they are per-

en. The large water-l . i shows thtsin

6. The same appearance is exhibited l>v a Grove's battery of 400

i oeilii ; but in tlifo pas .

presents it>eif. At tir-' - if -! i-iine-i fro Ml the

the t rue v<» The disc re is .V
';( ,!aZZ :,,., l.iiiiiaiu v, «nt/ ;

strut,>w„.v ^/,„v. svhetiee it ;MM" sirs Ih at strata are capable 'of bein

prod

, This
'i remarka alteratio n in tli

hear r, a n that, i

• ,,f the n • ^ <-i>-

th. ibr!.;.^

";
i!

".
b-tWe." t

i':
t

',roT-sof ti,i, . wiire. ( ,.r,.,.gh ,.,: ex! .aiMed i, , be.it:

heated : I, ut, when the disci.
. el Sl/.l.t.-tlh mmis!v|

-a ted • e e t:

These

Gas-iol h<

brief references wi II suffice to show <

in'onTknow?
1'^ 1 ''cMhi.

« ^ ac'lfwl

ily of which all ph;i-sical science must n Itiiuatelv cent

p (

....i-^

this libera 1 and unselfish sp irit has been strikii mlv'e dilute. L
' He

ted a grand spec!
'

risms, a design in .

rt-hii:li he has been a oiided by th,-
*

ety who may happen to be engaged in research

;:

s map of the spectrum.
Mr.Gnwot i* still | we may »

srely a> a reeomp nse I lished, but as

.,Aeries."
al was then handed to Mr. Gassiot, with the following &

"Mr. Gassiot,—You will receive this medal as a mark of the deep

interest which the Royal Society takes in the investigations in which you
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ngaged, and of the high value which it attach

with tin- S«H-i,-!v— in th.-

The Header, Dec. 5, 1803.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS.

1. Electrical properties of Pyroxiliiie-paper and Gun-cotton

' V
. :

• • r : i . : v : . . . -

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Dec. 2-4, 1863.

Prof. Siluman—Dear Sir:—We are told by writers on electricity that sul-

U d; u eaft

-

also sealing wax, amber, &c. The paper is prepared in the same manner as

gun-cotton, which would also in all probability be found to possess the same
property.

Inclosed please find some of the paper for trial. It was prepared by my
son, M. M. Johnston. %
_

Perhaps you will think the matter of sufficient importance to make a note of
it in the Journal of Science. Respectfully yours,

I have repeated and confirmed Prof. Johnston's experiment, extending

t'ie pyroxilinc-psiper. The most eneigetic (Tit-els are produced "hen

vn'canizcd india rubier is the electric. "The opposite eftecls in this sub-

-pMjwr w*

yroxiline-paper. This seeming
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4. On the toave lengths of certain spectral lines.—J. Muller has mea-

sured the wave lengths of several interesting lines by means of the diffrac-

tion spectrum. The results obtained were as follows :

For the yellow sodium line, Na«, X= 000059 18mm .

For the red lithium line, Li«, A= 0-0006763mn>.

For the blue strontium line, Sr<5, I— 0-000463 1
n>m.

For the green thallium line, Tha, 1= 00005348mm .

Pogg. Ann., cxviii, 641. w. a.

II. CHEMISTRY.

1. On a new metallic oxyd.—Bahr claims to have discovered in a

mineral from Ronsholm, an island near Stockholm, a n< >v-

he calls Wasium, from the royal family of Wasa. The n

Wasit—resembles orthite and was found to conta

with a brace About one

per cent of the new oxyd is present. As obtained' I igi lio of tkl

ish sandy powder of density 3'726. Before the

blowpipe it gives with borax in both flames a clear and colorless glass

which readily With the phosphate it

gives a clear and colorless glass 1 id'whidi Joes not become opaque on

flaming. The compounds of Wasium give no spectrum in the gas flame.

becomes yellowish but does not dissolve. By evaporation on a sand bath
...

. ,

becomes lilac-colored, then darker and bluish brown, and on the border

appears a ring of a brilliant brown varnish, «
the mass assumes a gummy appearance. Water converts it in

';••:--"/- - '^ ''
-

-.:• *7.
•

^

_

dissolves it, but a few drops of nitric

groats again. The author considers this reaction with nitric acid as

itic of the new metallic oxyd. Solutions of the oxyd were pre-

cipitated by ammonia, th nsoluble in caustic potash

but soluble in carbonate of ammonia. The oa \

from quite acid solution ., tu be hoped
t] lt n '» "' J

!!'"!" •'" " •""• will be found for the new meta_

actually occurs in the minerals menti >.,,. Norwegian
orthite and gadolinite from Ytterby.

—

Poqg. Ann cxix .
r)72 w. o.

[Note, Dec. 31.—Since the above v ComptesB**
dus (Ivii, 1740,) a note from our esteemed correspondent, V
shewing satisfactorily that the so-called wasium of Bahr is nothing more
than yttrium containing a little of its congeners

I

This conclusion Prof. N. justifies by a tabular comparison of the properties

of the supposed new metal with those on whi« •

I

rest. The rose color of the nitrate of wasia is precisely that of nitrate of

:••.
_ , .

.

according to Berzelius, terbium.

»i!La TUfcfl * itS ' V;ltery SOlUti°n

T the new metallic oxyd.—s.j



1 by fusing the two metals

tion of 1 part of arsenic to

'luminous powder of ;t reddi

1 of lead. It is insoluble in

1 petroleum. 1

bona v,
•'

iio acids. A
u « f the i»o\vd« r t do n info the nostrils in iiimmi ation produce a slight

of the mucous membrane with swelling of the lower part

ot the m--. [t s , ,[, ,, ms character ina\ « r.eidih nleiied.

—

Pogg.

3. On the crystallineform of sulphate of thallium.—-Victor von Lang
i ervstals of sulphate of thaiiiuin whicli are isomorphous

ium. The observed rhombic faces were 100, 010,
110, 210, 101, 111. The ratio of the axes is for

ThS0
4 ,

a:6:e=l: 0-7319: 0-5539
and for KS04 , a : b : c=l : 0-7464 : 0-5727

ea reflected very well and exl I lustre, prob-

ably in consequence of the large quantity of thallium in the salt. The
position of th k ted with that in sul-

phate of ammonium but not with that in sulphate of potassium.

—

Pogg.
Ann., cxviii, 630. vr. g.

4. On a crystallized hydrate of soda.—Harms has obtained a well

crystallized and definite hydrate of soda by exposing a solution of caustic

soda of density 1-,'3S5 to a temperature of 0° <

'. The crystals are often

very large, haw- a glass\ lustre an : and color-

less; they fuse- at 0° C.
' n>ity of 1-405. As the

ery pure even from sc-

•

';
laboratory use. The formula of tin crystallized hydrat. is >*aO-f-8HO

;

by long .stain: < . mpound |. ses f. u i-.pi val. nts

of water. The crystals were measured by G. Rose and found to be

oblique rhombic—Pogg. Ann., cxix, 170. w. o.

5. On the constitution of Columbite.—ll. Rose has published an ex-
'

i hyponiobic acid. As

f the oxygen in the acid to that in the

b columbites may be regarded as mixtures

of Nb
2 3

FeO with Nb 2
V>

a
Mi-' ' &""' calls attention to the iso-

morphism of columbite and wolfram, and remarks further that the ob-

servations of Nordenskiold, and later of himself, go to prove that hypo-

niobic and tungstic acids are isomorphous in the uncombined state, so
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hat we have crystallographbicallv XI '/''
z
=wo

3 . A reduction of the

ingsUc acid W 2

kiii, 400.
i.l. Nb<>

2 ,
ii

T>
Mi..,, ! ,i,:v

i0
2 an,] 1 ',o 2 ,

;"

.

id must then be written Ni.0
3 and its isom

Mr natural. If oxygen be taken as 16 iuste,

:W,Oa as erystallographie equality. Tb(
an,l TnCI

2 correspond to 2 vols., and tlioi

molecules of all compounds conespond to 4

)g the clilorids NbCl4 and TnCL. On tti

0. On alloy, con,

lueuce produced

8:. Leon;"d. in the department of the Hau'tc.' Yiem.e
'"

li... wulfiam is

ver.zed and roasted to separate sulphur and
ould be sold at2f-G0the kHo^amme, hut it

arsenic. I" this

metallic state by healing w .th enough earl. 'm

b,

to

C

redi,'e

l

the

farther reduced. Tungsten

and carbon and is

incapable of foini-

hoinogem
n ordinary bronze,

"•'

'" udded. Even a small per-centage not excee
™. was found to eve, t a mark, d influence, the

with the quantity

uin^.u-.eatli-m^

iTttil
with a b

Ihe aldition of tungsten to steel was found ;

ardness and its tenacity. The alloy exhibits s

nlhant lustre so that tungsten steel is easiht recognized by a

practised eve. Poor steel

quality A good cement steel alloyed with 5 "per 100*7 tungsten gnv.

a steel ot excessive
v we„ thoUgh 1

required much more force than ordinary steel. After'



sis proved lo

01) of irge of pow••il... ()'»-(J in I

:!
'-,

:;,:1 .-ith r, i of lead weighing 10?

,,;;:;;'; tTn
steel of si \ by fusing together

..;, -io i n and -Ml gra'i

" steel tungsten at 3 f-70

1 of 1 I by only 7 or 8
101) •<

.

[See p . 127 in in pig iroi >•]'

7. On , ofnu II. 11..S,.; has discovered a class

ofoxyds ivnlentsof i of oxygen. The
US ,,]:,

~V,
>f ,: ' ,m

r
>

:

>

i-V»» oxy.l of copper w libit has the for-

composts the oxvd into one atom of sii)| .hai e of Cop|. er and three atoms

of metallic copper. Dilute chlorkvdi ie

substance (perhaps Cu 4 CI).
but metallic per and tl

rm.-.l. Sulphydrio acid \

'£'
Mark

ly. The
dissolved by ammonia, which dislingurdies ablv n oin tie • unb-

,nally

written Ag
2

j.s
'

really Ag
4
O t and tlia

tlil-'aika D- metals', re'-ai 1 njr *« da and id, as Na 2
Oa.n 1 K,<>. He

recalls the formation by Bunsen of bli ilkalin* .1

obtain. iising

potassium with chlorid of potassium, or

in a current of hydrogen gas. Rose cor.sid.

and Na
4 Cl. He" proposes to substitute tenclat

vvd.

and se-jiiioyvd, denoting respectively the oxyds \v hose I ,.r:miia s are

. , _ , RO, R0 2 ,
RjOj.-i'W A"**

L"'

mentioned by Bunsen and Rose. I recall, for example, the memoir of
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Bouis on the Capryl series and tlie observations made by that chemist on

8. On com- oxygen and hydrogen.—Wohle*
combinations <.f silnium with livdiogen and • > .

action of hum !i an alloy of siliciura

.

\ -.:, '
.

- •

- _ . .. •
.

The - I coi — as we will write it to prevent confusion—is to be filtered

off, thorough ween folds of porous paper and dried

over sulphuric acid, every precaution being taken to exclude light as

s possible. ow color;

siln i acid colored brown byainorphous silicium. Heated out

with the air it gives off hydrogen and leaves a

. brilliant H ick -\i hrown le ive>. \V;. n he if. d in 'i closed

tube with water to a temperature of 190° C, silicone is ra]

mpressed hydrogen. Light decora]
of hydrogen gas, even beneath the surface 'of water, vieidiuir a white

substance which Wolder terms burmi and which we will v

Neither chlorine nor fuming nitric or concentrated hi ;>; m. i id attack

silicone. Flu dissolves it.

Alkaline solutions instant.lv convert silicone into «iii.-h- acid with strong

many metallic solutions, th- ,-.., / ,, t |,e reduc-

ing agent. The ana formula Si 8
H 4 6

as

'

.
'obable, though the formulas Si

6
II

3 4 orSi 12H 6 8

j formulas to those of organic subs

carbon. Leucone is a coloi

; behaves 'like sill

. s formula appears to be

Si 8H 5O 10 or possibly Si
8H 6 10 .

y the form das S . ,\ Si 6
H4

I l0 .

while if the former analyses were c

w? i

|

6H*° , °" By the aCt ' 0n °f
' ]

; "I'
on CaS '2

W oiler obtained another compound , nd oxygen «
:

r -
.

:

.

' '

i tube.—Ann. der Chemtt

M formulas Si
6H

lyses better. Wo
,<>. or Si

j

: organic substanct id su-u
mistry of the com mis of

...less body which



9. The Characteristics of Thallium 1—Derived from statements of
Crookes, Lamy and Bottger, and from ioriginal observatums.~Thaliiinii

ive metallic sulp

in imn hum

phur, in oil-of-vitri Und i.

in metallic copper, bismuth

t of the sulphuric

l.-rived

fn>m these MiUraiM-H-. It likewise occur:sin the flue-dust of In ma.
in certain mineral springs.

_

Thallium is a blnisli-wh H,g-h no

cious, metal. Its bp. gr.= 1

shortly tarnishes. It Is easi

1-8. It is brilliant

ly fusible and 1 heat. llefore

the blowpipe it emits copio

and exhibit a play of white, reddish and finical

relations, thallium, in some ;:-... '•:-.. ... it resembles lead

others it is allied to the ; It slowly dissolves in distilled

in a state of fine division. It dissolves readily i

acids and a<pi I very slowly in acetic

acid. Boiled i in escapes in the vapors.

Of the compounds of I . there are known the

protoxyd (Tl< 1
1' >

3 ).
" The latter is violet-black or

pater, soluble in hot strong sulphuric acid. Its

hydrate (T10
3 , HO) is brown and dissolves in chWhydrie, nitric and

sulphuric acids. At high temperatures it loses its water but retains its

brown color. On strong ignition the teroxyd loses oxygen and is con-

verted into protoxyd. Protoxyd of t:

by evaporation in vacuo it is obtained crystallized in the form of yellow

needles. It absorbs carbonic acid wit!

ing crystal li; ts. Sulphydric acid does not affect

ammonium does from neutral solutions, all the thallium they contain, as

black sulphid of thallium. In very dilute solutions a y. How, brownish-

veilou or red-brown coloration is at first produced. On heating, the

!-,: ... .. •,
,

., . -
.

-

ish-red by reflected light from the suspended par

the latter, wh Sulphid of thallium is

:

" dkalios, alkali.i earl mat s and c\ mi b I'

phate on exposure in the moist state to the air, an i

with dilute a
•" 1>ut perceptibly soluble

•

«{» - 1 to the air, as happens when it is treated on a filter with these

;

ates produce no precipitates in solutions of thallium.— (M
throws down from solutions that are not too dilute, protochlorid of thal-

1 From the Editor's notes to a new edition of Fresenius' Qualitative Analysis in
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Hum as a white curdy quickly-subsiding precipitate, which requires 50

parts of boiling water and 200 parts of cold water for its pom

less soluble in water containing chlorhydric acid.

—

Iodid of potassium

ilphid of ammonium the most sensitive reagent) gives a pale

yellow precipitate of iodid of thallium, which appears to be slightly

soluble either in water or excess of the reagent.-

throws down a pale orange precipitate of platinchlorid of thai

water and is decomposed on ignition, evolving chlo-

rine with loss of thallium and leaves a crystalline alloy of platinum and

thallium.

—

Metallic zinc separates all the" thallium in" the m<

from neutral solutions often in the form of brilliant radiated needle-shaped

crystals, from acid solutions as a heavy black powder.

uly detected by spec-

The spectrum is characterized by a single bright green

usually perceptible for

npound, and

thallium of pyrites, flue-dust, <fce.

Of crude sulphur a piece as large as a pea is nearly burned away on a

platinum loop and the residue is examined in the spectroscope ; or better,

the sulphur is mostly dissolved by means of sulphid of carbon, and what

remains is tested spectrally. In pyrites, flue-dust, and lead-chamber

iually detected' at once by the spectroscope. The

5 procured by strongly heating finely pulverized

careful washing. Stolba (Dingler's Polyt. Jour., April, 1863) obtains

the sulphate of baryta pure by digest

waters no longer react of baryta) with 40-50 c. c. of a cold saturated so-

neutral acetate of copper and some acetic acid, at nearly a

boiling heat, for 10-15 minutes. (The commercial crystallized acetate

of copper is purified from sulphuric a time saturated

with sulphate of baryta, by adding to its boiling solution a si

of chlorid of barium and acetic acid and filtering from the
• digestion, enough acetic a to prevent the

formation of basic salt on boiling. Should basic salt form, w
be readily perceived at the bottom of the vessel, more acetic
be added, and the digestion must be renewed for 10-15 minutes. During

the process, the vessel containing the precipitate should be constantly

The alkaline salts retained by the Bulp)

.
•

'

' " ::....-_;-
paration from the precipitate by i

all admit of

The precipitate

ing the washings with ferrocyanid of potassiu
author also found satisfactory for the estimatio
presence of a large excess of nitrate of baryta i
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Photography.—
11. Dry Process; by MM. Teissere et Jacquemet, of

Any collodion wl - by the wet process

in this, provided tl -t one per cent of io<

cent of bromids. The following formula is recommended :

s covered as usual, and sensitized

The plate is then transferred to a bath of distilled and filt- h \ water,

where it should remain until the plate ceases to appear oily. It is then

•essively through three other baths of filtered water. In the

iltered spring water may be used, but the last should be filled

The plate is next washed in a solution of tannin, containing

In preparing this solution th<

pure water, and filtered before I

the preservative, two portions of the solution should be ra<

placed in separate glasses. That from the first glass sh

over the plate several times, until the coating has been tho

The excess is then drained off and the plate washed over

tion in the second glass, which may be collected and va

treatment of a second plate. Lastly, the plate is washei

supplied with pure water to remove" the excess of tannin,

The time of exposure for views is stated as from 1 to 1

a quarter plate Jamin view-lens of 10 c. m. focus, under b

Before developing, the edges of the plate should be fl

fine camel's hair brush. Having soaked the plate for a i

pure water, it is next dipped in the silver bath used for

drained. It is ti ,>w flat glass dial

sufficient quantity of the following developer :

By rocking tl it continually roll

face, and the'd-. watched by the 1

• glass.

If the e-q.uMii-e has been well timed the lmn-e will appear slow

with all the details sharply defined and the lights wholly unstaint

is then only necessary to add to the developer, a few drops at a ti

ion of nitrate silver until the blacks are sufficiently i
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for a good negative. If the exposure has been too much prolonged the

. y and will have a tendency to fug. A good re-

suit can nevertheie-* be frequently obtained even then b\

Bcetica id to the d
-•

end, if necessary, a iittie <f the silver -'1'iiiui, mav be ridded to give the

:-ndty. If the exposure has been too !,h»rt the
proportionally slow in coming it. and the details will not read y appear.

The development can then be hastened, and a -iti-la t.»rv negative »tn-

erally obtained, by adding to the developer a few drops
solution of

|
•

y one or two drops of a weak solu-

tion of silver. If this is not sufficient, increase the amount «

cetic acid and solutkw

or silver if necessary. If during 1

should be at once poui-d off' and replae< i fresh

of the original developer. When the image i

* is.

n the ord nary way. . /, ofgumara-
t p ite which is , d and varnished.

It will be seen that the above pro
M,i i K i^ed, d. -cubed by Plot. LiiM-.m in this ,b,arnal. vol. xxxiv,

p. 134.
_

It contains, however, some details as to formulas and manipula-

tion which are new and of practical value. Our experience has been

that although the washing of the aensitiz d jdate should be 1 etnm in a

bath of distilled water, it may be finished under a tap as well as by the

more complex process here recommended. Moreover, we find an ^van-
tage in soaking the plate in a bath of hot water before d
recommended by Dr. Draper, and we employ by pi

we have vet seen. Our formula for the devel-

oper is : For solution No. 1, pyrogal i , ,1 4 j mis i « hoi of 90 pr.

acid 3 to 4 grams, accordi

by adding to 25 cub. c. m. of pure water 16 drops of No. 1 and

8 drops of No. 2. With this we flow the plate and keep the
rolling over the surface until the details appear, and C
veloper a few drops at a time of No. 2, until the requ '

itic acid. It under exposed, we hasten the development bv increasing
i amount of pyrogallic acid and subsequently of nitrate of silver, when
5 details are well out. A few experiments gives the operator perfect

1
over the^ process. If the developer becomes turbid during the

poured off the plat
process, it should 1

cess renewed with

of citric acid, whl

t fresh portion of the dev<

mended aboi

cess is prolonged

which tends to prevent this change. To pers

•',. u
"Se of a sha]low glass dish in developing as recom-

1 of great advantage, especially when the pro-

i of the dry process proposed by Mr. Fassitt, one

.-

v
_s .„ pil ers, is worthy of attention. It is based upon the

malt instead of tannin as the preserving agent.

I is prepared in the following way

:
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Seven parta of crushed or ground malt are digested with 24 parts of

warm water, the mixtures being well stirred for 10 or 15 minutes at a

ire of 70° C. It is then slowly cooled and, having been strained

through a cloth, is carefully filtered.

1 lesai i!i are used as in the wet process.

Wh.-n t! I

', .1. is s . i 1 it is pi d in a li ,r . ish < t distill* d w it* r,

nt.il the plate ceases to appear oily. It

directed above for the tannin, when the plate is again drained and dried.

sure is about the same as with the tannin process. Before de-

1 toi mi'uitf in tie mIwi luh linn.d ind developed

with the usual iron developer. The formula recommended is as follows:

Crystallized -reni vitriol, .... 120 to 170 grains.

no acid, - ^drachms (liquid).

If sufficient intensity is not obtained at first, to a fresh portion of the

same developer may be added a few drops of the following solution, and

the process repeated :

• o ' glass.

M. .lulhiet, a l-'reiieh photographer of Mons, gives the following re-

ceipts for the dn, >•, Ilo.li. n p> « . -, which ai t said to give remarkably

and the beauty of the eid n-ged
[
rints made by him he attributes entirely

to the delicacy of the negative :

Collodion.

Alcohol, 400 grams.

Should be kept for a month t

first red, becomes orange.

Solution of Tann\

Alcohol, ..-----•
Before developing, the plate is moistened with a small amount of dis-

tilled water without washing and then flooded with a solution containing
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The developer consists of 5 grams of No.
of >'o. the usual way until
turbid. It should then be poured off, and the plate washed and fixed in

the usual way. If, however, the details are not all brought out by the

first developing, the process should be repeated with a fresh portion of

We hope that the details here given raav serve to make the dry pro-

cess more popular with our amateur photographers. For out-of-door

more convenient Lha greatly preferred if

^- ') regard to the purity - : th
"

i

:ess by the one process as certainly

III. METALLURGY.

i \r°
n l}* 0ccu™<* of Titanium in Pig Iron, and some Remarks on

the Use of Titaniferous Minerals in the Manufacture of Iron
by Edward R.ley, F.C.S.'-The presence of «
with a metallic ustre, has long been observed in the hearths of old

aces-they may be said, in fact, to be universi

farn

a
|^^« d~i^^^^if m°^ ,arg6,y i" th

hematite and Forest of ^nXZfllZ^tf™
more abundant when the furnaces are used U

i
; v.. ;,.- V

.and had the

:<'>-
'

'

^

' ... • ,- -':'> -; ^
. . ,. ;

.
.

:

-

fin the examination ot a large nun
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recently the source of these crystals has not been very clearly

d for, as in all analyses of materials used in the blast-fiu nace,

:id or the oxyd of titanium was very rarely if ever mentioned,
icid has hitherto been considered an oxyd occurring only in

luaiitiiy, or found in minerals that are not largely die

a in rutile and anatase, in the pure or nearly pure state, in iser-
** and numerous other minerals, mostly mixed with largt

iron. The following are two analyses of some Norwegian
it has been used in the blast-furnace, and will be subsequently re-

ine, ilmenite, and numerous other minerals, mostly mixed with a large

percentage of iron. The following are two analyses of i

the blast-furnace, and will be

Bisulphid of i

Metallic iron, -

An experience of eleven years, in the almost exe

o--- j u,oov™,„a™, <i,ju is a universal constituent of all clays, as was
pointed out by me in a paper read before the Chemical Society last year,

and recently . dde is extracted—giv-

ing the percentage of tit; a I N ba u«eel in London.
The methods adopted to determine titanium are not at all s:

the following Inly be too low rather than too high, as

in all probability the whole of the titanic acid was not obtained :

—

Table showing the amount of Titanic Arid A complete

(Ramsey), 55-66 "67

Wortley Leeds (Ingham), - 6296 -96

Harwarden, North Wales, - 62-39 -69

Yellow London clay, (dry), - 64"S2 '60

,,, - - - - 9433
Black alder, Devonshire, - 75-16

From the above results it is apparent that in furnaces where clay iron-

most probably is obtained from the rutile, which is frequently found in

qnartz, and perhaps partly from the fire bricks and shale, which is fre-

* These analyses were made in my laboratory by my late pupil, Mr. Eetley.
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The minerals of titanium, viz., rutile and titanic acid mixed with

iron, are largely found in Norway, and can be brought over to this coun-

try at a very cheap rate. Rutile, which, coini

i, can be purchased here for 10/. per ton, or even li ss

taken in large quantity ; and iron ores, such as shown in the analyses

given, can be bought at from 20s, to 40s. per ton.

Recently a series of patents have been secured bv Mr. R.
'

the use ami application of titanium in the manufacture of iron and steel,

and for alloying titanium with iron and steel, in which very beneficial

results are claimed for the action of the titanium.

Before entering upon the question as to the effects of titanium, it will

be well to consider if titanium alloys with iron, and if so, to what extent

Up to the end of 1862 the author examined samples of pig iron, and

Mr. Mushet's steel itself specially, with the view of detecting titanium;

but in no case could any distinct evidence of its presence be proved, ex-

strengthened by the results of M. St. Claire" Deville, of Paris, who has

paid especial attention to the subject; and Dr. Percy obseiv

i the subject, tha

red crystals of titanium in the pig itself, and it was only then that he

could detect the presence of the metal. The general opinion of English

chemists, who had paid attention to the subject, was that titanium did not

practically alloy with iron.

At the end of last year some samples of pig iron were -

me, one of which was mad..- fmm ivd hematite mixed with 7| per cent

of Norwegian ore, similar to the analyses previously given.

of this sample of pig gave distinct evidence of the presence of an ap-

preciable amount of titanium: and in other samples sent at the same

time, reported to be made from red hematite alone, to

titanium was also found, but to not quite such a large amount. This

could not be satisfactorily accounted for until the persons sending ofl

the pig informed me that 10 per ce ore had been

contain some amount of titanium, as &e» n ! \ the following analysis

:

Belfast Iron Ore, dried to 280° Fahrenheit.

Silica, 9-87

Peroxydo""

AluSa, -

Metallic iron, per cent, 23-5

The use of this ore in the furnace was attended with considerable

itage on account of the high percentage of alumina it contains, t
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forming a more readily fusible double silicate with the silica contained

The method pursued to the same as that adopted
and given in my paper in the Journal of the Chemical Society for 1862,

page 311. It, however. Lai method to point out

. btained in the portion

of pig used for the determination of phosphoric acid, by simp!

i

and igniting. Thus,"l20-845 grains of pig ^ave silica -l"-".), which left

a residue, when treated as above, of ?,[. Tins was slightly tinged in

color by iron, and on l'u-.

fused mass in cold wat i and boiling, tl chai teristi pi ipital of

>.v to titanic

acid in tie 1)1 .wpipe Ham wi h m ^ ocosm • salt. The whole of the

1 cannot be separated with the silica, and a eoi

amount is in solution with the iron.
3 However, to determine accurately

' The following are methods that have been adopted to separate the titanic acid :

-' '
;

'

Am J-.ycr. S -Jan., 1S64.
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titanic acid, oxyd of iron ought to be entirely absent, as it either pre-

vents its precipitation altogether, or materially retards it. This is, ft

fact, the great reason why titanic acid has been so frequently

and so many errors made. Some special experiments on this point will

be found in my paper previously alluded to.

Titanium may, however, be found more satisfactorily and more readily,

during the process usually adopted to determine the amount of graphite

in pig iron, provided a large quantity of the pig be operated on. In the

analysis of the pigs alluded to, about 200 grains of the pig w<

in dilute chlorhydric acid ; when the pig was nearly all dissolved and

the action of the acid had ceased, more chlorhydric acid was added,

and the solution well boiled, so as thoroughly to extract all the iron.

The solution was then thrown on dried counterpoised filters encircling

each other, and the filter well washed to remove all the iron. It was

then treated with dilute potash, and washed once; then re-treated with

it, so as to remove entirely the silica. The potash was thoroughly

washed out, and the filter treated with chlorhydric acid,

washed and dried at 250° F., until the weight ^

The amount of titanic acid, or rather residue, obtained from the sijci

after it had been j mlphuric acids, wh»

the pig was dissolved in nitro-chlorhydric acid, evaporated to dryness,

and redissolved in chlorhydric acid—is given below :—

tanc acid is destroyed; in either case the residue is fused with bisnlphi

or where nitric acid is use- i fhe fusion
yj

lurs, and allow"

- . - ._.:,-.
i

•. ._'..;
.

-:. .-" -

;

ment or two) by the alkaline acetate, maj
fused with hi-./ WJ b cold water, when a l.r:

soluble, is separated; and the solution being boueo,

Native
.

.

.
, ...

.

. .

... , .

•

:

:
... . .

'

'
...

falter, and ver .11 amount of iron keeps up th



This residue, chiefly titanic acid, contained, however, some iron, and
pas not so pure as that obtained by burning the graphite, given in the
bove table. The following are the tabulated results of the analyses of

In all these the carbon was combined ; and traces of antimony, nickel,

copper, and cobalt were found in all three samples. Samples i. and n.

were No. 3 grey iron ; and sample in. was bright iron.

The percentage of titanium given in the above analyses differs from
that in the preceding table, due probably to the chlorhydric acid dis-

solving some of the titanium. From 15 to 16 grains of the pig are dis-

nd the solution evaporated to dryness,

the silica separated in the usual way, and volatilized with fluohydric

and sulphuric ittle bisulphate of potash,

to the filtrate from the silica. The
solution is precipitated with acetate of soda or ammonia, first nearly

' ;

red off, and well washed, adding occasionally a drop or two
of the alkaline acetate. The filter is then dissolved in chlorlmlii. acid,

and peroxyd of iron precipitated by ammonia, filtered, dried and ignited

in the usual way. The peroxyd of iron is then dissolved in <

acid, and the small amount of silica present separated, the solution is

of soda, and the iron determined with a standard

solution of bichromate of potash. This gives the percentage of iron, or

of pure peroxyd of iron; between the peroxyd of.•
be titanic aci!

' The phosphoric arid having been

determined by another distinct operation, the amount present in the

peroxyd of iron is calculated and deducted from the above difference—

m rfhieh the percent-

age of titanium in the pig is calculated. This determination by loss is

-'act ,rs *< a direct determination, and is pi
!

high; and the true percentage of titanium will probably he between That

given in the table and that in the analyses. Subsequently to 1

1

of the above three samples of pig, a sample of iron made wl

hematite was tested for titanium, but none was detected. Recently I

have examined some samples of pig iron made from a mixture of Cornish

ores, Erish bog-ore and hematite ore; the result shows that the pier con-

tains some amount of titanium ; the following is a partial analysis
4
of

the Cornish ores used :

* Analysis made in mj laboratory by Mr. Betley.
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These ores contained a little phosphoric acid.

The following are the results of the analyses of three samples

pig; the titanium being determined as in the other analysis

given :—

2-590 2550
87900 86-880

little antimony,
Phosphorus, ....

100-268100853

Samples i. and n. were made with a mixture of £ Cornis

bog-ore, i hematite; and sample in, | Irish bog-ore, f Cornish ore.

The Irish bog-ore contained 7 to 9 per cent of manganese.

These samples of pig were numbers 1 and 2, with here and there

patches of bright iron. Nos. 1 and 2 were drilled, but were rather bard,

No. 3 was too hard to drill, or could only be drilled with great difficulty.

They were made specially to see to what extent, on a large scale, mang^

nese could be made to alloy with iron ; and also if a pig

made in this country i and adapted for the pur-

pose of carbonizing the iron after blown- Ly the In-ssuner process. 1

percentage of manganese in the analysis of sample in. is the highest U»

has ever come under my notice in grey pig-iron. .

ja
The question now becomes—In what state does the titanium exis

the pig—is it, or is it not, alloyed with it? The pig its.

carefully examined with the microscope to see

could be discovered, but em have been seen, w

_

- :- :• ;. .
.

"

graphite plates could be seen, with transparent
\

the appearance of chalcedony ; and also some of this residue, after
^

silica had been separated, was examined, but no
substance besides the graphite could be seen. From the above it is«

the titanium must be eithe Ji the P'S
x

finely divided amorphous condition, or it must be alloyed wil

ous ores had been used, were also examined, but in no case has any e

dence of the presence of titanium been detected. Several expense

I on a small scale with titaniferous iron ores >i

d the yield of iron is obtained bv the presence of titanic
«s»

and that when this substance is present in any quantity it is very^



following are the

containing by wet

results of th

, assay 30-08 per 'ceii

ays of some titanliferous iron ore,

£T

feet, and a good b

n in the ore, the <

rked 2. the cinder i

iSS IsS

The two assays marked 1 were per

tiding 37-76 per cent of iro

-.'..
,. •: '

:

"

It must, however, be admitted that

vas almost black,

proved to contain a high percent ge of t : u i< 1. 1'Ik

proved'also to he an iron of very great strength, and excellent quality both

for castings and for the Bessemer process.

In conclusion. „u opini. d aa to the an I I

to have some beneficial effect in the maim icturu of iron

to act soim-. uganese. The rationale of its iCtWJl

P «ibly is as a carrier of cyanogen to the steel,

from its known affinity for carbon and nitrogen. The action, however,

; the same may be said

of the cvanids; anil to determine it requires the experiments to be more

carefully conducted than has been hitherto done, before we can solve the
'

steel. The above - *&*& mv ***Mtu

2. On Alu i

-bronze ; by I. L Bell, the Mayor of

tint, ao far as the arts

rued, new metal has scarcely been such as to require much to

M. >t. Clair I.)evilIe,of Pans. I pon the introduc-

tion of its m commZy
1 nea^u^s^ Exposure to heat drove

off the water, sulphuric acid and ammonia, leaving the alumina This

was converted into the double chlovi him by the

process described by the French chemist and practised in trance, and

the double chlorid subsequently decomposed by fusion with sodium

Faint, however, as the traces might be of impurity in the alum itself,
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they to a great extent, if not entirely, being of a fixed character when

exposed to heat, were to be found in the alumina, from w

action of the chlorine on the heated ma--, a large proport:

found their way into the sublimed double clde-rid. and once there, it is

unnecessary to say that under the influence of the sodium any silica, iron,

or phosphorus found their way into the aluminum sought to be obtained.

Now, it happens that the presence of these impurities in a degree so

small as almost to be infinitesimal, interferes so largely with the color

as well as with the malleability of the aluminium, that the use of any

substance containing them is o"f a fatal character. Nor is

the nature of that compound which hitherto has constituted the most

completely changed by using aluminium containing the im
ferred to, that it ceases" to possess auy of those pi

valuable. As an example of the amount of interference exercis

minute quantities of foreign matters, it i- perhaps worthy of notice that

very few varieties of copper have been found susceptible of being em-

ployed for the manufacture of aluminium: and hitherto we have not at

Washington, nor have they in France, been able t %\ blish in what the

difference consists between copper fit for the production of aluminium-

bronze and that which is utterly unsuitable for the purpose. These con-

siderations have led us both here and in France to adopt the use of

another raw material for the producti ich either does

not contain the impurities referred to as so preji
in such a form as to admit of their easy separation. Th
Bauxite, so called^ from the name of the locality where it is found in

The bauxite is ground and mixed with the ordinary alkali of com-

merce heated in a furnace. The m,
-

-,,] in the arts

as to keep the only work in England, namely thai
actively employed. As a substance for works of art, wh<
by means of fluohydric and phosphoric acid it appears well adapted, as

.

the most complicated patterns, and has the advan
serving its color from the
or become affected by sulphuretted hydrogen. A large amount of the

J"

Cre*Sed
/-

;

to is due to the exceeding
beauty of its compound with copper, which is so like gold
to be distinguishable from that metal, with tl

ffl° > »"*»^ as iron.-CWc^ iV,,

messes of Stiver and Gold Extraction; by I

,
with 7 lithographic plates. (Carlton) SanFi

i title page we learn that this work treats of th«

Guido Kuestei-

this work treats of the processes 11
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in Nevada and California for the extraction of goM tod m Ivor, and is

intended especially tor the minim;- public of < 'alifornia and Nevada. The
first part contains a chapter on the blow-pi]..', a <1. >«o ij.i'uoi of gold and

silver ores and the nie'h ides the extraction pro-

cesses above alluded to. Part second, is a treatise on the general metal-

lurgy of silver ores and is translated from Kerl's "Hiittenkunde." It

contains further, a valuable series of tables showing the amount of fine

silver per ton of ore and the values of silver and gold per ounce in the

bar. The book seems to have been written and arranged with considera-

ble care by one who evidently understands his subject, and from our

tto be well adapted for the purpose

for which it was prepared.

IV. AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

1. Die Chemie in ihrer Anwendung auf Agricultur und Physiologie,

von Jrsn- e ,<„, Licmo. [n :.ir / ThU n. Shhn,l Anjhigr. first, r Thd:
;''".'

—Die Naturgesetze des Feldbaues. Braunschweig, 1 862. Also The Natu-

ral Laws of Husbandry, by Justus von Liebig. Edited by John I'.i.vut,

M.D. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1863.—The seventh edition of

d Chemistry appeared

in 1862, in two volumes of nearly 1100 pages 12mo. The first of these

f the 6th i

'.' ion, save that the chapter on

|, and a voluminous table of ash-analyses is ap-

pended. The whole is prefaced by a long introdu.

is occupied attera and the author's justification of

his own course in reference to agricultural science.

The second volume, of which the English edition by Dr. Blyth is a

faithful and spirit- 1 translation, is a new book whose scope may be im-

perfectly gathered from the following titles of it- chapt. rs :

Chap. I. The Plant; Chap. II. The Soil; Chap. III. Action of Soil

on Food of P :

ChaP;X"
,g; Chap. VI. Guano; Chap VII.

Poudrette— 11 *•? a '''!'-

IX. Ground Rape-Cak. : ( hap X. Wo d-Ash ;
Chap XL Ammonia

and Nitric Acid ; Chap. XII. Common Salt, Nitrate of Soda, Salts of

Ammonia, Gypsum, Lime. .

T, - .. / '.:..- ••
,

--,.-.•: -'

'

the productions of Liebig; it displays vast knowledge and will be of

great service to the science of agriculture by exciting discussion and

research.
. ...

The work is largely devoted to the advocacy of certain doctrines which

are peculiar to the author, or which, at least, have been so developed and

defended by him as to be...
- which are

i i v opposed to older view-- I, are every

one of them 'capable of utter refutation. The chief heresies which are

promulgated in the Natural Laws of Husbandry are— 1. that the radica-

tion of plants is proved to account for their different adaptedness to

different soils and fertilizers. 2. Th
.

process of

gaseous and liquid diffusion {osmose) does not apply in full force to the
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feeding of plants, whether land or aquatic. 3. That the soil has no

solution of matters, nutritive to veg
i

it. 4. That

plants acquire their food, as good as - duble matters

of the s .ii by the direct action of their rootlets. 5. That manures must

be absorbed by the soil before they can be of use to plants. 6. That

By bv solving

the phosphates of the soil. 7. That artificial supplies of

'

8. That the so-called im arming—of tlw

present day, is a system of robbery and spoliation. 9. That the common

in Europe and America is inevitably leading to

the exhaustion of the soil, the poverty, starvation and final downfall of

in China and Japan is,

in the long run, superior to that of a .untries.

Ihe^e -1 .-rri!.^. which represent the salient points of the work, are

urged with wonderful vigor and apparently with greal
The work how-.

i(
. K„; s and sophistical

nor indeed fi .;, destroy confidence
conclusions. While no little display is made of the
researches, many statements are advanced and many fac

-

v untenable. The
or Husbandry" is an ingenious and learned effort, but
bound to say, which faithfully reflects the present state

-

2 On a function of ifcofa.—Hesrici (Henneberrfs Jou
! Su3, p. 2S0 et. seq. ) has made s .me im-vnioi

rwilfur Land-

ing observations on the t' :'.'".' W;ltll - to tht

«**. It i, a matter of
i lce that plants

thttthTmo\Twl:
°« ,xr,,lt - B

p into the soil,

even when the latl
^
" mh 'u-' invitte

especially to !,n„g U p war,, fr „„ the subsoil for the u*

^Z'VT- the purpoW t

truth ot tins v.evv. On the 1.3th of May, 1862 a voiin«r r
having but two leaves, was

; . •
.

::: :: :

reached nearly to the bottom of th 1 t
>

i

' J
'

quantity of water. The soil
::..--.

: .
...

. / , . ... .

grew, putting forth new 1 ,,.

:

\ -•

strong roots penetrated the fill

neck through which thev *«.««,j
BXl

_
umea tl0W1

}
u,e

ward spread rapfd y in LC fof Z F °f r^
was not watprpH I J '

From tnis t"

tu ; . rriL ,

any m0re
'
but care wa» taken to maintaiithe j<u. The plant continued to develope slowly, its leave:s however dw



not acquire a vivid green color, but remained pale and yellowish ; they

to grow, and filled the water more and more. Near the end of December
the plant had 7-8 leaves, j*nd a height of 8 inches. The water-roots

were vigorous, very long and beset with nunclerous fibrils and buds. In
the funnel mbe the roots ssue of fibers. In the dry

'ely developed, yet exhibitedearth of the funnel the roo ts were less extensii

some juicy buds. The stem and the young ;jxillary leaf-buds were also

full of sap. The water-ro( -is beintr out awav. the plant was put into gar-

it grew vigorously, and inden soil and placed in a conservatory where
May bore two offshoots.

The experiment makes i t quite certain that plants extend a portion of

chiefly for the purpose of gathering suppliestheir roots into the subsoil

of water.

V. GEOLOGY.

1. Contrll) ;: by Prof. James Hall. (Appendix
D of the Sixteenth Report of the Regents of the University of the State

of New York on the condition of the State Cabinet of Natural History,

etc.).—Professor Hall has issued, in (]

tions to Paleontology in the Sixteenth Report of the Regents of the Uni-
versity. These Contributions are principally the results of investigations

made during the years 1861 and 1862, and comprise 226 pages of text,

plates and numerous woodcuts, cover-

ing the following subjects

:

(1.) Descriptions of [37] new species of Brachiopoda, from the Upper
Helderberg, Hamilton and Chemung groups,—being mostly extracted

from the fourth volume of the Paleontology of New York.

(2.) Observations upon some of the I
rence to the

of the genera Cryptoneila. i. Trematos-

ichospira, Retzia, Leptoccelia and allied forms.—A part of this

article appeared in the Transactions of the Albany Instituted February
last, and was copied into the September number of this Journal.

(3.) Observations upon the genus Streptorhynchus, with remarks upon
some species heretofore referred to Strophomena and Orthis.

(4.) Note on the Geological Range of the g
; the trenus from one species in the

nestone, and four in the Galena, to three in the Niagara group,

one in the Lower Helderberg, and one in the Schoharie grit.

(5.) Note on the occurrence of Astylospongia in the Lower Helderberg

(6.) On
and Dithyrocaris ; with a notice of some new species horn the Hamilton

M plate).

(7.) Observations upon some spiral-growing fucoidal remains of the

Paleozoic roc!:- : plate i.-refermur to the new genus

Cauda-Galli, F. Velum, &c—The author infers, from the taet M the
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strata of similar age, but adds :
M In other regions, however, where the

line betw«en Devonian and Carboniferous is not so well defined as in

greater vertical range ; and I have not at present evidence for asserting
'

that they do not occur in the Lower Carboniferous shales of Pennsyl-

(8.) Observations upon the genera Uphantsenia and Dictyophyton;

with notices of some species from the Chemung group of New York, and

the Waverly sandstone <-f «>bio (with four' plates).—We extract the

closing remark :
" Within New York these fossils are restricted to the

Chemung group ; and their occurrence in Ohio, in rocks below the con-

glomerate, has always been regarded by me as strong evidence of the

equivalency of the formations. The paucity of species of fossils in the

Ohio rocks identical with those of New York has lately furnished an

argument against the equivalency of age of these formations; with what

force, I leave geologists to decide. These same doctrines, carried out in

their application to other formations, would decide all the sedimentary

groups of the Mississippi valley to be distinct from those of New York

The requirement of specific id< fossils to determine

geological equivalency can never i luirillcd when sedimentary formations

are studied over wide geographical areas."

(9.) The Flora of the Devonian period.—After some general observa-

tions on the subject, a recent article by Dr. Dawson (Quart. Journ.GtoL

boc, xvin. 296) is here reproduced.* In the introductory observations,

I lot. Hall discusses the geograj hi .1 i >ti » ution of Devonian and Car-

boniferous plant-k . that during the Devonian age

the dry land must have been confined to the northern and northeastern

portion of the area, whence drifted the fragmentary specimens which

are round in the rocks of the central portions of the continent; also,

that during the Carboniferous age , though the land extended farther

southward, its exposure was no? for so long a period, and that the

northern portion produced a tar larger quantity of vegetation, while the

£!TfJ°
U

• ?
St Prod

,

ueed alm<*t or quite none, the formations of Je
age there cons.stmg of limestones. A few remarks are added upon th

Catek.ll group, the exact demarcation of which, however, if it has any

real existence, is not yet understood.

remark „lT7 "
•
***, °f the Fauna of the Pot?ldara ^dstone

i
*

f

lomet« P V V,'Tm]y known sPe^* of fossils, and deseripUdW

sena^^M
hlB

J"?
10

'?' comprising 91 pages, has also been issued-

review of it* -ft
w)

*
T; "•* US t0^ nreview or ^it described species, but in fact the eastern species, with one

tha

C

t

P
fewh

areTitted
;
the rea ^

!
«* pag» I84'

210)

SL7h?>U ^ri^ f~» the typical JJ^V<
Cti. a* tho^t^ionc^S:^ \h

T
ar,imi

T' T7canL„ nilfl T , ^ su revision of the whole subiect will ere long rnaue

modern genus Lir.

s of Dicellocepha
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as written by Owen), 11 of Conocephalites, besides the species before

known ; and also four new genera of Trilobites

—

Ptychaspis for the Z>.

>lo$ us of Owen, and Ckariocephalus, Illiautrus, and
-

of Arionellus, Triarthrus (new subgenus Triarlhivlla) and Agnostus. A

also the interior casts of what seem to be pygidia of a new Crustacean
;

they are convex and trilobed, with only the narrow middle lobe trans-

versely sutuivu «1 and smooth ; it is called Pemphi-
gaxpis bullatu. I'rofessor Hall observes with regard to the distribution

of the species of the Upper Mississippi valley

:

"Although I have not been able to recognize the successive Trilobite

beds of the"s . Dr. < Kven, 1 can nevertheless refer

the species here,.(escribed to three different epulis i" the Potsdam period;

and I am not prepared at the present time to surest any farther subdi-

vision. In the lower beds of the formation I have found Conocephalites

proper, together with Ling I ind Thee*. In the

t he beds, nor the range of species or

genera, have been so well determined; but grouping together all that I

have found between tho will d< lb,- 1 upper beds am 1 the lower t ssilifer-

ous beds known, we haw Aiionellus,

I

:- and Agnostm, in the trilobitic

BB apparently

begin their existence somewhere in this central epoch, but their pre.-be

relations to the other beds have not been determined. In the higher

beds of the formation, and clearly separated from the great central mass,

we have the Genera Dicellocephalus, Triarthrella and Aglaspis, together

with Lingula, Serpulites and Euomphalus. We obs nv. t! •!•
. .i . that

re referable to the genus Conocephalites; and the

genus Dicellocephalus does not appear in the first

nor below the beds which I have referred to the second or ml

of the period. There this genus appears in three species, smaller and

uous than those in the higher beds. It is only in the later

stages of the sandstone, that the typical species of this genus of Dr.

Owen appear; and those from the lower beds, thus referred by him,

other genera." * * *

"Notwithstanding the successive stages recognized, the physical con-

-- been very monotonous throughout the entire p>n
1 :

and in

the character of the fauna there are -
'

'
n
*

nd great

numbers of individuals of one species; and although recognizing very

distinctly numerous species, there is a kind of uniformity ..f character

and monotony of expression, never equalled by so many species in any

formation of equal thickness; or even of much

aracter and conditions of deposit. 1 1

of Individuals of a kw species is really wonderful; for in some beds the

trilobites."

[We may here remark that the spelling Dikelocephalus, although it

that of Owen, the author of the genus, is wrong, and no authority <
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make right a continuation in the error. The word is from the Greek

dixslla aud xfqr«^, and therefore requires two letters I ; an

h of the second part be changed into c, (as it should be,) the it of the

first part ougl -i. The true orthograph]
Bicellocephalus.—Eds.]

(11.) Notes and Corrections,—under which head, observations are

made on Retzia and Lichas.

2. Preliminary Notice of the Fauna of the Potsdam sandstone, or

Lower sandstone of the Upper Mim't^lppi valley. With a letter to M.

Joachim Barrande ; by James Hall. Albany, Nov. 15th, 1863. 8vo.

pp. 91, with six plate?.— With the exception of the introd

to Mr. Barrande, this is Bimply an extract from the aforementioned

Regents' Repor which it is noticed.

3. Preliminary Notice of some - m the Waverly

sandstone series of Sui,<,- I Ohio, sv) It • I of the ayeoftht

Chemung group of New York : bv Ja uf.s Hall. Published at Albany,

November 11, 1863. 8vo. pp. 11.— 11 < pap.-r. published in advance

from the 17th Report on the New York Sia-'

<

tions of sixteen new specie- of Oh
-

:

'om the western Subcarbonifemus limestones, but prii

e of the Hamilton and Chemung trruups of New Yorl

author expresses the hope, which we beg leave to heartily indorse, that

this notice may induce explorers to examine other localities on the same

horizon.

4 A Monograph of the Fossil Estherice ; by T. Rupert Jones, F.G.S,

Prof. Geol. and vli,,., R y:d Mi!it ; „ v « ollcge, Sandhurst. 134 pp,^
ates. London, 1863. Printed for the Paleonto-

writy on all that pertains to them. The memoir contains

detailed descriptions of the known - figures.
Some

of the results arrived at by the author are mentioned on page2,'7ot

vol. xxxvi, ot this Journal.

VI. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.
1. On the new Planet Eurynome ®, (in a letter to the Editors from

Prof. James C. Watson, dated Observatory, Ann Arbor, Noi
—In the ephemeris of the new plan -., which I *»

you, there is an error in the place computed for Nov. 7th, which affect

the positions assigned by the ephemeris for a few days preceding an

following that date. The following is a continuation of th
computed from the same elements,* and for the purpose of indicating

the

coriect predicted place for Nov. 7th, I commence it with that date.
The planet is to be called Eurynome.

Ephemeris of Eurynome © for Greenwich Mean Noon.

1863, Nov. 7 Oh 28m 29a 4-3° 18 'S 004202

jj
28 3 3 10 005174
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17 46 52

irrection to be applied to this epheraeris, Nov. 11th, was

igreement is very close, considering the fact that the elements

^nations made during only the nine days follow-

ing the date
e magnitude

rly the same brilliancy in

According to the elements already obtained, adopting this

on for Oct. 10th, the mean opposition magnitude of the p

37, and the magnitude when the planet l

V.ir.

i final determination <

2. Shooting Stars on the night of November 13/A-14/A, 1863.—Quite

extensive arra.
; „r shooting

stars on the nights near Nov. 13th. A circular was issued by the Com-

mittee on Meteors of the Connecticut Academy, and one by Mr. Robert
j

invitations weiv heartilv responded to throughout the countrv
-

lhe

Nov! 13-14t"' - - ;"" ! :il ~" tlian h:iV,; b
f"

S
f
en .°n

t.h» ~—too,
preceding. A radiation

is also very di.tim-tly 4,v, H lu,«,„ Mt-ly, at nearly every

im prevei

(°i.)l£

The following l
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stars seen by Mr. Ferguson, Assistant Astronomer, Professors Hall s

Harkness, and Y - - in, Rogers and Harrison, on I

night of Nov. IS-14th, 1863. The duration of flight was in eachc

estimated, the places of appearance and disappearance, and the appar

" 4 " 5 h 7m 37 u

(2.) At Haverford College, Prof. Samuel J. Gum mere, assistec

Prof. Clement L 3 - A. Chase, Edward T. Browi

Barney Taber, Allen C. Thon immere, saw 316 s]

ing stars between 10*» 38m p. m. and 5h 16m a. m. of the same n

The distribution of the flights through the hours was as follows.

From 10«» 38m to 11& p. m. 6 meteors.
" 11 33 " 12 10 "

12 " 1 A . M. 40 "

Nearly two hundred were located upon the chart, and the lines show

»

decided radiation from the sickle in Leo.
About seventy of them were among those seen at the Naval Observa-

tory in Washington. The paths of more than fifty can probably W
computed.

(3.) Mr. B. V. Marsh, at Germantown, watched from 1* to 5 b 20» a.*

Mr. Philip H. Strubing assisted iu keeping the record. Mr. Marsh saw

from lb to 2h 17 shooting stars.

u«r« «Breno cioucts, but the air was hazy and stars near the nor.*-

ere invisible. The time lost in making the record was estimated at not

ss than lo per oet
-

h , )Up for one obserVer.
About seven-eighths radiated from the sickle in Leo, or from n«*

Leoms. One or two left lasting trains, one bein* visible at least 45

, assisted by Mr. Wm. G. Rhoads and Mr. Tb.os.H-

Philadelphia. They recorded 55 paths, 15 or ^

tve been seen at Washington. Mr. C. J. Alle» rf
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Philadelphia reports the apparent paths of six meteors of the first mag-

(5.) Mr. Benj. Hoopes, of "Westchester, Pa., sends 56 observed paths,

(6.) At Eastern, hi.. Messrs. E. Menline, L'has. Sitgreaves, and A. F.

Beckdolt observed 27 paths.

(7.) To the North and East of these stations the clouds and rain pre-

vented observation almost entirely. Rev. II. S. < >sl».>rn, at Hi Ividere, N. J.,

saw three. Homer G. Newton, M.D., and Mr. T. \V. Twining at Brook-

lvn, saw six. At New Haven, 1W. W. D. Whitney, A.W.Wright,
Ph.D., J. W. Gibbs, and Mr. Hewitt, with a large party of students, were

watching and saw onlv 32 from 9£h p. m. to
1.-J*

a. m. The air was very

hazy, and after half past one the sky was entirely covered. The paths

traced after eleven o'clock is '03 Leo.

A party of six persons went from New Haven to Hartford, but we were

able to see only imperfectly for two hours in the evening. Hon. J. H.

Trumbull was watching with us. Sixteen meteors were seen between 9£h

and ll^b p. m. Most of the time Polaris was scarcely visible through the

haze. After half past eleven p. m., not a star was to be seen during the

Two only of these sixteen meteors were observed at New Haven. One

at 9h 30m was first seen at an altitude of 57 English statute miles, and

disappeared at an altitude of 49 miles. The length of path was 2
1
miles,

- of a second. The other,

at 9 1 ' 43 in
, appeared at an altitude of 0:> miles, and disappeared^ at an

altitude of 30 miles, its course being nearly vertical. The estimated

duration of flight was 2 seconds. Neither of these could have belonged

to the November group. The velocities are 28 and 18 miles per second

(8.) Capt. C. E Dutton, at Norfolk, Va., began to observe at 3* a. m.

of the same night, with an assistant. Both looked

Leo, and they saw during the first hour 36 meteors, most <

watched two hours, on that morning an I

. to Nov. 14th. The fol-

inz, except the second, he

ndla half.

Hourly average,

On the first morning the sky within 25° or 30° c

scared by the haze. The s*~ - 1

the second morning the sky
ing the above named st .

The haz« *as
.

not
.
*>

thick on the fourth morning. On the morning of Nov. 15th it rained.

(10.) Mr.
- that "on the night of

Nov. 12-13th it was cloudy until midnight, and our company ot observers
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dispersed. At 2 o'clock, a. m., Nov. 13th, I arose and found it partially

cle.ir, lew or no stars being visible below an altitude of 30° or 40°. The

rest of tbe sky was a little dim. Up to 3 o'clock I saw three flights,

from 3 to 4 o'clock two, and from 4 to 5 o'clock only /our. Among the

whole only 3 or 4 were conformable. There was not apparently the

usual number seen. Un< ss obscured some, as there

were almost as many impressions of flights as I counted of meteors

actually seen. There would seem to have^been not the slightest indica-

tion of an approaching shower. The following three or four nights were

(11.) Prof. 0." X. Stoddard, of Miami Tjniversitv, at Oxford, Ohio, aided

by a number of members of the Sei Q the nights of

Nov. 11th and T
are the numbers

. 12th. The next night was cloudy. The following

Of those seen the first night, 67 were conformable, or 64 per cent On

the second night 76 were conformable, or 59 per cent. There were seen

Jn the N.E. 44, in the S.E. 41, in the S.W. 45, in the N.W. 70. and in

the zenith 34. During the first night the southern part of the heavens

was partially obscured several times for a few minutes by light fleecy

clouds. The larger number seen the second night cannot however be

en
/,

r

o^
e

.

xP^ined by the greater clearness of the atmosphere.

_
(12.) At St. Louis, a party under charge of Prof. Chauvenet succeeded

in mapping 23 paths . and half past ten, p. *,

JNov. 13th. The sky which had before been partially obscured then

iy covered with clouds.
(13.) Mr. Robert Brown, Jr., of Cincinnati, Ohio, arranged for an

series of observations and invited ass
-• He proposed to watch r of hours on

Jus, from Nov. 11th to Nov. 14th. Although the

under the direction of the professors named.

^ Prof. 0. ST. Stoddard.

: £9=«?-:|iSSSl-
lucuiodu, unio, Messrs. Root. Brown, Jr. and C
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(14.) The following observers have reported that they were prepared

to watch on the night of Nov. 13th, either alone or with others; viz.,

Trot; J. 1). Rverett. Windsor. N. S.. Mr. F.. W. Morley, Audover, M.-.ss.,

Mr. Horace Humstead. Boston, Mr. V. W. Ku-m 11, Xatiek. Mass, Mr. lAiy,

Amherst, Mass., Mr. R. Norman Foster, Northampton. Ma>s., Mr. Hiram

A. Cutting, Lmienheru'., Vt„ Mr. Kearle, N\ wporr, 1.'. I., Kev. \\ ildcr

Smith, Berlin, (Amn.. Mr. <i. W. Hough, a! the Albany < >b-ervatorv,

Robert Van Arsdale, K-|- Newark. N. J., Mr. * A S. Wuod ward, ^ p-danti,

Midi., Prof. Jam- (A Watson, Ann Arbor, Midi., Mr. A. V. Bandeher,

Jr.. Highland, 111., Mr. I. A. Lapham, Milwaukee, Wis.

It is probable that the denser portion of the November flock is of no

si'..- v ars the region of m ixiinum di.M»iav should move each year a little

more than six hours in longitude westward, since the annual period is

between six and seven hours more than an even number of days. In

1832 there was a displav in Europe; in 1833 one in America. Yet the

same shower should evidently be viable through several hours (not less

than six) in longitude.

According to the observations this year there appears to have been a

decline of numbers towards morning. We should naturally expect an

increase until daybreak, since their frequency it would seem should be

proportional to the sine of the angle of cKant If the

decrease is real and is due to a diminution of the numbers entering

the atmosphere, we may conclude that the longitude of the maximum

display is less than 5 hours west of Greenwich, Possibly the European

observations this year will decide this point.

It is well worth observing whether there is a f >

single longitude, as might be expected from a ring of small th

we are to have in 1866 a return of the display of 1833 there is some

reason to suppose that it will be more remarkable in Europe than in

America. H -
A# N#

Additional Communications.—After the foregoing abstract by Professor

Newton was in type, full Reports were received from Prof. A. I>. P>arh.\

Superintendent of the Coast Survey, and from Prof. Hamilton L. Smith,

of Kenyon College.

The Coast Survey observations were mad- on tli- !3th-14th, at a

locality in Washington (Int. 38° 52' 58", long. 76° 59' 32"), by a corps

under direction of Mr < "harles A. Sdmtt. Assistant oi t ..a>t Mirvy. and

Composed of h • ,-
I u h Mi LI P.-irt;.;-. V"^' ' * .a.t Sinvvy,

and Messrs. J. Main, A. 7 L -
Marcher, J. I onnes,

and II. Main,—eight observers,—and to each certain portion of the

heavens two observers were generally a-Mi.ni- .

•Ue and with a free command of the heavens down

eclouded. The durations of flight

From 8 p.m., Nov, 13, to 2 a. m.,

s were recorded and more than half

is follows:—

,. XXXVII, No. 109.-Jan., 180t.
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At 10m 51^ after midnight, and also at ll ra 30£8
, large and splendid

meteors, the first from 5° N.E. of Sirius and the second from 3° E. of the

same, moved west 60°, in the first instance, and 50° in the next, both

nearly parallel to the equator, and the last directly across Sirius.

The durations varied from S, 1 to 1 8,00, and they average a,4l for the

At Kenyon College the night of the 13th-14th was entirely obscured,

and that of the 12th-13th partially. There were, however, in 331 min-

utes after 10 h 20m p. m., one hundred and ninety-nine meteors seen, viz:

N.E. 36, N.W. 35, S.E. 58. S.W. 17. X. 1, E.*7, Zenith 43, S. 2. On

the night previous (11th- 1.'-hi. in 210 minutes, from ll h 22* p.m., to

about 2h 52m A# M .
?
one hundred and eighty-five meteors were seen, viz:

N.E. 50, N.W. 21, S.E. 63, S.W. 24. X. 3, E. 4. Z.,nith 15. The mag-

nitudes were noted, and also the instants of flight, and, in mime
ces, the duration. The last varied from 8 -25 to 1 8 '50, but their average

requires further inquiry and examination. Many of the flights are mapped

on the chart, and these vary in arc from 2° to 25°. One of the longest

aeua and remarkably exhibits a continuous curve, having its

termination about at right angles to its beginning.
Both of these Reports will be treated more in detail hereafter, when the

entire mass of returns shall have been collated and discussed, a. c. t.

VII. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Expedition to the Desert of Sahara under Messrs. Martins and Et-

cher ton Linth.—Through the kindness of a friend we are enabled to

give the following information relating to an expedition now
from Switzerland to the Sahara desert, under the direction of M essr3>

Martins and Escher von Linth.

The expedition left Switzerland on the 11th of October last and reached

Algiers on the 18th. From there, they went to Philippevill.
stantine, and thence started for Batna and Biskara, and were
ter place on the 22d of November. They were to take camels
and journey for many days over the desert. Their chief object is to as-

certain whether the great desert was the former bed of an an
_!..-•

of mountains to the noi in sight of the

endless Sahara. The letter observes

:

"They also, like the French soldiers twenty years ago, and the R°ma»

Legions seventeen centuries before, e tig,
; the sea, W

sea^ transported as they were by the
tableaux. Another solemn moment of their journey was tl)

the 'cluse' of El Kaatara, where, after a long wa
desert country, they perceived also, on a sudden, the Oasis of I

-

w«th their gilded fruits. The contrast between the icv so

Gothard and the lovely gardens of L
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but it n far less complete and especially less sudden than that which

they witnessed from El Kantara."
41 In the Oasis of Biskara they met the finest of weather, 17° C.

(=62£° Fahr.) in the shade. The little hotel where they alight.-d is

i by a garden as fine and as green as in Switzerland in the

month of Jul and pomegranate trees retaining Mill

nil thoir l-av.'s which do not at all app. -ar to be willing to fall yet. The

vine still forms dense hedges, hanging full of enormous late grapes, and

the pomegranate trees bend nn heavy fruits.

2. Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.—In vol. .xxxiii, p. 430,

was published a short notice of Bonapartea juncea. The prospect of

some seeds was there mentioned. This proved to be reality.

Near th upper part of the stem, seeds were found which, on being

nd a few days since I saw there three young plants

of the Bonapartea flourishing finely.

The head of the old plant slowly decayed, a part of the leaves fell off,

no rockera or shoots have appeared, and by another summer the plant

It is now known, if not ascertained before, that the seeds of this plant

will ripen in a wanned conservatory.

Many and -xotics have been made by the pro-

prietors. 1
;| " i« t>u51

bloom a few wv. ;>' rin-^. -r .wing upon a dry stick a few inches long,

> *iJes others of the < »rchis family. c. D.

Rochester, N. Y, Sept. 1, 1863.

3. The Chemical Chair in Berlin, made vacant by the lamented death

n declined by Bunsen, who could not be induced

to i ive the circle of friends he has drawn about him in Heidelberg.

Dr. Hofmann, of London, has since received the proffer of the

is - id also hesitates, feeling himself, if he should conclude to leave

'ere they have offered to

laboratory and school of

science. It will be a matter of surprise if he is tempted to leave London

for either place.

4. Prof. Watson's new Asteroid @ Eurynome, was independently ob-

tenred al» "'"' at ^eiP*

sic on the 4tl
nations are

•>•.. Noa. 1440 and 1441. Prof. Watson s obser-

vations from Sept. 1 4 to Sept. 23 at Ann 1
l

No. 1442, and in this Journal for Novem

'

5. Prof. Ogdex N. Rood.—Prof. Rood, formerly of Troy University,

and well known by his numerous able physical papers in tins Journal,

Columbia College, New-

York, and will enter upon his new duties at once.

Book Notices.—
1. A Text-book of Geology ; designed for Schools and Academies, by

Jamks 1». Daw. 856 I
.

375 wood-cuts. 1864,

Philadelphi -
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- been followed. Geology has been tr

listory of th,- Lreo^ranhieal , lobe, or those of its conli-

and also a history of the

>gress of 1 ife from the carlies

have been mainly erican rocks, so that the

ik.^vhUe a general tieati.se,
i

is ernineutly a geological history of the

-'
-

an abridgment of the "Manual," it is not a patchwork of

rewritten and thrown into1 it. The whole has been entirely

. iu order to adapt it to its specia 1 purpose and give it the

ity of an independent work. It covers the same broad ground with

olume, exhibiting like comprehens ive views of the science;

The work is intended to meet the wants of schools, academies, and

2. A Tract on Crystallography, designed for the use of student* in *
University, b\ \V. II. Mili i:, M.A.. Fur. > . U.S.. F.<i.S., etc. 86pp.

-'
, •

. .. • -
,

• , ,

?..:

I i< orema on the gen sral ne forms.

3- Descrip / j;i/ Mr , George Gihbi,

> the l.\ S. Xorriiwe.*t li.uu.daiv r,.mmi.-i..n under Mr. A.

.
S. Cummioiuuer; bv Dr.J.s/N

ton Jour. N.lli.t., vol. vii.)-Tl.,-';

.
'

c -^ t \\
1 iiirt. n Territon md tln.se .

*"m£"> Po? i N., are irom

those of Orcas Island.
;

•

& < ... ds, 1863. 12mo, pp. 412. 4 plates and a map of

nnected. The book is a reflex of the man—'"

of simple, almost childlike, earnest* - ;. not even n»

- -.
.

•

• ...-.:.,
•

• . -. '

.

prosperous institution has been made to rise from the res av-

almost res adversce, of its unpromisin >

various departments in Amherst is here made apparent, not by any boast-
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ful or self-laudatory statements, but inferentially from the a

than 171, of which ill are distinct volume, and G'J are on scientific

subjects.

5. Frick's Physical Technics.
1—We cordially commend this book to

ail teacher* of physics and especially to those uim-e situation or eiiettm-

„ r.e-s to a :i
10 1 i >il. di. u of physical instrtl-

!,ints from I >r. Flick's hook, the less

ited on tinted paper and

Dr. Easter's translation
:

- kh.

6. Waitz's

Anthropologic der Naturvolker, by J. T. Collingwood, F.G.S., F.K.S.L.,

d Nun'} of Lond.-n b\ Longman,

Green, Longmans n 1 lb i .
- - d s woik sustains tin lea ot the

unity of the human race. We have not yet seen a copy of it, but icaru

from the notic s of it by reviewers thai diifei from the mthor in his

the treatment of the subject.

,-u; by .LP. Lesley. (From

Henry Fitz.—The death of Mr. Henry Fitz has inflicted an almost

. of scientific men wh x

is frank and generous character must feel that his

vacant place cannot be tilled.

It is not saying too much to assert that Mr. Fitz has done more to pop-

olarize Aati ian any othe? man. Is I

equatorial mounting gave to every c
1

f Georgia. Phiiadelpbia: J. B. Lippmcott



m opticians were many years

•stigations to the method of

; lately in the

M. Leon Foueault. as a new .W-civerv ot his own,

be of the greatest importance to prnct;

inc-rican invention— if. is within the

' itz used the method of local correction

ly as the year 1846.

J largest telescope completed by Mr. Fitz was of the dialitic construe-

laving an aperture of 10 inches. It is mounted in the private ob-

ory of Mr. Van Duzee, of Buffalo.

3 principle achromatic telescopes made by Mr. Fitz are located as

4 13 inches aperture at Allegan v City, Penn.
" 13 " " Dudl . 6 s rvatory. Albany, N. Y.
1 12 " « Ann Arbor, Michigan.
"12 " " (not yet mounted) at the Vassar College,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
" Hf " "

the private Ob^rvr.torv of Mr. L. M.Ruth-

erfurd, New York City.
" 10 " "

U. S. Milium- Academy', West Point.
" 9f

w "
piivate Observatory of Mr. Vickars, Balti-

9 " "
belonging to the Hon. Mr. Letsome, British

Charge to Monte Video.
" 8* "

"
Elmira Female College, N. Y.

" 8 "
"

Haverford College, Penn.
" 8 "

"
private Observatory of Mr. John Campbell,

New York City.

r the U. S. Astr. Expedition

to Chili, and now there.

H " "
private Obs.»rvatorv of Mr. Robert Van

Arsdale, Newark, N. J.

,
Fitz's optical labors were not confined to the production of teles-

•diately upon the announcement of tb

constructed cameras, and was, I believe,

ipable of work-in r in a practical time for

portraits.
& v

At the time of his death he had just perfected a view lens of great

ie justly celebrated globe

lens of Harrison k Schnitzer.

Within the compass of a short notice it would be impossible to enu-

:•: •:
,

•
:

scientific world is indebt. Id not be in

the power of any one person to recall them all : they could only be gath-

ered from a comparison of the experi. jw and reapeo

the benefit of his fertile ingenuity, the achievements of which were rarer?

of Daguerre an.

the first to prodi
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1

s bereaved family precious legacies of experi-

is hoped will enable them to continue his op-
Mr. Fitz has left with his bereaved family precious legaci

tical labors in a worthy r

Prof. E. Emmons.—Died, at his plantation, in Brunswick, N. C, Oc-

tober 1st, 1863, Professor Ebknezer Emmons, M.D. Born in Middlefield,

Mass., in 1798, he was graduated at Williams College in the class of

1818. He studied medicine and received the degree of M.D. from the

Medical School in 1830. In his Alma Mater he was Professor

of Nat in tl llisu.n from 1833 to 1859, and vras then appointed to the

chair of Mineralogy and Geology. While a member of college, his

studies were directed towards the departments of natural science by

attending the lectures of Prof. Amos Eaton, who then began that course

young raei

were made active lovers .if natural historv. an era in uliieh this seumee

had its beginning in our country. When the geological survey of the

state of New Vmk was , , nmeix ed, Dr. Emmons was appointed one of

the four geologists between whom the State was divided into four great

sections; and to him was assigned the N.K. portion of the State on the

coast of Lake Ontario and south to the counties of Herkimer, Lewis and

. Hera in L843, when his report was published.

Dr. Kminons removed from his home in Ma^a.-hus.ats to \

oat geological survey. There he was

one of the chairs of the Albany Medical College.

To his Geological Report, he added sue. esMve reports - i. v

of the State. At length he was appointrd to the Geological bnrvey ot

North Carolina by its Governor. He prosecuted that survey with great

industry and success, and made several important discoveries ot un-

kn.wn'tu-iK .1 an n. i ->: and b mum nteiested in some lands, he

removed his family there, the more ea> • 1 I'*™
, ,.

-

North Carolina, at the meeting ot i

jt Albany m
1856, Professor Agassiz stated that the discoveries were ot a higher

The offices
.,>tiraate of his qualifica-

tion, an 1 a. (pusitioiis. His labors show that this estimate was not too

^t his

I

Repo
a

rt on the Second (his) District of New York, which before

•-- .:,,,:'.,...-,-...,. -: - -
'' : '

' '

if., on* of Kast, l!1 X,v. Vo,k and" tin- pi im.uy

the Taconic System, i If. CIS

and au humble and consistent christian. • • .
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Art. XIII.—The Classification of Animals based on the

of Cephalization ; by James D. Dana.—No. III. Classification

of Herbivores^

The principle of cephalization and its applications rest on the

following simple facts:

(1.) An animal is embodied or concentred force, which force

l the results of its action in develop:,

is, in the oppositeness of the anterior and posterior extremities

of the structures evolved and also in the dorso ventral relations

of these structures.

(2.) The primary potential centre is in the head, or more pre-

cisely, in the cephalic nervous mass—an animal being funda-

mentally a c im. But, besides this, there may

(3.) Species oM&L-<2> in the' amount of force concentred;

{b) in the degree of contrdT-of the systemic force over vegetative

growth and development; (c) in the distr.

along the
|

-that is, in its being

concentrat '',' r °r less

degree, from the cephalic extremity posteriorly toward the cau-

dal extremity or pole. . . iT .

(4.) The tlie struc-

ture of the organism ; and all such expressions are necessarily

expressions of grade.
,

(5.) Each of these kinds of differences must have expression,

or, be apparent, (a) through the various circumstances attending
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development or growth, and (/;) through all the steps in the

progress of growth, as well as (c) in the resulting structures.

The above general facts are at the foundation of all the

methods of cephalization, or decephalization, pointed out in Ar-

ticle I. They receive further illustration in the pages beyond,

and special explanations on pages 175 to 182.

This subject of equalization throws new light, as has been

shown, on the limits and gradal distinctions of groups. The

jtics which it affords, like all others appealed to in

•on, cannot overrule affinities based on obvious resem-

blances in type of structure. Their object or use, on the con-

trary, is rather to ex libit the afnlnui< ns and distinctions of types

by presenting new views of their r< t s ami m
the true basis of all affinities. Between different types of struc-

ture there is generally a difference of grade, which is evinced in

.

It follows from the nature of the principle that botj

low cephali; ild often lead to similar

results; as, for example, to abbreviations anteriorly and poste-

:

ceans—to small wings in Insects, etc. (Art. I, pp. 337, I

evolving of approximately like results from the opposite ex-

tremes of cephalization is one source of the difficulties in the

subject of classification. But the law cannot, on account of the

trouble it may give, be condemned
; for, as I have before re-

marked, it is in accordance with universal truth that smallneffl,

or circumferential contraction, should proceed both from concen-

tration, and from lack of quant; are opposite

conditions. The difficulties in the way of a right use of the

principle of cephalization are, therefore," in nature, and must be

met by the only legitimate means—thorough study.
Many errors in the attempts to present to view the system ot

nature have arisen from confounding cases that, as above ex-

plained, are widely diverse. The writer would not claim to be

always right in bis own interpretations; for he is well aware

:'
-

But he believes that the principle appealed to is righ

damental ; and if he ventures to present new classifications
oi

departments in zoology in which adepts in these departments

have made trials with diffierent results, it is only to offer sucn

ons of the principle in view as will serve to exhibit the

methods of its application and its ,

In the first article on this s. Btions ,£!
general subject of cephalization, the higher subdivisions of W
animal kingdom were considered. In the second, one ofW
Orders was reviewed and an arrangement given of its

sions, down to the grade of Tribes. In the present. I

cation of a Tribe is followed out, down to the grade of Fain"**
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based on the principle of Capitalization.—Herbivores. 159

Classification of Herbivores.

Under the order of Megasthenes,
2
the tribe of Quadrumanes,

5 stated on p. 334, Art. I, is properly hypertypic, that of Carni-

'or typical, that of Hei W, and that

3 (or Cetaceans) hypoiypic.

s between Herbivores and the tribes next superior and

A. Herbivores show their inferiority to Carnivores, or the

superior typical group of megasthenic Mammals, on the basis

of the princip in the following ways

:

(1.) In the fore-limbs being defunctionated of the power of

ra and reduced to simple locomotive organs.

(2.) In the fore-limbs being not as much superior to the hind-

i. -] e Can) \< n s, and even inferior to the

hind-limb^ in sonv sj -i- s, -Herbivores, being less strongly

prosthi ate than Carnivores, and the species of the larger and most

istic group being meiasthenic.

(3.) In the structure being strongly ampli Ik t. - T;.l ing the

Lion as the standard of size for the highest grade of life among
typical Meuasthenes, the Elephant—certainly inferior in type,

and, therefore, also in degree or quality of systemic force—

exhibits i; its great bulk: it is a marked

example of structure. Hogs and t

species arc Scate, but on a feebler I.;

Again, the Horse and also all Rui

n their lengthened limbs, especially the ex-

bs, and, also, in the neck and body.

(4.) In the head being prolonged or am]

Elephant is here no exception ; for the great tuska

correspond to an elongation of the head exl

opinent being at the expense of th *f
w ' **«

In the Hors.
" the skull is four times as long as

the cranial portion. (See p. 165.)

• ;. „..,... . .. ...,,., ,- ;;.. , ..

;
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(7.) In the extremely wide variations as to size and shape

under the type, and the occurrence of bizarre features.— As, for

example, (1) in the existence of horns on tin forel a 1 i r now;

(2) in the nose being prolonged into a proboscis; (3) in the

teeth being sometimes elongated into tusks which have the size

and function of horns, and might be called jaw-horns; (4) in the

limbs and neck having sometimes extravagant lengl

abnormal growths on the body, as in the hump of the Camel

and the Brahmin Ox, the dewlaps of Oxen, etc.

(8.) In the forehead, in very many species, being perverted to

serve for defense or attack ; and the nose sometimes for prehen-

. - ;e-, etc., as well as defense.

(9.) In the typical species being elliptic as regards one or

more of the four types of teeth in one jaw' or both, this deficiency

in the dental series being a characteristic of the type; also in a

void interval in the series of teeth between the molars and

canines in the same typical species.

(10.) In being prematurative in development, the young ani-

mal having the power of sight and locomotion almost as soon

as born.

The abnormal outgrowths from the body or skeleton of Her-,

bivores—as of horns on the forehead or nose, of a proboscis by

an elongation of the nose, of tusks, horn-like in function, by

an elongation of teeth, of humps of fat as in the Camel- serve to

show, and even, if p, ,- than the tendency

.

^s under systemic contr., s. The Car-

nivores may be styled a tight type, the Ii

loose one. Stepping over the line from Carnivores to Herbivores

normities.
J

B.—The superiority of the urosthenic aquatic Herbivores (Si-

to the Mutilates (Cetaceans) is exhibited in their—
(1 ) Having the nostrils never defunctionated, nor perverted

to blowholes, these organs being essentially like those of terres-

trial Mammals. J

(2.) Never being multiplicate as to the number of phalanges,

or joints, of the digits.

(3.) Never being multiplicate as to the teeth. ..

(4.) Never being so elementalized as to the teeth that the d*

into the different types (molars, etc.) is lost (Mutilates,

like Reptiles, having the teeth all of a kind).
(5.) Having the primary potential centre (p. 157) never abnor-

mally remote from the anterior extremity. ...

borne species of Cetaceans (Balaense and Physeters) have, U*e

the Limulus among Crustaceans, one-third to one-half of the

length of the body anterior to the base of the jaws, so thai
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the primary centre (or that of the brain) is very remote from the

anterior extremity— th to the position it has

in the Eadiates, aud showing a low grade of decephalizatiou.

See on this point, Art. I, p. 328, and beyond, p. 179.

Mutilates consequently differ from aquatic Herbivores funda-

mentally in (a) being : ' i, as manifested in

thei r limbs s t fact of great

length of body behind ; and al

structures, as shown in the reptile-like teeth. The type is

appear to be an important basis of subdivisions under the Her-

Thc uroMh'Uiic sp< cii s (or thos usin^ the e; ud:d xtremity for

locomotion) are ti: ... .md Manatus.

The distinction <>[ y.rodli n'c and wehtsi/u-ni'. is manifested

among the other Herbivores in two ways: (1) a higher or pri-

mary, in the general structure; and (2) an interior or secondary,

in the extremities of the limbs.

(1.) Int/ieyeuemlilnx-t ,-.—Und r this m tl d. th< /
• <Umz

species are those in which the
' -'''

l
:ii r,

and the metasthenic, those in which the hinddimbs are the

stronger. The former i>, elude th- Pi..b,^. d.
: ,n.-, Rhinoceroses,

Tapirs, Hogs and Hippopotamids. The Hog is pai

strong in the ii ek ami i'ore-qi rters. It is well known that a

: often loses the use of its hinddimbs from overgrowth,

and not of the fore-limbs, although the fore-limbs carry not only

their share of a body nearly equally divided between the limbs,

but also the heavily weighted head.

Thbmctast tfl and the Ruminants,

in which I oil known to be the strong pair.

The Horse and Camelopard use their hinddimbs for self-de-

fense, and so do also, to some extent, many of the B

Among the large Mammals, strength in the j .
st< rior limbs is an

:

heights, are species of Rumi-
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Such species, strong in the hind-limbs, are well named Stheno-

me;-es (from the Greek adevo; strong and mjoog thigh).

(2.) In the extremes of (he limbs.—The sthenic distinction'

referred to under this head is the inferior of the two because it

appears only in the extremities of those organs which in their

general re' station of it it

confined to the hand and foot.

As the inner side of the hand or foot is the more central side

•in the system and the outer the more circumferential—a fact

which any one will become aware of on looking at his open

hand as it lies on a table—the higher species should have the

principal strength in the inner fingers rather than the outer.

The transfer of force from the innermost to the outei

: grade of species, is well _- Herbivores

and the higher Maimak
F

In Man the inner toe is the strongest, and the order of strength

is that of the toes, or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. It is the same also in the hand.

In the Gorilla it is the same for the foot, and for tin

is only this difference that 1 and 2 are about equal. In the

interi >r Quadrumanes and the superior Carnivores the tliirdis

the strongest as well as largest di-it, d in v < 'arnivoresthe

firatinthel r Carnivores,

as the Plai
;

,;- nre often about

equal, an; I • thus in Ursus Amer-

teanus (as figured in Blainville's md 5=2; m
U. arctos (frox) 2, 3, 4, 5 are verv neariv . mini

:

4 and o are the longest, exceed in - ; IS s < \ > "H
and o=2; in the Cercoleptes or kinknjou one of the lowest of

Carnivore-
;

., ._,. in Quloluscvs

or o is scarcely the lo ; _

longer than 4, but in I

tore essenti rit is present

Ihus there is an outward diffusion of force in descending from

Man to the lower Carnivores.
Under II ier spec jes iiave the third toe the

longest—or, they nre
3 are usually

styled. Thus it is with the
.tapirs, and it is so wh

toes be three or four, that

-

In the inferior Herbivores the force is still more cii

tially diffused ; for the fourth digit is equal to, and sometime9
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even stronger than, the third; and, at the same time, the fifth is

as strong as, or stronger than, the .><-<:ow.l
:

if both arc not nlto-

. Tbo examples in-

clude all !
species, as the Hog, Stag, Ox,

etc., in which the toes are equal (or approximately so) ;n pairs,

the larger pair consisting of the third and >>////< toes, and the

other, of the second and fifth. In the common Ox, the m/,// ( toy

appears to exceed slightly the third in size, and so also, the

rudimentary fifth the wco/«/. In the Hog, also, the /ourt/t toe is

sometimes a little the largest.

This sthenic distinction partially fails among dogradational

forms, such a< the Seals, .Sirenians' and Cetacean^, in which the

structure is so far degenerated that this delicate mark of grade

has not its full normal exhibition.

8. Distind ud,/,>;,d,,,
:
/imth t isi^tn., ,o) not, of ap< rtr-aojan

to aid in fed It adu mi '.o thm <f th> <"'.s.—Carnivores have

as one of their ehara -teristics, organs aj art from ihe teeth to aid

in seizm- or gathering their food. Among Herbivores, the

Elephant has an organ of prehension of great power and per-

fection m the trunk or elongated nose. The Tapirs and Hogs

have also an elongated nose, able of pre-

hension. .--.. in the former, is a
]

essential to the animal for the collection of its food.
r
l he Rhi-

noceros has a nose-horn serving in the same way. The nose is

thus in all these groups, from the Elephant to the lowest of the

Suids or Hog-group, not merely a nose, but an organ oi special

power and use for obtaining the food of the animal ;
and the

« (from the

the nose. n
4. Distinction of gross-amplifio-

.ite.—bross-

beyond the type-size for a given amount of systemic force and

does not nee
sizes ot the

often appar « of an abnormal amount of fat

over the body. This fatty overgrowth is the lowest grade of

gross-amplification. . , ,

Long-L/ exhibited in an increased proportional

length of the body and its limbs or members, involving in

Vertebrates an elongation of the bony structure.

The gra >"* are .^ose of the

Elephant, 5
- « which there is huk differ-

ence in the proportions of the body from those of the Carnivores.
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The humerus, for example, bears approximately the same pro-

portion in length to the radius and to the whole limb, and also

to the neck, in the Elephant, Rhinoceros, Hog and Hippopota-

mus as it does in the Carnivore. The length of head is increased

in each of these groups bj an amplificate snout—as remarked

on the preceding page; but this is in part a fleshy elongation

;

and it is sometimes increased also by means of a horn, but only

an epidermic horn. The bony-structure of the head has an elon-

gation beyond that characu ristic of the lower Carnivores; but

pendent of any in the limbs.

The Bovine species are examples of gross-amplification on a

long-amplificate. structure.

The long-amplificate species include all the Ruminants, together

with the Solipeds or species of the Horse-family among the Non-

This long-amplification is exhibited prominently in the hmk,

neck and head.

(1.) In the limbs.—As in other cases, it is manifested most

strikingly toward the circumferential limits of the system. The

humerus shows no elongation, and is often even shorter, as com-

pared with the size of the body, in these amplificate species thato

in more typical kinds. Below the humerus, amplification is

apparent in the fact that the radius exceeds in length the hume-

rus
; it is still more manifest in the great elongation of the bones

below, especially the im- anges, the former

alone being sometimes as long as the radius. The same general

facts are true of the hind-limb. Owing to this extension of the

extremities, the joint which seems like the knee in the leg o* *

Horse, Deer, Ox, etc. is really the commencement of the foot.

In the fore-limb of a Horse, the humerus is hardly one-fourthM

whole length of the limb; the radius is nearly a fourth longer

than the humerus; and the cannon-bone is two-thirds as long a3

the radius. In the Camel the proportions are not very differ-

ent; the radius 'longer, and the cannon-bon

as much shorter. In the Camelopard the humerus is but

little more than one-fifth of the whole limb (measured, asm"*
Horse, from the commencement of the humerus to the extremity

of the digits); the radius than the humerus,

and the cannon-bone, or metacarpal, is as long as the raajj '

The facts strongl
;
the Elephant, i*

pir and Hog groups, the humerus in these species being betvu

one-third and four-ninths of the length of the whole hmb, an

longer than the radius. . ^
It would seem, therefore, that the length of the humerus in

long-amplificate species may be taken as an approximate \ntiufl

of the true type-size, or as a standard from which to w«**"
degree of amplification of the structure. Still, I see no p°siu
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proof that the humerus is not here shortened in compensation
for the lengthening below.

(20 In the neck—No one will question the fact of a long-am-

u of the neck and head in these species. It is however
difficult to find a proper standard of length for definite compari-

sons. There is some special interest in the relations to the length

of the humerus, and I therefore mention these relations, as has

been done in the comparisons between the parts of the limbs.

In the species of Felis, the neck is not longer than the hume-
rus; in the gross ampliiicate Herbivores, as the Rhinoceros, and

Hippopotamus, the same is true; but in the long-amplifieate

Bpecu 8, a exists. In the Horse the neck is

twice the length of the humerus; in the Camel nearly three times;

in the Camelopard over three times.

(3.) In the head.—The outer or more circumferential portion

of the jaws, corresponding to the incisors and canines, pushes

out, under th s ami luication, far away from the more basal or

molar portion, making the void space between quite wide, much
wider than in the Rhinoceros and Tapir. Referring to the hume-
rus as a standard of length, as above, the cranium in the genus

Felis, measured from the extremity of the jaws to the occiput, is

from four-fifths to once this unit; in the Rhinoceros, one and one-

fourth, to one and one-third ; in the Horse, nearly twice; in the

Camel, one and one- third ; in the Camelopard, one ana

The ratio for the Camelopard and Camel does not e .

true condition, because both species are cephalically vast

rior animals to the horse and therefore have unusually small

heads for the size of the animal. The Camelopard shows the

long-amplification of its head iu the narrow proportion of the

skull, and the long void space in the jaws. This aberrant Btt-

fca long legs and neck bul

its little elongate head, on the type of a Grallatorial or Wading

This amplification or circumferential extension of the head

appears in many species to be concurrent with that in the limbs,

as if the two were of like dynamical origin, or had a dependent

genetic relation in the structure. ....
Long-am ; ted in the

typical Ruminants through an outgrowth of horns on the fore-

bead. This : on, bony in its nature (or having

a bony core at least), and peculiar to these long-amplificate spe-

fies. IQ other words, those species in which the bones of the

limbs grow long have generally long growths of horn from the

forehead.

.
5. Subdivisions.in the classification of Herbivores.—The distinc-

I the same general
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Two grand divisions are indicated.

I. The Elephant, Tapir and Hog groups are alike ii

(1.) Prosthenic in general structure.

(2.) Gross-amplificate; rarely loog-amplificate in the limbs.

(30 Not amplificate in the forehead through an outgrowth of

">eing nasal, and these epidei

(4.) Amplificate in the snout, there being,

bony horns—the only horns being nasal, and these epid

1 elongation of the cranium, a fleshy elongation, or some-

limes an epidermic horn.

(5.) Sthenorhines, the elongate snout being a power-organ

for aid in feeding, etc.

II. The Solipeds and Ruminants, on the contrary, are-

(1.) Metasthenic in general structure, and, therefore, Sthew-

mekes.
' (2.) Long-amplificate in the limbs, neck and head, and some-

times, in addition, gross-amplificate.

(3.) Long-amplificate in the forehead through an outgrowth

of horns, except in the superior group of Solipeds and the inte-

rior or hypotypic species.

(4.) Not amplificate in the fleshy part of the snout.

(5.) Not Sthenorhines—having no use for the nose but tne

legitimate one.

The two groups are then

—

I. The Prosthenics, or Sthenorhines, including the Elephant,

Tapir and Hog groups.

II. The Metasthenics, or Sthenomeres, including the Soli-

peds and Ruminants.

The species of the Hog-group and Tapir-group are closely

related, in general form; in their short limbs; in the long ana

powerful and, thereby, world s i, ,ut in their teeth approxima-

ting to those of the Carnivores; and in the omnivorous charac-

ter or tendency of some species. And the relation of the lap

to the Elephant-group is no less striking. These affiliationsW

like of Herbi

erally admitted by zoologists. The species of the Tapir

•

'fy the latter, are the most Carnivore-groups, especially the latter.

So, among the Sthenomeres, the living Ruminants have by aj

been associated in classification. The Solipeds alone have Dee

arranged in most systems ms. But these
i

w

metasthenic like the Ruminants, being the strongest of Sthe£

meres and the most valuable of draught-animals ; they are gr«

ing animals, like the Ruminants, and have no rooting nose; W7
have the same great length to the void interval on tbej

between the molar and the other teeth; and they have sir*

long-amplificate limbs. ' While, then, the Horse has undent
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relations to the Pachyderms, it has close affinities also to the

Ruminants. It is a Sthenomere and not a Sthenorhine ; but
it stands in the group of Sthenomeres, between the Euminants
and the Sthenorhines/ representing a Pachydermatoid division

in the group.

The prosthenic species, it appears, are the gross-amplificate, and
the metasthenic are the long-amplijkate. But this distinction in

rion is not of that fundamental nature which would
lead to its being an exclusive feature of either type; and yet

the exceptions to its being so are remarkably few. In the gross-
'

• group, or that of the Sthenorftines, the Macrauchenia,

lean (see p. L72), is one exception—the species hav-

ing, according to Owen, a long neck, nearly as in the Llamas.

The extinct Paleotheres are other exceptions; for in these Eocene
'- 'mi-. - of the Anoplot n-i -s the metacarpals and metatarsals

have about the elongation of those o( the Anojdot < res. All the

The distinction of prosthenic and metasthenic observed in the

of the limbs, or the digits, which has given rise to the

subdivision into Impar is an maV
cation of grade under the above two grand divisions—the pan-

digitate species being the inferior. Thus the Hog-group (pan-

digitate) stands below the Tapir-group (imparidigitate), and is,

hence, at the foot of I

<» d the Horse-group

at the head of the Sthenomeres. As this

d is inferior in sthenic value to that of prosthenic and

metasthenic manifested in the gem 182.X !t

cannot properly be made the basis of the prim
of Herbivores, as proposed by Owen, unless all such sthenic

characters are overruled by fundamental resemblances in type,

which is here not the case ; the type-resemblances bear the other

way, and not to a separation of the Hogs and Tapirs, nor to a

union in one group of the Hogs and Ruminants.

The existence in Paridigitates of two horns, one either side

of the front, is mentioned by Owen as an example oi pa rs in

.these species, additional to that in the toes; and the oc

J?
the Imparidigitates of a horn (or horns) only on the medial

line of the i

res of an

odd organ. This odd horn occurs only in the Rhinoceroses

among the ! "-j <;•
til

."
! " " : u!!d

with so small a range of facts to - ™ ™T
reasonably doubt the alleged connection between the odd or

L

5
It may also be here repeated that the Horse is related to the f™»™£™

"*

.-'„-'
_,

- - - -,
:

\he°Elepil

l

a

n

nt

thr0
-

U"
Uog-group, the lowest of Stheoo
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even in horns and the odd or even in the toes. The true dis-

tinction with regard to the horns appears to be that already

mentioned :—that the Sthenorhines have only the nose—not the

forehead—elongated or amplificated through a growth of horns,

and this is an epidermic amplification, while among the Stheno-

meres, an inferior group, the bony structure of the forehead*

lificate. ,

If it be sustained that the Camelopard has a central horn on the

front of the head, as has been claimed and recently reaffirmed,

a case of an odd or medial horn occurs among the Pandiyitatfis;

but it is a forehead-horn.

We should therefore make the statement thus :

The Stheaorh ate species, may have one or

two nasal epidermic horns, or horns proceeding from the exoskelelon.

The Sthenoi; ite species, may have two or

more frontal bm from the endothOm

In addition, the cxoskeleton, under this inferior type, sometimes

contributes large epidermic additions in the shape of sheaths to

the horns, as well as hoofs to the feet. .

k8

III. The third group of Herbivores includes only the Streniaia

—aquatic species' that fail of hind-limbs, like Whales but bear

various marks of superiority to the Mutilates, as already brieny

The grand divisions of the tribe of Herbivores, which have

been pointed out and elucidated in the preceding pages, are ina

cated in the following Sv th the subdivisions

to which we appear to be led by the further application ot tn

principle of cephalization. In connection, one or two ot tw

more prominent distinctions of the higher groups are mentione

Synopsis of the proposed classification of Herbivores.

Prosthenie. Snout serving as a power-organ, usually dot-
ted. Gross-amplificate, rarely long-amplificate in extinct spec •

Horns, when any, proceeding from the exoskeleton alone, n

1. Proboscideans.—Snout an organ of digital as wel

brachial prehension. Imparidigitate.

(1.) Elephantids.

(2.) Dinotherids.
(?)

2. Tapirideans.—Snout imperfectly, or not at all, P.^^S
there never being prehension at the extremity (or digital *>

tension). Imparidigitate.

(1.) Rhiuocerotids.—Having a nasal horn.
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Lorn. Snout elongate, often i

b. Paleotherids.

(3.) Hyracids.—Without a nasal horn. Snout not elongated.

3. Suideans.—Snout elongate, but not at all prehensile.

Paridigitate.

(1.) Suids.

(2.) Hippopotamids.

Metasthenic. Long-am plificate, even when gross-amplificate.

Snout not a power-organ. Horns, when any, proceeding from

the endoskeleton, frontal.

1. Solipeds.—Without horns. Imparidigitate.

- en ids. (?)

2. Ruminants.—Having horns ia the typical group, except

often in females. Paridigitate.

(1.) Cornigers.—Having horns. Frontiferient.

a. Cervids.

b. Antilopids.

c. Camelopardalids.

(2.) Nudifronts.—Without horn?. Not frontiferient, feeble in self-

Ill. Sirenians.

Urosthenic, natatorial. Having a large caudal fin for swim-

ming. Posterior limbs wanting.

Manatus, Halicore or Dugong, Rytina, etc.

In the following enumeration of the distinctions of the several

subdivisions, I confine myself almost entirely to hose tracer.

h are obviously based on the principle of cephal.za-

tion, omitting the many anatomical details to be found in zoolo-

gical treatises.

A. Subdivisions of the Slhenorhines.

(1.) The Proboscideans are distinguished by the high charac-

teristic of having in the proboscis a prehensile organ ot great
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power and perfection—one that combines the qualities both of a

prehensile hand and a grasping arm, and which, therefore, is

more serviceable for prehension than the fore-limb of a Carnivore.

Although this is a perverted use of a nose, it is not supposed to

be attended with any degeneration of the normal sense below

that of other Herbivores. The elliptic condition of the jaws in

the species is connected, as already explained (Art. I, p. 400),

with the enormous development of the tusks. The forelimb is

proportionally as short as in the Lion, and the hand-portion even

shorter, its length being only one-half that of the humerus.

The Dinothere appears to show in its skull that it was a true

Proboscidean, that is, an animal with an Elephant-like proboscis.

If so, it was, in all probability, a terrestrial animal, like an

Elephant, or not more aquatic than a Hippopotamus. The fact

that prehension is a characteristic of Carnivores and the higher

Mammals, and, among terrestrial Herbivores, only of the supe-

rior species, indicates that it is a mark of high grade, and, there-

fore, one that is not likely to be associated in such perfection as

that of the Elephant with the structure of an aquatic natatorial

Herbivore.
. it_

(2.) The Tapirickans are related to the Proboscideans

snout, and to the Suideans in this and manv other charactt

Unlike the latter, they . 'the third finger being

the longest. The cranium is considerably elongated, being from

one-half to two-thirds longer than the humerus, and thus di-

verges widely from the same in the Carnivores. .

The family of the Khinocerotids is distinguished by the greatly

thickened nasal bones and th._- na>:d iiorn,°and by the snout not

being at all prehensile. The joints of the fore-limb in the W-
(

noceros Javanus have very nearly the same proportion

as in the higher Carnivores ; but the cranium as compared wiw

the length of the humerus is one-third longer. ., nt

The Tapiroids have the snout prolonged, and often it ^
always, somewhat prehensile, the prehension being bi

kind and not digital ; and the fore-limbs have the outer or W
toe well developed, while the inner or first is wanting, «^
showing inferiority (according to the principle stated on Pa§

162) both to the Ehinoceros (3-toed) and Elephant (5

each of which the toes are nearly balanced either side oj

In one division of the Ehinoceros group, including t

species made into the genus Acerotherium by Kaup. 1

the fore-limbs are four in number, as in the T
the horn is absent; and if, as suggested by B
Acerotheres are only females, there is no" question that

outside toe without ai Ilerbrvor^

a marker;;
i2. The same cono»

sion might be drawn, though less safely, from the fact that iu
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Acerotheres (whether females or not) are among the earliest

geological representatives of the Ehinoceros group.

The Hyracids are degradational forms, haying the snout not

prolonged and not horned, yet having it terminate in a Hat naked

space with the nostrils on either side, also having the tail reduced

to a mere tubercle, and having the small size, as well as some
of the habits, of a Eodent of the Hare family. It is good at

digging. This abbreviation before and behind in the Hyrax
may be an example under the elliptic method of decephah/a-

tion, evincing feebleness in a life-system which is ot extreme

smallness for the Herbivore-type. The animals of I

Syrian species were long since described as "a feeble folk.'

(Prov. 30 : 26).

3. The Suideans are generally acknowledged to be far more

closely related to the Tapiroids than to the other Pan
(or Ruminants). Yet they bear many evidences of h

to that group. Besides being paridigitato. they have the jaws

more amplificate than in the Tapir-, as appears m the fact that

the extremity, bearing the inciso; ore remote

from the molar portions, and still more strikingly, in many spe-

cies, in the canines being elongated into tusks, and the incisors

also being sometimes large and spaced out. This an

condition reaches its extreme in the Hippopotamus. There is

also a great tendency ?
through the develop-

ment of fat—the lowest kind of amplification. Another hypo-

. which, in one species, the Babyroussa, pass out through

the facial part of the skull, becoming long curving nasal horns.

Still anoth, r rity is the very small size of the

hrain compared with that of the head.

The Hippopotamids are extreme examples among Pachyderms

cies in this hypotypic group. They manifest this in their size,

grossness of head and %ody, aspect of deformity in every part

soldered radius and ulna, and in their being the most aquatic ot

the group. Their unusually short legs and spread toes, also, are

evidently marks of inferiority ;
for in a system so low in struc-

ture throughout these peculiarities cannot be a consequence of

*«gh cephalization. It is a step toward the Mutilates.

B. Subdivisions of the Sthenomeres.

a
1. The Solipeds rank the Ruminants, not only because imparl-

digitate, but also, because of their higher grade ot digestive

system, and the bare forehead; for in these ^ies absence of

horns appears to be a mark of elevation. That they are the

highest of Sthenomeres is also evident from the elegance of form,
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grace of motion, fleetness and strength which characterize one

or more species of the group, and winch combination of qualities

is presented in equal perfection in no other Herbivore. The

type, therefore, may rightly claim the first place in its grand

• one, either between Tapirs and

Rhinoceroses or Hogs, or below Goats and Oxen.

The Macrauchenia, according to Owen, was much like a Rumi-

nant in its and near the Camel in

Its n< ".
I it had i \y (the head is yet unknown) no

- The radius and ulna were united, and so

also the tibia and fibula. Its place in the system may he, there-

fore, along side of the Equids, or the impari

If, however, the anin al had a \ roboscis. the species would fall

among the Tapirideans and represent an inferior long-amplin-

cate subdivision. The term Solqxds or SoUdungulqtes, might well

be replaced by Equi i in*, as the existence of a solitary hoofed toe

is not an essential characteristic of the group.

2. The R i into two groups.--

(1.) The Comigers or typical species.—These are (>

the name applied to them) at leas

males. Tu ike with the forehead

iu attack, (c.) The foot has great compactness, the tu

toes (normally the third and fourth) being so large, and so well

hoofed, that upon them; the hoofs are flat on

the inner side and fit well together, so as to look and act

one cloven hoof, (d.) The two posterior toes (second and
too short to touch the ground, and are sometimes altogether

wanting. («.) Two metacarpals, and also two metat

with a rare exception, coalesced into a single "cannon-bone ,

also, the scaphoid and cuboid bones, at the base of the cannon-

bone, are united. These particular characters are here enumer-

ated in order to exhibit the contrast between this type and tn»

of the Nudifronts.

The two families of Cervids and Antilopids, mentioned in the

Synopsis, page 169, are the same in limits as those usually so

named, except that the Camelopard is excluded. Th<

pardalid is the spee ;

under the Corniger type. The horns are persistent, as in toe

Antilopids; but instead of a corneous sh
covering only the hairv skin. In this respect and, further, in

their extreme long-amplification, in the young animal's bavin,

horns at birth, and in their using the hind-legs in kicking as w
principal means of defense, like the Horse, (and not merely *

the occasional, like many Ruminants ) they diverge from "»

other Cornigers and ri a il.V,
and one

hypotypic in grade. It is stated
use of their horns in attack; and one female at the Zoology
Gardens, London, is said to have driven her horns through

*"
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inch board. As the head of a Camelopard is raised seventeen

feet above the .mound, the systemic force in this

ini nor II 'i • i~ I
- i_ i ipphen win >>,e radius is

nearly twice that of the Lion, and six to eight times that of its

immon Stag or Goat—a condition

betokening very low gra<U\ Its inibriority among Cornigers is

also apparent in the small head and brains for so large a body,

its long limbs when running, and

(2.) the Xudiffonts.—T\ve Nudifronts manifest their inferior-

ity to the preceding in different ways.

—

(a.) In a comparatively relaxed condition of the extremities.

In the Camelids, the toes spread forward so that the animal

walks on a pad or pads beneath the foot and toes ; the hoofs

are small, of symmetrical shape instead of being fitted to one

another, and cover only the extremities of the toes; the scaphoid

and cuboid bones of the u non-bone,

though single, is divided at its lower extremity to a higher point

than in the Cornigers.
In the Moschids, the toes are lax, as in the Camelids, and simi-

larly covered with short hoofs, so that there is not the appear-

ance of a single cloven hoof; moreover the two posterior toes

are elongated so as to touch the ground in walking; and, in

one species, not only are the scaphoid and cuboid bones

but also the metacarpals and mel ke UP tne

cannon-bone of the Cornigers and Solipeds. In others, also, the

metacarpals are not completely coalesced.

The Anophtherids are like the Moschids in the lax condition,

of the two large toes; and, as in the Moschus aquattcus, the

scaphoid and cuboid bones are disjunct and also the metacarpals

and the metatarsals. ...
.(6.) In the forehead not being a power-organ, and not furnished

with horns.—
This condition in an animal may be a mark either of a highly

cephalized, or of an enfeebled, life-system. In the Horse it

appears to be the former. But in the Nudifronts, it is so asso-

- it is unquestionably

additional e. noritv. Absence of horns char-

acterizes the females of many C wa that ]t

might natural >r species.

The Camel and Musk-deer have feeble heads, both as respects

mechanical and psych ik-deer not only has no

"•ace of horns but the forehead is not used m defense or at-

tack, being apparently unfitted for this purpose.

fe) In their feeble means of defence and bizarre shapes.-

The Camel sometimes bites—an almost universal propensity

^ong animals, there being a consciousness of Pterin the

A* Joce. Sci.-< MI, No. HO.-Mauch, 18G4.
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jaws when none elsewhere. The male Musk-deer is aided by
long canines; yet it is a very timid animal, and although it

takes extraordinary bounds when fleeing from a pursuer, it is

said to become very soon exhausted, and thus is a little after the

Grasshopper-style among hypotypic Insects. The Llamas spit.

The Camel has a body out of proportion to its legs, and

exhibits awkwardness in features and gait ; its hump is an ab-

normal growth of fatty and cellular tissue, having no functional

value beyond that of serving as fuel for the craft when out on

the desert ; and its formation evinces large vegetative powers
with consequently feeble systemic control.

(d.) In the presence of canines in most of the species; and

in the Anoplotherids the set of teeth, besides being complete,

having the canines short and not projecting, as in Man.—
The variation from the Ruminant type in the teeth shows a

tendency to return to normal regularity and simplicity. as is

common in inferior species (Art. I, pp. 326, 440), and is not a

mark of elevation toward the Pachyderms.
Owen observes that an Anoplotherid resembles, in its absence

of horns, its divided metatarsals and metacarpals, its lax toes,

and its even and normal number of teeth, " the embryo Bumi-
nant, these characteristics of the embryo being retained in them
through adult life. He speaks of it, again, as exhil
features of the more generalized (or less spe<
type, and remarks upon the same as also shown, though less

strikingly, m the Camel. This relation so correctly presented,

accords with the view we hold, that these species are low in

grade of cephalization
; for a condition analogous to that of an

animal in an unfinished or young state is o°ne of comparative
feebleness. The embryological resemblance, on this view, ex-

tends not only to form but also to force.
lne rachydermatoid qualities in the Moschids, and some among

those so regarded in the Camelids, correspond therefore to a

degradation of the Ruminant-tvpe
On page 165, the long-ampnficate jaws and limbs of Solipeds

and typical Euminants are shown to be mutually dependent on

that condition of the systemic force which is essential in order

to bring out the Ruminant type-structure. It here appears that

the relaxed or enfeebled condition of that force which leads to

a lax state of the digits or extremities of the limbs is attended

by modifications of the teeth-the dental series losing its type-

character by the development of some or all of the missing teeth,

tr^lJ
50

J
e
*?

rn
,!

n
? t0ward Omental regularity. The two ex-

tremes °t the body, the jaws and the limbs, thus vary together

with the enfeebling or relaxation of the systemic force. . .

from\l?E
ent
d°mthisSUrve^ that the Nudifronts iirom the higher Sthenorneres in several important characteristics,
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indicative, each, of inferiority of grade. They are feeble in the
head, and have no use for the forehead in attack or defense

;

they are weak as to means of defense of any kind ; they have a
ion of the extremities; they have a more complete

and regular series of teeth, but as a result of a more diffused
state of the systemic force, or less systemic control.

C. Siremans.

The distinctions of the Sirenians have already been sufficiently

In conclusion, the writer may here state that he does not look
upon the classification which has been presented, as in all points
that to which beyond question the right application of the princi-
ple of cephalization leads; but only as that which, as far as he
now understands the facts and the principle, appears to him to
be correct to nature.

D. Dynamical considerations.

I. Amplification.—On page 165 it is shown that in the skeleton
of the long-amplificate Herbivores, the head and limbs are both
elongated, although unequally ; and that the elongation is little
or none in the basal portion of these parts, while large in the
rest, and especially to* of both the jaws and
hmbs.

.

On page 174, it is likewise shown that a relaxation of the parts
in the extremities of the limbs is concurrent with a relaxing also
°i the elements of the jaws.
Thus the head and the limbs, parts alike circumferential,

undergo analogous changes undej —the am-

g from the basal portion of the
s^ull toward the extremity of the jaws; and that in the limbs

§ from the body toward the extremities of these limbs.
>\ow it is to be noted that, while the head and the limbs

diminish in amplification toward their basal portions, they are
separated in the same species by a long-amplificate neck. It seems
to follow, therefore, that the head is one centre of amplification,
and the body another ; or, in other words, that there are two

atres of amplification, a cephalic and a thoracic, the
former the primary.

-The question may be asked, whether the neck, in its amplifica,

"Id be considered as subordinate to the cephalic, or to
tne thoracic, centre, or to both equally. In reply, it is to be
poserved that the amplification in the case of the neck accords

J?
amount much more nearly with that in the limbs than with,

.at
V
1 tne head. Moreover, short limbs and a short neck go

ogether (as in the natatorial Herbivores and Mutilates), even
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when the head is excessively elongated ; and when the limbs

are reduced to fin?, a? m Lis s, h 1 < k is essentially wanting.

Again, the longer cervical vertebrae are those most remote from

the body, and the stoutest those nearest it; and, in the Camelo-

pard, an animal in which the part of the limbs remote from the

body is very much elongated, these cervical vertebra? remote from

the body are likewise much elongated. It would hence appear

that the amplification in the neck in these species is subordinate

mainly to the I i y centre.

But although this arguirx nt in favor of a connection at times

between amplification in the neck and limbs may appear direct,

we deem it only a d. mi. In! sv^ stion. In any case, the fact of

two systemic centres in Mammals seems to be established—one,
the cephalic or superior, quite small in radius and with narrow

limits of amplification; the other, the thoracic or inferior-, very

large in radius, and admitting of a wide range of amplification.

In Crustaceans the head and thorax make one single division

of the body, the cephalothorax; and the cephalic nervous mass

is often quite near the first thoracic, the two in some inferior

species being on opposite sides of the esophagus. The cephalo-

thorax here corresponds, therefore, to one single primary cen-

tre; and this centre is situated near the anterior margin of the

mouth-aperture, or between the mandibular and 2nd-antennary
segments, where it is placed by the writer in his former articles

on this subject. There is an inferior or secondary centre in

Crustaceans, but this is abdominal, as remarked in Art. I, p. 322.

In Insects, as the body consists of three parts, a head, thorax
and abdomen, there appear to be, besides the cephalic, two
secondary centres, a thoracic and an abdominal ; and in the

Mantids and like species we have an example of a large anterior

amplification of the thoracic. . At page 328 of Art. I, a fact is

mentioned bearing on the existence of two centres in Worms.
While amplification, then, depends on the decree of systemic

control over vegetative growth and development, it may take

place about the structure as a systemic unit, or about its primary-
and secondary systemic centres; and each centre may be more
or less independent of the others in the amplification subordi-
nate to it.

*

When, in an organism, the systemic force controls in the

highest possible degree, under the type, the tendency to vegeto;
tove increase, or the mere powers of growth (the centrifugal
tendency), there is the highest concentration and greatest cir-

cumferential contraction; and when in any less degree, there is

amplification or circumferential extension.
3 systemic controllie control is still so great as to keep the parts

typical proportions as to relative .

~—*v "'""« typical pi
parts, the amplification, if any, is simply gross-amplification-
gross-amplification of the whole bony structure in superior spe-
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of a feebler life-system. But when the control is less complete,

the parts of the bony structure increase in- lt>t<jtli by amplifica-

tion, especially the more circi them

—

this

•lance from
is—and the structure is long-amplificate.

With a feebler life-system, not able to keep the structure evolved
to type-perl iy have lax or imperfect extremi-

ties, that is, lax as compared with their condition in the typical

species under the type.
6

2. Definite npl.fftcate and long-am-

plifeate.—lt has been observed that the two higher groups of

terrestrial Herbivores are distinguished, the first, by being very

generally gross-am pi ificate in the structures included, and the

second by being long-amplificate, and that the two groups are

thus quite well separated, there being but few cases of long-

uon in the former, and the gross-amplification in the

latter taking place upon long-amplificate structures. It is a

general fact throughout the animal kingdom that the long-am-

plificate groups under a type stand apart from, instead of blend-

ing insensibly in this respect with, the typical or gross-am pi ificate

groups. Thus there is a Tipulid group among Dipters ; a Gralla-

Prsecoces ; a Heron
family among the

Accipiters, etc.

The reason for this definiteness of limit between gross-amplifi-

cate or typical forms and long-amplificate is apparent from the

preceding discussion. To produce the former, there is the sys-

temic control which determines typical proportions and admits
only of nar .

- por the latter, there is a

diminished degree of tl vegetative growth to

elongate the structure; and this diminution is not one of gradual

stages, but an abrupt step down to the new condition. The
limits of typical proportions once fairly overstepped, the struc-

• tures pass suddenly to amplificate forms of very varied propor-

tions. This capabilitv of elongating the bony skeleton in Sthe-

norneres is very different from that of mere general enlargement

he Sthenorhines; and without an abruptness
of transition between the two conditions the two iv pes would
not stand as far apart as they do in style of amplification.

nation.—There is anotl • ro the systemic force,

to which the above, relating to amplification, is actually subordi-

" Thesepane

:

Particular, the remark of Dr. Minor on this pofnt, <
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nate—which is, that the force may vary in cephalic concentration,

and thereby in it U body-axis.

It has been shown in this and the former articles that there is

often, with descending grade of species, a transfer of force and

function backward in the structure—a method of decephaliza-

tion termed the retroferent, and including under it. the

<c and urosihenic conditions of structure. These have

been illustrated from all departments of the animal kingdom;

an.d with examples from Herbivores in the preceding pages. We
- in this Journal (vol.

xxii, 14, 1856, and the chapter in the authors Expl. ExpeA

Beport, p. 1412,) as esp< dally <!. ar and conclusive, and as hav-

tiar interest because historically the source in the wri-

ter's mind of the principles here explained.
Moreover, this backward transfer of force and function mani-

fests itself also in the ion of the structure and

also in some anterior dilation. Conversely, elevation of grade is

manifested in the abbreviation of the structure behind, and to

some extent also anteriorly, and in the transfer of force and

function forward, or toward the cephalic extremity.
This connection of grade with a transfer of force along the

body-axis—through a weakening or strengthening of the cephalic

lar or cephalic nature of.- J dependent on the polar or cephalic

i animal—a condition remarked upon in Art I, at page 321,

and referred to at p. 157 of this paper. The higher the grade

of a species under a type, the greater the extent to which the

force of the system is gathered in, or toward, the cephalic ex-

tremity or pole ; and the lower the grade, the more complete its

diffusion toward the posterior extremity.
In the forward transfer attending cephalic concentration, the

anterior limbs, as the species rise in prosthenic ehai

crease in muscular force, so that, as in Carnivores, this force is

far greater in the fore-limbs than in the hind-limbs. When

the transfer of force toward and about the anterior or cephalic

extremity is at its maximum under any type, the structure a •

prosdienic in the highest degree possible for that type. But it

the anterior extremity of the body-axis is not in this
state, owing to a diffusion of the force posteriorly, the condition

is one less prosthenic ; by a further loss and diffusion posteriorly.

there may be another step down s, as we have

before found, appear to be by a saltus) perhaps to a lower grade

of prosthenic, or else, still lower, to a metasthenic condition, ana

attending this, there is often an increasing length of body; by

a further loss or diffusion posteriorly, there may be the pro-

ds, although true, is but an un
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founder descent to a urosthenic condition, with great length
behind and a large part of the force of the structure thrown
into the caudal extremity.

But, besides the increase of muscular force attending cephalic
concentration, there is also increase of cephalic force—the senso-
rial and higher cephalic—an increase which is not so easily
measured or compared. Man is probably prosthenic looking only
to his limbs, the arms being stronger than the legs. Yet this is but
a small fraction of the force which :

I benic being
he is. The force is so largely purely cephalic, that he may be
styled, with special appropriateness, cephalosihemc. In such a
species the increase of force along the body-axis from behind
forward would be represented by a very rapid divergence of
lines

; in a Carnivore, by a divergence much less rapid ; in a
Whale by lines diverging but little from parallelism.

(

When the supremacy of the cephalic extremity in an organism
is of high order, the cephalic centre is near the front margin
of the head. Thus in Man, the being eminently of onward
head-power, the jaws project bat slightly beyond the anterior
margin of the brain ; moreover this cephalic concentration and
contraction is connected with a reduction of the number of teeth
from 44 to 32, one pail • o of premolars being
wanting in either jaw out of the full number that belongs to the
Mammal type. There is a great contrast between this abbrevi-
ated form of head and the elongated cranium of the 44-toothed
Anoplothere, one of the lowest of Herbivores.

.
" hen the cephalic supremacy is so feeble that the force approx-

imates to ei rts of the body-axis, the animal is

the next th- e centre in
such a case often has a position remote from the anterior ex-
tremity, the head portion becoming greatly dilated, as in the
Whale as mentioned on page 160. If, in addition, the systemic
wrce is feeble, the body may be contracted both before and
behind, about the nem vole, as in Eadiates.

•

.
With decreasing cephalic concentration, there may be not only

increasing length throughout the structure, and especially cir-

cumferentially, but also an incn -;> -

!

' e Parts of
the structure, and a tendency toward a resolution into its nor-

mal elements, or an elem. ntalizing of it; and also a tendency
toward an equality in the series of parts or elements. This is

aecephalization by the analytic method e- , "'-

kind of relaxation, favors i

i of structure, but often,

i of parts included under the
"

fion of ova or young at a birth, included under the

genetic method (Art. I p/330).° In the higher animal species,
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the forces and material of the being can develop at one time but
one or a few ova ; in others inferior, the amount required for each
i s i?0 small, or, is so s mil a part of the v.- hi le energies of the indi-

vidual, that the number produced is almost iinleiinitelv large.

_
4. Relation offie hue of amplification to the law of ax:

Hon offorce.—The condition as to the distribution of force along

the body-axis under a type, determines, as has been shown, the

form or general nature of the structure, in any case, and the

structure thus establish 1 is t mi v. h eh undergoes amplification,

i is secondary to the law of axial

i in a Whale is am]
a urosthenie structure, or one in which the forces are so distribu-

ted along the axis that the anterior pole is not very big
nor to the posterior—a structure which is of great lengl
behind because urosthenie, or feeble in cephalic polarity, while,

at the same time, powerful in life-system.
5. Diminution of cephalic concentration or polarity not necessarily

: ion of the total amount of force in an organism.—As a

Whale has more locomotive force than any other animal, it is

evident that the transfer of force posteriorly, or the loss of ce-

phalic concentration, does not necessarily involve a great di-

of strength of body : i . there is not

necessarily a lessening of force. In fact, it might be inferred from

the case of the Whale, and also from examples among the higher

Mammals, that sensorial and other higher cephalic force becomes
converted, in the transfer posteriorly, into muscular force; so

that a Whale is a repi , rce of a typical megas-

thene,—a Lion, for example—in the condition almost exclusively
ot muscular force. The last part of this statement may be quite

true
;
for the Whale may not differ from a Lion so much in

amount of systemic force as in the proportions of that force

divided between the several kinds of muscular, sensorial, and

But this commutation of kinds of force cannot prop-

erly be admitted. It is more correct to say that the systemic

developments in one case produce almost solely muscular force;

in the other, less of this with a larger proportion of sensorial, or

sensorial and psychical ; and that these proportions are determined
by the cephalic polarity of the life-energy characterizing the

organism under development. The brain is the last part of an

animal that is perfected. It becomes complete in its powers only

alter the rest of the structure has so far reached its limits of

growth that the whole system may combine its nutrient energies
and material on the one great feature of the being. In this

^onditi
CephallZed structure attains its most highly cephahzed

The views here set forth rest on the ground that in a living

rganism there are not only molecular forces everywhere indi-

idually at work, carrying on all changes and growth, but also
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that there is centralized control over all molecular forces, deter-
mining the limits, nature and condition of the organism. 10

I would not be understood as including Man's higher nature
among the attributes that can be developed out of simple mat-

-

prebend Nature's laws and use them for his physical, intellectual
and moral progress, that he is nlovn Nature. He shows in his

lion of an omnipotent
Creator, (or, as wc . i his efforts to reason himself out ol this

recognition, or into the substitution of an infinite Nature)—in
Ins sense of o! _-iU m to m >r; tin;> from

rda Die infinite—in

b'hty of indefinite development, that he has within him an
element of the infinite, a spiritual element, which places him
above nature, constitute- his likeness to his Creator, and assures
htm of a future of spiritual existence apart from matter and its

' -nments
.6. Distnu :<.—The fact stated

Whale affords a 1

towards a do -unction between the
great groups of Megasthenes and Microsthenes. The subdivi-
sions of thes med in a note to page 159, and

ftllelism:—theQuadrumanesaml
they have long been regarded

as correlates m many of their characters: so Carnivores and
re* in the second; Herbivores and Kodents in the

tea m the fourth, Carniwuw
«Jd fnsectivoresare both carnivorous and both prosthenic tribes.

herbivores and Rodents are both herbivorous, and the larger
and most cliara teristie part of the former and all of the latter

lJpes; the hitter, like the form 'cate and
•waentalize ,:

cal as to
teeth, somet - igb *H
their structure, evidence of great ' placental

Mammals. The mean sizes of the
" icrosthenea

Qave been shown to be about as 1 : 4.

a?w the Whales, by their enon r
>
make it

. that they are true Megasthenes,
.--

JPecies, they still retain this peculiar feature of the Megasthenic

ter" I
1 "9 ide!l is illustrated by reference to the nature of coral polyps in the wri-

ter
« Report on Zoophyte* 4to, 1*16.

**• Jocr. Scl-Second SEniES, Vol. XXXVII, No. HO.-Mabch, 1864.
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The Edentates are also large beasts, and the first impulse,

under the influence of the sense of sight, is to declare them like-

wise Megasthenes, because they are big enough to be so. But

these animals, large and small, while degradational like the

Mutilates, are in strikin.2 contrast with the latter as regards

muscular force and all other powers. They are cephalically

feeble, below other Mammals; and they are of extreme muscular

debility as compared with a Whale or any Megasthene. There

is no increase of muscular power because of the degradation of

the sensorial and psychical elements, as in the Whale, but a

general degradation of every function and part. Thus they are

literally microsthenic in life-system. Compared even with a

quick-moving Rodent, the slow Sloth is muscularly feeble; for

relative strength is to be measured, not by the single blow that

may be given, but by the product of the strength of a single

blow injto the number of times this blow may be repeated in a

given time, as for instance, in twenty-four hours.

The Edentates appear therefore to be as truly degradational

Microsthenes, as the Mutilates are degradational Mej

Thev show their feebleness according to the elliptic method, in

their head and jaws to an extent not manifested even among

Mutilates.

The Edentate type exhibits its inferiority to that of all other

tal Mammals also in admitting more or less of a com-

mingling of Reptilian characteristics with the Mammalian,
pears in the scale-made or shield-like armor of many species, iuo

feeble sensibility of all, and several peculiarities in the

—showing thus that the type holds a position in some respects

between those of Mammals and Reptiles, or at the extreme lower

end of the placental series.

D. Additional Observations.

1. Grade among groups.—The groups under the several subdi-

visions in the proposed classification show a gradation in ranK

corresponding with their position. Moreover, the third group, a

in the higher subdivisions of the animal kingdom, and in those

presented in the article on Insects, is literally a hypoti

The hypotypic features are connected either with a more or lea

aquatic mode of life, and gross-amplification, or with long-ampli-

fication.

It may be here observed that were we to make the Impari-

digitates and Paridigitates the two grander divisions of Her-

bivores, and so unite the Solipeds to the Proboscid
us, and the Suideans to the Ruminants, the Sohpf°*

would have to go, because myasthenic, at the foot of I

division, when they have the characteristics of a super
group, and not those of a hypotypic; and the Suideans wow"
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take their place at the head of the lower, before the Ruminants,
because prosthenic, although decidedly hypotypic in shape, struc-

ture and stupidity.

2. Designations of the grades of - ibe of Herbi-

vores.—Under the tribe of Herbivores, the subdivisions of the

first grade, that is, those of Sthenorhines, Sthenomeres, and
Sirenians, may be conveniently named subtribes. The subdi-

visions of the second grade, or tjiose of Proboscideans, Tapir-

ideans, etc., maybe called tributes, this word being diminutive
of tribe.

The subdivisions of the third grade are, with three exceptions,

families. The three exceptions are that of the Tapiroids among
Sthenorhines, and those of Cornigers and Nudifronts among
Sthenomeres, for each of which the term stirps, one already some-

what in use in classification, might be employed. The name of

the group of Rhinocerotids might be written Rhinocerotoids, so

as to make it coordinate with that of Tapiroids ; but it would still

contain only the single family of Rhinocerotids, and the change
would be adding words to the system without sufficient reason.

_
3. Geological History.—The earliest of Herbivores in geological

history, or those of the opening Tertiary period, were mostly

species of Tapiroids and Nudifronts—Lophiodon (Tapirid) of

the earliest Eocene, being one of the genera of the former, and

(Anoplotherid) of the same epoch, of the latter. The
Lophiodonts led off, therefore, the Sthenorhines, and the Dicho-

bunes, the Sthenomeres. Later in the Eocene, if not cotempo-
raneously, there existed the Paleotheres and the true Anoplo-
tneres, as other representatives, respectively, of these two grand
divisions

; and with these there were species of Suideans of the

Chceropotamid type. The Sirenians were also among the first

of Herbivores; and the earliest Eocene genus of these urosthenic

species, Halitherium, was related to the Halicorids.

It is to these Eocene species, according to all analogy, that we
should look for the closest approximation of the t

divisions of terrestrial Herbivores. And so in actual feet, the

Anoplotherids, as long since observed by Cuvier, have near re-

gions in structure to the Tapirids and Suids among the Sthe-

norhines, as well as to the Camelids among Sthenomeres. I his

accords in general relation with the facts among Insects men-
tioned at page 33 in Art. II.

;heres, among »»« —
.._

., besides an approxirr
pneral structure, an approximation also m long-amplification

(P- 168), a feature which is typical for the Sthenomeres, but which

^appeared almost entirely from among the Sthenorhines in the

iater exhibitions of the type.



the position of Amphibians among Vertebrates.

a recent article by the writer on the Parallel ?

i of Vertebrates,
1 Amphibians are made the inferior division

s class of Keptiles. The usual arguments agaim-t this view

alluded to because they were believed to be ;.

all interested in the subject,* and their discussion at the I

seemed not to be required. A few words with regard to tiiem

are here added in order to set forth more distinctly the special

value of the analogies appealed to in that paper.

The evidence in favor of separating the Amphil
Beptiiea as an inde

Their approximation to Fishes in embryo
:

the appearance of being decisive proof that they are as closely

related to Fishes as to Keptiles, and, therefore, that they occupy

an intermediate position between the two in classification.

The chemical res. arcln son th corn; osition oi eggs by Fremy,

ma h a few years s ic< 'el tii n 12 to s io\ ainoi 2 their results

-:
. . .

•
!

•• -

through an early condition oi < xist mce like that of Fishes, lay

eggs which have the _ bemical composition to

those of Fishes," seemed to the writer, when they were first pub-

lished, to carry the evidence to the most fundamental point in

the nature of the species, even b
velopment, IfthefV, .should not

the superstructures also, and far more widely ?

But the question recurred whether in th"e subdivision of the

- oi am rial life 11, t > classes, it is not, :

more correct method to take note primarily of species in their

finished or adult state: that i< not express

the true idea and nature of species, or the ol

the si ecial series of changes through which the adult

In favor of an affirmative reply to this question, the
c "-"- -

"'

•
. .

-•.-..:.'.-•' l
'

• .

embryology in the hands of the best embryologists has o"iy

-

themselves; and in the hands of other end
investigators, and some of the latest, even these gre

groups have not been left without mutilation. And as to we

tions of natural affinities in all. Professor Agassiz, in his JJ-ssaj

:^ifasis;
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on Classification,
3
criticizes the systems of Van Beneden, Kolli leer

and Vogt, on account of their vi
'

ral affinities

of groups, implying that ernbryol have to be

tested by a reference to the natural types of structure. In nature

a specific type is often expressed in a long series of species run-

ning through a very wide ran go of grade; and structures so di-

verse in grade as those of the higher and lower extreme groups

are diverse in the nature of the changes which take place in the

course of embryological de\ lopment. Not npprociatin» tins

. cat the -i ri< \ I id made* bold

e in type.

Tims has of the elasaol Worms from

in and Vogt, and of the order

of Cephalo: ;s by the latter, etc.; and such

errors wi reembry-
. j

is understood.

If, then, the structural relations of the developed an;.

nty to which embryology must appeal, the adult Am-
phibians ma idered, on a question of their rela-

tions to or. n before their eggs and young.

Embryology proves that Amphibians and ordinary Be]

-i aerations;

but, in the present state of the science, it can. hardly be said to

demonstrate cJ«**e#, coordinate with those

of Birds and Mammals;—and I venture to say, as regards the

separation of groups, that, in no state, will it prove what the

adult structures will not sustain.
B "t, furth, i. u it ncu- <:• posed to make a Reptilian whose

early life should be aquatic, could it be accomplished by means
of eggs having the san tion as those of ordi-

nary or ten Dhe development, at each step, in-

volves, and depends upon, chemical changes; and it is hence

.

....... ...
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reasonable to infer that the egg which was to be developed when

bathed in water should thus differ somewhat from one that was

to be developed in the air; and also that such aquatic eggs

should approach in constitution those of the true aquatic Verte-

brates, or Fishes. We may safely conclude, further, that the

method of development for eggs thus different in con

and at the same time of inferior grade, would necessa

from those of ordinary Reptiles, and differ by approximating to

those of Fishes. Accordingly, in Amphibians there may be only

that divergence from the methc ttile that was

required in order that a division of inferior Reptiles should exist

characterized by a fish-like life in the young state.

The fact is that the superstructures (p. 184) do not widely differ.

In the adult state the species are Reptiles in all essential struc-

tural characters:—they are air-breathing; they have imperfect

>q and, consequently, are cold-blooded; and outside or

inside there are no fundamental differences in type that would

require a separation from the Reptilian class. The divergence

is small compared with that between typical Amphibians and

Such considerations are sufficient to authorize the assertion that

the evidence in favor of regarding Amphibians as Reptiles at

least balances that on the other side, if it does not outweigh it.

Now add to the above the analogy drawn from other classes

of Vertebrates, as presented in the paper referred to in the

opening paragraph of this article:—that the class of Mammals

i vision—the Ootocoids, or semioviparous spe-

cies—intermediate between ordinary Mammals and the oviparous

classes below ; that the class of Birds, according to <

-

species—between ordinary Birds
ordinary Reptiles and I >, there are

the Amphibian.-, or .«,, that the grand dis-

tinction between semioviparous and ordinal
fested in their embryological development, or their young state, as

well as that between Amphibians and ordinary Reptiles; and

the evidence becomes strong fcl
constitute a

hypotypic subdivision of Mammals so Amphibians constitute

a hypotypic subdivision of Reptiles. Ic is not necessary to

repeat at length the argument on this point, as the reader can

easily refer to the former paper on the subject. This
1 also in the following article in the same volume

- based on the principle

ot Cepbahzation) by a wider range of analogies, showing tnai

'•potypic groups constitute the lower subdivision m
several departments of the animal kingdom
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Art. XY.— On Celestial Dynamics;
1 by Dr. J. E. Mayer.

The movements of celestial bodies in an absolute vacuum
would be as uniform as those of a mathematical pendulum,

whereas a resisting medium pervading all space would cause the

planets to move in shorter and shorter orbits, and at last to fall

into the sun.

Assuming such a resisting medium, these wandering celestial

todies must have on the periphery of the solar system their

cradle, and in its centre their grave; and however long the

duration, and however great the number of their revolutions

may be, as many masses will on the average in a certain time

arrive at the sun as formerly in a like period of time came

sphere of attraction.

All these bodies plunge with a violent impetus into their

common grave. Since no c an effect, each of

these cosmical masses will, like a weight falling to the earth,

produce by its percussion an amount of heat proportional to its

From the idea of a sun whose attraction acts throughout

space, of ponderable bodies scattered throughout the universe,

and of a resisting ether, another idea necessarily follows—that,

namely, of a continual and inexhaustible generation of heat on

the central body of this cosmical system.

Whether such a conception be realized in our solar system—

whether in other words the wonderful and permanent evolution

of light and heat be caused by the uninterrupted fall of cosmical

matter into the sun—will now be more closely examined.

The existence of matter in a primordial condition (
Urmatene),

moving about in the universe, and assumed to follow the attrac-

tion of the nearee will scarcely be denied by

astronomers and phvsicists ; for the richness of surrounding

nature, as well as the aspect of the starry heavens prevents the

belief that the wide space which separates our solar system from

the regions governed by the other fixed stars is a vacant solitude

destitute of matter. We shall leave, however, all suppositions

concerning subjects so distant from us both in time and space

and confine our attention exclusively to what may be learned

from the observation of the existing state of things

, Besides the fourteen known planets with their eighteen satel-

J*3
a great many other cosmical masses move within the space

^ the planetary system of which the comets deserve to be men-

tioned first.

Kepler's celebrated statement that "there are more comets in
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the heavens than fish in the ocean," is founded on the fact that,

of all the comets belonging to our solar system, com]
few can be seen by the inhabitants of the earth, and therefore

the not inconsiderable number of actually observed comets ob-

liges us, according to the rules of the calculus of pro
to assume the existence of a great many more beyond the sphere

of our vision.

Besid nd comets, another class of celes-

tial bodies exists within our solar system. These are masses

which, on account of ti ii - i noss.' mn\ be considered as cos)

- and wta c 1 An _ I ed asteroids.

They, like the planets an 1 tl I by gravity,

and move in elliptical orbits round the sun. When accident

brings them into the immediate neighborhood of the earth, tbey

produce the phenomena of shooting stars and fireballs.

It has been shown, by repeated observation, that on a bright

night twenty minutes seldom elapse without a sh<

sible to an observer in any situation. At certain times

these meteors are observed in t numbers;

during the meteoric shower at Boston,
when they were said to fall, "crowded together like snow-

flakes," they were est: 10,000. On the whole,

the number of aster- ; in the space

of a year must be computed to be rnanv thousands of millions.'

This, without doubt, is only a small fraction of the number of

asteroids that move round the sun. which number, according to

the rules of the calculus of prol
As has been already stated, on the existence of a resisting

ether it depends whether the celestial bodies, the n
comets, and the asteroids move at constant mean distances around

the sun, or whether they are constantly approaching that central

Scientific men do not doubt the existence of such an ether.

Littrow, amongst others, expresses himself on this point as fol-

lows:—"The assumption that the planets and comets move m
an absolute vacuum can in no way be admitted. Even if tM

tained no other matter than

._ _. light (whether light be con-

sidered as emission of matter or the undulations of a universal

ether), this alone is sufficient to alter the motion of the planets

in the course of time and the arrangement of the whole system

itself; the fall of all the planets and the comets into the sun

and the destruction of the present state of the solar system mast

be the final result of this action."
1 Compare Prof. Newton's computation of the anproximate number of ««*«£

K)0: th»J°<*
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A direct proof of the existence of such a resisting medium
has been furnished by the academician Encke. He found that

the comet named after him, which revolves round the sun in the

short space of 1207 days, shows a regular acceleration of its mo-
tion, in consequence of which the time of each revolution is

shortened by about six hours.

From the great density and magnitude of the planets, the

shortening of the diameters of their orbits proceeds, as might
be expected, very slowly, and is up to the present time inappre-

ciable. The smaller the cosmical masses are, on the contrary,

other circumstances remaining the same, the faster they move
towards the sun : it may therefore happen that in a space of

time wherein the mean distance of the earth from the sun would
diminish one metre, a small asteroid would travel more than one

thousand miles towards the central body.
As cosmical masses stream from all sides in immense numbers

towards the sun, it follows that they must become

, ,.„.ch surrounds the sun, owes its

origin to such closely packed asteroids. However it may be,

this much is certain, this phenomenon is caused by matter which

moves according to the same laws as the planets round the sun,

and it consequently follows that the whole mass which originates

the zodiacal light is continually approaching the sun and falling

into it.

This light does not surround the sun uniformly on all sides

;

that is to say, it has not the form of a sphere, but that of a thin

convex lens, the greater diameter of which is in the plane of

the solar equator, and accordingly it has to an observer on our

globe a pyramidal form. Such lenticular distribution of the

masses in the universe is repeated in a remarkable manner in

the disposition of the planets and the fixed stars.

From the great number of cometarv masses and asteroids and
the zodiacal light on the one hand, and the existence of a resist-

ing ether on the other, it necessarily follows that ponderable

matter must continually be arriving on the solar surface. The
«ffect produced by these masses evidently depends on their final

Velocity; and, in order to determine the latter, we shall discuss

Borne of the elements of the theory of gravitation.

The final velocity of a weight attracted by, and moving to-

*ard, a celestial body will become greater as the height through

*hich the weight falls increases. This velocity, however, it it

f
e only produced by the fall, cannot exceed a certain magni-

tu
fe; n has a maximum, the value of which depends on the

volume and mass of the attracting celestial body.
A* Joub. Sci—Secosd Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. IIO.-Mabcb, 18C4.
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Let r be the radius of a spherical and solid celestial body, and

g the velocity at the end of the first second of a weigl

on the surface of this body ; then the greatest velocity which

this weight can obtain by its fall toward the celestial body, or

the velocity with which it will arrive at its surface after a fall

from an infinite height, is \^2gr in one second. This number,

wherein g and r are expressed in metres, we shall call G.

For our globe the value of g is 9*8164 .... and that of r

6,369,800 ; and consequently on our earth

Gr=x/(2X9-8164X6,369,800)=:1 1,183.

The solar radius is 112-05 times that of the earth and the ve-

locity produced by gravity on the sun's surface is 28'36 times

greater than the same velocity on the surface of our globe ;
the

greatest velocity therefore which a body could obtain in conse-

quence of the solar attraction, or

G=V(^8-36X112-05)X 11,183=630,400;

that is, this maximum velocity is equal to 630,400 metres, or 85

geographical miles in one second.
By the help of this constant number, which may be called the

characteristic of the solar system, the velocity of a body in cen-

tral motion may easily be determined at any point of its orbit.

Let a be the mean distance of the planetary body from the cen-

tre of gravity of the sun, or the greater semidiameter of its orbit

(the radius of the sun being taken as unity) ; and let h be the

distance of the same body at any point of its orbit from the

centre of gravity of the sun ; then the velocity, expressed m
metres, of the planet at the distance h is

v

\2aXA'
At the moment the planet comes in contact with the solar s

face, h is equal to 1, and its velocity is therefore

4
It follows from this formula that the smaller 2a (or the major

axis of the orbit of a planetary bodv) becomes, the less will be

its velocity when it reaches the sun. This velocity, like the

major axis, has a minimum; for so long as the planet moves

outside the sun, its major axis cannot be shorter than the diame-

ter of the sun, or, taking the solar radius as a unit, the quantity

2a can never be less than 2. The smallest velocity with vhictt

we can imagine a cosmical body to arrive on the surface of trie

uently

C

t velocity of 60 geographical miles i

<J:
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For this smallest value, the orbit of the asteroid is circular

;

for a larger value it becomes elliptical, until finally, with increas-

ing eccentricity, when the value of la approaches infinity, the

orbit becomes a parabola. In this last case the velocity is

or 85 geographical miles in one second.

If the value of the major axis become nagative, or the orbit

assume the form of a hyperbola, the velocity may increase with-

out end. But this could only happen when cosmical masses

enter the space of the solar system with a projected velocity, or

when masses, having missed the sun's surface, move into the

universe and never return ; hence a velocity greater than Gr can

only be regarded as a rare exception, and we shall therefore only

consider velocities comprised within the limits of 60 and 80
miles.

2

The final velocity with which
line toward the centre of the sui

expressed by the formula

<J¥.
wherein c expresses the final velocities

be seen that a mass which, after moving in central m
rives at the sun's surface has the same velocity as it would pos-

sess had it fallen perpendicularly into the sun from a distance'

equal to the major axis of its orbit; whence it is apparent that

a planet, on arriving at the sun, moves at least as quickly as a

weight which falls freely towards the sun from a distance as

great as the solar radius, or 96,000 geographical miles

What thermal effect corresponds to such velocities? Is the

effect sufficiently great to play an important part m the immense

development of heat on the sun ?
, ,_ n. i. i *

This crucial question may be easily answered by the help of

the preceding considerations. According to the formula given

at the end of Chapter II, the degree of heat generated by per-

cussion is

=0-000139°Xc2
,

w*iere c denotes the velocity of the striking body expressed m
metres. The velocity of an asteroid when it strikes the sun

measures from 445,750 to 630,400 metres; the calorific effect ot

1
The relative velocity il«o with which an asteroid reaches the solar surface

This distance is to be counted from the centre of the sun.
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the percussion is consequently equal to from 27£ to 55 millions

of degrees of heat/

An asteroid, therefore, by its fall into the sun developes from

4600 to 9200 times as much heat as would be generated by the

combustion of an equal mass of coal.

V. The Origin of the Sun's Heat (continuation).

The question why the planets move in curved orbits, one of

the grandest of problems, was solved by Newton in consequence,

it is believed, of his reflecting on the fall of an apple. This

story is not improbable, for we are on the right track for the

discovery of truth when once we clearly recognize that between

great and small no qualitative but only a quantitative difference

exists—when we resist the suggestions of an ever active imagina-

tion, and look for the same laws in the greatest as well as in the

smallest processes of nature.

This universal range is the essence of a law of nature, and the

touchstone of the correctness of human theories. We observe

the fall of an apple and investigate the law which governs this

phenomenon ; for the earth we substitute the sun, and for the

apple a planet, and thus possess ourselves of the key to the me-

chanics of the heavens.
As the same laws prevail in the greater as well as in the

smaller processes of nature, Newton's method may be used in

solving the problem of the origin of the sun's heat. We know

the connection between the space through which a body Jails,

the velocity, the vis viva, and the generation of heat on the sur-

face of this globe ; if we again substitute for the earth the sun,

with a mass 350,000 greater, and for a height of a few metres

celestial distances, we obtain a generation of heat exceeding au

terrestrial measures. And since we have sufficient r—"

heavens, we find therein the only tenable exp]
origin of the heat of the sun.
The fact that the development of heat by mechanical means

on the surface of our globe is, as a rule, not so great, and cannoi

be so great as the generation of the same agent by chenu<£

means, as by combustion, follows from the laws already "

cussed ; and this fact cannot be used as an argument against w_

assumption of a greater development of heat by a grea ,

expenditure of mechanical work. It has been shown that*"

heat generated by a weight falling from a height of 367 metre

on]y e »V oth part of the heat produced by the combustion

[ * Throughout this memoir the degrees of heat are expressed in the CentJ^
scale. Unless stated to the c length are^
geographical miles. A geographical mile =SV of degree of latitude =187«

»
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the same weight of coal; just as small as is the amount of heat

developed by a weight moving with the not inconsiderable

velocity of 85 metres in one second. But, according to the laws

of mechanics, the effect is proportional to the square of velocity;

if, therefore, the weight move 100 times faster, or with a velocity

of 8500 metres in one second, it will produce a greater effect

than the combustion of an equal quantity of coal.

It is true that so great a velocity cannot be obtained by human
means ; everyday experience, however, shows the development

of high degrees of temperature by mechanical processes.

In the common flint and steel, the particles of steel which are

struck off are sufficiently heated to burn in air. A few blows

directed by a ik i

'li a sledge-hammer against

a piece of cold metal may raise the temperature of the metal at

the points of collision to redness.
. .

The new crank of a steamer, whilst being polished by friction,

becomes red-hot, several buckets of water being required to cool

it down to its ordinary temperature.
.

When a railroad train passes with even less than its ordinary

velocity along a very sharp curve of the line, sparks are observed

onsequence of the friction against the rails.

>ne of the grandest constructions for the production of rOne of the grandest c~
by human art is the channel in which the wood was allowed t~

glide down from the steep and lofty sides of Mount Pilatus into

the plain below. This wooden channel which was built about

thirty years ago by the engineer Rupp, was 9 English miles in

length; the largest trees were shot down it from the top to the

bottom of the mountain in about two minutes and a half. Ine

momentum possessed by tne trees on men' c»w*yiuB «- --

—

journey's end from the channel was sufficiently great to bury

their thicker ends in the ground to the depth of from 6 to «

metres. To prevent the wood getting too hot and taking nre,

water was conducted in many places into the channel.

This stupendous mechanical process, when compared with

cosmical processes on the sun appears infinitely small. In tne

latter case it is the mass of the sun which attracts, and in place

of the height of Mount Pilatus we have distances of a hundred

thousand and more miles; the amount of heat generated by

cosmical falls is therefore at least 9 million times greater than in

our terrestrial example.

Ravs of heat on pas's^nTib^gMals and other transparent

Wii undergo partial absorption! which differs in degree how-

ever, according to the temperature of the source from which the

heat is derived. Heat radiated from sources less *arm tban

boiling water is almost completely stopped ^hm^atei of

glass. As the temperature of a source of heat increases, its
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glass, for example, weakens the rays of a red-hot substance,

when the latter is placed very close to it, much more than it uuca

those emanating at a much greater distance from a white-hot

body. If the quality of the sun's rays be examined in this

respect, their diathermic energy is found to be far superior to

that of all artificial sources of heat. The temperature of the

focus of a concave metallic reflector in which the sun's light has

been collected is only diminished from one-seventh to one-eighth

by the interposition of a screen of glass. If the same experi-

ment be made with an artificial and luminous source of heat, it

is found that, though the focus be very hot when the screen is

away, the interposition of the latter cuts off nearly all the heat;

moreover, the focus will not recover its former temperature when

reflector and screen are placed sufficiently near to the source of

heat to make the focus appear brighter than it did in the former

position without the glass screen.

The empirical law, that the diathermic energy of heat increases

with the temperature of the source from which the heat is radi-

ated, teaches us that the sun's surface must be much hotter than

the most powerful process of combustion could render it.

Other methods furnish the same conclusion. If we imagine

the sun to be surrounded by a hollow sphere, it is clear that the

inner surface of this sphere must receive all the heat radiated

from the sun. At the distance of our globe from the sun, such

a sphere would have a radius of 215 times as great, and an area

46,000 times as large as the sun himself; those luminous and

calorific rays, therefore, which meet this spherical surface at

right angles retain only ^i^th part of 'their original intensity

If it be further considered that our atmosphere absorbs a part

of the solar rays, it is clear that the rays which reach the tropics

of our earth at noonday can only possess from txs.U^ to z*&v*\

of the power with which they started. These rays when gath-

ered from a surface of from 5 to 6 square metres, and concentra-

-

" J square centimetre, would produce about tne

temperature which exists on the sun, a temperature r

sufficient to vaporize platinum, rhodium, and similar mo«-
The radiation calculated in Chap. III. likewise proves tne

enormous temperature of the solar surface. From the determ
i-

nation mentioned therein, it follows that each square centime

of the sun's surface loses by radiation about 80 units of heat w
minute—an immense quantity in comparison with terrestr

radiation. ,

iQA correct theory of the origin of the sun's heat must eXP

the cause of such enormous temperatures. This .explanationica

be deduced from the foregoing statement. According to rou
_

the temperature at which bodies appear intensely whiter
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about 1500° C. The heat generated by the combustion of one

kilogram of hydrogen is, as determined by Dulong, 34,500, and

according to the more recent experiments of Grassi, 34,666, units

of heat. One part of hydrogen combines with eight parts of

oxygen to form water ; hence one kilogram of these two gases

mixed in this ratio would produce 3850°.

Let us now compare this heat with the amount of the same

agent generated by the fall of an asteroid into the sun. Without

taking into account the low specific heat of such masses when

compared with that of water, we find the heat developed by the

asteroid to be from 7000 to 14,000 times greater than that of

the oxyhydrogen mixture. From data like these, the extraordi-

nary diathermic energy of the sun's rays, the immense radiation

from his surface, and the high temperature in the focus of the

reflector are easily accounted for.

The facts above mentioned show that, unless we assume on

the sun the existence of matter with unheard of chemical pro-

perties as a deus ex machind, no chemical process could maintain

the present high radiation of the sun ; it also follows from the

above results, that the chemical nature of bodies which iall into

the sun does not in the least affect our conclusions ;
the

>
effect

produced by the most inflammable substance would not differ by

one-thousandth part from that resulting from the fall of matter

possessing but feeble chemical affinities. As the brightest arti-

ficial light appears dark in comparison with the sun s light, so

the mechanical processes of the heavens throw into the shade

the most powerful chemical actions.
,

The quality of the sun's rays, as dependent on his tempera-

ture, is of the greatest importance to mankind. If the solar heat

were originated by a chemical process, and amounted near its

source to a temperature of a few thousand degrees, it would be

possible for the light to reach us, whilst the greater par
t
of^the

more important calorific rays would be absorbed by the higher

strata of our atmosphere and then returned *? *e ttQiv™.

In consequence of the high temperature of the sun *™™»
our atmosphere is highly diathermic to his rays, so that

;

the latter

reach the 'surface ofW earth and warm it. The comparatively

W temperature of the terrestrial surface is the cause
,

way tne

teat cannot easily radiate back through the »*?£P^°*™
universe. The atmosphere acts, therefore, like an envelope,

which is easily pierced^ the solar rays, but which offers con-

siderable resistance to the radiant heat escaping from our eart i

its action resembles that of a valve which allows a hqu d to pass

freely in one direction, but stops the flow in the o^tte
The action of the atmosphere is of the g^^^^ST^

regards climate and meteorological processes It muat^he
mean temperature of the earth's surface. After the setting
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the sun—in fact, in all places where his rays do not reach the

surface, the temperature of the earth would soon be as low as

that of the universe, if the atmosphere were removed, or if it did

not exist. Even the powerful solar rays in the tropics would be

unable to preserve water in its liquid state.

Between the great cold which would reign at all times and in

all places, and the moderate warmth which in reality exists on

our globe, intermediate temperatures may be imagined ; and it

is easily seen that the mean temperature would decrease if the

atmosphere were to become more and more rare. Such a rare-

faction of a valve-like acting atmosphere actually takes place as

we ascend higher and higher above the level of the sea, and it

is accordingly and necessarily accompanied by a corresponding

diminution of temperature.
This well-known fact of the lower mean temperature of places

of greater altitude has led to the strangest hypotheses. The

sun's rays were not supposed to contain all the conditions for

warming a body, but to set in motion the "substance" of heat

contained in the earth. This "substance" of heat, cold when

at rest, was attracted by the earth, and was therefore found in

greater abundance near the centre of the globe. This view, it

was thought, explained why the warming power of the sun was

so much weaker at the top of a mountain than at the bottom,

and why, in spite of his immense radiation, he retained his full

This belief, which especially prevails amongst imperfectly in-

formed people, and which will scarcely succumb to correct views,

is directly contradicted by the excellent experiments made by

Pouillet at different altitudes with the pyrheliometer. These

experiments show that, everything else being equal, the genera-

tion of heat by the solar rays is more powerful in higher altitudes

than near the surface of our globe, and that consequently a por-

tion of these rays is absorbed on their passage through the atmo-

sphere. Why, in spite of this partial absorption, the mean tem-

perature of low altitudes is nevertheless higher than it is m
more elevated positions, is explained by the fact that the atmo-

sphere stops to a far greater degree the calorific rays emanating

from the earth than it does those from the sun.

VI. The Constancy of the Sun's Mass.

Newton, as is well known, considered light to be the emission

of luminous particles from the sun. In the continued emission

of light this great philosopher saw a cause tending to dimtnisa

the solar mass; and he assumed, in order to make good this lo^

comets and other cosmical masses to be continually falling w'y

the central body.
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If we express this view of Newton's in the language of the
undulatory theory, which is now universally accepted, we obtain
the results developed in the preceding pages. It is true that our
theory does not accept a peculiar " substance" of light or of heat

;

nevertheless, according to it, the radiation of light and heat con-
sists also in purely material processes, in a so|t of motion, in the
vibrations of ponderable resisting substances. Quiescence is

darkness and death ; motion is light and life.

An undulating motion proceeding from a point or a plane
and excited in an unlimited medium, cannot be imagined apart
from another simultaneous motion, a translation of the particles

themselves; 6
it therefore follows, not only from the emission,

but also from the undulatory theory, that radiation continually

s the mass of the sun. Why, nevertheless, the mass of
the sun does not really diminish has already been stated.

The radiation of the sun is a centrifugal action equivalent to
a centripetal motion.
The calorific effect of the centrifugal action of the sun can be

found by direct observation ; it amounts, according to Cbap. III.

in one minute to 12,650 millions of cubic miles of heat, or 517
quadrillions of units of heat. In Chapter IV it has been shown
that one kilogram of the mass of an asteroid originates from
275 to 55 millions of units of heat ; the quantity of cosmical
masses, therefore, which falls every minute into the sun amounts
to from 94,000 to 188,000 billions of kilograms.
To obtain this remarkable result, we made use of a method

which is common in physical inquiries. Observation of the"

moon's motion reveals to us the external form of the earth. The
physicist determines with the torsion-balance the weight of a
Planet, just as a merchant finds the weight of a parcel of goods,

whilst the pendulum has become a magic power in the hands of
the geologist, enabling him to discover cavities in the bowels of
the earth. Our case is similar to these. By observ;

•

calculation of the velocity of sound in our atmosphere, we obtain
the ratio of the specific heat of air under constant press

under constant volume, and by the help of this m
determine the quantity of heat generated by mechanical work.
£he heat which arrives from the £

—..J6' effect of the sul, , «

observations and well-founded conclusions is the quantitative

determination oi the sun receives
rrom the space fchi ch forth his rays.

Measured by I
"Ded number of

80 many billions of kilograms per minute appears incredible.
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This quantity, however, may be brought nearer to our compre-

hension by comparison with other cosmical magnitudes. The

nearest celestial body to us (the moon) has a mass of about

90,000 trillions of kilograms, and it would therefore cover the-

expenditure of the sun for from one to two years. Th
the earth would afford nourishment to the sun for a period of

from 60 to 120 years.

To facilil ,: the masses and the distances

occurring in tin j
« t in s\ st m Herscb 1 draws the following

picture. Let the sun be represented by a globe 1 metre in diam-

eter. The nearest pi .: be about as large as

a pepper-corn, 3£ millimetres in thickness, at a distance of 40

metres. 78 and 107 metres distant from the sun will move

Venus and the Earth, each 9 millimetres in diameter, or a little

larger than a pea. Not much more than a quarter of a metre

from the Earth will be the Moon, the size of a mustard seed,

2$- millimetres in diameter. Mars, at a distance of 160 metres,

will have about half the diameter of the Earth ; and the smaller

planets (Vesta, Hebe, Astrea, Juno, Pallas, Ceres, &c), at a dis-

tance of from 250 to 300 metres from the sun, will resemble

particles of sand. Jupiter and Saturn, 560 and 1000 metres

distant from the centre, will be represented by oranges, 10 and

9 centimetres in diameter. Uranus, of the size of a nut 4 centi-

metres across, will be 2000 metres; and Neptune, as 1

apple 6 centimetres in diameter, will be nearly twice as distant,

or about half a geographical mile away from the sun. From

Neptune to the nearest fixed star will be more than 2000 geo-

graphical miles.

To complete this picture, it is necessary to imagine finely

divided matter grouped in a diversified manner, movi
and gradually towards the large central globe, and on

attaching itself thereto; this matter, when favorably illuminate?

by the sun, represents itself to us as the zodiacal light. 1&IS

nebulous substance forms also an important part of a creation

nothing is by chance, but wherein all is arranged wita

Divine foresight and wisdom.

Art. XVI.—Second Notice ofRece.it Researches relating to NAu^l

by A. Gautier. 1

Labors of Lord Rosse; First Memoirs.—Since 1827 LordBosse

has been engaged in the construction of large specula for astro

nomical telescopes. In 1839 he finished his first telescope,
wmt

had a speculum three feet in diameter with a focal distance "

27 feet, and he described the method of constructing it in a m
1
Translated for this Journal from the Bibliotheque Universale, for June, 1SW-
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moir which was inserted in the Pi Horn of the

Eoyal Society of London for the year 1840. Afterwards, he

undertook to produce specula of larger dimensions, and in 1844
he completed two, six feet in diameter, with a focal distance of

56 feet, for the employment of which he constructed a huge tel-

escope, which he erected in the open air, between two walls

to which it was attached, near his country seat at Birr (Castle)

or Parsonstown in Ireland, twenty-five leagues southwest of

Dublin.

Lord Kosse has been for several years President of the Eoyal

Society of London. In 1850 he published in the Transactions

of this ancient and ill' first memoir of 15 pa-

ges quarto upon his observations of nebulas, accompanied with

$ representing seventeen of these celestial objects. Be-

ring his second memoir upon the same subject, presented

to the same Society in 1861, 1 will mention some details extracted

from the preceding memoir.
In the memoir of 1850, Lord Eosse first pointed out the spiral

form which he had discovered in many nebulas, a fact of great

importance as throwing new light upon the constitution of those

celestial svstems.
The beautiful nebula, No. 51 of Messier's catalogue, (No. 1622

of the catalogue published by Sir John Herschel, in the i%ft
Trans, for 1833,) is situated in the constellation <_.< \-.r-i-:i.

near Bootes, in about 13 h 23<" of right ascension and 48° of north

declination. It had been described by Messier as a double neb-

ula containing stars; by Sir William Herschel as a brilliant

nebula surrounded at a little distance by a sort of halo or glory,

and having a companion near. Sir John Herschel had further

observed the division of the southwest border of the annulus

into two branches. Lord Eosse, in 1845, was the first to dis-

cover the spiral structure forming many circumvolution,

curves returning regularly upon themselves. The sketch which

he gave from many observations with the telescope of six feet

diameter presents a dozen distinct circumvolutions more or less

extended.

.

" We see," said this astronomer, " that every step ot progress

m optics exhibits a more complicated structure in this nebula,

and it is more and more difficult to explain it by the dynamical

laws which prevail in our solar system. The second nebula is

evidently connected with the larger one but the form of the

nebula being such as is represented m the figure, this connection

increases the difficulty of conceiving of any "ypothes'S to2
Pto* it- It appears in the highest degree improbable that such

a system exists without interior movement. It is possioieto

unite to this idea that of a resisting medium, but the supposition

of an equilibrium purely statical is not admissible. Some pom-
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, whether of changes of brightness, or of form,

or of variations of position, will therefore be most highly inter-

esting, but they present great difficulties." Mr. Johnston Stoney,

whom Lord Kosse associated with himself in these oba

meanwhile, in the spring of 1849 and 1850, made micrometric

measurements, assigning in the present memoir the relative po-

sitions of different stars situated in the nebula, No. 51 of Mes-

sier, as referred to its central nucleus. The nebula No. 99 of

Messier, (No. 1173 of Sir John Herschel's catalogue,) situated

about 12 h 10m of right ascension and 15° of northern declina-

tion, has also given opportunity for some similar measurements.

This is the second nebula in which Lord Eosse has shown a very

distinct spiral structure. He has described also, in his memoir

of 1850, twelve fainter nebulae of the same class, and he sur-

mised that some others are of the same kind. He described and

figured in this memoir five new annular nebulae, in

the two already contained in the catalogue of Sir John Herschel;

also some more stars called nebulous, and other nebulas of an

elongated lenticular form, three of which are represented in the

plates attached to this memoir.

The Latest Memoir of Lord Eosse.—-The new memoir presented

by Lord Eosse to the Eoyal Society of London in June 1861,

and which appeared in 1862, in Part III of the Philosophical

- of 65 pages quarto. It is accom-

panied by seven plates, one of which is devoted to the telescope

of six feet aperture, while the others represent 43 nebn
memoir is the result of seven years' observations made with his

great telescope; but, as Lord Eosse remarks, in a climate so

foggy as Ireland the labor of a year, measured by the number oi

hours in which it is possible to make good observations of neb-

ula?, is not considerable.

" Here," he says, "in winter celestial objects are usually most distinct,

and the sky is the d ai : the sky now-

-comes luminous and the details of the nebulae which are less

autumn the change of light is not so

prompt nor so decided, hi.? th. ni^ht-. ;in-h„i wv. ihiuk'i
able catalogue of Sir John Herschel

(

mary description of
""""

brilliant nebula? kno
pole, and have observed' a great part "of the fainter ones. We 1

especially sought for new nebula, but yet meanwhile many su

been accidentally discovered in the in .,.

already well k
: i very faint obj

where any peculiarity has I

sketch has been made,
'

l favorable nights, sometimes

r eminently variable climate, when
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ploy high magnifying powers and large apertures, vision is more or less

altered, either by the tremor of the air, or by the vapor, and the state of

the air varies enormously, in both those respects, from one night to an-

other, and even from hour to hour. Neither is the performance of the

speculum uniform. Sudden alterations of temperature in this humid
climate produce deposits of dew, and the speculum gradually becomes

tarnished. It is possible to remedy this by artificial heating, but that

would produce other difficulties and we have not had recourse to that ex-

pedient. It is thus difficult to say that any celestial object has been ex-

amined under circumstances altogether favorable. Neveitheless as it is

not probable that we should be able to add much to the details already

phere particularly advantageous and very rare, I have decided not to de-

t» longer the presentation of this memoir."

i details of the processes

veil as the

iously had
opted for casting and polishing large specula as well

ethod adopted for mounting them. As I have pre^

casion to mention it in my Notice of 1845, I will

out this subject, which has more interest and importance for

makers of instruments of this kind than for the public.

I will merely mention that the specula made by Lord Rosse

are formed of an alloy of a little more than two parts of copper
to one part of tin, the specific gravity of the alloy being 8*8.

The mirrors of three feet in diameter weigh about 1200 French
pounds, and those of six feet diameter weigh 4 tons or 8000
pounds. The mounting is not equatorial and the telescope does
not move very much from the meridian. In order to be able to

use it const. ,i to have two specula to be used

alternately. Lord Rosse has made use of the Newtonian form,

employing a small refle ied at an angle of 45°,

which perm himself at one side of the

instrument with an eyepiece He estimates that a linear magni-

fying power of about 181 Mi times is the largest that can generally

oe used with advantage in his telescopes, for the observation of

nebulas
; but he has occasionally made use of a power of more

than 2000 times for dis
ilescope of

3 feet aperture. On some occasions the 6 feet reflector has ad-

in the climate of Ireland those

occasions are rare and of short duration. The author thinks

that telescopes of even greater dimensions may be constructed

?nd employed with advantage in favorable climates, for study-

»»g the details of nebula? of feeble light, as well as to recognize

« great number that are double or multiple. He also thinks that

£ would be well to employ silver for the second reflection Lord

Rosse savs he has often experienced much difficulty m choosing

between numerous observations, in view of the uncertainty

which sometimes exists in regard to the reality of a fact, pre-

sented sometimes in one way and sometimes in another, accord-
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ing to the time of observation. He is disposed in general rather

to describe in detail the parts of nebulae of feeble light than' to

determine their resolvability into stars. He has made use suc-

cessively of many mirrors of six feet diameter two or three of

which have been'as perfect as the first ; but, considering the hard

labor required for removing and repolishing such large specula,

he acknowledges that a considerable mass of observations have

been made with mirrors in a condition evidently imperfect. He
has frequently been able to show, with a telescope of three feet

diameter, a case of resolvability, while no trace of this kind has

been perceived by the telescope of six feet aperture in its ordina-

ry condition. Questions relating to the structure of the nuclei

of nebulas furnish remarkable analogies. When they have such

nuclei they present sometimes a gentle and sometimes a rapid

increase of light towards the centre, and they sometimes mani-

fest at this point a stellar appearance which might be considered

as a real star; but the impressions made upon the eye at the mo-

ment of observation cannot be admitted in all cases as real phys-

ical facts. The author thinks it proper however to make the fol-

lowing remark. Among the Clusters there may be some, placed

at a great distance or examined with an instrument of insuffi-

cient optical power, which may be regarded as nebula? with cen-

tres of light or of different condensation ; but there does not ap-

pear to be any cluster having a central star of such great bril-

at it could under all circumstances be arranged in the

class of objects having a star at the centre.
Lord Kosse has made observations in connection with the

brothers Johnston and Bindon Stoney, and more recently with

shell; the greater part of these observations have been

made in his absence, but in his opinion they are worthy of none

the less confidence. E ade observa-

tions for about two years, and has made elaborate dri

some remakable nebulas. Bindon Stoney, in 1850 and I80I,

made micrometer measurements of nebulas Nos. 1622 and 2050

of Sir John Herschel's catalogue. The comparison of the re-

1 those obtained by Otto Struve and commun
him to Lord Hosse, in a letter dated at Poulkova, June 2d, 1851,

and inserted in the memoir under consideration, present an ac-

cordance o
, Lord Rosse regrets not having

engaged Mr. Mitchell, who has been charged with these obser-

vations since the month of May, 1852, to continue the microm-

- u-ements, the arrangement of the materials of his J£
memoir giving him occasion to suspect some changes in the ai-

rection of certain parts of the nebulas, especially in that of J*°-

190o of Herschel's catalogue. t

The second part of this memoir is composed of a brief'resu*

01 observations descriptive of the greater part of the nebulae
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Sir John Herschel's catalogue of 1833, arranged in the order

adopted by that catalogue, that is, according to their right ascen-

sions. These observations are frequently accompanied, in the

text itself, by designs rapidly executed upon wood, representing

the characteristics of some of the nebulas, among which are fif-

. spiral.

The memoir is concluded with a list of thirty-five nebulae of

Herschel's catalogue which have not been rediscovered in the

course of the ordinary observations of Lord Kosse and his as-

sistants, and to which it is therefore desirable that the attention

of astronomers should be directed anew.

The drawings of remarkable nebulas have been very faithfully

engraved by Mr. Basire, as were those of the first memoir. Lord

Rosse observes however that the stars are frequently figured too

From the preceding analysis it appears that the last memoir

of Lord Eosse, without presenting any very remarkable new

facts, has considerable importance as completing the researches

upon nebulas visible in Ireland, undertaken by him and his

assistants. We must admire the persevering energy displayed

by Lord Rosse, in such a social position as his, whether in the

construction of his great telescopes, or in employing them to the

best advantage, as we .

M described

in detail his processes of construction, and pointed out the im-

perfections which may be noticed in observations of so difficult

and delicate a character in such a cloudy climate.

Lord Rosse agrees fully, in his appreciation of the great diffi-

culties to which the" observation of nebulas give rise, with the

two astronomers who have recently been engaged with him—
Messrs. Otto Struve and D'Arrest, as may be seen in the brief

notice of their labors which I inserted in the Archives lor beptem-

.
It does' not appear that the observations thus far confirm the

these celestial objects. The^ spiral structure of a goodly number

of nebulas accords but little with these ideas Lord Rosse re-

marks, in his first memoir upon this subject that tins structure

seems to indicate the presence of dynam.cal la** * *f*^
mination of which we may at length arrive; but he does not

think that in the actual slate of our knowledge it u.possible to

form even plausible conjectures of this kind, and the more ne

has observed the more this investigation has appeared to him

Mysterious and unapproachable. . . . _ 7 , 7 •*,*.

D'Arrest has announced, in No. 1379 of the Ash'• f*'fj™.
*e existence of a third triable nebula, north

^J^
con-eta-

"on Taurus. This nebula had been seen before at the obserya-
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tory of Bonn, by Messrs. Schdnfeld and Kriiger, in 1855 and

1856, and in America, by Mr. Tuttle, in 1859. It was then vis-

ible with a comet seeker of 34 lines aperture, but in 1862 Mr.

D^Arrest found that it was seen with difficulty at Copenhagen
with the great telescope of his observatory.

Mr. Schdnfeld, acting director of the observatory of Mannheim,
published in No. 1391 of the Astr. Nachrichten a notice of the

observations upon nebulae recorded in the surveys of the heav-

ens by zones made at the observatory of Bonn, in which he de-

nies the variability of the light of this same nebula of Taurus,

which he had observed without difficulty, in September, 1862,

with a telescope of eight feet focal length. The author regards

the variability of the second nebula of this kind in Taurus as no

more certain than that of the one discovered in 1855 by Mr.

Tempel, in the Pleiades, near the star Merope, and designated as

variable by Mr. D' Arrest, in No. 1378 of the Astr. Na
Messrs. Chacornac having also observed it with him, in Septem-

ber, 1862. Mr. Schdnfeld considers that the variability of the

atmosphere and of the eye of the observer may occasion very

different impressions from nebulas of feeble and somewhat dif-

fused light.

Doctor Auwers, astronomer at Gdttingen, in a letter which

follows the preceding article, takes the same view as Mr. Scbon-

feld. From his own observations, made at Kdnigsberg in 1858,

and at Gdttingen in 1861, he admits indeed the variability of

the light of the nebula discovered in Taurus by Mr. Hind in

1852, which appears to have attained its greatest bri

1856, and to have disappeared in 1860, but he does not credit

the variability of the other two nebulas in Taurus. He says,

"I have frequently observed, among other occasions at one of

the appearances of Encke's comet, that celestial objects some-

what extended, with feeble and diffused light, are more easily

recognized Q the larger

ed the two nebulse in question, with a comet seekeL
focal length.

Dr. Auwers has also inserted in No. 1392, Astr. Nachr., a cata-

logue of the exact positions in 1860 of forty nebula) as observed

with the heliometer of the observatory of Kdnigsberg. l bis

catalogue is accompanied with various remarks, and the com-

parison of the positions given with those of the same nebul*

in the catalogues already published by Messrs. Langier Wa

•D Arrest. These comparisons do not appear to show any

changes of position.

Doctor Winnecke, in a letter dated at the Observatory of Po?J'

kova and inserted in No. 1397 of Ast. Nachr., confirms the opin-

ion announced above, that small telescopes frequently enable u»
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to distinguish nebulas better than the larger instruments. He
does not th ,f the last two nebuke of Taurus
has been distinctly shown.

Mr. D'Arrest, in an article published in No. 1393 Astr.Nachr.,
acknowledges the variability of the nebula near Merope, and
points out another nebula marked by Jeaurat to the north of
Pleione, in a chart of the Pleiades published by him in the Mi-
moires de l\' ;

Paris, for L77t>, which has not
yet been rediscovered. He presumes, therefore, that this region
of the heavens us of light.

The same astronomer has announced, in No. 1407 Astr. Nachr.,
that Sir John Herschel is preparing a new general catalogue of
nebuke from observations both ancient and modern, and he gives
on this occasion a list of correct - of 1833,
resulting from his own observations and those of Messrs. Auwers
and Marth, which Sir John Herschel will be able to make use of
in his new work.
The later numbers of the Monthly Notices of the Astronomi-

cal Society of London contain no articles relating to nebulae. I
will cite only one article by F. Abbott, dated at his private ob-
servatory at Hobart-Town, (Australia,) in May, 1862, and pub-
lished in the Monthly Notices, No. 1, Vol. 23, page 32. This ar-

ticle, presented to the Society at its session Nov. 14, 1862, with
a drawing which has not been reproduced in the Monthly Notkes,
is devoted to a cluster of stars in the Southern Cross designated
by the Greek letter Kappa. " This beautiful cluster," says Mr.
Abbott, "which Sir John Herschel stated to be composed of 50
°r 100 stars of different colors is scarcely visible with the naked
eje; but viewed with a telescope it is one of the most brilliant
and interesting objects in the southern heavens, not only for the
extreme beauty of color and arrangement which distinguish it,

but also for certain changes which appear to have taken place in

Te number, position and color, of the stars which compose it,

since it was observed at Feldhausen, near the Cape of Good
aope, by Sir John Herschel, about the year 1835."

lhe seventy-five stars found in the drawing of Mr. Abbott
have been observed and their posit ] m

>
either

witn a telescope of five feet focal length, furnished with an ex-
cellent achromatic object glass of 4£ inches diameter, or with an
^aromatic telescope of seven feet, made by Dolland. The mag-
mfy'ng power employed for determining their positions was one
bundred and thirty-five, and that for the colors only twenty-seven

diameters. Many of the stars appear to have changed their po-.

?
ltions, and a considerable number of those figured in the draw-
lng of Mr. Abbott are not found in the description and repre-

sentation made by Sir John Herschel.
A* Jocr. Sci.—Skcoso Sebibs, Vol. XXXVII, No. HO.-March, 1864.



Several of the stars have preserved their color, but according
to Mr. Abbott, most of them have changed ; all the small stars,

from the tenth to the fourteenth magnitude, have the color of

Prussian blue, with more or less of a tint of red or green mixed
with the blue.

Mr. Bond, of Cambridge, IT. S., continues his observations

upon nebulas. According to a note added to the English trans-

lation of my review of this subject, in September, 1862, (pub-

lished in the American Journal of Science, for January, 1863,) this

prepariftg to publish
fourteen years observations upon the nebula of Orion made with

the telescope of Harvard College ; and the comparisons which

will result will very probably furnish new and interesting re-

marks. In another note, the editors of the American Journal

say that they are authorized to state, contrary to an assertion of

Otto Struve, reported in my No1
?d and recorded, in five original sketches drawn in lair

and 1848, the nebulous bridge, situated upon the Sinus :

one of the regions of the nebula of Orion, and that this bridge is

figured in most of his more recent sketches.
No. 1383, Astr. Nachr., contains a new plate upon a small scale

of this same nebula of Orion, and also numerous stai

upon and around it, drawn in 1861, by W. Tempel, from his

own observations made with a telescope of four inches aperture,

with magnifying powers of only 20 to 40 diameters.
Finally, I will report a note by Chacon la

variable de £ du Ihureau," presented by Mr. Le Terrier to the

Academy of Sciences of Paris at its session April 6, 1863, and

inserted in the Comptes Rendu of that meeting, t. 5Q, p. 637.

Mr. Chacornac, at Marseilles, in the latter part of 1853 and

the first part of 1854, noticed a star of the eleventh magnitude

situated at about 5h 28£» of right ascension and 21° 7' of north-

ern decimation, without perceiving any nebula at that point;

but he could not see any at Paris near the meridian towards the

end of 1854, with a telescope of twenty-five centimeters aper-

ture, although the atmosphere was very transparent.

;

The 19th of October, 1855, he observed a faint nebula pro-

jecting itself upon this same small star very near to t of Taurus.

1

iither its place, di-

-,, 27th, 1856, it appear*
quite brilliant, presenting the appearance of a transparent cloua

which seemed to reflect the light of \ of Taurus ; its appearance,

totally different from that of the nebula No. 357, (Herschel, A)

gave no idea of stellar points visible throughout the whole ex-

tent
i?

f
i£TfaCe

' II was like a ^ght cirroslratus, striped
with

parallel bands, presenting a form nearly rectangular, the grea er

side of which measured an arc of 3* minutes, and the smaller
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November 20th, 1862, Mr. Chacornac could no longer find the

least trace of this nebula, while the small star upon which it was

projected did not present any variation of brightness ; and the

nebula has since been invisible with the instruments of the Im-

perial Observatory of Paris.

We see by the preceding Notices what a degree of activity

and interest the researches upon nebulas now inspire, and also

how many difficulties they present. It will not probably be

very long before we may hope to obtain a solution of some of

the important questions to which they have given rise.

Art. XVIIL—On the action of very weak EUctric Light on the

Iodized Plate; by Ogden N. Eood, Professor of Physics in

Columbia College.

About three years ago Dove received from Mr. Gunther of

Berlin a photograph of a bronze statue of an amazon holding a

lance in aperpendi.- il.ir v< -mm.. Mr. G. at the same time calling

his attention to a singular mark in the picture, which was not

in the original. The lance was properly delineated on the neg-

ative plate, but in addition, just at its tip, a dark streak was

visible, though nothing of the kind had been observed at the

time of taking the picture. Careful examination of the plate

showed two other analogous marks. Dove thought that these

singular appearances might have been caused by the presence

of invisible electric brushes, resting on these points, and under-

took some experiments to determine whether weak electric light

could be photographed. Geisler tubes v

and with the aid of Gunther, he succr

photographs of the stratified discharge,
1

had done some months previously.

.This led me to attempt the study of the electric brush by the

aid of photograph v, but as its light is incomparably weaker than

that fr0m a Geisler tube, I found that no impression was pro-

duced on the sensitive plate. Being unwilling to abandon the

matter, a very sensitive collodion was then prepared from py-

roxyline, in which the cotton fibre was somewhat disintegrated,

fd by its use I finally obtained good photographs of the posi-

t've, as well as of the negative brush An ordinary camera

*as employed, and the exposure lasted seven minutes. Ine

""nute photographs were Then enlarged as- usual, and prints

made from the enlarged negatives.

1

Pogg. Aaaalen, voL cxiii, No. rii.
' This JoQrDa1

'" ,W '
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The positive electrical brush consists, as is well known, of a

short stem with widely branching ramifications ; these latter are

very faint even in the darkest
2

^^^^^^^ room, and failed to produce an

^H impression on the plate. The
^B stem of the brush, which is

^H somewhat more luminous, de-B |H lineated itself as representedB .^^H on the wood-cut, fig. 1, which

Hrl^^H is from a PnotoSraP^ magnified

^^j '^^H ten diameters.

It is well known that the^H ^^H negative brush is much smaller than the posi-

^^m ^^^m tive, and it is often spoken of as a star or mi-

^^^^^H mite point of light; the photograph, however,

^M shows that this is not the case, but that its

^^^™~ structure is analogous to that of the positive
o.xt,ve electr.c rwh. ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ramificatjon begins lower

down on the stem, as it were, nearly at its root, as is seen in the

wood-cut, fig. 2, which is from a magnified photograph.

Action of weak electric light on the plate in the presence of daylight.

—The Geisler tubes in the physical cabinet of the college enabled

me now to put the probability of Dove's suggestion to the test

of experiment; some of these were connected with an induction

coil and photographed in broad daylight, when it was found that

the image formed by the electric discharge could be easily traced

through the length of the tubes, and that even the stratification

was still partially visible. In these cases, however, the electric

light was still visible to the eye during the discharges.

Accordingly, to make an exact experiment on this point, a

sheet of white paper was placed behind one of these tubes and

white daylight reflected through it towards the camera. iW
intensity of this reflected light was so regulated that the bnaw

envelope of the platinum wire was nearly invisible, a

fused violet light, at a greater distance from the wire, obsolvm

invisible. Nevertheless an intense photographic image oMn
envelope, and a very distinct image of the diffused electric Hgn

was easily obtained, thus proving conclusively the correctne

of Dove's assumption, that electric light, which in ordii

light could not be seen, owing to its feeble illuminating powe '

might yet make itself very evident on the iodized plate, by vir-

tue of its high percentage of chemical rays. .

This experiment is indeed a very striking proof of the die

ical activity of the electric light, the more so, as according w

some of my experiments, the iodized plate is by no means »
sensitive to slight differences in illumination as the human eye.
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Among the Geisler tubes belonging to the college I found one

in which bulbs of uranium glass were alternated with small

tubes of plain colorless glass. When the room was darkened,

and the electric discharge passed through it, owing to their fluo-

rescence the balls shone very brightly, invisible or faintly visi-

ble light being converted into bright green light. On taking a

photograph of the tube, it was quite surprising to see how blank

were the spaces on the plate, where the images of the green

bulbs had fallen ; after an exposure of four minutes only one of

the bulbs could be faintly traced, though other portions of the

discharge were represented by an intense deposit of silver.

This shows how completely the electric light is divested of its

chemical power by dispersion from a thin stratum of this kind

of glass.

It might be supposed that uran it off most

of the chemical rays, when ordinary daylight was trm

through it, but this was not found to be the case. I placed the

Geisler tube with the uranium bulbs, so that the light from a

bright sky fell directly through it on the lens of the camera,

the entire aperture of the lens (a "portrait combination" of

six inches focal length) was used, and the exposure lasted one

minute. A 1 that the

thin walls of the uranium bulbs had merely diminished to some

extent the chemical power of the rays passing through them.

The same experiment with a plate of uranium glass two-tenths

of an inch in thickness gave a result like in kind only differing

m degree: the chemical intensity of the light being diminished

about one-b .-ry, that it

is mainly the dispersed light which has lost its chemical power

and that through a plate°of even this thickness many chemical

rays still penetrate. , .

A photograph of another Geisler tube, in which the interior

discharge tube was surrounded by a solution of sulphate of qui-

nine, was also taken: this liquid by its fluorescent property di-

minished, of course, the
'

electric light, but by no n
»ium glass.
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It has generally been supposed that if nebulous matter, in the

proper sense of the word, or cosmical vapor, exists in the heav-

ens, and within reach of our telescopes, it will be visible to the

eye, with suitable optical aid. It is proposed to show in this ar-

ticle, with some plausibility, that this is an erroneous idea, except

in some particular cases.

Comets are the only celestial objects, whose physic;;
1

tion is approximately understood, that afford us anything like a

distinct notion of what nebulous matter is. By far tl

proportion of these bodies are composed of materials so extreme-

ly rare that t.he solar rays can penetrate completely through the

denser portion of the i . ht in some cases seems

to suffer scarcely anv diminution in intensity. Yet these bodies,

which perhaps would weigh at the surface of the earth but a

few ounces, or but a few pounds, ble with the

smallest optical aid, and even, under favorable cin ;

with the naked eye. Sir John Herschel says, of this i

ets, that the most unsubstantial clouds which float in the higher

regions of our atmosphere, must be- looked upon as dense and

massive bodies in con si spiritual texture of

_ it bodies. A cloud compo=< d of m it ; i tls so rare, and

whose distance fr<>: a is did ant- exw I due i or t

would scarcely be visible. A comet, however, will be visible

when its distance from us is many millions of miles.

What conclusion can we draw from these facts ? Do they not

indicate that comets do not shine wholly by reflected light ? On

the 3d of July, 1819, Arago made an attempt to analyze the

light of comets, by applying his polariscope to the great comet

of 1819. The instrument showed unmistakable signs of polar-

ized light, and, therefore, of red. nilar observ-

ations on Halley's comet, in 1835, more clearly indicated the ex-

istence of polarized light. "These beautiful experiments still

leave it undecided, whether, in addition to this reflected solar

light, comets may not have light of their own. Even m the

case of the planets, as, for instance, in Venus, an evolution ot

independent light seems very probable."
*

,

" The va [jght in comets cannot always be

explained by the position of their orbits, and their distance from

the sun."
2

After mentioning Arago 's observations, w
lariscope, on Halley's comet, in 1835, Mr. Hind says, " Still tne

variation in the intensity of light is not universally such as

should follow if the comet merely reflected the sun's rays under

1 Cosmos, vol i, pp. 90, 91. Bohn's edition. Cosmos, voL i, P-
9L
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certain permanent conditions, and we are under the necessity of

looking to physical causes inherent in the body itself for an ex-

planation of some few observations which appear irreconcilable

with the theory of reflected solar light."
a " The molecular con-

ditions of the head or nucleus, so seldom possessing a definite

outline, as well as the tail of the comet, is rendered so much the

more mysterious from the fact that it causes no refraction."
1

I have collected these facts together to show that reflected

solar light cannot completely explain, at present, all the phe-

nomena of I Besides the above observations,

it may be added that the visibility of comets in the day time,

and even when near the sun, also indicates a light-generating

process in the comet; for otherwise we must suppose them ca-

pable of reflecting more light than the planets. Indeed, it is

difficult to see how a body can maintain its gaseous or nebulous

out being kept at a high temperature, and therefore,

having withi iducing cause. Assuming, then,

that there is a light-generating process that is active in

let us see what use can be made of it, and whether it will afford

us any light on the sul
"

v of nebulous matter.

It is now a well-established fact that the heads of comets con-

tract in dimensions as they approach the sun. This was first

noticed by Hevelius, but was not established till many years

afterwards. What is the cause of this condensation of cometary

matter as the comet approaches the sun ? Whatever n i a

cause of it, we know that it has a great effect on the vis:

the comet. Is it not possible that the solar rays, acting chemi-

cally or otherwise, excites in the comet those principles which

cause it to send out in greater abundance, direct light? We
know that a comet will increase in brightness
as it approaches the sun ; and also decrease in brilliancy with

icral, as it recedes from the sun, so that the

fainter comets disappear in the best telescopes, when, their ap-

parent dimensions only being considered, they ought to remain

visible. The dilatation of the cometary volume seems to pre-

vent the comet from sending out much light, either reflected or

direct.

Applying these principles to nebula: proper, we must conclude

tnat nebulous vapor is «. h
A
as to

?.
htt

+

le

t

d
,

en '

sity to be v ; v-edfromus. Accordingto this,

ften, nebula cannot in general be visible, unless they are consid-

erably condensed, and perhaps actually converted into stars, it

» Perfectly evident that the luminosity of nebulous vapor must

k very feeble, even where the light is inherent. The process of

condensation only, then, can render nebulous matter visible

trough our telescopes. Will not this account for the fact that

' Hbd's Treatise oa Comets, p. 24.
' ^os, vol. iv, p. 548.
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higher telescopic power resolves previous nebulae? It is very

doubtful whether our best telescopes will ever be able to bring

into view any real nebulae. According to the Nebular Hypothe-

sis, we should not expect to find any large collection of nebu-

lous matter in the vicinity of our system, either planetary or

stellar, and ages may pass before our system, in its progress

through space, will come near any of the small patches that may

exist, so as to render them visible to us.

Perry City, N. Y., Aug. 31st, 1863.

Note.—The influence of the magnetic power of the sun, may

be a potent cause to render comets visible as they approach the

great central luminary. It is a fact derived from ol

that the sun affects the magnetic needle, and that its period is

closely connected with the period of the solar spots. It is also

known that the auroras influence the needle; and that they are sub-

ject to the same law of periodicity as the solar spots, and thus

seem to be connected with solar influence. The effect of the

auroras is evidently light-producing.

ART. XX.—Remarks on the family Pteriidce, (=Avic>

descriptions of some new fossil genera ; by F. B. MEEK.

The existing genera of the family Pteriidas form a group at

once so natural, and so distinctly defined, that conchologi-ts meet

with little difficulty in deciding what particular genera it should

include.
1 When we undertake to classify the more numerous

extinct genera, however, which were introduced, lived out their

term, and passed out of existence at various periods during the

immense interval of time between the first introduction of this

type of life and our present epoch, the case is very different;

for we find amongst the vast numbers of fossil species, type

presenting various intermediate gradations between the moder

- ., ..:..

be more nearly correct ; but whether w^ew'the group as a family or

- -'
- .-

.

'

'

jnnnafvrmii,
, 4). For th.s genus I *°»

m elongated, thin, nearly or quite equivalve

tr r-- - ' ; . .• •'
.

•

. .
-

_

obtusely pointed anterior extremity. The beaks, however, are

to be i.termed fc » JJ^rf

probably be found to belong to the MytilidSi™
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representatives of this and some of the allied groups.
8 For in-

stance, no conchologist could be for a moment in doubt whether

any particular species or genus of our existing Mollusks belongs

more properly to the Aviculidce or to the Pectenidce. Yet in

tracing these two families by their fossil shells back into the

distant past, we meet with various types presenting such an

assemblage of characters as to often render their proper i

tion more difficult; especially since we have only the light of

analogy to guide us in our conclusions respecting the structure

of the softer parts of these extinct forms. Some of these pecu-

liar species were formerly referred by many paleontologists to

the genus Pecien, and by others to Avicula; and even now, since

the genus Aviculopecten has been established for their reception,

authors are by no means agreed whether this genus should be

classed with the Pectenidce or the Aviculidce.

Again, no one having even a small amount of eonehologieai

knowledge need be at a loss in deciding to win':!! of the tv.o

families, An i.l i or J >/<»//,/./, any of our existing species of

bivalves properly belong. Yet in passing from group to group

of the Arcidee, from the recent typical examples, thro'

of the other modern forms, and t

types, it will be observed that the hinge plates, or d

become more and more oblique, until in some of the I

genera, such as Cyrtodonta, Vanuxemia, Dolabra* &c.
?
only a few

obscure divisions are to be seen at the remot> -

hinge, ranging nearly or quite parallel to the cardinal margin, as

in Pterinia. i ne of the other genera apparently

belonging to the Aviculidce. In addition to this, in many of the

Myalina, Bakevellm, &c, there is as well a developed

area, as we generally see in the Arcidce; while this area, m sev-

eral of these ancient I

- e {a™V'
as in the A inia, and some species of Bake-

vellia, we see the ante i

s ratiyely so

well developed, that one can scarcely believe it was not made by

a true adductor; while the eccentric position of the posterior

muscular impression would seem also to favor the same conclu-

sion; and yet in all their other known characters these forms

agree with the Aviculidce. PA . r .

In another direction, some of these ancient groups of Aviculidce

,w be regarded as tbe

nm as first proposed,

,
part ii, pi. 29 fig. 2)

....II. (Iowa Report,
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seem to show a disposition to shade off towards the M
>. Amongst the Carboniferous and Permiai

of M'f-r'nej, for instance, we see species presenting exactly the

form and other general external appearances of the existing

genera Mijtilus and Dreissena, to which even yet some paleon-

tologists will persist in referring them. On a closer inspection,

however, these Carboniferous and Permian species, when we can

find them with the two valves united, are seen to be always a

. ui valve, while their hinge also differs from that of the

q 1 Dreiss lida in having a flat area with longitudinal

cartilage furrows. In addition to" these differences, I have dis-

covered that the shell structure of at least two species ot

(M. perattennuata Meek & Hayden, and M. angulata Meek & Wor-

then,) is minutely prismatic, like the outer portion of the shell

in the true Aviculas. It is true that the same structure has also

er of Dreissena,

Mijalina, in con-

itriated cartila- • area, and the fact that

these shells are always found associated with marine types, are

sufficient evidences that they have no very close affinities to

From an attentive study of the various fossil and recent

groups apparen I
• A viculidie or more properly

Pteriida>,
A
the writer has, in the manuscript work on the Paleon-

tology of the Un-f Misso in en mtry, to be published jowttf

with Dr. Hayden, proposed the following diagnoses of the femig

Pteriidce, and the subordinate groups into which it seems to w

divisible :

—

Family PTERIIlLE (or Aviculidce).

Shell inequivalve, inequilateral, composed of an inner jug

nated pearly layer, and an outer prismatic substance; left.

upper valve always more convex than the other. Anterior

margin of the right valve generally more or less sinuous tor tnj

passage of the byssus. Cartilage submarginal, simple, and place

m a single cavity or depression near the beaks, or divided ana

distributed in a series of furrows crossing the cardinal facet *

right angles,—or, in some of the older fossil genera, oocapy^j

linear furrows in the cardinal area or facet, ranging more or
'

nearly parallel to the hinge line. Hinge with or without e^-

Scar of adductor muscle large and usually subcentral; ante

muscular impression generally small and placed near the d

Pallial line simple, often irregularly dotted.

y
'-• -•" '"'

^

'"
"

."--
'

-

rugniere adopted it m i'* tf -

-
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The animal in the existing typical genus has the mantle-mar-

gins freely open and doubly fringed ; foot small, grooved, and

having the power of spinning a byssus; palpi large; gills two

on each side, crescent shaped, free or connected with each other

posteriorly, and to the mantle.

The foregoing diagnosis of the shells of this family is framed

so as to include species belonging to three subordinate groups,

the first of which, so far as known to the writer, has no living

representatives, and seems to have been mainly confined to the

Paleozoic epoch. The other two groups (the Pteriince or Avicu-

lince and Melinince) are both represented by living species in

our existing seas. These three sections or subfamilies may be

characterized as follows :—

1. Pteriniin^e, (or Pterinia group).

Cartilage apparently occupy^. -, rat _in- nv.ie

or less nearly pai - -i' 1 - 1U a usual ' v bi°ail, fat-

tened cardinal facet or area. Anterior muscular scar sometimes mode-

rately developed, and deep.
A . ,

Includes Pterinia, Myalina, Ambonychia, and probably Actinodesma,

Oryphorhynchus, and several undefined Paleozoic groups. A part of the

species referred to the genus Megambonia* will probably be found to be-

long to some genus of this group, if not indeed to the genus Pt

though the typical species appear to belong to the Arcidce.

i or cavity behind the beaks. Anterior muscular impression

Includes Pteroperna, Pteria (or Avicula), Margarilifera, Malleus,

Aucella and Eumkrotis. The following extinct genera also probably

belong here, viz -.—Monotis, Halobia, Pteroniles and Posidonomya, with

apparently some undescribed fossil genera.

3. Melinince, (Perna or Isognomon group.)
,

Cartilage divided and distributed along the hinge in a series of furrows

crossing the cardinal area at right angles to the hinge line. Anterior

S^SSer. Brug., not Adanson), Bakevellia,

GervilUa, Inoceramus and Pulvinites.

The first two of these sections seem to be more nearly related

to each other than either is to the third ; and it is not improoa-

ble that they will be found connected by a few Tnassic and J u-

Wsbic species presenting intermediate characters, when the hinge

and interior of a greater number of fossil species a£
known.

The Jurassic genoS Pteroperna, for instance ^as hinge teeth

analogous to those ofW/ »W [
(
Z

Passion for a cartilage similar to that of Avicula. Such excep

«wnal cases, however, cannot be urged as a reason for not recog
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nizing the convenience of sections or intermediate groups between

and genera, for it is highly probable that if we knew all

the characters of all the species that ever existed, from the be-

ginning of animal life to the present epoch, we should find all our

groups blending imperceptibly together, or at least far from being

so sharply defined as they appear in works on natural history.

The Pterinia group, or subfamily, probably includes most of

the Paleozoic species usually referred to Avicula, especially

those from the Silurian and Devonian rocks. Indeed, I very

much doubt the existence, during the deposition of the Paleo-

zoic rocks, of true Aviculas, as that genus is known to concholo-

gists, and typified by the existing A. Hirundo. At any rate, I

have never seen a specimen, nor can I remember a figure, of

any species showing the hinge of a true Avicula, from any of our

American Paleozoic rocks. So far as my knowledge extends, all

the Silurian and Devonian species, the binge in which

seen, want the cartilage cavity of the modern Aviculas, and have

the striated hinge facet, or tbe oblique hinge teeth, (one or the

other or both) u( Pterinia, more or less distinctly marked. In

addition to this, most of the Silurian and Devonian, and many

of the Carboniferous species, the hinge in which is unknown,

present more the external appearance of the Europ<

figured by Goldfuss and others, in which the internal characters

oi Pi ; da are known to exist.

Prof. McCoy, some time since, referred three of our American

Paleozoic species,

—

A.demissa, A. pleuroptera, and A
to Pterinia;—and the figures oi Ml show the

broad striated cardinal facet of that genus. I have
tained, from the examination of a very fine natural cast of the in-

terior of J I, from the Hamilton Group, oi

Cayuga Co., N. Y., that it presents all the characters of a true

typical Pterinia. The specimen examined is a cast of a le

valve, showing the impression of three rather long oblique nin^

teeth behind the beak, and of seven or eight shorter ones 1

front,—together with the cast of a deep, rather large, anterior

muscular impression. The Chemung A. acanthoptera Hall, ana

A.spinigera Conrad, present much the general aspect oi t

Aviadas; but Prof. Winehell des jhigan roew,

a form which he refers to the first of these species, as having

long posterior cartilage facet."
. f

, ^
From all that is now known in relation to the affinities oi w

shells, we may safely infer that probably all of our Silurian »

Devonian species, especially those of the Hamilton and them o

groups, usually referred to Avicula, will be found to possess

internal characters of Pterinia, or of undescribed genera.

It is an interesting fact that the ancient Pterinias seem to

the same relations to the existing Aviculas, or Ptenas, tnai
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old Aviculopectens do to our modern Pectens* For, in the mod-

ern types of the Pectemdce and Avicididce, the cartilage is mainly

or entirely confined to a pit or depression under or near the

beaks, while, as already explained, in the Paleozoic Pterimas and

Aviculopectens. we observe no such pit or depression, the cartilage

being apparently attached by a series of linear furrows in a more

or less wide, flattened, cardinal area, much as in the Arctdce.

This similarity in the arrangement of the cartilage of Aviculo-

pecten, to w I &, Myalina, and some of the other

groups here placed as a section of the family Pteritdce {=Avku-

the somewhat produced posterior ear of some

of the Aviculopectens, would have led the writer to concur with

Prof. McCoy, Mr. Woodward and others, in referring that genus

also to the Aviculidv, had it not been for the fact, that, on sub-

- tions of a typical Carboniferous species {AvicuUypecten

•..

found not to possess the prismatic structure

the peculiai structure of the Peclemd* h rom

nqueand more Pectenow

ing them, w -enera
>
**

a section' or Peeknida, parallel to the ancient

Ptermia group in the Aviculidm.
_ .

Amongst the genera here included provisionally in the group

: , the new name Gryphorhynchus will be observed.

This is proposed for the reception of a group of small lnassic

shells, of v.
.•type (see

Gold/. Ph., _. 10, a, b,c,d,e,f,y).

This genus may be briefly characterized as follows:—

Genus Gryphorhynchus, Jfeefe-Shell small thick, nearly

.btlyobliqu*

.ivti being flat c.

m> neither valve with a defined byssal .
sinus Beaks

sub-central; that of the left valve elevated, gibbous strongly

incurved, aid at the extremity directed obliquely forward b

axis; in both valves provided with a wide, well defined_card nal

area. Ears subequal not produced, coneave in the righ vahe,

and convex in tl 7
the

A
n™ 1ZL su lCus

rated from the swell of the umbo by a deep oblique uleus.

Surface with fine, sometimes decussating stria?, Hinge « itn sev
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This genus includes G. gryphceatus and G. tenuistriatus {= Avic-

ula gryphceata and A. tenuistriata, of Munster, Gold/. P.

ii, 127-8).

In the same group may also be placed, as the type of a dis-

tinct subgenus, another little Triassic species described by Mun-
ster as Avicula decussata (Gold/. Petref. Germ, ii, 128, cxvi, 12a, b).

For this form I would propose the subgeneric name Acl
It agrees with the typical species in all essential characters, ex-

cepting in being much more oblique, in having its posterior

margin truncated at right angles to the hinge, instead of being

slightly sinuous ; and particularly in having the left valve orna-

mented with strongly elevated, distant, radiating costas or pli-

cations.

I have not been able to see the prismatic structure in either of

these types, but, from all analogy, I should suppose it could be

detected in specimens in a better state of preservation. So far

as known to the writer, this genus has not been discovered in

America, and has only been foui i deposits of

the Tyrol.

Under the Aviculinae or Pieriina, it will also be observed that

a new generic name, Eumicrotis, has been introduced. This is

proposed for a well known type sometimes referred to Avicula,

sometimes to Pecten, sometimes to Monotis, and by others to

Amelia. Its type is Monotis Haicni Meek & Hayden, from the

Permian rocks of Kansas. It also includes the closely allied

European Eumicrotis speluncaria, ( = Gryphites spelu
Schlotheim, = Monotis speluncaria of King and others); also

Phillips) ; and E. Gat,

(=Monotis Garforthensis King). This genus may be described

as follows :

—

Genus Eumicrotis, Meek—Shell more or less orbicular, plano-

convex, the left valve being usually very convex, and the right

flat or a little concave; not distinctly auriculate, the ears bein£

nearly obsolete. Beaks subcentral, very slightly oblique, un-

equal, that of the left valve often elevated, gibbous and incurved;

the other very small, and scarcely projecting above the hinge

hue. Hinge short, narrow edentulous. Bvssal notch, or sinus ot

right valve, narrow, deep, sharply defined and separated from tw

hinge line by a small rudimenta not project

beyond the anterior margin of the valve. Scar of adductor mus-

cle large and subcentral, those of 1
1 and placea

near the beaks. Surface generally with rai I

eostas, much more strongly marked on the left than on the ngw
valve.

,

The species of this genus have been usually referred to Bronn
s

genus Monotis. A careful comparison, however, of our Kan-

sas specimens of the species described by the author in coa
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nection with Dr. Hayden, under the name Monotis Eawni, with

authentic European specimens of the type of Bronn's genus,

>alinarius) now in the collection of the Smithsonian

Institution, has satisfied me that they ought not to' be placed in

the same genus. In the first place, the type of Monotis is an
obliquely oval, compressed, very nearly equivalve shell, with

depressed, subequal beaks, presenting altogether a marked con-

trast with the general physiognomy of the shells belonging to the

Permian and Carboniferous group under consideration. The
most important difference, however, is the total absence of any
traces of a byssal sinus in the anterior margin of either valve of

the typical Monotis, the anterior margins of both valves being

smooth, rounded, and without even the most obscure indication

of an emargination, to represent the deep, sharply defined, byssal

sinus of Eumicrotis.

I know nothing of the hinge, or of the microscopical struc-

ture, of Mi is specimens at the Smith-..man

Institution being firmly imbedded in the very hard brittle ma-

trix, and not in a condition to show any traces of minute struc-

ture. Dr. Carpenter, however, has examined a species—Avicula

cygnipes, of Phillips—(which is unknown to the writer), supposed

to be congeneric with the type of Bronn's genus, and finds it to

possess the structure of the Pectenidce, rather than that of the

Aviculidas. On examining thin sections of our Kansas shell,

the type of the genus here described, by the aid of a ma
power of about three hundred and fifty diameters, the prismatic

structure of the Aviculidce is distinctly visible.

Prof. McCoy was evidently much nearer right when he referred

the European species of this group to Count Keyserling's Juras-

sic genus Aucella, than those who identified them with Bronn's

genus Monotis. Aucella, however, although more nearly allied

was founded upon a distinct group of oblique, gibbous shells, all

of which are destitute of radiating cosiae or striae, but ornamented

With concentric undulations, giving them much the general ap-

pearance of some species of Inoceramus. They also have a sma

peculiar concave ear just in front of the beak of the left as well

as of the right valve, formed by the inflection of the margin of

the valve, unlike anything we see in the left valve of h

Count Keyserling's figures and description also show that the

scar of the adductor muscle is placed much nearer the ventral

margin in Aucella than in Eumicrotis. Aucella would therefore

seem to bear similar relations to Eumicrotis, that Posidonomya

does to Monotis proper, as typified by M. salinarius

It is remarkable that, even in late European publications, we
see the so-called Monotis spehmcaria placed in the genus Avicula

. There is still another small group of Jurassic shells represented

Dy one species in our collection from the far West, for which I
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had thought a subgeneric name should be proposed. Farther

comparisons, however, with specimens of some European species

of this type, have led to the conclusion that these little shells

form a section of the genus Eumicrotis, probably too closely con-

nected by some intermediate forms to merit a distinct subgeneric

name. The western species of this section alluded to above is

Avicula? curia Hall, (custa, typ. err., Stansburtfs Report, Expl.

Great Salt Lake, 412, pi. ii, fig. 1, a, J.)
T This section als

the very closely allied European species Monotis substriata Mun-

ster: also M. decussata, and M. Albert i Munster, {Ooldf. Petref.

Germ., ii, p. 138-9,) as well as a species figured by Goldfuss as

Monotis echinati, (id., pi. cxxi, 6.)

>

These shells have much the general <

microtis, being short or sul
slightly oblique, without any anterior ear, and generally hav-

ing the posterior ear much abbreviated. They differ, however,

in being smaller as well as more nearly equivalve shells, and

in having the beak of the left valve much less prominent. Their

valves are also destitute of an oblique sulcus often seen extend-

ing down the posterior side of the typical forms of /.

and have a more regular appearance. They have g
merely striated surface, and a very sharply defined b

near the beak of the right valve; 'in some of the species, how-

ever, the left valve has ,lv ribs.

The structure of E. (Avicula) curta Hall sp., as seen by trans-

mitted light under a high magnifying power, is finely
In conclusion, I would remark that the numerous widely dif-

ferent types from the older rocks, figured in the various works

on Paleontology under the nan i, &c, shoff

that much has yet to be done in classifying these shells,

it will be necess iry to establish a number of new genera for

their proper distribution. I would also call the attention of

paleontologists to the valuable assistance to be derived, at least

in many cases, from microscopic
the family affinities of the ancient fossil genera of .

id Pectenidoe; especially, where the condition of the

specimens under investigation is such as to prevent the nature

of the hinge and interior from being determined. How far, how-

ever, the different types of structure may have been constant,

amongst all the ancient genera oi 'main8 to be

determined by the examination of a larger number of species.
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Art. XXI.—On i

The diversities of color among the varieties of the mineral

species are in many cases still unexplained. A case of this kind
occurs in the so-called kammererite, from Lancaster county, Pa.,

of which there are three kinds—one colored pure green, a sec-

ond red and green, while the third is of a pure red. The fol-

lowing investigation was undertaken to determine, if possible,

the cause of this variation; and as the results have proved

interesting, they have been further discussed in their general

relations.

The mineral is in distinct crystals. There is the strongest evi-

dence that all belong to the trimetric system, closely resembling

many specimens of chlorite and some crystals of clinochlore.

They are usually hexagonal in form, rising from their base as a

truncated pyramid, but the lateral surfaces are so striated as to

be incapable of measurement. The pyramid is made up of a

pile ofcrystalli n slightly projecting edges

manifestly replaced, indicating a dome and an octahedron.

The three varieties are well denned, the color of the -first be-

ing a pure green, somerimes a rich emerald-green, while that of

the second varies < en these two tints, being

sometimes of a
;

' of the third is red, with an

occasional tinge of reddish-white. In the second, the colors are

confined to the !. rixing and giving a medium
tmge. The third was ala nn of the planes

of Us axes, being red in the direction of its shorter lateral axis,

but of a violet-blue or hyacinth in that of the longer axis.

.
The hardness of the green and red is 2'75; the specific grav-

ity of the green at 64° Fahr. 2355, that of the red 2-883, which
w perhaps a little too low as it was impossible to free the crys-

tals of a few minute bubbles of air. They consist of flexible

micaceous plates, with a vitreous lustre, and white streak Ineir

blowpipe reactions show the presence of chrome, and silica, the

absence of man- the absence of fluorine in

the green. Tra shown in the red. Both

^e green and red
with separation

°f.
silica, but are not acted on by chlorhydnc acid. 1 he pur-

P ish green not being obtai
nt,t* ,s n°t in *

c^ded in this des
ever proved un-

important, as th.
th the red

Extreme care g the material »r MtyMk
Fresh and perfect crystals were used for each analysis of the

"ame variety, in order to certify undeniably the composition.

A*-tfocK. Sci.-Second Sxbiis, Vol. XXXVII, No. IIO.-Makch, ISM.
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In no case was any crystal chosen the color of which was in-

distinct.

The following is an outline of the method of analysis adopted.

After solution by means of carbonate of soda, and chlorhydric

acid, the usual precautions being taken for an accurate estima-

tion of the silica, the nitrate was rendered slightly alkaline with

ammonia which precipitated the sequioxyds of iron, chrome and

aluminum, with part of the nickel. This precipitate being dis-

solved was treated with acetate of soda, which separated the

nickel oxyd from the sesquioxyds ; the latter was then dried,

weighed, pulverized carefully with carbonate of soda, and then

fused together with nitrate of potash for chrome. This metal

was estimated with the precautions detailed by Genth.
1 The

residue being again dissolved, the iron was separated from the

aluminum by caustic potash with the addition of sulphid of

potassium. Great care was taken that the sesquioxyds of iron

and aluminum were free from silica and perfectly washed. The

nickel remaining in solution after the acetate separation was

precipitated by sulphid of potassium. The nitrate from the

ammonia precipitation, after the destruction of the ammonia by

nitric acid, was treated by sulphid of potassium, as above, to

separate- the nickel from the lime and magnesia. The lime was

precipitated as oxalate, and estimated as sulphate ; the magnesia

in the usual way. After the solution of the sulphid and the

estimation of the oxyd of nickel, the oxyd was redissolved, and

separated by ammonia from the impurities which cling to nickel

so closely. The analyses, so described in outline, gave tbefoj-

-wing results—two determinatious being generally made of eacn

"f *he green and reddish-green.

28-800

Green. Reddish-green.

SiC* 28°444 S141I 32°20b 8
AI

4
0. 18-375

Cr
4

1-967
FV-,m 3-862 3-606

SU.)
1-303

MsToO 34871 34-929 3
h.,o 13-900

T^iS
13-933 14033 J_

o, ™6J
"°
int weiSht of sesquioxyds in the green was 25'68 and

24-89
; that of their separate determinations 24-32, the latter con-

firming the former, after exclusion of silica. These analyses

show that the red and reddish-green are identical, but that tnev

differ from the green. Since there is one per cent more of ox)°

1 Chem. New*, vol. vi, p. 32.
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of chrome, and one and a third per cent less of protoxyd of
iron in the red than in the green, the first question as to the
cause of the difference of color is unanswered by analysis. It

is possibly due to molecular arrangement.
The following formula? exhibit the number of each class of in-

gredients, the sesquioxyds of chrome, iron, and aluminum being
represented by A1

4 3 and the protoxyds of magnesium, calcium,

iron, and nickel, by Mg 3 0, because aluminum and magnesium
constitute by far the larger proportion of the bases.

Green, 5Si02-f2Al 4 3
+9Mg20-r-8H20.

Red, &c, ?SiOa+2Al 4O 3-j-18MgaO+10H2 O.

Without attempting at present to reconcile these numbers to

any theory of the silicates, it will prove interesting to discuss

the reliable results of analysis attained by different chemists, with

different specimens of this and other minerals referable to the

chlorite group. In order to show their mutual relations more
clearly, I subjoin a table of their atomic composition, reducing

them all to the proportions arising from two atoms of alumina.

' Proportion of atoms in chloritic minerals.

Kammererite, crystallized, 5 2 8

My green, " 5 2 9 » rearse.

Chlorite (average analysis) 6 2 10 8 Rammelsberg.

Kamraererite, fibrous, 6 2 10 8 Hermann.

Chonikrite, massive, 1 2 10 6 von Kobell.

sed, 7 2 12 10 Genth.

My red, * 7 2 13 10 Pearse.

Kamraererite, " 8 2 14 10 Smith & Brush.

Pyroselerite, 8 2 12 10 von Kobell.

10. Tabergite, 9 2 14 10 Svanberg.

11. Kamraererite, crystalline, 9 2 11 10 Hartwall, Garrett.

12. Pyroselerite, impure, 9 2 14 6 Lychnell.

A study of the above series of minerals by formula*, and by
tneir general agreement in external characters, establishes their

relations and connection. I might have extended the list to em-

brace epichlorit. ,.

'

te
>

etc ->
but tbe

tenth's analysis of rhod«
!

,

c or
.
ten

f?™
3

°f water, and twelve atoms of magnesia; my red, and reddish-

green
(7) give ten atoms of water and rather .ess than thirteen

atoms magnesia. I therefor !
have given for

Ruth's rhodophyllite with wli h mv red is identical. Smith

« Brush's kammererite differs from rhodophyllite by an atom

?f olivine. These two formula? may be regarded as reliable, be-

»g derived from well executed analyses of crystallized specimens.
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We may reject at once from the above list chonikrite (5), and

ite (12) as impure. The kammererite of Ha
Garrett (11) not being quite pure, and differing but slightly from

von Kobell's pyrosclente (9) might be referred to the latter, as

Dana has done. But as pyrosclerite (9) differs by only one atom

::i rhodophyliite, the hitter in crystals, and"the former

of doubtful pm it\
. |.\ n ^eltntt m .y he u_ m t . - a '< <s

j
ure

liite. Svanberg's taberg'ite differs from Smith and

B - = ite by only an atom of silica, and because the

]

a"er was in crystals, it is the true mineral, and the former an

impure exhibition of it. I therefore refer the formulae of 9, 10,

and 11, to 6, 7 and 8, or 6 and 8.

It is noticeable that Hermann's kammererite (4) is

with chlorite, as det< ussion of the

latter"* composition, but the former being til - -

be doubted, and its formula set aside. The formula of chlorite

is accepted as correct.

Comparing my green crystals (2) with Hermann's
erite (1) it is seen that thev are manit -stir identical : butasmme
were carefully selected, perfect, transparent crystals, I give the

.

preference to my own formula. •

m °! 1L !< eh :n \ <

; ^tinct; and I have therefore named it Grastite,

(Greek y^tm,-/^,-,). from its ureen color.
2

Our critical examination of the above series of minerals lim-

its their number to four, viz. Nos. 2, 3, 6, (7) and 8, which are

here presented as distinct varieties, together with the formula* <»

olivine, augite, and serpentine, for the sake of further discussion.

Kos - SiO a A14 3 Mg,0 H 2
2. Grastite, 5 2 98 Pearse and HermaBn.

3. Chlorite, 6 2 10 8 Many analysts.

6. Rhodophyliite, 7 2 12 10 Genth and Pearse.

8. Kammererite, 8 2 14 10 Smith & Brush.

Augite, 1 i

Olivine, l 2
Serpentine, 2 3 2

b-rastite -j- augite =• chlorite.

Grastite -f- serpentine = rhodophyllit
Grastite -j- olivine

-J- serpentine c "
"

In other words, the differences of composition between mem-

bers of the chlorite group are the simpler minerals associate

with them in locality, or from which they have been hereto*)*

assumed to be derived.

* Myology for a ne*r name is that not one of those heretofore
proposed fat

I trifl group is aDDlieable.
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If I may be allowed to hazard a conjecture as to the introduc-

tion of alumina to those simple minerals to build up the chlorite

group, I suggest that it is due to the conjoined influence of adja-

cent decomposed feldspar, and a solution of magnesia. For de-

composed feldspar, I take the most general composition of kaolin,

and for solution of magnesia, brucite. Grastite and kammer-

erite may be supposed to be formed thus

:

Grastite: Si0 2 A14 3 Mg 3
H 3

A moment's c<
' that these conjectures are

not unfounded. Chlorite is found where talcose matter and feld-

spar are associated or near together, and is supposed to arise

from augite. The others are found in or near serpentine with

adjacent feldspar, and serpentine has been supposed to be de-

rived from olivine. The locality in which grastite, rhodopbyl-

lite, and karnmererite are remarkably developed, viz. Lancaster

county, Penn., abounds in brucite. In fact brucite either as such

or altered into serpentine, is a common constituent of serpentine

rock. Thus the marmolite of Hoboken, and of other localities

a pure serpentine, exhibits all the crystalline peculiarities of

brucite. A similarly altered brucite from Siberia, m the collec-

tion of J. A. Clay, Esq., of Philadelphia, has the precise hex-

agonal forms of the fine crystals of brucite from Lancaster Co.,

Penn. We have therefore only hazarded a natural conclusion

that chloritic minerals are formed from their simpler mineral

associates.

Philadelphia, Oct. 26th, 1863.
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Art. XXIL—Notice of a small collection of Fossils from the Pots-

dam Sandstone of Wisconsin and the Lake Superior Sandstone of
Michigan; by Prof. Alexander Winchell.

_
The University of Michigan is in possession of a small collec-

Q the Potsdam Sandstone of Sauk county,

mted by one of the alumni, Joseph W. Wood.
The interest which attaches to every vestige of organic life be-

longing to this age induces me to offer a few words°in reference

to the new data in my possession.
1

Mr. Wood, in transmitting the specimens, writes: * * *

"They are found overlying, and in connection with, the "quartz-

ite" of the Devil Lake"2
and Baraboo Bluffs. * * * The quartz-

ite is an indurated sandstone containing ripple marks in abund-

ance—also conglomerates, and, in places, thin lavers of talcose

slate. It has been upheaved along an east and west axis, * * *

the main ridge pushing the Wisconsin river to the east, where
' t forms a junction with the Fox, and at which point the

oined by a canal. There are many minor ridges, run-

l parallel and crosswise." About three miles south of

the village of Baraboo, the main ridge has been broken open,

forming an anticlinal valley, in which rests Devil Lake—the

semi-stratified quart/.i
I north-north-

east on the east side.
| tne northwest on the

.
and forming bluffs 450 and 500 feet high on theW

sides respectively. The longer axis of the lake is transverse to

the main axis of the ridge. South of the bluff, on the east side,

and beginning opposite the southern portion of the lake, is a

low, level valley, which extends eastward to the Wisconsin

river. South of the valley, and bounding the lake at its sooth"

ern extremity, is a low bluff presenting nearly horizontal strati-

fication; but probably dipping gently southward, since, in the

region three or tour i. supports the first out-

liers of the Calciferous sandrock.
The high bluffs surrounding the lake are described by Mr.

Wood (and also by Prof. Hall in the Wisconsin Report) as con-

sisting entirely of bluish or iron-stained quartzite, exhibiting a

• The present paper was written and accepted for publication in this ^mml^

-->
:•; ::. . ;,, .,.;:•;-:-;

"

) are join

g both p£
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gradual passage into an overlying conglomerate, which, in turn,

assumes, above, the characteristics of the Potsdam sandstone.

Both insist on the absolute continuity and conformability of the

quartzite, conglomerate and sandstone. Mr. Wood says: "It
is in the northern slope of the main ridge (on the east of the

lake) that I found these fossils. If the sandstone containing

them shall be called 'Potsdam,' and the main ridge 'Quartzite,'

then I should say that they were a continuous deposit; and I

do not know of any reason for separating them, only that they

differ in hardness at the extremes of the scale

that this difference is manifest." Prof. Hall states {Geol Rep.

Wis. 1862, pp. 11 and 12) thai the quartzite is terminated up-

ward by a conglomerate which graduates into the Potsdam
sandstone; and agrees with Mr. Wood, that "in some cases the

passage from the conglomerate to the sandstone is so gradual

that it is impossible to ]
oint < it a line of demarcation. In the

•lower part," Prof. Hall further says, "the conglomerate is so des-

titute of any oth the sand and pebbles of the

quartzite below, that it bears little affinity to the sandstone

above." Nevertheless, Prof. Hall is of the opinion that "the

quartzite holds the same relative position to the Potsdam sand-

stone as the Huronian system of the Canada survey."

Some of the fossiliferous fragments forwarded by Mr. Wood
contain pebbles three-fourths of an inch in diameter; and I

should infer from this circumstance, as well as the position of

the fossils upon the northeastern flanks of the bluffs, that the

remains under consideration occupied a place near the boundary

line between the conglomerate and the recognized Potsdam

sandstone.

I insist particularly upon the stratigraphical position of these

fossils, because they show, contrary to the conclusions ot Prof.

Hall's monograph, that JJicellocephalus and Ptychaspis occur at

the recognized base of the Potsdam sandstone, as well as above.

The alternative of this conclusion is an admission that the con-

glomerate and qu they appear to be) the dow?i-

ward continuation of the Potsdam sandstone, and the prolongation

of beds which, further north, exhibit a more typical character

If, as I infer from Mr. Wood's communications, the mass ot

quartzite is sup* rther south, by the outliers

of the Calciferous sandrock, this fact would give countenance to

the alternative suggested.

SCOLITHUS LINEARIS.

& linearis Hall, is present in abundance in some of the frag-

ments, in the for, rioJ, ™st

;^l™Tof bed°or three inches long, extending vertically to the planes of bed-

dmg. They vary from '05 to "27 of an inch in diameter.
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There are several imperfect specimens of an Orthis, apparently
of the type of 0. biforatus. The form is transverse, with a
straight hinge-line," and the sub-equal beaks a little elevated
above it. Greatest width of shell along the hinge, in front of

which the sides are considerably constricted, and continue to

approach each other, though less rapidly, to the somewhat
interior margin. Ventral valve with a sinus of mode-

rate depth, which is rather broad, and near flat at bottom. Sur-

face with sixteen or eighteen ribs visible on the cast, the

strongest of which limit the mesial sinus, which has in the

middle a barely visible costal ridge. The interior of this valve

exhibits a pair of rudimentary hinge teeth, separated by a tri-

angular foramen. The interior myary scars occupy only a

small space near the beak, and present an elliptical outline.

The dorsal valve is eqimilv convex with the ventral, and ex-

hibits a broad, depressed mesial fold.

Length of hinge-line '76 (100) ; length of shell from beak to

anterior margin '38 (50).
Dr. D. D. Owen {Rep. Wis. Jo. and Mm., p. 575) and Shumard

•" "-'•• i, t: ^7) have i . i.- allusion to the existence of

this genus in the Potsdam sandstone of the northwest ; and a

species has just been described by Prof. Hall under the name of

a. Our specimens from Baraboo differ from both this

</oradoensis Shum., in its more transverse shape, fewer
ribs and want of concentric lines.

Straparollus (Ophileta) primordialis, n. sp.

A planorboid shell, three-fourths of an inch in diameter, and
having the apex of the spire depressed below the level of the

outer whorl. The number of whorls is probably about five,

but only the last two are preserved in the best specimens. The
tube enlarges very gradually, and is marked bv a distinct carina

just above the peripheral line, above and below which is a shal-

low groove.

Some of the specimens of this fossil greatly resemble the fig-

ure of Ophileta complanala Vanuxem, from the Calciferous sand-
rock of New York; but the volutions enlarge a little more
rapidly, and present a distinguishing angulation. No allied

species has been described from the Potsdam sandstone (unless it

™-V-compacta Billings, a description of which I have not seen).

•lhe Euorap y Y. Regents, p. 136)
is described and figured as "gently convex above."

Pleorotomaria ? advena, n. sp.

A trochoid or sub-turreted shell, of at least four whorls,
wnien are depressed-convex externally, and apparently destitute
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of all superficial ornaments. But three whorls have been seen

;

these are -66 inch in height, and the lower one is about *77 inch

in diameter—the three being of nearly equal height.

This fossil is quite unlike anything described from the Pots-

dam sandstone ; and there is nothing in the Calciferous sand-

rock which approaches nearer than Holopea Proserpina Billings

(Pamphlet, Jan. 1862, p. 28), with which this may be congeneric.

DlCELLOCEPHALUS MlXSESOTENSIS, Owen.

Several specimens occur in the collection which I feel obliged

to refer to this species. Some well preserved pygidia do not

disagree with Owen's and Hall's {Foster and Whitney's Rep. on

L. Sup. Land Dist., pi. xxiii, fig. 80) figures, except that Hall's

specimen had lost its caudal flap—a feature well preserved in

my specimens, and distinctly reflected upward. Nevertheless,

no caudal spines are preserved in any case ; and the condition

of the specimens would indicate that they were wanting. An
imperfect cephalic shield presents a flat border, about as wide as

the caudal flap, and, like it, turned slightly upward, and is desti-

tute of a thickened margin. The glabella is truncately rounded
in front; the two sides are nearly straight, but not perfectly

parallel—being approximated anteriorly at an angle of about
12°. There is at least one furrow extending across the glabella

;

and in front of this, opposite the anterior extremity of the pal-

pebral lobes, another furrow on each side, reaching less than

one-third the distance transversely across the glabella. The
course of the great future in its anterior extension conforms to

the requirements of this species.
A doubt may exist whether these specimens are correctlyre-

terred, in consequence of the absence of the caudal spines and
the defective condition of the posterior portion of the cephalic

shield. It seems to me, however, that a pair of blunt spines, in

an attenuated peripheral part like the caudal flap, cannot form

an indispensable diagnostic character. The direction of the

facial suture is exactly that of D. Minnesotemis ; and the inclina-

tion of the sides of the glabella, even if slightly greater than ,s

usual for this species, is not as great as in D. misa Hall. I he

PJgidium conforms, in its want of spines, to that ofD misa but

the configuration of the glabella and the anterior lobe of the

fixed cheek deviate decisively from that species.

Dicellocephalcs Pepinensis, Owen.

, An imperfect cephalic shield shows a narrow border, with a

decidedly thickened margin, which is broader than the furrow

Ween it and the front Sf the glabella. The glabella is prom-

pt, with sub-parallel sides and an obtusely rounded anterior

extremity. Opposite the middle of the prominent palpebral

A* JoUK . Sci.-Seco^ Sebzss, Vol. XXXVII, No. 110.-M.hch, 1864.
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lobes, a furrow passes quite across the glabella, being curved

backward in the middle. Behind this is another nearly parallel

furrow, and in front is a pair of faint furrows situated nearly op-

posite the anterior extremity of the palpebral lobe, and each

traceable about one-third the distance across the glabella. An-

other glabella, very similar to this, shows three transverse fur-

rows, besides the anterior interrupted furrow.

A finely preserved pygidium presents a strong convexity,

especially in the middle lobe. Aside from the marginal flap, the

external outline is nearly semicircular, with the anterior margin

considerably curved. The lateral lobes are strongly convex, be-

coming less so nearer the border, and abruptly joining the cau-

dal flap, at an inclination of about 45°. The pleurae are furrowed

in such a manner that there seems to be an accessory pleura be-

tween each two principal ones. The articulations are seven in

number in both the axial and side lobes, and extend nearly to

the terminal apex of the middle lobe. The caudal flap is flat,

and about as wide as the middle lobe at its anterior end, and

marked uniformly through its whole length by eight or more

rigid concentric striae. No indications of caudal spines.

This pygidium was originally referred to this species on such

information as was accessible, amongst which was Hall's figure

in the Wisconsin Report (p. 22, fig. 4), showing indications of a

similar striated caudal flap. I am not able by the help of P{oi-

Hall's last memoir to change the reference, although I perceive

the pygidium does not fully agree with the complete characters

now published. I am inclined to think this pygidium has not

previously been described.

Ptychaspis _
The collection embraces some fragments of the cephalic ana

caudal shields of a large trilobite, which, while its generic rela-

tions are somewhat indeterminate, has a certain expression which

iS peculiar. The head is about 24 inches broad, and rather con-

vex; the thickened and convex margin of the border is separa-

ted from the glabella by a narrow, concave furrow, giving toe

border a width of three-tenths of an inch. Posteriorly, the bor-

der is continued in genal points which att

than three times the length of the glabella
is swollen and separated by a deep transverse furrow from w

'^erior borders of the cheek. The surface is feebly scj°bicQ-

wrinkled; though with oblique light it is seen to be dis-

tinctly so, and the character is even better shown with a w*

magnifier, though the cast is preserved in sandstone.
The pygidium which undoubtedly belongs to the same sp

'

cies is 2-9 inches across, and three-fourths of an inch in neig '

The middle lobe is nine-tenths of an inch across, and is q ul
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prominent, with its posterior portion inarticulate and broadly
rounded. There is no limiting furrow separating it from the
lateral lobes ; and posteriorly it fades insensibly into the ter-

minal border. The lateral lobes are but faintly articulate, and,
meeting behind the axis, form a border three-fourths of an inch
broad, which is strongly curved downward on all sides, and
presents a circularly curved outline, without any indications of
caudal appendages.
The foregoing was written before seeing Prof. Hall's memoir;

and I had referred the specimens to JDicellocephalus, with a query.
I could scarcely doubt of their generic distinctness, but felt re-

luctant to engage in genus-making without ampler materials. I
am happy now to recognize Prof. Hall's new genus as exactly
meeting my want. This species differs from P. Miniscaensis Hall,
m its broader and fuller movable cheek and broader margin,
and much longer genal points.

II. The University has for many years been in possession of
some fucoidal remains from the red sandstone of the south
shore of Lake Superior. As it is so uncertain when any further

paleontological data will be obtained from that region, I do not
deem it necessary to defer longer a brief notice of these fossil

Algae.

There are two methods of frond-arrangement noticeable among
toese remains. One exhibits a rudimentary symmetry, while
the other is totally destitute of it. There is little difficulty in
deciding that neither form falls under any description that has
been published ; but it is nearly or quite impossible to determine
whether these differences are of generic, specific, or still inferior

value. The great variation exhibited in the arrangement of the
different portions of the fronds of recent marine algae, shows how
little dependence can be placed upon descriptions founded on
detached fragments of these fossil fucoids. Those differences

which have been sometimes recognized as marking the bounds
between distinct genera, may easily have co-existed upon the
same frond. There was great plausibility in the method pur-
sued by the older writers in referring all these remains to the
81ngle genus Fucoides.

-There seems, nevertheless, some prospect of utility in making

notions as we are able; and while I cannot vouch for
the generic characters of the fossils under consideration, I shall

jjfer them provisionally to a Paleozoic genus established by
Frof Hall to receive some fucoids from the Calciferous sand-
rock of New York.

Pal^eophtcus

Consisting of large, straight or geniculated,
oncal, irregularly articulated, branching st
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stems are an inch and a quarter in diameter; the t

tion oblong, rounded at the ends, or, in other eases, more nearly

a circle. The branches are uniformly much smaller than the

main stem, and leave it at an angle of about 30°. One of the

most marked peculiarities of the species is' the somewhat regular

trai -\ r- > nstiict > is. \, i ich occur at intervals of about half

an inch, in most of the specimens. At these constrictions the

fucoid has shown a disposition to separate, so that most of the

fragments present sharply truncate < \ ; >m lti -. Nu ue^ieoth

This fucoid is found abundantly scattered over the surfaces of

slabs of dark red, fine-grained sandstone, from the north flank

of the Porcupine mountains, Lake Superior.
Collected by Dr. Douglass Houghton, in 1840.

Fucoid apparently consisting of fleshy, lea

an irregularly triangular, elongate, or variously amorphous out-

line. In some instances it would seem that a hollow, conical

piece had been compressed so as to present two opposite edges.

Sometimes an irregularly elongate piece presents occasional en-

largements and tuberculous eminences. There are some indica-

tions that the plant was branched, some of which consist in the

close approximation of co-adapted edges without complete junc-

tion. The surfaces are smooth and shining. The fragments

vary from half an inch to two inches in width.
Abundant in dark red sandstone from Montreal river, Lake

Superior—a region where Col. Whittlesey estimates the forma-

tion to attain the enormous thickness of 15,000 feet. (Proe. Best.

>Soc Xal. Hist., ix, July, 1863.)
Collected by Dr. Houghton, in 1840. ,

Similar but thinner and more ill defined fucoids occur in red

sandstone three miles -west of Eagle river ; and again in white

sandstone near Carp river, on the south shore of Lake Superior.

In associating these remains with others from the Potsdam

sandstone of Wisconsin, I do not intend to express any opini°n

whether the Lake Superior sandstone is of Mesozoic i

gued by Jackson and Mareou ; or of the age of the Chazy »r-

"'""
", as recently concluded by the Canadi

I reference to the St. Mary's sandstone)
;

e «cvj. uj oaoikauii auu mareou; or oi xne age oi mc ^"«^v . .

mation, as recently concluded by the Canadian geologists («

least in reference to the St. Mary's sandstone) ;
or the prolonga-

tion of the lowest fossiliferous sandstones of Wisconsin, as

thought by Messrs. Foster formerly by n&h

and still earlier intimated in the unpublished notes of Dr. &oxl&

ton ; or finally, as now intimated by Hall, a formation ranging

from a horizon below the fossiliferous sandstones of Wisconsin

to the top of the Chazy formation or St. Peter's sandstone.

University of Michigan, Dec. 11th, 1863,



The whole number of double stars hitherto observed is rather

more than 6000.
1 The proportion of these in which the du-

plicity is merely optical cannot now be determined: the num-
ber, however, in which a change of relative position had been

detected, was, at the middle of the present century no less than

650. In the motions of these bodies, so far as observed, we find

one genera! much more

n. In Sir John Her-

scliel's Table (1850) of fourteen double stars whose orbits had
been calculated, the eccentricity in seven cases is greater than

that of Faye's comet ca^e of Alpha Ctn-

t'turi it is 'nearly equal to that of HalleyV We propose to in-

quire whether this remarkable fact m regard to the sidereal or-

bits is susceptible of explanation by the nebular hypothesis.

In a former number of this Joiirnal
:

it was stated that the

theory of Laplace, which so beautifully accounts for so many
otherwise oi the solar system, might be
extended to 1 I itiple svstems among the so-called

fixed stars. But how, it may be asked, can the same theory ex-

plain the all of the planets and also the ex-

tremely elliptic motions of the sidereal systems?
The correlation between the members of a binary system is

different from that between the sun and a planet. In the for-

mer, both are large, self-luminous bodies ;
on the other hand,

our solar system has resulted from the concentration of the

ala about a single nucleus. Now
rf a mass of nebulous matter, in which the process of condensa-

tion has commenced, have a very slow rotation, and if, instead

iter <
' attraction, two distinct nuclei be formed, the

consequence may be its complete separation into two bodies

while the rotation is yet so slow that the centrifugal force as

compared with the centripetal is too feeble to produce a nearly

circular motion. While- therefore, orbits of small eccentricity

ted from the abandoned equatorial

rmgs of a condensing nebula, orbits highly elliptical may be re-

garded as the probable consequence of a separation in the earlier

B'ages of its physical history.

J
£TeEy)X%^SU^'« the latter, 0-96-74.

For September, I860, p. 165.



I the Theory of the Tides.

ART. XXIV.—On the best Mode of presenting, in a popular form,

the Theory of the Tia fing illustra-

tive apparatus ; by William Dennis, Philadelphia, Pa.

It is remarked by Sir J. Herschel that " many persons find a

strange difficulty in conceiving how they (the tides) are pro-

duced ;" and Mrs. Somerville goes so far as to say (Pny

ences, C. 13), that among those classed as astronomical problems

this "is by far the most difficult and its explanation the least sat-

isfactory." This latter statement is perhaps rather broad as it

stands, but if it were limited somewhat, so that the sii

of the phenomenon and the importance and familiar interest

that attach to it and to its effects should be taken into account, it

would scarcely require further qualification. It can hardly be

denied that an intelligent comprehension of this subject is rare

even among those to whom the causes of most natural phenom-

ena are familiar, while to the great majority of intelli

pie it is altogether a mystery. It seems, therefore, worth while

to enquire whether the difficulties complained of have been re-

duced to a minimum, or whether they be not in part owing to

defects or errors in the usual mode of presenting the explanation.

Having had occasion, in the preparation of a new elementary

treatise on astronomy, to consider this subject attentively, as

well as to examine the explanations commonly given, I have

been compelled to conclude that no small portion of the obscu-

rity and perplexity commonly supposed to belong to this sub-

ject arises from the want of a proper consideration and statement

of the conditions and circumstances under which the causes pro-

ducing the phenomenon act. If a learner be told, (and for whom

are explanations intended if not for learners?) that t

of the ocean are raised by the moon's attraction, his first idea,

in many cases, will be that they are lifted up by mat
as it were, the force of gravity being overcome,'' and having no

where observed any similar effect of the moon's attraction, be

cannot conceive how this can be. Nor will it tend in any de-

gree to lessen his perplexity if he shall see it stated, (as he may,)

that according to Newton's calculations, the disturbing power 01

the moon's attraction on the surface of the earth is less than a

ten-millionth part of the force of gravity, and that of the suns

attraction not even half as great as it. It is therefore imp^
to show, by a preliminary explanation, that the waters ot iw

1 An idea akin to this must exist, it would seem, in the minds of those authors

t of this lateral action, so greatly reduced by its very

5 near approach of the place in question to the mean

e any appreciable
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an, in their general figure and outline, are in a state of per-

t equilibrium or perfectly balanced, so that, in view of this,

I of their vast extent and perfect freedom of motion, they
may be compared to a scale-beam in perfect equipoise, suspended
in the most delicate manner, and several thousand miles in length.

To omit this would be much the same as if one should state, in
proof and illustration of the attraction of gravitation, that a
weight or ball at the side of a mountain had been observed, (re-

ferring to the Schehallien experiment,) to be drawn towards the
mountain by its attraction, leaving the learner to suppose that
the weight was placed on a table or other level surface instead
of being suspended by a long thread or wire.

In explaining this condition of equilibrium the most obvioua
course will be to refer to mere hydrostatic equilibrium, in which
any portion of these waters may be regarded as exactly balanced
by any other contiguous portion, each being maintained at its

level by the pressure of the other which supports it : conse-
quently if this pressure be, in the case of either portion, lessened
or increased in the /•<-' / t r -. that is to say, if the force of grav-
ity, to which this pressure is due, be in any degree counteracted
or added to by any other force in one of these portions and not
in the other; the lighter portion will immediately give way and
be buoyed up by the heavier which will of course simultane-
ously sink : and this would be an explanation sufficient for the
purpose. But as this statement, though true, is not the whole
truth, it may be well to go a step further. The waters of the
ocean do not maintain their general figure and outline under the
influence of gravity alone. On the contrary it is well known
that by the centrifugal force generated by the earth's rotation on
its axis they are kept at a higher level or greater distance from
the centre on other parts of the globe than at the poles, this ele-

vation amounting at the equator where it is greatest to about 13
ttues. They are upended or poised between
these two forces, namely, the force of gravity and the centrifugal
force just mentioned, and anv other force that should in the least

degree add to or counteract the influence of either of these
forces would at once cause a change in the figure of these waters.
While therefore it is properly the hydrostatic equilibrium exist-

ing between the different portions of the waters themselves that
^disturbed by the action of the forces that produce the tides,
the statement just made may serve to show more clearly how far
these waters are, in their normal condition, from lying as a dead
height in the depressions of the earth's surface that contain them.
Again it is stated in a familiar way, (see Chambers Band-B. of

A'tfon., Bouvier's Famil. Astron., et al.,) that the tide on the side
ot the earth towards the moon is owing to the waters there being
attracted by it more than the mass of the earth because they are
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nearer, while the tide raised at the same time on the opposite
side of the earth results from the earth being drawn away from
the waters there because they are more remote than the mass of

the earth and are thus "left behind," or "left heaped up;" and
then we are told that at full moon, when the attractions of the

sun and moon are opposite in direction, they conspire to produce
spring tides in the same manner as at new moon when their at-

tractions coincide in direction. Now as it is not easy to see how
a body can be drawn away so as to leave any thing behind in

two opposite directions at the same time, these statements appear

quite inconsistent and are well calculated to confuse and perplex.

It is therefore important and indeed indispensable to the com-

munication of an intelligible view of this phenomenon to explain,

as before remarked, the conditions and circumstances, or, to ex-

press it more definitely, the relations and dependence -

among the bodies concerned in it : a course at once so natural

and so needful that it seems remarkable that it should not have

been more generally and more fully adopted.
As the earth is held to its curved path around the sun by the

attraction of that body acting in opposition to the centrifugal

force generated by its rapid motion, in the same manner that a

heavy ball or weight attached to the end of a cord and whirled

around the head is held or restrained by the cord, we ra

it as suspended between these two forces, and if a ball be merely

suspended by a cord it will be a I

the force of gravity or weight of the ball standing in place of

the centrifugal force in the case of the earth, and the tension of

the cord representing the restraining force of the sun's attraction

which at each instant holds the earth to the place in its orbit

which it occupies. But as this attraction of the sun diminishes

rapidly with an increase of distance it is plain that it cannot

hold aUpa or equally, the nearest part be-

ing about 8,000 miles less distant than the most remote, while

of course it holds the whole as a mass as it would hold it were it

at the mean distance of all the parts, that is, at the distanca of

the centre. Consequently on the nearest part or side towards

the sun the attractive force being greater than the mean, there

will be a small excess over what is sufficient to hold tk

its place in the orbit, and this excess acting upon the surface

waters there in opposition to the force of gravity renders them

.' lighter and the exact equilibrium before described is

immediately disturbed : these waters will therefore rise sorne-

le those that are so situated as to be unaffected by this
•

_ influence will sink simply from the giving way <»

those which having become lighter yield to their superior pres-

^e opposite side of the earth or
"'

mote from the sun,
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than the mean and therefore not quite equal to the centrifugal
force and here accordingly there will be an excess of this latter

force: but on this side it is this centrifugal force that acts in a
direction opposite to that of gravity, and this excess of it will

consequently disturb the equilibrium of the surface waters here
he same maim -r as in the other case.

Referring now, for illustration, to the suspended ball before
mentioned, let us suppose it to be a hollow globe one or two feet

in diameter, of a quite flexible material, as India rubber, having
an opening about half an inch in diameter at the top and also at
the bottom: let th< ding cord pass through the
top so as to be at to the intersection of two
stiff horizontal wires, which are placed at right angles to each
other and the extremities of which pass loosely through small
openings- in the sides of the globe. Passing this cord over a
pulley and attaching a weight, so adjust the weight that it shall
be sufficient to support the m ©e or segment of
the globe. Let there be two other cords with pulleys and at-

tach one to the top of the globe and the other to the bottom, the
latter passing down through the opening in the top; then at-

tach to the former a weight somewhat more than sufficient to sup-
port the top part of the flexible globe and to the latter a weight
not quite sufficient to support the bottom part. Now it should'
be remembered that in this illustration the force of gravity or
weight of the globe stands in place of the centrifugal force gen-
erated by the earth's motion in its orbit, and the tension of the
cords, in place of the sun's attractive force varying at different
distances

: the cord attached to the wires at the centre may then
represent the mean attractive force of the sun at the mean dis-

tance, as by this 'the globe is mainly held to its place, while the
greater of the other two weights, being a little more than suffi-

cient to support the part upon which it aets, will represent the
attractive force acting upon the part of the earth nearest the
sun, and the smaller weight, not quite sufficient for the same pur-
pose, will represent the attrac on the opposite
or most remote side. The globe being flexible, it is evident that
the top part will be drawn up somewhat by the excess of the
weight connected with it, while the bottom part will sink from
the deficiency of its counterpoise and the whole will be elongated
vertically and for ted horizontally. In like
banner is the earth, in its yielding portions, the waters, elongated
ln one direction,

t iofi of the attracting or re-

straining force of the sun and for that reason contracted in the
direction at right angles to that.
auch is a statement of the general principle upon which the

attraction of the sun (or of the moon) tends to produce a tidal

** Joua. Sci.-Second Series. -March, 1864
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elevation <

depression

statement because the relations upon which this phenomenon
depends are in general better understood or at least are more fa-

miliar to most as they exist between the earth and the sun than

the same sort of relations between the earth and the moon.
Indeed, the sun being the great central power which controls

the general motions of both the earth and the moon, there seems
to be a manifest propriety in commencing with its influence, and,

for the same reason, it will doubtless seem to many at first sight

that it should be the chief and controlling cause of the tides.

But this is not the case. The disturbing influence of the attract-

ing body depends, not on the difference simply between the dis-

tance of the centre of the earth from it and that of th<

or most remote side, but on this difference as compared with the

whole distance. Now this difference in the case of the moon is

about one-sixtieth part of the whole distance, but in the case of

the sun it is less than a twenty-thousandth part, and hence it

happens that while the attractive force of the moon is quite small

and one-half times that of the larger body.
Accordingly it is found that the moon exercises a controlling

power over the tides, and the influence of the sun appears only

in modifying the effects which it produces. We have now there-

fore to consider the case of the earth and the moon and to apply

to it the principle already explained.
If it were a tide upon the moon that we are to e:.

complete analogy between this case and that of the earth and

the sun would be at once recognized, the revolution of the moon
around the earth being a fact as familiar to most as that of the

earth around the sun. But action and reaction beh
equal, while the earth holds the moon to its course or orbit in

opposition to the centrifugal force, the earth itself is in like man-

ured and held by the moon to an extent proportioned to

its inferior size or mass, and the consequence is that both bodies

revolve about their common centre of gravity, that is, about a

point between them which is as much fartherfrom the centre of

the moon than it is from the centre of the earth as the earth is

heavier than the moon. That this point is comparatively near

the centre of the earth, even nearer than (01
in no way affects the operation of the causes which produce the

phenomenon under consideration ; -ut it si \ rtai t to guard

against what seems to be a very common misconception of the

revolution of the earth about thi tterial error

consists in supposing that point in the ear-
lies, or which coincides with this centre at any instant, to be sta-

tionary aa regards this revolution, while the other parts of the
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earth revolve about it ; whereas, it is a revolution of the centre

of the earth around this common centre of gravity, every point

in the surface or elsewhere having a corresponding motion : it is

not a revolution of the parts of the earth about a point within it

which remains fixed, but a revolution of the earth as a mass about

a certain point lying between its centre and that of the moon.
This being understood, the case of the earth and the moon may
be regarded as precisely analogous to that of the sun and the

earth as already explained : in performing its revolution in this

narrow orbit, (its diameter is about 5,400 miles,) the earth is

held to a curvilinear motion in opposition to the centrifugal force

by the moon's attraction, in the same manner that it is held to

its larger orbit by the sun's, and there is consequently a corres-

ponding excess of the attractive force over the mean and there-

fore over the centrifugal force on the side of the earth towards

the moon, and a corresponding deficiency of attraction and conse-

quent excess of centrifugal force on the opposite side. Hence,
there must result, as in the former case, a disturbance of the

rs—a tendency in those on these

two sides to rise to a higher level, and a consequent depression

of those portions not affected by this disturbing influence. The
i in reference to the sun's action,

applicable to this case. If it be thought

desirable to render the representation more exact by e:

a greater effect than that produced for the case of the sua, it will

only be necessary to increase the difference between the weight
attached to the top and that connected with the bottom by re-

ducing the latter and adding to the former.
It has been already stated that, in consequence of the compar-

ative nearness of the moon to the earth, its attraction is the chief

and controlling cause of the tides, but the sun, although its dis-

tance is 400 times as great, has yet sufficient influence to modify

materially the effects which the smaller body tends to produce:

a to show how these two causes operate in combination,

0r
, m other words, how the effect produced by the moon as win-

C1pal is modified by the action of the sun as accessory. Taking,
first, the case of the two bodies being in conjunction at new
moon, it is easy to see that, as they are both on the same side of
the earth, tl

rection md
must therefore conspire to produce the same effect which will of

course be an exonerated one: hence the spring tides that are

observed about the time of new moon. Nor is what has been

fttion to the earth's being held to its place by

in any way inconsistent with this result. It

Ith the same force, but the attrac-

ts of the moon is added to that of the sun and it is thus not

merely held, but actually drawn out of the course which it would
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have taken under the influence of the sun's attraction alone and

brought for the time somewhat nearer to the sun.

Again, when the two attracting bodies are on opposite sides of

the earth at fall moon, it will be found that the result should be

the same ; for the earth is still held, and its two opposite sides

unequally held, by the sun's attraction, which thus produces an

elongation, or a tendency to elongation, in the manner before de-

scribed: at the same time it is drawn, and these two sides une-

qually drawn, in the opposite direction by the moon's al

and as the side that is held least firmly by the sun is the one

most attracted by the moon, and vice versa, this action of the

moon will also tend to produce a further elongation in the same

direction. Hence, these separate actions combine and produce

an increased result, which appears in the spring tides belonging

to the full moon. Nor can the separate influences of the sun and

moon, (as it is important to note,) in any degree counteract or

interfere with each other. Their effects may be combined, op-

posed, or mutually modified, according to the circum-

each particular case, but the tendency of each of these attract-

ing bodies, so far as the phenomenon under considi i

cerned, is to produce, its own specific effect, and this

in no way materially affected by the position or action of the

other at the same time. To be satisfied of this, we have only to

observe that the earth is at all times and under all circumstances

held suspended by the sun's attraction without regard to the

moon's position or action upon it. While thus held or sus-

pended, the 'ion draws it somewhat out of the

course it would otherwise pursue, bringing it now a lit!

to the sun and then taking it a little farther from it, at one time

hurrying it onward e g it somewhat, (move-

ments necessarily resulting from that revolution of the earth

about the common centre of gravity of itself and the moon be-

fore explained) ; but t the earth and the moon

in no way essentially affects the relation e

earth and the sun: the former unceasingly pursues its or^
course around the latter, which must therefore constantly boid

- already described. .

The casein which the sun's and moon's attractions being intbe

same direction (at new moon) conspire to pro
namely, the spring tides of new moon, seems hardly to require ,

separate illustration. It is as if the power of one of these bodies

were temporarily increased, which would of course Produ,

c

^
aa

increased result. It may however be illustrated by a d™ ™"^"

tion of the apparatus before described. Let the flexible globe De

suspended by three' w .. representing as in

former case the sun'.- s being now conneciw

with the several parts of the globe by elastic cords or bands, ana
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when the suspension is completed clamp the cords at the pulleys
;

they will then represent the constant action of the sun and at

the same time allow the whole globe or any of its parts to move
to a limited extent under the action of another force. By means
of three other cords with pulleys, attach three additional weights

to the same points to act in the same direction and thus to rep-

resent the added attraction of the moon ; and by a proper adjust-

ment of the second set of weights, and of the size or elastic

force of the first set of cords, not only the increased elongation

of the earth (the spring tides) belonging to this position of the

other bodies, but its temporary approach to the sun, may be
represented.

In the other case described, in which the attractions of the

sun and moon are opposite in direction, (at full moon,) and still

conspire to ; ration may
perhaps be more needful, and it is readily supplied by a further

gcd as S. si d< icribed. Let
the globe be suspended by the three elastic cords representing

the sun's atti 1 as before ;
but as these act up-

ward, and the 1 i< ou's attnu tion is now supposed to be opposite

to thai of the sun, it may be represented by weights
at led to the glo >.

'>/ and acting downward: attach,

therefore, in this manner, the other three weights to the bottom,

the top, and the centre, respectively, to represent the attractive

force of the moon at those three distances, and as the lower side

of the globe now represents the side of the earth toward the

moon acting from below, as the sun from above, it is obvious
that the weight attached to the bottom must in this case be

greater than that attached to the top. Now it is evident that

under this arrangement of the forces the elongation of the globe

tion of the second set of weights,

and in like manner dot - action* of the sun and
moon, thou _ stion, produce the increased effect

observed in the spring tides of full moon.
At the first and last quarters of the moon the direction of the

tion is at right angles to that of the moon, and its

- influence must therefore act upon the equatorial por-

tions of tbe mediate to those acted upon by
the moon at tim <anu- time Now we have seen that the effect

|

of the disturbing influence of these bodies is to render the sur-

hich it acts specifically lighter, and thus to

disturb the lst
!
these

%hter portions being buoyed up to a higher level by those por-

tions not so affected, which of course at the same time sink But
m the case we are now considering, while the moon's influence

ls producing the lunar tide on two opposite sides of the earth,

fte sun is a°t the same time acting upon the intermediate equa-
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torial spaces and is thus diminishing to the extent of its influence
the gravity of those very portions upon the weight of
unar tide m part depends/ The lunar tide will consequently be
lessened by this action of the sun's influence, and hence the neap
tides of the moon s first and last quarters. These neap tides may
also be illustrated by the flexible globe

; for if we have it merely
suspended by three weights, as at first, but represent!;

and attach to two opposite sides two other
weights with pulleys acting in a horizontal direction, these last

may be regarded as representing the disturbing influence of the

. or in opposition to gravity on two
sides of the earth. Now these two wci l.ts bv draw

ing the two sides to which they are respect
to their normal position or distance from the centre, or, in other
words, by tending to elongate the globe in a direction at right

that of the moon's attraction, will lessen somewhat the

In the intermediate positions, or between new moon and the

first quarter, * 1 -'

of the sun «
quarter imd tli ii niooii, and so < : influence

ary from what one of these e:

) what it t e !: o desc

iy be i-aid of i subordinate or

subject—does I not fall
;within the scope

-and the l

collateral branches of this
of my present purpose; which was merely to point out a mode

:

" '

-
'

.

•'. '•

.. :.:.- '
-

med to me, to make it more easily and more
iuuy understood than those in common use, and also to suggest
some ocular illustrations.



Joy, Professor of Chemistry in Columbia College, New York.

This meteorite was found on a mountain pass, about fifty-

miles from Copiapo, in the province of Atacama, Chili, by a na-

tive of the Argentine Republic, and presented to Mr. Joseph
Brower, by whom it was brought to New York, and to whose
kindness I am indebted for the fragment used in the analysis.

The original specimen has been deposited by Mr. Brower. with

a large collect; mi <»t rare silver and copper ores from Chili, in

the mineralogical cabinet at Union College, Schenectady.

The outer crust of the meteorite wore the usual dark red color

of oxydized iron. Its weight, uncut, was 1784 grams. The
specific gravity is 4'35. A polished etched surface gave an im-

pression on paper of scattered points rather than of regular lines.

It also readily reduced copper from its solutions.

A. close inspection of the specimen shewed that there was a

large per-centage of stony matter interspersed through the mass.

The color and hardness of a portion of this indicated olivine;

other fragments recalled the appearance of partially decomposed
labradorite. An unsuccessful attempt was made to withdraw
the iron by means of a magnet, but the powdered mineral ad-

hered to the magnet in association with the iron.

For the determination of the sulphur, phosphorus, copper and
tin, the presence of which had been revealed by a qualitative

analysis, a large fragment was taken and treated with aqua regia,

at a gentle heat. The sulphur separated in finely divided grains,

and care was taken to prevent them from combining into com-
pact masses. After gently beating in a water-bath for twenty-

four hours, all of the sulphur was successfully oxydized. The
portion of the meteorite insoluble 'ed upon a
filter, dried, incinerated and weighed. From the soli >

was heated .vs of iron,

filtered, dried and weighed. The 'l»»te of ba-

JJtagaveae to with sulphured
This was diss ammonia,
when a slid, of tin was thrown down, while

copper was itated by potash.

After expelling the sulphuretted hydrogen from the first fil-

trate, the pi rfybdate of ammonia
and afterward determined as ph osp
For the determination of the iron, alumina, nickel, cobalt,

Manganese, and lime a second portion was taken and treated as

before. Th :el, cobalt, and manganese were

successively precipitated by ammonia and sulphid of ammonium
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and the precipitate redissolved and weighed. The iron and alu-

mina were separated from the other bases by carbonate of baryta.

The nickel, cobalt, and manganese, were not d I rm n 1 in this

portion, but were precipitated bv potash ami weighed The
i of the iron and alumina was accomplished by means

of the hyposulphite of soda. The alumina was found to be free

from the oxyd of chromium. The lime was determined as car-

bonate. For the separation of the nickel and cobalt from man-
ganese, in another portion, the insolubility of the sulphida of

1 cobalt in chlorhydric acid was used. To separate

nickel and cobalt, I preferred the method of chlorine and carbo-

nate of baryta which I had followed in Hose's laboratory. Lie-

big's process, which I employed with the Cosby Creek iron,
1 was

inconvenient, and the method by nitrite of potassa did not yield

satisfactory results, owing to impure materials and want of time

to repeat the analysis.

Results

:

From 3-519 gr< 1-134 grms. insol. 2-385 grms. soluble.

BaO, SO 3 0-688 0-0944 S
Mg02P0, 0-015 0-00423 P
CuO 0-00159 Cu
Sn0 2 o-ooi 0-001 Sn02

fo.3. Mn
3 4 o-ou No. 2. 1-166 grms. material

Co 3 4
NiO

0-021

0-124

0-156

0-390 rr;

0-776 " soluble.

CaO, C02 0-025 0-014 CaO
Fe 2 3 0-859 0-6013 Fe
A1 2 3 0039 0-039 Al 2 3

NiO C

0-006 0-00432 Mu
0-077 0-06034 Ni(Calc.froml

Co
3 4 j 0013 0-00959 Co

From the above figures we obtain the following results :

Fe - 77-48 pr. ct.

Ni - 7-77 '"

Co -

Mn - 0-55 "

CaO - 1-80 "

A1 2 3 5-02 "
S 395 "
P 0-17 "
Cu . . 0-06 "

Sn02
- 0-04 "
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As the analysis was conducted with great care, and as we
lave alumina and lime evidently derived from the decomposi-
ion of a portion of the mineral, and as protoxyd of iron is

asily attacked in silicates, it is proper to assume that the differ-

en combined with iron as protoxyd. Assum-
gen, we require 6'Qo pr. ct. Fe to form 8'55

i will give us for the soluble portion :

»
!"«-

Hii.s

Insoluble mineral portion.

This was fused with carbonate of soda : an intense green color

indicated the presence of manganese. The fused mass treated

with water yielded a green solution of NaO, Mn0
3 , which turned

red upon further heating, and colorless upon addition of alcohol.

The solution was evaporated to dryness and the silica separated
as usual. It was afterwards fused by itself and found to be
pure and to contain no undecomposed mineral. Sulphuretted
hydrogen was passed through the filtrate from the silica, by
which a slight precipitate of a brown sulphid was produced.
This was collected upon a filter, dried, treated with a few drops
of aqua regia, incinerated and weighed. It was then nearly all

dissolved in chlorhydric acid. Ammonia produced a yellow
white precipitate of Sn0

2 , HO which becomes brown in NH
4
S

and was dissolved in an excess of that reagent and upon addi-

tion of HC1 yielded brown sulphid of tin. The ammoniacal fil-

trate from SnO, was colored distinctly blue by copper.

The filtrate from the sulphid of tin and sulphid of copper was
treated with chlorid of ammonium and ammonia and saturated

With sulphid of ammonium and heated, by which iron, manga-
nese, nickel, cobalt, and chromium were precipitated. This pre-

cipitate was dissolved in aqua regia. From the filtrate from the

sulphur metals the lime was precipitated by oxalate ot ammonia
and the magnesia by phosphate of soda. , „. , .

From the solution in aqua regia, the oxyds of iron, alumina,
and chromium, were precipitated by carbonate of baryta in the
<»ld- The excess of baryta was removed by sulphuric acid and
toe manganese precipitated by potash : this precipitate was ex-

amined for nickel and cobalt "and found to contain traces.

A*- Jour. Sci.-Second Series Vol. XXXVII, No. IIO.-Mabch, 1864.
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,
alumina, and

is dissolved in

ic acid, and the

rated by hyposulphite of soda4

The precipitate containing the oxyds ot i

chromium, and excess of carbonate of baryta,

chlorhydric acid, the baryta removed by sulpr.

iron and alumina separated by hyposulphite of aouu.

The sesquioxyd of chromium was separated from the oxyds of

iron and alumina, as follows : The A1„0 3
was fused with NaO,

Co
2
andKO,NO

s , the fused mass dissolved in water, saturated

ith chlorhydric acid and evaporated with add
:i:—

~

The Fe,0
3
was also fused with carbonate of soda and nitrate

of potassa. ed, saturated

with chlorhydric acid, alcohol added, heated to boiling, and the

sesquioxyd of chromium precipitated by ammonia.

Results

:

Substance taken = 0-518 grms.

Found, Si0
3

0-334 grms. 64-478 per cent.

FeO 0-0729 14-073

MgO 0-06737 13-005

MnO 0-01678
1-750-2-575 Cr2 3

FeO
Cr2 3

0-00907

CaO
3

0-00593 1-144

0-00448 0-864

SnO.,+CuO 0-005 0-965

NiO, CoO 0-002 0-386

0-51753 99-904

Second Analysis.

Substance taken= 1-114 grms.

und, Si0 3

MgO
0713 65-61 percent.

0-1549 13-90

FeO 0-1647 14-78

O2 3
0-0140 1-25

A1 2 3
0-0120 1-07

' MnO 0-0325 2-91

CaO 0-0128 1-15

tfi,CO o-ooio 0-09

100-76

SiO, -

MgO -

65-04

13-45

FeO - 14-42

Cr
2 3

1-50

A1 2 3
1-10

MnO 3-07

CaO 101
Ni,Co 023



t Meteoritefrom Chili.

ave the composition of the

Mno
20-689 insoluble.

Metallic portion.

48-298 per <

5-298

100-076

Mineral portio

Mno

> CoO

^
10-417

4-278

3-772

MnO
Cr2 3

NiO, CoO
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If we examine the mineral portion under a microscope and
study its behavior towards reagents, we shall find at least two

in the meteorite; one of them, like olivine, having the

formula R0
3
Si0

3 , not so easily attacked by acids, and the other

resembling labradorite, with the formula xR
2 3

Si0
3
+ yRO

Si0
3 . Assuming that the Cr„0

3
was combined with the FeO

as chrome iron, the 112 Cr 2 3
will require 0-52 FeO, which

must be deducted from the 2447 pr. ct. FeO. Assigning MgO,
MnO, JNiO, CoO, to the mineral RO 3

, Si0 3 and the Al„0 3f
CaO,

to the mineral <cR
2 3

Si0
3 + </ROSi0

3 , and dividing the FeO
between them, we have for the mineral portion

:

Chrome iron - - 1-64 pr, ct. Cr
3 3

FeO
Olivine, - - 27-43 R0

3
SiO a

Labradorite - - 70-13 A1 2 3
SiO 3

4*4R0Si0 3

99-20

This will give for the composition of the meteorite

;

Nickel iron (with Co, Mn, and Cu) 48-689

Sulphid of iron, FeS 1-405

Chrome iron, Cr
2 3 FeO 0-701

Sehreibersite, (Fe 1-38, Ni 0-67, P 0-115) 1-563

Olivine, RO Si0
3

11-677

Labradorite* (Ra 3 , Si0 3 -f 4RO Si0 3 )
29'852

Tinstone, Sn02
0-189

100-076

Calculations were made referring the silicates to hornblende,

hypersthene, augite, and anorthite, but I omit them in the sum-

mary as being of a purely theoretical character. The above is

> give the fair average constitution of this meteorite,

'on to my assistant, Mr. C ~1- '

hastening the completi

Art. XXVI.— Contributions to Lithology; by T. Sterey Hunt,

M.A., F.R.S. ; of the Geological Survey of Canada.

I. Theoretical Notions.—II. Classification and Nomenclature.

In a recent paper on The Chemical and Mineralogical Relations

of Mctamorphic Roch< , an attempt

was made to define the bave presided over the

formation of sedimentary rocks, and to explain the nature ana

conditions of their alteration or metamorphism. That paper
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may be considered as to a certain extent introductory to the pres-

ent one, which will contain, in the first part, some theoretical

considerations which it is conceived should serve as a basis to

lithological studies. In the second part will be given a few de-

finitions which may serve to render more intelligible the classifi-

jrystalline rocks ; while a third part

I.

I have already, in other places, expressed the opinion that the

various eruptive rocks have had no other origin than the soften-

ing and displacement of sedimentary deposits; and have thus
their sources within the lower portions of the earth's stratified

covering, and not beneath it. The theory which conceives them
to have been derived from a portion of the interior of the earth
still retaining its supposed primitive condition of igneous fluidity,

is in my opinion untenable. It is not here the place to discuss

the more or less ingenious speculations of Phillips, Durocher,
and Bunsen as to the constitution of this supposed fluid centre,

nor the more elaborate hypothesis of Sartorius von Waltershau-
sen as to the composition and arrangement of the matters in this

imaginary reservoir of plutonic rocks. The immense variety

presented in the composition of eruptive masses presents a strong
argument against the notion that they are derived, as these wri-
ters have supposed, from two or more zones of molten matter,
differing in composition and density, and lying everywhere be-
neath the solid crust of the earth ion to the
views of many moderr. tJie school
of geologists just referred to regard as a shell of very limited

thickness.

The view which I adopt is one the merit of which belongs, I

rs, published in 1834, maintained that all the unstrati-

fied rocks, from granite to lava, are products of the transforma-
tion of sedii that there

« no well defined line to be drawn between neptunian and vol-

r, (vol. i, p. 109). This
yiew was subsequent! v, and it would seem, independently brought
forward in 1836 by Sir John Herschel, who sought to explain
the origin of metamorphism and of volcanic phenomena by the
action of the internal heat of the earth upon deeply buried sedi-

ments impregnated with water. (Proc. Geol Xoc. of London,
Vo1

- ii, pp. 548, 596.) See also my papers in the Canadian Jour-

"3 1858, p. 206; Quart. Jour. Geol Soc. 1859, p. 488; Can.

AMuralist, Dec. 1859, and this Journal, [2], vol. xxx, p. 13o.
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The presence of water in igneous rocks, and the part which it

may play in giving liquidity to all volcanic and plutonic rocks

was insisted upon by Poulett Scrope, so long ago as 1824, in his

Considerations on Volcanos, (see also Quart Jour. Geol. Soc. Lon-

don, xii, 341.) This view has since been ably supported by

Scheerer in his discussion with Durocher. (Bui Soc. Geol

France, [2], iv, 468, 1018 ; vi, 644 ; vii, 276 ; viii, 500.) See also

Elie de Beaumont, ibid., iv, 1312. The admirable investigations

of Sorby on the microscopic structure of crystals, (Quart. Jour.

Geol. Soc., xiv, 453) have since demonstrated that water has in-

tervened in the crystallization of almost all plutonic rocks.

the quartz both of granites and of crystalline schists

w -eat numbers of small cavities partially filled with wa-

th concentrated aqueous solutions of chlorids and sul-

phates of potassium, sodium, calcium and magm
times with free chlorhydric acid. Similar fluid cavuies wen-

found by him in most crystals artificially formed in aqueous so-

lutions, and were also observed in the minerals from the lime-

stones of Vesuvius, where they occur in nepheline, idocrase,

hornblende and feldspar ; the liquid in the latter crystals con-

taining, besides chlorids and sulphates, alkaline carbonates. Mr.

Sorby has also described the cavities filled with vitreous

stony matters which he has observed in quartz, in the feldspar

of pitchstones, in augite, leucite and nepheline; and which are

sometimes found associated with fluid-cavities in the same min-

eral. As these fluid-cavities enclosed the liquid at an elevated

temperature, its subsequent cooling has produced a partial va-

cuum, which is again filled on heating the crystal ; so that the

temperature of 'the crystals at the time of their formation may

be approximative!? determined. Mr. Sorby concludes that every

peculiarity in the structure of the quartz of the veins in Corn-

wall, "may be most completely explained by supposing that this

mineral was deposited from water holding various salts and acids

in solution, at temperatures varying from 200° C. to a dull red

heat visible in the dark" (about 340° C.) At this highest tem-

perature he conceives that other minerals, such as mica, feldspar

and tinstone were deposited, the latter mineral containing nu-

merous small fluid-cavities. In like manner, he deduces from

the fluid-cavities in the Vesuvian minerals just noticed, a tem-

perature of from 360° to 380° C. The presence, at the same time,

of bubbles or vapor-cavities and of glass and stone-cavities in

these crystals shows them to have been formed "at a dull re

heat under a pressure equal to several thousand feet of rocK,

when water containing a large quantity of alkaline salts m solu-

tion was present, along with melted rock, and various gases ana

vapors. * * * * I therefore think that we must conclude pr*

visionally, that at a great depth from the surface, at the loci
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volcanic activity, liquid water is present along with the melted

rocks, and that it produces results which would not otherwise

occur." (be. cit., p. 483.)

Mr. Sorby has, as we have just seen, determined the tempera-

e vapor.

,vhich the\ temperature at w hicli the consolidation could have taken

place, and varies from 340° to 380° in the Vesuvian minerals,

and 356° in the quartz of the trachyte of Ponza, to a mean of

216° in the Cornish granites, to 99° in those of the Scottish

Highlands, and even descends to 89° in some parts of the gran-

ite of Aberdeen. But this low temperature is improbable, and

inasmuch as water and aqueous solutions are compressible, their

volume would be considerably reduced under a great pressure

of superincumbent rock. Mr. Sorby has therefore calculated the

pressure in feet of rock which would be required to compress

the liquid so much that it would just fill the cavities at 360° C.

The numbers thus obtained will therefore represent the actual

pressure, provided the rock was in each case consolidated at that

temperature. It would thus appear that the trachyte of Ponza
was solidified near the surface, or beneath a pressure of only

4000 feet of rock ; while for the Aberdeen granite the pressure

was equal to not less than 78,000 feet, and for the mean of the

Highland granites 76,000. The Cornish granites vary from

32,400 to 63,600, and give, as a mean, 50,000 feet of pressure.

In this connection Mr. Sorby remarks that from Mr. Eobert

Hunt's observations on the mean increase of temperature in the

mines of Cornwall, a heat of 360° C. would be attained at a
depth of 53,500 feet. .

The observations upon the metamorphic crystalline a

the vicinity of these various granites show that their constituent

minerals must have crystallized at about the same temperature

as the granite itself; affording, as Mr. Sorby observes, " a strong

argument in favor of the supposition that the temperature con-

cerned in the normal metamorphism of gneissoid rocks was due
to their having been at a sufficiently great depth beneath super-

incumbent strata;" and he concludes that with regard to rocks

and minerals formed at high temperatures, we have "at one end
of the chain erupted lavas, indicating as perfect and complete

fusion as the slags of furnaces, and at the other end simple

quartz veins, having a structure precisely analogous to that of

crystals deposited from water. Between these there is every

connecting link, and the central link is granite When the

*ater, which at great depths was associated with the me ted

r<*k, was given off as vapor while the mass remained fused, slag-

like lavas resulted. If however the water could not escape m
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vapor, it remained, as we have seen, to take its part in the crys-

tallization, in some cases forming hydrated minerals; and the

excess of it, as Mr. Sorby suggests, passed up as a highly heated

liquid, holding dissolved materials, which would afterwards be

deposited in the form of mineral veins in the fissures of super-

it rocks.

I have thought it well to give at some length the remarkable

results and conclusions by Mr. Sorby, because I conceive that

they have not as yet received the full degree of consideration to

which they are entitled, and are perhaps little known to some of

my readers.
1 The temperature deduced by him from the exam-

ination of the crystals of hornblende and feldspar from Vesu-

vius is curiously supported by the experiments of Daubree ;
who

obtained crystallized pyroxene, feldspar and quartz, in presence

of alkaline solutions, at a temperature of low redness ;
while De

Senarmont crystallized quartz, fluor-spar and sulphate of barytes

in presence of water, at temperatures between 200° and 300° C.

At the same time the deposits from the thermal waters at Plorn-

bieres show that crystalline hydrous silicates, such as a]

harmotome, and chabazite, have formed at temperatures but little

We conceive that the deeply buried sedimentary strata, under

the combined action of heat and water have, according to their

composition, been rendered more or less plastic, and in many

cases have lost to a greater or less degree the marks of their sed-

imentary origin, although still ret .stratigraph-

icaf position. In other cases they have been displaced, and by

pressure forced among disrupted strata, thus assuming the form

of eruptive rocks; which, becoming consolidated underasum-
cient pressure, retain the same mineral characters as in the pa-

rent beds. It is only those rocks which, like lavas, have solidi-

fied at or near the surface of the earth, and consequently under

feeble pressure, which present mi
to those of the undisturbed crystalline sediments. Wit
ception the onlv distinction which can be drawn between strati-

fied and unstratifled masses must in most cases be based upon

their position, and their relation to the adjacent rocks.

In view of these considerations I have, in previous papers,

adopted for geological purposes a division of crystalline rocKS

into indigenous rocks, or sediments altered in situ, and exotic

rocks, or sediments displaced and translated, forming eruptive

and intrusive masses. Under the head of exotic rocks is how-

ever to be included another class of crystalline aggregates, whicn

are for the most part distinguished bv their structure ft ™ 10
/

jected or intrusive masses. I refer to "the accumulations wnicn

1 See further tbe late observations of Zirkel confirming those of Sorby, Pr£
Imp. Acad. Vienna, March 12, 1863; in abstract in Quart. Jour. 0eol.Soe^ol.v
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red veins, and which doubtless have been deposited from
aqueous solutions. While their peculiar arrangement, with the
predominance of quartz and non-silicated species, generally
serves to distinguish the contents of these veins from those of
injected plutonic rocks, there are not wanting cases in which the
predom inan<

j ca gi ves rise to aggregates which
have a certain resemblance to dikes of intrusive granite. From
these, however, true veins are generally distinguished by the pres-
ence of minerals containing boron, fluorine, phosphorus. e.vsium,
rubidium, lithium, glucinum, zircon :. etc, ; ele-

ments which are rare, or are found only in minute quantities in
the great mass of sediments, but are here accumulated by depo-
sition from waters which have removed these elements from the
sedimentary rocks and deposited them subsequently in fissures,

No one at the present day will probably be found to deny the
plutonic origin of most non-stratified rocks, so that the once
vexed questions of the neptunist and plutonist may be regarded
as settled. If, however, we go back but a few years in the his-
tory of geology, it will be found that an eruptive origin was then
claimed for many rocks which are now admitted to be indige-
nous. It is scarcely necessary to refer to the views of those
who have maintained the exotic character of many quartzites
and crystalline limestones, when a majority of writers, even to
the present day, class serpentines, euphotides, and hyperites
among eruptive rocks; although the experience of every field-

accumulating, from year t

" " indig

geologist i

dence in favor of the indigenous nature of all these rocks. —
sedimentary and indigenous character of very many granites,
syenites, and diorites, will now no longer be questioned. Thus
We find, for example, that the melaphyres of the Tyrol, which,
m Von Buch's too famous theory of dolomitization, were sup-
posed to have been erupted together with magnesian vapors
which affected the alteration of the adjacent limestones, have
oeen shown by Fournet to be sediments of Carboniferous age,

nietamorpbosed in situ,—indigenous rocks, which were altered
before the Jurassic dolomites were deposited, {Bid. Soc. Oeol.

™»«, [2], vi, 506-516). In like manner we find Scipion Gras
concluding from his researches on the anthracitic rocks of the

^'Ps' that the serpentines, euphotides, porphyries, and spihtes,
which are there found associated with crystalline schists, are all

^sedimentary origin, but have been so profoundly altered in

J™ j* to have los1 I sedimentary origin (Ann.
<w Mines, [5], v

, IT:,, We might add that the tendency of re-

pent investigations has been to show that the protogines, or gran-
"es of the summit of the Alps, are Tertiary strata altered in

P]ace; thus confirming the bold assertion made by Keferstein in
A* Joua. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. UO.-Mxrch, 1864.
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1834, that these granites are altered strata of flysch. (This Jour-

nal, [2], xxix, 128, 124.) Lesley's recent investigations of the

granites of I tins of New Hampshire, show them

to be clearly stratified sedimentary deposits in nearly horizontal

layers. (American M 61, p. 99 ;
this Journal,

[2], xxxi, 403.) The ophites (amphibolites) of the Pyrenees,

which by Dufrenoy and other French geologists, have been re-

garded as eruptive, and were by the former imagined to be in

some mysterious manner related to the rock-salt and gypsum of

the region, which he supposed to be, like the ophites, of poste-

rior origin to the end e. de la Carte Oeolde

Fram , i. <A) are according to a recent "note by Virlet, not erup-

tive, but altered indigenous rocks, belonging, together

associated gypsum and saliferous strata, to the Triass

llendus de I 'Acad., Aug. 1863, p. 232.)

It would be easy to multiply examples of this kind, which

s i< ,\ th t a caret if study of very many of the crystalline rocks,

is eruptive, leads to the conclusion that they

are really indigenous rocks. At the same time many of these

near to have been at one time in a soft semi-

fluid condition, which permitted movements obliterating the

marks of sedimentary origin, and producing other res.

show the passage into eruptive rocks. Thus the ci

limestones of the Laurentian series in Canada are frequently in-

terstratified with thin beds of gneiss and quartzite, both of which

are often found broken, contorted, and even twisted sj

a manner which indicates great flexibility of the silice*

as well as violent movements in the calcareous rock. The lat-

ter is in some eases found in the form of thin seams or consider-

able dykes among the adjacent broken siliceous strata, thus as-

suming for small distances, the characters of an intrusive rock.

For some figures and descriptions illustrating these broken and

distorted strata, see Geology of Canada, pp. 27, 28. We may also

allude in this connection to the observations of Dr. Hitchcock

among the altered strata of the Green Mountains, which seem to

show that the pebbles of gneiss and quartz in certain conglorn-

erate beds have been so softened as to have been flattened, lam-

inated, and bent around each other. (Thii

372.) Hence, while the tendency of the various observations

above cited is in favor of the indigenous character of many rocKs

hitherto regarded as eruptive, we have at the same time evidence

that these rocks are occasionally displaced. We should not

therefore on a priori grounds reject the assertion that any me
.

morphic sediment may sometimes occur in an exotic or intrusi

form. A given rock, like limestone or diorite, may occur not

as an indigenous and an exotic rock; and different portions o

the same mass may be seen by different observers under su
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unlike conditions that one may regard it as indigenous, and the

other, with equal reason, may set it down as intrusive. It is evi-

dent then that to the lithologist, who examines rocks without
reference to their geological relations, the question of the exotic

or indigenous character of a given rock is, in most cases, one
altogether foreign ; and one which can frequently be decided
only by the geologist in the field. Hence, although generally

made a fundamental distinction in classification, it will be disre-

garded in the following sketch of the nomenclature of crystal-

line rocks.

I may here allude to a fact which I have already noticed, and
tried to explain, {this Journal, [2], xxxi, 414, and xxxvi, 220,
note,) that throughout the great metamorphic belt which consti-

tutes the Appalachian chain, exotic rocks are comparatively rare,

(at least in New England and Canada); but abound, on the con-

trary, among the unaltered strata on either side. Illustrations of

this are seen in the valley of Lake Champlain, and in its north-

ward continuation toward Montreal, in those of the Hudson and
Connecticut, and in the northeastward continuation of the latter

valley by Lake Memphramagog to the Bay of Chaleurs, which
is marked th - In accordance with
the reasons already assigned for this distribution of exotic rocks

it is probable that a similar condition of things will be found to

exist in other regions
; and that eruptive rocks will, as a general

rule, be found among unaltered, rather than among metamorphic
strata. It is of course -ullization of the sed-

iments may in some cases take place subsequent to the eruption
of foreign rocks into their midst. The rarity of intrusive rocks

among crystalline strata, not less than the unaltered condition of

sediments which are traversed by abundant intrusive masses, is

a strong proof of the fallacy of "the still generally received no-

lism with the contiguity of erup-

tive rocks.

II.

It is proposed in this second part, to describe briefly the corn-

structure and nomenclature of the various er

' "' .-. .. . :
:..:': - ' -

' " '

between indigenous and intrusive masses. Comparatively few
of these rocks are homogeneous, or consist of a single mineral

tores of diff, ;
as they

?ave often been given without any previous mineralogical study

"sometimes the case of the rocks composed
oi anorthic feldspars and pyroxene, different names have been

Proposed fo] -
I y related, or differing from one

bother only in texture or in structure.
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The minerals essential t

consideration are few in n

thoclase ; a triclinic feldspar which may be albite, oligoclase, an-

desine, labradorite or anorthite ;
scapolite, leucite, nepheline, so-

dalite; natrolite, or some allied zeolite; iolite, garnet, epidote,

.!te, hornblende, pyroxene, olivine, chloritoid, serpen-

age; muscovite, phlogopite, and some other mic»;

and talc. To these may be added as accidental ingre-

dients, the carbonates of lime, magnesia, and protoxyd of iron,

together with magnetite, ilmenite and sphene. The

which, like tourmaline, beryl, zircon, spodumene, and lepidolite,

contain considerable portions of the rarer elements, and often

occur with quartz and feldspar in granitic veins, whose origin

has already been alluded to, enter at most in very small quantity

into great rock masses.

The varieties of structure in crystalline rocks are the more de-

serving of notice as they have led to a great multipli

names. We may note first the granitoid structure, in which the

mineral elements are distinctly crystalline, as in granite. From

this, there is a gradual passage through granular into compact

varieties of rock. Most of these are simply finely granular, and

are rightly entitled to the distinction of crypto-crystalline ;
but

others, like the pitchstones, obsidians and lavas, are apparently

amorphous, and are natural glasses. In some cases the constitu-

ent minerals may be so arranged as to give a schistose or gneis-

soid form to a rock. This arrangement is generally to be looked

upon as an evidence of stratification, but something similar is

occasionally observed in eruptive masses. In the latter case it

generally seems to arise from the arrangement of crystals during

the movement of the ine mass, but it may in

some instances arise from the subsequent formation of crystals ar-

ranged in parallel planes.
. . -

See on this point Naumann On the probable eruptive origin oj

several kinds of gneiss, etc. ; Leonhard and Bronn, h
buch for 1847, and Poulett Scrope, Qeol. Journal, xii

consider however that their views are to be adopted with great

reserve, and admitted only in a very few cases. The ribbandea

structure of some porphyries and clinkstones, as noticed oy

Scrope, is undoubtedly the result of movements in the liqu
j

mass, and the same is true of some of the granitoid dolontes to

be described in the third part of this paper; but the eruptiv

origin assumed by Darwin, Kaumann, and some others for gre

areas of gneiss and gneissoid granite, seems to a student ot
_

crystalline rocks of this continent utterly untenable. As
<

been already remarked, the progress of each year's investigation

restores to the category of indigenous rocks many of those P
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the principle which I have laid down of the comparative rarity

of exotic rocks in crystalline and metamorphic regions.

Occasionally the crystallization of a rock takes place around
certain centres, giving rise to rounded masses which have a ra-

diated or a concentric structure, and constitute the so-called glob-

ular or orbicular rocks. Distinct crystals of some minerals, mac
erally feldspar, augite, or olivine, are often found imbedded in

rocks having a compact base. To such rocks the name of por-

phyry is given, and by analogy a rock with a granular base en-

closing distinct crystals is designated as porphyritic or porphy-
roid. Amorphous or vitreous rocks, as pitchstones, are in like

5 porphyritic. The name of porphyry, at first

i of feldfij v become so

e regarded as only indicating an accident

of structure. The title of amygdaloid is given to various rocks
having rounded cavities which are wholly or partially filled with
various crystalline minerals. The base of these rocks is gener-
ally granular or crypto-crystalline, but is sometimes amorphous,
resembling a scori;i or vesicular lava, the cavities of which have
been filled by infiltration. Such is doubtless the origin of some
amygdaloids. In more cases however these cavities have prob-
ably been formed like those often found in dolomites and some
other rocks, by a contraction during solidification. Porphyroid
rocks, in whi lase and other minerals are ar-

ranged in orbicular masses, are also sometimes designated amyg-
daloids, and may be confounded with the two previous classes in

which the imbedded minerals are the result of subsequent infiltra-

tion. Allied in structure and origin to the last are what are named
variolites or variolitic rocks. (See Geology of Canada, pp. 606, 607.)

prominent element constitute by far the greater part of the rocks
now under consideration. These are naturally divided into two
classes, whose origin we have pointed out in a recent paper al-

ready referred to. (This Journal, [2], xxxvi, 218.) The first of
these is chai ining an excess of silica, with a

portion of alumina, much potash, and small portions only of

"me, magnesia and oxyd of iron. The second class contains a

smaller am< ger proportions of alumina, lime,

magnesia and oxyd of iron, with soda, and but little potash.

These chemical differences are made apparent in the more coarsely

of the constituent minerals ; and
in the com: -c gravity

?nd hardness. Thus in the rocks of the first class the predom-
maat mineral is orthoclase, generally associated with quartz, and
the composite rocks of this class seldom have a density much
above that of these species; or from 2-6 to 2-7. In the second
class, the characteristic mineral is a triclinic feldspar, with pyrox-
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ene or hornblende, the feldspar sometimes predominant ; while

in other cases the pyroxene or hornblende makes up the princi-

pal part of the rock. The presence of these latter minerals gen-

erally gives to the fine grained rocks of this class a dark color,

a hardness somewhat inferior to the more siliceous class, and a

density which may vary from 2*7 to more than 3'0. It will

however be found that the line between the two classes cannot

always be distinctly drawn, inasmuch as rocks containing ortho-

clase and quartz often include triclinic feldspars such as albite

and oligoclase, and by an admixture of hornblende offer a tran-

sition to rocks of the second class. On the other hand, quartz is

sometimes found with triclinic feldspars and hornblende in the

rocks of the second class. Besides these two feldspathic classes,

there is a third small but interesting group, in which an alumin-

ous silicate of high specific gravity, such as garnet, epidote, or

zoisite replaces the feldspar wholly or in part. These minerals

being basic silicates rich in alumina, the relations of this group

are naturally with those of the second class, although varieties of

these species are found in rocks which belong to the first class.

The silico aluminous crystalline rocks may thus be convenient-

ly divided into three families. The first of these includes those

rocks in which the aluminous mineral is orthoclase, (orthose)

from which they may be conveniently designated by the name

of the orthosile family. The second includes those in which the

aluminous element is an anorthic or triclinic feldspar, and may

be designated as the a ] elated to this

are those rocks holding as one of their elements nepheline, leu-

cite, or scapolite. The third family includes those rocks which

contain an aluminous silicate ol i dote, zoisite,

garnet, andalu.sit. 01 k\ mit , in | act of a feldspathide. Iohte

or dichroite, which euters into the composition of some orthosite

rocks, appears from its atomic volume to be related to the feld-

spars, and should take its place along side of anorthite and sca-

polite as a magnesian feldspathide, while beryl in like manner

appears to be a glucinic feldspathide.

It is worthy of notice that some feldspars having the crystal-

lization and density of orthoclase, nevertheless contain large pro-

portions of soda. "The ioxoclase of Breithaupt appears from the

analysis of Smith and Brush to be a true -

Journal, [2], xvi, 43,) while the sanidine or glassy feldspar oi

many trachytes contains r> .tas i an-i so.k in nearly equal Pr0P ,

r"

tions. The name of potash-albite has been given to some teia-

spars of this composi; tic rocks hereafter to be

'»-- : -- ' ' ,\ ~ .-.
,

..'" - ' _ - •

the -composition of sanidine, together with a cleavage and spe-

cific gravity which show them to belong to orthoclase rather than

to albite. The anorthic feldspars offer in their composition suca
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gradations from albite to anorthite that the various intermediate

i which have been distinguished seem to pass into each
"' [4],ix,2f-other. {This Journal, [2], xviii, 270. Phil. Mag. [4], ix, 262.)

Next to the feldspars in lithological importance are the two
species, pyroxene and hornblende. These are sometimes found
associated in the same rock, and the varieties of pyroxene known
as diallage and smaragdite are frequently surrounded or penetra-

ted by hornblende. T the two species should
be kept in mind, inasmuch as the substitution of pyroxene for

hornblende in anorthosites, has been made the basis of a subdi-

vision in classification. (This Journal, [2], xxvii, 339.) Among
the micas found in silicated rocks, besides muscovite and a mag-
nesian mica (phlogopite or biotite), are to be included the hy-

drated micas observed by Haughton in many of the Irish gran-

ites. Of these the one is margarodite, and the other a uniaxial

black mica, also hydrated, which he has referred to lepidomelane

;

(Tra ?. Royal Irish At '.. xxiii, 593.) The presence of from
four to six hundredths of water in the micas of these granites is

important in connection with the evidence already given of the

intervention of water in the formation of granitic rocks. These
two hydrous micas were often found by Haughton to be united

in the same crystal ; and Eose has remarked a similar associa-

tion of potash-mica and magnesian mica in certain granites

[Senft, die Felsarten, p. 206.)
A scientific nomenclature for compound rocks presents such

great difficulties that we must be content for the most part with
trivial names which have been from time to time imposed. In
the case of simple rocks the terms quartzite, pyroxenite, anortho-

site, and orthoclasite are sufficiently definite, or they may be fur-

ther characterized as normal orthoclasite, etc. ; while quartzose,

micaceous, and quartzo-micaceo-hornblendic orthoclasite would
designate various compound rocks of which orthoclase is the base.

Such names, however descriptive, will never replace the older

^rrns granite, syenite, 'etc., which are employed to designate cer-

tain forms of orthosite rocks. The frequent association of a tri-

chnic feldspar (oligoclase) with orthoclase in granite rocks, and
the partial or total replacement of the micas generally present

in these, by hornblende, by chlorite, or by talc; giving rise

in the latter case to what is called protogine, are well known,

^epheline (ekeolite), natrolite, iolite, and magnetite are some-
times found as elements in granitic, gneissic and syenitic rocks.

Ihe name of miascite is given to a granitic mixture of ortho-

clase and black mica with elaeolite, sometimes with hornblende,

albite, and quartz. .

The structure of these orthosite rocks gives rise also to a great

variety of names ; thus to coarsely lamellar granites the name
of pegmatite is sometimes given, while fine grained mixtures of
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orthoclase and quartz have received the names of granulite,

leptinite and eurite, or, when apparently homogeneous and

crypto-crystalline. petrosilex. These latter forms often be-

come porphyrilic from the presence of crystals of orthoclase,

giving rise to orthoclase-porphyry, or orthophyre. In some of

these porphyries, as in those of Grenville to be described in the

third part of this paper, quartz is also present in distinct grains

kls ; while in some of the red antique porphyries the

feldspathic base contains no excess of silica, and occasionally en-

closes crystals of oligoclase or of hornblende. In many cases

the granites, syenites, orthophyres, and other orthosite rocksjust

mentioned are intrusive, while in other instances rocks litbolog-

ically indistinguishable from these are indigenous, and becoming

schistose pass into gneiss and mica-shist.

The rocks to which the name of trachyte has been given are

generally composed in great part of orthoclase, (sanidine). The

typical varieties of these rocks are white or of pale colors, gran-

ular or finely crystalline, and frequently porous or cellular.

They appear to consist of grains, crystals or lamellae of ortho-

clase, aggregated without any cementing medium, and to this

seems to be due that roughness to which the rock owes its name.

Oligoclase, quartz, hornblende and mica are also met
: 'u

this rock, wh"ich becoming coarsely granular, passes into granite.

Such is the case with the trachytes of the Sierra of Carthagena

in Spain, described by Fournet as passing from a dull rough

grayish feldspathic mass, into a highly crystalline aggregate oi

feldspar and mica, with or without hyaline quartz, enclosing

hornblende, red garnet, and fine blue iolite (Comptes Bendus,

xliv, p. 1834.)

The trachytic texture is not confined to orthosite rocks. Abich

has described under the name of trachy-dolerites a group of tra-

chytoid anorthosites, (dolerites). The 'cone of the Soufriereot

Guadalope is described by Deville as a rough granular rock hav-

ing the external characters of trachyte, from which it is distin-

guished by its somewhat greater density, (2 -75). It consists es-

sentially of labradorite, with a little quartz, pyroxene, olivine,

and magnetite. (Bui. Soc. GeoL de France, [2], viii, 425.) Hum-

boldt designates the trachy-dolerites of Etna and of the peak oi

Teneriffe as trachytes, {Comptes Rmdus, xliv, 1067); so that tM*

word, like porphyry, comes to indicate nothing more than a pe-

culiarity of structure, which may be assumed by various iei

spathic rocks. The trachytic orthosites, as we have seen, pa*

into granites, from which they do not differ in chemical wmJr
sition

; and their differences in texture probably depend upon tn

fact that the one was solidified under great pressure, ana w

other near the surface, trachytes passing in fact into lavas. J-

observations of Sorby on the fluid-cavities in the crystals

granite and trachyte are in point.
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Among the intrusive rocks of Canada, to be described, are
granitoid, compact, and earthy varieties of trachytic orthosites,

besides trachytic porphyries. These rocks often contain dissemi-
nated earthy carbonates, sometimes in considerable amount ; as
Deville had already shown for some of the trachytes of Hungary,
and as I have also observed for those of the Siebengebirge on
the Rhine. Trachytes also hold in some cases disseminated por-

rolite, and through this mixture
characteristic variety will be no-

- 1

1 often

and pitchstone and perlite are similar rocks, differing

in containing some combined water. Rocks resembling
pitchstone, and sometimes porphyritic from the presence of dis*

tiuct crystals of feldspar, occur in the south side of Michipicoten
Island, Lake Superior, but have not yet been examined. Analy-
ses by Jackson and by Whitney of the pitchstones of Isle Roy-
ale will be found in this Journal, [2], xi, 401 and xvii, 128.

The presence of anorthic feldspar, generally oligoclase, in
many granites and trachytes, not less than the admixture of or*

thoclase crystals in some of the trachy tic-dolerites of Etna, serves
to connect the orthosite with the anorthosite family. Great
masses of indigenous rock in the Labrador series in Canada, are
made up of almost pure granular labradorite, or related triclinia

feldspars, and might be termed normal anorthosites, (this Journal
[2], xxxvi, 224 ; Geol. of Canada, 588). In most cases, how-
ever, these feldspars are intermingled with some other mineral,
commonly hornblende or pyroxene.

The name of diorite is by good authorites restricted to rocks
whose predominant elements are triclinic feldspars with horn-
blende, while the names of diabase and dolerite distinguish those
rocks in which pyroxene takes the place of hornblende. In some
anorthosite rocks however, pyroxene and hornblende are inti-

mately associated, so that a passage is established from diorite to

diabase. The feldspar of diorites varies in composition from al-

oiteto anorthite, and is occasionallv accompanied by quartz.

Inia, though most frequent with the more siliceous feldspars, is

sometimes met with in diorites which contain feldspars approach-
1Qg to anorthite in composition. Sometimes the two constituent

Minerals are distinct and well crystallized, constituting a grani-
toid rock : fine examples of this, hereafter to be described, oc-
c«r in the intrusive hills of Yamaska and Mount Johnson. At
otner times the diorite is finely granular or compact, when its

^'or is generally of a green more or less dark from the dissem-
inated hornblende, and it takes the name of greenstone. The
greenstones of the Huronian series are in part at least diorites,

**• Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. 110.-March, 1964.
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and probably indigenous, but a great number of the so-called

greenstone-traps are pyroxenic, and belong to the class of dia-

base or dolerite. Diorite not unfrequently contains ami

is generally brown or black in color. Chlorite, magnetite, ilmen-

ite and sphene often occur as disseminated minerals, as also car-

bonates of lime, magnesia and oxyd of iron. The fine

diorites are frequently porphyritic from the presence of crystals

of feldspar or of hornblende. Occasionally this rock is concre-

tionary in its structure, as in the obicular diorite or napoleonite

of Corsica ; which contains a feldspar allied to anon*

hornblende, and some quartz. The norite from Sweden is a

granular mixture of a similar kind, containing also mica ;
and

the ophite of some writers is a diorite in which hornblende

greatly predominates.

The rocks which are essentially composed of anorthic feldspar

and pyroxene, present still greater diversities than the diorites,

and have received various names based upon differences m tex-

ture and in the form of the pyroxenic element. It is here pro-

posed to restrict the name of dolerite to such of these rocks as

contain the ety of pyroxene, and to i

mixtures of triclinic feldspars with all the other varieties of this

species under the head of diabase. The finer grained and im-

palpable vai Lave received the name of aphan-

ite, which is often indistinguishable from the corresponding forms

of diorite, and like these may become porpl

the augite-porphyry of some authors. Different varieties of this

porphyry have received the name of labradophyre, oligophyre,

and albitophyre, according to the composition of the imbedae

feldspar crystals. These are sometimes accompanied by crys-

tals of augite, or are altogether replaced by them.

The name of hyperite or hypersthenite has been given to those

varieties of diabase which contain hypersthene or

These rocks occur abundantly in the Labrador series, where trie

hypersthene in them sometimes takes the form of a green aia

lage, or passes into a finely granular pyroxene, and is

with red g: a little brown mica; in addition

to which epidote is said to occur in the hyperites of the same se-

ries in New York, and olivine is mentioned as being found m

the hyperites of Sweden, and of the Island of Skye. Jior

blende is also in some localities associated with the hyperstnen.

The hyperites, although indigenous rocks in the Labra*

in Canada, are described as forming in other regions intra*

Those varieties of diabase or hyperite which contain diallage

have, by the Italian lithologists been called granitone, bui j

Rose and others have been described under the name oi &™r
This rock sometimes contains h<

: an ad
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ture of epidote. A compact white or greenish-white epidote, or
zoisite, which has the hardness of quartz and a density of 3-3 to
34, is the mineral named saussurite. This with smaragdite,
which is an emerald-green pyroxene, often mingled with horn-
blende, and passing into diallage, forms the euphotide of Hauy.
Compact varieties of labradorite and of other triclinic feldspars
have by most of the modern lithologists been confounded with
saussurite, and hence the name of euphotide is frequently given
to the so-called granitone or gabbro, which is only a diallagic
variety of diabase. The true euphotide often contains a portion
of talc, and sometimes encloses crystals of a triclinic feldspar,

apparently labradorite, thus offering a transition to diabase. See
farther my researches on Euphotide and Saussurite (this Journal
l^xxvii, 339, and xxxvii, 426.)
Under the name of dolerite, as already remarked, it is pro-

posed to class such anorthosite rocks as contain a black ferrugin-
ous pyroxene or augite. These rocks, which are sometimes
coarsely granular or granitoid in their structure, pass into fine

grained or compact varieties, which are distinguished by the
names of anamesite and basalt. To these latter varieties belong
a great part of the greenstone-traps, although in rocks of this
texture it is often impossible to determine whether it is horn-
blende or pyroxene which is mingled with the feldspar. Olivine
in grains or crystals frequently occurs both in the fine grained
"basaltic dolerites and in the granitoid varieties, giving rise by its

predominance to what is called peridotite. Some fine grained
dolerites are porphyritic from the presence of black cleavable
augite crystals, forming an augite-porphyry. Finely dissemin-
ated carbonates of lime and oxyd of iron are occasionally pres-
ent in these rocks to the extent of twenty per cent, and even
more. In like manner, magnetite and ilmenite, which are often
associated, may constitute several hundredths of the mass.
Many fine grained greenstones contain, like phonolite, large por-
tions of some zeolitic mineral, and they often abound in chlorite.

basic silicate. Some varieties of what I

maybe represented as an aluminiferous pyroxene plus a hydrate
°i magnesia. At other times a mineral approaching in compo-
sition to a ferruginous chlorite (frequently amorphous) enters in-

to the composition of these anorthosites, and even in some cases

appears to replace altogether the pyroxene or hornblende, con-
stituting an aberrant form of diorite or of diabase, which is not

uncommon among greenstones, and for which a distinctive name
13 '^eded. See on this point Geology of Canada, pp. 469, 605,
and the remarks on melaphyre below.

ihe nner grained dolerites are often cellular, giving rise to
amygdaloids, whose cavities are generally filled with calcite,
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I partial dec*
wacke of some writers. It is doubtfulW _ .

of these spihtes and wackes have a claim to be considered as

crystalline rocks, inasmuch as they appear in very many cases to

be nothing more than aqueous sediments accumulated under or-

dinary conditions, or perhaps in some cases derived from volcanic
ash or volcanic mud. As the other extreme of this series of
rocks we may notice that dolerites often assume a trachytic form
—the trachy-dolerites already mentioned—or constitute the lavas
from modern volcanos.
Among the compound rocks which are related to the preceding

group by the presence of augite may be noticed nepheline-doler-
ite, in which nepheline replaces the feldspar; and analcimite, a

variety into which analcime enters in large amount. Scapolite
also in some cases replaces feldspar, and forms with green pyrox-
ene, a peculiar aggregate associated with the Laurentian 'lime-

stones. Leucite enters as an important element in some doler-

ites, and even replaces wholly the feldspathic element, giving

rise to what has been called leueitophyre or leucilite.
[Leucite is generally regarded as an exclusively volcanic min-

eral, but according to Fournet, it occurs like other feldspars in

mineral veins, forming the gangue of certain auriferous veins in

Mexico, (Geologie Lyonnaise, p. 261). According to Scheerer-

ieucite also occurs in drusy cavities with zeolites and quartz at

Arendal in Norway ; although it would seem to be rare in this

-nee Durocher was not able to detect it, (Annate da

I
. i, 218). The conditions required for the formation of

this feldspaihide must be peculiar, since the volcanic rocks which
afford it are confined to a few localities ; and since while it con-

tains a large amount of potash it is a basic silicate, and found

among highly basic rocks, in which potash compounds are gen-

erally present only in very small quantities. The agalmatolite

rocks, including dysyntribite and parophite, (Geology of Canada,

p. 484,) are however basic aluminous silicates in which potash

predominates, and might be supposed under certain conditions of

metamorphism to yield leucitic rocks.]
The name of melaphyre, which is employed by many writers

on hthology requires a notice in this connection. It was pro-

posed by Brongniart as a synonym for black porphyry, (mela-

porphyre,) and defined by him in 1827 as a porphyry holding

f feldspar in a base "of black petrosiliceous horn-

blende." (Classtf. des Roches, p. 106.) Subsequent researches

showed that some of these porphyries were really augitic; and

Von Buch employed the name of melaphvre as synonymous
with augite-porphyry, in which he was followed by D'Halloy,
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(Des Roches, p. 75). In consequence of this confusion, and of
the vague manner in which the term is used to include rocks
which are sometimes diorites and sometimes varieties of dolerite
or basalt, Cotta seems disposed to reject the name of melaphyre
as a useless synonym, in which I agree with him. (Qestt

p. 48.) More recently however, Senft {Die Felsarten, p. 263,) has
endeavored to give a new signification to the term, and defines
melaphyre as a reddish-gray or greenish-brown colored rock,
passing into black, and containing neither hornblende nor pyrox-
ene. The melaphyres of Thuringia and of the Hartz, according
to him, consist of labradorite with iron-chlorite, (delessite,) car-
bonates of iron and lime, and a considerable portion of titanifer-
ous magnetic iron. Hornblende and mica are present only as
rare and accidental minerals. We have already alluded to this
class of anorthosite rocks, as requiring a distinctive name, but
from the historical relations of the word melaphyre, it seems to
be an unfortunate appellation for rocks which are not black in
color, and from which both hornblende and pyroxene are absent.

;

We now come to consider that third group of silicated rocks,
m which the feldspathides are replaced by the denser double sil-

icates of the grenatide family, garnet, epidote, zoisite, and per-
haps idocrase. Red garnet enters into many gneissic rocks, and
even forms with a little admixture of quartz, rock masses. In
some of these, as in the Lauren tian series, there appears an ad-
mixture of pyroxene, forming a passage into omphazite or eclo-
g'te; which consists of smaragdite (pyroxene) and red garnet,
sometimes mixed with mica, quartz and kyanite, and passes
through an increase of the latter into disthenite or kyanite rock.
An aggregate of hornblende and red garnet forms a bed in the
weenMouu

. rn re of red garnet with lievrite

tie mica makes up a rock in the Laurentian series. This
is evidently related to eulysite, a rock forming strata in gneiss
in Sweden, and consisting of garnet, pyroxene, and a mineral
naving the composition of an olivine in which the greater part
°t the magnesia is replaced by ferrous and manganous oxyds.
plated to this is an apparently undescribed rock from the Ty-
rol, of which a specimen is before me, consisting of red garnet,
green pyroxene and yellowish-green olivine, the latter greatly
Predominating; and also a coarsely crystalline rock from Cen-
tal France, recently described by the name of cameleonite, and
composed of olivine, with pyroxene, and enstatite, a magnesian
?«gite; these minerals being accompanied by spinel, spheneand
umenite. I have already alluded to the true euphotides, in which

? c°mpact zoisite, (jade or saussurite,) takes the place of feldspar

*? a rock the other element of which is pyroxene, and have
shown how the occasional presence of a triclinic feldspar con-
nects euphotide with diabase. {This Journal, [2], xxvii, 336.) In
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the same paper are described rocks made up of a white compact
garnet, with and without hornblende and feldspar, and also an
epidosite, composed of epidote and quartz.

By the disappearance of the aluminous silicate from the rocks

of the second and third groups, a passage is established to the

amphibolites and pyroxenites, and these, through diallage rock,

offer a transition to the ophiolites or serpentines. These rela-

tions are well exhibited in Eastern Canada, where the diorites or

greenstones, which are sometimes highly feldspathic, pass into

actinolite rock and hornblende slate on the one hand, and into

diallagic diabase and diallagic ophiolite on the other.

These greenstones, which contain a chloritic mineral, and are

often epidotic, pass gradually into compact or schistose chloritic

rocks, frequently enclosing nodules or layers of epidote, either

pure or mingled with quartz. The relations between these vari-

ous rocks are-such that after a prolonged study of them I find it

difficult to resist the conclusion that the whole series, from dior-

ites, diallages and serpentines, to chlorites, epidosites and stea-

been formed under similar conditions, and that they are

all indigenous rocks. {Geology- 612,652.) 1

have elsewhere expressed the opi i ites are prob-

ably of chemical origin, and have been deposited from solutions

at the earth's surface. The sepiolite or hydrous silicate of mag-

nesia, which occurs in beds in tertiary rocks, the neolite of
_

Scheerer, the silicates of lime, magnesia and iron-oxyd deposited

during the evaporation of many natural waters; and tb

of alumina like halloysite, allophane and collyrite, and that de-

posited by the thermal waters of Plombieres, all show the forma-

tion and deposition at the earth's surface of silicates, whose sab-

sequent alteration has probably given rise to many minerals aud

rocks. (This Journal, [2], xxxii, 286; and Geology oj Canada,

pp. 559, 577, 581). At the same time the phenomena of local

metamorphism furnish evidences that similar compounds have re-

sulted from the action of heat upon mechanical mixtures in sed-

imentary deposits, (ibid. p. 581). A further consideration of this

subject, and of the two-fold origin of many siliceous minerals is

reserved for another place.
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own words, referring the reader for details of apparatus and methods

the original memoir.
I. (1.) Clear chemically pure rock-salt permits rays of heat of

j
kinds to pass through it in ec

tween the rays depends upon t

a. that they are diffusely reflected from different bodies, or

b. transmitted through different diathcrmanous bodies, or

c. radiated from different sources of heat.

(2.) In the case of this absorption, equally exercised upon all element-

ary rays, it is proved that in the solar spectrum of a rock-salt prism the

maximum of heat falls in the dark space beyond the red ; within the

visible portion of the spectrum the distribution of heat is the same in

the case of prisms of rock-salt and flint glass.

II. (1.) The heat rays of the mid pass "through rough as well as cloudy

lock-salt in a less proportion than those of an Argand lamp, and these last,

as a rule, in a less pr< J
B of a source of heat at 100° C.

An increase of r tn mmienon of every kind

of heat but affects solar heat most, that of a lamp less, and that of a

dark source least of all.

(2.) Independently of the elective absorption exerted by the substance,

the rough surface of unpolished glasses exercises an influence correspond-

ing to that of the internal cloudiness in milky glasses.ikv j.
.1 (will

ir, by which the rays art more or less deviated

"on which affects qualitatively different rays ot heat uneqi

Melloni) to an unequal dispersion in the rough and cloudy

pending on the heat-color, by
from the thermoscope. Neith<

amusing screens a ys are more dinuw

panson with parallel rays, as the screens are more diffusive

(5.) In fact the really determining condition of the pas

these screens is wh ft are parallel, or

variously radiated from a greater or less number of points.

.(6-) Hence, for one and ti

mission in question (in spite of a constant quanta,

upon the plates) diminishes with the distance of t

rapidly the more diffusive the screen.

(*•) It is possible, by a proper arrangement of tl

cause the more abundant passage of rays of heat
100° C in comparison with those from the lamp, cite
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pear, and even, conversely, to bring about a more abundant t

of the heat of the lamp.

III. (1.) In the passage of radian: t covered with

soot an elective absorption (suspected by Melloni) takes pla

diffusion. A diffusive action (supposed by Forbes) never takes place in

consequence of the rough surface of the layer of soot, I

is most certainly recognized by determining whether the heat before and

after its passage through the substance in question retains unchanged or

rariesitfl capacity to pass through other (clear) diathermanous bodies

(4.) A diffusive action is best tested by either of the following methods.

a. If solar heat be allowed to pass through the screen in question, and

the transmitted be compared with the dire t rays, either both groups of

or else the first passes more freely than the second group. In this last

case the plate investigated is diffusive.

6. When, of two groups of rays of the same thermic color, one of

which consists of parallel and the other of diffusive rays, the latter passes

most easily through the substance tested, this substance is diffusive. In

this process a method is pointed out for the comparison with each other

of different degrees of diffusion within very wide limits.

IV. (1.) a. By diminishing the angle which the rays of heat form

with an unpolished or cloudy plate the diffusion exerted upon

general increased. This increase, with the chang
first place becomes larger with the generally diffusiv< .„r

-jof the

then again c;rows less to such a degree that in very rough

ently cloudy plates, just as in the case of clear ones no difier-

can be detected in the behavior of rays which are transmitted at

ent angles of inclination.

A diffusion produced by reflection from rough surfaces diminishes,

e contrary, for the more obliquely incident rays, and passes finally

egular reflection.

) Between the smooth and the two-sided rough surface there are

equence of which, independently of every prow

in the interior of the substance, the simple mechanical quality ot w

surface produces a " coloration " of the transmitted heat. ,

(3.) It follows, therefore, that in the case of the rough and cloudy

media in question, a distinction must be made between the action ot t

diffusion, which is always present, and that of the elective absorpuo

(4.) Fused common salt produced a diffusion but no heat-coloratio^

(5.) Another piece of rock-salt was found to be chemically and n

chanically impure, and exercised both a diffusive action and an eie«

absorption. Circumstances of this kind explain the varying obaerva

made in different experiments with rock-salt.

—

Poyg. Ann., cxx, 1



II. CHEMISTRY.

1. On a cyanid of phosphorus.—KiimER and Wehrhaue have de-

scribed a tercyanb: following process.

Perfectly dry cyanid of silver is limited in a glass tube with an equiva-

lent quantity of ter chloroform. The
double decomposition requires a temperature of 120° C. to 140° C. for

several hours. The chloroform is distilled off in a current of carbonic

acid gas and the < to the neck of the

retort. Tercyanid < w-wbite crystals.

When gently heat' mrt with a bright

light. Water deco 'tiling phosphorous

and cyanhydric acid-. The c < at about 190° C.

Analysis proved tl B cyanid of phosphorus is

PCy
3 ; the authors ts decomposition.

—

Am. der Ckemie W 4, Nov. 1863. w. o.

2. On Indium.—Rsich and R -.me further details

of the new metallic

blendes. Indium gives in the spectroscope two blue lines, of which the

line stands at 38, and the blue strontium line at 93. A compound of

indium colors the flame of Buusen's burner violet, so that the presence

of the metal may be* detected without the spectroscope. The metal as

obtained by reducing the oxyd before the blowpipe on charcoal with soda
;

:

- brighter than that

of lead and somewhat like that of tin. The metal dissolves in chlor-

bydric acid with e\ gives the blue line

with great intensity. The !
ited by ammonia is

white and shiny : ta i by ammonia, but

sulphid of ammoni lotion a voluminous white pre-

cipitate. Potash be!
' »oda precipitates

a white crystalline carbonate. The oxyd ignited in a current of hydro-

gen gave no water and remain- with carbon in a

current of chlorine I

• condensing in

colorless crystalline leaves with the lustre 'of mother of pearl. This chlo-

"d[deliquesces read rompoaed
.

'Jhe

cnlorid gives the blu
' intensity, bnt in

this case the dura- *t. It is better to heat the

J«yd in a platinum s, con with a little "chlo.hydric acid, when the blue

""J

118 rather less bi
!1 ot {

}
ia eta,ra

lsb brown ptecipiutl
' :Ul

r'.'

t!'" rn "! :

"

gW» The sep
» with • •baSfMrf

blue from thTmvl.' J?«ve no precipitate, siilpho-

cyanid of potassium a pale red, *<*, oi
J"?'

The
Ayd gives no blue

-at solution, and

^ignition disso
uydnc acid. The

Ed
0rs

*atisfied themst,ives thi

^ww. Band 90 179
**• JOUR. Sci.-SFrn*n a™,™ Vol. XXXVII, No. UO.-Mabch, 1864.
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III. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Eusynchite and Dechenite.—In an extended investigation on Vana-

dium, C. Czudnowicz reviews the analyses of vanadinite, dec'

oxene and eusynchite. He shows, that the method used by .

from Kappel in Carinthia, is incorrect, and the conclusion that the mine-

ral was a simple vanadate of lead, l»bV, is an assumption not
j

the facts: the only datum for this, being a single determination of the

per-centage of lead. Czudnowicz gives the following new
eusynchite

:

From thesse results it iippears that eusynchiite is a ter-basic vanadate of

lead and i formula (fb, 2n) 3V. Czudnowicz calls

to the an;dogy between i eusynchite, arceoxene and dechenite, and _.-'*

that the 1 itain zinc, the presence of which might 1]

overlooked, as was the icase in Nessler's anal;vsis of eusynchite.-{P099.

3&
to Dana's Mineralogy (this Journal, [2], xxiv, 116, July 1

I stated that, on qualital mineral, I had found it to

contain zinc, and attenti
1 tie resemblance

to dechenite. This statement is now confirmed by the analyses of Czud-

. : hough he has overlooked my observations on eu-

also the fact that in the same article I pointed out the existence of zinc

Bite, and suggested the probability that dechenite and aneoxene

were identical. About the time my note was published, Bergemann gave
N

the following analysis of araeoxene in Leonhard and Bronn's Jahrbuch

fur Mineralogie (1857, p. 397) :

?b 2n Is V A-lPe*

Dahn, in the Palatinate, but that dechenite may be distinguis

araeoxene by the color, the former being a beautiful red, while the latter

is reddish-brown to deep brown. In I

dechenite by

Bergemann, he found in the dark red ciTstallin.- v ar^ty, in two deter-

- 02 ai d 5 > 7-_ p. .. of oxyd of lead, and in th<>

variety 50-57 p. c. of oxyd of lead. In some specimens, he

charcoal a reaction for an
tained no arsenic. It would seem then, that"Bergemann coi

oxene and dechenite disl j; he, however, gives us no

new examination of dechenite, but merely re-ass

neutral vanadate of lead. I have examined a specimen of dechenite

from Dr. Krantz in 1851, shortly after Krantz and Bergemann

had described this species, and have found that it contains, not only 0*
but arsenic. The specimen has the appearance of being pure and un»

tered ; it is perfectly homogeneous, has a brownish-red color, is botryoid*
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in form, and, under the lens, its structure appears crystalline. There is

every probability th -, the discoverer of
the species, called dechenite, has tbe same composition as araeoxene. It

is worthy of note, that the method used by Bergemann for the quantita-

tive determination of vanadic acid, would not separate it from arsenic

acid and oxyd of zinc, had such been present. Further, it is suggested
by Cziulnowicz, that the fact that Bergemann was unable to separate

sulphuric acid from the so-called pure vanadic acid by heat, indicated the

presence of a base with the v;u known, and fully

established by the observations of Fritzsche and Schafarik, that there

is no difficulty whatever in effecting this separation. It is also a some-
what singular coincidence that dechenite, if it be a neutral vanadate,

should happen to have the same percentage of oxyd of lead as the ter-

basic vanadate arseoxene. It is further somewhat peculiar, if they are

distinct species, that their specific gravity should be so nearly identical

:

dechenite having a density of 5-81, while that of araoxene is 5"79. The
same may be said of their hardness and the other physical characters,

except a questionable difference in color. Any one reading y. Kobell's

description of araeoxene ' and Bergemann's original description of the

physical characters of dechenite
3 could hardly fail to conclude that they

are the same mineral. To all this, adding the fact that Dr. Krantz, the

discoverer of dechenite, considers the two minerals to be identical, and
further, that a specimen of the so-called pure dechenite, received from Dr.

we think we may safely question the accuracy of Bergemann's results in

his examination of dechenite. Czudnowicz calls especial attention to the

< icun ance that all the native vanadates thus far described, of which
we have trustworthy analyses, are basic in their character.

—

g. j. b.]_

2- Oothite from - mineral is found associated

with hematite at th< lin, near Marquette, Lake Supe-
rior. Some of the specimens have the hyacinth red color which charac-

terizes the variety of gothite called by the Germans "Rubinglimraer."

" also occurs in acicular crvstals of an almost velvet-black color andin acicular crystals <

" tmct tnmetnc custre. and it is occasionally found in dist:

lis new borate, described by Peters and already no-

7 wefly in this J ther investigated by Stromeyer
ad Peters.4

It occurs disseminated through a gray granular hnieston s

t Werkstbal near I; «tone, treated with dilute nitric

f'd in the cold, gai - of a crystalline powder, and
'so rounded kernels of the size of a lentil. These kernels are translu-

ent, white on the exterior, and interiorly yellowish. Hardness, between

an <* 4. Stromeyer found the limestone to contain 16-6 of crystalline

e«Hes, and 148 of the rounded kernels. The specific gravity of the

>rmer was 2-7, of the latter 3-0. The air-dried mineral was constant m
eight at 1

00°' C. Analysis of the two varieties gave

:

B ftg Fe fl CI Qu

^
tz

= 9S .49
2' ?!!??! I™* 5 ?'49 LIS il« n-tn — = 99-81
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The needles contained traces of carbon, and oxvd of manganese. If the

chlorine is considered to exist as MgCl and the iron as Pe2fl', and these

composition of the mineral will be B 38 35, Sfg 5465, fi 7-0(te=lOO. This

gives the formula 8(%*Ba )+4HO. A similar calculation made with No.

2 gives B 86-18, %61-52.fi 12-35= 100, and the formula 8(%«B»)-r;8fl, «

related to that of stassfurthite. tins last mineral" being an acid hydro-

hydro-borate in which cblorid of magnesium is not an essential constitu-

ent. [The specific gravity of the borate with 4 atoms of water is stated

4. AstropkyMte.—F. Pxsani 1

mis of a black mica. It i gently lengthened

the direction of the shorter. in stellated groups

I having a basic cleavage In thin leave, translucent. Color bronze-

low. The powder resembles mosaic gold. Laminas only slightly

*tic. H.=3. G.=3324. Bef.-iv the'blowpipe swells up, and fus«3

ily to a black magnetic enamel. With soda and borax shows a strong

nganese reaction. In the i
.

lines of lime, soda,

ash, and litbia. Decompose,' w i th separation of

eieaeid in scales; the solution heat, i with zinc oi tin gives the reac-

l for titanic acid. Analv-i~
. mic acid 7*09, zir-

ia4-97, alumina | v ,l 2358, manga-

'; ^ ' 9«J<> Inn U „ . . i 27 j
.1, 5 82, soda 2 51, liUj'»

""11. The oxygen ratio of the bases

and zirconium to be sesquioxyds and basic,

»

would indicate that this species belonged to tD«

lica group of minerals. The small arr
i singular.—Jour. f. pra&t. Chem., xc,

5. Bragite—J. A. Michaelson has analyzed a columbate from HelJe

i Norway, which be says 1st I Dahl. The mit-

ral is grayish brown in color, has an uneven fracture and a metallic

wtre. H— 4-5. G.= V4
, us and borax giv*

bead, which is greenish-yellow while warm, and colorless on cooling-

omposition :

«b 2r Y Ce tT fe An Ca % ?b A
48-10 1-45 32-71 7-43 4;95 137 0-11 1-82 0'89 009 H»

ferguaonile.—J.f.pr. Chem., t

from which Michaelson draws the formula £€b, I

.*;
: urusonite.—-..,.,

l->-
- :'. --.-

; • _
'•

' ,:
"

.

6. On Organic Rem Bocks of Canada ;
[W™

ted Montreal, Feb. 17th, 1864.)—In August 1859, I exhibited to u»
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ons of which we have prepared and

ion. He finds that the

organic form, really fill:

These were de-

scribed by me in the Canadian Naturalist for that year, (vol. iv, p. 300,)

and afterwards figured in the Geology of Canada, (p. 49). In 1863, sim-

ilar forms were del al Survey, r ,K
"

microscopic examination to Dr. J. W. Daw:
' ich was supposed to replace the organ

. which Dr. Daw:

Foraminifer u growi ttelwi after the manner of Var-

penteria, but of mn "^ minute points

which reveal a structure reeel! uminiferous forms,

will soon be published by the Geological Survey.

Large portions of the Laurent t to he made up of

comparisons with c

tinctly determined. Some of the limestones are more or less colored by

carbonaceous matter, winch Dr. Dawson, has found to exhibit under the

microscope ev; vegetable.

In this connect!* : Mr. Sterry Hunt, in a paper

presented to the Qt London, in 1858, (see also tkit

Journal, [2], xxxi, 296.) insisted upon the presence of beds of iron-ore,

metallic, sulphurets and graphite, in th< Lai n in series as"aftording

evidence of the exis it the time of the deposition of

these old crystalline rocks."

It was stated in the Geology of Canada, p. 839, (and also in this Jour-

«< [2], xxxvi, 223,) that these oldest known stratified rocks, constituting

the great Laurentian svst. m, are probably to be divided into two uncon-

_
iie past year have

furnished addition: ;

*• Labrador series

rests unconformably upon the true Laurentian series. It is the limestones

of this latter and m B«fc have afforded theForamm-

(
connected with the /.

(Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc, Jan. 1864.)—Dr. Falconer, after describing the

Progress of the Tri
,|reW a"ent'°n

the glacier system of the Himalayas. All the best observers-Dr. Thorn-

*, Jacquemont and others—had been of opinion that there was but

oe great system of mountains. There was no such thing as any break

-

... Indus, the Sutlej, and some

i
grand aspect, th

I
valleys intervening,

ere two great ranges which culminateu iu w

1 which bounded the Indus river to the so

>ints where the llimala;
e of the point

ad upon the loftiest scale. The paper
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referred to that
]

,'e whicl und d the vallej of the Indus

upon the north, the Knra-Korum, • r M.uz-tagh, or the "Icy range of

_

1838, were _ andeur and importance, as had been

mentioned by Sir Roderh k Man hi-. :.. it was but fair to say that upon

the northern side there were glaciers which, so far as descri] I

were equally grand, if not grander. Those to whic

refer were the glaciers at the head of the Zanscar river. Mr. J. A. Arrow-

smith was we idge to which he referred

and the glaciers which arose from it. There was a river called the Che-

nab, and a mountain-range which stretched across between the Indus and

the Chenab. The pass of the dividing ridge at this point was 18,000 feet

above the level of the sea ; and upon either side, but more especially upon

the north, at the head of the Zanscar river, were some of tl

nomena to be seen in any part of the world. There were gla-

... . _
__

.
- :•._.'. ;. .:- v- /: .

and whk that had been given by Capt. Austen,

had been unri they were ac-

ns.

With regard to th • gl i - up n th north, the Indus ran through a

river, and also the Shi- n. w h , 1 was the especial object of Cap-

Austen's communication. Now, the Shikar \Yih-y was th.

portance of all the affluents of the Indus, and was bounded by

of great elevation. Some of them which had been measured by Captain

Montgomery attained a very great elevation ; one a height of 28,000 teet

above the level of the sea.
*

This n ituralK entailed a prodigious amount

of condensation of the moisture of the atmosphere, and led to a very

heavy fall of snow, the consequence of which was great glacial phenoffl-

nty-seven years ago he had been up to Arindoh, the

.

'.
;

.

'- :::
•

by Capt. Godwin-Austen. Having premised this much with

tils, there were one or two points which he was d

bring before them. One was, What were the peculiar chs

the H "
i well as of all tropical

pared with our European mountains? There was one characteristic

the Himalayan .
. Id take the liberty

|

explaining it. He presumed that most of his audience had visited eitn

the northern or southern side of the Alps ; and those who had been .i

the plains of Italy, along the valley of the Po, were well acquaii
"

lakes which jutted out from the' Alps into the &«*<*]£*
Commencing on the west

jutted out trom the Alps mio wo F i«.» -
_„ing on me west there were the Lago d'Orta, the Lago Maggior,

3 Lago di Lugano, the Lago di Como, the Lago dTseo, and the W>^
irda ; in fact, wherever a great valley projected itself from the cna U

right angles to the strike of the chain, there was,

ception, a great lake. Regarding these lakes in a general \

with
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reference to detailed phenomena, they found one thing which wa? constant
about them—" they were im i ibly'i iin a. an i s, mo f..rt\ or fifty miles
long, as notably in the case of Maggiore, Como, and Garda." The next
remarkable thing about u lt B{ rjght
angles to the strike of the . :>,, Alps made a curve
from the Pennine round to the Khotian Alps They would also observe

:i L;T":it riv.-r which proceeded from
a high ridge of the chain
of the valley of the Po. If they would regard the 1 1 imal n i

or any tropical range of mountains whatever, in a similar wav, tie v would
find that these phenomena were invariably wanting. Great rivers like

the Indus, the Chenab, tb I through
the Himalayan mountains and debouched into the plains of India, had
valleys of infinitely greater importance than the valleys either to the north
or south of the Alps; but they were never connected with a lake.

The question then arose, What was the physical reason of this great
difference between the tropical mountains and those of temperate Europe?
Nearly thirty years ago, he was for ten or twelve years rambling about
the Himalayan mountains along a stretch of 800 miles, and he used to
open a map before him, and try to make out the comparative features of
European and Eastern mountains. He looked to the numerous lakes to
the north and south of the Alps ; and he would put the map of India
alongside, where the same itothe plains,
hut where there was an utter absence of the lakes ; and he used to puzzle
himself in trying to discover a physical explanation of this d
-He was perfectly satisfied there must be some secondary conditions which

above the level of the sea, the same kind of valleys, the same kind of
fissures inters \ hat then was the explanation ! This
fie would endeavor to indicate. About two years ago, as his friend Sir

Murchison was aware, a paper was brought before the Geologi-
cal Society of London, by Professor Ramsay, which excited a great deal
°t attention, and gave rise to a very animated discussion.

1 The theory
of the paper was that, as a all the temperate and
cold regions of the world were the product of glacial excavation ; that is

way down from the solid rocks and
carved out a great lake. This was the theory, or rather hypothesis,

which Professor Ramsay put forward to explain the lakes which were so

abundant in the valleys of the Alps. A similar speculation, but greatly

ted, had been advanced b\
" " i, 're - He

hmited the action of the glacier to scouring out the silt of the filled up

attributed to antecedent fissures, the

jesulfof upheaval. An application of this theory was made to the dif-

ferent phvsical phenom- m aee
i
and lfc

burred to himself and many others (and he believed Sir Roderick had
an opinion in common with himself) that it was not adequate to ex-

plain the phenomena ; and on the
with the most lively opposition i

ln the Himalayan
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upon these grounds. Mauy of them would remember that the lakes Mag-
giore and Como were upon the edge of the plains of Italy ; th

ciers—say that of the Tieiti... « liiJh came down into the I. .,.-

i "<'• which wa* • t\ m - .,-. i < nh • _ t .
i iiie mi es will.

at its widest point. Its prolongation nearest "to t Med erranean it-

: 2600 feet below the level of the sea; that is to

say, it attain..-.! a depth of half a mile below the sea-level. Where the

river escaped out of the lake it was not more than 600 feet above tl

L was. a remarkable point in the case th

lould have ploughed its way down and actually dived

> bowels of the earth 2000 feet below the level of the Mediterra-

•

about 180 feet per mile. Without going into all the objections, he might
state he believed the principal one was, that the mechanical d

the case were entirely left out of sight by the supporters of that theory;

and on that occasion, after very long study of the subject, he endeavored
to bring forward what occurred to him as the true explanation of the dif-

ference between the Himalayan mountain- -in-i the ,\ij-.

he believed to consist in this : that, after the last upheaval of the Alps,

great fissures, or basins of lakes, were left there, with rivei

them, in the manner in which the Rhone runs into the lake of Geneva,

down enormous quantities of silt, which, if you give a sufficient

number of ages, would have completely filled them up. But, before this

was accomplished, what is called the glacial epoch commen.

that they now saw it in the Alps, out into the plains, both to

and south of that chain : and. n th lown, they filled

up those lakes and formed a bridge, upon which the moraine material

was carried over, there I from the sum-

mit of the Alps down to the plains of Italy. When once the basins

were filled with ice to the depth of 2500 feet, they made, as it were, a

slide or incline, upon which all the solid material could be transported;

and that being carried forward bv the «, formed the

large moraine which we saw at Lake Maggiore, that of the B
also the moraine which bounded Lake Garda, where the batti

no was fought. This was the second urred in Eu-

rope. Precisely the same primary conditions occurred in the great val-

leys of the Himalayas, but mena. These

mountains were thrown up above the level of the sea, and vast perpen-

dicular fissures were left, formii - what were at that time the basins of

lakes. But in those tropical regions the ice never descended from the high-

est summits down into the nlain* ,,f [',!,];., • ...ml instead of being. filled

up by snow,

gradually silted up by enormous boulders
which were broiic. m t

i
ie Himala,,

difference in the two cases was. that, whereas the ice filled up the laKe-

basins in the Alps, constituting, as
which those lakes were saved from
matters, in the Himalayan
take place, and the lake-basii

the plains of India; and, instead of beingfille

ards melt. *
"
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tier mentioned. If they would look at the map of the Himalayan

southern sid f
tli

- i \va*. th:i theie were no great lakes vv.

the chain, where the temperature was much cold.a

there they would find great lakes. The cold pre

. side of the Himalayas, in pre-
venting the lakes being filled up, which it did in the Alps by restricting
the silting action.

i m it i i< w. ,1 k > ii in .mm* re. and uts < ill* 1 I. u ix, n w I u 4 K
employed in ceramic products. It used to be got only from India a" an
export from Thibet, and it was invariably found in connection with hut

i

n i_- Wi n t i.-t i\\ nt\ j us, a rem irk ibl ch mge had t ik. n

place. The late Count Larderelle, an original-minded and eminently
pic Frenchman, of Leghorn, aware of the presence of boraoie

ken soil in the ravines of Monte Cerboli, on the margin of the Maivmma
of the Volterra in Tuscany, hit upon the happy idea of utilizing the nat-

ural heat in lieu of fuel to effect the process of evaporation. * * * An
unbounded supply of boracic acid was the result. As a consequence, the

. t foii in value from 311. or 402. a ton to nearly half that

! at length borax was exp oi .: the rate of

India. In

Thibet the min. ial i- b ... it ..f - la. v hi. ii n n m\ i i i . - ib< unds i i

"-ii bones, which were brought
to whic>

" Ughtn

; ortant respect!
Ai '"i- circle, and in the wh.,1., of the district there was not a single tree

jr shrub that grew larger than a little willow about nin- i

the shape of -. was equally scarce. Yet, notwith-

• ..n, large fossils w.-re found of the

ree miles above the level of the sea
a«d Arctic ii ich a climate as enabled the rhinoceros
and several subtropical forms to exist. It would occupy too much time
to explain the details of this complex phenomenon. He would briefly

8

|

a*e that the only rational solution which science could suggest was
tfl at, within a comparatively modern period, a period close!

\

^pon the time when man made his appearance upon the earth, the Hima-
Jayas had been elevated 8000 or 10,000 feet.

A*- Jouu. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. HO.-Maech, 1864.
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IV. BOTANY.

1. Nomenclature.—Tho propositions for the improvement of zoologi-

cal nomenclature, made to the British Association at its tw-
in 1842, by an influential committee, are well known. They were essen-

ted to zoology mainly for the reason, win. h sum! u!>n Ih true,

that botanical nomenclature stands in much less need of distim t enad-

ment than zoological. At the recent New Castle meeting the commit-

changes which they may consider it desirable to make, if any. in the

rules of nomenclature drawn up at the instance of the association by

Mr. Stri klan i and otli rs, with pow r t . reprint these rules, and to cor-

•

are now reprinted [i •. in t! Kdin ur^li New Pi - phical Journal fer

Oct. 1863, p. 260 et seq/j, and zoologists are requested to examine them

f arefully, an ! to coinn e, or improve-

ment, o'n or before the first of June, 1864, to Sir William Jardiw, Burt.,

Jardine Hall, by Lockerby, N. B."
As most of the propositions are from their nature equally applicable to

botany, and as the new commiit • c nq ris s the n lines < i

extremely well - ;h eted, it is o! vious that the improvement of nomencla-

ture of genera and species in natural history in general is <

^ «' tee! ;i,-. :!:.;;'.!'. to make any suggestions that may occur to us

from the botanical point of view.

First, we would iwouim ml that "the admirable code proposed in the

" -n. which, "if zoologists had paid

m »re attention ... the present attempt at reform would pel

the lapse of time have become inoperative, or were from tie.-

nice: ex qr. '222, 224, 225, 227, 22S', 220. 23t>, etc.. uiok| of which i

'

i .

•

tee ha> properl\ divided its code into two parts. 1. Rules !

the present nomenclature : 2. Recommendations for improving the no-

menclature in future. The laws all resolve tie mselve. into, or an 2 conse-

quences of the fundamental law of priority, "the onh effectual and just

Proposing here to comment only upon the few propositions which

"•''

in respect of that nomenclature, is not to extend to the writir,

thing done by Linnaeus in the establishment of the binomial
ture was, that he added the specific name to the generic. He also re-

formed genen - he did not pretend to be the in-

to Tournefort, in words which we h av - Journal Mi.

xxv, p. 134) . an{j ne respected accordingly the genera of Tournefort, gu-

nner, &c, taking only the liberties which fairly pertained to him as

systematic reformer. While, therefore, it is quite out of qaestion to



Tourn., Rosmarinus, Tourn, Tumnrindus,
at fair to Linnaeus to father upon him generic

§10. A name should be changed which has before been proposed for
some other genus in zoology or botany, or for some other species in the

tpectes.
n The first part

the Philosophy Dotamca: - Xomina gcncrira plantar,tm, cum zoologo-

ipsos remittenda sunt." We submit thar t! > rule, however
-:.-

probably be the Jast ireneral writer to change
cau-e they are established in zoology. It is

i'.aps more than can practicaliv be

lie same generic name is used but
°n«Mn each respective kingdom of nature.

§ 12. A name which has never been clearly defined in some published
wrk should be changed for the earliest name b>'i

W-ned" \<ery well. And the good of science demands
manuscript r

should assert

.^author oi
0r unpublished name, and had met with it in public collections, such

„
me beir>g unobje* id it? And as to

:

i

;

lln- without eharaet ,, ma
3 not the affixing of a name to a sufficient

specimen m distrib;- tanv) more sorely

!J

ent,
»y the genus or sp^ies rh -bed description"?

' "* '-'''narks
, t ( unmitte* prefix ! to g 12, while they state

^'nbuted collect:, laily wrong. In

,m and courtesy

al force of law,

tai t°

n
° nainet

* sP«eimen8, where and as far as they go, is held to be

ahn„ f

1Hn V(i, y convenient in botany and, nex
Uou t as good as anv. Comparative specific

^^'-u-hu^liybotaui'tsandareofu-n
-

!
a

.

h
.

c »«'nes derived from persons, used « tl.

P°3^le restricted to those wh
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surely unobjectionable. Generic

rived from persons are, we
"'

'.. g..-»l taste, if not too cacophonous, A»

irge genera it may sometimes be best to

'•: .'.'.-

grams, like puns, !

if not cautiously handled and particularly well made,

;.•. I3.it what
than R. Brown's Tellima ? Bot,anists will hardly agree that a good ge-

a which crt'od -

been the practice, in tub

genus, to give to t

typical specie*." The Com _ ;

mmuoftl
wise fitting,—mos rben

generically in the I.

colt^rS
in it. <• is prol ill \ c n

they bav( -

have been transfer

zoologists, and a U _

and perplexity, as to little purpose. Take for

our Blue Cohosh, Leo,,

of a new genus, and tbere-

d€$. Now if we adopt the

to which he would probably have adhered had he lived

nd the authority thus :

—

Leoidia thalictroides, Linn.

(Syn. Caulophyllum thalictroides, Michx.)

he abbreviated names of tl nn<3 in place o f the ftii'i

iference, e. gr. Linn. Sp, PI. \, p. 4-48, and Michx. Fl. Bor.-;\m.bp.

35, tab. 21. If the other view be adopted, it stands, in fact:—

Caulophyllain thalictroides, Michx.
(Syn. Leonlice thalictroides, Linn.)

But, fearful lest the original describer should be robbed of his due credit,

it has been proposed to write,

—

Caulophyllum thalictroides, Linn, This is not only an ann

hajf a century, but an in

tiot and perhaps would not have

inly- too lengthy and inconvenient to be

,

a«d
J*

ease and r»pj us and uncouth to be used at all-

finally, the Committee propose to write,

—

Caulophyllum thalictroides, (Linn.) (sp.),—
.

hn|
which is scarcely shorter, or even to leave out the (sp.) The reader «

-!...-;
. :. _ ,

. .. • ..
:

-'
.

-

ponded, and nothing w« hose endeavors to p"
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ward the original rather than the actual application of a specific name.
Aatte-Linfisean nomenclature broke down in the attempt to combine spe-

cific appellation with description. Here the attempt is to connect it with

the history of its origin, which, after all, can be rightly told only in the

synonymy. The nal which this mode
of citation was to cure i-, t • fact) that the ap-

pended authority d< . but only the application at

the time being, of til tad so no one is thus robbed of

his due. The insti well knows the bibliography of

species, or where to look for it; the tyro can learn.

"§ C. Specific names should always be written with a small initial

i tohen derived from persons or places :"—on the groi

i capital letter are liable to be mistaken

ior generic, (but no naturalist would be apt to write the name of a

ceding.) Ako, " thai

I are equal, and should thei -like" The
. As to the first, we do

not think a strong c is - 1- m id..- out ihe leading

i, it might be well to follow the example of the American
author who corrected Ranunculus Flamraula Linn, and R. Cymbalaria

Bursh, into R.fiammulus and R, cymbalariusf As to tasteJaud usage,
1

•

«o far as res| met which

specific use, e. g., Ranunculus Flammula, R. Lingua, R. Thora, R. Fi-

ies, Linnseus

analogy, but h .. h pted, and probably will not be.
U$F. It it m old genus in future,

the names given to the subdivisions should agree in gender u<

2. Annales Mum Botanici Lugim i. OviU Mi-

<Jceu Univ.
|

L a I director. Tom.

1, fasc. 1-4, pp. l-i-jg. tab. 1-4. foi. Amsterdam and Utrecht. 1863.

. -haii at the University of' Utrecht,

have been i \j begins to show the

effects of hi^: e preset*

Wared during the year 1863; and the work is intended to be con-

Q a year; the price 3

of from the J I of the contents of the four numbers

Fiat we have, from the indefatigable Prof. Miquel himself a revision

°f the Araliacea* of the Indian Archipelago, with an analytical conspec-
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Geo
desc

rb,.l

i genera of the order, and the revision of certain genera,

of Aralia (from w
> Us Panax). An

" peculiar N. E. American with N. E. Asian

adduced, viz: that the Linnsean Aralia

A. Man /-- huria Piegel, and the Japanese A.canescena Sieb. &
/ Speci

collected by the late Mr. Beyrich, are provisionally named and

Georgka Miq.,

nts, as to whether it be a distin.

as A. Georgka Miq., and thus referred to the

ollecti

'•'
in ours of A. Mandschurica. But the plant is so unmanageable
herbarium, from the size of the leaves

hardly to be met with. The view that the Ginseng of Tartar-.

.

layas, and Japan is of the same species as the N
Secondly, the Ericacece Japonic^ are e!;il ited by Prut Miq " Vl '

are interested to find that a new Japanese true Cranberry is

also one related to our Vaccinium erythrocarpon of the Alleg
with rudimentary dorsal awns ?<,
over the difference between Vaccinium proper and Oxycoccus. Of the

latter group, accordingly, Japan would seeirt to have not only V. Oxy-

ewn a thii.Up > f th -.i-ne tvpe, and an analogue of our peculiar

V. erythrocarpon, as well as a species whi h ..hi,- nearer to our Blue-

.. North America ( 7. >

e<lil^ s
< ' / n.s up in Japan; bu thus fai uh

stt,
'

iiu s
l

' !Ut-'^ h!i\" b.vn !.M'h«-ivd. Two A>-ai.-as of the American

type are described, with one of which A. Japonku Gray, is probably to

be identified. Monotropa unifiora now appears, as was to be expected,

in the Himalayas.
The Ericacece of the [i are of less in-

terest to us.
F °

Fourthly, f fc« e t Japonicce, are described by Pro-

fessor Mettenius, but thttt fa 1
Cyatheacece.

arranged ace ,,ved by a particular ac-

Sixthly, I-; Xovce, with an arran
=^

^'--' _ .
. ..

Seventhlv. be sarae author. Ninety

species of Querent are > g«ne?g*
'

•

tanea cannot be kept apart, viz : Calla-ocarpvs, of
and Caslanopsis of Don (as a section of Quercus), of numerous species

variously regarded as Oaks or Chestnuts.



Sehott, the renowned monographer of

sheet or two of tt

teresting Annates. A > Q -

3. Martini, Flora Brasiliensis : fasc. 33-35. July, 1863.—These fas-

ciculi form a volume of no small interest. They comprise the Brazilian

Erhcaulacece by Koernicke, the Gnetacece by Tulasne, the Cycudaece and

Coniferce by Eichler, and the Ericacece by Meisner.

Of these the Eriocaulacece only are numerous in species. They here

occupy almost 250 pages of letter-press, illustrated by 26 plates. Brazil

is the head-quarters of this ng 21 ° out of tne

326 recorded species, and 184 species of is largest genus, Papalanthus ;

while of its most cosmopolite genus, grioeaulm, il is second to India.

Indeed, the Brazilian empire, with the tropical regions to the north of it

up to the Isthmus, contains almost three quarters of the known species,

and members of all of the six g
: " ll»h of the south-

ern United States. All the Eriocaulonece belong strictly to the eastern

side of the American continent: and those of the Old World are almost

equally oriental. The oniv European one. our Enocmilon septatuptlare,

seems"as if a waif from North America, and probably was so; while the

greater part of that genus is to be found in India and further east, three

sp-des reaching m Abyssinia, three to Bourbon

and Mauritius, \m. the western coast of tropical

Africa there appear to be ftfi •
aml at the Cape

m otherwise wholly

American genus, with the exception of a single out-of-the-way species at

the Isle of Bourbon. The little genus Mesanthemum, in character inter-

one in Brazil, one in Sierra Leone, and one in Madagascar. Lachnocau-

lon, ju already noticed, belongs to the Southern Atlantic United States.

The two remaining •
a,,d ^htlodice of

two species, are co: * I he Brazilian

species appear to 1. iWted by Koernicke who has

also furnished the excellent analyses which enhance the value of the nu-

merous plates.
'

. H e
The Brazilian Gnelacece, elaborated by Tulasne, comprise 7 species of

Gnetum and 4 of Ephedra. The gymnospermous view is adopted, Ephe-^

with a single coat, the apex of

i,p. Gnetum with two coats, the

xserted tube.

Cycadea, contributed

i flora, include

aborator, Dr. Eichler, are

merely two species of Zamia, both of which are figured.

The Coniferce, !
to the Brazilian fl

only one Araucaria and two species'of Podocarpus all three

is Cupressus Lusitc

interest of the article lies in a conspectus

and in an Excursus Morpholoytcus on

Gymnospermce. Dr. Ejchler's arrange-

the TaxodinecB as well as Araucarieai into tne su

former being supposed to have two superposed sea

one; the latter to have the proper carpellary scale ol
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The tribe Araucarita is characterized by multilocular anthers, the cells

linear an i ha _
i _' t't -\ .._.. — .. ,. ,ih (;.<., simple and globose) pollen,

simple scales to the female anient [which appear to answer to bracts and

not carpophyib\
I naked buds.

double and separate scalet

to the female ament, inverted ovules, and scaly buds.

The tribe Cunnmyhamiea, by the 2 or 3 short cells to the anthers,

ovules, and mostly naked buds. To this tribe our author doubtfully

refers Sequoia f

The tribe Taxodinea, by the 3-5 -Jocular anthers, with roun

*ite cells, cupressaceous pollen, the scales of the fertile ament double,

nearly e.pial, and coalescent, or their tips free, the ovules erect, and the

buds naked.

The suborder Cupressacea in thin > of only one

tribe, Cuprc^J»e>e, with th" iimi

trib-s founded on the nature of the anient,—stro

peltate scales in •!,.. true Coprexshiece, strobilaceous but not

hem (of which Thuja is the Linna
Juniperiiue. j in Diselmea (Diselma Hook. f.).

The suborder Taxacea has four tribe-; all but 'one with

thers; the Dacrydiea with pinaceous pollen, an orthrotropous or rarely

=• ,-

Podocarpea, with its piuaceou* pons ovule, the

:

' :

"

more cells, enpreasaceom p .;..-:,.

and linear leaves; SalU
anthers, and the dilated fan-shaped leaves (in the Ginkko) or with the

leaves reduced to teeth the branches

taking the pi a Uodudm).
The Excursus Mbrpkol striking novelty, is a ve"T

clear and cogent morp
flowers of the Gymnosperma. No good abstract can be now _

we are not yet ready. Suffice it to say, at present, that 1

'

vincingly defends the gymnospermous doctrine, impugned by ASarf
,*

Baillon, and Parlatore, and adopts and fortifies A. Braun's view that t»a

inner or ovuliferous scale in the Abie-tinea is a metamorphosis of an

axillary diphyllous (in Pinus, or in Cryptomeria, Ac., a 2-6

shoot, the axis of which is undeveloped, and the leaves or scales united

into one. Establishing the foliar nature of the carpophyUous scales,

whether simple and of the first order, as in Cupressinea, or of

order and more or less compound, as in Abietinea ; and also settling

that each antheriferous scale, however many anther-cells it may ^ar, «

swers to one be first compares Conifer-

ous flowers with those of Cycadea, where he cannot doubt tbat the scaic-

or leaves themselves bear the ovules; and so he naturally infers the saw

of the ovules of Abietinea and Cupressinea (according to the BrunoDi*



view) ; while the ovale of Taxas, &c, as in Gnetacece, is regarded as a
•

asimple male catkin of a Conifer, consisting 1 of few or many stamineal

Ml logically

oiDammara and Araucaria neatly homologizes with Cycadece), it fol-

lows that the whole female catkin of a Cupressinea would equally con-

stitute one flower, while in a Pine or Fir each ovulifemus scale, and in a

Yew, the ovule itself would be a flower. Unwilling to accept such a con-

ic anient of a Conifer in one case an inflorescence

and in other > cases a single flower. 1 >r. Kiehler

propounds in-! not carpophylls, hut

bracts, not themselves really o villiferous, but with ovules borne in their

axils—as thev evidently are in Podocarpus sec. Stackycarpns, and not far

from it in most Cupressinece—although often adnate to their face. Each

ovule, according v. is i tl .wor, in a ' >; and this

view is extended even to Taxus and Torreya, the ovule or flower of which

The female flowers, or ovules, in

all the above cases are "prima gradu bietinem, and

in whatever other Conifer* have their fruitful scales in the axil of a

bract, the flowers or ovules are "secundo gradu axillares." The female

flower in all Com/era, act " :m ,,vule
'
and this

is the metamorphosis of a lateral axis ; while the leaves of a primary

axis are metamorphosed into stamens. The latter we see frequent con-

firmation of in monstrous catkins of Abies, where some of the subtending

bracts become polliniferons.

One good : hler draws from these morphological

conclusions is that the Coniferce constitute but one natural ore

lent to Gnetacece, the highest of Gymnosperms, and to C>

'"

type of Phamogams : while in the Coniferce, which are analogous to

Lycopodiacece as Cycadece are to Ferns, the metamorphosis affects the

axis as well as the leaves. At length in Gnetacece. a perianth and even

laphrodi- Ji sti " on the

floral ty] '

drous Welwitschia, of which we gav
*c. What a pity this beautiful "synthetic type" did not come to light

"> paleozoic botany

!

, , „
Finally Dr. Eichler adopts the view of Brongniart, that the Gymno-

"Perms constitute a true natural class, intermediate between Cryptogams

fd Angiosperms. No new reasons are adduced in support of tins v.ew

;

b»t on the whole it
- for t,,e Tv £

anceofGymnospe:-. monger; although

We could not sav *«7 are intermediate between

Proper Phaenogamous and Crvptogamous plants.
m

The Brazilian £ *• practised hand of Meisner,

a'« chiefly rich in Vaccine*, and especially in Gaylussaaa of winch,

*" large reductions, Prof. Meisner enumerates 36 Brazilian species.
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1 regions. Of the pro]

i Leucotkoe, with 23 species. There are no Pyroleas,

in the Brazilian Empire; but Mono-

i southern part of New Granada.

4. Species Genera e

Agardh. Vol. II. pan
have had the gratifical

this classical work. It

tra i hi j. rra-, • i t\\ - by Harvey,—a name long

ago pre-occupied in Phsenogamic Botany. The work is as excellent in

typography and arrangement as it is in scientific character. a. g.

5. Phycologia Australica ; a History of Australian Seaweeds.—We
take this opportunity to announce that Professor Harvey has completed

this, perhaps the most beautiful and one of the most imp.

' oiks. It forms five volumes, royal 8vo,

300 colored plates. It is published by Lovell Reeve & Co., and costs in

London a little less than £8. A -
G -

6. Thesaurus Capensis, &c. Vol. II, No. 1, 1 863.—Professor Harvey,

in the midst of indefatigable labors both in Algology and upon the Cape

Flora, has found time to bring out during the past year the :

a new volume of this illustrated work, containing plates 101

elusive. The lithography is better than ever ; and several of

are devoted to subjects of curious interest; five oi

ble Orchids, and one exhibits an extraordinary Pelarr/om,

petals slit up into fine shreds. Montinia acris is figured, an

mentioned that it has three-cornered pollen, so that it really belongs to

the Evening-Primrose family after all.

7. The Plants indigenous to the Colony of Victoria ; described by

Ferdinand Muixer, Ph.D., M.D., F.R.S., <fcc. Vol.1, Tha
1860-1862. pp. 242, roy. 4to, with 23 plates.—When, in the numUr

for September last, we noticed the Flora Australiensis, with wbich Dr.

Mu ler is to honors
our copy of ;i e first volume oi a more

detailed flora of Victoria Colony, n

ns, and manv critical observations; also with a

number of well-designed plates, executed in the Colony in a very hopeM

manner. It is published by the Colonial Govern*
have been always ready to promote worthy scientific invent

And we trust it will be carried to completion, notwithstanding 1

comprehensive Australian Flora.

8. Notice sur les Plantes de Michauz et si

et a la Baie <THudson, 6Can -scrit et autres aoc*

ments inedits ; par lAbbe Ovide Brunei. Quebec—The |

Botany in the Laval University, Quebec, makes an appiopr;,

; publication It is a study oi the botanical exploratw

and joarneyings of the elder Michaux in Lower Canada and, D*
f

W
!T

the Saguenay River and Lake Mistassius, nearly to Hudson s
*>*}•

i
Canada



While pursuing botanical studies at Paris, Prof. Brunei had noted with
care, all the Canadian stations, in the herbarium of Michaux, and since

his return he has been able to retrace every step of this hardy explorer

and pioneer by mean t\ed by the Amer-
ican Philosophical Society at Philadelphia. Attention was Hist called to

this interesting man Q our vol. xlii (old

series) about twenty-two years ago,— chiefly referring, however, to Mi-
cliaux's explorations in the Alleghanies of the Southern States. In the

present article we have a full account of the northern exploration, in the

summer and autumn of 1792, with lists of some of the principal plants

collected at each station, and Useful notes upon the geographical distribu-

te region.

Upon Michaux's remark that the Gaultheria procumbent disappears

about ten leagues above Lake St. John, Prof. Burnet adds a foot-note

relative to the name of the physician of Quebec to whom Linnaeus or

Kalm dedicated tin- • name Gaulthier;

hence Gaultheria. But, relying upon the French Academy of Science*,

in a volume of whose memoirs the name is written Gaulier, Endlicher

changed the orthography of the genus to Gautiera. Others have plau-

sibly conjectured th titter, hence Gual-
thieria or Gualtiera. I it Pi f. V> unet lias settled the matter by refer-

ring to the registers Dame de Quebec (e. g, 1*751,

Aug. 26), where th und, written Gaul-
''«". Gaulleria or Gaultheria, the original form of the generic name, is

therefore not much : although Gaul-
tiera would be more correct, and may at length be made to prevail.

9. Botany of N. W. America along the British Boundary.—Dr. David

fyall, the Surgeon and Naturalist of the British Commission for survey-
ing this boundary, made a large and important collection of dried plants,

to the excellence of which we bear grateful testimony. In the Pro-

ceedings of the Linntean Society, No. 27 (1863), we find an interesting

account: 1. of the i

-1 collection, and
°f the distribution

i
wpteta set being laid into the

Hookerian faerbariun i.eums and botanists--" those

having been select : ties at Kew) they

jould be most beneficial to science." 2. "The General Character of the

Regions traversed " from the Cascade Mountains to the plains of the

Saskatchewan, is d tawail Aspects of the Regions

Versed" is considered at some length. 4. "Notes on the lJ.stnbut.on
' T "" principal Ti.-es nut with near the 49th degree ot latitude, and

Je elevation to « I

- een the Gulf of Georgia and

p Rocky Mountains," contains interesting matter relating to the Con-

.
10. Ink-PlanUCoriaria thymifolia).—Prof. Jameson, of the Univer-

8,t>' of Quito, writes to Dr. IP n ? s,mP !y of the

^pressed juice of t
'^r that lie &ene

"

[% uses 'this in pr
•., apt to corrode

J"«
steel pen. Th, Wi*, but turns black in a few

hours. He remarks: "There is a tradition here respecting this vegeta-
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ble juice that merits attention. It happened, during the Spanish admin-

istration, that a number of \vritt> :.
. to the mother

country, were embarked in a vessel and transmitted round the Cape.

The voyage was unusually tempestuous, and the documents got wetted

with salt water. Those w'ritk-n with common ink becan
b!e, whereas those written with 'Chauchi' (the name of tb<

mained unaltered. A decree was thereupon issu

communications should in future be written with

heard it repeated from different sources."

—

Jour, of Proceed. Linn. Soc.,

11. Botanical Necrologyfor the year 1 863.—Biographical u<

already appeared in this

on the 7th of March, and of Dr. Darlington, who died on the 23d of April

last. The year 1863 has closed with.-ut r'aither auditions to our home

list. Of Ei iave to record only the following:—

/ '

the collections of the latter in Mexico.

He died Feb. 8, at the age of 75 years.

Dr. Christian von Steven, who botanized in the Caucasus many years

ihed several memoirs, and whose name is well km
ne. ti. n with the Li issian flora. He died at Sympheropol, on the 17th

of April last year, at the venerable age of 91 or 92.

Prof. C. H. B. Alfred Moguin- Tandon, recently of the Faculty of

Medicine at , f Botany at Toulouse. He was

a pupil of Dunal at Montp'ellier, and one of the earliest to take up the

theory of deduplication, which he a igural thesis at

Montpellier, published in 1826. His principal botanical writings (for he

wrote also upon zoological and other subjects) are his succinct mono-

graph of Chenopodiacea, published in 1840; his admirable JSlemensde

Teratologic Vegetale, in 1841, and his elaboration of the Salsohcta

(Chenopodiacete), Amarantacea, and the allied groups which mainly

compose the second part of the thirteenth volume of DeCandolle's Fro-

dromus :—so that he was one of the foremost botanists of the day.

And now with deep sorrow we have to add the name of

Francis Boott, M.D., who died at his residence in London on Christ-

mas morning, in the 7 1st vear of his age. He was born in Boston, on

the 26th of September, 1792. His father, Kirk Boott, came to this

country early in life, from Derbyshire, England, became a successful

merchant in Boston, was one of the pioneers of manufacturing enter-

prise here, and one of the founders of Lowell,—the type, if not wholly

the original, of New England manufacturing towns. His Boston resi-

dence was on the site now occupied by the Revere House, of which tw

Boott mansion forms a part. Francis Boott entered Harvard University

in the year 1806, and took his Bachelor's degree in 1810. A year after,

being then h ;

"

jmmer of 1811, be sailed

for England, intending to enter a counting-room in Liverpool, as a prep*

ration for mercantile life. This plan, however, was soon relinquish**,

and the three succeeding years were mainly spent with his f
lathes

their friends near Derby, where he made the a
castle, his future mother-in-law, who was somethii



wh ere he formed both the • ' d social attachmtMlts whioh « leter-

secured the happiness ot" his whol Ke-

it th< i year 1814, he e

isiasm in botanic a! [>u i of New
Kn jlnnd plants. In

anieal oxploratioi i of ,s of New Euglan

journey, Wachuset t. Moi.adno.-k; As and ~Mt.

! ii: -:.-. Dr. Boott with li sited

k. His com Pinions in the ex (ended and

Ibr midable tour whi ch ciilminated in ains— tl .en 1:o he

a laborious jouiiiev of two days on foot— were Francis

Shaw, Nathaniel flicker, and
'

Dr. Jacob Bigelow, ihe

fole surviving member of the

party. An interest; i Kit Washington, written

by Dr. Bigelow. was published at the time in the fifth volume of the

New England Journal <,( M • 1:< in.- and Surgery.

In the year 1820 Dr. Boott crossed the Atlantic for the last time, and,

proceeding to London, entered upon the study of medicine, under the

direction of the late Dr. Armstrong. He continued his medical studies

at the University took the degree of M.D. in

1824. The next year he established himself in London, we believe in the

very house in Gow.r -
I »h i bi I

- d-d until the day of his death.

He was soon aasoci ad and former teacher in the

work of instruction, becoming Lecturer on Botany in the Webb Street

School of Medicine. aa Professor of Materia Medica.

'•His lectures are said to have been admirable, both in matter and

style, and to have e J
whilst his untiring efforts

to promote the weti «ie so deeply and

generally felt, that, on the eve of his too early withdrawal from the lec-

tureship, they in one day raised a large subscription to present a testimo-

nial to their friend and' teacher ;— a"
tribute whi. h, with characteristic

modesty and consideration, was declined as soon as heard of. He was,

Wever, afterwards persuaded to accept a collection of books instead, in

:
; ''

•
- " •'

"
' -- -

"

. . . ,

The early death of Dr. Armstrong cutting short a distinguished

career, imposed upon his friend the duties of a biographer and expositor.

Accordingly, after d Boott, in the year 1834 pub-

lished two'octavo volumes, entitled: "Memoir of the Life and Med.cal

Opinions of John Arm-imn-. Ml'.: t . which is added an Inquiry into

the facte connected with those forms of Fever attributed to Malaria and

Marsh Effluvium." He published, besides, in the year 1827, two Intro-

ductory Lectures .
• eh g^e a good idea of his ex-

cellence as a teacher. Although he did not continue m this career, his

Merest in medical and scientific education never abated. He was an

active promoter of the establishment of London University (now Um-
v«rsity College), and was for more than a quarter of a century an influ-

ential membeV of its Senate and Council. He was successfully engaged

*• some time in medical pract
- : > rs Phys.c.an to

*» American Embassy ; but ?" F°^onal» and toils to more congenial literary and scientific pursuits. As
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early as the year 1819 he had become a Fellow of the Linnjean Society

be gave it con-

tinuous a d inv.-xiuabl scivice is Secretary, Treasurer, 01 \

Atone time it was thougi t that l.)r. Bo« ft. might be recalled to his

native country and to an active scit-nt :': N ai y
he was offered the chair •: Natural History in Harvard
a chair u h had remai ... vacant since the death of l'i

in 1822, although its duties were for several years fulfilled by the late

Mr. Nuttall. After Nuttall left Cambridge to explore Oregon "ana uii-

ngements were made to endow the <

I Dr.E, Boott would accept the place. Although the offer was

we have been told that he intimated a

if the chair were simply that of Botany; and when informed that he

might practically make it so, although the title was unchangeable, he

bat he would not be called a professor of Natural History, while

he could pretend to a knowledge only of Botany.
Nearly thirty years ago, Dr.^Boott began seriously to devote 1 his ener-

_:-•

viz., to the study of the vast and intricate genus Carex. 'i :

of these studies appeared in his elaboration of the Carlo <

North America in Sir Wm. Hooker's Flora Bores
in 1840. Other papers upon Carlces were contributed to tl

tions of the Linnaean Society, the Journal of the Boston Society or

Natural History, &<:. As it' had always been the gr.

we might s. lite to assist others, so now friends

and correspondents from all parts ot the wmld hastened to place in

• •

and he was able to studv, in *i

he thus formed, and in the various public and private

which he had access, almost all of the 600 or more spei

genus was computed by him to comprise, to -

_
'

•

. ;: , \ -.. .'.'.. -' -

• .• ..- -

, Amory Lowell, Esq., of Boston,

... "was limited to the illustration

-

of labor and the r-e am nut ut in. i \ (^ ii.ir- bom
come by a simple mode o f i p. ) which the volume had -

. letter-press having been produced at his

expense, and the larger part of the
Nor did he put forth n the work. But in

Part Second quietly appeared, without a word of preface. This conta
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110 plates. Two years after, this was follow ed by Part Third, with 100
plates, making 410 in all; and it is understood "that the mater

ue are left in such forwardness that it may perhaps

Our own estimate of this work has been recorded in the pages of this

ere received. The motto which the

author placed upon his title-pages:

—

Will be much apter to despair I

' s difficulties of the subject,

and of his undervaluation of his endeavors A nnst
competent judge briefly declares that,

—

nunificent contributi

made to scientific botany, besides being on e of the most ami:

which account it certainly entitle-, its author

amongst botanists than that of an amateur, which was all that 1 lis mod-

this time he had re| »ing symptoms oc-

« ay, and from that

time he never fairly rallied. He died at his residence, 24 Gower street,

lis most admirable life."

Dr. Boott was a m '< goodness of char-

acter, and of the most affectionate disposition. Few men of his ardent

temperament and ex< » enemies or more
friends. To the lattei devotion. If there

were any of the former, probably no man ever bean! him speak ill of them.

His published works suffice to place bis nam- imperishably upon the

records of science. But only his contemporaries and friends will know
how much he has d< restedly and grace-

fully that aid was ever rendered. He took with him to England, upon bis

return in the year 1820. a vain ible h.-rbai inn • f New England plant*,

especially those of the Whit ' *•* rare and ,,tt,e

known. He must i. . »J
have expected

to use it. But he presented the whole of it to Dr., now Sir V) m. Hooker,

to him in the prepa-ation of

herbarium was long ago simi-

ny given to young American bots

the Flora Boreal- '
wm ]on& aS° sil

fcrly riven to » • Another who, twen

. i ago, called 1
2: to this coun-

try, found, !s he left, the seat of his cab loaded with cho.ee botanical

hooks, which Dr. Boott had at the moment sent there.from the shelves of

h 's own library, where they were not duplicates. We know of one or

two instances where he had com '? "f a P^.cular

genus with a view to publication, but, upon learning that another person

had taken up the same subject, he despatched to him his own notes and

other materials. The Linnsean Society of London owes no little of its

Pjesent prosperity to his long and faithful services and Ins wise counsels.

H* kept up an active correspondence with his friends in this country

;
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and for more than thirty years our young professional men, naturalists,

and others who have visited Europe, have experienced cordial welcome
and thoughtful kindness at his hands. The following gives a good idea

of the man :

—

" When practising as a physician he discarded the customary black

coat, knee-breeches, and silk stockings, for the very good reason that

sombre colors could not but suggest gloomy ideas to the sick; and he

fession, of dressing in ordinary costume. In doing this Dr. Boott adopted

the blue coat, gilt buttons, and buff vest of the period, which he con-

tinued to wear to the List, and with whhdi dress his casual acquaintance,

no less than his personal friends, will ever associate him. In person he

was so tall and thin as almost to suggest ill-health; and the refinement

ision, address, and bearing were in perfeet keep-

-
•

er's Chronicle t'oi- January 1G. to which we are much indebted. In the

of the late. Dr. Waiiu-h's splendid Planta Asiatic* Rarioret,

I in the year 1830, is the fig I curious Bu-

tomaceous plant, Boottia cokdata, h

cisci Boott, Americani, botanici arch

,

simi, non minus anirni probitate quo t morum sua-

vilate egregil" A. o.

Jacques Gay.—We have just heard of the death of this excellent man

and botanist, but without details. The event must have been sudden, as

we had news of him almost down to the close of the year. He was

born in Switzerland, was a pupil of Gaudin, who bequeathed to M. Gav

his herbarium ; but most of his yea!-, ler fourscore,

were passed in Paris. The weekly in his modest

la at the Petit Luxembourg, which has continued through a

ne, is now done away; and to botanists Paris will seem other

than it was, without him. a. g.

V. ASTRONOMY.

1. Comet IV, 1863.—This comet was discovered by M. Tempel at

Marseilles on Nov. 5th. It was visible to the naked eye, shining as

bright as a star of the 5th magnitude. It appeared as a condensated .

nebula, showing a tail about 2° long. The following elements were

computed by Mr. H. Romberg.

T = 1863, Nov. 9-49923, Greenwich m. t.

n = 94° 46' 10"6 ) Apparent equinox
Q = 97 31 15 -2 \ Nov. 13-5.

* = 78 6 46 -5

log. q — 9-849148
Motion direct

The following are some observations of this comet.

m. t. Lubeck. R. A. Dec.

Nov. 19, 18* 30«* 43-0 13»> 19™ 32-02 + 13° 22' 2"'0

20, 18 10 41 -0 13 27 46 "81 + U 48 5°
'2
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, Greenwich. R. A.

5 48 50 15 46 9 -04 +30 14 15 -2

ras seen during November and December by several per-

ountry, having been visible to the naked eye, and by some
ed with the comet discovered by Prof. Watson Jan. 9th.

K 1863.—This comet was discovered on Oct. 9th by Mr.

uen. The following elements were computed by Mr. Her-

T = 1863, Dec. 27-70863, Greenwich m. t.

log. ? = 0131934
Motion direct.

This comet appeared as an oblong nebula, strongly condensed in the
middle. Its diameter was about 1', and it shone as a star of the 8th

magnitude.

3. Cornet VI, 1863.—On the 28th of December, 1863, M. Respighi,

Director of the Observatory at Bologna discovered a new comet (the

sixth of 1863). It exhibited a nebulosity condensed toward the centre,
with the trace of a tail about half a degree in length. The following
are two observations of Dec. 28th.

m. t. Bologna. R. A. Dec.

M. E. Weiss has calculated the following elements of this comet.

Perihelion passage, 1863. Dec. 279915
Longitude of perihelion, 60° 31' 22"

Longitude of node, 304 47 17

Inclination, 64 43 40

Perihelion distance, 0-77301

Motion direct.

Jt Weiss remarks that these elements resemble those of the comets of

JJW and 1810, the three perihelia being separated by intervals of
53t years, and of 320=6X53 years.

Comet of 1490. Comet ofl810.

Perihelion passage, Dec. 24-477 Sept. 29-1062

Longitude of perihelion, 58° 40' 52 44' 42"

Longitude of node, 288 45 310 21 2

Inclination 51 37 61 11 15

Perihelion 'distance, 0-7376 0-97579

Motion direct. direct.

Tnis comet was discovered at Ann Arbor on the 9th of January, as

enounced in the following letter from Prof. Watson:
** Jour. Soi.-s.cokd Subs, Vol. XXXVII, No. 110,-Mabch, 1864.
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Observatory, Ann Arbor, 1

rm you that I discos

. 9th, at 6£ o'clock. I nave observed the

1864, Jan. 10, 6 1* 57™ 7» 19h 14™ 3^-37 +34° 6' 5"'9

11, 6 18 57 19 17 15 -31 34 52 52 -2

12, 6 5 51 19 20 53 -35 35 42 47

From these places I have derived the following elements of the orbit:

T=1863, Dec. 27-1413 Washington M. T.

Q=304° 40
49'

'0 \
APp '

e(
l
uin0X

'
Jan

"
llth -

i = 63 55 38 -5

log q = 9-885810

Motion direct.

The comparison of the middle place gives:

AX cos (3= -2""'9 A|?= - 1 5"-0

The comet is large and bright, with a tail 1£° in length, and a nu-

cleus strongly condensed at the centre.

The above elements almost exactly resemble those of the comet of

1810, so that there can be very little doubt of the identity of the two

comets. Whether this is the first return to the perihelion since 1810,

or whether it has returned several times unperceived, must be decided

ty Sequent observations. Very trulyV**^
c wiT80S,

This comet was barely visible to the naked eye during the latter part

of January, and in a comet-seeker exhibited a tail about 2° in length.

4. Notes on y Argus ; by F. Abbott, Esq. (from Proceedings Royal

Astronomical Society, Nov. 13, 1863.)—That the duration of this stars

apparition is variable to a grer • id by comparing the

present description with the monograph of Sir J. Herschel, taken at Up*

of Good Hope, it will, I think, appear conclusive that the apparition 01

the surrounding nebulae is also variable.

Messier recommended careful observations to be made on such objec *,

with a view to ascertain whether or not any indications of change in

form or structure are exhibited. That such changes have taken place is

already on record. An instance is afforded by the remarkable nebnw

surrounding 6 in the constellav 1
1 uvghens discovered

in 1656, and noted in his Systema Saturnium ; from comparison

which Sir Wm. Herschel, by his own observations from 1783
1

to 1^ .

concluded it had undergone sensible change. Bouillard and
*f

, .

maintained the same opinion in reference to the nebula? in Androffit ,

and of later date, Bond, Pogson, Struve, D'Arrest, and others, have w
served such changes. ^

Sir John Herschel, when at the Cape, carefully examined n^x\mi
an 18-inch reflector; "No part of this nebula," says Herschel,

sno
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any sign c

"

nvey a full impression <

••'I; Will ;

Te^r'esuT

al

f°th

V1

tne action ot gravitation, and by sucn

of it is brought to a planetary or ste!

are on record which connect the plarxtion. Several instances

the stellar appearance.

nebulous matter was very extensive, subordinate centres of attraction

could not fail to be established, around which the adjacent particles would

arrange themselves, and thus the whole mass would, in process of time,

be transformed into a determinate number of discrete bodies, which

would ultimately assume the condition of a cluster of stars."

That this condition is partly carried out in the object n Argus will be

manifest by comparing the Cape description with the present one. A
great difference may be caused by the optical means employed, as far as

resolvability goes; but if an increased number of brilliant isolated stars,

with a change in position of V Argus, is the effect produced by a 5-foot

achromatic, and they were not exhibited to the same effect in an 18-inch

reflector, it only strengthens the evidence in favor of some change having

taken place in the object.

The open space, as given in the Cape Monograph, and also in the last

edition of the Outlines, is

somewhat in the form of a
NEBULA

dumb-bell,

*ith nebulas, in the
dense part of which is

ated n Argus. The appear-
ance of the open space now
assumes the form of a crook-
ed billet, wide in the centre
and open at both ends, with
V Argus situated within the
open space or dark part, and
surrounded with an almost innumerable quantity of brilliant s

of which are arranged in groups, some being of a blue, and some ot a

ruddy color. They are remarkably brilliant in the dark space, and afford

a good comparison with the variable star itself.
§

T
It appears somewhat paradoxical that in 1838, when examined by Sir

J
- Herschel, the star V Argus was situated in the most dense part of the

nebula, and was seen as a star of the first magnitude. And now in 1 863,

i, and, within the dark space, it appears only as a

he star's right .

tude.
, , , .„

has not varied so much will

^« clear then that the dense portion of the nebula, towards the ea£

*»st have receded, leaving each end open, and rj Argus.together with

about 1Q stars ± up to the 14th magnitude, as seen within the dark

The irregularity of this star, and the nebulosity surrounding it, involve
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a principle as to whether its accession and diminution is the effect pro-

duced by distance, transits of opaque bodies, or solar ?pots: or whether

the nebulosity surrounding tj Argus interferes with the light emitted by

the star; if so, the increase and diminution, however vacillating, become

VI. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Account of the casting of a gigantic (Rodman) Gun at Fort Pitt

Foundry, (in a letter to the Editors, dated Pittsburgh, Perm., Feb. 1864.)

—A 20-inch army gun on Rodman's plan, baa

Pitt Foundry in this city. Being the largest iron gun in the

manur'actine :.*-- <-•--. iri y a\\ak< ned much interest here. Thinking there-

fore that your readers may feel a like inn-rest. I rake the liberty of sending

yen the tacts of the casting, as well as the theory of this improved method.

It has long been known that there is a practical limit to the

ture of large iron guns, cast solid, beyond which the size cannot be in-

creased, this arises from the method of cooling, which is entirely from

the exterior. Of course the first part to become solid is this exterior sur-

face. As the cooling progresses, and the solidification proceeds toward

the centre, the iron contracts and produces an enormous tens

in opposite directions— that is radially, in the cross section. A force of

compression is felt on the exterior, to crush it inward; and one of radial

, exerted from withiu outward, on the interior, to tear it asun-

der. This condition of things in g lss j s well illustrated in the Prince

Kupert's drop. In the case of solid cast iron shot, for exam

cavities. But bevond this point, the contraction toward the exterior,

which is the first to solidify, is so great that these cavities are formed.

• _

surface. Hence it is considered preferable to cast thick she

case the core locates the cavity exactly in the centre. For the same dif-

ficulties in casting large guns, it was at first proposed to apply the same

remedy. That is, to cast the gun with a core, so that the contraction

should be u n if.
I e surface. „ ,

Major-then Lieutenant-T. J. Rodman had his attention first called

to the man. stated before tw

Committee on the conduct of the , table accident

which occurred on board the steal in l844>
,* Peacemaker" was a _.m, having a bore twel*

were usually cast, Major Rodman at once saw the enormous

- m thus cast was in a state of extreme tension and therefore

weak. He then applied himself to
rertigaUOB*

tiie conditions He found that »»"£*

fed detenu any material by,
acentr*

: - ... -.
., , .

• •

'

'

'' "
.

Thus in a gun one ealil from the bore totheexttfj

is 3, and the strain on the exterior when fired is onlv £th that on
i

tne »

tenor. Now if the strain at the interior is the breaking strain, thenw
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being 1, and that at the exterior being £, that of each infinitely thin cylin-

the whole v

3 surfaces being intermediate, the effective

be "two-thirds of t! ess would offer if

the strains were all equal, as in the tensile strain." So that tin.' resistance

which a hollow cylinder, such as a gun, opposes to a central force, is,

oppose the rupturing of a bar of it longitudinally.

i gun may be burst by firing,

tension outwardly, produced by the explosion, equalling that inwardly,

given originally by contraction: hence without relieving the exterior

The first plan suggested by Maj. Rodman to obviate this difficulty in

the way of casting large guns, was to cast them with a core. This core

allowed of some compression as the iron cooled and contracted around it.

lo accomplish this, he proposed to cut a thread upon the core and wind
it with a wire, shaped like an H in the cross section. One of the straight

ades would lie in one groove, the other in the adjoining one, and the

connecting part would bind the core together longitudinally. The diffi-

culty of procuring re led him at last to abandon
»w plan. Then it was that the idea suggested itself to him of using a
hollow cylinder of it eh a stream of water should

circulate. By this means the direction of cooling would be inverted, and
88 the interior woul I

take place from the

exterior inward. He thus expected to oppose the action of the powder to

burst the gun, inst itttead of the resistance opposed
to the powder beinc even as it is in the theoretical gun, above alluded to,

W$ of that of the° entire strength of a bar half the thickness—and of

slf
6 theoretical ! .11 be brought to the breaking

j

8 twice, instead of Sctetf that given by a bar half the thickness. This
18 attained by having the contraction toward the centre, binding the theo-

retical cylinders of the gun one upon the other, as in the process of

jinking. Moreover, that part of the gun which cools most rapidly is

finest. By interior cooling, the bore is the part soonest cooled and m
*<** guns h w Jess subject^ wear than when it is the last part to cool,

* "»the old methnH.
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The plan thus devised was offered to the Ordnance Department three

* practicable, and so far from adopting it they were not even willing to

make a trial of its merits by actual experiment. Finally, in 1847, Major

Rodman, then stationed at the Alleghany Arsenal, offered it to Messrs.

Knap & Totten, propii t- r? of the Fort Pitt Foundry, Pittsburgh. They

defray the expense of securing a patent, if he would assign one-half of

his right in it to them. This he agreed to do, and the patent was ac-

cordingly issued in August, 1847. Preparations were immediately com-

menced and the first hollow cannon was cast at that Foundry in the win-

ter of 1849-50. This was an 8-inch Columbiad. At the same time and

from the same metal a solid gun of the same size was cast. When fin-

ished, they were proved with a charge of 10 lbs. powder and one 64

cast solid burst at the 73d fire, the other has endured 1500 rounds and

is still unbroken.

These experiments continued with the same or nearly the same form of

gun until 1859, Major Rodman being engaged in experiments to deter-

mine the relative merit of the interior mode of cooling, not only by the

service proof, but by ascertaining the resistance of iron of various quali-

ties, prepared in va'rious ways, by methods as nearly resembling the force

of powder as possible. From these investigations, he came to the con-

clusion that the old columbiad model was radically defective. He there-

fore spent that year in experimenting to determine the explosive force ot

powder on different parts of the bore of the gun at the same instant; and

the ratio of diameter to length necessary to equalize the strains tending

to transverse and to longitudinal rupture. From these data, he obtains

the strain, and the consequent amount of resistance required at eacn

cross section of the gun, which gives the thickness of metal. Plotting

these results, he produced the L i
as the " Army gun.

which far surpasses in appearance the " Navy gun," modeled by Admiral

Dahlgren.

The first gun on the new model was cast at the Fort Pitt Foundry,

December 22d, 1859. It was a larger gun than had ever been made suc-

cessfully on the old plan. The diameter of the bore was 15 inches; tn

exterior diameter at the breech, 48-1 inches; total length 15 fee
;

*

inches ; weight 49.099 lbs. This gun when finished was transported

Fortress Monroe and proved. It lias been fired 505 times with full cnar-

~ "-H smaller charge, and it is stilUnbrol.en..^^

rably demonstrated the practical

, and their perfect safety within 1<>W

the size of the guns thus made, un

Singly in April, 1861, in a repon

,
fe J

.. _
r
._ j„,i + i, Q instruction

rounds, it only remained to in

til a limit should be reached. ilM
made by him to the Ordnance Bureau, he recommended the construct!

of a gun, whose bore should be 20 inches in diameter. Owing Howe

to the great demand for large guns, of the size already made, no awe ?

to cast this immense gun was made until the present winter.
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The Fort Pitt Foundry stands on the Alleghany river, resting on made
land. As guns are cast vertical!; . the first thing to

be done is to sink a pit, as deep as the intended gun is long. In this in-

stance the requisite depth would carry the bottom of the pit below the

water line and water would flow in. A wrought iron tank fills up there-

fore half the height of the pit : and this is lined with a layer of brick 9

inches thick, which is continued to the top. A circular pit 30 feet deep

and 14 feet in diameter is thus made. Within this the flask, or support

for the moulding sand, is placed. It is circular in section, divided longi-

tudinally into two parts, and transversely into three. The metal is about

H inches thick and is strengthened by heavy cast ribs. Its diameter is

6 feet and its weight 32 tons. It was cast by Mr. Joseph Pennock, at

the Fulton Foundry. The wooden gun pattern, in two halves, which is

25 feet in length, maximum diameter 5 ft. 6 inches, and diameter at the

muzzle 4 feet, is about the size of the rough gun. One half containing

one trunnion is moulded in each half of the flask. The mould is then

dried by heat, the two halves clamped and bolted together, and the whole

low cylinder of iron 17 inches in diameter, closed at one end, open at the

other. It is about one inch thick and is grooved longitudinally or fluted,

like a column in architecture, its entire length, the furrows being \ an

inch apart. Around this is wound a rope of the size of ordinary bed

cord, and over this

*hole dried. The object of the grooving is to allow the free escape of

gas. The rope prevents the clay from filling up these grooves. This core

thus prepared is lowered into the mould, and maintained exactly in the

centre by a heavy collar bolted down to keep it from rising. A copper

pipe passing to the bottom of the core supplies the water : while another

pipe opening into the top leads off this water after it has become hot in

The furnaces are constructed on the reverberatory plan, the hearth in-

clining toward the fire. They are known as air furnaces, and depend on

draft entirely. They were charged cold with second fusion Bloomfield

pig iron ; No. 4 receiving 39 tons, No. 5 and No. 6, 23£ tons each. No.

3 was charged with 18 tons and held as reserve. The fires were lighted

m these furnaces at 4>« 15m on the morning of Thursday, Feb. 11. Ihe

day was fine and the baromeb-r tberefow good and

the iron was all in fusion at 11«> 30*. Low iron, or that containing an

excess of carbon, h '«n containing less carbon is

harder and more tenacious but it contracts more in cooling. Hence the

The metal

h, near the bottom, it passed in iw<

~t directly, but through side channels or gates,

- -• intervals of 12

oruscations, after a course of fifty feet or

i of the molten metal, again to emerge in two others

lisanruW in the vast iron frame. Away down m
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nisbed carbonic oxyd : and the sticks with which the surface of the n

was constantly stirred added to the flame: until it seemed as though an

abyss had opened into the internal fires of the earth. Water at a tem-

perature of 36° F. had been admitted to the core-barrel before tapping

the furnaces, and it then left at the same temperature, the flow being 30

gallons per minute. At 12 h 4o£ni
, the mould was full and the flow from

ea was stopped ; the entire time of casl

At this instant, the water left the core barrel at 42°. At 4'"

52°; 8™-65|-
; 14«>-81$; 25™ -91°; and at 30™ -9l£°. One hour

sfter easting, this flow of water was increased to 60 gallons per minute.

At two o'clock a collar was put on the flask and more metal was added

to increase the length of the 'sinking head.' More effectual!

external cooling, grate bars were placed uear the bottom of the pit,

around the flask, and the fire on them was lighted at 3f o'clock. The

flow of water was continued till a. m., February 12. Then the core bar-

rel was removed, after some little delay, at 2h 45m . With v.-i

it is deemed possible to cool tin- interiui - . rapidly as to fracture the ex-

terior. As tl jjh, it was not considered advisable to

;<•• -• '•-
.

:
.'a- •

.

but to substitute air therefor. A sheet iron pipe 8 inches in

uously through at the rate of 2000 cubic feet per min ite. 1 bis aii <
n -

until the gun was cold. On the 19th at ' ' tli lii i-u d lC t!

temperature of 70° F., the fire in the inffuisbed the

night previous. On the 23d, the
removed from its surface. A solic

top. But in removal it fracl gy portion, a

inches from the exterior. So that of the thickness of the gun 14* inches,

11| formed the interior shell. A second specimen was taken, 4 inches

below the muzzle, that is 4 ft. 4 in. below the top of the sinking head.

This on testing gave density 7'S

taken out about two feet from the

toss the spongy portion, about three

f the thickness of the gun 14± inches,

scond specimen was taken, 4 inches

below the top of the sinking head,

nsity 7-3028 and tenacity 28737. The iron was

and appeared of excellent quality. On the 24tb,

the casting was still perce] . er end. The stream of air

was therefore continued until the 25th. Then by means of two immense

steam cranes, this huge gun, weighing 86 tons, was lifted from its pit, and

prepared for the lathe. The casting was perfect. All these facte, there-

fore, indicate that 20-inch guns are as easily made as 15-inch.

The dimensions of this gun when finished will be as follows :—Total
length over all, 20 ft.'3£ inches. Length of bore 210 inches. Maximum

diameter 5 ft. 4 inches. Diameter at the muzzle, 33£ inches. Diameter

of bore, 20 inches. Total weight, 112000 lbs. The weight of the shot,

supposing it solid, would be 1000 lbs. A service shell of this size, it

k, would weigh 725 lbs.; a battering shell, 6j- inches thu*

925 lbs. The charge of powder required would be about 100 lbs. Nme
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iron-clad, would equal that of six ten-inch solid shot : and that of the

battering shell would considerably exceed that of seven ten-inch solid shot.

This gun being entirely experiment iays the ex-

penses of manufacture. On all guns cast hollow, however, the patentees

get one cent per pound royalty.

The casting of this gun took place under the supervision of Major

Dyer, of the - mory ; Major Rodman, of the Arsen-

. .
'.

:
- - : ,. • :' '

' ::: 1,.".\

West Point, N. Y. : all of the Array. And there were present Capt.

Aulick, of the Ordnance Bureau, and Capt. Berrian, Inspector of cannon

and projectiles !l ^> of tne

Royal Navy, and the Marquis de Basse Court, of the Italian Navy, were

among the distinguished spectators.

This immeos m ried on by Charles Knap, Esq. He
has for his foreman Mr. Joseph Kaye, acknowledged to be the best gun

founder in the country. G -
F - B «

VII. BOOK NOTICES.

1. First Outlines of a Dictionary of the Solubilities of Chemical Sub-

stances. By Frank H. Storer. Part II.—The importance which we

attach to Mr. Storer's work now in process of publication leads us to

make some further observations on the second part which appeared a tew

months since. This portion of the work confirms the impression made
by the first; it is characterized by the same pain* t ik n- accuracy, and

the same clear conception of the requirements of his subject.

This second part begins with conve ito "V 1

the eyanates, I«tes, ni-

trates, oxalates and part of the oxyds. With reap
>:•..;-:

:;. . . '

.
-

number of*- ly evinced by the great

- _

.The advantages of a work like this are two-fold. For it not only

aids the chemist by placi
'' ™*

•:-..-. :,:: • , ;... •
•

is devoted. It exposes, by a signifies
been overlooked or negle,

:ions ha™
been nude: acunes and

complete our knowledge. Mr. Storer has moreover given rerj

for by far the greater number ot bn i

xcellent example set by Leopold Graelm
;
« inch is

writers. Th ,, the highest degree both to the

Just reward of their labors that consideration and reputation winch to-

gether with honest and hearty love for the study, b so often the only

recompense that falls to the lot of the * To tke

•^ Jocb, Sci.-Second Sebibs, Vol. XXXVII, No. IIO.-March, 1864.
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reader, it is equally valuable, for in the case of conflicting statei

enables him at least to form some opinion as to which are mc
to be reliable, and as to the necessity of further inv

The book is indispensable to the chemical student. We feel t

of the third part, for the sulphates, phosphates and tartrates, e

-

2. Chambers' Encyclopedia : a Dictionary of I

the People. Illustrated. Philadelphia : .l] ji. Li;.|.ii ..:t k Co. Edin-

burgh: W. & R. Chambers. 1861-1863. Vols. I-V, royal 8?o, pp.

828 each.—We have in a previous volume of this Journal noticed the

: this valuable publication. It has now reached the

l the general plai

of Brockhaus, and, like its great prototype, is characterized by variety,

conciseness, and accuracy. The articles on scientific topics are numer-

ous and remarkable for exactness and brevity. The error is nowhere

committed of extending such notices beyond the proper
dictionary of knowledge to the dimensions and scope of

treatises. The spirit of the original « Cyclopedia' of Ephrain
—now more than a century old—lias been r<

the present work, his original plan— very like that of the German Con-

versations-Lexicon—hav :

.

works of subsequent date. By a liberal use of wood-cuts
the value o ft en much increased. Si

tions are used whenever the subject demands them, and they are geo*

rally of excellent quality. The work is printed from the En.
and is published in cloth at $2.80, sheep $3.20, half turkey $3.60, and

will be completed in seven or eight volumes.
3. A Practical Handbook of Medical Chemistry; by John E. Bow-

man, F.C.S. Edited by Chas. L. Bloxham, Pr< '

try in Kings College, London. Third American from the fourth London

edition. Philadelphia: Blanchard & Lea.—Impoi
been made to the present edition, especially in the
by the volumetric methods, and for poisons in organic mixtures by a

general systematic course of detection. Prof. Graham's methods by

re also introduced, and the electrolytic detection of metals is

4. Dana's Manual of Geology.—A revised edition of Dana's Manual

of Geology has just been issued by the publishers (T. Bliss <fc Co., I bil-

adelphia), containing, besides some other additions, a woodcut ot the

long-tailed Bird of Sole r:.\

the Intellectual Observe;
H. Woodward), and another of a new Insect from the Carboniferous

rocks of Illinois.

EnwARD Hitchcock.—Professor Edward Hitchcock died at Amherst

Massachusetts, Feb. 27th, at six in the morning, aged seven:}

nine months. He was born at Deerfield, Mass., May 24th.

- - .''-:;.:..--,-
'

tion of Principal of tho Academy in bfa 1815 to 81»,

during which time he a In 1811, when on/ ±°

years of age, he made observations on the comet and solar eclipse otm



i the Geology and Mineralogy of a section

of Massachusetts on (..'< nnecticut River," published with a map in the first

volume of this Journal, and dated at Deerfield, Oct. 1817. From 1818
to 1825 he was the Pastor of a church in Conway, Mass., still pursuing
his scientific studies as is evident from his papers, chiefly on mineralogy
and geology, published in the first ten volumes of this Journal. He gave
also, during this period, an account of Bailey's new method of longitude,

immediately on its appearance, in a manner which shows him to have
been master of the subject.

1 From 1825 to 1845 he filled the chair of

1 Natural History in Amherst College, with whose history

erity his i

sen to the Presidency of Amherst, retaining the duties of instructor in

geology and natural theology. In 1854 he resigned the presidency, hav-
ing during his discharge of its duties conferred the most substantial

benefits upon the institution, rescued it from a state of depression and
'

il endowment,

ned until his

death his favorite duties of the geological chair, as well as those of nat-

ural theology.

In the history of the Governmental Geological Surveys, Prof. Hitch-

cock's name must always hold a prominent place. It was by his sugges-

s added a geological

.™ .vith the preparation of a trigonometrical survey of

that State. His first report on the Economical Geology of the State was
published in a pamphlet of 70 pages, in 1832, with a geological map.
In 1833 he made a full report on the whole subject, in a volume of about
700 pages, with an atlas of p iates an<j a geological map. In 1837, un-
der the governorship of Mr. Everett, he was commissioned anew to re-

examine the geology of the State, which resulted at last, in 1841, in a
hnal report in two quarto volumes of 840 pages, with 56 plates and 82

wood-cuts. This was independent of the separate reports on zoology and
botany made by the able naturalists who were associated with him. Sev-

eral other reports followed, on Surface geology, on the Hematite of Berk-

shire, &c, and lastly the final report on the Ichnology of New England,

the result of more -tudy of an intensely interest-

>ng but difficult subject. This report was published by the State at an

expense of about $5000. In 1856, when borne down by severe mfirra-

m he had still the courage to undertake, with his two sons, the geologi-

cal survey of Vermont, which was brought to a successful issue notwith-

standing that, as he »«*,
w the Legislature " starved

fhem out," the final report of about a thousand pages havmg appeared
'n l«62. His last paper, "New facts and conclusions respecting the

*«»" Footmarks of the Connecticut Valley," was P"11

^
6^J"^

he then exprLsSVtLTitVas his kst production—although it was so

tt«ch his habit to despond and still labor on, that we felt it not unlikely

We should again welcome his well known signature to our pages. *or-

Jj^tely his strength held out for the completion of his "Reminiscences,'

he preface of which bears date Sept. 1st, 1863. In that personal narra-

te, while dealing primarily with Amherst College and his labors in her



behalf, we find a mirror of his scientific life and labors. How much he

was the servant of all work, in his position of President, appears from

the following passage

:

" My epistolary correspondence in the Presidency was peculiarly oner-

ous. I had previously been so much of a jack at all trades that I Lad

laid myseif open to inquiries and assaults from all classes. The same

mail (and 1 hardly exaggerate the literal fact,) might bring inquiries about

some point in the theory of temperance—how to employ garnet in mak-

|

iper—bow to reconcile the imputation of Adam's sin with our

sense of justice—where to find the best beds of sulphate of baryta—

whether I would like to exchange or buy shells, minerals and fossils—how

ronng man can go through the college and with

whether I know of any one who will make a good teacher

of a common school, an academy, or a professor in a college—or any one

to supply a pulpit—what I think of a new theory of drift, or of latent

heat—or new views of the relations of geology to Moses—or a new

poem—or a new work—all of which are sent and an answer requested,

if possible, by return mail."

We can do no justice to such a life as Prof. Hitchcock',
notice. Earnest, simple, and sagacious, indefatigable under all discour-

his clear, firm grasp of truth sustained and raised him above

line in science. And this

is not all, for science with him was ever made tributary to Christian

truth and effort.

Plana.—Baron Giovanni Plana, the most renowned of Italian as-

tronomers and mathematicians, died at Turin, on the 20th of January

fed here contain no less than seven elaborate me-

i his pen. His theory of the moon is pe

f the Turin Academy—the -

fa news of his death—a second paper was presented
on the cooling of the heavenly bodies and an analytical expression of tl»

H EosE, the illustrious chemist, died at Berlin, on the 28th of

:

has been translated into French and English, and for a long time was al-

most our sole authority. Poggendorff's Annalen contained nearly all ni»

papers, and scarcely a volume of that important journal for forty years

l pen. Hose was in private life one

of the most gentle and excellent of men. Thus in two months has tM

of Berlin lost two of her most illustrious men, Mitscherhcb

and H. Rose.

Cappocci—the learned director of the Observatory of Capodimonte

(Naples), died on the 6th of January, of an affection of the heart, »ttM

Notices of new publications received
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Art. XXVIL— On the Diptera or two-winged Insects of the Amber-

fauna. (Utber die Diptern-fauna des Bermteim): a lecture by

Director Lcew, at the meeting of the German Naturalists in

Kcenigsberg, in 1861.
1

Of all

enclosed

preservation, which is such that they admit of the most complete

investigation. While under other conditions smaller and more
delicate animal organisms have either almost or quite disappear-

ed, m this case it is the very reverse, and hence the amber-fauna

has an extraordinary richness in species, so that both for its

beauty and abundance it invites to an investigation which prom-

ises the most interesting results. The objects for such investi-

gation however are so various that a division of labor is required.

Induced by my deceased friend, Behrendt, I commenced the

8^dy of the Diptera preserved in amber nearly seventeen years

8»nce, and have continued it, not without unavoidable interrup-

ts, up to the present time. A rich supply of material for this

study has been supplied from various sources, and with a liber-

?% which remained undiminished, in spite of the unexpected

Iength of time required by the investigation. The principal por-

1 We owe this translation of Director Low's interesting I^^!L^S*E
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tion of this supply is the entire Behrendt collection of Diptera in

amber, to which that of Avcke has been added; also rich contri-

butions from the collection of H. Menge, of Danzig, from that of

the Physico-economical Society of Kcenigsberg, as well as from

the Thomas collection in the Royal Mineralogical Museum ;c

Berlin, without special mention of valuable contributions from

individual collectors, who have with praiseworthy liberality

sought to advance the aims of science.

The investigation of this rich supply of material has, up to

this time, made known about 850 species of Diptera in amber,

and these all belong to the division of the Diptera pi

while, so far, not a single species of the Diptera eproboscidea has

been found to occur. Of these 850 species, however, there are

only 656 in so complete a state of preservation that thi

characters can be determined with absolute certainty. These

are distributed over 101 genera, of which 50, with 395 species,

belong to the Diptera 7iemocera, and 51, with 261 species, to the

:<:liycera.

In the case of the latter, the chemical decomposition of their

larger bodies, the more vigorous resistance which they have made

to their entombment in the yet soft resin, the slighter develop-

ment of their antenna? and legs, (organs which furnish such im-

portant characters for the ready distinction of the Dip'

cera,) and still more, the few char le neuration

of the wings in most of them, for the distinction of species, of

genera, and even of families, all conspire to render the proportion

of fragments quite useless for exact determination mud
among the Diptera brachycera than among the Diptera

If such specimens could be turned to account, the above men-

tioned proportion of species would be greatly increased on the

side of the Diptera brachycera.

The 50 genera of Diptera nemocera are distributed over all the

families which have been formed for the liv

single exception of the small family of the B
is not united with that of the Simulidce. The family -

cetophilidce is the richest of all the others, both in species and in

numbers ; the family of the Culicidce is the poorest.

From what has been said above, as to the frequentl

feet preservation of the Diptera brachycera, it can easily be un-

derstood that for many of the species found in amber, a

place in the systematic arrangement can be assigned oi

great difficulty. This is true especially for those famil

have generally been included on
is, all of the families and genera which Meigen, in his

ment, places after the genus Myopa. For this reason,

lutely necessary to distinguish those families of the D¥£*
brachycera whose occurrence in amber is beyond a doubt, tro

those which are more or less doubtful. The families whion are
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now known certainly to occur in amber, are the following sev-

enteen : Xyhp ", Asilidce, The-

reuidce, Bombyhdu?. tiyrphidce, Pipunculidce, ffybotidce, Ernptdce,

Tachydromidce, Dolichopodidce, Helomyzidce, Mcropezidcz, /Mop-

sidix and Phoridce. The families whose existence in amber is tol-

erably well established, are the following ten : Myopuke, Tachi-

nidce, Dexida, M\ Sciomyzidte, Sapromyzida:,

Ephydrinidce, Drosophilidce and Oscinidce. As families, which

seem not to be represented in amber, we may name six: the

\onchcBidce, Heteroneuridce, Opomyzidce, Pb

. Finally, there are eighteen families of which

it is perfectly certain that not a single species has been found in

amber, namely : Stratiomyidoz, Acanthomeridce, Mydasidcp, Hir-

moneuridce, Scenopuridai, Platypezidce, Lonchopteridce, CEstridce,

Cordyluridce, Psih petida, Phycodromida:, Sep-

sidce, Agromyzida. . • da and Borborida. Of the

families above named, the Dolichopodida far exceed all the others

both in the number of species and of individuals; next to this

come the Empidce, as far as the species are concerned, but the

number of individuals is far less. The families represented by

only one species, found only once, or at most twice, are the

Tabanidce, Bombylidas, Pipuncxdida and Diopsida.

We have thus given what indeed may be considered as only

a very general sketch, but yet a complete and faithful represent-

ation of the knowledge which, up to this time, we have been

able to obtain of the Diptera of the Amber-fauna.

The Diptera in amber I consider as representing a fragment of

a district feuna of the amber-period, which however owes its pe-

culiar character to special local conditions.

The manner in which amber now occurs will very well allow

us to assume that perhaps the bits found m any one place, or

that at least those found in different places, may have been de-

rived from localities quite far removed from each other, lhe

known occurrence of enclosures which appear to be analogous to

recent species of very different climates, seems to favor such a

supposition. The proof of its correctness by the discrimination

of the species, enclosed in amber derived from different locali-

ties, has so far been impossible, since only ma very few cases

have we been able positively to ascertain the locality where the

insect-bearing specimens came from. We had^therefore, hi <~

der to obtain the desired result, to adopt

-ecies a is found enclosed in the same piece with the spe-

& b has been found to occur in another piece togeje

•**> c, we may presume that they belong to the same chstrict-

fauna. I have^erefore devoted especial attention-to *£* Piece.

of amber which contained several species, and have endeavored,

mode of
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from their examination, to form a catalogue of the species which,

under the above supposition, might be considered as belonging to

the same district-fauna. Some very beautiful pieces of amber,

containing each from ten to twelve species of Diptera have

greatly aided me in this investigation. But among most of the

amber collectors the unfortunate fashion prevails of dividing the

larger pieces, containing several specimens, into smaller fragments

in order to show each one by itself and to make a more conven-

ient arrangement in the museum. The loss to a true scientific

investigation of the Amber-fauna by this mode of proceeding

has been so great that I cannot use too strong language in pi*

testing against it. Although the catalogue thus formed does not

by any means embrace all the species, it is yet comprehensive

enough to enable me fully to confirm the supposition that the

Diptera which are found in Prussian amber belong to one and

the same district-fauna.

The assumption that the Amber-diptera represent a fragment

only of such a district-fauna, dependent upon special

uniform local conditions, must be considered as estal

the composition of this fauna evidently suggests coincident con-

clusions as to the nature of the*- local conditions; or, in other

words, if it can be proved that the Dipterous fauna of the am-

ber is composed of the different families, just in the same man-

ner as families of recent Diptera would enter into the composition

of a fauna, subject to certain local conditions.
Now, the composition of the Dipterous fauna of the amber is

indeed precisely such, as forciblv to suggest some conclusions

about the nature of the i it flourished and in

which the amber now enclosing it was formed. The great prev-

alence of the Diptera nemocera, both in the number of species,

and still more of specimens, affords us in this respect ai

;tion. Most of these species are but poor flyers, never

ing moist places, sheltered from

the wind, and app arii u in vast numbers only under suchcir-

». The idea which the especial abundance of the I)f-

km nemocera has sugg ire of the locality in

which they once lived, in other ways. As at

the present dav, the more delicate species 01

and Tachylrwhi: >.- :•: wit . p, <_-,.',. ir preference the hovering

places of the Diptera nemocera, on the borders of ponds grown

up with vegetation, or the shelter of the denser forests, so too

they are found in abundance in amber. Of the Dolichopodida,

those species are quite absent which live principally upon the

water, or on water plants, while of those more active form

which swarm in open spots, there are only a few scattered repre-

those genera whose species at the

present day are found lurking for their prey in swarms on tne
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trunks of trees, sheltered from the wind, the number of species,

and still more of individuals, is quite considerable. The aburN

dance of those Diptera whose larvae live in rotting wood, and

the countless swarms of Ifycetophilidce, bear testimony of the

dampness of the locality and of the predominance of fungus-

vegetation. Other Diptera, whose larvae live in standing or

slowly flowing waters, show that such were not wanting, while

the larvae of some species, if the analogy with those now living

does not fail, must have had their abode in more rapid currents.

If the presence of the Diptera just enumerated furnishes posi-

tive testimony as to the local conditions, so does the great rarity

or total absence of other families of Diptera, afford a hardly

less important negative testimony to the same effect. It is re-

markable enough with what absolute distinctness all of those

Diptera are wanting in amber which prefer open swarming

places, exposed to the sun, or select arid spots. So of all the

genera of Anthracidce, there has been found but a single species,

and that has been met with only twice. Of Asilida, of which

only a few decidedly prefer to dwell in places such as have been

just described, four species have been found. The very rare

occurrence of th • h .' ..the M< - idcr, and the Tachinida, as

well as the limitation of the Syrphidce to a very narrow series of

forms allied to Xylota, appears also to depend upon the pres-
ence which the majority of the species belonging to these fami-

lies, have for open, sunny localities, abounding in flowers. Their

greater strength and power of flight may have rendered their

escape possible, when species not so well provided would have

certainly been enveloped, but this difference is not sufficient

ground for their unfrequent occurrence in amber, if we assume

that the species of these families were already abundant in the

Amber epoch, while under the same supposition we could ex-

plain it by the controlling influence of special local condit

The numerous and very varied fc

species are strictly confined each
that the flora was one rich in species; this

the supposition of the exclusive presence or extensive wukp
ous forests and renders it certa '

mM '' * im w
Plants, if not abundant in numbers, were at least rich in species,

while it is by no i

' they a11 had th/ arb°res-

cent form. Next to the Cecidomyidce, the species of no other

family are so intimately com r P1"* as th
?
se

of the TrypeUdce, whose larves have an especial preference for

^ Synaniliera; (Comvositce) as an abode. These are entirely

Anting in amber From this to pronounce upon the total want

or even° the rarity ofZantheJ \n the Amber period would

be a too rash condusion^ moist and shadyV^™*™±f*
these insects, who seek the plants, which are to be the residence
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of their progeny, in open and sunny spots, and hover about these

plants, or at least in their neighborhood, with great pertinacity.

Thus their absence from amber is only one more striking testi-

mony to the above-mentioned conditions of the locality in winch

the Amber-diptera lived.

These minute beings of a long by-gone age, preserved to us in

the form of mummies, afford us also some glances into the scenes

of the animal life of that time. That the warfare between those

of their own kind, still going on in our days, had even then be-

gun, is shown by the swarms of Leptida?, Empida, Hybolida,

Tachydromidm and Dolichopodidce, which prey upon otne

That this war was even then declared against other orders of in-

sects, is seen from the presence of powerful Asilidai ; that there

was a war w :
_• i : _ too they were not vic-

tors, is learned from the number of spiders found with them.

An insect of the genus Silvius {Tabanida), whose female certainly

could not have failed to quench her thirst for blood, sh

some of the larger mammals must have lived there, while the

complete absence of the genera Stomoxys, Scatophaga and Borbo-

rus. as well as of all the' O^tridee, does not render it probable

that they were in very great numbers.
We behold then the Diptera, now entombed in amber, in their

once living swarms, in strife among themselves, at war with

others, sometimes conquerors, sometimes vanquished, in a damp
region, where fungi grow abundantly, sheltered from the wind

by thick forests, surrounded by a phanerogamous flora, rich ia

species; and we involuntarily ask, In what sort of a climate lay

this paradise for lone- and impudent gnats?

If we had any reason to consider the now extant amber-diptera

as representatives of a district fauna in general, instead 01

taking them merely for specimens of a fragment of such a

fauna, a fragment dependent on, and limited by local influen-

ces, our conclusions about the climate of that district would be

essentially different. The prevalence of the Diptera
as to the number of species as well as individuals, the great

rarity of AsiUdce, and still more of the Bombylidm, the absence ot

all Nemestrinida, etc., would undoubtedly have indicated a cli-

mate somewhat colder than the present climate of Pr
appearance of some foi mates, would

in such a case have been but of little importance, as even now

the higher latitudes harbor some forms of this kind. I believe

I have proved sufficiently that the local influences which limited

the composition of the amber-fauna, have to be taken into ac-

count in drawing our conclusions. Then, the prevalence of the

Diptera nemocera will lose the importance which it otherwise

would have had ; for also in present times, localities of the above

indicated description, even in much lower latitudes, show this
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prevalence in the same degree ; at the same time, the presence of

a number of Diptera, closely related to some southern species,

will gain so much the greater importance, since the rarity of

their occurrence in amber merely proves their rarity in the spe-

cified local conditions, without excluding the possibility of their

common occurrence in other local] ics .1- well as of the occur-

rence of many other species not preserved in amber. The fol-

lowing species may be name < the climate of

the Amber period was very probably somewhat, although not

very much, warmer than the present climate of Prussia: 1. Sty-

rv^iomyia gracilis and the species of Diplonema, the close rela-

tives of which occur in copal. 2. Species of Pkcia, closely al-

lied to those occurring in warmer latitudes. 3. Sphyracephala,

a close relative of Sphyraceph da V, > <
,
Say, common in the

middle and southern of the United States, the only living rep-

resentative of the genus as yet known. 4. A species of Corso-

myza, the living representatives of which belong to the Cape of

Good Hope ; they show, however, considerable structural differ-

ences from Oorson < closed in amber. 5. Sev-

eral CyrtidcB, of the section Cyrtina, more numerously represented

now in countries the temperature of which is at least equal to

that of the southern peninsulas of Europe.

An especial interest is afforded by the comparison of the Am-
ber-diptera with the fossil Diptera of the tertiary period, found

in other localities. I have been able as yet to subject to a close

and careful scrutiny only the fossil Diptera found near Kadoboj

in Croatia. The collection of these Diptera belonging to the

Imperial Mineral « Vienna contains the types

of the species determined and described by Professor O. fleer.

The result of my researches is, that the Diptera of Kadoboj

afford only a vei ,

nito a still more localized

fauna; that there is not a single genus among them which does

not likewise occur in amber; that although some species from

Kadoboj are pretty nearly allied to species enclosed in amber

the identity of such species cannot be proved at present, and

probably /ever will be proved, on account of the difficulty of

comparing specimens in so very different conditions of preserva-

cially which do not belong to the European tauna as mi aa ^»u
at present, none had been discovered in Kadoboj, with thesingle

exception of some species of Plecia.

I will proceed now to the comparison of the Amber-diptera

with thos
P
e

r

o?the preset age. If it were po-ible to compare

the complete fauna of the Amber period with the now living

Dipterouffauna of the globe, and, b> such a com£™oo. to fand

out which of the families and genera have died ou J.
or at least

We become scarcer in the number of species, and in which the
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number of species has increased, or even what new forms have

been added to the previously existing ones, such a comparison

would of course afford the highest interest. But, unfortunately,

such an attempt is impossible, on the one side because of the

as yet very imperfect knowledge of the now living Diptera, on

the other, because what we know of the Amber-Diptera is but a

fragment of a district fauna. In confronting, therefore, both

faunas, I will by no means try to discover and to estai

ferences between them of the above indicated kind, which would

be a useless attempt ; my only aim will be to refute as erroneous

certain conclusions as to the existence of such dii

Among such conclusions I will especially advert to the two fol-

lowing: first, that in the Amber period the relative proportion

of the Diptera nemocera to the Diptera brachycera was greater

than now; second, that during the Amber period the limit be-

tween the two sections of the Diptera was less definite, more ob-

scured by intermediate forms, and that it became better defined

only at a later epoch, through the disappearance of those inter-

mediate forms.

The reasons why I do not adopt the former of these conclu-

sions result from my foregoing deductions, and it is unneces-

sary to dwell upon them any longer. But I have to make some

remarks about the other i li as formerly I

was myself not disinclined to favor it, although I reject it now
as founded upon erroneous premises. For a long time students

of systematic Dipterology were wont to look upon the bound-

ary line between those two sections, with regard to the living

fauna, as a very well defined one, excluding any intermediate

forms. My first researches among the Amber-diptera brought

about the surprising discovery of two species, showing a dis-

tinct transition between the two sections. I founded two new

genera upon them, one of which I called Electra, in allusion to the

Greek word for amber, and the other Chrysothemis, to indicate

its close relationship to Electra. Both combine the many-jointed

antennae of the Diptera nemocera with the general structure ol

the brachycera. As long as no similar forms among the living

Diptera from all parts of the world had been discovered, there

was indeed some reason to suppose that the limit between the

two sections was sharper now than in the Tertiarv period, al-

though our very incomplete knowledge of the living Dipterous

fauna required some caution in drawing this conclusion. This

caution was justified subsequently by the discovery of a North

American species, published by Mr/Haliday under the name oi

Machicerusjulvicollis, a species which not only forms a most de-

cided transition between the two principal sections of Diptera,

but shows even the closest relationship with Electra and Chryso-

t/iemis. My own studies of the North American fauna have
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made me acquainted with three other intermediate forms of this

kind, two from the United States and one from Cuba. These

species also belong to the relationship of Electra, Ckrysothemis

and Eachicerus, although they cannot be referred to either of

these genera, so long as their present distinction, based upon the

structure of the antennae, is maintained. The great diversity

which they show in the structure of that organ, by the conform-

ation of which they are distinguished from the whole tribe of

the Diptera brachycera, is striking, but not without analogies. The
sections of the Diptera nemocera and brachycera are therefore con-

nected by intermediate forms in our times, just as they were so

in the Amber period, only these intermediate forms being foreign

to the European fauna, were discovered in amber first, and after-

ward among the living insects.
renera of which
yond question;

I have had occasi mil in my " ?*>'

servations on the Dipterous fauna of the Amber," published in

1850. A part only of these genera owe their existence to the

necessity of establishing for these fossil species generic distinc-

tions based upon slighter pk Q those usually

admitted for the separation of living species, and have therefore

less claim to be taken into consideration here. Another portion

consists for the most part of very striking species, easily distin-

guished from all the known living genera. But this circumstance

does not justify the conclusion that such Diptera are really stran-

gers to the living fauna of our age ; on the contrary, the results

already obtained by the heretofore very incomplete investiga-

tions, authorize the supposition that these genera may yet be

found among living species. Several of these" interesting genera

have already their little history. May I be allowed to mention

here some facts of this kind.
One of the mo

markable genus, situated near Canomyta ;

proposed the name of Arthropeas, on account of its peculiar suo-

uliform antennae After L, 2MW**e"J?'
W, I received 'a closely allied species from Eastern S.ben

a

from the United States which is even somewhat

Bolbomyio ;of '

was remarkable for the difficulty

Wor it in the system, as among all the living D\\

dosely allied genus could be found. Of thi-

i North American species, n«*«*

close
c

I of preservation of which does

>u*. Scx-3ecosd Sebiis, Vol. XXXVII, >'o. 1
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Diplonema, remarkable for the elegant structure of its anten-

nae, is one of the most striking genera of Psychodidce found in

amber; Styringomyia, a genus of the Tipulit/ce, has a very pecu-

liar neuration of the wings ; both genera when I discovered

them in amber were new. I was not a little surprised therefore

when I found specimens of both genera together, enclosed in a

lump of copal. Unfortunately it was not possible for me to as-

certain the country where this piece of so-called East Indian

copal came from, although I still hope that a well-preserved

beetle, contained in it, may help to solve this question.

Among the amber Diptera I also found three species of a Tip-

ulideous genus, which I called Toxorhina; it is remarkable for

almost filiform, stiff proboscis, for the peculini -

of its oral organs, and for the abnormal neuration of

Later, I became acquainted with a living representative of this

genus in Toxorhina fVagilis from Jamaica, and still later I was led

to recognize that Westwood's genus Limnobiorhynchus.hm^i
upon a Canadian and a Brazilian species, was, if not

at least very closely related with Toxorhina.

Another very remarkable genus among the number of the

Tipulida, occurring in amber, is the new genus Macrochile. A
closely allied genus was recently described bv Baron Osten

Sacken, in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, under the name of Protoplasa.

These instances, which could be increased by many others,

will be sufficient to prove that it would be premature to conclude

from the presence in amber of a number of genera, the living

representatives of which have not yet been found, to the non-

existence of these genera in the fauna of the present epoch.

The result therefore to be drawn from the foregoing facts and

from the considerations connected with them, is in general of a

rather negative nature; and this result is, that the fa

possession do not justify any conclusion as to the exi

the Amber period of forms totally different from those now liv-

ing in any important nation—or, to adoRVj
more positive mode of expression, it seems extremely probable

that the generic types which existed in the Amber period, na\e

been preserved down to our time. The question whether the

number of generic tvpes has been perceptiblv increased since the

Amber period cannot be discussed at all, as we possess but

small fraction of the fauna of that time. . ,

If the generic types of the Diptera of the Amber r

thus been preserved to our time, the question nat

whether this is not also the case * l* "°
Jl'

at least some of them. The gem d
rSL rf

amber Diptera, even in a cursory examination, has so June

the character of novelty in it that we at once feel disposed
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raise this question and to proceed to the comparison with living

species. Since the very beginning of my researches, that is, about

seventeen years ago, 1 have very closely pursued this compari-

son. I early found that some of the species enclosed in amber

are not only closely allied to living species, but that they are sur-

prisingly like them, and several such species, (Mochlonyx aiavus

with AI. velutinus, Diplont '"-'' rus, Styrmgo-

jm^i gracilis w i I l3 ready at that time noticed

by me. ' Their number has since considerably increased. At the

same time howe v- .ion of better specimens, or

of such as allowed a closer scrutiny of parts important for the

discrimination of species, it became apparent that slight differ-

ences could always be discovered, preventing the assumption of

the specific identity of amber Diptera with the living species most

closely resembling them.
Those acquainted with the extreme difficulty attending, in

many cases, the discovery of definite plastic characters lor the

discrimination of undoubtedly different species of living Diptera,

will justify me if I attach less importance to the result of a single

comparison of a fossil species, contained in amber, with an ex-

tremely resembling living one, than to the general average of the

results of such comparisons. And this is, as already noticed

above, that with the increase in quantity as well as in quality ot

materials for comparison, the differences which could be traced

became gradually more definite than they were before with

poorer materials. Thus, not only do we not possess any sufficient

proof of the identity of any one species, contained in amber

with a living one, but the results heretofore obtained render it

extremely probable that a still greater increase of materials lor

investigation will enable us to discover specific distinctions even

in the few cases which appear as yet doubtful.

Nevertheless the relation between the amber Diptera and the

living species so closely resembling them is a yery peculiar-one

1*"** forth lofXbX
or a different relative size of one or several parts of the body

the structure of the whole and the shape of the other pats be

wg most remarkably similar. The relationship, ther

tween such species is so strikingly close, that i:

gests the idea of a genetic connection,
-'

a» possible theoretical objections. The W-^lSb-S, "
'"8 species, connected bv such a close link of rek •'™sb

J
»

»™e amber Diptera, are not new additions
i

o the<™»*«« old

species, but are so to say the transformed old species, is y

T^^^^-^^st^^ of *,
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result in the course of my researches took place as follows. It

appeared at first that the living species of the indici

were scattered irregularly and at random over all the parts of the

globe. Further inquiry not only increased the number of such

related couples of species, but allowed also very frequently to

replace the living species of some previously discovered pair by

some other, still more closely allied to the fossil one. The fur-

ther the research was pursued in this direction, the more it be-

came evident that the living species of these pairs have a very

definite geographical distribution, as being gradually eliminated

from the other parts of the world, they tended more and more
to concentrate in Europe, and in a much higher degree in North

America.
I readily acknowledge that my researches have necessarily

been influenced by a purely personal coefficient, which has to be

taken into account, in order to establish the absolute value of

the result obtained. This personal coefficient consists in the nu-

meric proportion of the living species from different parts of the

world, which could be subjected to comparison, as well as in the

more or less complete knowledge I had of the Dipterous faunae

of the different continents. The European Dipterous fauna is

naturally the best known to me ; next comes the North Ameri-

can fauna, which I know better than that of all other extra-

European countries, excepting perhaps that of the Cape, as I

-ion more than 800 species, collected within

a comparatively limited territory. It is therefore unquestionable
that the result obtained bv me requires a correction, before it

can have a claim to an absolute value. But should I even in-

troduce this correction in the highest measure admissible, still

enough will be left to enable me to assert with the utmost cer-

tainty that those among the livii most closely

resemble the amber Diptera, abound in a most prevailing degree

in North America and especially between the latitudes of about

32° to 40°; that a more limited number belong to Europe, and

that, among the Diptera of the other parts of the worl«
fore none can be pointed out which stand to amber Diptera m
the same relation of extremely close resemblance, as some Euro-

pean and North American species, and only very few to which

some amber Diptera are more allied than to any other known
•'•

The facts xplained become especially striking tn
.

r°uq
i circumstance that those genera of amber Diptera, which ao

t occur in Europe, and which for this reason attracted more

ention from European students, were in part discovert

-&~.- w n^o, x wiu retnina oniy or wnai mv, «*t- v}above on the genera Dipbnema, Toxorhma, Slyririgomyia, hm
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t between the close relationship of the

Diptera with those of the amber on one side, and on the other
the almost absolute absence of any such connection between the

amber fauna and the living Dipterous fauna of the other parts

of the world, this contrast is strikingly illustrated by the tact

that among more than 800 species from the Cape closely scrutin-

ized by me, there was not a single one which showed any re-

markable degree of proximity to species contained in amber.
The species of Corsomyza, at home in that region, are without
exception the only ones which are represented by a Dipteron in

amber, more allied to them than to any other kind at present

known. We may therefore safely adopt as a final result of the

thai

Diptera

the North American and to the European Diptera, tha

researches made by us, and one that will probably be never c

troverted, that the amber Diptera stand in a much closer relation

to the North American and to the European Diptera, than to

those of any other fauna. Tins relation proves to be, in Europe
as well as in Nort tnre, and to any
observer, unprejudiced 1 v theories, irresistibly suggestive of a
causal connection ; it only differs in degree—the relation with the
North American fauna being so much richer in points of contact,

and therefore so m at with the European fauna.

This peculiar double relationship of the amber Diptera with
the Diptera of North America and of Europe, two parts of the

world separated by an ocean, led me to a closer comparison be-

tween the faunas of these continents, the results of which com-
parison I intend to submit in a detailed report on some other
occasion. However, as these results have some connection with
ray researches on the amber Diptera and contribute to complete
the sketch of the relation between the latter and the living spe-

cies, I may be permitted to encroach a little longer upon the

patience of my hearers, and to explain to them, omitting all

detail, the progress of this new research and the principal facts

elicited by it.

The comparison of the North American Diptera with the

European ones was rendered possible to me, on a very extended
5?ale, through the study of the collections of Baron Osten

kacken
; this comparison showed a surprisingly large number

°i species common to both continents.' Besides these species,

fir

=

ig
'

m
^™*< :

"\
Say

Hfss*

g*w Say), Ccenomyia ferruginea Fab. (= pallida Say),^^^"^
*a<« Fab. {=cimbiciformi» Fall.), Syritta pipiens Linn., Xylota ptgra *ab. {—tux-
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absolutely identical and showing no difference whatever, a large

number of species has to be recorded, which, if they had been
found in Europe, would certainly have been considered only as

slight varieties of other well-known European species, as their

only deviation merely consists in a slight difference of coloring;

fference being a very constant one, it becomes extreme-
ly difficult to decide whether such species should be c

as specifically distinct from the corresponding European species,

or as identical with them. 3 A third, not less numerous category
of species, shows, besides these slight but constant d

in coloring, some verv tic discrepancies; for in-

stance, in the size, in the length of the hairs on the body, in the

relative length of the wings or the legs to the whole body, etc.,

differences which, in order to be brought to light, sometimes re-

• quire the comparison of a whole series of specimens." A fourth

•

-

'

"
.

-
,

,: _ ... • : :<: - -

may be also added with cer-

:.N.]

'hrywtG

, ind T. \

T. Pralorum, Fall., Hmnerodromia

<y be named: Bombyliu* fraterculus Wied. and the European B. major

:
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•'
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group may be formed of the likewise very numerous species

Borne European species as to be at first

glance mistaken for them, show upon nearer examination very
definite plastic characters. The discovery of these characters

often requires a great deal of attention ; nevertheless they are of
such a nature that the comparison of even single specimens
leaves no doubt as to their specific differences.

6

The large number of species contained in all the four groups
shows that the Dipterous fauna of North America is not only
very much like the European fauna, In ' that there is between
them a relationship of a more intii - to be com-
pared only w »n offered by the Dip-
terous fauna of the whole northern part of the Old World.
There are no other two countries on the whole globe, so far re-

moved from each other and showing at the same time ai

approaching this relat .nship in tl Di tei is faunas; generally

other countries hav. it a small n mberofsu h species in com-
ei mens or

o'li; -''- ! tl\ diftbi -at in < iloring; otherwise their faunas have
no points of contact whatever.

In order to form a more definite opinion on the origin and the

nature of this close connection between the Dipterous faunas of

id America, it is necessary to elucidate somewhat more
in detail the facts onnection.

ibution of the Diptera are some-

it from those of the other orders of insects ; and this

difference is due to the considerable power of Might which many
diptera possess, and to the simplicity of the conditions under

rosper. As the Libel-

lulidts show in this i
>aeh to them, the laws

of their geog . may also be the nearest to

the Diptera. The latter laws differ from those of the

other orders of insects, by the wide area of distribution of the

angle species and by the configuration of these areas. They are

not nearly t. I vary ac-

cording to t -mfc is most clearly

expressed in those which have the smallest area, as for instance

/Ve and some others. Although it can be

wtion is in direct proportion to the power of flight and the sim-

Warn Loew an ,| L tis . : F ,.,, A<1„ ... - U ilk ami Atherix immac*

:-.-
. . • •

• -
Won tpiMipet Scop

(

Phil!/gria opponta Loew and Philygna punctatonertma Fall
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plicity of the conditions required for the existence of a species,

still some families show in this respect peculiarities which do
not find a satisfactory explanation in those two causes.

;

On account of the very great extent of the area of distribu-

tion of the Diptera in general, the faunae of distant countries

have many more species of this order in common, than of any
other order of insects. The same causes on which this extent of

on depends facilitate even in our days the importation
of Diptera much more than that of other insects, through the

rae between countries. It is well known that Alusca do-

bas followed the European settler everywhere. Wher-
ever man penetrating into distant countries has carried provis-

ions of smoked meat and cheese along with him, Plophila Peta-

npanied him. They occur in Green-

Where horse and sheep have become acclimated, Oastrus j

and Cephalornrjia Ouis have settled with them. Bomby
tatus and Toxophom maculata, the powers of flight of which 8*

ith the increase of heat, very great energy, are found

everywhere between Southern Europe and the Cape, and the

beautiful Symmictus coslatus is found together with them, from

Spain to the southern extremity of Africa. The barrier of a

sea is not sufficient to stop the progress of the unwieldy 01-

fersia Ardece, as it has the heron for conveyance, and
although unable to fly, occurs wherever the swallow

builds its nest. The simple conditions required for the existence

and the reproduction of J/ • mon on the

shores of Sweden, allowed this species to spread all over the

coasts of Europe and of Africa, as far as the Whale Bay. The

species living on cultivated plants have acquired a wide area

with them, as for instance several of Oscinis and Chlorops with the

cereals, also the noxious Cecidomyia destructor. Petalophora cap-

itata occurs wherever the orange and the lemon are cultivated

and with the extension of the culture of the olive-tree, B^vs
Olea has followed it.

It would be easy to multiply instances of this kind. Those

above given are however sufficient to show that immense dis-

tances and wide seas are no insuperable obstacles for the spread-

ing of Diptera, and that a lively shipping intercourse between

two countries may easily carry over species from one fauna into

another, and, the circumstances being favorable, even perma-

nently colonize them. It is no wonder therefore that America,

which for a considerable period of time has been in constant and

always increasing intercourse with Europe, should have with toe

latter so many species in common. It would be more wonder-

ml if this had not taken place. But a different question ^
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whether the existing intercourse between the two continents is

sufficient to account for the large number of species common to

both. I am satisfied that it has to be answered negatively.

In order to investigate the influence of a prolonged intercourse

of this kind between two countries separated by a sea, I have
repeatedly directed my attention to the comparison of the Dip-
terous faunas in the countries surrounding the Mediterranean.
These investigations, for which I possess abundant materials,

have made me, as far as it was possible, thoroughly acquainted
with the influence exereised by an intercourse of this kind on
the intermingling of the faunas, and have afforded me a measure
of this influence. In drawing a conclusion from the extent of
these influences in the countries adjacent to the Mediterranean,
to the extent of the same influences as existing in consequence
of the intercourse between Europe and America, we have to

take into account the comparatively recent epoch when this lat-

ter intercourse began, the much greater distance between the

two continents, and before all, the much greater length of time

required for a passage between them, especially in former years.

In view of all th isb the probable
influence of the intercourse on the intermingling of the faunas,

we cannot possibly admit that the occurrence of such a large

number of species, common to both sides of the ocean, should be
merely the result of an intermingling brought about by this

'-

tercourse. It should be borne in mind that it is not with
or two dozens of species that we have to deal, but with a ni

ber already reaching the second hundred, and that such species,

found on both continents, far from being, in either of them,
rare guests of sporadic occurrence, are equally common m both,

so as to necessitate a serious revision of the synonymy of the

described European and North American species. I w i

admit that Musca domestica, Cyrtoneura Hortorum, C. meditabunda
and C.stabulans, as wel have been imported
from Europe to America; it can hardly be doubted that Scenopinus

and S. lavifrons can easily be brought over in ships;

tue conformity of many species of Scatophaga and of Barborus can
°e explained in the same way ; the reason of the occurrence of
a number of the same species of Drosophila, in both countries, is

easily found in their mode of life ; nor will it appear very extra-

ordinary that Drosophila ampelophila, discovered by me in im-

mense numbers in the raisin-stores of Smyrna, should be a com-

mon insect in Cuba; it is also a fact, that the North American
Ma-liota posticata has been several times caught in Europe and de-

I a European species, under the name of M. cimbiciformis

;

«at Eristalis ceneus, not rare in North America, should be a de-

fendant of European parents, is easily possible, as a ship affords
lbe necessary conditions for the preservation of the larves. It

** Joua. Sol-Second Sbbies, Vol. XXXVII, No. IH.-May, 1864.
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will be moK
Dichcela caudata and D. brevicauda, Ochthei

have crossed the sea. The importation of some specie?, as, for

h^t - -e, <>i th.' I -tuitii il /' * '
< • >\ered by me

in Khodus, seems almost inexplicable, and still this species is

identical with the North American P. pattern. That

all the species, now occurring on both continents, shoi

been gradually carried over from one to the other is utterly im-

probable. If we admitted this supposition, then, considering

the large increase of the intercourse within more recent time,

and the shortness of the passages now attained, we should also

tat most cases of importation have taken place, if not

within the last ten or twenty years, at least during the last

half a century, and secondly, we would have to infer that this

importation of species was a reciprocal one. But if the latter

was the case, the study of the European Diptera would have

long ago detected the existence of these large importations from

America; the Dipterous fauna of England especially, owing to

the most frequent intercourse of this country with America,

would have shown evident traces of such exchanges of species;

in our sea-ports likewise, the appearance of single species ot re-

cent importation would have been noticed and their spreading

from these centres, observed. Although I readily a<

the knowledge of the European Diptera is still very imperiect,

nevertheless occurrences of this kind, owing to the large num-

ber of cases, would not have escaped attention. We have to

conclude then, for the present, that the importation of species

through the agency of frequent intercourse, does not afford a

sufficient explanation of the large number of species common to

Europe and North America.
p

. , ,

As to those North American species, which are distinguished

from European ones merely by a difference in the coloring, tue

question arises, whether they can be considered as descending

from the same stock. It is an undoubted fact that species wita

a wide area of distribution show, in very remote parts ot this

area, a perceptible difference in coloring, sometimes even a v^y

decided aberration in the picture. Such is, for instance, tie c<

with Anthrax Ufasctata, which shows toward the east a much more

pronounced contrast between the white and the black colon"*,

of the body, and acquires besides some slight, but very

ties in the picture of the wings, so that a" eastern spec

men can be immediately recognized among a number of (xerman

ones.—Still better known is the influence which certain regi

exercise on the coloring of all the species occurring t

is. for instance, in a ver> striking degree, the case with Iceland,

hat country, at a cursory view, seems o

species, but upon closer examination, these sp
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cies prove to be merely varieties of well known European species
;

they owe their existence to the propensity of all colors to merge
k and to the greater extent and intensity of the black

itself, so that a light-colored picture upon black ground becomes
much narrower or even disappears altogether. It can be like-

wise shown, that more confined localities exercise a similar, al-

though less pronounced, influence on the coloring of the species.

Under these circumstances, the question whether the North
American species, above alluded to, are of the same descent with
the corresponding European species, must be answered by an
affirmation.

The same question may be proposed about those North Ameri-
can species which deviate from European species only by slight

plastic differences, often merely a small variation in the size of
some organ, or in the length and density of the hairs and bristles.

Similar modifications are sometimes observed among specimens
of European species. Thus the specimens of (

ight in the southern part- fer so much
Swedish specimens by the hairs and bristles on the first

joint of the middle tarsi of the male, that they might be taken
for different species, if all the intermediate forms did not occur

g between those two extremes. Still more
ace between the male specimens of Empis

macuhta Fab., (not the Empis variegata confounded with it by
Meigen,) caught in southern Germany and Sicilian specimens,
the latter having on the fore tarsi hairs of unusual length and

: the specimens from Lombardy are still a good deal
like those from southern Germany ; in those from Florence the
hairs on the fore tarsi are already quite conspicuous, and they
are still longer in the specimens from Eome, so that in this case
the specific identity is proved by a gradual transition.

_
Under

- species showing but

rences of the indicated kind should be considered as

derived from the same stock, cannot be answered negatively. I
readily acknowledge that it is rather difficult to state modifica-

tions of what parts in the Diptera have to be considered as es-

,1 as different rules prevail in this

respect in every family, in many families even in every genus,

rules which one can determine. The only
-: v • . ^ ., ...,, "

'
•:..' •-

of the mouth or of the genital

organs are of the highest importance, whilst, on the contrary,
aW the other differences, observable even in the two sexes of
the same species, are the least important.
We have now reached the category of those ISorth American

fPeucs vt hich show a great resemblance to European species,

but possess at the same time very definite plastic distinctive
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characters ; for brevity's sake I will call them analogous species.

If we put now the question, whether it is to be assumed, that

iogous species may possibly have a genetic connection,
we will find that all observations hitherto made on h
tera warrant a negative answer. There is not a single instance
on record which would justify the conclusion that under the now
prevailing natural conditions, any species could be modified in

that way, either through climatic influences, or in consequence
of a compulsory change of food or through the contact with

some other species. I do not deny that every time I compare
such analogous species, the question forces itself upon my mind
whether that, which seems impossible now, was not possible at

some former period, as the impression left by such a comparison
is most decidedly that of a common origin.
The European and the American Dipterous fauna? always ap-

pear to me like two branches of the same stock, each having had
a development of its own, very similar however to the develop-

ment of the other. But if there really was such a common
stock for both, it is to be sought among the Diptera of a former

geological period, and if the European and the North American
Dipterous faunas are to be considered as branches of this stock,

. nference would be that at a former period Europe
and America had a continental connection.
Are the amber Diptera preserved fragments of this common

stock?—Did a continental connection between Europe and

America really exist at the time when they lived?—

D

mersion of an Atlantis tear asunder the branches of this stock?

Was this catastrophe accompanied bv changes which modified

the general laws of development of the common stock in such

a manner as to produce a difference between the further devel-

opment of the stronger American branch and of the weaker

European one, a difference not excluding at the same time a

great deal of analogy ?

Allow me to conclude my discourse with these unanswered
questions. All those problems to which the study of the living

and fossil Diptera affords a solution, or at least seems to afford

one, I have done my best to answer. In doing this, I purposely

remained within the exclusive limits of Dipterology, partly ow-

ing to my conviction that the interest of truth is best promoted
when one confines himself to the investigation and discussion or

a question from the point of view of his own speciality, partly

because condemned as I am to a total literary isolation and ab-

sorbed now for years with utterly unscientific occupations, I am
but very imperfectly acquainted with the researches made in a

similar direction, especially with those of later years.



Meissner's Researches on Oxygen, Ozone, and Antozt

Dr. Meissner has submitted the ozone and antozone question

to an extended and masterly investigation ; at least such is our
impression from a careful perusal of his treatise, an octavo vol-

ume of 370 pages, the preface of which bears the date of Feb.,

1863. This book is appropriately dedicated to Schonbein,
whose name will stand in imperishable connection with the re-

markable discovery of the triple nature of oxygen—a discovery
which must, ere long, give us a new insight into the relations of

matter to force, and modify, in a radical manner, some of the

doctrines now current in science.

In the preface it is distinctly announced of ozone and anto-

zone that one of them can not be formed without the other

simultaneously appearing. This is a discovery of the utmost

importance, and we shall endeavor to present briefly the author's

arguments in proof of its reality.

In the Introduction is presented a concise but comprehensive
sketch of the history of the ozone question up to date of pub-
lication. Section I. bears the heading: The relations of
electricity to oxygen, and is divided into two chapters, of

which the 1st, of 200 pages, relates to Electrized Oxygen, and
the 2d to Ozone and Antozone. These headings are made ap-

propriate by the history and progress of the investigation rather
than by its results. The second section, of 72 pages, is enti-

tled
: The polarization of oxygen in the act of combus-

tion; and the concluding section, of 84 pages, Ozone and
Antozone in the atmosphere. In section I. Meissner states

that the object of the first part of his investigation is to ascer-

tain whether, as all previous experiments would appear to show,
the effect of electricitv on oxygen is simply to convert it, or a

P^t of it, into ozone, or whether, as Schonbein in 1861 had
assumed from theoretical grounds, the ordinary inactive oxygen
18 polarized into the two opposite oxygens, the negative-active

ozone andr tozone.
To electrize oxygen the apparatus of von Babo {Verhandl der

baturforsch. ' d from an
instrument of W. Siemens {Pogg. Ann., 1857, 13 x.i, p. 66, p.

"0) was employed, in
lakes Place in a

}
hm

stratum of air, and is determined bv the silent discharge from
Poor conductors. This apparatus is made as follows: twelve
Tey fine copper wires, such as are used in covering violin strings,

^d about five decimetres long, are inserted each into a very

' ^rmchmgen uber den Sauerstof von Dr. G. Meissser, Professor in Gottin-

S JIlt e'ner Lithographirten Tafel. Hannover, 1863.
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thin glass tube somewhat longer than itself and about 03 mm.

in width. Each of these tubes is sealed at one end. Into the

other end is fused a wire of platinum which, within the tube, is

twisted with the copper wire, and without the tube projects an

inch or so. The twelve tubes thus made, are arranged within a

glass tube 7 mm. wide and 6 decimetres long, so that the pro-

jecting platinum wires of six of them are at one end and those

of the other six are at the other end of this wide tube. These

two sets of wires are each twisted about a larger platinum wire

which passes through and is fused into the wall of the wide tube.

The tubes of the one bundle are distributed among those of the

other as equally as may be; they are, moreover, in close con-

tact, and the spaces surrounding them are as narrow as possible.

On connecting the extremes of these two series of inclosed wires

with the electrodes of the secondary coil of a powerful induc-

tion apparatus, the el through the

walls of the narrow tubes and through the air that surrounds

them. The discharge is unattended with sparks, and on ap-

proaching the ear onlv ;„ !.. nt cra< km -i - »un I
-

Iu the dark the bundle of fine tubes shines throug

whole length with a reddisli-viok-t liirht. During the electrical

action the air bathing the small tubes is powerfully ozonized

By adapting suitable apparatus to the large tube the ozonized

air may be removed and submitted to examination, i

supplied with fresh air, at pleasure. In Meissner's resarches the

air of this ozoniser was renewed by the pr< -

It was found necessary that the air should be peril

before being subjected to electrization. In endeavoring to effect

this object the author had no little difficulty. He finally accom-

t by the use, first, of a wide tube, more than a meter

" ' with chlorid of calcium, and secondly, of two or

ibes, \-\\ metres long, filled with coarse glass beads

The perfectly dry air, after

three wide tubes, 1-1| metres long, filled with
drenched in oil of vitriol.

mitted to trie action of reagents in receivers of glass connecteu

with the ozonizer by means of a mercury joint, this metal being

unaffected by dry ozone. ,

The first point Meissner sought to investigate was whether

dry electrized air, after being deprived of ozone, possessed prop-

erties other than those of common oxygen and nitrogen, w
found that by transmitting it through a strong solution of iodi

of potassium it was readily and totally deprived of ozone; y
stream of air thus deozonized exhibited nothing remarkable

until it had been passed through pure water, but, as it emerge*

from the water, it appeared in the form of a I

fectly similar to that formed by the cooling of steam. \

sometimes so dense as to render the part of the small vees
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filled with it quite opake. There was no perceptible change of

temperature, and the mist was formed equally well whether the

water traversed by the deozonized air ^indicated 35° or 0° C.

The mist also appeared when the stream of air merely passed

through a moistened tube, and sometimes the cloud formed at

once, when the air escaped from a somewhat dilute solution of

iodid of potassium ; but in case this solution was concentrated,

and especially when the air on leaving it streamed through a

chlorid of calcium tube, no mist appeared until the air came in

contact with water.

The appearance of the mist strictly depends upon the action of

the induction instrument. When it ceases to work, the mist

disappears, allowance being made for the time occupied by the

air-current in traversing the apparatus. The mist is denser or

rarer the more or less vigorous the electrical excitement. The
same cloud is formed when other deozonizing agents are employ-

ed instead of iodid of potassium, viz: pyrogallic acid, and like-

wise, when, in the absence of a reducing solution, the dry elec-

Further experiments demonstrated that the cloud is formed

when pure oxygen gas, prepared either by electrolysis or from

chlorate of potash, is submitted to the electric influence and sub-

sequently treated as above described, while that under the same

circumstances pure nitrogen and pure hydrogen suffer no appar-

ent change.

The author found himself thus led to the conclusion that when
oxygen is subject to electrical action there is formed n
ously with o: ifcon of oxygen which he naturally

sought to id in's antozone. In this however
he failed at first, and hence adopted, and for a time employed,

for this cloud-forming state of oxygen the name atmizone (evi/£w
f

I smoke or fume). Finally, however, there was left no reason-

able ground for doubting the essential identity of atmizone and

antozone.

The cloud produced when ozonized air slowly bubbles through

water is heavy, rests on the surface of the liquid, and when a

vessel full of it is inclined it flows over the edge and falls like

carbonic acid. By conducting it through a tube to the bottom

°/ a dry glass cylinder, it displaces the air, preserving a sharply

defined boundary, and by gentle agitation is easily broken into

doud-like masses.
, t

i

When a large dry flask is nearly filled with the antozone mist,

then well closed and left to itself, the mist gradually becomes

dinner, less opake and less defined at its boundaries, and in 30
to 45 minutes vanishes altogether, leaving a clear atmosphere;

*hUe upon the walls of the flask water is deposited at first to a

shght extent, afterward accumulating in droplets which finally
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flow together to the bottom of the vessel. This disappearance

of the mist is entirely spontaneous, and independent <

of temperature. It is impossible to reproduce the mist in the

air out of which it has disappeared, by contact with more water.

The water which precipitates from the cloud may be perfectly

pure, though it is not so always. The air remaining has all the

characters of the ordinary atmospheric mixture.

Antozone has thus the property of taking up water, conferring

upon the latter the peculiar physical conditions of a cloud or

mist, and after a short time depositing it again in droplets as it

itself is transformed into ordinary oxygen.

By passing the antozone mist into desiccating substances, as

chlorid of calcium, it is deprived of water, the antozone becom-

ing transpn its faculty of giving a cloud when

brought again in contact with water. Many strong saline solu-

tions likewise deprive antozone of water; hence the non-appear-

ance of the cloud when the stream of electrized air emerges from

a strong solution of iodid of potassium. It does appear however

when the solution is sufficiently dilute.

By comparing the capacity for water, of a stream of ordinary

air or oxygen with that of an electrized current of the same vol-

ume at the same temperature, Meissner found that the latter was

nearly double the former, as measured by the increase in weight

of a chlorid of calcium tube. This eminent hygrosc

city of antozone accounts for the difficulty of drying electrized

air completely and explains how Baumert found hydrogen in

his experiments when using an apparatus which was capable ot

drying common air perfectly.

In the dry state antozone likewise reverts to common oxygen

as shown by a gradual decrease of power to form a cloud wiw

water. This conversion goes on, however, more slowly than

when it is moist, occupying 1 to 1£ hours for its completion.

Under the conditions in which antozone so quickly disappears,

ozone is, on the contrary, very permanent, and although wne

a mixture of the two active oxygens is placed in contact witn

water (and glass) only, in a stoppered flask, some ozone is de-

stroyed during the reversion of the antozone, the larger residual

portion remains almost if not quite unaltered for months. 1»«

high temperature, 235° to 240° (Andrews), which at once destroys

ozone has the same and an equally instantaneous effect up

antozone, whether the latter be dry or moist. Antozone mow

or dry, also reverts to common oxygen by contact with platmu

black, or with the binoxyds of manganese or lead.
fl

j

The deportment of antozone as above described, is modifies

by the presence of ozone. When the current of electrized a^

or oxygen is divided into two equal parts by being forcy these
he main tube into two smaller divergent tubes, and one ot
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branch currents is deozonized, the other passing on unaltered, it

is found when they emerge from a vessel of water that the cloud

formed by antozone is much denser in the deozonized current

than in the other. Meissner's experiments lead to the conclu-

vhen antozone, ozone, and aqueous vapor are in con-

tact, in the first place, the attraction of antozone for water is

diminished by the ozone, and, in the second place, the presence

of ozone causes a much more rapid destruction of antozone than

happens otherwise.

Meissner deems it highly probable that antozone and ozone
are produced in equivalent quantities in the electrized oxygen,
though we as yet possess no experimental data on tins subject,

It is probable that in so far as ozone causes the destruction of

antozone (moist), both revert to common oxygen in equivalent

quantities. Since however ozone is much more permanent of

itself than antozone, it is not to be expected that in a mixture
the two will disappear to an equal degree.

As regards the behavior of a mixture of ozone and antozone

in absence of moisture, the author makes the following observa-

tions. Antozone when mixed with ozone, both being dry, re-

verts to inactive oxygen much more slowly than happens either

when the two exist together in the moist state or when dry ant-

ozone alone spontaneousl y undergoes this change. He also finds

on the other antozone does vanish from the dry

mixture, it involves in its change more ozone than disappears

from the rapidly altering moist mixture.
Meissner proceeds to an experimental comparison of his Atmi-

z°ne, (which name we may use provisionally,) with Schonbein's

Antozone. The first point was to ascertain if atmizone could

oxydize HO to H0 2 as Schonbein found true of antozone.' In

examining this question the author was led to repeat Schonbein's

experiments on the production and reactions of H0 2 .
He con-

firmed the observations of the latter concerning the character of

«»e gas evolved from a mixture of Ba0 2
and HO, S0 3 ,

and its

izing HO to H0„. The simplest mode of

preparing a pure solution of HO, is "to support a short narrow

tube containing pure HO, S0 3
within a larger tube or bottle an

Jfh or so in width, furnished with a ground-glass stopper and
filled with water nearly to the top of the smaller tube. BaO is

*>w added in small quantities, at intervals, to the HO, SO ele-

vation of temperature being avoided as far as possible, and the

bottle being closed after each addition. The oxygen evolved in

tfiis process mostly appears, however, in the ordinary

5*k, and the solution of HO, is therefore extreme

;

Meaner found that to prepare a pure and concentrated solution
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of H0 a
it was only necessary to pass C0

3 into water, mixed
with Ba0 2 , BaO, C0 3

and H0
2

resulting. In this way he ob-

tained directly, a solution so concentrated that it decomposed

under the influence of light.
8

As a means of detecting H0 2 , the author found Schonbein's

reagent, viz : iodid of potassium and starch-paste in c<

with protosulphate of iron, to possess the greatest delicacy and

to be most characteristic when applied with certain precautions,

especially when the ferrous salt is employed in very minute

quantity. As regards the reactions that occur between this re-

agent and H0 2 , Meissner after adducing the somewl
dictory statements made at different times by Schonbein, is led

to conclude that H0 2 is without effect on KI, in neuttv

except in presence of some " predisposing" agent, like FeO, and

that contrary to Schonbein's opinion the first action consists in

an oxydation of FeO, to Fe 2 3
and that the deoxydation of HO,

thus begun, continues in presence of KI after all FeO has been

oxydized and results in the oxydation of KI and desl

H0
2 . The presence of any acid suffices to induce the reaction

between H0
2
and KI, instantaneously when the acid is added

to a mixture "of H0
3
and KI; but after a considerable interval,

and in a much less marked manner, or even not at all as meas-

ured by the separation of I, when the H0
3

is mixed with an

acid previous to the addition of KI. Our author's theory of the

mode in which the well known power of acids to prevent de-

composition of H0
2 on the one hand, and their decomposing ef-

fect on pure KI, as shown by Baumert and confirmed by himself,

on the other, give this curious resultant, we leave to those spe-

cially interested ia these subjects to study in the original. In

continuing this necessary digression, Meissner gives I

of his observations on the fluor spar of Welsendorf. Like Schon-

bein, our author found that the reactions of water which had

been ground with this fluorspar were different according as it

had been for a shorter or longer time in contact with the min-

eral—but were undeniably those of H0
2 , while the presence ot

antozone in the spar was equally certain. As to the condition

in which it there exists, or how it may possibly be produced by-

grinding, Meissner feels unable to offer any hypothesis. J«

looked in vain for evidences of antozone in other mini

manifest a peculiar odor when submitted to friction. Kot even

in a compact fluor from Ivikaet in Greenland, which has been

mentioned as having properties similar to that of Welsenaon,

could any be detected.

Oxydized oil of turpentine, Meissner found to give the same

reactions as the Welsendorf fluor. He concludes that m w«
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antozone or the product of its action on water, viz: H0
2 ,

is pres-

ent, and that besides, there exists in both a substance which Jike

ferrous sulphate "disposes" H0
2
to act upon KI, since they de-

compose KI without the addition of FeO, S0
3 .

Keturning to the question of the identity of atmizoneand ant-

ozone, Meissner informs us that a liquid having the reactions

of H0 2 is obtained when a current of electrized air is passed for

some hours through a strong and alkaline solution of pyrogallic
acid, (which deprives it completely of ozone), and subsequently
through pure water. The water slowly acquires a recognizable
content of HO„ giving with KI and starch no reaction until the
addition of FeO, S0

3 , when an instantaneous liberation of I be-

comes manifest. Atmizone, however, appears capable of oxyd-
izing water only when it is newly formed. If the stream of
electrized and deozonized air is passed through a series of ves-

sels containing water, H0
2 scarcely appears in the second s

farther from the induction apparatus it is produced, and it may
hence be inferred that atmizone loses its power of oxydizing
HO when its electrical polarity has declined beyond a certain

point. The water through which the deozonized current of air

has been passed, contains nothing but H0
2

: no traces of NH 3

or oxyds of nitrogen can be detected in it. Since, according to

in, antozone is without effect on pyrogallic acid in alka-
line solution, this experiment gives double proof of the identity
of atmizone and antozone.
At this point in the investigation Meissner encountered a phe-

nomenon of the most extraordinary character. He found that
water through which was passed a current of electrized air de-
ozonized by a solution of lodid of potassium, contained a sub-
stance which liberated I from KI on addition of an acid, even
when the air after leaving the alkaline deozonizing solution was
carried through a concentrated potash solution contained in a

bulb tube! The liquid could not contain NH
4 0, N0 3

nor H0
2 , for on evaporation to dryness at 100° C, there re-

mained a very minute residue which when redissolved in pure
water had all the properties of the original liquid; while, as is

well known, NH
4 0, N0 3

and HO s
are completely decomposed

and dissipated by this treatment.

.
^o substance having the properties in question could be imag-

ined present save iodic acid which is known to liberate I from
£l and which is likewise formed when ozone acts upon KI.
tfut in what manner this body could pass out of one alkaline
solution and through another, as must be the case here, was diffi-

cult to conceive. Meissner at once attempted to demonstrate
directly its presence or absence. He therefore put his electrizing
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apparatus into prolonged action, (six hours daily for eight days,)

the stream of electrized air first, through strong

of KI, then through concentrated potash lve, and last

three vessels of water. When this experiment was fin

water of the receivers reacted very powerfully on KI. It was

concentrated by evaporation, in which process it finally acquired

an acid reaction, first reddening and afterwa
paper. A crystalline residue remained which when dissolved in

water and treated with S0 2 gave a copious separation of iodine.

Other reactions confirmed this substance as 10
5

. On further

experiment it was found that so soon as the atmizone -current

was deprived of its moisture it was no longer capable of trans-

porting 10.. It would therefore appear that when iodine is set

free in the solution of KI by the action of the ozone occupying

aery of the air bubble, a portion of it, vaporizing in-

wardly, is there oxydized by ozone to I0
5
and then is

by the atmizone cloud, and by it transmitted through the vari-

In the next place Meissner examined the deportment of Schon-

bein's antozone to water vapor, to ascertain whether it possessed

the cloud-forming propertv. Bv experiments with the gas

evolved from Ba0
3 and HO, S0

3^
this was found to be the case,

and the antozone cloud resembled, in all particulars, tha

by atmizone. If, for example, a tube containing the just mixed

i for giving off antozone is carried into a flask occupied

: tally becomes filled with a cloud

which disappears again after a short interval.
Another point to investigate was the deportment of antozone

toward solution of KI. Schonbein asserted that antozone de-

composes this salt and oxydizes its elements, while atmizone

appears to be unaffected by it. On repeating Schonbein'a exper-

iment, and further investigating
I

r concluded

that the reaction observed by°Schonbein was due to the sul-

phuric acid of the mixture being 'ted against

the test papers. At least, when solution of KI was placed in a

vessel beside the tube evolving antozone, no iodine was libera-

ted in the former until after the addition of FeO, S0 3
.

Schon-

self has lately expressed the probability that antozone

does not decompose KI.
In one further particular, there is a difference between atmi-

zone and antozone which Meissner was unable to account ior

satisfactorily. Antozone has a peculiar odor, and when breathed

excites a choking sensation, while atmizone manifests neither ot

these properties. It is possible that antozone, as evolved from

Ba0
2 and HO, SO,, may be accompanied by some other sud-

stances to which this odor, &c. is due. The close correspondence

in all other respects must warrant the conclusion that the two

are essentially identical.
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The author now goes on to give the results of his observa-

tions on the deportment of the mixture of ozone and antozone
as obtained by the electrization of pure oxygen. He finds that

ozone does not prevent the union of HO with antozone, with
production of H0

2 . When instead of pure oxygen, common air

is electrized the nitrogen of the hitter I omes involved in the
reactions, and in water through which the electrized mixture is

passed, nitric acid ites, but chiefly in the first

water-receiver. When the electrized air has become charged
with moisture, the production of NO

s ,
(as well as that of H0 2

which is simultaneously formed,) is lessened to an extraordinary

S ,chonbein's statements regarding the generation of NH40, NOs
made it necessary to look for this salt in the electrized air.

affirms that N0
3
cannot be safely distinguishtd from

H0
3
by means of KI and starch, for no decided difference in the

amount of iodid separated by addition of an acid or of FeO,
S0

3
can be perceived. Nitrous acid must therefore be detected

in some other manner when, as in the case before us, it is mixed
w'ith lit >.,. When nitrates are iv>-. ».ric acid,

MO, is liberated and by contact with FeO, S0 3 , is reduced with

for N0 3
(the brown coloration).

The water tl sized air had been passed, was
evaporated, after addition of KO, to a small bulk, strong solu-

tion of ferrous sulphate was added to the cooled liquid, and
lastly dilute sulphuric acid, but in no case was any reaction ob-
served. Only on employing cona atf did the
brown coloration appear. This experiment Meissner rightly

believes to demonstrate the presence of N0 5
and the absence of

*0
8 . In fact we should not expect to find N0 3

under these

ances, as the excess of ozone would oxydize any that
might at first appear. Ammonia could not be detected by Ness-
ler's extraordinarily delicate test.

On passing electrized oxygen first through a receiver of water
and then, in a second receiver, bringing it in contact with nitro-

gen (common air), it resulted that no N0 5
could be detected in

the water of the first vessel, while in that of the second, it was

r quantity than in the previous

experiments. It was thus demonstrated that the oxydation of

N is not, or is not alone, a direct result of electrical action, but
13 the effect of the excited oxygen.
Further experiments, Meissner informs us, have demonstrated

that neither ozone alone, (as Schonbein also has ascertained,) nor

antozone alone, after deozonization by contact with KI and HO,
can oxydize nitrogen to NO . . Neither has antozone the power
possessed by ozone of oxvdizing the lower oxyds of nitrogen
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In what precise manner ozone and antozone cooperate to oxyd-

ize N, Meissner does not claim to have fully decided. He is dis-

posed, however, to think that antozone alone is capable of con-

verting N to one of the lower oxyds, probably N0
2 , and that

this unites to ozone forming N0
4 , which is really the first pro-

duct that appears of the conjoined action of ozone and antozone

on nitrogen. (In presence of 2HO, 2N0
4

falls into H0,N0
3

and HO, NO,, and HO, N0
3

is oxydized by ozone to HO, NO,

:

this last named substance being thus the final product of there-

actions in presence of water and excess of ozone.)

The influence of moisture upon the oxydation of N is next

investigated. Schonbein in his late paper upon the formation of

NO, from ordinary oxygen and nitrogen by electricity, (Baseler

Verhandlungen, III, 2, p. 209,) has asserted that the spark of a

powerful inductive apparatus produces N0
4
in a dry mixture of

N and O, while in presence of moisture NO, and NO, appear.

Meissner obtained this result by repeating the experiment with

common air, using platinum electrodes. When the air was em-

ployed in its ordinary state, i. e. neither purposely moistened nor

HO, NO
3
and NO, were formed. Meissner could obtain in thil

experiment no direct evidence of the formation of ozone or ant-

ozone. Since, however, the numerous trials of De La Rive,

Fremy, Becquerel, Marchand and others, have abundantly de-

ited that ozone is produced when the electric sp

charged through pure oxygen, it is obvious that in Schonbein s

experiment the ozone was formed, but at once consumed in oxyd-

izing nitrogen. Since ozone alone cannot oxvdize nitrogen, bat

requires the presence of antozone, Meissner sought for this sub-

stance and readily found it in the pure oxygen, electrized by

spark-discharges. In air electrized by the spark, antozone is also

to be found, provided ozone be at once absorbed by a moist crys-

tal of KI or a strong solution of the same placed in the close

vicinity of the electrodes. Under these conditions the antozone

cloud is copiously produced. When ozone is not thus at once

absorbed from moist electrized air, both it and antozone speedily

disappear being consumed in the oxydation of nitrogen, w »ea

air which has been per trized by sparks ozone

^wue appear but hv nu 4
.

The presence of HO is then essential to the oxydation ot n*

a fact which harmonizes with the statements first made by *re-

my and Becquerel, viz : that the metals, &c. are oxydized Dy

ozone only in presence of moisture. ,

The same electrical current gives by silent discharge throu n

air of a given content of moisture, much less N0 4
and mucn

more active oxygen than when it passes in sparks. The »PPJ*
ance of N0

4
in case of electrization by sparks is due to the heat
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produced in this process, for by beating a current of air electrized

by the silent discbarge, in such a way that it comes immediately
in contact with water, ozone and antozone at once disappear, and
N0

4
is copiously formed.

In further experiments, the author demonstrated the presence

of H0 3
in water, near whose surface electrical sparks had been

made to play.

Thus far we have given quite fully the facts observed by Meiss-

ner in the first chapter of his book. He finishes the experimen-
tal part of this chapter with an account of observations which
lead to the conclusion that the production of ozone and antozone
is the result of electrical tension, and occupies about 40 pages in

a discussion of the theories of Clausius, Schonbein, De La Rive,

and Brodie, and in unfolding his own theoretical views. To
render his ideas intelligible would occupy more space tha

have at command. In fact, this part of th<

mits of abstract. All who i

fail to study the original.

Previous to the year 1859, the writer, like most ordinary

readers who are familiar with the descriptions of the phenomena
of boulder action given in our text books, believed that the drift

material of clay, sand, gravel, boulders, and the scoring of the
rocky surface of the country, must have been the effects of ice-

berg action. Up to that time I had not seen any mention what-
ever of the former existence of glaciers in any part of Main* ;

and I was therefore quite unprepared to doubt that the numerous
examples of the striated surfaces about the village where I resided

—Carver's Harbor, Vinalhaven—were other than those made by
the chafing of floating ice-mountains over the ledges when these

formed the bottom of a continental sea. The theory of Hugh
Miller in his " Popular Geology," a work then recently published,

bad attracted my attention, which supposes that the eastern de-

flection of the Gulf stream, at the close of the Tertiary era, carried

toe northern icebergs over Great Britain at the time when it was

undergoing the process of submergence, and that the bergs were
able to mount the submarine bills and score and scratch them
regularly, as the country went slowly beneath the surface.

.
But on attentively examining the scratched rocks of the vicin-

u7 of Penobscot Bay, I could not reconcile the iceberg doctrine

with the facts connected with these scratches and with the exten-
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It is quite evident that these chips, some of which must have
been many feet in length and breadth, were not removed by a
blow, such as an iceberg has been supposed by some writers to

make upon the rocky sea-bottom over which it is floating.

Again I think it evident that the blow was not given horizon-

tally, but rather at a very considerable angle,—say from 40 to

50°—and directed from the north ; and that the breaking of the

rocky floor was effected by pressure. These irregular depressions

are generally upon protuberant ledges, the " embossed" rocks of
the islands.

When such depressions are made upon the granitic floor of the

country, the farrows are at right angles to the lines of the striae.

They are exceedingly common, and very uniform in structure.

I have never seen a remark upon them by any one ; and it seems
to me that their peculiar shape is convincing evidence that nei-

ther icebergs nor diluvial waves had any share in their produc-
tion. They are lunate in figure, having their horns pointing to

the northeast and northwest, and their steep walls invariably

looking towards the north, never directed south as stated in the

"Reports on the Scienti/k Survey" for 1862, p. 383—an error not
in the manuscript.

There is a corresponding phenomenon in shallow troughs,

whose largest diameters are north and south ; and here the horns
are shorter, and directed more toward the zenith. Again, these

furrows occur on rounded semi-cylindrical ledges, running north
and south. When made on the tops or sides of such rocks, the

mural face of the furrow still looks toward the north, but the

horns point in the opposite direction, or toward the south.

These lunoid furrows often exhibit, like the other depressions

alluded to, the most delicate parallel strise running over them
from north to south. It seems evident that, had these minute
strias been made by the chafing of an iceberg over the ledge

when a sea bottom, it would have broken down the wall of the

furrow turned toward its approach ; whereas, the movement of

a glacier, slow and regular, having sand, as well as gravel and
boulders, frozen into its under surface, would not be liable to

cause such a result if the rock which was pressing upon the

]edge, producing the furrow, had passed along beyond it toward
the south.

These furrows are from an inch in length to many feet. About
three miles from the village there is one of these furrows upon
a tedge dipping at a small angle toward the south and west. It

13 thirty feet Ion- two broad at the middle, with a wall at this

Part six inches high looking north. Behind it in this direction,

taere is a high hill, only a few rods from the furrow, having its

^thern from broken down in
'

Qorth for two miles, the land
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two hundred feet, and stretches in the east and west direction

for more than three miles.

Wherever the formation is of syenite—and there are about

seventy-rive square miles of surface covered with this rock, in

Vinalhaven—the hills are broken down on their southern brows

into step-like descents. There is one hill of this character in the

town from twenty-five to fifty feet high and two thousand broad,

nearly wedge-shaped, with its apex turned toward the north.

I found, wherever I examined them, that the stride had com-

menced to form at the southern foot of these hills, h

parallel lines, generally very close up to the wall ; and, in one

case, a high granitic bluff of twenty-five feet overhung and shaded

the striae. Thev had begun their course at about a foot from the

base of this wall. This high bluff continued for some distance

toward the west, where again, the glacier—not icebergs—had

under-worn it, in a strike north and south, with a stee]

dip toward the east. Along the entire width of this ro<

striae were displayed in the most beautiful manner. The granite

was of a coarse texture, and the wall was only reached by the

waves of the highest tides
;
yet nowhere can be seen a finer pol-

ishing and scratching than is exhibited on this wall.

The hills all slope toward the north at an easy curve, and are

steep on their southern sides ; and the ledges all over the island,

wherever the rock is hard and brittle, maintain the same aspect

—being in irregular, parallel ridges, like broken windrows of hay

in a farmer's field, down which a very strong wind is passing.

These ridges represent the hills in miniature.
One example among the abrupt southern faces of those hills

was of special interest. At the southern part of North Haven,

(the island next above Vinalhaven, from which it is separated by

a ship channel five miles long,) there is a hill, at the v.

ing a little more than one hundred feet directly from the water.

The formation here is trap. This hill may extend, east and

west, six or seven hundred feet. All along its southern side

the scratches radiate outward in straight parallel lines. At the

western termination of this hill, the scratches are agai

feet development on the level ledges where the tide covers them

at high water; and as we approach the hill, the wall rises per-

pendicularly from the shore and the scratches are continued up-

on its face. Even in crevices which are overhung by portions

of the wall, the scratches are distinct and regular—as in the case,

before mentioned, upon the sloping wall of granite. These striae

were throughout so fresh and well displayed, that it seemed as

if an artist had been recently there at work with an ins

whose teeth were well guaged to follow regularly the planing

rich had before smoothed the surface.
Half a mile farther east, where a continuation of this eleva-
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tion slopes downward to the water, there stand alone several ab-

rupt prominences, which resemble the elevated embossed rocks

of some granitic regions. One of these is seven or eight feet

above the tide flats. It has very steep walls on the east, south-

east, west, southwest, and south. It dips gradually toward the

north, and is connected with the bank by a covering of marine

clay. The top and all its walls, excepting the south one, are

well scored. Beyond, to the northeast, for half a mile, this ele-

vation of a hundred feet terminates somewhat abruptly over a

cove; but beyond this cove, to the north, there is a high ridge

of a hundred feet, which is continued on toward the east, re-

taining this height for more than two miles, in a line nearly

northeast from the embossed scratched rocks. It is evident that

an iceberg could not have been driven here along the southern

foot of these elevations, and afterwards set itself to work like a

patient sculptor, leisurely and effectually chipping and molding

the rock to the specific form of the hill's and the ledges of the

country. There are no scratchings on the rocks of the Penobscot

Bay that indicate any such oscillation of icebergs from one gen-

eral course of movement; neither do I believe that there can be

found in this great fiord of the coast any curving of the striae,

or any variation of them from a general direction, which cannot

be referred to the movements of a glacier.

About the same time, I discovered in the northern part of

Vinalhaven an example of scoring and scratching of the bed

rock, of a character altogether different from anything I had met

with elsewhere. On the eastern side of a level ledge of granite

of considerable extent, there is a fissure running north and south

for about twenty feet. This fissure opens into the rock horizon-

tally to the depth of six to eight inches, forming a shelf about

six inches in thickness. The upper surface of the ledge had

evidently been scratched, judging from the appearance, although

the fine striae had disappeared, the rock being the coarser kind

of syenite which has very much disintegrated where not covered

V soil. The lips of this aperture were smoothed, as if the

opening had been made by a gigantic gouge and afterward

rubbed down in one direction, for I found in passing my hand
along toward the soutl

'' rougher than when
touched in the opposite direction. On introducing my fingers

into this horizontal fissure, and touching its upper surface—its

ceiling—J was astonished to find that it was thoroughly polished

and scratched also. Here there seemed to me to be decisive

proof as to the origin of all these various phenomena. I saw

that the iceberg theory could no longer be sustained
;
and that

»«> other action but that of a glacier was competent to explain

the facts.

°ver the entire extent of the syenitic formation, boulders of
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the same rock are strewn with wonderful profusion, and num-
bers of them weigh many tons ; they rest on beds of soil several

feet in depth, just as a glacier might have left them as it slowly

melted away.
Upon the northern slopes of the hills the rocks are torn asun-

der in such a manner as wholly to preclude the idea that the

work had been done by icebergs. Had bergs halted in such

places, and through a long age, chafed against the northern walls

of such high hills, the denudation, after all, would have been an

insignificant affair; and none but the largest bergs could have

worn at all the faces of the hills. But the debris of the stoss

side of the hills has been transported over the hills, rather than

along their sides; and we frequently find large boulders, evidently

not far removed from their native beds, resting on the hills, and

often in such a manner that their transportation and deposition

could not have been accomplished through the agency of ice-

bergs or oceanic waves.
As I have already remarked, the hills of the coast have a uni-

form feature: they are steep on the south, and have a gradual

descent from their summits toward the north. I know of no

exceptions to this rule. There must be a meaning in this spe-

cific form of the hills. If the ledges and minor hills of the isl-

ands of the great fiord of the State have been moulded into this

peculiar figure by glacial action, or that of icebergs, I conclude

that the denuding agent must have reached the tops of the Cam-
den hills, 1400 feet high, and those of the island of Mount Des-

ert, 2000 feet ; for these maintain, when viewed from the east

or west, the same general contour as the other hills of the coast.

It is quite impossible that icebergs could ever have broken down
the tops of those high hills. Moreover, if they had been under

water to the depth of a thousand feet or five hundred, the sea

which covered New England and the continent to the west

would have had a warming influence on the climate, and would

therefore probablv have been quite clear of icebergs.

The sides of the Camden hills are scratched from their base to

the summits. Megunticook, the highest but one, is broken down

: hern brow into a precipice of nearly 300 feet. Here,

the striae appear on a vein of colored quartz in a most beauti-

* ' inner. They are very delicate, and the rock is polished

dass. Toward the north, in the direction whence the

; agent came, the hill continues to rise till it attains the

neignt ot one or two hundred feet above the brow. On descend-

ing the precipice by a circuitous route, and approaching its base,

tonce struck with tl, lias been r*«-

L
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valley immense blocks of the gray micaceous sandstone from the

brow of the overlooking hill have been projected—not as if they

had merely tumbled down and accumulated as talus—for many
of these boulders have been carried to a considerable distance

over the top of the latter mountain, and are very perceptibly less

angular than those which lie at the base of the precipice. To-

ward the southern extremity of Mount Battie, striae appear again,

one thousand feet above the sea; and the entire top of the

mountain bears evidence that it has been thoroughly denuded
upon a most magnificent scale. The boulders here found were
not dropped from a passing iceberg which had been freighted in

Labrador or beyond, but are of a peculiar rock, a quartzose con-

glomerate, unlike any other to be seen in this part of the coun-

try and identical in 'composition with the rock of the mountain

itself. Not even three per cent of any other rock can be here

found. The stride continue down the southern brow of the hill

i plain below, though this part of Mount Battie is abrupt,

At this ex-

degrees—ai : ;h as twenty—out of the usual

direction, varying from a southern course toward both the east

and the west. And indeed it seems to me wholly impossible

, in a country tike this, though of four or five thou-

sand feet in thickness, and probably more along the coast, could

have preserved everywhere over the uneven rocky bottom, an

invariable direction in its movements. In its progress over, or

down, our high hills, there would be a constant liability to local

deflections, varying a little from the general course of the great

giacier.

At the southern foot of this mountain lie vast boulders, torn

from the great hill before them. They are identical in composi-

the mountain, so that we here again see evidence that

H was neither through the agency of icebergs, nor of polar cur-

rents, that those huge quartzose conglomerate boulders were de-

tached from the mountain, removed the few hundred yards, and

Partially rounded during their limited transportation. One of

iog at the southeastern base of the hill, can not weigh

Jess than six hundred tons. The formation to the south and

southwest of these hil
" ?late

'
called by the

State geolon >us, and referred to the "Tacomc

system. The stria? upon these rocks are developed in the most

admirable manner. In places near the village of Camden, they

">ay be traced up and down, over the tops and along the sides

°f the ledges, the stride pointing directly toward the high hills

°n the north. , . , ,., Tr . ,

. On examining the island of Mount Desert which, like Vinal-

naven, is composed of syenite and the argillo-micaceous slate,
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there are similar boulder phenomena to those observed forty
miles west among the Camden hills. These mountaii
tower up near the eastern border of the great fiord of the coast

ft&ai t te altitude of nearly two thousand feet. They rise very
abruptly from the sea, and are about a dozen or fifteen in num-
ber. From the summit of these hills a view is presented of the
great archipelago of the Penobscot Bay. From Bar Harbor oa
the northeast, in Frenchmen's Bay, to Bass Harbor on the south-

west, in Blue Hill Bay, journeying around these mountains on
the south, close to their base, for the distance of twenty miles,

there is one continued display of itic boulders.
The scratches run boldly up to the foot of these hills ; and the

harbors and coves trending north and south, exhibit these striae

everywhere. I have never seen be, not even
in the granitic region of Mount Katahdin, an elevation nearly

six thousand feet high, a picture of greater desolation than is

presented about the south side of these mountains. Standing
amid these vast ruins, it is apparent that only the irresistible

grasp of a glacier could have broken them off and carried them
far away toward the south. Here, as elsewhere, the granitic

boulders are larger and less angular as we approach the hills

from the south. Among these boulders, rocks of other forma-

rarely found
; and these are from the slates to the north

of the hills, having been carried over these elevations, not around
them. Upon the northern declivities of these hills, the boulders
are not so numerous nor so large as they are on the south, but are

generally much worn ; and like those on the south, they are

;ce the formation of the hills.

But besides the coves and harbors of this great island of Mount
Desert, its ledges, headlands and ponds, (some of which last are

large and deep,) all trend north and south in conformity to the

course of the striae. More than one of its deeper ponds are

gouged out of the solid syenite, and we find no evidence of this

having been done by any other agency than that of glaciers.

Beyond these hills to the north, for fifteen or
over a comparatively level country, the Taconic slates again ap-

pear; and the detritus of these rocks have been but -

transported over the granitic formation of Mount Desert. I think

3 conclusion that the rocks torn from the hills, the valleys

and the plains of the country, were not generally removed to any
great distance southward. We find indeed the fossiliferous rocks

from the region beyond Katahdin, a hundred and fifty miles

north, scattered over the islands of the coast ; brought doubtless

upon the more elevated parts of than attached
to or near its under surface, duri ^portation.
But these rocks are by no means abundant.

upon Vmalhaven, as we leave one of the granitic quarries on
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the western side of Carver's Harbor and pass along north toward
the highest granitic hill in the town, there rises a series of terra-

ces, one above another, along a north and south course, till they
attain the altitude of 150 feet above the water. The highest
Tidgebut one is seven hundred yards long, and fairly unbroken
except in one place, where there is a breach forty yards long.
This granitic wall nearly resembles some of the "Horsebacks"
in the country, and Jit be safely led along
its entire length. This wall descends toward the east and the
huge salt .

>*
i in [m id il vii ious ; ides, from thirty and

sixty to ninety degrees. Between this ridge and the one above,
which is the highest, there is a depression rifty yards wide and
from ten to twenty feet deep. The rock of many thousand tons
has all been swept away to the south of it for'150 feet, whore
we meet again another Mope, tisiiig liraduaiiv toward the south
till It attains the usual height of this elevated ridge.

I consider this dell as having been gouged out of the rock, as
the most of our harbors, coves, and ponds have been, by glacial

action. We see the hills not only curving easily to the north,
and steep on their southern sides,' hut we lind aU> that their east
and west sides are abrupt. We know that this abruptness, in
the southern part of Maine, must have been caused by denuda-
tion

; not sucn a wearing < \ as slow moving icebergs would be
likely to make, though hundreds of thousands had struck in the

west sides both low, and high
up the hills, are often seen beautifully, never roughly, scored. I

suppose that when an iceberg touches along the side of a sub-

.. it would b d '11 e? 1 lik ai v floating body, by the

ion of the current around the hills; it could not uni-
f "

! " 'ily chafe and scratch the rock in all its inequalities of wall;

tow that the sides of the bergs are not abundantly sup-

l'
: "-'l with those stone-grooving tools necessary for the smooth-

ing and scratching.
And, let me ask, by what means were those oblong and wedge-

jbaped boulders deposi

I

Manner in which we
find them? They do not lie with their longer diagonals across

but were left by some agent head on in their course to-

ward the south. Icebergs could not have dropped them thus,

x
!

> the mi ., n tit- <>i i -Jaciei would have compelled the

boulder to t rm in many c ises, and would
have kept its ted forward in the line of us
course.

If then there is evidence of a power so great, acting against

-t hills of the coast, even leaving over their sum-

rka of extensive denudation, we have rea-

son to believe that the glacier which swept across them was of

?ast thickness Had the glacier reached barely above the top
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of the highest hill of the Mount Desert group, an elevation of

2000 feet, its action for ages might have indeed accomplished

the rounding and sloping of the northern sides of those moun-

tains; but the ice of a few hundred feet in thickness above their

summits, could not have produced that vast amount of denuda-

tion required to form their southern brows. It is altogether

probable that the glacier far overtopped the highest of the hills,

and it is not unreasonable to suppose it to have been at least

twice two thousand feet in thickness.

Moreover there is evidence that this glacier was not limited to

this great fiord of Maine. It must have extended far toward

the east and covered the country on the west. In fact, it was

probably a part of the which covered the con-

tinent wherever the drift striae have been observed. But upon

the discussion of this point I will not now enter.

Art. XXX.— Contributions from the Sheffii

College. No. VII.—On the Indirect Ikb rminution of Potash and

Soda ; by Peter Collier, B.A., Assistant in the Sheffield

Laboratory.

The method customarily employed i

soda, viz : by the precipitation of the former as pla

potassium and reckoning soda from the loss, though sufficiently

accurate in patient and skillful hands, is yet open to many sources

of error and at the best is exceedingly tedious and troublesome.

The indirect method does not yet appear to possess the confi-

dence of chemists, at least, it is'rarely mentioned in published

investigations. I have therefore, at the suggestion of Prof. John-

son, made a number of experiments to ascertain the limits of

error in this process.

The volumetric estimation of chlorine as perfected by Mohr

offers by far the best basis for an indirect determination of the

alkalies. It is in fact requisite in employing the usual direct

method, to procure the alkalies in the condition of pure chlorids

pitation.

When the alkali chlorids are obtained free from all foreign

matters, it is but the work of a few moments to ascertain toe*

content of chlorine.

The silver solution used for this purpose is best pre

weighing off in a pore

it at the lowest poss

and then ascertaining its weight accurately. After

should weigh a little more than 4*7933 grm.,' the qunn:

contained in a liter of water, gives a solution of which 1 c.c
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•001 grm. of chlorine. The fused salt is dissolved in a little

warm water, the solution brought into a liter flask and filled to

the mark, observing the usual precautions as to temperature, &c.

When thus adjusted, add to the contents of the flask, from a
burette, enough water to bring the excess of nitrate of silver

above 47933 grms. to the requisite dilution, In this way it is

easy with a burette and liter flask to make a perfectly accurate

standard solution, while this would be hardly possible should
the operator weigh off less ti nitrate of silver.

This solution, which may be preserved in a well corked bottle

indefinitely, without change, is next tested by means of a solu-

tion of pure chlorid of sodium or chlorid of ammonium, a quan*
tity, say about 2 grams, of one of these salts being dissolved in

a liter of water and 20 c. c. of the liquid taken for the compari-
son. The solution being ready, the estimation of chlorine is

conducted as described by Mo'hr, Fresenius, Sutton and others,

chromate of potash being employed to indicate the completion
of the reaction. The use of Erdmann's float in a burette (which
may hold 70 c. c.) graduated to fifths ensures the needful accu-

racy of reading, In my determinations T\th c. c. of silver solu-

tion were deducted as the excess needed to produce a visible

quantity of chromate of silver.

The appended table gives the results I obtained in the analy-
ses of the chlorids of potassium and sodium. The salts were
perfectly pure and the quantities were weighed out in each case.

In order to test the method thoroughly I have varied the pro-

portions of the mixtures from one extreme to the other.

Summary of Volumetric Chlorine Determ mho s

~^ri¥r~ ';
T77T

;

•15056

5th " 03159
6th « 03796

9th M
10th «

12th " l ;

''.

•05821

13th «
•0101 -

- ":% -

-^~JL___ •0065 •1100 •06990 •00584 11066 06982

It may be seen from the above list of analyses, which includes
aU the determinations I have made, from first to hist, for the

Purposes of this paper, that in no case does the difference be-

tween the quantities taken and found of either alkali chlorid

exceed two milligrams, and in most instances it is less than one
miUigram. The correspondence between the amounts of chlorine

**• Jock. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. 11L-Mav, 1864.
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as taken and found is of course still more near. The errors

that appear in the estimation of the chlorids would be consid-

erably reduced, if, as usually happens, they were calculated as

Here follow the formulas which I have employed for calcu-

lating the quantities of NaCl and KC1, or of NaO and KO, con-

tained in or corresponding to any mixture of alkali

whose total weight and amount of chlorine are known.
W = weight of mixed chlorids.

C = weight of chlorine.

NaCl = C X 7-6311 - W X 3-6288.

KCI = W X 4-6288 — C X 7-6311.

NaO = C X 4-0466 - W X 1-9243.

KO= W X 2 9243 - C X 4-8210.

The results I have obtained thus demonstrate that the indirect

method is in all cases equal in accuracy to the ordinary separa-

le in the matter of convenience and economy of time

there is no comparison between them.

Art. XXXL- Contributions to Chemistry from the Laboratory of

the Lawrence Scientific School; by Wolcott GiBBS, M.D., Bum-
ford Professor in Harvard University.—No. I.

1. On the relations of hyposulphite of soda to certain metallic oxyds.

The employment of hyposulphite of soda as an analytical re-

agent was first suggested by Himly, 1 who in a short paper, in-

tended only as a preliminary notice, pointed out the relations of

this salt to solutions of arsenic, antimony, copper and platinum,
and suggested its use as a general reagent in place of sulphydric
acid. Himly s paper attracted little attention and was soon for-

gotten. The subject was again taken up at about the same time

by VohP and Slater
5 who appear to have been unacquainted

Wlth Simly's results. Vohl's investigation embraces the action

of the hyposulphite Upon solut timony, tin,

copper, mercury, silver, gold, platinum, lead, bismuth, and cad-

mium. Slater studied the action of the salt upon solutions ot

chromium in the form of chromic acid, arsenic, antimony, cop-

per, bismuth, lead, and mercury, as well as upon ferridcyanid,

ferrocyanid, and cvanid of uotassinm and nnon sulphocyanid
* obtained

ferrocyanid, and cyanid of potassium, and upon BOi

of iron and hypermanganate of potash. The result-
by these chemists differ in some particulars, especially as regards

copper and lead. More recently Chancel * has employed the hy-

posulphite for the separation of alumina from iron, and Stro-
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process to the separation of iron

Other analytical applications of
the hyposulphite have been made in which the salt is employed
either as a solvent or in volumetric processes: these do not re-

quire notice in this place. The following observations on the
behavior of the hyposulphite toward certain metallic salts are
interesting from a purely chemical rather than from an analyti-
cal point of view.

Nickel.—When a neutral solution of sulphate, chlorid or ni-

trate of nickel is boiled with a solution of hyposulphite of soda,
a black precipitate of sulphid of nickel is thrown down, and
after very long boiling the precipitation is complete and the so-

lution is free from nickel. If the solution of nickel be pre-
viously acidulated by the addition of a drop or two of acetic

acid the precipitation is more rapid. It is very difficult to de-

termine the exact point at which the solution ceases to contain
nickel; the boiling must usually be continued for several hours.

When chlorhydric acid is added to the mixed solutions of nickel
salts and hyposulphite, no precipitate is produced on boiling:
in this case nickel behaves like iron and the other metals of the
same group : in the cases first mentioned its analogies are with
copper. The presence of free ammonia does not prevent the
precipitation of sulphid of nickel but the action goes on very
slowly. Eammelsberg 6

long since observed that a solution of
hyposulphite of nickel is partially decomposed by evaporation,
and that the dry mass on heating yields a yellow sulphid of
nickel

: the same is true of a mixed solution containing sulphate
of nickel and hyposulphite of soda.

.
The formation of sulphid of nickel, which takes place slowly

m solutions evaporating or boiling under ordinary atmospheric
pressure, is facilitated in an extraordinary degree bv heating in

dosed tubes to a temperature of 120° C. Ordinary combustion
tubes answer the purpose very well : the tube is first closed at

one end and then drawn out near the other end to a narrow neck.
A he solution of nickel is introduced by a long funnel together
*ith the solution of hyposulphite which should be in excess
&Qd concentrated. After sealing the tube before the blast-lamp
11 is to be heated in an air-bath and kept for half an hour at a

temperature of about 120° C. Every trace of nickel is thrown
d°wn in the form of sulphid mixed with free sulphur: the tube
ffiay then be opened at the point, the liquid allowed to flow into
a beaker, the tube cut across and the sulphid of nickel washed
0u t. It may be thrown on a filter and washed with boiling

*ater without oxydizing in the smallest degree. The equation

^presenting this reaction appears to be

NiCl-f 2NaO, S2 2
= NiS-f-NaCl+ NaO, S 3 5 .

1

Ann. der Chem. und Pharm., cxiii, 127.
8 P°gg- Ann., lvi, 295.
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This process answers extremely well for the analysis of nickel

salts and gives more accurate results than the precipitation of

I as oxycl by caustic potash :
'

'

greatest ease. On the

,it is of veryhrr '

.rating nickel from other

itated by heating with solution of hy

other hand, as I shall show, it is of very limited application as

a means of separating nickel from other metals. The sulphid

of soda appears black at first, I

bronze yellow color. It is unchangeable in the air, and may be

boiled with strong chlorhydric acid without being sensibly at-

tacked. Strong sulphuric acid exerts no action upon it: pitrif

acid oxydizes it to sulphate of nickel. It may be heated in a

covered porcelain crucible without oxydation, but by roasting

in a current of air is converted into a basic sulphate. For quan-

titative purposes it is best, after washing and drying the sul-

phid, to burn it with the filter in a porcelain crucible so as to

convert it into basic sulphate, to add to this a few drops of sul-

phuric acid, evaporate to dryness and gently ignite the resulting

neutral sulphate, from the weight of which the nickel may be

calculated. The sulphate must be completely soluble in hot

water. Ease has shown that the sulphate may be completely

converted into oxyd by strong ignition.
7

Cobalt.—The relations of cobalt to hyposulphite of soda are

almost identical with those of nickel ; the only marked differ-

ence consists in the much greater difficulty with which cobalt is

precipitated. In fact a complete precipitation under the ordi-

nary atmospheric pressure is almost impossible. In a sealed

tube, at a temperature of 120° C, the precipitation is complete

in an hour at farthest. The sulphid is black, and is almost

if not quite as insoluble in acids as the sulphid of nickel; it

may be washed upon a filter with b ilii _ water, and does not

oxydize in the air. When heated to redness in contact with

air it is readily oxydized to sulphate of cobalt, which is not

basic unless the temperature is very high. In all cases, how-

) the roasted sulphid with a few drops ot

sulphuric acid, evaporate and ignite gently. The cobalt may

ilculated from the weight of the sulphate. Cobalt

lily determined quantitatively in soluble neutral salts

then be calculated ;

by this process ; as in the case of nickel, however, the hypo-

sulphite of soda serves to separate cobalt from other metals

only in a very limited number of cases. Nickel and cobalt are

completely precipitated together as sulphids by hyposulphite oi

soda at 120° C. : it is best to weigh them together as sulphates

and then determine the cobalt by Stromeyer's method as modi-

fied by Dr. Grenth
8 and myself; the nickel is then found oy

simply subtracting the weight of the sulphate of cobalt trom

that of the mixed sulphates.
7 Pogg. Ann., ex, 132. • This Journal, [2], vol. »iv, p.

86-
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-A solution of peroxyd of iron becomes of i

' upon the addition of

short time the color disappears and the iron is reduced to prot-

the addition of hyposulphite of soda; after ,

oxyd. According to Fordos" and Gelis, the reaction which
takes place in this case is represented by the equation

Fe2 Cl 3 + 2NaO . S 2 2 = NaCl + 2FeCl+ NaO, S
4 5 .

A solution of a protosalt of iron may be boiled or evaporated
with hyposulphite of soda without undergoing any perceptible

change. When, however, the two solutions are heated together
for an hour or more to a temperature of 130°-140° C, the hy-
posulphite of soda being in excess, the whole of the iron is

thrown down as a black sulphid, which is not oxydized by ex-

posure to the air, and is not sensibly dissolved by strong chlor-

hydric acid. Nitric acid readily oxydizes it; dilute sulphuric
acid has no sensible action. The complete precipitation of iron

as sulphid under these circumstances requires a longer time and a
higher temperature than that of either cobalt or nickel: the sul-

phid is the protosulphid, FeS, and is readily oxydized to sesqui-

oxyd by ignition in a current of air. When sesquioxyd of iron,

which has been strongly ignited so as to be with difficulty soluble
in acids, is mixed with an excess of dry hyposulphite of soda and
heated to redness, a black sulphid is formed which is readily

soluble in chlorhydric acid with evolution of sulphydric acid

gas. Nickel and cobalt give insoluble sulphicls under the same
circumstances, nevertheless I have not found it possible to sepa-

rate iron quantitatively from either of the other two metals by
this process. From what has already been stated it will also be
evident that heat i i

: the hyposulphite also fails

to separate ir< I nickel.

Alumina.—A dilute solution of alumina, according to Chan-
cel, is completely precipitated by long boiling with hyposulphite
°f soda, as a hydrate which is easily washed. The reaction is here

expressed by the equation
AI

2 3 , 3S0
3+3NaO, S 2 2

+3HO= A1 2 3 ,
3HO+3NaO, S0 3-f

3S02
+3S.

The boiling must be continued until the whole of the sulphurous

acid is expelled. Chancel applies this reaction to the quantita-

tive separation of alumina from iron, but I have always found
that the complete precipitation of the alumina is, to say the least,

extremely difficult. This may be due to the formation of a sul-

phite which is not decomposed by boiling. When a solution of

alum is heated to 120° C. with a strong solution of hyposulphite

°f soda the whole of .the alumina is precipitated after a short

tlr*e, as a hydrate mixed with sulphur. The precipitate is white
and of a peculiar semi-gelatinous character ; it is more easily

hashed than the ordinary hydrate thrown down by ammonia. It

• Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, viii, 351.
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is almost completely insoluble in cold and strong chlorhydric
acid but is slowly dissolved by boiling. Dilute sulpl
has no action upon it: strong sulphuric acid and nil-

acid dissolve it with difficulty.

Zinc—When solutions of sulphate of zinc and hyposulphite
of soda are heated together in a closed tube to 120° C.-140 C,
the zinc is partially precipitated as a yellowish white powder,
which is a mixture of sulphid of zinc and free sulphur. A large
quantity of zinc remains in solution.

Manganese.—Sulphate of manganese and hyposulphite of soda
may be heated together to 120° C. without any appan
When however iron is present, the precipitated sulphid of iron
always contains manganese which cannot be separated from it

by acids.

The insolubility of the sulphids of cobalt and nickel when
precipitated in the manner above describe
led me to examine the behavior of the sulphids when precipi-

tated under ordinary atmospheric pressure from boiling solutions.

When a boiling solution of sulphid of sodium is added to a

boiling solution of sulphate of nickel or cobalt, the sulphids are

completely precipitated in such a state of aggregation that they

thrown upon a filter, washed with boiling water, and
dried m the air without the least oxydation. It is well before
filtering to render the liquid slightly acid so as to avoid free sul-

phid of sodium
; acetic acid answers best for this purpose. The

sulphid of nickel or cobalt, or the mixed sulphids, may be con-

verted into sulphates and weighed as such.

2. On the determination of nitrogen by weight.

Bunsen 10
has given a method of analyzing nitrates and nitrites

which renders it possible to determine all the constituents of the

salt in a single analysis. This method consists .- ntiaiiv in

igniting the Ssorbingthe
oxygen evolved by metallic copper, and col)
a chlond of calcium tube. The nitrogen in the salt is given by
the loss of weight in the apparatus.

_
In those analyses of nitrates or nitrites in which it is only de-

sired to determine the nitrogen, the following process may be

employed with advantage. A hard glass tube, about six inches

m length, is sealed at one end, and its volume determined by
filling it with mercury and pouring this into a graduated vessel.

The tube is to be carefu
?hed with a good cork:

it is then to be filled with finely divided metallic copper, pre-

pared by reduction of the oxyd, so as to enable the o
judge of the quantity necessary. The salt to be analyzed is

then weighed and mixed with the metallic copper, either in a

10 Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, lxxii, 40.
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t with a mixing wire in the tube, aud the tabe with i

and cork is again weighed. The weight of the copp<

nployed is thus known and its volume may then be found by
j and cork is again weighed. The weight of the copper
3d is thus known and its volume may then be found by

dividing this weight by the density of metallic copper. A
chlorid of calcium tube is then adjusted as in organic

analysis, and the combustion tube is heated in the usual manner.
When the combustion is finished, the open end of the chlorid

of calcium tube is sealed with the blowpipe flame and the com-
bustion tube allowed to become perfectly cold. The chlorid

tube is then removed and weighed, and the combustion tube
also weighed with its cork. The increase in weight of the chlo-

rid of calcium tube gives the amount of moisture in the copper
and the water in the salt analyzed. The loss of weight in the

combustion tube gives the nitrogen in the salt after correction

for the oxygen in the tube, for the moisture in the copper, and
for the water in the salt. The correction for the oxygen in the

combustion tube absorbed by the copper is easily found, with a

sufficiently close approximation, by subtracting the volume of

the copper from that of the tube, finding the weight of the re-

sidual air, taking one-fifth of this as oxygen, and considering

the whole of this oxygen as absorbed by the copper. A piece

of asbestos may be placed between the copper and the cork with

advantage, but this renders an additional correction necessary.

Two analyses were executed by this method. In the first a

sample of pure saltpetre gave 13'86 per cent nitrogen; the

formula KO, N0
5

requires 13 '86 per cent. In the second a

specimen of the commercial salt gave 13"7 per cent nitrogen,

while the same salt analyzed by Simpson's method, in which the

volume of the nitrogen is determined, also gave 13*7 per cent.

The whole analysis, with the weighings, may easily be executed

in an hour and a half by a single person. It is easy to see that
tL:

- method applies to all inorganic nitrates and nitrites, whether

rous or anhydrous, but that it cai

I of organic or ammoniacal salts.

game nitrates or nitrites by Simpson's method, it is not necessary

to use oxyd of mercury to prevent the formation of deutoxyd
of nitrogen. In 3 be f°und sufficient to mix
the salt with pure metallic copper. In this manner the dimen-

sions of the combustion tube may be greatly diminished. 1

nave also found it advantageous to pump out the air from the

combustion tube by a small hand air-pump before disengaging

carbonic acid from the carbonate of manganese. By alternately

Pimping and filling the tube with carbonic acid the air may be

completely expelled before the combustion commences. It is

also better to draw the tube out before a Bunsen's gas-blast, as it

g difficult to make a cork and india-rubber connector perfectly

fcgat. With a little practice the drawing out is easily effected
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even with the hardest combustion tubes. Where many nitrogen

determinations are made it will be found convenient to employ
printed forms for logarithmic calculation, the logarithmic con-

stants of reduction being printed upon the form itself in their

proper places."

3. On the separation of Cerium from Didymium and Lanthanum.

The methods which have been recently proposed for the sep-

aration of cerium from lanthanum and didymium are familiar

to chemists, and do not require recapitulation in this place.

They all depend, like the older methods, upon the oxydation of

cerium to a sesquioxyd or to Ce
3 4 , and upon the formation of

insoluble basic salts of the sesquioxyd. No one of these meth-

ods effects a complete or quantitative separation, though all

afford means of obtaining salts of cerium in a state of chemical

purity. The following observations upon this subject are be-

lieved to be new. When a salt of cerium, lanthanum, and

11 is boiled with dilute nitric acid, and peroxyd of lead

the solution, the cerium is quickly, and under some

3 completely, oxydized, the solution becoming more

t orange-yellow. This process affords an extremely

delicate test for cerium ; it succeeds with all the salts

soluble in nitric acid, though of course when the

mixed oxalates are tested the oxalic acid is oxydized to carbonic

acid before the chaw How appears. For the

purpose of testing it is sufficient to dissolve the salt to be exam-

ined in nitric acid diluted with its own volume of water, to add

a small quantity of pure peroxyd of lead and boil for a few-

minutes, when "the smallest trace of cerium can be detected

by the yellow color of the solution. The reaction is here ex-

actly analogous to that of nitric acid and peroxyd of lead with

solutions of manganese, which last is oxydized, not as Crum

hypermanganic acid, but, as Rose has shown, to

T;'-T

less deeply c

aple and deli

sesquioxyd.

_
When a solution containing a salt of cerium dissolved in st

i short time with a large excess ofpen
of lead, oxygen gas is copiously evolved, and at the same time

the sesquioxyd of cerium formed at first is completely reduced

to protoxyd, the solution becoming perfectly colorless. The re-

markable reaction which occurs in this case appears to be con-

nected with the formation of nitrate of lead, since, when the

solution of protoxyd of cerium contains a large excess of this

salt the cerium is not peroxydized by boiling with nitric acid

and the peroxyd. Solutions of cerium salts are also oxydized

by boiling with peroxyd of lead and dilute sulphuric acid, but
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the protoxyd of cerium in the nearly insoluble double sulphate
of soda and the cerium metals is only partially oxydized by-

heating with strong sulphuric acid and peroxyd of lead although
oxygen is freely evolved.

A solution of hypermanganate of potash has no immediate
action upon a solution of protoxyd of cerium either in nitric or
in sulphuric acid, the violet color remaining unchanged even in
a hot solution. On boiling for some time, however, the color
changes slowly, the solution gradually becomes yellow and a
brown flocky precipitate is thrown down, which consists of hy-
drate of sesquioxyd of manganese.
According to Stapff, a solution of hypermanganate of potash

is immediately decolorized by a solution of the sulphate of po-
tassium and protoxyd of cerium in chlorhydric acid, but after

some time chlorine is evolved and the sesquioxyd of cerium
found is reduced to protoxyd. It is clear that in "this case the
oxydizing agent is chlorine. The further investigation of this

subject was committed to Dr. T. M. Drown, who has obtained
the following results.

When a solution of cerium, didymium, and lanthanum, is

treated with nitric acid and peroxyd of lead in the manner
pointed out above, the deep orange colored liquid evaporated
to dryness, and heated for a short time to a temperature suffi-

ciently high to expel a portion of the acid, it will be found that
boiling water acidulated with nitric acid dissolves only the salts
of lanthanum and didymium, leaving the whole of the cerium
m the form of basic nitrate, insoluble in water. The insoluble
matter is to be filtered off and thoroughly washed. A current
of sulphydric acid gas passed into the filtrate removes the lead,
after which the lanthanum and didymium may be precipita-
ted together as oxalates, which if the process has been care-
wUy performed, are perfectly free from cerium. The mass on
the filter is readily dissolved by fuming nitric acid. Sulphydric
acid is then to be passed through the solution sufficiently diluted
with water until the lead is completely precipitated. The cerium
may then be thrown down by oxalic acid, ignited and weighed
48 ^e

3 4 , or as sulphate. In this manner Dr. Drown obtained
m four analyses of the same salt

DiO and LnO = 24-84, 25-31, 25"54, 24'65 per cent.

Nitrate of protoxyd of cerium obtained by this process gives,
wnen tested by the spectroscope wit " eveti in

y
ei7 thick layers, a scarcely perceptible indication of didymium.

1 may here mention that Gladstone's lines furnish, with proper
^e, the most delicate test for the presence of didymium which
*e possess. It is only necessary to transmit the light through
Yy thick layers of liquid and to employ a condensing lens so
**• Jocr. Sci—Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. llL-JUr, 1864.
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as to throw the transmitted light directly upon the slit of the

spectroscope.

4. On the separation and estimation of cerium.

The precipitation of cerium in the form of oxalate from a

slightly acid solution is unquestionably the most satisfactory

method of separating the oxyd. The estimation of the oxalate

upon a weighed filter is accompanied with the usual trouble and

loss of time in perfectly drying the filter before and after collect-

ing the precipitate upon it. By the following mode of proceed-

ing, these difficulties may be easily and completely avoided. The

solution of cerium, (I understand here the usual mixture of ce-

rium, lanthanum and didymium,) when neutral, is to be rendered

slightly acid by sulphuric or chlorhydric acid and then largely

diluted with water. Half a litre of water for every estimated

gramme of oxyd is a good working proportion. The solution is

then to be boiled and a hot solution of oxalic acid or oxalate of

ammonia added. On cooling, especially when the solution has

been well stirred with a glass rod, or shaken, the oxalate separ-

ates in large crystalline grains of a pale rose-violet color. The

precipitate is to be filtered off and well washed with boiling water,

ing being extremely easy in consequence of the coarse

granular character of the precipitate. The filter is then to be

pierced and the oxalate carefully washed down into a crucible,

after which the water in the crucible may easily be removed^
evaporation and the oxalate dried at a temperature of 100° C.

The equivalents of lanthanum and didymium are so near to that

of cerium that no very sensible error is committed by consider-

ing the mixed oxalates as consisting simply of CeO C 2 3 +3 aqs.

In mineral analyses in which the relative quantity of oxygen m
the acids and bases must be determined with accuracy, it maj'be

desirable to ascertain the quantity of oxalic acid in a weighed

portion of the oxalates by combustion with oxyd of copper.

From this the acid in the entire precipitate may be found, ana

the oxygen in the three bases will then be one-third of the oxy-

gen in the acid.

5. On the quantitative separation of cerium from yttrium, alumin-

i and uranium.

The relations of the three metallic oxyds of the cerium group

to sulphate of potash have long been familiar to chemists an

have furnished methods of separation from other oxyds wnicn
ishett methods ot separation from other oxyus ""

t use. In examining this subject I have found that sm-

yuauj oi soda possesses great advantages over sulphate of potas ,

the double sulphates of sodium and the protoxyds of cen

lanthanum and didymium, being absolutely insoluble in as

rated solution of sulphate of soda. On the other hand,
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double sulphates of sodium and glucinum, aluminum, yttrium,

highly crystalline insoluble double sulphates of the cerium group.

In the analysis of minerals in which cerium occurs with one or

more of the other oxyds, the following method may be employ-
ed with great advantage. The oxyds are to be brought into the
form of sulphates, dissolved in the smallest quantity of water,

and a saturated solution of sulphate of soda added, together

with a sufficient quantity of the dry sulphate in powder, to sat-

urate the water of solution. It is most advantageous to use hot
solutions. The insoluble double sulphates of soda and the ceri-

um metals separate immediately, as a white, highly crystalline

powder, which is to be brought upon a filter and thoroughly
washed with a hot saturated solution of sulphate of soda. After
washing, the double sulphates upon the filter are to be dissolved
in hot dilute chlorhydric acid, the solution largely diluted with
water, and the cerium metals precipitated by oxalate of ammo-
nia, in the manner already pointed out (4). From the filtrate,

the oxyds of the yttrium group may be precipitated at once by
oxalate of ammonia, after peroxydizing the iron by means of
chlorine water, and rendering the solution slightly acid with
chlorhydric or sulphuric acid. The only precaution to be taken
in this process is to reduce the iron completely to the form of

protosulphate before precipitating the cerium with sulphate of
soda. This is best accomplished by means of a current of sul-

phydric acid gas passed into the hot solution. The precipitated

sulphates always contain iron when this precaution has been neg-
ected. This iron is easily detected in the filtrate from the oxa-
lates, and may be precipitated by ammonia and added to that

obtained from the main solution.

6- On the employment of fluohydrate of fiuorid of potassium in

The facility with which the double fluorid of titanium and po-

dium, or fluotitanate of potassium, separates in a c:

state from hot aqueous solutions, on cooling, suggested to Woh-
fer the best method at present known for obtaining pure titanic

acid. In Wdhler's process, rutile or titaniferous iron is fused
v»th an excess of carbonate of potash, the fused mass treated

ttith water, which leaves the greater part of the iron undissolved
^d the filtrate saturated with fluohydric acid. By recq

Jon the fluotitanate TiF„ KF, or perhaps more correctly, Ti 2
F

4 ,

*KF, may be obtained in white, scaly crystals, resembling bone
i this salt pure titanic acid is easily obtained by pre-

cipitation with ammonia Marignac modified this process very

^vantageously in the treatment of zircon to obtain pure zirconic
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acid. The zircon was fused with fluohydrate of fluorid of potas-

sium directly. In this manner a perfect resolution of the min-
eral was easily obtained \ the fluozirconate of potassium was then

dissolved out from the insoluble fluosilicate by hot \v;i:

lated with fluohydric acid. The observations of Wohler and
Marignac suggested to me a further extension of the same pro-

being that fluohy-

y be employed with

of the types K0
2
and R^o"" The'sj ecTaTi^uu

Glucinum.—Glucina, purified from iron and aluminum by tne

usual methods, is to be fused with twice its weight of fluohy-

drate of fluorid of potassium, and the fused mass treated with

boiling water, to which a small quantity of fluohydric acid has

been added. On filtering a notable quantity of the insoluble

fluorid of aluminum and potassium almost always remains upon

the filter, even when the separation from glucinum has been

carefully executed, by means of carbonate of ammonia. The

filtrate, on cooling, depsits colorless transparent crusts of the

double fluorid of glucinum and potassium which are easily puri-

fied by recrystallization. This method affords the simplest—

I

am almost disposed to say the only—method of obtaining a chem-

ically pure salt of glucinum. The double salt is apt to contain

an excess of fluorid of potassium. To obtain it perfectly pure for

analysis, Mr. J. C. Newbery fused the fluohydrate of potassium

with an excess of glucina. The salt as thus obtained gave him

Fluorine, • 46-53 46 50

TOO^ ~~9f96

which corresponds precisely with the formula G
2
F 3

+3KF, if

glucinum be taken as 7, or with GF+KF, if glucinum be taken

as 4-66. In this analysis the fluorine was estimated by the loss.

Berzelius gives the formula G,F
3
+3KF. Glucina may be ob-

tained directly from beryl, as Mr.Newbery 12
has found, by fusing

the finely pulverized mineral with fluohvdrate of potassium,

dissolving out the soluble double fluoric! of* glucinum and potas-

sium^ and purifying by recrystallization. As, however, beryl

contains only 13 or 14 per cent of glucinum. this process is not

economical. It is hetfc other oxvds as far a*

possible by the ordinary methods and then to purify the crude

glucina by the process above pointed out. It is perhaps worthy

of notice that while almost all proto- and sesquioxyds give insol-

" Prof. Joy had already remarked that beryl may be completely resolved J
fusion with fluorid of potaaaiui July, 1863.
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uble double salts with fluorid of potassium, the fluorid of gluci-

num behaves like a bifluorid, so as to suggest that glucina may
possibly be G0 3

instead of GO or Gr
2 3

. Ammonia precipitates

glucina directly from the solution of the double fluorid. When
a solution of fluorid of sodium is added to one of aluminum and
glucinum, the whole of the aluminum is thrown down in the

form of cryolite., A1 2F 3 ,
3NaF, while the glucinum remains in

solution. It is probable that this method will give accurate

e results.

Hyponiobic acid.—I am indebted to the kindness of Prof. B.

Jr., for a liberal supply of columbite from Middletown,

Connecticut. Mr. F. TV. Tustin has found that the finely pul-

verized mineral treated with a solution of three times its weight
of fluohydrate of potassium is almost completely resolved during
the mere process of evaporation to dryness. The dry white

powder thus obtained by fusion in a platinum crucible gives a

beautiful rose-colored mass which is easily separated from the

crucible, and which in a moist atmosphere falls to a crystalline

powder. On boiling with water acidulated with fluohydric acid

a clear solution is obtained, from which, on cooling, hypo-fluonio*

bate of potassium separates in colorless crystals. By repeated

ation, the salt may be obtained free from iron and man*
ganese, but containing an excess of fluorid of potassium. It is

better, however, to pass a current of sulphydric acid gas through
the solution to remove traces of tin and tungsten and reduce the
iron to proto-fluorid and afterward to evaporate and crystallize,

When the object in view is simply to prepare perfectly pure

bypo-fluoniobate of potassium, it is better to fuse one part by
weight of columbite with two of fluohydrate of potassium. The
&sed mass has then a greenish tint. It must be rubbed to very
fine powder before boiling with water acidulated with fluohydric
acid. After passing sulphydric acid gas through the solution and
filtering, the hypo-fluoniobate crystallizes in colorless acicular

crystals which must be purified by repeated crystallization. The
salt is much more soluble in hot than in cold water. In this

process a considerable »te of potassium, fluo-

rid of calciu r impurities, usually remain upon
*e filter, with the sulphids of tin and tungsten. The difficulty

"\ this pro:- rating the iron, when, as in the

mineral columbite, this is present in comparatively large quan-

ta In this case very large platinum or silver vessels and nu-

merous recrystallizations become necessary. It is better, there-

tore, in preparing large quantities of pure hypomobic acid to

tese with fluohydrate of potassium, dissolve the fused mass in
Water as before and filter to separate quartz, fluosihcate of po-

dium and fluorid of calcium, evaporate the solution to dryness
arid heat with pure sulphuric acid until the whole of the fluorine
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is expelled. By diluting with water and boiling, the whole of

the hyponiobic acid is precipitated. If after the pre<

rochelle salt is added, and the whole is boiled, the hyponiobic
acid will be almost completely free from iron, mangai -

ten and tin. After thorough washing, it may be again fused

with fiuohydrate of potassium, and the double fluorid

perfectly pure by recrystallization.

Chromic iron ore.—Mr. P. C. Dubois has found that the finely

pulverized ore may be completely resolved by fusing it at a red

heat for ten or fifteen minutes over a blast lamp with four or five

times its weight of fiuohydrate of potassium. The fused mass

has a clear green color. By treating this with sulphuric acid

until the whole of the fluorine is expelled, and then adding water,

the chromium iron and aluminum are completely dissolved as

sesquisalts. Perhaps the easiest method of separation is the fol-

lowing. To the solution an excess of caustic soda is added, after

which, without filtering, chlorine gas is to be passed through

until the sesquioxyd of chromium is converted into chromic

acid. The solution is then to be heated to expel excess of chlo-

rine, nitric acid added in slight excess, and the sesquioxyd of

iron and alumina precipitated by ammonia. To the filtrate,

1 is to be added in smalfexcess, after which the chro-

mic and sulphuric acids mav be precipitated together by acetate

of lead. The precipitate after washing is to be boi

chlorhydric acid and alcohol, the lead separated as chlorid and

the chromium determined in the sesquioxyd.

This method gives a complete separation, even when magnesia

and nickel are present in the ore.

Tinstone.~Mr. J. W. B. Hallett has found that tinstone is very

easily resolved by fusion with three or four times its weight of

fiuohydrate of potassium. The mineral must be finely pulver-

ized. The fused mass may be treated directly in the crucible

with sulphuric acid to expel fluorine, after which, by adding

water, filtering and boiling the filtrate, the whole of the tin may
be thrown down as stannic acid, which is to be separated from

traces of iron in the usual manner. This method of resolving

the ore of tin is very much more convenient than fusion with

with sulphur and carbonate of soda.

From what has been said it will appear that fiuohydrate ot

potassium possesses peculiar advantages in resolving those min-

erals which contain metallic acids of the type E0 3
or hyponio-

bic acid. The salt is easilv prepared in a state of purity and

may be preserved in vessel's of lead or of vulcanized india-rubber

or gutta-percha.

Mass., Jan. 18th, 1864.



F. Pisani on Shepard's Paracolumbite.

Professor Shepard has given the name Paracolumbite to

a black mineral found in small grains, or irregular seams, in the

granite of Taunton, Massachusetts. According to a qualitative

examination made by this mineralogist, paracolumbite contains

fluohydric acid, iron and uranium, but no titanic acid.

Having at my disposition authentic specimens of this sub-

stance, received from the author himself, I have been able to

study its chemical composition. I have thus ascertained, that

the paracolumbite is nothing more than a titaniferous iron, mixed
with a little gangue, from which it is extremely difficult to sepa-

rate it entirely by mechanical means. The mineral occurs in

nules that on pulverization give an equally black pow-
"dness 4*5. Density 4'353. Before the blowpipe fuses

to a black magnetic globule. Partially attacked by chlorhydric
acid, and this solution heated with tin gives a violet color. En-
tirely decomposed by prolonged heat with concentrated sul-

phuric acid ; the addition of cold water gives a solution which
on boiling becomes cloudy with deposition of titanic acid.

Shepard, 3
on the contrary, states the solution obtained by decom-

-

1 tli sulphuric acid is not rendered milky by boiling,

and that the metallic acid contained in paracolumbite is not
titanic acid.

A quantitative analysis made by attacking the substance
with bi-sulphate of potash gave the following results

:

: granul

Hardn

Ferrous oxyd,

Deducting from the analysis the silica, alumina and lime
ttnich belong to the gangue, it is obvious that the mineral is an
ordinary titanic iron. Paracolumbite cannot therefore be con-
sidered a distinct mineral species. It is identical with titanic iron.

' Communicated by the author. ' Mineralogy, 2d edition, (1857,) page 28?,



/. M. Safford on the Cretaceous

Art, XXXIII.— On the Cretaceous and Superior Formations of
West Tennessee ; by Jas. M. Safford, Lebanon, Tenn.

In this article I propose to enumerate and describe briefly, so
far as my examinations will permit, the Cretaceous and higher
formations of West Tennessee. But before commei
the lowest in order, it will be well to notice first the formation
of gravel that is so common and conspicuous in the ];'

ley of the Tennessee river,
1 and that rests upon all the formations

occurring in this region excepting the alluvium of the bottoms.
The Western Valley Gravel.—This formation is, by no means,

continuous over the whole area to which it belongs. It occurs
in patches, or detached beds, depending much, in this respect,

upon the nature of the surface on which it rests, and upon the ex-

tent to which it has been denuded. The beds, however, often

cover locally large areas, the observer travelling upon I

out a break for many miles. Their thickness is not gexceeding fifty or sixty feet, and being generally much less.

I his gravel was doubtless deposited after the valley had re-

ceived, tor the most part, its present general form. Its beds are

found upon the bluffs of the river, upon the uplands back of the

bottoms and upon comparatively high ridges, being always the

uppermost formation. It is often seen as far back as eight or

ten miles from the river on both sides. On the eastern side it

extends farther, and frequently caps the very high ridges of this

part of the State, some of which are 800 feet abSve the sea. In
tnis direction it extends, at some points, a few miles beyond the

limit that I have given to the Western Valley. In a northerly
and southerly direction, it skirts the river all along, on both sides,

from Alabama and Mississippi to the Kentucky line.
lhe materials of the formation are water-worn siliceous pebbles

with more or less sand, the latter, however, not prominent. The
pebbles have been derived mostly from Carboniferous rocks,

lhe worn pebbles are sometimes locally mingled with angular
cherty fragments

; but in such cases the beds are in t!

of Paleozoic rocks, the known source of the angular chert. Not
infrequently masses of the gravel may be seen cemented, usually
by oxyd of iron, into heavy blocks of coarse conglomerate. At
some of the iron-ore banks within the limits of this formation,
we nnd sections presenting mingled masses of worn pebbles, an-

gular chert, and hematite in irregular fragments and in "pots,

tne masses occasionally cemented into solid blocks.* occasionally cemented into solid blocks.

>l

Kentucky."
V

m
Or simply the Western Valley. I jriv,

a valley through which the Tenn



The exact age of this formation is not known. Tt is cei

of later date than the Cretaceous beds in the Western 1

It may be synchronous with the gravel of

iU I have 'Mississippi I

o satisfactory proof.
3

(This gravel i

indicated on the map. It is represented in
the section at its eastern end by the group
of dots.)

Excepting the Paleozoic rocks and the
gravel just noticed, the distinctive groups
of West Tennessee may be designated as
follows

:

0. Bottom Alluvium, Modern.
8. Bluff Loam, Post-tertiary.
V. Bluff Gravel, « « '

6. Bluff Lignite, (provisional), Tertiary?
5. Orange Sand, or LaGrange

Group, Tertiary.

4. Porter's Creek Group, (pro-

3. Ripley Group, (provisional), Cretaceous.
2. Green Sand, or the shell-bed,
1. Coffee Sand,

W* Should such beds be found it will make the

:

«ddiR
rper and Hi,Sard - in their respective Missis-

-

to a ^Pran9e Sund was originally applied by me

^Wsseeofth,
..d by them.^ J°c*. Scl-Secon-i, SEHiEg. Vol. XXXVII. No. IIL-May.

Mil
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On the map and in the section accompanying this article the

areas occupied respectively by these beds are laid off, and are

numbered as above/

The Paleozoic rocks occupy a narrow irregular belt, (™arke
,

o, o, upon the map,) averaging about five miles in width, ana

lying along the western side of the Tennessee river. This bei

is interrupted near the southern part of the State, in liarom

county, the river bending to the west and striking the t<Fe

sand. Within it are beds of the Hudson, Niagara, Lower tlewr

berg, Genesee, (Black Slate,) and Sub-carbon ijerous epochs I do nos

however, propose to dwell upon these here, and therefore p

on to the beds and groups enumerated above.
{

1. The Coffee Sand.—This, the oldest Cretaceous group seen

the surface in Tennessee, overlaps the western bevell/\
eag
4m.

the Paleozoic rocks. It is the northern extension of tne

: of the Memphis and Charlestonf*^™
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bigbee sand of Hilgard, which most likely ought to be included

in his Eutaw Group. Its outcrop occupies a belt of territory

varying from about two to eight miles in width, and running
3ugh the State.

4

Tennessee, in 1

State, strikes this group. The river here washes the sand, along

its western bank, for eighteen or twenty miles and presents us,

lis, with several bluffs that exhibit interesting sections.

The bluffs are much alike; they vary from 80 to 100 feet in

height, and are all capped with a layer of gravel belonging to

the gravel bed described. The principal ones, (indicated on the

map by short heavy lines,) are the Coffee Bluff, sometimes

strangely called " Chalk Bluff," at Coffee Landing, (C. on the

: at Crump's Landing, and the one at Pittsburg Land-

ing, (P. on the map). The first, which gives name to the bed

is nearly two miles long. One of its sec-

tions will be given below.
This group consists mostly of stratified sands usually contain-

ing scales of mica. Thin leaves of dark clay are often inter-

stratified with leaves occasionally predomina-

ting. Sometimes beds of dark laminated or slaty clay of con-

siderable thickness—from one to twenty feet or more—are met
with in the series. It very generally contains woody fragments

and leaves converted more or less into lignite. Silicified trunks

of trees are not uncommon. The maximum thickness of the

series in Tennessee is not known ; it is probably not far from

200 feet.

A section of the bluff at Coffee may be taken as a type of the

materials and stratification of this group.

4. On top; gravel and ferruginous conglomerate.
3. So*fo,wiih| keNo.lbelo«

little sand; contains fragments of woo<

£ Grey and yellow sands, interstratified with numerous thii

laminae and some thicker layers of slaty clay ; strata ot sam

owiisionalK from thro, to six feet without clay. Leaves, i:

fragments.",,

from the mass h liieir balJi c0!1

verted into I
silicified.

Contains pyrites and yields proto-salts of iron and ferrugir

eyond this they U
The outline given is probably not far f

2 a doubt expressed upon the map by the 1

!

at:

r
r The limits „f b..th are satisfactorily
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the exposures of this

erally dark grey and contain pyrites. In exposed
situations, however, as in old washes or near the suri

contents become peroxydized, their lignitic matter is removed,

U and the sands assume brighter colors, becoming
white, yellow, red or orange, as the case may be.

Although fragments of leaves are abundant at some localities,

yet it is difficult to obtain good specimens. None that I know
of have been described. Within the limits of Tennessee 1 have
not found any animal remains in this group. Along the Mem-
phis and 01 ssippi, I have seen many
imperfect casts of shells in its a
bee sand. One of these was forwarded, with other Cretaceous

Mr. Wm. M. Gabb, of Philadelphia, who described it

as Voiulllithes Saffordi, giving li Tennessee" bv mistake as the

locality. (Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci, [2], iv, 299.) The specimen

uied from a cut about three mil<
Burnsville.

2. The Green Sand, or the shell-bed.—At many points along its

eastern edge this bed is seen resting upon the Coffee sand. Its

mass consists generally of fine quartzose sand mixed with clay,

ml, which is more or less calcareous. It con-

roughout, though not abundantly, and fine

scales of mica. Owing to the clay present and a certain degree

of induration, the mass is generally firm enough to form the

walls of the " bored wells," tubing being dispensed with.
6 When

dry, the material of the formation has a greenish gray color

which becomes much darker when wet. It has much uniformity

ter. That of different layers, however, differs to some

extent in hardness, and in the proportional amount of green

grains. Some of the harder layers are called "rocks" by the

well-borers. There is such a layer very generally at the bottom

Below the soil, for ten or twenty feet from the surface, the

Green sand is usually converted by atmosp)
greyish or dirty-buff tenacious ma
from its tendency to cleave, when losing moisture, in irregular

block-like masses.
It abounds in shells. Exogyva costata, Qryphcea vesicular'^, Os-

trea larva and Anomice, are found at nearly all exposures. At

numerous points, whitish clayey or marly "bald places, or

'glades," nearly or quite destitute of soil and vegetation, are

;
" '

'

'

,
. . .

WinnY''
6 elevation of the mouth of the well. Many such wells have been
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met with, strewed over which, individuals of the species men-

tioned, and of others, are abundant, the large shells being very

conspicuous. Thia te shell-bed of the

Post-paleozoic beds of West Tennessee. A list of species col-

lected is given below. It also contains wood and leaves, but not

as abundantly as the Coffee sand.

This bed is the northern
"~

;«i and Alabama. Ii

a belt of the surface averaging about eight miles in width for at

least half way through the State. (2, 2, map and section.) Fur-

ther north it soon becomes inconspicuous. Its limits in this di-

rection have not been satisfactorily made out. The broken lines

mark its probable extension and termination. Its thickness is

known from data supplied by the well-borers. Along the west-

ern margin of its outcrop it varies from 200 to 350 feet, the

maximum being in the southern part of the State.

The list below contains the species collected by myself from

this bed. These, together with the species collected from the

succeeding group, were submitted to the examination of Messrs.

Conrad and Gabb. The new forms were described by them in

the Jour. Acad. Nat. Set., vol. iv, 2d series. In their descrip-

tions some are referred to wrong localities. The principal and
correct localities are indicated upon the map by small crosses,

and will be designated in the list by letters. They are as follows

:

(a.) The first, at the very bottom of the bed, in a cut of the Memphis
and Charleston R. R. about 2| miles east of Corinth, (C.) Mississippi.

(*•) The "Bald Hills," 14 or 15 miles north of a, in Tennessee, and 3

(«) A bank about 2£ miles east of Portly, (Pu.) Teun., and very near

the top of the bed.
(d.) A cut in the Memphis and Charleston Railroad very near the point

where the railro ~ ppi and Tennessee line.

1. Platytrochus speciosus, Gabb and Horn, -

2. Corbula crassiplica, Gabb,
3. Cmssatella vadosa, Mort, (Syn. C. Ripleyana, Con.,)

4. Astarte crinuliraia, Con.,
5. Venilia Conradi, Mort., -

J.
Cardium abruptum, Gabb.

<• Cardium, n. sp., casts. (" Common in New Jersey. )

8
- Trigonia thoracica, Mort.,

»• Area Satfordi, Gabb, ...-•-
JO. Nucula distorta, Gabb, -

Jl. Cucullcea Tippana, Con.,

J2.

Ctenoides (Lima) pelagica, Mort.,

1
3. C. reticulata, Lyell and Forbes, -

**. Peclen virgatus, Nilsson, -

«• tfeitkea occidentalism Con., -

(Syn. P. quadricostata, Roemer, and perhaps qutnquecostata of Mort.)
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/. Gabb, -

(I think this must be 0. crenulaia, Tuoraey.)

Exogyra costala, Buy, *

Gryphcea vexkularis, Lam., -

(Syn. 0. convexa, Say, and O. mutabilis, Mort/

G. Vomer, Mort., -

Anomia tellinoides, Mort.,

variable one. Its much larger thar

figured. Figure 21, pi. 46, (Jour. Acad., vol. iv.) shows I

pearance of the tooth after the enamel, that coats the inside

valves, has been removed. Since the species was describee

perfect valves have been found. The tooth is a prominent

rhombic boss, the inner angle longer than the one behind a

-triated. One muse
another nearer the tooth from wh

27. Volutilithes 5

28. Rapa (Pyrula) Richardsonii ? Tuomey,
29. R. trochiformis, Tuomey,
30. Anchura abrupta, Con.,

31. Baculites compressus, Say,

32. Enchodus ferox, Leidy, -

33. Sphyrcena, sp. ?

34. Ischyrhiza mira,

Besides these, I have in my collection from this bed uncertain

species of Teredo, Serpula, Rostellaria, Fusus, Turritella and JJet-

phinula. .

3. Ripley Groap.—This is a provisional series, and is most

;

f

based upon observations made along and in the vicinity ot tne

Memphis and Charleston Eailroad. It is o

determinable species have been found, although search baa bee

made elsewhere for them. Its northern extension has been i

ferred from the general bearings and relations of its strata an

of those of the adjacent groups. *

Its outcrop occupies a belt of the surface, (3, 3, on the map,;

extending through the State and being, along the rail:

fifteen miles wide, but having a less average width. " » IS D
,

is in general rough and hilly. The high ridges dividing ^
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The group must be of considerable thickness, not less than

400 or 500 feet. It is mostly made up of stratified sands. Oc-

casionally an interstratified bed of dark slaty clay, ten to thirty

i, but more frequently a sandy bed lamina-

layey leaves. In its lith me group

is much like the Coffee sand. Its sandy mass, as seen at the sur-

v generally yellow, brown or orange, its contents being

peroxydized; occasionally, however, in partially protected or in

fresh exposures, its material is dark colored, abounding more or

mentarv lignitic matter.

The outcrop of the group very commonly presents layers or

masses of ferruginous sandstone locally indurated by oxyd of

in,,,. This sandstone often occurs in plates, scrolls, tubes and

other curious shapes. At some points, especially upon high

knobs and ridges, *it is found in heavy massive blocks from two

or three to fifteen feet in thickness. The occurrence of such

sandstone is, however, common to all the sand-formations of

West Tennessee. In this group it appears to be especially

abundant.

In the vicinity of the Memphis and Charleston Railroad, in

Hardeman County, there are in the upper part of the series two

local beds interesting on account of the fossils they contain.

The first is a bed of buff grey impure limestone from two to six

feet thick. It is found on both sides of the railroad near Muddy

Creek.' It abounds in two or three species of Turntella, (2. tof-

fordi, and owroifa o/Gabb,) Ostrea Vomer, Mort., claws of a Cat-

lianassa? (for which I propose the name C. Gwyni?) and other

species. The position of the limestone is indicated on the map

by the short, heavy lines near Muddy Creek. It is doubtless the

11a" and "Bored" limestone of Hilgard's sections JNos.

12, 13, and 14; pp. 86-88. . w,.

The second is a bed of clayey sand with green grains, lnis

has been seen west of the limestone at two exposures
;
one in a

small cut on the railroad, about two miles east of Middleton, the

other about two miles south or southeast of Middleton, on a.

branch of Cypress Creek, (of Hardeman,) and near the old

stage road." Each point is indicated upon the map by a small

The following is a list of species from the two beds, to which

it will be seen quite a number of the forms are common Most

of them are described in the Jour. Acad. Nat. ^ofPhjla vol.

iv, 2d series. The localities are (a.) limestone; (b.) sand-bed.

1. Corbula subcompressa, Gabb, -
. a b

2. Venus Ripleyana, Gabb,
' On u, • *ui= nrfinl* Mnddv Creek is the first stream rep-
Un the map '

.

resented e^t, "> dePot

' Dedicated to Phi
r
-
v'' TenDebsee'
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me to a species of Crassatelk;

jour. Acad., iv, 279. " ftherefore propose C. Gabbi for it.)

4. C. Monmoitthensis ? Gabb,
6. Cardita subquadrala? Gabb,
6. Leda nrotexta, Gabb,
7. Modiola Saffordi, Gabb, -

8. Oxtrea denticulifera, Con.,

9. 0. crenulimarginata, Gabb,

(If No. 8 is referred to the proper species, then
ata, Gabb, is, I think, its lower or larger valve.)

10. Gryphaia Vomer, Mort., ...
11. Turritella Tennesseensis, Gabb, -

12. T. Safordi, Gabb, ....
13. T. Hardemanensis, Gabb,
14. T.pumila, Gabb, ....
15. KtUica rectilabrum. Con.,

16. Fasciolaria Safordi, Gabb,
17. Neptunea impressa, Gabb,
18. Callianassa? GGwyni, Safford,

19. Lamna gracilis .* Ag.,

2U. Crocodilm? (Tooth.)

It will be seen that but two species of those given, Gryphcea

Vomer and are common to this group and the

Green sand. Localities in Missisa furnish series

of fossils which unite the groups more intimately. It will be

found perhaps that the two form paleontologieally but one

formation.

The group also contains wood and leaves. The leaves are

generally found in an imperfect condition and have received but

little attention. As the age of the beds containing them are

known, their study would be very interesting in c

that of the leaves of the formations further west

series in the Urange sand. It may be well however to Keep ii

separate until its age is m irtained. There is

no marked distinction between this and the adjacent groups, ex-

cept that it contains proportionally much more laminated or

slaty clay. The clav has the usual characters, contai

scales, is dark when wet and whitish grey when dry. The thick-

ness of the series is perhaps 200 or 300 feet. In this are usually

several beds of slaty clay from five to fifty feet in thickness, In

Hardeman county, on Porter's Creek," is a heavy bed said to be

100 feet thick. I have seen as much as 50 or 60 feet of it exposed.

* The first creek on the map, west of "M," (Middleton.) on the M. & & B- R.
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Along the rleston Eailroad, the belt of sur-

d bv the group is about eight miles wide. It be-

rrower as we follow it northward. (4, 4, on the map.)

The belt appears to be the northern extension of Hilgard's

ling the lower part of

L - -Xt rtix m L liiiitic." I have met with hard layers, "rocks,"

ing shells, but as yet have found no deter-

minable ones. In several of the cuts along the M. & C. Eailroad,

specimens of leaves are found in tl mea in thin

(stones. The leaves in my collection from this group,

which are not many, have not been examined. One is much
like Quercus Saffordii, Lsqx., of the succeeding group, and may
be that species ; the others are unknown to me.

5. The Orange Sand, or LaOrange Group.—The outcrop of

this group forms more than a third of the entire surface of West
Tennessee. It oc« uj ies a belt about 40 milt s wide, which runs

in a north-noiti ' -terly direction through nearly the central por-

tion of this division of the State. (See map and section 5, 5.)

As seen in bluffs, railroad cuts, gullies, and in nearly all expo-

sures, it is a: neralh a -i it stratified mass of yellow, orange,

red, or brow an inte*

stratified bed of white, gray, or variegated clay. The sand-beds

are usually more or less argillaceous ; sometimes but little or not

thia layers of ferruginous, sometimes argil

and, as in that groups j
resents locally massive blocks of sand-

stone on high points. At La Grange a fine section of the group,

more than a hi mired feet in thi< ci - '- exposed.

In deep wells dark beds of sand with occasionally one of clay

are met with. These often contain vegetable matter. Now and

then the trunk of a tree is encountered, much to the an

of well diggers. I have seen but one bed of lignite in the group,

and that a limited one near its southeastern margin.

It is diffi this group. It doubt-

?1e, to the west. Its thickness

may be assumed to be about 600 feet.

At the bottom of a i

]]es south °!
bomer

:

^le, (S.on the map,) in Favette eounty, I collected several
- , _ _

.;......-•-.. .,.>

rkedon the map by a

iribed bv Mr. Leo Lesqiv

1859,* and
I

- my State Keport, the

publication of which has been interrupted by the present un-
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happy condition of the country. The following

species as revised by Mr. Lesquereux

:

1. Quercus myrtifolia ? Willd. 7. Andromeda varciinfoUa ojini

2. Primus Carollniana, Michx,

3. Laurus Caroliniensia f Michx. 9. Elceagnus i

4. Fagusferruginea, Michx. (Fruit.) 10. Sopoiaciks

5. Quercus crassinervis, Un*. 11. Salix? den

6. £uercws Saffordii, Lsqx.^

The first four are recent ; the others are nev

a letter to me of Feb. 1861, Mr. Lesquereux €

ion t

gard the group as Miocene until more light can be thrown uwu

the question.
10 Had it not been for the present conditi

country more ample material would have been placed in bis

hands for study.

I have not been able to find even the cast of a shell in tha

series. The discovery of a few known species, if such exist, is

a desideratum.

6. The Iihiji' Lvjuiu.—Th'iA is a provisional group, and con-

sists, especially in the middle and southern parts of the State, of

a series of stratified sands with more or less sandy fclatv ci v.

rized by the presence of well-marked beds

I have recently included it in the Orange sand. It w

however, to keep it separate until the questions of age

itely settled. The upper part of the series is general;

posed below the gravel of the Mississippi bluffs. At Memphis,

however, it scarcely appears above low water. About
red feet of the series has been seen below the gravel. In tbH

thickness it contains from one to three beds of lignite, winch are

from half a foot to four feet in thickness.

The group has no marlced eastern outcrop, and may thin ou

premon. I have seen, however, imperfect specimens < :

cies are given with a query ; some' doubt.
l

\,
' ,'.

-

<:.:,._ . : -
. .: •

"-.. •
.

..; . :; :.- , ;
•;•.:..

.
' - '' /~ '•

_

ttudy special and comparative of the floi

Mississippi and Tennessee, and. may 1 i

fenced, and it i.
- i>as<'«i u, -

,kis-d .:
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in an easterly direction beneath the gravel ; at least, the beds of

lignite, by which it is characterized, do not appear to extend

st from the range of the bluffs. (See section 6.) In

my "Eeconnoissance," p. 102, may be found a section illustrating

the Bluff formations. Below, I give another taken on the Missis-

sippi, at Randolph, Tipton county, the river being four or five

feet above low-water mark.

8. Bluff Loam, 68 feet.

Fine siliceous earthy matter of a light ashen or a light buff color,

containing land-shells.

7. Bluff Gravel, 24 feet.

Chert pebbles, and coarse yellow and orange sand, with a bed six

feet thick - .> beneath.

6. Bhff Lhjnite, 90 feet.

A mass of dark grayish laminated micaceous Kind with ligmtic

woody fragments leaves, ite. Lam . '- i \ h '^
laminae containing more or less clay. Intel-stratified with this are

two beds of lignite ; the upper one six feet from the top and from

six inches to two feet thick ; the other 12 f< - 1 lowei a
.

This portion infill, - 48 It.

A portion not exposed in pla-v wIi.t, th- -ecli .n was taken, hut

seen in part at anoth
above. Down to the water's edge. - - - 42 ft.

Leaves from the Bluff lignite, at least from the portion in

Tennessee, have not, so far as I know, been examined. The
series may be synchronous with that at the Chalk Ba

s, Ky., some of the leaves of which have been described

Mr I.^iuVivux « hu./ m , [2], xxvii, 364.)

7. The Blv if <im '.— rhis 1 ed vai i. - in r'.ii hi. - from ten to

fifty feet. It :' coarse yellow and omn z

Tre or less coarse grave!, and has usually

variegated clay at its base. The gravel is

generally the most conspicuous portion. This is sometimes ce-

mented by oxyd of iron (occasionally by calcareous matter) into

great blocks of coarse conglomerate. It consists of water- worn

pebbles, from the size of a man's fist down to that of a pigeons

egg- The pebbles have been derived mostly from Carboniferous

This bed is remarkable for its extent in a general direction

rer It is seen along the face of the
«|*"f-

. . •
. i state line to Kentucky, and both

ways much beyond these limits.

.

;i

I lave given this general name to the line of bluffs that all along overlook

:

".'V."
:

..':"v
:

;.'.
•.:'.' ..' /",

of white
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Its eastern outcrop is not well marked. It appears to extend
from lo to 20 miles eastward from a straight line drawn through
the most westerly parts of the bluff. The bed is represented on
the map and in the section by a dotted or broken line. (7, 7.) It

will be seen that the narrow river-valleys of West Tennessee
cut this and the Bluff loam into sections.

_
8. The Bluff Loam.—This, the topmost of the bluff formations,

is generally a mass of fine siliceo is I . n, somewhat calcareous,

and usually of a light ashen yellowish or buff color, but some-

times lacking the yellow tinge. It is in lisiinetly -

id and fresh- water shells, and frequently oddly shaped

calcareous concretions. It has in Tennt-s.- ;

ness of about 100 feet. Ian m - t , * I i > v\. i i, n m •" to

80. In the bluff at )i in to i;o [Wt thick, ani

presents in its lower part, along a well-marked horizon and in a

»us casts orm .ulds of what may

have been the long tapering tap-roots of some tree.

The loam rests direct v ..." -': Bi iff gravel, and its range

and extent are shown upon the map by the s

the broken lines re rops of the gravel. Its

ast rn i itci >p of the and
with difficulty defined; both are alike given approximately.

The following species of shells have been collected from this

formation

:

1. Helix appressa, Memphis.
j

6. Planorbis bicarinaius, Memphis.

2. H.hirmta, «
7. Ct/clas, sp. ?

H. monodon, "
j

8. Amnicola lapidaria,

9. Lymnea, sp. 1

*

1
10. Succinea, sp. ?

Dr. Wyman has published a "Notice of Fossil Bones from the

neighborhood of Memphis," which he states are repn •

: ".
:

....
,

;

that they are "from, as is supposed, the diluvium of tl

S'PI'i.' Tii seolo-i d position as siven here is very indefinite.

T - k it, 1 ... - - m probable that the bones come

from the Bluff h tm. h is the principal formation in the vicinity

of Memphis The Bluff gravel, which here, by the way, con-

u sand, is found mostly in the beds of the streams De-

low high-water mark.
,

. *

9. The Bottom Alluvium.—This consists of the usual beds oi

sand, clay, gravel and vegetable matter of the Mississippi bot-

tom. I do not propose to dwell upon it here. As a whole, i»

extent in Tennessee can be seen upon the map. (9,9.)

" This Journal, [2], x, 56.



ART. XXXIV.— On the Influence of Ozone and some other Chem-

ir„i A rents > > G r : by M. Carey Lea, e

Philadelphia.

At no time has the subject of the influences of chemical agents

received so much intelligent attention as at present,

and the labors of Boussingault, Kuop, Stohmann, Ville, Sachs,

ami many others, are daily adding to our stock of knowledge

and developing new and interesting facts. The studies of these

iave, however, been directed almost entirely to the effects

nee or presence in greater or less proportion in the soil

of those bases ; l- With
respect to other agencies, little has been done since the valuable

.ti ,t, )n , ,,{ 1 u »
i i ,

< - . ude more than thirty

in which they examined the effects of chlorhydric

and mt "u^ i i , _ ~ - li . :i ^ pi ui tt- I ludio.ren, cyano-

gen and some other eases. Goppe rime pub-

lished some investigations upon the influence of cyanhydric acid.

The effect ol ees was very much what might

have been anticipated from their tendency to attack organic

The examinations which I propose here to describe have been

made in a som rection. The most curious result

obtained app ; relating to the effect of a highly

upon the roots of plants. I have also found

ices not in the least corrosive, and even en-

tirely neutral, may exercise a powerfully poisonous influence

upon vegetation, "when disseminated in the atmosphere sur-

rounding it.

(1.) Influence of Ozone.

The ozone used in the following experiments was generated

V the action of sulphuric acid upon chameleon mineral. Iwo
or three grains of chameleon mineral were placed in a small

capsule and moistened with oil of vitriol. This, when placed by
"self, or with a vessel of water under a bell-glass ot about 3

phere for five or six days or even longer. But as the presence

tion would tend to destroy the ozone rapidly, it was

considered expedient to renew the generating mixture every two
or three davs. In all cases the capsule was placed aside for half

an hour or more to allow the red vapors to be thoroughly dissi-

pated before int 'the bell glass.

Two sets of experiments were made : in the first, the water

with which the seeds came in contact was made to contain those

solid substances which are most essential to vegetation. In the
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second, very pure river water was used. For the first, phosphate

of soda, silicate of p >tash, sulphate of magnesia, nitrate of lime

and sesquichlorid of iron were added to water in a proportion

such as to be equivalent to three-tenths of one per cent of solid

matter. In order to afford a just term of comparison, two ves-

sels every way similar were filled with this prepared water, were

covered with gauze so that the gauze should rest on the surface

of the water, and were placed under bell-glasses resting on glass

plates. Wheat and maize grains were placed on the gauze, and

beneath one bell-glass was introduced the ozone-general

2d day.—Germination appeared to be more advanced in the

vessel containing the ozone. Seeds, however, of like origin, and

exposed to the same influences, germinate so irregularly that

much importance is not to be ascribed to this.

3d day.—The seeds in ordinary air had overtaken the others.

They were already covered with mould, of which no sign ap-

peared on those exposed to ozone.

4th day.—Mouldiness much increased in the one, still none in

the other. The rootlets of the plants exposed to ozone begin to

exhibit remarkable effects, extending themselves upward in-

stead of downward, and becoming pinkish at the extremities.

5th day.—Ozone plants much behind.

8th day.—The disposition of the roots of the plants exposed

to ozone to grow upward still continues. Of the wl

fully one-half the rootlets have shot directly into the air. The

only maize plant which has as yet germinated has sent up a

healthy plumula over one inch in length; its three r

all directed upward and away from the water. Noth
least similar has taken place in any of the seeds not exposed to

the influence of ozone.

12th day.—The experiment was terminated. The

height of the wheat plants not exposed to the ozone was 1

of those exposed, 4 inches. The effect of the ozone ii

the growth of the roots was very remarkable, especi

the wheat plants. In those not exposed to ozone, the roots at-

tained a length equal to about one-i .urth the height of the stem-

In those exposed to it, the roots after starting almost immedi-

ately ceased to grow; the strongest plant

six inches, and developed six rootlets, aver
teenths of an inch in length, while those not exposed to ozone

had many roots exceeding two and a-half inches. As a whole,

the roots produced by the plants under the influence of ozone

did not exceed one-tenth of those produced in its abs

an equal number of healthy seeds. One curious res

almost total absence of roots was that the wheat
|
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greater part of them fell over on one side. The flatness of the

laize afforded their plants a better support.

The influence of ozone over the production of mould was
vi ; v striking. When seeds were placed in contact with water

mill with the air under a bell-glass in which a vessel of water

stands, which air is of course sal are, mould

began immediately to form, and increased until the surface of

, ,,,-h Vested o l the water was completely covered.

Nothing of the sort was visible in the bell-glass containing an

ozonized atmosphere.

In order the better to observe the influence of ozone upon
the mould, the vessel which contained it was transferred to the

bell-glass of which the atmosphere was ozonized. In the course

of a few hours, the greater part of the mould fell back upon the

gauze as a yellowish powder, while two healthy young maize

peared unaffected, and continued their development.

longer exposure, they would of course also have suffered,

but their st n • -d them to resist longer. It was

also remarked that the extremities of the leaves of some wheat

plants, growing in the same vessel, became yellow. But those

had germinated in the ozone atmosphere, al-

though much smaller, were perfectly healthy, and the leaves

showed no disposition to die at the ends.

Pasteur has lately shown that the putrefaction and oxydation

of organic bodies is effected to a very large extent by the inter-

vention of the lowest order of vegetable organisms. That in

some cases where the germs of these bodies have been i

excluded, m "' nce of at *

, and that when saw-

a month, the germs having been

contained 16 per cent ot nneom-

bined oxygen. 1

It therefore appears that ozone, while a highly

utiou hv destroying the intermediate agei -ies, through which

,4 arv eff.-et 1 a fact nut without interest in con-

!ged influence of ozone on epidemics.

The expei «d were carefully repeated with

union of very pure river water, instead of that contain-

mentioned. The results obtained were pr*

ei*lv the same The- trials a flu rd< d a \>
' -

experiments, similar sets of seeds having been exposed to the

-aline solutions and to that of river water neal

therefore, to nothing but ozone could be ascribed the inverted

tendency of the roots, as this always followed its presence, and
never appeared in its absence.



(2.) Carbonic Acid.

Experiments were made to ascertain the effect of a complete
removal of carbonic acid from the atmosphere bi

plants. The seeds were placed on gauze strained over a vessel

of water, which was set in a dish containing concentrated solu-

tion of caustic soda, and the whole was covered with a bell-glass.

A similar arrangement was made, exclusive of the cans
to afford a term of comparison.
No appreciable difference could be observed. It is probable

that seedlings, within the height which they can attain under an

ordinary bell-glass, still derive a sufficient s

the seed. Be this as it may, the removal of carbonic acid from

the atmosphere surrounding them did not interfere with their

growth.

Experiments made with seeds placed in an atmosphere of car-

bonic acid accorded with results obtained by other observers, as

to total prevention of germination under circumstances other-

Wise favorable. The seeds, however, were found to be not in

any way injured, and germinated freely on exposure to the at-

mosphere.
It seems probable that in those cases in which ge

has been observed to take place in an atmosphere of carbonic

acid gas,
a
the exclusion of atmospheric air has not been suffi-

ciently well maintained.

(3.) Simple and Compound Ethers.

Seeds were placed on gauze under a bell-glass, as before, and

an open narrow-mouthed vial containing a little ether was intro-

duced. Germination was entirely prevented.
Nitrate of methyl produced a similar effect.

(4.) Organic Acids in Solution.

Two organic acids were selected for experiment: oxalic acid

as being reducing, non-nitrogei

tter. Both were dissolv- I

in the proportion of three-tenths of one per cent. G
was found to be entirely prevented, by the presence of even so

small a quantitv of these substances. To a

resulted from the acid reaction of the solutions, other solutions

were made of oxalate and picrate of ammonia, so proportioned

that each solution should contain precisely the same proportion

of acid as before, viz. : three-tenths of one per cent. In j&
6

neutral solution of oxalate, a slow germination followed; in that

of picrate, none whatever.
s Lindley, Int. to Botany, p. 359.
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Art. XXXY. —Remarks on the Distillation of Substances of
different Volatilities ; by M. Carey Lea.

Some experiments which have been recently published by
ML Berthelot recall to me a similar and remarkable case which
attracted my attention several years ago.

M. Berthelot distilled 92 parts of alcohol and 8 of water, and
found that the distillate at the beginning, middle, and end of the
operation contained equal quantities of water and of alcohol.

He distilled also a mixture containing a large quantity of sul-

phid of carbon and a small quantity of alcohol, and found that
the least volatile body, the alcohol, passed over with the first

portions of the distillate, so that toward the end of the opera-
tion, the retort contained sulphid of carbon almost pure.

To these facts, which tend to cast the greatest doubt on all

the results obtained bv the laborious process of fractional distil-

lation, I now add the following.

When a mixture containing the chlorids of ethylamin, diethyl-

amin, and triethylamin is distilled with caustic alkali, we should,

according to received ideas, expect to find the ethylamin, which
is a gas at ordinary temperatures, distil over first. Triethylamin,
which is at ordinary temperatures and pressures a liquid, sepa-

Buch when a strong solution of its chlorid is treated

md floating on the surface, as I have before
pointed out, we would naturally expect to find it principally in
the later stages of the distillation. The contrary is however the
case, when the less substituted ammonias predominate in quan-
tl
ty. Almost the whole of the triethylamin passes over in the

first portions of the distillate, and subsequent ones, though rich

» ethylamin and diethylamin, scarcely contain a trace of tri-

ethylamin.

ART. XXXVI.—The original accounts of the displays in former
times of the November Star-Shower ; together with a determination

of the lew/ nual period, and the probable orbit

of the group of bodies around the sun; by H. A. Newton.

In the following pages I propose to give, so far as I can, the

anginal accounts of those displays of shooting stars which may
be considered the predecessors of the great exhibition on the

looming of Nov. 13th, 1833. These accounts afford data for

JJe determination of the length of the annual period, and the
thirty-three year cycle. They furnish additional arguments (if

such arguments nm nnm^rh for the theory that the shooti
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are small bodies moving originally each in its own orbit uiiti!

they come into the earth's atmosphere, where they burn for an

I are d ssipated into smoke or dust, They show that

the time during which the swarm of bodies furnishing the No-

vember meteors revolves about the sun must be limited to one

of five accurately determined periods, one of which is more

probable than the others. They will serve to direct future ob-

s( i \ ati< »n and }
erhaps 1

> < rify or correct such hypotheses as haw

been, or may be presented.

Several catalogues of ancient star-showers have been pub-

lished.
1 Nearly "all the accounts given below are cited in full

or in part in these catalogues. I have copied so far as I could

from the original writers. A few citations not heretofore given

are added. Translations are given of many of the pa

some of which, and for other valuable aid, I am indebted to the

kindness of friends.

I. A. D. 902.

Near the middle of October, A. D. 902, occurred one of the

most remarkable star-showers on record. The folk

dates differ, refer evidently to the

In the preceding paragraph the date, A. D. 901 is given.

'
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In the preceding paragraph are related the razing of Castellum

Lucullan urn from fear of the Saracens, the removal of the citi-

zens to Naples, and the translation of the body of St. Severinus

to the monastery that bore his name. The razing of the town
occupied five davs, and was finished on the 4th day before the

Ides of October,"' that is, Tuesday, Oct. 12th. In a note Cajeta-

In other places he contends that the year of the capture of

Taormina and the invasion of Calabria was A.D. 903. He re-

>t. Klias Knnensis in the Vitae

SS. Siculorum for the proof. I have not access to this work, but
am convinced that the year is A.D. 902. The minuteness and

on of the Arab chronicles of these political events make
to suppose the year in error.

The same account in nearly the same words is found in the

Annaks Pahdenses Pertz xvi 60. The year 903 is, however,
given as the date.

"

' • The following account refers, if the date is correct, to Nov.
14tn, A. D. 899. that the year should be
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changed from A. H. 286 to A. H. 289. The extract was first

quoted by Mr. Frahn, Bull. Sri. de VAcad. de St. Petersburg, vol.

iii, p. 310, from Hist. Sarac a Georg. Elmacino . . . op

—

Th. Erpenii, p. 181.

£*J s\*ip>\ p^J Ka>j yaA ^ e^> ^l*, ^aSUSj o- '&» &

1^ (5y& Jjii; v^iJI tfJI^ Ijuixa LUo^l vh^ 1 ^ ^ i$^

Jl6 fc>$ ^UJt ^i J^j Dl KSLL J^>^ ^ \&£>, tU%

In the year 286 there happened in Egypt an earthquake, on the F

The extract cited above from the Chronicon Salernitanum gives

the date of the shower as Wednesday, Oct. 13th, A. D. 902.

That from the Annalista Saxo says it "occurred on the 27th of

September. The account by Joannes Diaconus is probably from

an eye-witness, and implies that the shower was during the

week following Oct. 12th. Several of the accounts connect

it with the death of the cruel Aghlabite king, Ibrahim Bin

Ahmad, whom the Christians, and his own subjects also, had

such good reason to fear. Absolute identity of the date of the

shower with the king's death cannot be affirmed. The terrified

and superstitious monks would naturally connect the two events,

even if they were several days apart, especially if they beard

of the king's death some days after it happened.

as to the day of his death. Abu-1-fida states that he died of

dysentery on the night before Saturday the 19th day of the

11th month, A. H., 289 {Annates Muslermci ... J. J. Reiskn, &c.

4°. Hafniae, ii. 289). But the 19th of Dhu-1-Ka'dak

day instead of Saturday. Jannabi, according to Mr. Frafin,

stellae de eoelo per noctem visae sunt de-

.

_ ., .

. ..: „ .
i

,;.,... -._. • :

shower. "Anno 901 descendit Abraham rex Sarracen

It is aL not improbable' that the extract from 'Abd-al-Latif, quoted by Mr
.

FrSbn

year 290 [of tl _ I burning meteors weT**^
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agrees with Abu-1-Fida, while Ibn-al-Khatib says the death was

on the 18th. Nuwairi says it was the night before Saturday the

28th of Dhu-1 Ka'dah, A.H. 289 {Ms. 702 A.fol, 53 vers, and 54

red. of the Bibliotheque Imperiale at Paris, cited by Noel des

Yergers, Histoire de VAfrique, &c., p. 144). Again, Mr. Sedillot

gives for the date the 12th of Dhu-1-Ka'dah, or the 18th (Comp-

tes Rendus, xxix, 746). Ibn-al-Athir says he died on the 19th

(extr. fr. the K&\ Ibn-al-Athir, as edited in

part by Amari in his Biblioteca Arabo-Sicula, p. 242). The 19th

of Dhu-1-Ka'dah was the 25th of October, while the 28th was

the 3d of November.
Amid this confusion of dates it would not be easy from his-

torical evidence alone to detect the true day. of the shower. But

when we know that the subsequent displays point back to the

morning of Wednesday, the 13th of October, we feel justified

in calling that the date. It is expressly given in the Chronicon

Sakrnitanum. The six days mentioned by Joannes Diaconus may
nerhans be counted from the beginning of the razing of Castel-

from its close. If the i

l. Meme periode {Tchang-ching), 2e annee, 9e lune, j

eta throughout a night are al-

ways related without a break at midnight. Inasmuch as the

Ohinese do not count the day from sunset to sunset, it is proper

to infer that events happening in a morning are reported as

happening on the preceding day. This may not, however, al-

ways be the case. The time referred to in this extract is, 1 sup-

pose, the morning of Oct. 16th.

III. A. D. 934.

tJ',,"
93*- rVl '

i" ,!r Thximf-tJoihl™ innt'c 0. 1
m

:

Daunctu^t

.
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4. By a change of the year, the following quotation (first cited

by Mr. Friilin) from fr.hjchii .... Anuol, ii, .320, would refer to

the same display.

The 3d day of Dhu-1-Ka'dak of 323, A. K, is the 4th of Oc-

tober, A. D. 935. But the same day of the year 322 is the loth

of October, A. D. 934.

The European chroniclers seem to imply that the shower mt
on the morning of the 14th of October. The Chinese and Arab

accounts, on the contrary, point to the morning of the 15th. It

is to be noticed that the" Chinese observer does not speak of :i

very large number of shooting stars. The Arab account is quite

indefinite, the shooting st r.s b hvj. i < t tioned only in connection

with the earthquake. Moreover, all Arab dates which are not

accompanied with the day of the week are liable to an error of

one, two, or three days. I shall use the date Oct. 14th.

IV. A. D. 1002.
...»e iu,,e Icjour uxm*u (14 OdtO;.-..-.
• -

. ,
^-

• , .. •
: .

_ .
' • .. .

."
..:

The date in this case I take to be the morning of the loth of

October, for the reason before given. Probal !\ the radiant at

this time was in Cancer, rather than in Leo.

VI. A. D. 1202.
The following accounts of a shower in this year are cited by

Mr. Frahn-from the Arab writers (Bull, de VAcad.de St. P&,
in, 314).

V
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1. From Suyuti's Husn (cod. 525 Acad. Sc, fol. 342)

:

oo>u pj:\ g»L* ^^J! xLJ ^ igL.-^j-^ ^A***^ g*3 iw* ^3

J^u (J, %JL. ^Lu *UI Jb L^^ oiJlii ^xtjJl3 ^«iii ^Jl ^<J3

aSyuU5 ^^ Ja>! XJL* & ^uult ji "fl «$Jj j£,

l

-"
U'

1 haPPened

2. From Dhahabi's Duwal al-Mdm (cod. No. 524 Acad. Sc.)

:

»>Ua*j ^o^uil o^>L 1^1 ,y ajUw*3-5 o***^ £*J" ^** ^

3. From Abu-l-'Abbas ad-Dimashki's AW»'r wl-Dnical (cud.

529 Acad. Sc., p. 68)

:

Ojjlkj,
r
>>uii u>.>U ^t ^JU £ Xj.U*m35 qa*-*^ £~J ^ &

m rb JUS *W ^1 Jdi-I ^ylj j^aJi ^1 u£JJ fa SsJ-\ J^
jJL-5 *JLe xtfi ^^Lo *lft J^ jj^b JUL* "51 «£J

J

''

'
.

v ;: -''
'

i From Haji Khalfah's Takwim at-Tawdnl-h :

^ &L. J-.K V^ ^ QUJ ^ P^ 5r^ ^ **"

The last dav uf Mulianv.m. A. II. 5«U» was Saturday, Oct. 19th,
A

- D. 1202. As the d: i sunset to sunset, the
wght before Saturday is here spoken of.

VII. A. D. 1366.

.
'
' .„ .:

.:. .:

. ' ' L , , 1, U*b ifion, fol
,
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In the year 1366, and xxii days of the month of October being past, three mon

~. ; Ko.luni anno 1 1. e. 1366) die sequenti post festum

cited by Boguslauski m Bx,g. Ann., xlviii, 612.
J

> 1 '"' * intil tio~n i , tU tun e-t ii ,i t< un
gmum." Annates Vetero^lences : Pert-, xvi, 45.

The feast of the eleven thousand virgins is the 21st of Octo-

ber. The first account implies that the shower was on the morn-
ing of the 23d of October. The second account is not incon-

sistent with that time, although the most natural inference from
the passage is that it was on the morning of Oct. 22d.

VIII. A. D. 1533.
1. "1533. Periode Kia-tsing, 12e ann. ,

,
; , ,,rn)„r,

,

' ';, ".
'

:
' - '

'
' .

J-/', twelfth year ninth month the 13th day of the r-vr!e

The manuscript volume in which this passage is found was

written at Wittenberg between A. D. 1520 and 1540. Halle is

S. 43° W. from Wittenberg. I suppose that these accounts
refer to the morning of the 25th of October.

IX. A.D. 1602.

confondues, qui sail

-
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. and ? Ur-ti M -i -

X. A. D. 1698.

Mr. Wartmann, of Geneva, has cited a notice of unusual num-
bers of meteors seen on the 9th of November, A.D., 1698.

XI. A. D. 1799.

The remarkable display on Tuesday morning, Nov. 12th,

1799, is well known from Humboldt's description of it as seen
by him and Bonpland at Cu a. This is the

first shower of the geographical extent of which we can form
any very clear ideas.

Humboldt's account is not entirely consistent with itself, and
is a very inadequate description of what we know the display

must have been. It seems to have been originally written (at

least in part) while he had the impression that it was a local

phenomenon. He says :

s

In xluuu\!^um',Vh
< ' 1

u'
,'•' .;';!''

o

-

ed 25° or 30° Mr. Boi

the moon, that was not fillo

andThfbondes'anffa'lii'nj

KnhoSer"'
distinguished some toward the northeast a quarter

The same phenomena were seen iat S. Fernando d'Aptira, 300
miles S.W. of 1

: more than 200 miles farther

"i the same and also ilear the Equator, oarev 700
miles south of Cumaria.* The Count of Marbois, at Cayenne,

Andrew Ellicott, Esq., recorded in his journal as follows:
6

-

'Personal Narrative of Travels to the Equinoctial Regions; trans, by Helen

t

Pen. Narr.. pn 5
Ibid., p. 337.

**• Jodb. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. 111.-Mat, 1S64.
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He was then in N. lat. 25°, near the edge of the Gulf Stream.
He was afterward informed that the same phenomena
nessed over a large portion of the West India Islands, and as

far north as St. Mary's, in lat. 30° 42', where it appeared as bril-

liant as with him oft Cape Florida.

The Moravian missionaries in Labrador and Greenland re-

corded the same shower in their meteorological Journal,

"On the 12th of Nov., there was .it Nain and Hoflenthal a strange appearance in

•

_
.; . •-

'
: i' • . ,.<...•..

xii.VlT.
Cmim ^ lcatenau ln reenland Gilb. Annaknde, Ih>M,

In England, the clouds and rain rendered it in many places

impossible to see these meteors. Yet in some localities they

were observed, while in others single meteors and flashes of light

were so remarkable as to be noticed in several of the newspapers/

The first of the following quotations is from the New Castle

Chronicle, given in the Monthly Magazine for Dec. 1799, p. 917.'

The other is from the Gentleman's Magazine, Nov., 1799, p. 987.

It is evidently from a newspaper.

"On Tuesday morning, the 12th of November, several meteors, or

•
•

.

" ''
: ••'•; -:

: ;, .-. K.- ..-..;_ ,' -

:'V.- ..'..-
- • - "'.: ".'." n

"Hull, Nov. 12. This morning, between 5 and 6, the heavens exhi
-;-.

'

'

disappeared."

In Germany, Mr. Zeissing, at Isterstadt, near Weimar, entered

upon his meteorological journal an account of bright streaks

and flashes seen that morning in the sky.
9 Bright

extraordinary appearances, were seen at Carlsruhe and at Weis-

St. Mary's, in Florida, is more than 90° in long, west of Ister-

stadt, and Lichtenau is more than 60° north of places in South

America where the shower was seen. It is very evident that

more shooting stars were to be seen in Ann
There is every reason to believe that this shower, which was

', 920, 921 , 922, and Feb., 1800, p.
24-
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visible in Labrador and in Florida, would have been seen at in-

termediate places but for the clouds. At Salem and New Ha-
ven it was cloudy on that morning.

XII. A. D. 1832.

On the morning of Nov. 13th, A. D., 1832, unusual numbers
of shooting stars were seen throughout Europe. Descriptions

of the display were given at once in many of the newspapers
and scientific journals. The most important of these were col-

lected and published by Prof. Noggerath, of Bonn, 11 and Prof.

Gautier, of Geneva. 12 The names of the places where the shower
was said to have b n witnessed, together with some expressions

v, will enable one to form a fair idea of the

character of the display. The places farthest east are mentioned
first.

In the island of Mauritius,
13 " the number of the meteors was

so great that it was impossible to count them." At Orenberg,"
north of the Caspian Sea, "the sky was filled with shooting
stars." At Mocha, 15

in Arabia, "it appeared like meteors burst-
ing in every direction." At Sudscha,

18
in Kussia, u several hun-

dred meteors were seen between 5 and 8 o'clock, so that while a
person turned to look at one, others would appear at the side,

and behind him," and yet "sometimes minutes passed without
one being seen." They were seen .

>r

Odessa,
18

St. Petersburg, 18
Riga,

18 Warsaw," and Berlin.
17 At Suczawa,

19

in the Bukowina, " the shooting stars fell so fast as to be com-
pared to an actual rain of fire." It was reported as witnessed
in various places in Switzerland; at Frankfort,

20
Stuttgart,

20 and
in South Germany; at Brussels and Liege, in Bel-

gium; and near the lower Rhine at Treves,
20

Cleves,
20

Diiren,
20

Aix la Chapelle, 20 Lennep, 20 Bonn, 20 and Cologne.
20 At Salz-

1 -'-
1 • in Westphalia, "there were often three or four at once

in the sky." At Diisseldorf,
21 Mr. Custodis counted 267 meteors

between 4 and 7 o'clock. Mr. Le Verrier saw them22 and says,

.»t would have taken several hours to count those visible at one

i

I >posing them fixed." (!!!) At Grenoble,
23

an ob-
server estimated that he saw at least 60 in 25 minutes. At Li-
moges, 24

workmen were terribly frightened by the meteors. Near

r's Journal fur Chemie und Physik, Ixvi, 32S-343, and lxvii, 263.

^miiotheque Universelle de Geneve, 1833, li, 189-207. This article I ha/e

I
Comp/es Rendu.,, v, 121

.

" Astron. Nachrichten, xiii, 241.

xxvi, 136.

i,p ™uer Wochenzeilung ; quoted in Pogg. Annalen, xxix, 448.

ted in Pogg. Ann., xxix, 448.

Megger', Jour., Ixvi, 828 ff.
21 Ibid, lxvii, 1 38.

*
C
n
omPl<" Rendus, ix. 808.

M Schweigger* Jour., lxvii. 264.
lompte* Hendus, v, 562. I take it for granted that the date is in error one day.
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ras hardly a minute during the

nd often 20 were seen at < <

At other places in the north of England, "they fell in immense
numbers." At Malvern, 5" 48 were counted in 5 minutes. A:

York, 27
25 were counted during the first half hour of the exhibi-

tion. Prof. Schaeffer," on shipboard off Pernambuco (W. Ion.

35°), entered upon his diary that numerous meteors were seen on

that night. His account, however, implies that the di,

not remarkable. Capt. Briggs," in N. lat. 43° and W. Ion. 40°,

saw them quite numerously ; but adds, "toward morning only

a few in an hour were seen."
The shower was not apparently observed in the Unil

And yet it was not cloudy, for the day fell in the middle of a

period of very fair weather. I am indebted to Prof. WbitoH
and Mr. J. S. Fisk for extracts from the meteorological records

preserved at Washington and Albany. At 39 of the 41 U.S.

military posts it was fair weather on the 12th of November,

and at 30 of them it was fair on the 13th. Seven of the remak-

ing eleven were in the two States, Maine and Louisiana. At

only two of thirty-nine academies in N. Y. State was it cloudy

on the afternoon of the 12th, and at only four was it

the forenoon of the 13th. In all these 80 meteorolog
nals not one word is said of unusual numbers of shooting stars

on that night. When, two years later, the subject of the annual

return of the meteors was so fully discussed, no one remem-

bered to have seen, or heard of them, here in 1832. It is in-

credible that the meteors could have been as numerous in

America as in Europe, and have thus escaped observation, it

is fair to conclude that the shower as a very unusual display

ended soon after daybreak in Western Europe, or soon after two

o'clock in the Atlantic States.

XIII. A. D. 1833.

The much more remarkable shower of Nov. 13th, 1833, has

been so fully described by Prof. Olmsted,
30 and Prof.

that the details need not be repeated. It extended, at least, from

Cuba to Greenland, and from W. Ion. 61° to W. Ion. 100°, and

how much farther in each direction is unknown. The mate ot

a vessel then in W. Ion. 61°, N. lat. 36°, reports that the meteors

were comparatively few. None were observed by the officers

o

two vessels, one in W. Ion. 41°, N. lat. 2°, the other in W. ion-

20°, N. lat. 51i°, though both reported clear skies." It « m
1
Quetelef* Corr. if

Pogg. A nnal, xxix, 448. I suppose B
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certain what trust is to be given to this evidence, negative at

the best.

Many vessels on the eastern Atlantic had cloudy skies.
32

In

Europe it seems to have been overcast, though how generally I

have no means of learning. At London, it was lightly overcast

on the 13th. At Cambridge, Greenwich, and Konigsberg, no

astronomical observations appear to have been made from 10

o'clock, p. M., of the 12th, until the evening of the 13th. At
Geneva, it was cloudy an 1 snowing both days, while at Great

1 there were broken clouds." That no place on the

eastern continent, where there were civilized men, had clear

skies, seems incredible. In view of the numerous notices of the

tar less brillhitit display of the preceding year, it would seem

also certain that if a shower had been seen, we should have de-
'

it. Capt. Briggs says that it was clear at Canton,

i ere could have been no extraordinary dis-

play there.
34

The display began here about midnight, but, judging from

the tenor of the conflicting accounts, it appears not to have been

very extraordinary until between 2 and 3 o'clock, New Haven
time. This was after sunrise in Europe. I presume that a

moderate display would have been visible there late in the morn-

ing, if the skies had been clear.
86

ipte. See this Journal. x\, 866. .

Limo Domini MCCCi- Culend. Octobm
locis visae sunt."

-

-

fore 1799 at Quito. So grea

t the mountain seemed to be in flames.
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Art. XXXVII.

—

Note on the Product of the Reaction between the

Monosidphid of Potassium and the Bromid of Ethylene, and on
several compounds derived from it ;

l by J. M. Crafts.

When an alcoholic solution of monosulphid of potassium is

ith the chlorid of ethylene, no reaction takes place im-

mediately, but the mixture, after remaining exposed to the air

several days, deposits a precipitate, whose composition is ex-

pressed by the empyrieal formula, C
2
II,S. When

potassium are employed, compounds containing more
sulphur than the preceding are still more readily
These bodies, discovered by Lowigand Weidmann and described

by them as sulphids of ethylene, can not be distilled, but are

decomposed by heat into various products, of which the princi-

pal is a sulphuretted oil, whose composition has not been deter-

mined. (Vide Gmelin, vol. iv.) No direct combinations of these

. e been obtained, and they must be

considered as among those of the -non-nitrogenous organic com-

pounds, whose chemical character and properties are the least

accurately known.
It was with a view to studying the properties of the monosul-

phid of ethylene, and particularly the action of chlorine and

bromine upon it, that I attempted to prepare that body by

means of the monosulphid of potassium and the bromid of ethy-

lene, instead of with the chlorid, because, in similar double de-

compositions, bromine in combs . radicala i

more easily replaced by other elements or radicals than chlorine.

The analogy was found to hold good in the present instance in

so far that the bromid of ethylene is more easily attacked than

the chlorid, but the products of this reaction differ entirely from

those obtained by Lowig and Weidmann. This remai k

ists, that the sulphid of ethylene obtained by them was not the

direct product of a double decomposition between the monosul-

phid of potassium and the chlorid of ethylene, but resulted from

destruction of the immediate product of the' reaction, through

the oxydizing influence of the air.

If equal parts of bromid of ethylene and monosulphid of po-

in solution in 6 parts of alcohol, are mixed together, a

violent reaction, attended with disengagement of heat, com-

mences after a few minutes : the whole mass becomes nearly

solid from the formation of a voluminous precipitate, and at the

1 The latter portion of this research, relating to the sulphid of ethylene and its

: and W, 332. The atomic

weights used in this note are II = - 32 ; Br= 80.
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6arae time a small quantity of the vapor of monobromated ethy-

lene, unmixed with ethylene (defiant gas), is given off as gas.

If the precipitate is washed with warm water to free it from
bromid of potassium and from the excess of monosulphid of po-

tassium employed, there remains on the filter a white, amorphous
body containing sulphur, which leaves no residue after incinera-

tion on platinum foil. This body is at first slightly soluble in

tity of a crystallized substance can be extracted from it by boil-

time in these solvents. On heating with ether, or with

of carbon at a higher temperature in a sealed tube, it

v decomposed with formation of a large quantity of
the same crystallized substance, together with an oily product.
This decomposition is complete only after several days at a tem-
perature of 150° C, but is much more rapid at 170°-180° C.

Although the ether and the bisulphid of carbon are probably
not without chemical action on the amorphous body, the princi-

pal product of its decomposition in sealed tubes is the same as
that obtained from it by the action of heat alone ; and indeed
the latter means was exclusively resorted to in order to obtain
the crystallized substance in quantity sufficient for the study of
its properties.

The action of heat on the amorphous body can be best ob-
served by placing the substance in a bent tube, in an oil-bath,

which is gradually heated and its temperature observed by
means of a thermometer, while a current of air is passed through
the tube to I cation of volatile products. In
order to examine the gases given off, the air and gases together,
after leaving the tube, are conducted through water, which re-

tains those that are soluble. The products from different prep-
arations were treated in this manner, and all gave the same
fesults. As the temperature rises to 160° C. a deposit of crystals

fcwengraduj the cool part of the tube. The
:o augments largely in quantity between

^O and 195° C. ; and at this temperature a little bromhydric
acid is given off, as may be seen by testing the water through
*nich the gas is passed. At 195°-205° the crystallized sub-

stils in great abundance, w t f of brora-

I is given off. Above 205° C. the distillation of the

I substance nearly ceased, and the small quantity
wwch passes over from 205

d
to 240° is mixed with a yellow oil,

ot which not enough was obtained to determine its properties.
At this temperature a trace of sulphuretted hydrogen, besides
oromhydric acid, is found in solution in the water.
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Of the different portic

ses are gi veu below, the

near 145° C. ; bat as the substance first softened and then I

partly liquid before it melted enl

very accurately determined. The melting point of No. V, which
was more precisely marked, was about 125° C.
The substance was prepared for analysis by washing carefully

with warm water and drying at 60°-70° C. Some portions were
also washed with alcohol to insure that no bromid of ethylene

remained attached to them, but this precaution was found
unnecessary.

Analyses made of different preparations gave the following

C 36-81 3496 34-27 .... 34-20 3449
H 5-86 5-49 5-78 .... 593 5'36

S 44-94 45-98 42'95 43-05 42-05 42-12

Br 12-56 13-76 17-49 S (by loss) 1800

100-17 100-19 100-49

In order to determine in what degree the relative proportions

of the bodies entering into the reaction might influence the com-

position of the product, in one experiment (No. V) 1 part

bromid of ethylene was treated with £ part monosulphid of po-

llution (= 1£ equivalents); in another (VI)

1 part of bromid of ethylene was treated with 2£ parts mono-

sulphid of potassium (7 equivalents) and the mixture was

allowed to stand 48 hours after the formation of the precipitate.

A determination of bromine gave

:

_
These analyses show that the immediate products of the reac-

tion between the bromid of ethylene and the monosulphid of

potassium is not, as might have been expected, the sulphid of

C3H 4S; but is a body whose composition varies widely

in the different preparations, and which contains a considerable

amount of bromine, even though the quantity of monosulphid

of potassium employed may have been largely in excess. The

question arises, is there any relation between the percentage

amounts of the constituents of this body which is constant in

all the analyses, and which may give a cfue to determine its com-

position ?

An inspection of the figures given above shows that in all the

analyses the percentage of C is to that of H as 6:1, the same

ratio that the percentages of those elements bear to one another

m ethylene, so that it would appear that this radical remains
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intact during the reaction ; further, as will be seen by the table

below, if the bromine in each analysis be supposed combined
with the amount of carbon required to form with it bromid of
ethylene, the remainder of the carbon stands very nearly in the

same atomic relation to the sulphur that these elements bear to

one another in the sulphid of ethylene, namely, 2:1; so that the

idea naturally suggests itself that the body in question may bo
a bromid of ethylene in which a part of the bromine has been
replaced by sulphur.

The numbers in the table were obtained by multiplying the

percentage amount of bromine by f
*
Tl subtracting the product

from the percentage of carbon, and "dividing the remainder by
12, the atomic weight of carbon, and then comparing the num-
ber thus obtained with the percentage of sulphur divided by its

atomic weight, 32.

C:S= 2-07:1 1-02:1 1'96 :

1

1-98:1

above hypothesis, founded on these numerical relations, namely,
that the bromine in the amorphous, sulphuretted compound is

disengaged at a not very elevated temperature in the form of

bromhydric acid, a property which indicates a molecular ar-

rangement of the bromine, with reference to the hydrogen, very
different from that in the bromid of ethylene, as this latter can
be heated to a very high temperature without suffering decom-
position. A theory in regard to the nature of a body, which
depends merely on its percentage composition and is at variance
with its chemical properties, is inadmissible; and in the ab-
sence of any reaction which could throw light on the subject, the
rational formula of the immediate product of the action of
bromid of ethylene on the monosulphid of ethylene must be
left undetermined.

.

It is worthy of notice, that, although a crystallized substance

j>
easily obtained by the decomposition of the amorphous body

by heat, its product of oxydation is not among those which are
formed, when the latter is attacked by nitric acid at the ordinary

temperature.

The crystallized sulphid of ethylene can be obtained in consider-
able quantity by the decomposition of the amorphous compound
!

n the manner already mentioned. To obtain it perfectly pure,
}t is sufficient to wash the crystals, after they have been sub-
limed several times, with a little ether, and to press them be-
tween folds of filter-paper.
*or analysis were taken
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I. 0-1735 grams 8

" Bajo SO 3

in. Theory C 2H

This analysis leads to the empyrical formula, C 2H 4
S.

The sulphid of ethylene is a solid body, somewhat volatile at

the ordinary temperature, and has a peculiar odor, which

although disagreeable, is not nearly so strong as that of mercap-

tan. It is slightly soluble in water ; in alcohol, ether and bisul-

phid of carbon, it is easily soluble, and more so when the sol-

vents are hot than at the ordinary temperature.

By gradual evaporation of its solution in the bisulphid of car-

bon, the sulphid of ethylene may be obtained in transpareal

crystals of considerable size with brilliant surfaces, which, bow«

ever, after a short time become dimmed by the slow t

of the substance in the air. I am indebted to the kindness of

Mr. Friedel for the measurement of these crystals. They belong

to the clinorhombic system.

In the larger crystals, the base (P)

is usually much developed; in

smaller, the faces (P) and (a')

nearly equally developed. The f;

observed are, ocP=(M); 0P=(P),
and Poc = (a'). Vertical axis on in-

clined axis =47° 59'. Prismatic edge of base on inclined axis

=27° 38'.

ase(P) /
\

81° 13'

i observed very oblique

The solidifying point of the crystals, after they have been

purified, is 112°. The boiling point is 199°-200° C.
.

The sulphid of ethylene does not combine with ammonia in

aqueous or in alcoholic solution, or even when heated to its boi

ing point in an atmosphere of the gas. It is readi

by concentrated nitric acid ; red fumes are given off, a

tallized product of oxydation is formed. Only trac

iid are produced, even when fuming nitric acid 1S e

ployed. The oxydation by means of bromine in the P
reserr

of water gives rise to the same crystallized product as tbato

tained with nitric acid.
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When dry chlorine gas is passed over the sulphid of ethylene,

this; latter is attacked with energy, and chlorhydric acid is given

off, even though pains may have been taken to prevent the tem-

perature from rising; chlorhydric acid is also disengaged when

chlorine is passed into a solution of the crystals in the bisulphid

of carbon.

Bromine unites directly with the sulphid of ethylene, form-

ing a definite compound, and if care has been taken to prevent

the temperature from rising, no bromhydric acid is given off.

A determination of density of vapor was made, by Dumas'

method, on a portion of the' crystals purified by repeated crys-

tallization from bisulphid of carbon. The substance which re-

mained in the balloon was entirely unaltered at the temperature

(266°) of the experiment.

Barometer during the time of the experiment =7668 ram.

Density of vapor found, = 4-213

Theory, C 4H 8S2=2 vols. (H=l vol.)= 4-1556

Another determination, made at the boiling point of mercury

by Deville's method, failed, because the substance was decom-

posed at this temperature.
The determination given above necessitates the doubling of

the empirical formula, C„H
4
S, of the sulphid of ethylene, in

order to make it the rat ordance with the law
of Ampere: that one molecule of all bodies in the gaseous form

if one atom of hydrogen is con-

sidered as occupying one volume. The sulphid in question

would thus be the product of the condensation of two molecules

of monosulphid of ethylene into one.

Condensed products of this nature, belonging to the ethylene

group, have been made known by the researches of Wurtz and
of Lorenco, in which a number of compounds have been dis-

covered, where two, three and more molecules of oxyd of ethy-

fene, C,H
4 0, are condensed into (occupy the place of) a single

molecule
; but in no instance is the formation of one of these

stages of condensation unaccompanied by that of others of the

same series. The crystallized sulphid of ethylene, on the con-

*wy, is not accompanied by any other compound of similar

nature and different atomic weight. Again, the oxyd of di-

%lene (S^*^ and the still more condensed compounds of
\L/ 2 fi 0/'

. . A .
,

0x)'d of ethylene, combine with two equivalents of bromine,
aad play the same' part in the glycoles derived from them as the
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oxyd of ethylene; while the crystallized sulphid of ethylene,
if the formula is doubled, unites with four equivalents of bro-

mine, and with four and even eight equivalents of oxygen.
It is therefore necessary, in assigning a rational formula to the

sulphid of ethylene, to strike the balance between the weight
that should be given to the analogy which ought to exist be-

tween this body and the oxyd of ethylene, "and ti

should be attached to the accordance of the formula
law of Ampere. The latter consideration seems to be the more
important one from the generality of the law relating to atomic

volumes, and it is not improbable, that the anomaly mentioned
will be explained, or at least generalized, on further study of

the diatomic sulphids; but as an incertitude exists, I shall re-

tain, in the present memoir, the formulae for the sulphid of ethy-

lene and for its compounds, which I assigned to them in my
first communications to the French Academy of Scien
I was unacquainted with the density of vapor of the sulphid of

ethylene.8

Oxyd of sulphid of ethylene.—This body is the only product of

oxydation of the sulphid of ethylene by nitric acid at a tem-

perature not exceeding 100° C. It is best prepared by treating

the sulphid with a small excess of fuming nitric acid, and then

Wtahing, once with a small quantity of water, and
nary alcohol until the product is freed from acid. An

analysis of the body prepared in this way and dried at 100° C,

gave:

0-3230 C03 and 01365 H3
0-2410 " • « 01015 "

06010 Ba 2OS0 3

time after the publication of my note in Hv, p. l'-" i:

ijleoe. Mr. Husemann also studied the pn
stitution of chlorine in the oxyd of sulphid of ethylene (the compoun

to determine directly its rational formula), and obtained the body (c^ClSO/
m

Xylene. TJ»

•

-

b.«aoMllleesiileMeof » compound(c
:

H
:

c,so
)
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The oxyd of sulphid of ethylene is readily soluble in water,

and still more so in an acid solution: it is but slightly soluble

in alcohol and in ether. Its solution in witter has ut first a sweet

taste which afterward becomes astringent.

From a perfectly neutral solution in water it can be obtained,

al evaporation, in crystals of considerable size, which
have the appearance of rhombohedrons, and the terminal angle,

measured with a hand goniometer, is 72°-73°. The crystals ob-

tained from an acid solution are much smaller and more elon-

ing the appearance of prisms.

The oxyd of sulphid of ethylene enters into no combination
with amnion cids. It is destroyed by heating

with a strong solution of caustic potash with formation of res-

inous products. It is not volatile, but supports a temperature of

200° C. before it is d* stroyed by boat, This oxyd is isomerous
with thiacetic acid, (acetic acid in which an atom of oxygen is

replaced by an atom of sulphur,) but it is not transformed into

this acid by the action of alkalies.

The Deutoxyd of sulphid of Ethylene is the product of the further

oxydation of the preceding oxyd by means of nitric acid, at a
temperature higher than its boiling point.

If several grams of the protoxyd are sealed up with fuming
Wtric aci .. by means of the blast-lamp, and
heated in an oil-bath to 120° or 130° C, only a very slight reac-

place; but if the temperature is maintained one-half

hour at 150° C, aggregations of small crystals filling up most of
the lower part of the tube are formed, and on opening the tube

Vole quantity of a gas consisting in large part of hypo-
mtric acid is disengaged.
The crystals, under the microscope, present the appearance of

ting an obtuse angle
with one another. They are insoluble in water, and nearly so

id, but can be easily dissolved in fuming

f, and the body is precipitated from this solution, in the
form of a tine powder, on the addition of water. The deposi-

tion of the crystals in the sealed tubes results probably from the

Q in the process of oxydation of a portion of the fata-

"*g nitric acid 3 set free, and also, perhaps, be-

cause they are less soluble in this acid when saturated with

oyponitric acid than when pure.
Provided the oxydation has not been carried too far, an

om the tube and washed thor-

oughly with warm water, gives a little more carbon and hydrogen
than correspond to the composition of the deutoxyd, showing
Jnat they stil little of th e protoxy d.
T
f
e deutoxyd can however be obtained perfectly pure by dis-

solving the "crystals in fuming nitric acid, precipitating by the
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To obtain the deutoxyd perfectly pure, the oxydatioi

trie acid should not be prolonged beyond one-half hour, and the

temperature should not exceed 1506
, for the deutoxyd itself is

capable of slight alteration, and, although its physical properties

remain the same, it then contains a little less carbon and hydrogen

than the theoretical amount, showing an admixture of a more

oxygenated compound, from which it can not be sep

from the protoxyd. No further stage of oxydation than the dent*

oxyd ?. -ems •• n^ble, however, of existing alone, and when the

cid, in sealed tubes, is continued

possible, only the slightly altered deutoxyd, together wit

mateproducts of decomposition, and no tritoxyd, are produced.

The crystals obtained on heating with nitric acid one hour to 180

C, contained 25-20 p. c. C, and 4-80 p. c. H. Those obi

heating three times, one-half hour each time, to 200° C, contained

25-22 p. c. C, and 4-37 p. c. H, instead of 2608 p. c. C, and 4*36

p. c. H, which the composition of the deutoxyd req

each of these experiments considerable quantities of sulphuric

acid, and also of a gas, probably carbonic acid, were formed, and

nd the oxydation was effected in three operations, in

order to open the tube and permit the gas formed to escape I

tween each one. Although the deutoxyd is thus ultin

composed into sulphuric acid, carbonic acid and water,

in a remarkable degree the action of so powerful an oxydizing

agent at so high a temperature.
. ,

The deutoxyd of sulphid of ethylene does not lose in weight

when heated to 150° C. in an air-bath, and even supports a tem-

perature superior to 200° C. without apparent alteration.

It is not attacked by ammonia, but it is dissolved on boiling

with a dilute solution of caustic potash or hydrate of b

is not precipitated from the solution by the addition of an aciQ.

The deutoxyd seems to be transformed bv the action of these

alkalies into a feeble acid, whose potash and baryta salts are sol-

uble, but neither the s ave been obtained_m

crystalline form, and as they are accompanied by other produci

it has as yet been impossible to purify them, so that the exact

nature of this transformation has not been determined.
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The bromid of sulphid of ethylene.—It has already been men-

tioned that the* sulphid of ethylene combines directly with bro-

mine without disengagement of bromhydric acid. Whether this

combination can take place in more than one proporticr
: -

effected can be easily resolved.

When a solution of bromine and another of sulphid of ethy-

lene in bisulphid of carbon are mixed together in different pro-

portions, one or the other being largely in excess, a light yellow

colored precipitate is formed, which always has the same compo-

sition after it has been purified by washing with bisulphid of

carbon. Of the preparations analyzed below, No. I. was formed

in a solution containing bromine in excess, and No. II. in a so-

lution containing an excess of sulphid of ethylene.

" 0-5364 " " 0-9150 AgBr found.

i. ii. Theory C 2H 4SBr 3

The bromid of sulphid of ethylene is decomposed immedi-

ately by water, and also, though less rapidly, by alcol

formation of the protoxyd of sulphid of eth;

bromhydric acid. It also absorbs moisture after a short time

from the atmosphere, and undergo*
which reason its purification by washing with bisulphid must be

effected as rapidly as possible, and the precipitate must be kept

all the time r of this liquid.

,
The bromid is not a very stable body, being decomposed by

heat at a temperature considerably under 100° C, and even at

tl>e ordinary temperature it is decomposed with disengagement

of bromhydric acid, after standing several months in a sealed

tube.

It is worthy of remark that the bromid of sulphid of ethylene

Presents no analogy in its properties with a body haying the

C.H.SOL, which was obtained by Guthrie by com-

™»«g directly ethylene gas with the perchlond of sulphur,

..The purity in which the foregoing compounds are obtained byW addition of bromine and oxygen to the sulphid of ethy-

Je&e proves a fact which could not be demonstrated by

»f
ysia of the latter, and only with small degree of ace

-

* comically pure compound, and not a mixture of various stages
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of condensation of the simple molecule, C 2H 4
S; for in case it

were composed of such a mixture, the quantity of it which

would combine with a given quantity of any element must vary

according as one or another of the different stages of condensa-

1 predominated in different preparatic

The sulphid of ethylene is isomerous with a crystallized body

btained by the action of sulphuretted hydrogen on aldehyd,

i I at first suspected that the two bodies were identical, I

was induced to prepare the latter in order to compare i

subject of my research. It was obtained from aldehyd by the

process of Weidenbusch, and after having been once distilled

and separated from its volatile products of decomposition by

washing with alcohol, it was repeatedly crystallized fro

solvents, but was usually deposited in the form of silky fibres,

much too fine for crystallographic determination. Only once,

by gradual evaporation of a solution in bisulphid of carbon,

were crystals obtained of sufficient size for measurement ;
they

were in the form of long lamellar prisms with well formed faces,

which preserved their brilliancy in the air a longer time than

the sulphid of ethylene, showing that the substance is less vola-

tile at the ordinary temperature.

According to a determination by Mr. Friedel, the prisms be-

long to the right rhomboidal system, and have a cleavage paral-

lel to their base. Two parallel feces are much more largely

developed than those of the primitive prism, giving to the crys-

tals their lamellar

qcPcb ;OP = 90° 90°

Two systems of rings are apparent when polarized light is

passed through a thin piece obtained by cleavage in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of cleavage.

The solidifying point of this sulphid is not very distinctly

marked; when a delicate thermometer is plunged into a portion

which has been melted, the mercury remains stationary an in-

stant at 95° C, while crystalline flakes are seen to form in the

melted mass, which then becomes soft and solidifies completely

only at 70° C.

When the body is heated in a retort placed in an oil-

tillation commences at 205° C, but the point of ebullit

gradually to 260°, when a partial decomposition takes place and

a charred mass is left in the retort. .

The sulphid obtained from aldehyd is destroyed by chlorine

or bromine with formation of various products. V.

treated with nitric acid, sulphuric acid in notable quantity i

formed, but no intermediate product of oxydation, which can dc
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isolated. It will be thus seen, that this body differs widely in

chemical as well as in physical properties from the sulphid of

ethylene.

This research was made in the laboratory of Professor Wurtz,

to whom I owe my thanks for his kind assistance and valuable

Pari;, August lttb, 1863.

I'riuc-

Art. XXXVIII.— On the mechanical and chemical treatment of

Gold and other metals ; in a letter to Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.,

from James D. Whelpley.

Agreeably to your request, I send you herewith a few mem-
oranda in explanation of our new process for preparing quartz-

ose ores of gold for amalgamation.
This process, so far as I am aware, together with all the ma-

chinery employed in it, was invented and constructed by Col.

I J. Storer and myself.
Our researches in this direction began in the Spring of 1860

in Philadelphia. We experimented for several months upon -

small scale, testing most of the then known processes for ra-
tion and desulphurization of ores. It then appeared to us

processes requiring long periods of time, such
by skillful chemists in the laboratory
large mining operations, where masses
be treated at one operation.
A few grains of sulphuret of iron or copper

jess in a platinum capsule will be thoroughly
out a mass of ore weighing several thousands of pounds c

be handled in this manner? The ore fuses in the furnace,

the form of slag, and holds the sulphur confined in its substance.

If on the other hand the finely pulverized ore be spread thinly

over a hearth 14 feet in length and 8 or 10 feet in diameter, with

free access of air, and the heat either radiated from the root or

Posing up through the hearth of the furnace, a very thorough

desulphurization may be effected, by
posure of fresh surfaces, taking care
not exceed a cherry-red heat.
A large access of atmospheric air is necessary for the manage-

m<*tof this process, and it is aided by the addition of chlorid

of sodium, and other reducents. Though perfect in the end, it

^exceedingly expensive and tedious, because of the care re-

ared in regulating temperature and handling of the material.

,
The results of the experiments with this last process were

however, very valuable to us. We discovered that the first

A* Joch. Sci.-Second Semes, Vol. XXXVII, No. UI.-Mat, 1864.
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condition of thorough desulphurization was the reduction of the

ores and sulphurets to an impalpable powder. The reason of this

is evident; viz: that the effect of heat upon a particle increases

inversely as the square of its diameter.

Microscopic atoms are readily acted upon by combined air and

moisture at a cherry-red heat. Pieces of the size of mustard seed

will resist the action of the best managed furnace for hours, and

the difficulty increases with the size of the particles directly as

the squares of their diameters.

the condition of fine, floating dust.

2d, That the particles do not touch each other while hot.

3d, That when metallic grains, as of gold or copper, have to

be separated from the ore, the contact of water with the heated

particles is necessary.

We constructed a furnace in which finely pulverized ore-dust

was floated in a current of hot air and flame, passing down

through a flue leading from a hard-coal fire, at an angle of about

45°, and then resting upon a horizontal hearth or sole.
1

We discovered at this time that moisture or the vapor of water

in large quantities materially aided the process of desulphuriza-

tiou in free air, and we constructed and applied a steam appa-

ratus by which a volume of steam was made to pass down the

inclined flue with the ore-dust, the atmosphere, and the products

of combustion.
At this point we encountered several serious difficulties. The

inside of the inclined flue became lined with stalactoid masses of

semi-fused ores, and the sole of the furnace caked and covered

with the same. When a certain quantity of burnt ore had ac-

cumulated on the hearth, a trap was opened and the heated mass

pushed through into a water-bath. The agglutinated masses,

on being withdrawn from the bath, were re-ground, and passed

a second time through the furnace. ,

A sufficiency of atmospheric air could not be applied througn

the furnace doors, and a very large percentage of the ores es-

caped through the chimney into the open air.

The last of these difficulties was overcome by placing a power-

ful fan wheel of copper (which served also as a water or spray

wheel) in the chimney itself, or in a chamber of it, and by car-

rying the horizontal flue some 75 feet beyond this wheel.

The steam from the furnace and the spray from this wheel,

working over a pool of water which formed the floor of a b°n '

zontal flue, effectually wetted down and saved the flying dustoi

1 This furnace was built and worked in Cbarlestown, (Mass.) in May,W *•
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The brick floor or sole of the furnace was abandoned, and a
water-floor substituted. Over one end of this pool or water-
hearth, a perpendicular flue was erected, from 12 to 15 feet in
height above the surface of the water.

3 of four fires were poured into the top of this flue

jr the effect of two fan-wheels : the first, the copper spray-wheel
J oken of;. the other, an auxiliary fan blower, sending

m mm ml the fire-boxes. The top of the furnace was left open,
and a column of air, bearing pulverized ore, driven directly from
the pulverizing mills, down through the centre of the perpen-
dicular flue.

The operation of this machinery balanced and regulated the
force of the draft so well, that while ore-dust was driven in at
the rate of 1200 pounds an hour, carrying with it an excess of
atmospheric air, if a side door of the descending flue were

1, a feather would float in the opening without being
either way.

VVe then discovered that the immediate quenching of the fused
particles of ore, by the water in the pool and in the chamber be-
yond, was essential to a thorough separation of the metals. The
heated particles on touching the surface of the water are explo-
ded into still minuter fragments, a degree of fineness unattain-
able by any other means. The entire apparatus is constructed
with a view to this result.

Ihe water lining the bottom of the flues is a circulation com-
pleted by an outside canal. The water thrown up from the
copper dash wheel, returning circuitouslv, falls back into the
furnace pool. This wal • working of the fur-
nace, is of course charged with sulphates of iron, copper, and
other metals. The insoluble metal falls to the bottom with the
sediment, which is composed chiefly of silica and iron. In this

sediment the gold will be found ready for washing and amalga-

The sediment is drawn out by the workmen, as fast as it accu-
mulates, through the submerged arches on which the brick flues
°f water chambers are established.
Abe condition of the sediment is that of a smooth plasma

without grit or coarseness of grain. Using only floating dust,
1U tons can be worked in ten hours with these results, in a fur-

nace of the size indicated. More extensive machinery would
^larger returns.

J ,We built our flues and water beds under the furnace and also
under the horizontal brick archway leading therefrom to the

JPray-whee!, of common brick thickly covered with ordinary

JJdrauhc cement. We found this a very good lining for the
je3cend lng flue r "drop." The spray chamber beyond them wheel was built of wood, over a brick and wooden water
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channel 75 feet long, 6 feet wide, from 20 to 30 feet high. This

was filled with vapor of water and sulphurous acid from the

furnace pools, which made a fine rain ; carrying down any

minute ore-dust which might escape the action of the dash

wheel, also condensing large quantities of sulphuric acid from

the sulphurets.

The gold ores most free from sulphurets are easily worked.

When the sulphur is in excess, the supply of air and moisture

must be proportionately large.

In regard to fuel, the finer the ore-dust before burning, the

more economical the process.

In places where wood alone is accessible for fuel, the fire-boxes

should be from 20 to 30 inches deep, below the fire-bridges ; 8

inches for coal.

Crushing machinery.—For crushing gold ores previous to fine

grinding, any ordinary crushing machinery may be employed

that will reduce them to pea- or gravel-size, as they must not be

larger than this before entering the pulverizer.

The crushing mill used by us is a patented invention of my

own. It consists of a very heavy and solid bar of wrought iron,

revolving in the bottom of a cast iron tub as close as possible to

the sides and bottom of the tub.

This bar carries at either extremity a hardened steel or chilled-

iron plate, with a cutting edge welded to a soft iron back to pre-

The sides of the tub are pierced with holes from an inch to

half an inch in diameter, forming a coarse sieve.

Two of these bars may be used crossed, working fox

held together by a cast iron center piece of great strength and

solidity, through which an upright shaft passes, furnis

a step and a pulley. The speed of these cutters is a little more

than 10,000 feet a minute. The broken pieces of quartz are

thrown out of the holes in the side of the tub at the rate ofp»
tons an hour.

Pulverizing machinery.—The pulverizing of the crushed ore is

performed bv flat plates of thin iron faced with chilled-iron, at-

tached to radiating arms; somewhat like the paddles of a steam-

boat wheel. These revolve inside of a cast iron drum, as close

as possible to the sides and very near its circumference. A hori-

zontal shaft passes through the centre of the drum.
The material, gravel size, is poured in on one side at the axis

by an automatic hopper, which measures the quantity.

A powerful draft of air, forced through the machine by a ran

blower forming an essential part of the apparatus, draws out
;

t

dust through a hole o" f1l ° ft«~»i'fo omiii-a nf thp. drum, wnere

the shaft also passes.
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The dust is then carried by this fan blower and driven into

the top of the furnace. The minimum rate of delivery for a
mill of ordinary size is 1500 pounds an hour.

as its successful operation depends upon interior details, obtained
by long and costly experiment. The maximum rate of produc-
tion we have not yet ascertained.

All the new and important features have been patented by
Col. J. J. Storer and myself.
As soon as possible, I will furnish you with working plans of

the furnaces built and worked by us. We have ground the
hardest copper ores of Vermont and the quartz of Nova Scotia
in our pulverizing mills. I know of none more difficult of re-

duct o

Boston, Mass, March 5th, 1864.

Art. XXXIX.—Mineralogical Notices; by Charles Upham
Shepard, of Amherst College.

Ores of A7tiimony.~T\ns metal is rather recently made known
to us as entering into the mineral wealth of this continent. The

to has been reported from a place called Soldier's De-

. in Penobscot Co., Me. About
fifteen years ago, very distinct specimens, though in small quan-
tity, were brought to me from Cornish, N. H., by Prof. F. Shep-
herd. The Breithauptite has for several years been known as
existing at the Chatham (Conn.) nickel mine. But at neither

« these localities was there any flattering promise of the metal
in workable quantity. It now, however, promises to be pro-

ceed from more than one American locality. Beside the South
Han

>, C. E., mines of antimony, of which a notice is here sub-
mitted from C. H. Hitchcock, Esq., as the result of a very recent
survey, we find mention made of two other localities in his

second report on the geology of the State of Maine (1863), one
?* these being in the Province of New Brunswick and the other
ln the eastern part of Maiue. • I

Mr. Hitchcock, in presenting me with his notice of the South
*iam mines, submitted also several other ores of antimony un-

known on this continent before the discovery of this mine, a de-

scription of which I append to his account.

Mr- Hitchcock's Statement on the Antimony Mine of South Ham,

J*
-&—The rocks are the common talco-micaceous schists of the

^ebec Group of the Lower Silurian. The strata run N. 55°
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E., and dip at a high angle N. 35° W. There are three me-

tallic lodes upon the hill cutting across the strata at various

angles, and all intersecting with one another so as to form a

r space. I have seen but one other example of a cross

lode in Canada.

A trial shaft has been sunk upon one of the veins, and at a

depth of 15 feet shows an increase of the lode from 18 inches to

three feet, with very distinct walls. This lode has been traced

with the course E. 15° N. for a distance of half a mile. The

two other lodes are a very little smaller, and have the courses

N.E. and W. 28° S. The intersections of the veins have not

been exposed. The dip is variable, the first and second dipping

toward each other.

West of the lodes and higher up the hill is a small bed of

serpentine. I have not been able to trace either lode across it,

and suspect the serpentine has cut off the lodes, as the gangue of

the lodes appears on the west side of the former. Numerous

small leaders to the main lodes traverse the schists, and are all

charged with antimony.
The gangue is mostlv a quartz rock of a dark bluish tint.

The metal tf tough it generally unostenl

but occasionally in both large and small lumps. Dr. Hayes's

I ietors show that very unpromising portions

of the gangue yield 80 per cent of antimony. The richest por-

tions of the lode vary "in position, sometimes on the foot and

sometimes on the hanging wall. The native metal is the com-

mon form of the occurrence of the antimony. The ores occur

only occasionally, and not in workable quantities. A company

has been formed to work the lodes, with flattering prospects ot

success. The mine is about thirty miles distant from either

Danville or Athabaska stations on the Quebec branch of the

Grand Trunk Railway. C. H. Hitchcock.

s stiblite, senarmontite and kermesite.
1

iy mine of South Ham, C. E., is P^j'^^
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I Stiblite.—This occurs in crusts upon antimony and quartz,

and in pseudomorphs after antimonite, the remains of whose
crystals may generally be seen occupying the centres of the

pseudomorphs. They are opaque, of a pale ochre-yellow color,

and possessed of a glimmering lustre. In a closed tube they
yield water ; before the blowpipe are not reduced, but form a
stain on charcoal.

2. Senarmontile.—This exists in small, nearly transparent,

octahedral crystals. Before the blowpipe, melts easily; on
charcoal, forms a thick white coating; and in the reducing
flame gives metallic antimony. In the closed tube it wholly
sublimes. It dissolves readily in chlorhydric acid, the solution

yielding a white precipitate on dilution with water.

3. Kermesite.—Occurs in minute acicular crystals and in com-
pact bundles of diverging fibres. Color cherry-red. Before the
blowpipe, melts; depositing a sublimate of antimonious acid.

Soluble in chlorhydric acid with extrication of sulphuretted
hydrogen. When treated in powder with .austic potassa, its

color changes to yellow, after which it is taken into solution.

Eudialyie in Arkansas.—I found this mineral in 1861 at Magnet
^°ve, in imperfect rounded crystals, imbedded in feldspar, and
associated with segirine, the three belonging to the extensive
elseolitic rock of that remarkable region. At first, I took it for

corundum,—its color being a rich crimson, varying to peach-
Wossom red. Its hardness, however, was discovered to be rather
under 6. Before the blowpipe it melted into a greenish scoria,
and when in powder promptly gelatinized in chlorhydric acid.

4]girine also occurs at the same locality in loose" crystals in

Tungsten at Chesterfield, Ms.—A specimen of this tin-accompa-

nying species has for some years been in my collection, coming
J-om the celebrated green and red tourmaline vein of Chester-
°eW. It is imbedded in albite and associated with tourmalines.

I was in close proximity to minute crystals of cassiterite, a spe-
cies

i
now frequently found in the granite of the adjoining towns

ot Goshen and Norwich.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

1. On ike spectrum of carbon.—Attfield has examined the spectrum
of carbon as observed in various flames containing

• the electric spark passed through di
biaulphid of carbon. Swan observed in 1856 that all hvdrocarl

our groups of rays, which are I

t blue, and rich violet. The i

must arise from incandescent carbon

band was found to consist of six lines; the green band of five; the blue
of five, and the violet band of two w iween. Ik
spectrum of cyanogen gave—as stated long since by Draper—a splendid
series of bands which became still more distinct and brilliant on feeding
the flame with oxygen. By direct comparison it was easily -

the cyanogen spectrum contains the same lines as that of coalI pa*, to-

gether with a very distinct and complex nitrogen spectrum. Rarefied

cyanogen gave precisely the same spectrum on past
through the tube. A tube contai ,nt gas gave a

.

xyd and bisi ,, continuous spec-

" " (ignited
rilliant and sharp spectra are obtained which exhibit t

* cribed. ~"

tra, but when
t and sharp spectr

s above described. The author concludes that these bands
form the spectrum of carbon, and as the blue band is the brightest, be

explains in this manner the blue color of many flames. The - blue beat"

Soc 121 i 97
^ " d°ubtless a case in Point.—Journal of Chm.

2. On the optical distinction between hypermanaanic acid and com-

pounds of sesquioxyd of man^nwe.—Hoppe-S.vleb has found that »

solution of hypermanganic acid exerts a powerful absorption upon green

and green-yellow rays. A solution of phosphate of sesquioxyd of man-
ganese exhibits the same action. If, however, the solution of this salt is

diluted more and more, the absorption in the middle of th----•
dilute solution. of j,

,

ct Sorption
bands of wli

g from the redf ]ies b ond D) the sec-

ond dark band between C and b (sic), the third, also very dark, upon E
extending to 6, the fourth between b and F, and the fifth and weakest

upon F. Sesquichlorid and sulphate of sesquioxyd of manganese exhibit

the same action as the phosphate, ex m absorption

also ,„ the blue and violet. The solution obtain-*,] bv < rum's test ex-

hibited the five absorption bands very clearly. Hence it appears that

Kose was in error m considering this solution to contain sesquioxyd.—
Journal fur prakt. Ckemie, xc, 303.

3. On the action of light upon nitro-prussid of sodium.--Rovssiy has

proposed a method of d. light wW*
is based upon the decomposition produced in a solution of nitro-prussid
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of sodium mixed with sesquichlorid of iron. The
i

solution containing two parts of

chlorid of iron, and ten of water.

in a bottle cover.- i with b a k ; a] er. An exposure of a

with an abundant
p lue. The author proposes to

measure the chemical intensity of light by determining the density of the

normal solution by means of an areometer before and after insolation,

the temperature being in each case supposed to be the same. It seems
not impossible that this process may contain the germ of a valuable
method of investigation, but no experimental data are given by which to

judge of its value.—Les Afondes, March, 1864, 415. w. o.

4. On the barometer, as an in rotation, and the

*un's distance
;

l

by Pliny Earle Chase.—The existence of daily baro-
metric tideshas been known for more than a hundred and fifty years, but

accounted for by variations or* temperature, for, 1, their regularity is not
perceived until all the known effi B been eliminated

;

2, they occur in all climates, and at all seasons; 3, opposite effects are

produced at different times, under the same average temperature. Thus
*tSt. Helena, the mean of three .-ion gives the fol-

lowing average barometric heights :

From Oh to 12* 28-2801 in. From 18>» to 6^ 282838 in.

" 12h to Ob 28-2861 " " 6 h to I8 h 28-2784 "

The upper lines evidently embrace the coolest parts of the day, and
we lower lines the warmest. Dividing the day in the first method, the

lest when the thermometer is highest; but in the second-

the high barometer prevails during t

ccount of the combined effects of the

"''7 '"'les per hour, at midnight. The force of rotation may b
jeadily compared . he effects produce

g** in twentj that elapses between two sue
5've returns of any point to the same relative position with the sun

J

1* force of rotation>n,du, ir g a d »i \ moti n of 24.895 miles, and th

J

0rce of terrestrial i J. 738,900 miles, the ratio of th

wnwrtothe latter is WAV</U °r -00109. Tlli * nitio «'P'^» |S th

Jfoportionate eleval e barometer above or below it

'ea
,

n l,e'g !l t that - earth's rotation, and it corres

FaWo
y neaHy "'

"ear thC eq "at

D
i ..-fore diminished

^ he mercury falls. From 6h. to 121.. the earth's motion » greatest

. .;,, and the barometer nses

fan, ,

t0 18h Tiom the a,r
'
anfl l,,e baromete

"8
.; *hile from 1 - sing velocity of the air urges l

««D»t the earth, and the barometer rises.
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?

the force of rotation at each in

ts, one in the direction of the radi

»rbit, it will be readily v.„l.

vice versa. Let B= the height of the barometer at any gi*

M=the mean height at the place of observation; 0-90°= the hour

angle; c= the earth's circumference at the equator; t= '2i boHfcj

^=the terrestrial gravity; Z=the latitude: and a simple integration

(sin 6 cos 6 cos I 2C\*
1 "^

R~3
'

gi?)'

This formula gives a maximum height at 9h. and 21h. and a minimum

at 3h. and 15h. The St. Helena observations place the maximum at

lOh. and 22h. and the minimum at 4h. and 16h. : an hour later in each

instance than the theoretical time. This is the precise amount of retard-

ation caused by the inertia of the mercury, as indicated by the compan-

sons with the water barometer of the Royal Society of London.

Aerial currents, variations of temperature, ru<

force, solar and lunar attraction, the obliquity of the ecliptic, and various

- s, produce, as might be naturally expected, great

differences between the results of theory and observation. But by taking

the grand mean of a series of observations, sufficiently extended to bal-

ance and eliminate the principal opposing inequalities, the two results

present a wonderful coincidence.

According to our formula, the differences of altitude at 1, 2, and A

"
jspective ratios of -5, -S66, and

Differences of Barometer. Ratios.

lh. 2h. 3h. lh. 2h. Sh.

{
•0159 •0266 •0298

Before 7h. •0122
•0»39 'o297 •455 •805

|

Before 13b. •0136 **** 479
•947

•0287 •0348

After "
•0145

0265
•0252

•0286
•495 M !

from the theoretical m«n

i inch. If we take the mean of the ratios, insteaa o

ans of the observed differences, the coincidence

* iL represents the effective ratio of an entire day. But there is in each »}
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•498625 -864625

The varying centrifugal force to which the earth is subjected by the

ellipticity of its orbit, must, in like manner, produce annual tides. The

disturbing elements render it impossible to determine the average monthly

height of the barometer, with any degree of accuracy, from any observa-

tions that have hitherto been made. We may, however, make an inter-

esting approximation to the annual range, still using the St. Helena rec-

ords, which are the most complete that have yet been published for any

station near the equator. Comparing the mean daily range, as determined

by the average of the observations at each hour, with the mean yearly

range, as determined by the monthly averages, we obtain the following

1-8793 80!300!000 '

1-8120 74,650,000 '

•1359 2-0489 95,446,000
<

•1290 1-9457 86,056,000
'

2)-2649 2)3-9946

Let e= effective ratio of daily rotation to gravity.

a=arc described by force of rotation in a given time t.

r= radius of relative sphere of attraction, or distance through

which a body would fall by gravity, during the disturbapce

of its equilibrium by rotation.

a= area described by radius vector in time t.

Let «', a\ r', a' represent corresponding elements of the annual revo-

lt"*. Then,

a • a' * • or : a' r> : : ** :
•"

But the forces of rotation and revolution are so connected, that a

differs but slightly from a'.

et:e'*::r:r')

<— e
'lL

V very nearly.

It may be interesting to observe how nearly r (22,738,900 m.) corres-

ponds with Kirkwood's value of ^(24,932,000 m.). A more thorough

^prehension of all the various effects of gravity and rotation on the

•"mosphere, would probably lead to modifications of our tormul* mat
w°«ld show a still closer correspondence.
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There is a great discrepancy between the

distance that are based on the records of 1844 and 1846; but it is no

greater than we might reasonably have anticipated. On the other hand,

it could hardly have been expected that any comparisons based on the

observations of so short a period as three years, would have furnished so

near an approximation to the most recent and most accurate determina-

tion of the earth's mean radius vector. In order to obtain thai

mation, it will be seen that I took, 1st, the mean of the ranges and ratios

for the three successive years ; 2d, the ranges and ratios of the meau re-

sults of the three vears; 3d, the grand mean of these tv,

means. I could think of no other method which would be so likely to

.
•

The' follow in- Ul the aerobaiio

tides. The differences between the theoretical and observed ranges may

be owing partly to the equatorial-polar currents, aud partly to insufficient

Station. Lat. Mean height Mean range. Ratio. Theoret ratio.

lena, 15 57

al ratios are determined by multiplying the equatorial

The formula, ?=^r —£i (? indicating the ratio of

to the mean height,) gives

:

wing that the ratio is less near the pole and greater near the equator

l our theory indicates, a natural consequence of the e

he equator and th - -| 1H t produce the tnt-le wuiJs.

he revolution of the sun around the great Central Sun must also

se ba roraetric fl p .

- wired 1 y delieg
' patient observation. The Tone

may thus bex fying or rectifying our esU-

mates of the mal heavenly bodies.

5. On the equivalent of lungsten.—PsRsoz has published an extended

:.

. % n\ idely f. om th. »se i ec« ivt-d by chemists. These conclu-

sions, in the author's own words, are as follows:

(1.) Tungsten, according to the constitution and properties of i»

oxyds, belongs to the group of biaton ic, antimony,

and phosphorus.
" (0=100) deduced from numerous experiments i»

(2.) Its equivalent (0=1 01

1916. (Or 1532 if 0=8.)
(3.) Tungsten forms two compounds with oxygen

:

a. An oxyd W0
3 , tungstic oxyd.
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(4.) By their union these two compounds maj

(of the class of saline oxyds of Dumas) which con

t produce a third oxyd

•esponds to the formula

W0
3
+W0

5
z=2W0 4 .

(5.) Tungstic acid is polybasic; its simple or double salts are repre-

rented by the general formulas

WO. . MOrHOf»Aq
WO s

.MO,MO+nAq.

(6.) Tungstic acid may, like its congeners, phosphoric and antimonio

: d by heat, so that its i
capacity ot saturation

Ivas i-Ua to a new acid.

wh0Se , . lei on well determined

_ ThetV,- A"0
5 ) 2

orW 2 10 .

(7.) The simple metatungstates are represented by the tormula

(W0
5 ) 2

MO,HO+Aq.
They easily form double salts by uniting, either with each other:

(W0
5 ) 2
MO,HO) , .

a -

(WOJ 2MO,HOf"
i-Aq -

b. or with simple tungstates,

W0
5
MO,HOf+Aq'

The formulas comprise the paratungstates and certain acid tungstates.

(8.) Sulphur, chloi B with tungsten, producing

compounds which correspond exactly to the oxyds and acids formed with

oxygen.

(!).) Tungsten does not produce an oxychlorid any more than phos-

phorus. The com p.
* iJ,i ar

f
c0

."?
bl " a*

tions in definite but
us acld wUh ^

corresponding chlorid.—Ann. der Chhnie et de Physique, Jan. 18b4, 93.

6. On Mauve or Anilin purpU.-Vw*i* !>»» discovered in anilin

p«p1e a new organic base, to -. "^ U;uvemo

The new base is a i

• unlike pulverized

Ocular iron ore. M , a violet solution

m assumes a purple color
i<ls

- ? ,s
,

a V
?1

«»ble body and readily i

8 Nue coloring matl
""•

,7
fprsineisforni

ments, and isde-

WHant green metallic lustre. lis formula is C
ft4
H a4N 4;

HC1
.

Th»

»* combines with I "J
1*™ %^e au-

f-poand, the formula of which is C S4H 24N 4
.HCI+PtC The au-

** describes several other <
"•
iU//xii 713

Wetness of the formula adopted.-Proc. of the Royal Society, xn, ,19.
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1. On Crystals in Blowpipe Beads ; by George H. Emerson—Obser-

by "flaming" in beads of

tgrtain mi - 8d the fact that thk opacity is due to

the presence of crystals of a definite form, which varies with the sub-

stance emplo stance, in some cases, gives

a different crystalline form with the different fluxes. The crystals are

generally so minute as to require a good hand-lens, or even a compound
'

i advantageously; and, in order

, the loop of platinum wire should be at least a

1 quite circular, and the bead very slightly

A little practice will enable the operator to regulate the density of the

opacity—a very thin film, or cloud, extending partially over the surface

of the bead, b sable. I have found it convenient to

use a small, fine-pointed flame, briefly exposing a portion of the glass to

the reheating, or " flaming," process.

Examination of the precipitates—if I may so term the slight films

thus obtained on, or near, the surface of the glass

: form and other characters according to the substance treated;

but, so far as my observations have extended, the character!-:

given substance are constant, the same flux being employed, and they

are generally sufficiently well marked to serve as reaction for the sub-

stance in question.

I have, thus far, obtained crystals with baryta, strontia, lime, magnesia,

acid, molybdic acid, proi rn and tellurium.

With copper and uranium I have noticed what seems to be a crystal-

l pursuing this investigation, I ha'

small fine-pointed flame I have referred to, when acting momentarily on

a small part only of the bead, possesses a very powerful redu

ence, if the inner flame alone be allowed to affect the glass. In this way

I have obtained a gray, metallic precipitate on the reheated portion of the

surface of a borax bead, c I red dark 1
; with oxyd of cobalt; and,

similarly trea with molybdic acid. In

this connection it should be understood, that charcoal is not employed,

but the substance is simply fused with borax, in the outer flame, on plati-

num wire, the glass allowed to cool, and then treated as just described,

without being removed from the wire. . ,

Most of the substances enumerated give characters easily recognized

when magnified forty or fifty diameters, and sometimes even with tne

naked eye; but it is occas

of one hundred and fifty diameters, or even more—to clear!;

able certainty the presence of t

recognized, as may be seen in beads charged with mixtures <

and titanic, and tungstic and niobic acids.
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I would refer those who may desire a more extended account of this

method of blowpipe analysis, including particular descriptions of all, and
engravings of some, of the precipitates observed, to a paper entitled

"Observations on Crystals and Precipitates in Blowpipe Beads," to appear
in the forthcoming " Memoirs" of the " Boston Society of Natural History/'

Cambridge, February, 1864.

7. Elements of Chemistry : Theoretical and Practical; by William
Aues Miller, M.D., L.L.D., Professor of Chemistry in King's College,

London, &c, &c. Chemical Physics, Part II : Electricity and Magnet-
ism. From the third London edition. New York : John Wiley, 535
Broadway, 1804. pp. 190, 8vo.—In furnishing a handsome I

the third edition of this valuable handbook, Mr.
i the American p

Wiley (

dated. Prof. Miller's work is beyond all comparison the best in the
English language, and, we may add, the best in any language, for the
genera] purposes of the higher student of chemical philosophy.
The reprint is begun with part third of vol. I. to accommodate the

West Point Academy. The other parts of this volume may be expected
shortly and the other (as yet unfinished) volumes will be issued soon
after their completion. s. w. j.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

during most of the summer. Several new cones have been thrown up, from
which steam and boiling lava have issued with violent hissings and deto-
nations. The lavas have burst up at several points, and the great molten
|ake has risen and thrown its fiery jets :imes shoot-
lng them upward 40 to 100 feet. The upward pressure of the Java has
opened seams in some parts of the crater, from which it has flowed out
and covered extended areas. The rim of the cauldron has also been rent
on its lower side, and floods of molten rock have there been disgorged.

^
The whole circumference of the crater under its surrounding walls has

nference, or outer belt, I mean the limits of the so-

iled " Black Ledge." Of course, there is no Black Ledge there now, it

having been overflowed and obliterated more than 10 years ago. All
the northern portion of the crater, in the region where the foot-path de-
cending from the huts terminates upon the black " pahoehoe," or solid

!*v» of the interior, has been raised 70 to 100 feet by successive flood-

§» from other ter, especially from the regions near

Halemaumau » or the great lake of lava.
At times it has been reported by visitors to be impossible to descend

*w reach, by the usual path, the floor of the crater, on account of the

** of fire at j ls terminus. Immense floods of lava have been deposited

f
nfi cooled all along the high bluff off toward Kau, and several lakes
h«ve opened at timet in that locality. I think your »- -

«« wall made it about 700 feet
;
probably it is I
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The central area remains undisturbed, except that it is greatlv elevated

by the lifting forces beneath. It is quite a distinct table-land

600 to 600 feet higher than it was just after the great tapping process of

MaunaLoai
at Kilauea. We are looking for some grand c

—the time we do not predict.

[In order to make the preceding account, and also the following, intel-

ftre not familiar with the crater of Kilauea, wo add

a few explanations, although but a repetition of what has appeared in

s Journal. The operations described above
of the great pit-crater, called Kilauea, or Lua Fele. The pit

rounded through the greater part of its circuit by nearly vertica

of solid lava, looking like stratified rooks in the distance, and I

. Coan, a height on the west side of only about 600

feet. In the southwest part of the solid lava plain which constitutes the

bottom of the crater, there is the great lake of lava, called " BaleflM*1

rroing the center generally of a low cone. The osu

descending into the crater of Kilauea is in the northeast corner. After

tion, so that the crater over this part was 1000 feet deep. The c

ferential port errace around the lower pn,

is the part called the "black ledge." Within ten years after 1840, the

lower pit had become filled up through the overflowings of lava over its

bottom, so that the limits of the "black ledge" were already mostly ob-

literated. No great eruption has since taken place.—J. d. d,]

II. From a letter from Rev. O. H. Ln i.u w. M<-»< <., -,i v nf the American

Board, residing at Kau, on the Ishu, m, Job/ M*i
3 863, cited from the Evangelist.—We found the crater very active.

About a thousand acres—or say one-sixth of the area of the bed of the

crater—has been covered with late eruptions of pahoehoe (sm

which have taken place within six or eight weeks. These eruptions have

occurred on the north side of the crater, perhaps two or three miles from

with fire glowing in the deeper cracks. That part of the bed of the cra-

ter upon which we tbst tread on >ra the house,

was fresh and stil! warm to the feet, though perhaps six weeks old.

Crossing this late flow, a lit thirty or forty rods

in width, we proceeded directly to the

the south side of the crater. The lake, which ia

size and form, we found to be perhaps four hundred and I

diameter, and twenty feet below the surrounding bank, and exceedingly

I have visited the crater but once before this, and that was in 1846

or 1847. The lake was then elevated above the general floor of the

appeared to be enclosed by a stone wall. While we were ap-

proaching it, the surging lava broke through the stone wall and ran out

toward us, and we were able to approach the flow and take

mens on the ends of our long walking-sticks. This time we saw tne
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[ think, that i

e of the lake were continually spouting forth their fiery foam,

aves of liquid fire occasionally broke upon the roekj

ling tidal wavt ij i Id Ocean's, shore. At intervals, sometimes

v seconds, and at other times of half a minute, a large fountain

irth in the middle of the lake and threw up its rounded crest of

i ten or twelve feet, while smaller masses of lava and spray were

up twenty or thirty feet. The whole lake, except in the spot of

bullition, was covered with a tough crust or scum of a pale leaden

3sembling the skin that forms on the surface of a pot of liquid

iron. This crust was in continual motion, being drawn in from

it directions towards the centres of ebullition ; as it entered the

mud. The appearance of the fiery fountains throwing up th

wave eight, ten. or twelve feet, and sending their spray to a height far

above, was awl y grand.

The scene was ever changing; first the greatest display of fireworks,

jetting, would be in one quarter of the lake ;
then

in another
; then in three, four, or five different points, all at once. At

wo, a small cone of twelve or fifteen

afrit, and removed some forty feet from the lake, utter-

unearthly roa f from ten thousand demons confined

below. These sounds, as wefl as the jettings and spoutings, seemed to

be caused by the escaping of steam and gases from below.

We wandered about for an hour and a half and then returned to our

lodgings—four miles distant, on the brink of the vast crater.

At ten o'clock at night we were called from our slumbers bv

of a fellow-tr, the door we beheld a new
that had that moment burst forth on the ground of the late flows in that

part of the fi, , we struck on our first d-

Ae crater, an I
,!f miles from the great lake. This

irty feet high. We saw
tje streams of fire, fed by the fountain, coursing down many rods from

»«r source. The next morning it had subsided. A few acres covered

the morning showed of that night's

*wk of Modern Pele.
Such a sight travellers to Kilauea z

more active than it has been for

'in Nova Scotia; by B.

e permitted to behold. The volcano

years. There are occasional slight

(from a Report on tl
-' *«* ^ ork and Nova Scotia

Gold Mining Company. 56 pp., 8vo, 1864.)-The most rtnkmg phywcal

JP<* of glacial action, which has so worn down and polished the rocks

thitt their edges everywhere resemble the leaves of a book which has
A* Jopr. Sci.-Second Sekies Vol. XXXVII, No. HI.-Mat, 1864.
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been cut with a dull knife in the binder's press, in a direction at right

angles to that of the leaves.

Over very considerable areas, the glacial scouring has been so thorough

that nothing whatever is left on the rocks but the grooves and striae

which accompany their polish. In other cases, the glacial dri

composed of angular, rarely rounde<

, tough clay, resting on the surface of the polished

s, but the large amount of coarse,

er it very difficult to wash, even

1 situations where water could be convenient ;•

for sluicing. The gold which it contains is coarse and angula

attached to the quartz, and showing but little evidence of long tras-

portation. The " Boulder Lot," at Sherbrooke, has yielded a coiiM'ler-

able amount of gold from this glacial drift, and is rewarding its owners

Probably too little attention has been given in th<

to this source of gold. The quartz veins alone having been the chief

E\ eryw h.-r.- <>v< r this whole district the eye of the observer ;.-

arrested i>v the a>iig lines of granitic and quartzitic bonlders, whir!; have

been left in trains by the ancient glaciers upon the surface of the pol-

ished rocks. These at times recall strongly the moraines of the Swiss

glaciers, and rival them in the magnitude of the travelled bl<

of the most striking cases of this sort which I saw were in the vicn^y

of Musquodobit Harbor, also on the flanks of the Musquod<

tains, and on the elevated plateau between Jeddore Bay and S

known as the Barrens. Here the boulders of whi

abundant. Some very conspicuous blocks of a like character occur also

on the hilla north of Old! F Gay'a River.

The general course of the strike of the rocks is east and west. Be-

tween Hammond Plains and Tangier, for a distance of nearly

this east and west course is so marked that it may be consid

sal. This course is not usually over 5° or 6° away from th

meridian, and is usually south by that quantity. But to the east and

west of the points named, the strata bend round to the sea, so that the

whole system assumes very much the form of a long bow, w

or string is the coast line, the strata at each end losing themselves in the

Consequently, for a great part of the whole coast, the gl i

or the course of the glacial drift, has been aim -

is completely denuded, and shows splendidly the whole phenomena of gla-

cial action. These facts bear in a most important

upon the occurrence of the gold. They account in fact, for the general

absence of alluvial gold. .

t

If we consider for a moment the physical and geological i

described, it at once becomes evident that the great mass ot

rials which came from the scouring off of the country by gl

has gone into the Atlantic Ocean, where the gold is safely dfP°
s

'

Sable Island, which, by McKinley's map, is distant about 100 tallest
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the shore, is a sand spit, 30 miles long by about half a mile wide,

shaped like a bow, and consists entirely of an accumulation of loose white

sands. Mr. Campbell, the Pro Has me that he

washed gold from these sands in 1857, and that it was in very small,

highly polished scales, like the fine gold of California. That it came
with the sands which proceeded from the scouring off of Nova Scotia,

no geologist can doubt for a moment. It follows from this view of the

case, that the occurrence of extensive "diggings" in Nova Scotia is a

thing not to be expected. No long Sacramento Valley has retained here

the spoils of the glacial epoch ; and this fact appears to have been prac-

tically recognized from the outset, as comparatively few efforts have been

made to obtain gold from any source but from the quartz veins.

The success following the washing of the sands near Lunenburg was,

however, encouraging, and there are doubtless places of considerable ex-

tent in the numerous harbors and bays of the coast, where auriferous

sands exist in remunerative abundance. The bottoms of some lakes,

which can be drain .-h considerable deposits of allu-

vial gold ; and the same is true, no doubt, of certain river estuaries and

marsh lands which have hitherto attracted too little attention ;
such,

probably, are the flats bordering on Chedabucto Bay.

3. Synopsis of the Flora of the Carboniferous Period in Nova Scoha ;

by J. W, Dawson, LL, I ... F.B 3 <* McGill College.

(Condensed from th< •-..)—The following list includes

the plants in the eoll Mid in collections submitted to

him by several geolo as those previously catalogued

^ Mr. Banbury, in Sii < !, v . . Lve! > travels, and in the Journal of the

Geological Society, and by Mr. R. Brown and the author, in the list ap-

pended to " Acadian Geology."

.

Hie present synopsis was "prepared not so much for immediate publica-

"«», asm aid ol itions ot t

'he numerous coal beds at the South Joggins, and of the com

es, and the want of a list of the know:! •

The new s-,
. n the Canadian Xa

Geologist, for Dec. 1863, with mention of their collectors and localities.

as some confusion has lately arisen from the use of

ft»term«Sul aon.it b proper to utal

,•: ,......

"erous" of Dana; that " Middle coal formation" denote, that part of the

">d that » Um b applied to the newer part of the

Wen, over the productive coal measures.
1 These three members are, to

flora. Any minor differences which

:—'swill be:

fully detailed m
We memoir on the coal beds of the Joggins already referred to.
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I have included in the list such plants from New Brunswick as are

known to me. Those ti at Province are I believe on

!

A collection formed by Sir W. E. L _rui ;u Kth- .1- i hah-ur, in beds of

the Lower and probably Middle coal I so some species

r the Upper coal formation.

rent mixture of plants of different horizons, may be a conse-

quence of the comparatively small thickness of the New Brunswick coal

formation.

In the present unsettled state of the species of coal plant?, it i- will

much diffidence that I venture to publish this list, which will without

on the formation of the Nova Scotia coals, with which I propose to fol-

low it. I have, however, endeavored to avoid adding to the load of svn-

onyms, and have in all doubtful cases leaned to the side of idei

known species rather than to that of giving new names. I in >•_

which I had regarded as representati i. But for the

huge nil in I i <>r -p. in t n> which I have I . m ciui'm! to examine, I

Aletkopteris lonchitica and Lepidodendron corrugalum, have e

way. I am constantly more and more convinced that no -

progress can be made in fossil botany without studying the plants as they

occur in the beds in which they are found, or in large numbers of speci-

mens collected from those beds, so as to ascertain the relation of their

parts to each other.

Dadoxylon, Unger.—Large quantities of drifted coniferous trunks are

found in the sandstones of the coal formation in Nova Scotia ; but, after

slicing more than one hundred specimens, the following are the only

spech - I e m d -anguish. It is to be observed, however, that the differ-

ent states of preservation of these trunks render their study and compar-

ison very difficult.

Species.—Dadoxylon Acadianum, s. »„ M. C; D. materia

M. and U. C; D. antiquus, s.n., L. C; D. annulatum, *. »., M. C.

SiGiLLAur ,
, name 1 include four subgenera,

(1.) Favularia of Sternberg, " '

lidolepis of Sternberg, of which S. scutellaia

proper, of which S. reniforrt
'

perhaps be added Asolanus of Wood (Proc. Philad.Ae.

ost of the specimens of Sigillaria destitute of ribs are

'. deffamr* the type; (*)*g
fate is the type;

Te
; (4.) Clathraria Brongt., of

ms of Wood (Proc. Pkilad.Ai

Sigillaria destitute of ribs ar

species. With these sub-gene*

rnodendron as members of w
Stigmaria may be retained as I

inected with the trunks.

fames.—Sigil \ irra Brongt., M. C; S. (Fa*.) «
sellata Brongt., M. C. ; S. (Rhytidolepis) scutellata Brongt, M. and^'
S. (Uh.) Sch'loth •

= I ! 1 1
Bro»gt.,yi-^

only portions of old trunks of the ribbed species. With these sub-gen<

I would place Syringodendron and Calamodendron as members

ar. Stigmaria may be retain*

>cted wit!

, Geol. Soc.,x.), M.C.; S. i
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M.C.; S. levigata BrongL, M. C. ; S. planicosta, s. n., M. C. ; S. catenoides,

*. n, M. C. ; S. striata, s. n., M. C. ; S. , M. C, a small erect stem,

somewhat like S. flexuosa; S. (CI ithr; i a) M nar .1 BrongL, U. C. and

M.C.; S.(Asolanu>) Svdnensis, *. >.. M. C. ; S. organum L.&H., M. C.

;

S. elongata BrongL, M. C. ; S. flexuosa L. & H., M. C. ; S. pachyderma

L.&H., M. C; S. (Fav.) Bretonensis, s. n., M. C; S. eminens, s. n.,

M. C. ; S. Doumaisii BrongL, If. C. ; S. Knorrii £ron$r*., M. C.

Shungodendron, Brongt.—Obscure specimens, referable to a narrow-

ribbed species of this genus, occur in the Lower Carboniferous beds at

Horton and Onslow.

Stigmaria, Brongt.—Under this name I place all the roots of Sigilla-

ria occurring in the Carboniferous rocks of Nova Scotia. They belong,

different sp. - but it is at prea-

ermine to which ; and the sDecific characters of the

3 are, as might be anticipate

upossible to determine to which ; and tne specihc cl

" ated, evanes

Species.—Stigmaria ficoides BrongL
Calamodendron, BrongL—This genus is evidently quite distinct from

Catamites proper. » a pith or internal cavity, sur-

rounded by a thick cylinder of woody tissue consisting of scalanform

vessels and woody fibres with <

Species.—Calamodendron approximatum BrongL, M. C. ;
C. obscurum,

Cyperitss, L. & II.—These elongate linear leaves have two or three

ribs and the central band between the ribs raised above the margin
;
one

species has been seei
"ina-

.

The leaves of Sigillaria elegans are different, being as broad as the

areoles of the stem a l veins-

., , . -

Anthouthrs, Broi ! »is name sPlkes
of

'
nflore9"

«ence, or of fruits, u
»•«• and s0

.

me
T

"

times ovate fruits, which may be young Rhabdocarpi or Trtgonocarpx I

^ve not seen them attached to stem* ; but their assoc.ations would lead

f to suppose that they may have belonged to Sigillaria or Calamoden-

d'on. Stems of Sigillaria of the groups Rhytidolepis wdFavulana

*» rings of abno, ^T
b°

WnTra
»P>kes of fruit. No such marks are seen on the stems of other subgenera

°f Solaria, which probably bore fruit at their summits.

parently different' from 'those above descri

"GONOCARPUM, Bp *t- S
M.-ar] '.".

.C: T.

• Btm, , n v &.O.; T. minus, s. n., M. <

; ^me beS'oHhe Middle c
1 «e J-ngonocarpa are very abundant in some ueua v> „va„

Ration. Most of them are fruits of SigMma, some of them perhap
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Calamites, Suckow.

—

Species.—Catamites Suckowii Brongt., M. C. and

mate linear leaflets. C. Cist

M. C. Often found erect. Its leaves are verticillate, simple, lin. ;ir, stri-

ate, apparently one-nerved and 3 inches long. C. cannaforn
M. C. ; C. ramosus Artis, M. C. ; C. Voltzii Brongt.,— (irregularis L. <b

if.), M. C. Often erect. Has large adventitious roots. C. di

U. C. and M. C. ; C. Nova Scotica, s. n., M. C. ; C. nodosus Schlot., M. Q

:

C.arenaceus? Jceger, M. C.

Eqtjisetites, Sternberg.—Specif*.—Equisetites curta, *. n., M. C. Short

thick stems. • and truncate above, joints numerous,

sheaths as long as the joints, with unequal acuminate keeled points.

oints. Has the characters

Asterophyllites, Brongt.

—

Species.—Asterophyllites foliosa L. & B~.,

M. C. ; A. equisetiformis, L. & ff., M. C. ; A. grandis Sternberg, M. C;
A. tuberculata? Sternberg, M. C. ; A. trinervis, s.n., M. C.

Annularia, Sternberg.

—

Species.—Annularia galioides Zenker, U. C.

and M. C.

Sphenophyllum, Brongt.— Species.—Sph
Brongt, M. C. ; S. longifolium Germar., M. C. and U. C. : S

lium Sternberg, M. C; S. Schlotheimii Brongt., M. C. ; S. erosum L. &

The last two species are regarded by Geinitz as varieties of S. emar-

ginatum. A specimen of the last named sp . i, * mi Sii \V mi L « u
'>

collection shows a woody

_

The stern aho i>e a single bundle of reticulated or

vessels like those of son!*: ae of Tmesip-

tens ;i , ti-ured by Brongniart. T - :' these plants,

as being with ferns or with Lycopodiaceee.

Tiswi laria. L. k II.— >•„.,„,._].„,, dariacapiilacea, L.tk ff.. M.C:

,

M. C. ; P. crassa, s. n., L. cf
of soft cellu-

f
Asterophyl-

NOBGOKI ? *• *
Bay de Chaleur, Sir W. E. Logan. A
a petiole nearly three inches long, and a fourth of an inch

I which is much broader than the

tl v from the margin as frojo

rib. It appears to be doubled in at both edges,

is impossible to decide. N. flabellata L. d- If. M. C.

Cyclopteris, Brongt,-- ri$ proper and sub-genera

Aneimites, Dn. and Nephropteris, Brongt.
Species.—' M. C.and U.C.; C. (Ar.e-

lmites) Acadica Dawson (Jour. Geol. Soc vol xvii.) L. <

fo\*Goppert,\J,C; C. (Nephropteri.s) obliqua £, -.. .V '
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ropteris) ingens L. & H., M. C. ; C. oblata L. & H., M. C. ; C. fimbriate

Lsqx., M. C. ; C. hispid a, s. n., M. C.

Neoropteris, Brongt.— Species.—Neuropteris rarinervis Banbury, M.

C; N.perelegans, s. n., M. C. ; N.cordata Brongt. (and var. angustifolia),

M. C. and U. C. ; N. Voltzii Brongt., U. C. ; N. gigantea Sternb., M. C.

and U. C; N. flexuosa Sternb., M. C; N. heterophylla Brongt., M. C.

and U. C. ; N. Loshii Brongt., M. C. ; N. acutifolia Brongt., M. C. ; N.

conjugata Gopt., M. C. ; N. attenuate L. & H., M. C. ; N. dentata Lsqx.,

M. C. ; N. Soretii Brongt., M. C. ; N. auriculata Brongt, M. C.
;
N. cy-

clopteroides, s. n., M. C.

Odontopteris, Brongt.

—

Species.—Odontopteris Schlotheimii Brongt.,

M. C. and U. C. ; 0. andqua, s. n,, L. C. ?, 0. subcuneata Bunbury, M. C.

Dictyopteris, Gutb.

—

Species.—Dictyopieris obliqua Bunbury, M. C.

Lonchopteris, Brongt.

—

Species.— I

-.-„.., M.C.; S. Canadensis. s. «., M. C; S. Lesquereuxh New-

berry, M. C. ; S . M. C. ; S. obtusiloba ? Awyr*., M. C
Phylloptkris, Brongt.— Species.— 1 »i M. C -

Alethopteris, Sternberg.—Spmes.—Alethopteris lonchitica £<mi&.,

M. C. and U. C. ; A. heterophylla L. & H., L. C. ; A. grandini

M.C.; A. nervosa Brongt., M. C. and U. C. ; A. muricata Brongt., M. C.

and U. C. ; A. pteroides Brongt. (Brongnartii Goppert), L. C. or M. C.

;

A. Serlii Brongt., M. C. ; A. grandis, s. n., M. C.

Pecopteris, Brongt.—Secies.—Pecopteris arborescens Schlot., M.C.
wd U. C. ; P. abbreviata Brongt., M. C. and U. C. ; P. rigida, .. n., U. C.

;

P. unita Brongt., M. C. and U. C. ; P. plumosa Brongt., M. C.
;
P. poly-

morph* Bromt M < V amtn B '"• M- '

M.C.; P. toe .'- M
;.

,
'-

:

P aequalis Browit., M.C: 1 '. Sillimuni ? /i™»y/., M. U.
;
P. villosa

cklandii Brongt.,
'. oides Brongt.,

M.C; P.decurren.' J^TO** M. C.

J^einertia, Goppert.—5pc«>*.—Beinertia Gopperti, ». n., M. V- and

Hvmenophtllites, Goppert.—Species.—Hymenophyllites
pentadac-

pAUorawis, Geinitz—Species.—Pateopteris Hartii, s. n., M. C.
;
P.

fed*a,«.nM U.C. . T .

Gauloptkris, L. & H.—Several small erect stems at the Joggins seem

10 |>e trunks of ferns, but are too obscure for description.

Psaronius, Cotta.—Trunks of this kind must be rare in the JNoya

Scotu coal fields. A few obscure stems surrounded by cord- ike aerial

»*• have been found, and probably are remains of plant, of this genus.

Megaphyton, Art ayton magnificum, *. «., M. U.

,

M
- uumile, s. n M C
LEpIDodendr

'

o;; Sternberg.
-^^.-Lepidodendron corrugatum

*»«* (Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. xv), L. C; L P.ctoense ,£,Jj. a L.

fgUl 5fcm6«y, M. C. ; L. dichotomum Sternberg (L. Sternberg i L.

* *), M. C. and L C : L decurtatum, .. »-, M. C. j
L undulatum Stern-
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berg, M. C. and U. C. ; L. dilatatum L. & H., M. C. ; L.
, like

tetragonum Gopt., L. C; L. binerve Bunbury,M. C. ; L. tumidumW
bury, M. C; L. graeile Brongt, M. C. ; L. elegans Bronqt., M. C; L.

n L. <& H., M. C. ; L. selaginoides Sterak, M.C. ; L. I

( Witham), M. C. ; L. clypeatum ? Lsqx., M. C. and U. C. : L
Sternberg, M. C.

Halonia, L. & H.—A specimen probably referable to this genus

from Grand Lake, in the collection of C. F. Hartt.
Lepidostrobcs, Broi a -'.robus variabilis L. <Sc H.,

M. C. ; L. squamosus, 5. «., M. C. ; L. longifolius, .<?. /?., M. C. ; L. ,

M. C. Acute trigonal leaves, small. L. , L. C. Round, with

obscure scales and remains of long leaves. L. trigonolepis Bunbury,

M. C-, L. , U. C. Broad ovate, short, pointed, one nerved, half

an inch long. L. intermedium L. & H., M. C.
Halonia, Lepidostrobus and Lepidophyllum, including only parts of

Lepidodendron and Lepidophloios, are to be regarded as merely provis-

Lepidophloios, Sternberg.—Under this genus I include, on the evi-

dence of numerous specimens, those tta names Vh-

dendron L. & H., Botkrodendron L. <fe H., and Lomatophhios Cords,

and in part Halonia, Lepidostrobus, and Lepidophyllum. These tree*

have more or less elevated areoles or loaf bas-s. ?h >mbic in outline, and

I by rhombic scars, bearing long, narrow, one-nerved leaves,

The fruit consists of large strobiles borne on the sides of the stein and

branches. The internal structure presents a large cellular pith, a slender

cylinder of scalariform vessels, a very thick cellular and corky bark, and

a dense rind or epidermis. They tip I
seldom and

dichotomously, and are nearly related to Lepidodendron. They are abun-

dant in the Middle coal formation.
Species.—Lepidophloios Acadianus, s. »,., M. C; L. prominulus, s. n,

M. C,; L. parvus, s. »., U. C. and M. C. ; L. platystigma, s. n., M. C; L.

tetragon us, s. n., M. C.

Diplotegium, Corda.

—

Species.—Diplotegium retusum, s. n., M. C
-Nearly all the plants referred to this genu:

Lepidodendron. In the Lower coal formation many such Knorria f<

are afforded by L. corrugatum.
Species.—E ,y , M. C.
This appears different from the ordinary Knorria. Its supposed le»?»

may be aerial roots. It has a large pith cylinder with very distant tabu-

lar floors, like Sternbergia.

Cordaites, Unger, (Pycnopkyllum, Brongt.)—Species.—Cordaites bo-

( >rda, M. C. ; C. simplex, s. n., M. C. and U. C.

Cardiocarpum, Brongt.— £/*?«'<?«.—Cardiocarpum fluitans, s. n.. M-<-
.

C bisectatum, *. «., M. C. ; C. like marginatum, M. C. ; C. allied to t.
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warns; and the typical ones must have been samaras or winged nutlets.

l.v must have belonged to phsenogamous plants, and certainly are not

Ike 'fruits of I
'

;,i> gw*w
have been desci > under the

nHMOoal genus S

Sporasgites, Dawson.— £/>mVs.—Sporangites papillata, f. «., M. C.

I propose thi i spores or

- of Lepidodendron, Calamites and similar plants, not referred

to the <p , it-s to \\ hich the\ beloi g. Ill • pves< nt sp< , it s is round, about

It ibouruls in the roof >f several <>( tlu- shaly coals in the, Joggins section,

and especially in one in group XIX of that section.

S. glabra, s. /?. About the size of a mustard seed, round and smooth.

he Lower* arbuiiiferous coal measures of Hor-

Uluti with L'-pidt.-hmh cirr>t it tin to which it j><- .
ugs.

\ s mi ir spore t- i
ss !\ of anothei sp h s of Lepidodendron, occurs

SiEiiNBi-.KoiA, Ai'tis.- < ucludes the piths of Bad-

ed as casti in wind-

tiiq-'ith-cylinders of many coal-format mi- tiecs I
-

til •! led m the

h. These t - h an n st nl uinl .t.t - !

ttion. The lullowing

varieties may be distinguished :
.

(a) Var. approximala, with fine uniform transverse wrinkles. This

iin coaling of structureless coal.

ifi) Var. ariffularis, with ( oai>er and more angular transverse wriukles.

:-:, of Dudoxylon.

tomodendro distinct from C. approx-

.his is the character of the pith cyhn-

- r

;
u! Si'jiUasia and Lepidophloios.

_

inders of the nature of

. oid trees.

found in the sandstones

«f the Upper J .-gins. „
For a || the B !lbove list, as collected by Sir W. E.

randC.F.Hart^EsQ^,
bt.J b n , x;,v

-hose gentle-

metl
- To Mr. Brown, -

IlS ,or h,i

** jocr. Sci._Secosd SiiaiEs", Vol. XXXVII, No. HI.-May, 18G4.
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in placing at my disposal his large and valuable collection of

the plants of the Cape Breton coal field.

The general conclusions deducible from the above catalogue, as well as

detailed descriptions of the new species, I hope to give more
after, when I shall have completed my examination of the >

structure of the several coal seams. In the mean time the foil

mary may be useful

:

1. Of 192 nominal species in the list, probably 44 may be rejected as

founded merely on parts of plants, leaving about 148 true species.

2. Of these, on comparison with the lists of Unger, Morris, and Les-

quereux, 92 seem to be common to Nova Scotia and Europe, and 59

to Nova Scotia and the United States. Most of these last are e nnnni

to Europe and the United States. There are 50 species peculiar, in M
far as known, to Nova Scotia, though there can be little doubt I

of these will be found elsewhere. It would thus appear that the coal

flora of Nova Scotia is more closely related to that of Europe than to

:

ationship of the marine fauna of the period ; but ad*

nay modify this view.

3. The greater part of the species have their headquarters in the Mid-

dle coal fori: iv species appear in the Upper coal

formation that are not also found in the former. The Lower

tion, on the other hand, seems to have a few peculiar species not found at

The

. .nd Ci/cluyteris Acc .,.,

i Eastern America, while n

has yet been recognized in the trtie

etc., Pecopteris arborescens, P. abbreviate P. rigx

DadoxyIon materiarium, Lepidophl-j s-utellata,^

this group.

5. In the Middle coal formation, and in the cen

greater coal seams, occur the large majority of tl

. Lepidodendron and Ferns ; some of the species ranging from

the Millstone grit into I while others seem to e

more narrowly limited. It is to be observed, however, that

the central part of the system, the total number of species &»?*
both above and below, and that it is only in those beds which 1

" plants in situ, or nearly so, that v

ariety of species, and especially

nd a great

ishable or-

It is also quite observable in the Joggins section that while some

- :

nixturea . . these with thei p mts; so tl \

ire, etc., frequently cause neighboring beds to be m

These local and temporary d tie rem es i nis a kvav- ha\

deposition of the coal me be confounded with tn *
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4. Brief Report of J. B. Whitney, State Geologist of California, on
the progress of the Geological Survey, to his Excellency Leland Stanford,

Governor of the State, dated, Office of the Geological Survey, San
Francisco, Nov. 26, 1863.—"The earlier meeting of the Legislature,

under the new constitution, makes it necessary that the annual synopsis
of the operations of the Geological Survey should be transmitted to you
just as the field operations for the season are about closing. I will,

therefore, only attempt to set forth, as briefly as possible, the plan which
we have followed during the past summer, adding a statement of our
financial position and of what we propose to do in the way of publishing,
id order that the Legislature may take early action on the same—as will

be necessary to be done, if the work is to go on without interruption.

As stated by me, in my address before the Legislature in March last

on the relations of the Geological Survey to the interests of the State,

our labors during the season which is now closing have been directed to

extending our reconnoissance over as large a portion of the previously

unexplored and geoli jiott of the State as was possi-

order that, if the survey were discontinued this winter, we might
•Hi,], to present some sort of a connected view of the geology c

i, from Fort Tejon to the northern line of the State, i

much to our knowledge of the geography and geology of
-

and 40°. There are only three counties in the

tich some work has not been done by the Survey, and these

jino counties, in which Indian diffi-

>\e for our small party to
operate to any advantage, or witl

The organization of the corps h
put the smallness of the appropriation made by the last Legislature li

ntting down the survey to some extent. Prof. Brewer
'by'the 1

has been » ployed as Assistant Geologist

i field from April 1st up to the present time. During a

i «iui8 time he was accompanied by Clarence R. King, as a voi-

der assistant. Hoffman has also been uninterruptedly engaged in the

^graphical work. During the earlv part of the season he was with

I

oi
- Brewer and n jrra, but he was afterward em-

Wed in completi
i .

iv of the Bay of San Francisco,
°°tn in the field and office. The field work is now complete, and the

y. will be ready for the engrave ' *

^ssion of the U; ei.i„M ™,i „* n h 1 by those of the members

interested in the progress of the

engraver.
^dy forth, _._

has been collected d

map of the central portion of the Si

)ik. The map of the

a scale of two inches to the mile, is also

•nreuder, howei

^
e servi«e of the United States. The maps commenced by him last

nr remain in the same condition which they were in at the date of my
last year's synopsis.
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i field.

In the zoological department, Dr. Cooper has I

and 1,-ind animals, and afterward in the Sieira Nevaih.

Ho is now employed in preparing a catalogue of the animal* of the Suite.

and chiefly in the high Sierra, where much that is new and interesting

has be"!; : , this department Laving ever before

visited our highest mountain
tanieal and zoological collect

1

It seems proper, at the present stage of the survey, to make soma

to compete the v>oik. •' Legitime.

I promised to do so during the coming winter. It is esj i:

that boiiii n soon in reference to this m
amount and character of the printing to be done this winter will depend

on the settlement of the question whether the survey is to be continued;

and if so, for of time.

Undoubtedly, were the State in a position in which economy in the

public expenditures was not of the highest importance, there would be

Hit qui s: :

..,i, th»1 the s

with a I'. «i that the results proposed to be gained

by a work of this kind, if it be properly conducted, cotdd not fail to be

i i immunity. That, no i
•

minute accuracy and consequent expense of the Coast Sum
our shores, since the burden of payment does not fall directly on our

Bhoulders.

tions to the Executive and Legislature." how i

tion to be aspired to in such an undertaking must be g '

cum-tanees ; and if we consider that it would require a
;

71,000,000 within the borders of our State i

should equal that of England in density, ir will lie readily seen that wliftt

'> '

The farthest limit ' 1. I ever aspired to carry

this survey was the completion of a man of the whole State on a scale ot

six miles to the inch, making nine she ts. ea h about i .

with the geology worked out on a corresponding scale of accuracy

Further experience in the State, and more knowledge of what the p*

pie expect, and a p.^o I1:d exp-rienee of h.
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for which certainly not less than fifteen years would be required. I am
.

, to this extent of completeness.

f sufficient benefit to the Stal I
l >»« r

I in my own mind thai the peo| i

,,„ ot the survej until a* i it was cmpiet I, and that

to carry i( forward on a matured

*»without dang vi ita being inter. upted.

In weio-Iiino- the matter earei'uliv. I have concluded that t..ur years

:

- to which the survey should W l

t less than $40,000 per year. But I

ie survey should be; suspended nlto-

, ces of the State are placed on a cash

I fin 1 that ' -"» llV t; "' necessity of

gto meet the advances required by the tieasmV

wo years behind < H'« appropriations is

m, p,,.;, H. of the State and the

rk to allow me to be willing to continue on the system

Should' the financial condition of the State be improved, and the ne-

cessary appropriations made, we might in four years accomplish the tol-

I of work : .

W; should prepare a map of Central California, extending from the

7 to tl ,t of 40° -2U'—piobahU on a - !• ot three miles

to the inch. This i ,|,« ui.l.ui t
' »y about nine-

t-.-nths of the population of the State. It is poss
:

:

able to complete the map of the Coast Ranges, f

- •
-

' bears on the working of the mines, a
" !uct3

M
to a

-

~
;

'"

Partments of the survey ..' , fnr

four years longer, would probably be comprised in about In

' "
" e first would embrace

general geology of the State : the second,

PCrfij^'jj " ] °gy ;
and

n<* introduced into the other volumes i printed wi
.

the texi. *

» of these volumes might b— -

- publ̂

Parts, owin"g'to"the large quantity of matter it might be desirable
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If it be deemed necessary to close the survey at once and permanently,

no further appropriation being made except for

for publieai
. go tar u Al

be able to furnish two volumes, and perhaps three, according to the

amount which may be appropriated for preparing

for the press, and for finishing; up such work as is already neai

The appropriation for the survey, made for the second year of its con-

tinuance, by the Legislature of 1862, having just be. n paid, a volume is

now due the State, in accordance with the Act passed at that session,

I.. '.

work has already been begun and will be carried on as rapidly as possi-

ble, provided the Board of Examiners will audit my estimate for

printing, to the extent authorized by the law, so that I can make the

necessary financial arrangements and be enabled to pay for the work as

it progresses, by borrowing on the security of the State warrant.

By constitutional limitation, the office of State Geologic
the course of the year 1804, and, as I suppose, on the 2 1st of April,—

the date of the approval of the Act authorizing the survey an

the office, although I did not enter upon the duties of State Geologist

until November 14, 1860. Of course, ui
' - a ; -i .•

1 by the present

Legislature, my duties will cease at the time above mentioned.

The printing of another volume of the report can be commenced

whenever an appropriation is made for the same by the Legislature, W
the money provided for the purpose. One of the two volumes due the

State whenever the appropriation of 18G3 is paid, will constitute a por-

tion of the final report, whether the survey be continued or not. The

should be stopped by the ! ssiblfl to specify

the sum required for the printing m ; whether un-

report will be a final one—that is to say. whether the survey is to go on.

The total amount appi iature for the survey, from

•'. has been 870, do I. Of the $20,000 appropriated bv the

last Legislature, the .urn of $11,487.98 had been expended from Ann.

1st to September 30, 1863. Our expenses from October 1st to Decem-

ber 3 1st of this year may be estimated at *4.7:>o : having only about

$3,750 to go on with after the new year. It may be added, that popart

of tlie last ippropi itioa has been rec ved. and'that no information can

be procured at th. S a . 1'reasun r's < til . as t wh n t is likely to be.

The question of providing a tin-t t building i»r th - State geological

is one which should engage the attention of the Legislature during the

coming session. For my views on this subjec
port to be presented to this Legislature early i

ti :.. I:-.,:.... _ • -
. _

-. -

— 1 the Superintendent of j -quired t

Hoard

Legislature, on or before the second Monday of December, on the po«

bility of establishing a State University, ,

ly of December, on tne p««

bracing an Agricultural Col-
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lege, a School of Mines, and a Museum including the geological collet

the 12th of Ap
\ had decided c

rl Large Mass of Native Copper.-Mr. J. B. Townsend, agent of the

-

ling the large mass of copper found in 1857 :—" lhe 'great

mass' of the Minnesota Mine was discovered in February, 1857, between

level, or about 120 feet below the surface It

• mm the foot wall -t

>ta vein. Previous to its discovery, the regular vein, at the

rate, had been removed. The foot-

wall of the vein, at the place where the great mass was found, was per-

fect and regular as in other cases ; the lode was also rich m mass copper.

;
,,{ only t.v small string.- or pi.-ces of copper

- *«ft4ftf«X in length,

,. t width, and tl-thnkiM p.ul was more than

8 feet. It was over^90 percent copper, and weighed about 420 tons.

'• squired 13 months to complete the tinS il to {™
surface. Some 30 men were employed in cutting at first, but as the

I

w became smaller, only a few could work at the cutting at a time.

95 kegs,

5 lbs.). The principal features of this

.
, _ purity, and Us

6. Laurentian Rhizopods of Canada. (Extract of a letter trom

T. Stkrry Hunt, F.R.S., to J. D. Dana, April 2, 1864.)—The mineral-

ns of the fossil Rhizopod from the Lain i n limestones of

Canada, mentioned in Sir W. E. Logan's note in the last number of the

ton of this F. kged, while the sarcode has been re-

placed by cer« :ve not only filled up the i

-

- -,. . .;. ..' -
'

riHonteana

tine are often found m cont

md were evidently formed in cousecu-

sti, ges of a continuous process.
, , ,

. liewobwn lews which 1 h«e dread]

i of the American Journal of Science, as to the aqueous origin

those above mum- 1, which as I have asserted

""•sihave been deposited as the result of chemical processes t.

Rl ^e earth's surW Th« resemblance between the mode of preserva-
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7. UeberzweineuedyadischePflanzen; by Dr. H. B. Geinitz (Jakrb.
jur Mai., or..-., lSU-i. pp. 520-5*0).—Of the two new plants of tlu- P-r-
m.an here de-cubed by Dr. Geinitz, one i> from the Rothliegende of Ot-

N»dori I

i unomala, ad
is a stem in fruit; it is regarded i

and near the living Cnjptomeria. The other is from the
of Ilohenelbe, and is apparently a root, as the nan
Kablikce, implies. The paper h illustrated by two plates.

8. Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der organischen Ueberreste in der Dyai

\

by Dr. M. B. Geinitz. With two plates. (Jahrb.f. Mm., 1803. pp.

I 'r. Geinitz here describes and figures the Pn
••f.-r* to the Nop,,,! C.i.-tacean>), Syringopora

Fischen Gein from the lower

Permian of lluttendorf near Ilohenelbe. and rem
i

identity of fossils of certain Uiiridi Carboniferous and Permian schists,

an,! : ' ! -" u[» o!1 , ' 1 " "tine Dyas, of Marcou, used by him for the Permian.

Under this last head, Dr. Geinitz show, that "the Dvas lias different

limits from tlmse before given to the Permian. Vet we still think, with

Miitvhison, that the accepted name of Permian mav without inconven-

ience and more properly be extended to cover the whole. We see no

• all to one based on a mere accident,

9. Appendix to the T ,
~

; |, v Sir

Charles Ltei.l. Dec, 1863.—This appendix consists of abstracts of

recent papers tou -

the same. Be-

sides papers beari ng directly on ;rs on the Con-

tinental ice of Gr of the glacial diift of Scotland

and Wales, on th imals at various depths in seas

abounding in tic

submergence ot t

-ating ice in .A

he Sahara in tl
-

Antarctic regions, and ou the

10. A popular
i of the Minerals and Geology

of Canada ; by E. J. Chapmax, Ph.D., 1 'rof. in Universil .

ronto. 236 pp., 1syo. with over_ 200 wood-cuts. Toronto, 1864. W.C.
Chew.

the Can i U m Jo tn tssenU a popu-

lar and yet full sketch of the mineral.,^ H nd - -'-i\ of Canada, to-

gether with such introductory matter pertaining to both"these sciences »•

would serve to render il

P - • -

Geol ,g t | Surv,_\ of Canada, as gather. I t m tie- pu lished 11 ]'• '»•

•> from the results of Prof. Chapman's own ob-

servations and the memoirs of other investigator*. It ia

numerous wood-cuts. m—although somewhat

bis preface—a large number of tw

While the volume has a special interest in Canada, it b»
hardly less our of it. n itad with the

geology of North America.
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III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

by R, C. A. Prior, M.D., etc. London : Wil-

jate, 1863. pp. 250, 12mo.—A book full of out-of-the-* vj

ting lore, such as could be produced only by one who, like 1 >r.

Prior, has much botanical and philological learning, especially of the

wurcwof the English language, and who has patiently studied the old

Li'.ik Apart from the botanical interest, as the author remarks, in

tracing back popular names to their remote origin :

* We soon find that w from the humble occu-

pation of the herbalist, and are entering upon a higher region of titer*

v of man's pr< gress, a ;ii ent of his

civilization. Some of the plants that were familiar to our ancestors in

Central Asia bear with us to this day the very names they bore there,

ite by them the uses to which they were applied,

»'i'li!)' 'h'sr. t ire win, i prci died wh r. t ..y w re given, as do

those of the ih n - ffinities, the various pa us of tl
|

meval

family. The names of .
uncled, carry

r back, or to still more distant regions: for in -

i. w to deduce any me.r :
'

,s
P''°

1 '-

Mirnal, from an entirely alien nation. In such, for instance, astound
and ox, we have unquestionable proof that they must have been given to

those animals before the existing dialects of our ancient mother tongue

had assumed their distinctive form : and this must have been at an im-

mote point of time. For, to educe from the same language

others so different fiom ..m i » h i not only it their m i uiary, but n

earnest known state the oldest of them with which we are tc

ik, and Gothic, required a period not of centuries

millenta.

"The most
i : ct, of the names that have come

down to us, are m a period antecedent to the settle-

ment of the German ra.-.- in V.u\<\ md.—nam- whi li ai deducible from
•-

. :. -.

.-, ...:•
:

' -

JJJ
**rtained upon other evidence . . . that the t

"£* »"tain had entered Europe, not as a set of l

Pwtoral tribes, or mere pirates and warriors, but as colonists, who, rude

J
toy may have been in dress and manners, yet in essential points were

"ready a civilized peop i e< j t w{|| be seen at the same time that they

tTn i

RVe eom
" fr"m a col,Wr '•-'' M

'
: f" r

-

wl,i
"

:l '" "
""""

-a,—they do not comprise lP!*i Walnut,
gewnore, Holly, „ r

\uiv , v ,., _„,.,.,„ e v.vpt of the Fi.-tnbe, or Plum,
r'*r

> Peach, or'Cherrv/or any other fruit-tree, except the Apple. For
** J°tra. Sci._sEr0NT> Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. 111.—May. 1864
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all these latter they adopted Latin names, a proof that at the time when

Rhine, they were not the settled inhabitants of the country they were

querors from a country where those trees were unknown."
The transformations mid transposition* which many popular names

lui\e undergone are curious. Hie word Primrose coines from 1'nim

rolles, the nann it bt ir» in the ol 1 herl als ami maims tints, wrimn as

:

vera, the fin - in England was fai

question could never have been taken for a rose. Tube Jio.se, from f*
berose, i.e., tuberosa was an analogous blunder. But, curiously . n. n-h,

the Primeverole of the olden time was not a Primula at all, as Dr. IW
shows. The rightful claimant of the name is the 1 >ai»y j B<

a common and conspicuous flower of "f Kum<j"-,

name in all the old books. Matthioli, in 1586, however, appends tho

name of Primula veris, &c. both to .Bd/w and Primula.
" Primrose peerless;

1

etyim .logical!) traced, turns out to mean Primula

paralyseos,—a p«%, not a nonpariel primrose.

Another link of the chain of confusion : our Prim rose in the nn !
•

ng.-s was called in Latin Liynstrum ; and the English names /'am,

Privet, (from Prymet and Primprint, all from the French /;n'»i<? /
»«

leropa, and answering to the modem Fr. r eh l',im,t>i..

\\ itnesses of the former state of things. The name of L,

been applied or restored by botanists to the sh;

Pimyrint, Prim, &;<;., went with it.

Gilliflower (Fr. Girofice, It. Garo/alo, Lat. Caryophylluni) etyiii- .'-

name. The g iPink, wt m .) to

man pinksten, Whitsuntide, the Wl
a name shortened from nevx^xotrt^ Pentecost, the

These specimens may suffice to call attention to a verv it

useful book. ***

.

2. Cosson et Germain de Saint-Pierre, Flore de* SnvirOM
2ieme ed. Paris ; Masson et Fils, 1861. pp. 963, 8vo.—Sy-
lytique de la Flore des Environs de Paris. 2^me ed. pp. 58

AViih tin-... two v.,k„n-,— thr o Sl ,. i u thi— \

prising the whole botain of the Jisti t within tin si

..
-.•

V'-g n v, liin 24 1 igm s f V iris, wh h takes in 1 '

Evreux, and Compu-gne; and is supplied with a map crowded witu
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Uik -•> noptical tables, <fec. The conim ire included.

p( rtant ones fully described. Both works are models of

their kind. A
-
G -

3. Des Fleurs de Pleine Terre, comprertant la Descripho

lure des Fleurs Annuelles, Vivaces, et " "

•

praison, de plans de Jardins, avec de.

8, etc., etc. Par Vilmori
•

1 •_'!<;, lOnio.— 'i wen!\ eight [latr.-s

'jeuse de pleine terr l\ su 'ivies de

es Plantes et Vept.aur de Icur

, 1803,

occupied with sue t prefa-

pagating of flowering

tins lists of choice h

mts for borders, i,fi! le^best

3r ttie raising ana pro]

weds, of bulbous plants, of the best plai

-. <f d.-Mrable sweet-scented flowers, of ornamen'al funis,

• iiiinifiit-il -I-;—,,.* t'-rn-. <>t -• of plants

Bhady places, and of
|

nta pi turesque or

nnl'nvr for {.lair foliage, &c. Also, a calendar of the season of flower-

iiiu".t the principal plants d«s. rib.-d in the body of the work
;
plans of

and tV.i tin n'n in Is f vill is ; colored plans and de-

ny plates-bandes at the

'/. Tuilerie*, Loupt^

.
'.,-. -/-,

:
:

•'-.-.
Idictionary ultural terms employed
:r't!i«- work, and tables . ;

" anish names
of common fli rench synonyms. Nine hum

% pages of the body of the work are filled with excellent popular de-

scriptions of hardy flowering plants, alphabetically arranged u

-

•» to their garden varieties and their culture. We have no great ac-

. but we know of nothing to compart

»e well-known Bon Jardinier, upon the same plan, only extended to

general culture. Even for this country it is a treasure, which, if in the

igea are given for the convenience of

A. G.

*• Monographia Generis Lepigonorum. Auctore N. C. 1.

> pp. 48, 4to, tab. 1-3. Separately printed from the Nova
<™a UpsaL, ser. 3, vol. 4. fas . 2 —Twei \ t ve species and a few sub-
8F>ecies are ela rj portions of the plant and
"Kfe are well

I _ as was to be expected, th-

us by the venen • Fries, in 1817,

character orap..
, ltl

.
t „ -

. hat it ma - that good and

-

uenever Pa m6 genua of that name comes to be
•

™ this
^ genus, although they are admitted, to var> cu^i-ieral ly and in a

Part °f the species to be either winged or single*. The primary divi-
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sion is into Leiosperma,
|

subdivided, from the size of the capsule, into Macrotheca and Micro-

theca. One large-fruited species with smooth seeds (L. macrolhecvm)

is from California, and two smooth-st . <]> •<] species with small pods are

tic coast, as also one rough-seeded, small-fruited one

//;), both to our eastern and our western coasts. The group

bution, and the close connexion among the form-.

bile others would regard them rather as

incompletely segregated derivations of a common stock, or of two or

three stocks. a. o.

5. Kongliga Svensha Fregatten Fugenies Reset, etc. Botanik, 1, 2.

: by the Royal Society of Sciences of Stockholm.) Botany of

the Galapagos Islands, by N. J. Andeksson.—Th<

botanical results of the Voyage of the Swedish Frigate Kug.'iiie. pub-

lished several \- irs aq », is i j n. t d .lis. ission of the vegetation of the

(r dap o,'..s, in the Swedish language. 1 lie second, fee til
i

y issued, i* an

rum ; the whole illustrated by 16 plates, 4to. Ev<

of Dr. Hooker's elaborate essay on the botany of these islands, they have

been regarded with great interest, especially' in what relates to the geo-

enhanced by this more recent and complete florula. The number of

species is here extended to 392, the Alga, omitted ; of which one is a

Fungus, 9 are Lichenes, 6 Hepatica, 4 Musci, 31 Filices, one Salvima-

cea ; the remainder Phaenogamous plants. A -
°*

6. Caroli Wright Lichenes Insula Cuba, curante Edvardo Tcci-

erman.—The Lichenes of Mr. Wrigi . made during

several vears past, have been most" att. ntn. I\ -• ••:
I md arianged by

rrofess.,1- Tuckerman. Having completed the work, so far as regards the

labor and care, have been distributed into set> (in all only 20) by Prof-

Tuckerman; the sp. and furnished

to the subscribers to Mr. Wright's collections. With the exception ot

Lindig's Venezuelan collection, we are assured that no collect

ical Lichenes has ever been made which w.»uld compare with this.
"
rof-

M and annotations upon the more interesting

species are pnl -|„d in th- P, -,, A/ ^ <>f )}lt A,„>rican Academy of

Arts and Sciences, and copies of this publication will be furnished to

subscribers to the sets. Several sets vet remain for disposal, containing

between 144 and 165 species. Those who desire to obtain them may

apply to Prof. Gray, Cambridge. The indefatigable collector u still P"
1
"

suing his botanical investigations in Cuba.
_

A
's°'ev

7. Observations on the Genus Un,
[

f ' 07".,°
. k,

Species, their soft parts, and embryonic forms in the Vmonida,

Isaac Lea, LL.U, Pres. Acad. Nat. Sei. 1'hilad.. etc.. etc

10 plates, 94 pp., 4to. Philadelphia. (Head Mav 12. 1 863 before>W>

Journal.)—This tenth volume of Dr. Lea's Memoirs on <h

I l feu . J ffri - Wyraan. Twenty-five pages are occupi
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h the descriptions of new spedes, and the rest . of the volume by obser-

i on the animals and Ithe embryonic forms of 143 species of Ui

1 the United States. Many of the neiv species described

collected by Prof. Wyman in South America. Other South Ame
species, with a few from Asila, were contribute< 1 by Mr. C. M. Whef.-,;.

hois tVi'iii Asia by Mr . W. A. Haines.

The number of known species of North Am erican U

*d by the author, si a of his e,by

thirty >ix, making in nil seren hundred and ten ; and still others, Dr. Lea

Besides descriptions of the' shells and animals, Dr. Lea makes some

iritical remarks on certain subdivisions of the family which have been

iroposed by Professor Agassiz.

The Introduction announces that the eleventh volume will consist

tbiefly of indigenous species of Unionidse and Melanidw, but with some

ixotic species of the former, descriptions of which have already appeared

i ration times in the Proceedings of the Academy.
We may here add, that, in January last, Dr. Lea declined being a can-

lidate for re-election to the office of President of the Academy ;
where-

ipon the following resolutions vere unanimously adopted

:

"That this Academ ^i' sense of lne

wire- faithfulness, impartiality, and eminent ability with which Dr. Lea
lias performed the duties of President during the lengthened term of his

ncumbency.

"That the thanks of this Academy be hereby tendered to Dr. Lea for
'

. i

-

8. List of the Polyps and Corals sent by the Museum of Comparative
Zoology to other Institutes in exchange, with Annotations; by A. E.

*errill. pp. 29-60 from the Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative
-

ia much more than a list, it

containing notes bv the . ithoi at consi I< i d te length on the characters
at>d synonymy of many of the species, and descriptions of a number of
Dew species. The author a

' " >' - " itl1 the de-

partment which has b,-,. n under hi- f Compara-

h in his paper toward

llf* of this department of zoology.
9. Prospectus of a Monograph of the Tetraonince, or Family of the

Arouse;
i SSUeil l,v the author. 1>. (}. Elliot.—"It is proposed to com-

' -his work, including plates with
»te-size figures of all the known species.

: the scientific arrange-
™eQtof this • n of it comprising the

,.- collection of these,

l^ugh its various exneditions.
1

! the author trusts that he will be enabled
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" Peculiar facilities have been afforded for carrying on an investigation
in this family

; for not only is the author placed

European ornithologists, lie is enabled through their kind efforts to be
-

of the Old World.

"'North America,' says Prince Charles Bonaparte, ' is exceeded by no
country in the beauty, number and valuable qualities

now, when inn, ->s have been discovered ?

natives of the United States. The drawings have been' executed with

great care from the birds themselves, and eaeh plate is colored bit kind ;

the scenery to wind. the
}

are :l.v.,st..mrd. Whene've,' it is p^ibk
figures ot the male, female and yoiin-jr, will be given.
"The same method has been "adopted with this work as with the au-

thor's forne-r one, entitled a Monograph of the 1'iiti.he, or Familv of Ant

Thrushes; and only a limited number of copies ha\e been prepiired-in

this case, 2U0—and the drawings are erased from the stones as soon M

dme the wo.lv. unless at th oi.j z it to become
more valuable to those possessing it.

"The work, imperial folio in size, will be issued in parts—each to con-

tain six plates—to fo!l,,w eaeh other as rapidlv as may be consistent w '.h

scribers only, at Ten Dollats eaeh. payable on delivery; the number of

parts probacy not exceeding rive. It is intended also to giveoneor
more plates, as may be required, illustrating the eggs of the different

44 The author would beg leave to request those who may desire to sub-

scribe, to sign their names to the accompanying form and enclose it to

him, ae early as may be convenient, to his residence, No. 21 West 33d

New York, Feb. 17th, 1864.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE

1. On the Yellow Coloration of faded Photographic Pn
Caret Lea. 1—Everything connected with the permanent-
graphic products has an interest so vital to pi, .

connected with it can be considered as trivial. We are v
the dark as to the causes of failure. "Sulphuration " is a

word, but it would be more satisfactory if we had some;-.
nature of the obnoxious insoluble sulphur compound.

The hypothesis which has for some time past become current i-s that

spends upon the presence in the print of son
pound, which with time acts upon the silver, converting it, as >« «"<*.

' Communicated for thi* Journal hv the author, and received too late for in**"

tion in the foregoing portion of the Journal.
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lit mlphid. Sulphid of silver we know as a jet black substance, and
<>.. habitually convert the reduced silver of negatives into sulphid when
we wish to intensify them. Why then should the production of sulphid

<: diver strengthen a negative and destroy a print?

MM. Davanne and Girard answer as follows. Sulphid of silver pre-

. - if is, they say, black. But formed in presence of uiganic

organic matter enters into the composition and the compound
'

' a of silver with sul-e-V _> I :i -..'/ :'!,

same silver solution in presence of starch and obtain a yellow precipitate.

I have paid much attention to the subject of the fading of prints, and
bad been forcibly struck by the anomaly above referred to. The expla-

nation of the gentlemen just mentioned seemed very satisfactory ; but
the question appeared to have too much importance to pass it by with-

out verification. The following results were obtained.

In a test tube was placed a little boiled starch ; in a second tube, some

"'-•re added to each and then hydrosulphate of ammonia. Both solutions

gave a yellowish brown precipitate without the slightest difference in

shade or color. The precipitate afforded bv hydrosulphate of ammonia
ere differ from that produced by sulphuretted hydrogen, but

to remove any doubt on this score, the experiment was carefully repeated

n. The same result pi i*eb was obtained.
As a further •

j t was varied by the Mil <titution
of another organic substance, viz : collodion, instead of' the starch. The
" -it \\o precisely similar.
Ibe different result oh:,. rd can per-

haps be explained as follows. The sulphid of >ih er is a bem
:

. !. organi matter, Mich as gum, starch, gela-
tine, &c., retain a precipitate for a longtime in a state of si

thus preserving h-brown appearance. If, therefore,
*e prepare sol wing them
to subside, and ex uniue them on v ift, r t n-ne. v.- *!, til rind in the one
^se a black pi ; in the otlier a brown-
« »«cid liquid. But if we watch the process from the outset, we shall
** that the reactions are rod differ only in respect
10 the mechanical suspension which' takes place in the one case.

nent which I here cite may throw some light on the origin

Kate of very fin,- division, its eoh.r is vellnwish brown, as may be easily
pertained by treating a very dilute solution (e.g., l-5000th) of nitrate

silver with hydrosulphate of ammonia. Many substances are only
' • Henee of excessive intensitv of color. Lampblack, f-r

•ruwii. Ink
;! !'le. Glaus has shown that the intensely black hydrated

*y"oxyd of ruthenium is, when very finely divided, green.

«rat^
eret0reCOnc,u<le: lsL That il is a* vet not abso1ute1v demon-

j
„ *?' (

although probable.) that the eurrent"opiniou, ascribing the fad-
8 « pictures to .is correct.
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2d. That if this opinion be correct, there exists no evidence that or-
ganic com; - to do with the production of a yellow
color, the tint s .hid of silver found in theii presence and in their
absence ben ,] e f yellow-brown.

2 Magnesium Light for Photography.—Prof. Roscoe, at a meeting

stated that the m i-:i-i mi li_r!it, ni..p .-i-
i

!

-.

been recently tried by Mr. Brothers.
] s a goa] nega.

tive copy of an engraving was obtained in a

shining, but with a good deal of ! _

in the usual way. Mr. Sonstadt pre]

: ;
•

ot 74 steanne candles, of which 5 make a pound; and in 10 hours, 1922
grms. of such wn • <.v,,,'d be , >n-u n -d.—R tder, March 5.

3. Preservation ofAnimal Substances.—Pasteur reported to the An*

serving animal substances, the invention of Mr.
composed of alum, benzoin and watei
with it, as with a varnish, and then it is allowed to dry in contact with

the air. Decomposition, he states, is completely prevented for
of time. The thin film, though invig

:

take place freely.—Reader, March 19. .,

4. The Difficulties incident to the layina of long Electric Sea Cables.

—Few people can imagine the great -..,s to be over-

portions and there -.,. very f, * -hi; , , apabie of c uvexing the required
load in the necessary manner. An electric cab!-

ble of being coiled at all ; the cable must, therefore, be laid in the hold,

in as large a mt ^ perfectly

:

'

:

,
- ' •

. !:.
"

must be placed so as to load the ves« so paid out

all preserve an even keel, ,

-- must be ad-

milted to keep the vessel in trim. M ,ble, the vessel

employed should be a steamer of suffi, ,,iv to contain

.- •
; :,,; : . • ...;. , • . . . . _ -

and towed by a steamer, the ship becomes in a he
and in case of a hitch on n i, ;

- it is aim .<t imprWi ., to check her

progress in time to prevent accident. A cable lon<j enough to span the

: weigh at least 6,000 tons ; and when "coals must be carried,

and in addition a clear B] , to enable this enormous
length of cable to be coile ressel, except

the Great East to the requirements of the case. The

hands employed in liberating the cable coiled in the hold have a difficult
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layer by layer, from the lashings and packings of wood, so as to set free

only as much of the cable as is required, so as to avoid the possibility of

its escaping from the guides on receiving any check. The break is a part
of the apparatus which requires the most delicate handling ; the strain

which it puts on must be sufficient to prevent the cable from running
out with too great a velocity in proportion to the speed of the vessel,

whilst it must be sensitive to every pitch and roll, in order to prevent the
cable from being snapped by a sudden strain. Many self acting breaks
have been proposed, but in practice nothing has been found so effectual

for the regulation of the strain as constant personal superintendence.
The speed at which the paying-out vessel travels should be as uniform as

possible throughout the whole «

>n must be made
for contrary winds and rough weather, a. large amount of surplus power
is indispensable. In fair weather it is not difficult to attend to all these

precautions, nothing but proper care and attention being necessary ; but
in stormy weather,"when the vessel is tossing to such an extent that the

men can scarcely Bti nd freeing the cable, when the
pitching of the ship throws su i ns upon the break,
and when the breaksman himself can scarcely keep his feet and can see

nothing in the darkness, the difficulty of managing the apparatus prop-
erly is of no ordinary kind.—FA* Quarterly Journal of Science.

5. Permeability of Iron.—Our readers may recollect our having, some
months ago, menu, stent* made by MM. H.Sainte-
Claire Deville and Tro *t, from whi. h it appeared that, by a kind of en-

dosmosis scarcely to be suspected in the case of a metal, hydrogen would
pass through the pores of a platinum tube. Last week, the Academy of

Sciences received from them a new paper, in which they announce a

similar property in iron. The great difficulty was to find a tube answer-
ing to the various « the experiment. The best iron

to be found in the markets might still be open to some objection, since in

Point of fact it is a mere sponge flattened by a hammer, like common
platinum. They succeeded at ndness of a friend,

-
,:
ttle carbon that it did

not admit of being tempered. It was in reality rather iron than steel,

wd so soft that it was drawn into a tube without heating or soldering,

To the ends of this tube, two other tubes of a much smaller diameter,

»nd of copper, were - tk« whole was then introduced

mto an open porcei:. " e
!
a ?,a3S tube,

Iut
f
d t0 one end, e- .

" with <™ wains &™-
rating hydrogen completely d«j

i!l
=
wh,,« at lhe

other end, another glass tube, bent at right angles, dipped into a mercury

Hits vertical I
For the space ofnng

„..t of hvdrogen
^s, which was maintained at » high temperatui

Jwn of the hydrogen on the sides of the iron t

11 the atmospheric air, as well as the moisture cc

*e'y to be produced there. This done, the comr
'r°otube and the hvdrogen apparatus —* «** of

g'ass tube by the ai'd of the blowpipe.
A«- Joes. Sm «w/wTi a»T» Vot..
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the mercury, no longer kept down by the stream of hydrogen, yielded to

the pressure of the air, and rose in the vertical glass tube to the height

of 740 millimetres, or very nearly the usual barometrical h<

would not have happened, had there not been a nearly com].

.

in the tube the instant the supply of hydrogen was cut off. But what

had become of the hydrogen supplied Wore? There is hut one expla-

nation possible, viz : that, notwithstanding the pressure of the atmos-

phere, the hydrogen had passed through the pores of the steel tube.

Hence an iron tube introduced into a furnace where there are reducing

gases, is a most powerful instrument for carrying off all the hydrogen.—

Galignani.

6. Submarine Volcano in the Mediterranean.—Letters from Malta

mention an extraordinary convulsion of nature not far from that city, be-

tween the island of Pantellaria and the town of Sciacca, on the coast of

Sicily, a submarine volcano having broken out about twenty-five miles

from the shore. It is said that a volcano existed there in the year 1701,

and on an old chart there is an old reef laid down precisely on the spot

where the volcano now is. It was first indicated by smoke rising from the

sea about the 12th of August last, which gradually increased in volume

for several days till fire was seen, and eventually a small island was

thrown up above the surface, about eighty or ninety yards long and

twenty or thirty hitrh, composed of cinders. In its centre was the cra-

ter, which continually emitted steam and smoke ; and during the erup-

tion-, which occurred on an average every hour and a half,

and cinders were thrown to the height of one thousand feet. It « *
tioned as a singular circumstance that about the same time tl

cano first showed itself, a strong earthquake took place in the island of

Samos, which divided a hill into two parts, leaving a valley wil

of water flowing through it. Recently a party of curious pei

this wonderful island, and one of t'hera thus reports the result of their

observations

:

" The beach, which appeared to be a mixture of ashes and sand reduced

to a powder, was as bar I, but very few yards from

the water-si igh, composed of loose cin-

ders of all sizes heaped lightly together, so that at every step we sank

over shoes in cinders very hot to the touch. Oui
was to get up the flagstaff, planted by the crew of a British ^

hich we accomplished after a steep climb up the slii

When on the top we were nearly to leeward of the crater, and the con-

sequence was that the volume of steam that rose from it drove full ">

our faces so strong a sulphurous vapor as to make several of the party,

including myself, very nearly sick. The part on which we were was

sliest, and seemed on a rough computation to be about two nu -

dred feet above the sea. The crater was some distance below us, rouna,

and perhaps thirty or forty yards across. The level of the

was rV. m twelve feet to twenty feet below the lip

actual crater. It was much discolored and boiling strongly
iU """

quantities of white steam, with this sulphurous vapor whic
so much. There was apparently i

from the southeast side into the sea, which"might be t
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its dark color, and at the same place a thick volume of steam rose

n the outside of the original crater, as if a new one were forming,

er staying some time upon the top, we went down again to the crater,

J having examined it adjourned to our boats, and pulled round the

iuth side, so as to command a view of the rush of water before men-

tioned, which came from the iala aiag, and turowing
'

earn. Nothing can be more singular

of ashes in the middle of the sea.

-;.'-

You inav form some idea of the force of the fin

•.sofa mile round, and that, where it now stands, turner

: . . , .:., .
,-.; ;

'

: '

,'tely made, it seems to stand on a large base. — hceuitiy 1'ost,

Nov. \ZLh, 1863.

1. Water in Paris.—While the waters of Champagne are b.

veyed to Paris, and a powerful hydnu

; MM Deg m '' "' An enor_

mous borer, weighing 5,00

which is to set this formidable borer in motion n

Oue of the great difficulties to be conquered is a thick stratum of loose

sand, which has no more cohesion thai ** l»« ho
}
e

descends. It is in order to be able to force the tubes in before the

-L'ssary. A

«s expected to reach a depth of 900 metres, is situated on the Place H -

^ v ,„ ^ f La \ ill tt< M ui«h •
the works for

..............
;

'-:;.>.,;.;.: .,
,

.. - • ,.; * • .
"

•

'

' -

a«d Charenton, Napoleon I. caused a canal, two kil

~
v

StMaur, which are to be replaced by . bydw
about 40,000 cubic me

» breadth, and fed by 1

dams" one"on"each"bank of the river. The eastern on« « pro-

ine for feeding ^-f^^^^iZiSlSi
set .0 mouon

''^-^this^c-" -

east of Vi

following

which has

r S

omSt.Maur.-G«%Ham.

f« this vew 1/a th» follnwina ones, by the Academy, at its last public
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sitting ; the papers in all cases to be sent in headed by some motto, to

be repeated on a sealed envelope containing the name of the author.

on the question : " To discuss with care and com,

1865)—3,000fr. "To improve in some important point thi

livatives of the second order" (June 30th, 1865)—3,000lr.

librium in floating bodies" (June 30th, 1864)—6,000fr. " To
....-, . , ~' .' - . -

.
......

; . ;',.,.. ..,;... . .•!,..,'. ,..-...
,

..-.-..

to vessels of war (October 30th, 1S64)— 3,000fr. Bordin prize: "To

.iioinena, at the

choice of the competitor" (June 30th, 1864)—3,000fr. Bordin prize

30th, 1864)—3,0001'r. "On the comparative anatomy of the nervous

"' (August 31st, 1864)—3,000fr. "On the pi

mdation" (Dec. 30th, 1865—3,000fr.

"For the improvement of French paleontology, either by showing the

anatomical characteristics of one or more ivi .s <>t Vertcbrata, and thus

ta for the study of our Tertiary fauna, or else by

_ '

i

f pellagra" (March 31st, 1864)—5.000fr. "On the application of

31st, 1866)—20,000fr. The Academy

and Emperor's prize, "For methods of preserving members b\

h 31st, 1866). Lastly, the Breant prize of 100,-

OOOfr. for the discovery of an unquestionable" sp-

in default of this, a prize of 4,000fr. to '

that there exist in the air substances wh
the propagation -.

—

Galignani.

9. Spanish Scientific Expedition.—A scientific

sent out by the Government of Spain, which will visit most of the coin

tries and localities of interest in the Pacific ocean. The squadron, whic

comprises several war v.---N. armed at Montev iMco, Buenos Ayres, S. A

in December last, from which point the naturalists went overland to Va

paraiso, where the fleet was ordered to meet them. We do not kno

"

. , . .
- - •

: .

-
.

'•

we place in our columns a list of the savans engaged in this

which has been kindly furnished to us :

Don Pat- esident

P«rO«ndo Amor, Professor of Natural History,

eralogy and entomology.
~ la Mai

nil attend

Don Francisco de Paula Martinez, Professor of Natural History,

ill give his attemi and mollusca.

Don Marcos Jki ,. 1st inspector of the museum

tends to the mammalia, birds and reptiles.who attends t

luaagro, M.D., who has
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Don Bartolome Puig, M.D., naturalist, who is to

Don Juan Isern, 2d inspector of the museum, naturalist, who will at-

tend to botany.

Don Rafael Castro, photographer and draftsman.

—

Sandwich Island
paper.

10. Vegetable Ivory.—Vegetable ivory, in contact with concentrated

splendid red color, almost equal to magenta. At
lually becomes deeper until it attains a purple,

when the acid has been allowed to act for twelve hours.

11. Expedition to the Desert of Sahara, under Messrs. Martins and
Escher von Linth.—A brief no! . ot the starting of this expedition is

given at page 146 of this volume. Mi. hesor, who was one of the

in tli*; Swiss j.'un.als, that from
i course lay nearly due south to Tonga

." Thence they went west to El Oued, returning

-

going from Biskra and returning was about three weeks. Although

illy directed to the geological age of
* 1- Sahara; and he concludes, with Escher von Linth, that

"'

sea at the commencement . and that only recently

inion by the frequent oc-

currence of an : and to-day on the shores

lion that the elevation of
the Desert above the sea not a sudden occurrence,

but was gradw topa, The party brought
home a numb rtesian wells of the Desert, belonging
to the family of Cyprinodonts.

12. Periodical Meteors—R. P. Greg, Esq., of

I the Connecticut Acad-
emy on the su 1 need from

• -ose of A. Herschel, Esq., in England,
of Prof. Heis, in G, at Athens.

"The mete a
and abund-

ant, and those * to year, and more fre-

quent in horary numbers on the 14th than the 13th.

*The tecon irks, "k.i most notable meteoric

s duration, and giving, 1

.. Mr. Herschel and n

j hours. The radiant is about u.c »

The 0th-15th of February, radiant in Leo Minor; the 6th-10th of

«*rch, a recurrent
p

***** of large bolides and small

footing stars havii moderate, radiant the head of

L
J«*; the 5th-13th of December, (having been of late years a fine

»W), radiant half between A i pha
Gemin. and Beta Aunga-are

mentioned, together with others requiring observation. He remarks that
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the Nov. 13th-14th period is not visible in Australia, according to Prof.

Newmeyer ; but those of Aug. 9th-10th, with other periods, are.

In addition to the above, Mr. Greg has commenced an extract from

the proceedings of the I an important

paper by Alexa ; r ik-r- h. I. K-j., concerning the meteors of Aug. 9th-

10th, 1863, based on observations made at five stations—the Greenwich

and Cambridge observatories, the Cremston and Euston Road observa-

.

and estimated mass of twenty observed meteors ol that \m-\< .. I'd

average upper limit was 82.50 miles, and their average disappearance

was at 58 miles above the sea-level. The form;
miles at the lowest, to 131 miles at

'

from 35 miles at the lowest, to 84 miles at the hig

in absolute length, from 18 miles to 100 miles, and averaged 47-5 miles;

and the durations varied from half a second to th

locties range all the way from 23 miles to 71 miles a second. The radiant

teors by the heat developed—

I

the same at given distances, arid by using the velocity as an add

ment to determine the mechanical equivalent of heat. The ai

is put at near one and a-half pounds avoirdupois, varying from 20 grains

to 7£ pounds.
§

have required md can be received only as

an approximation of the rudest description. Even as such, however, it

A. C. T.

13. National Academy of Sciences.—Titles of memoirs read and of

!' •
. .

: -
.

. : -

'''
•' -'

ty. First Me-

moir; Benjamin Peirce.

2. Reduction of the observations of fixed stars made by J. J. Lepaute

d'Agelet at Paris, during the years 1783-5, with a catalogue of the cor-

i the equinox of 1800 ; B. A. Gocld-

3. The Saturnian System. First Memoir ; Benjamin Peirce.
_

4. On individuality among animals, with reference to the question ot

varieties and species"; L. Agassiz.

5. On the metamorphoses of Fishes ; L. Agassiz. .

6. On the geographical distribution of Fishes, as bearing upon their

affinities and systematic classification ; L. Agassiz. n,

7. Discussion of Magnetic Observations made at Girard College U*

mrMory in the years 1840-45 ; Parts IV, V, VI. Homoi
investigation of the eleven year period of the solar diurnal v:

annual inequality, and of the influence of the moon. Abstract ;
A- Vl

8. Discussion of Magnetic Observations,

Vertical Force ; investigati

Siont
I
&c; Parts VII, VIII and IX

eleven year period of the solar (h

. and of the influence of the moon

,

nual inequality, and of the influence
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D. On the force of fired gunpowder, and the pressure to which heavy-

funs are actually subjected in firing ; F. A. P. Barnard.
10. Description of an anemograph, designed for the University of Mia-

11. On materials of combustion for lamps in Light Houses; Joseph
Henry.

12. On the Parallelogram of Forces, and on virtual velocities;

T. Strong.

13. On photographs of the Solar Spectrum ; L. M. Rutherfurd.
H. On the tangencies of Circles and Spheres ; J. G. Barnard.
15. Observations of the Planet Venus near the times of her inferior

Conjunction, Sept. 28, 1863, and subsequently; Prof. Stephen Alex-

16. Brief note on the forms of icebergs; Prof. Stephen Alexander.

H. Maury's Sailing Directions, and Wind and Current Charts.—
These publications having been submitted by the Navy Department to

il Academy of Sciences for a Report upon their merits and
the desirableness of continuing their publication, the subject was reported

upon at its late meeting, by a committee which had been appointed for

>J by the Na-
tional Acaden a the opinion of this Academy, the

volumes entil re issued to navigators

from the Naval Observatory, and the "Wind and Current Cha>
they are designed to illustrate and explain, embrace much which is un-

sound in philosophy and little that is practically useful, and that there-

fore these publications ought not to be issued in their present form.

Wm. J. Taylor.—Prof. William J. Taylor died at Philadelphia, April

6tb, aged 31. He was i > lelphia, and
was an active member of the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, con-

tributing to the Proceedings of the Academy many important papers in

the departm.
:

as called to

the chair of Chemistry in the Medical College at Mobile, Ala., where he
spent but one season. ' Re' ' - ir Berlin, Worcester

Co., Maryland, and, on the breaking out of the war, was a very ardent

supporter of the cause of the Union. He aided i

which he was Major, and continued in the military service f.,r several

months. In his early death, mineralogica! science loses an aetlTfl and

able investigator, and Maryland an earnest and whole-souled patriot.

V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

k
t Boston Journal of Natural History: Vol. VII, No. l,]^-—

Aw. I. A Supplement to the « Terrestrial Mollusks of the United States
;"

V W. G. Binney.
t n ,

__.
No. 2, 1861.-Art. II. Observations upon the Geology andIPaleon-

£°gy of Burlington, Iowa, and its vicinity; by Charles»
A

;
White.-

P- On the Hvraenoptera of the genus Atlantus in the,lnit

% Eowaro Noeton.-IV. Descriptions of new species of Crmoidea from

«ie Carboniferous Rocks of the Mississippi Valley ;
by James Hall,
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No. 3, 1862.—Art. V. Notes on

isms, chiefly from the Para River, South

ley.—VI. Contributions to the Com i he Chimpan-

zee ; by Burt G. Wilder.—VII. On Alternate Generation h

and the Embryology of Autolytas cornutus ; by A. Agassiz.—VIII. Ma-

terials for a Monograph of the North American Orthoptera, including a

Catalogue of the known New England Species ; by Samuel H. Scuddeb.

No. 4, 1863.—Art. IX. Observations on thesu

•;* structure and arrangement of certain parts of I

the Carboniferous Rocks at Burlington,

Iowa; by Charles A. White.—X. Descriptions of the Fossil Plants col-

Mr. George Gibbs, Geologist to the United States Northwest

Boundary Com miss >r. ui lei Mi \i.iil ild Campbell, United States

I : by Dr. J. 8. Newberry.—XI. On Awchtttcti

lata, a species of floating Actinia found at Nahant, Massachusetts; by A.

Agassiz.—XII. Prodromus of the history, structure, and phi

the order Lucernaria? ; by Prof. Henry James Clark, of H
versity, Cambridge, Mass.—XIII. Monograph of the genus <

by Albert Ordway.—XIV. On the Fossil Crab of Gay Head ;
I y Dr.

William Stimpson.—XV. On Synthetic Types in Insects; by A. S.

Packard, Jr.—XVI. Description of a » White Fish" or " White Whale"

,n) ; by Jeffries Wyman, M.D., Prof, of Anatomy

sect Fauna of the White Mountains, New Hampshire ; by Samuel H.

2. National Almanac and Annual Record, for the year 1 864. 642

pp., 12mo. Philadelphia, 1864. George W. Chiids.—The National Al-

manac for 1863 was noticed by us earlyJast year (xxxv, 465). The vol-

.... .. -. . . .

value by a still wider range of subjects, and fuller details.

While remarkably complete as a national work, it also cor

foreign countries, their sovereigns, governments, areas,

t pp, 8vo, with a map. San Francisco and New Yorfc iw»-

Synopsis of the Marine Inrertebrata collected by the late Arctic Expedition

HM&r Dr I I H, . - 5 pp, 8vo, from the Proceedings of

he Acad. Nat Sci. of Philadelphia, May, 1863.
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On the Nomenclature of the: Foraminifera, bv W. K. Paekee, Esq, and Prof T.

I! Junks t-'GS -1 i ,.,... ivo: li ..n th- . lor Sept. 1863.

Materinui i dea Mines, Prof, de Geol.

Vihkui 1st i IS tn I ejw,

-_-.....-;.:•:'.':

i .- ;'. "..'.. '..•,
: - .' :' ^:.e

Pbyriw.

PaoCHKDINGS OK ACAD. NaT. Sd. PHILADELPHIA.—OCT*

on the Mimidu- of J..,,-,:-.!, a /. / /./,-,.' Hill

repomatidje, a family of Fluvi;

I, Note on some

;
George IF I, , 1 -322, Notes on the 1'icid; , Joh>, CW-DECKAIBER.

336, On some new 'an "^ 7 " ir 7-""*>

..
:

"

...
-.

;
. ,

# C. /V£;,i« —

:

-m of the Fumari

Am. Jour. Scl-Second Series, Vol. XXXVII, No. IU.-Mat, 1864.
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J. T. Rotkrocl — S tices, No. 1, on tl

-

Vcrri --: •'. :>.- n: ;!".. ( : v. . ,-.; !; : •!• rai the Baba-

iwn Amoeba; / Wyutan.-
tain remarkable' or e xcepti. a and species,

61

Pkoc'h

.

'

. .meh. AOAD. OF AKTS AND SCIENCES, Tol. Yl.-l, Obituaries of

\ ^ ' -
.

' - !

'
.

V. Bell, ! I ^r. ve. Peter Harlow, and J. B. Biot.— 35, A
Standard • Clock Stars, for the reduction of ol-ia vatioi^ in rijrlit

plant:

tinued from vol. v, •

Xotenn;

n Dey.-nxia -

. : :•

;" B. A. Gould.—8b, Supplement to the

. 1 GoM.-

iress, by the President, Dr. Wood.—339, On a

P. Lesie,;.—:-, il ,. J. R. IngersolL-

>ee.-378,OnaluBartidington Irving; /' ' :• Muli-m. C ./.

' rhn i.~ --, ()„.„„ eifeets ,i li_rhtijm
r

' "

1 Jones; George Sharswood.—397, Obi -reorge bharswood.—397, Obituary
On 'flint imi n Peale—Vol. viii,

-

•,':;
•

-
" _

" ' age health of Philadelphia ; Dubois.—3P ~ ±]

lachians and the coal formation in southern Virginia ./. /' /-' ; - ' <"!/ \
Elementary Sound- -56, On the oil-well*i of

Pennsylvania a . u-nuof Sept P2th

" ».-60, On a

-

/. <7. Cretan.—60, On a « curtain' auroi .

, On the skull of the

on the Cape Breton coast . . Copper Age in

; States; A. Morlot.—116, On Sorghum- /

-

'.
. . - I. •

:
: '

.-•
'

measures
; J. W. Dawson—224, On assay-balances ; Dubois.

{Foi- remainder of Bibliography, tee page 456)
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